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Abstract
Selecting good query terms to represent an information need is difficult. The complexity of 
verbalising an information need can increase when the need is vague, when the document 
collection is unfamiliar or when the searcher is inexperienced with information retrieval (IR) 
systems. It is much easier, however, for a user to assess which documents contain relevant 
information.
Relevance feedback (RF) techniques make use of this fact to automatically modify a query 
representation based on the documents a user considers relevant. RF has proved to be 
relatively successful at increasing the effectiveness of retrieval systems in certain types of 
search, and RF techniques have gradually appeared in operational systems and even some 
Web engines. However, the traditional approaches to RF do not consider the behavioural 
aspects of information seeking. The standard RF algorithms consider only what documents 
the user has marked as relevant; they do not consider how the user has assessed relevance. 
For RF to become an effective support to information seeking it is imperative to develop new 
models o f RF that are capable of incorporating how users make relevance assessments.
In this thesis I view RF as a process of explanation. A RF theory should provide an 
explanation of why a document is relevant to an information need. Such an explanation can 
be based on how information is used within documents. I use abductive inference to provide a 
framework for an explanation-based account of RF. Abductive inference is specifically 
designed as a technique for generating explanations o f complex events, and has been widely 
used in a range of diagnostic systems. Such a framework is capable o f producing a set of 
possible explanations for why a user marked a number of documents relevant at the current 
search iteration.
The choice of which explanation to use is guided by information on how the user has 
interacted with the system -  how many documents they have marked relevant, where in the 
document ranking the relevant documents occur and the relevance score given to a document 
by the user. This behavioural information is used to create explanations and to choose which 
type o f explanation is required in the search. The explanation is then used as the basis of a 
modified query to be submitted to the system.
I also investigate how the notion of explanation can be used at the interface to encourage 
f more use of RF by searchers.sI
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Part I
Introduction
Chapter One
Introduction and background
1.1 Introduction
Information retrieval (IR) systems allow users to access large amounts o f electronically stored 
information objects. A user submitting a request to an IR system will receive, in return, a 
number o f objects that potentially provide information relating to her request. These objects 
may include images, pieces o f text, web pages, segments of video or speech samples.
A number of features distinguish IR systems from other information access tools. For 
example, an IR system does not extract information from the objects that it accesses. Neither, 
typically, does it process information contained within these objects. This separates IR 
systems from knowledge based systems such as expert systems, conceptual graphs or 
semantic networks. These knowledge-based tools depend heavily on a pre-defmed 
representation o f a domain, such as medicine or law. This domain knowledge can be used to 
manipulate, infer or categorise information for a user. Instead, IR systems are used to direct 
the user to objects that may help satisfy a need for information.
The data accessed by IR systems is usually unstructured, or at best semi-structured. The 
requests submitted to IR systems are generally also unstructured. Whereas a database system 
will be used to answer requests such as “How many female members o f  parliament are there 
in the British Parliament?” or “Which British MPs are women?’’, IR systems will be used to 
answer requests such as “What are the main causes o f  the poor representation o f  women in 
UK politics? ” or “In what ways are the British political parties attempting to increase the 
number o f  female MPs ’’. IR systems are intended to deal with requests that do not necessarily 
specify a unique, objective answer.
The process o f information retrieval is an inherently uncertain one. Searchers may not have a 
developed idea of what information they are searching for, they may not be able to express 
their conceptual idea of what information they want into a suitable query and they may not 
have a good idea o f what information is available for retrieval.
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Early in the field, researchers recognised that, although users had difficulty expressing exactly 
the information that they required, they could recognise useful information when they saw it. 
That is, although searchers may not be able to convert their need for information into a 
request, once the system had presented the user with an initial set of documents the user could 
indicate those documents that did contain useful information.
This lead to the notion of relevance feedback (RE) - users marking documents as relevant to 
their needs and presenting this information to the IR system. The system can then use this 
information quantitatively - retrieving more documents like the relevant documents - and 
qualitatively - retrieving documents similar to the relevant ones before other documents.
The process of RF is usually presented as a cycle o f activity: an IR system presents a user 
with a set of retrieved documents, the user indicates those that are relevant and the system 
uses this information to produce a modified version of the query. The modified query is then 
used to retrieve a new set o f documents for presentation to the user. This process is known as 
an iteration of RF.
The mechanism by which an IR system uses the relevance information given by the user is 
the main focus of this thesis. The thesis covers several aspects of RF: the representations used 
in RF, how these representations lead to deciding how to modify a query and the role of 
interaction in RF. Before I introduce the specific contributions o f this thesis in Chapter Two, 
I shall use the remainder of Chapter One to outline the main approaches to RF within IR.
Section 1.2 presents a discussion o f the retrieval process as a whole and outlines how RF has 
been incorporated into the major retrieval models. In section 1.3 I discuss extensions and 
modifications to the traditional models of RF and I summarise the discussion in section 1.4.
Historically, most RF approaches have been based on automatic techniques for modifying 
queries. More recently, a number o f researchers have examined the role of the user in RF and 
have presented techniques designed to increase the interaction between the user and system in 
RF. These interactive techniques are the main topic in sections 1.5 and 1.6. In section 1.7 I 
examine some of the important aspects of user involvement that are important to RF, and I 
conclude this overview in section 1 .8 .
1.2 The information retrieval process
The IR process is composed of four main technical stages. The first stage, indexing the 
document collection, during which the documents are prepared for use by an IR system, is
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discussed in section 1.2.1. Document retrieval, the process of selecting which documents to 
display to the user, is described in section 1.2.2. The presentation of retrieved documents and 
the evaluation o f the retrieval results are discussed briefly in sections 1.2.3 and 1.2.4 
respectively. In the section on retrieval I shall outline the basic approaches to RF in the major 
retrieval models. In section 1.2.5 I shall summarise the difference between these main 
approaches to RF.
1.2.1 Indexing
For small collections of documents it may be possible for an IR system to assess each 
document in turn, deciding whether or not it is likely to be relevant to a user’s query. 
However, for larger collections, especially in interactive systems, this becomes impractical. 
Hence it is usually necessary to prepare the raw document collection into an easily accessible 
representation; one that can target those documents that are most likely to be relevant, for 
example those documents that contain at least one word that appears in the user’s query.
This transformation from a document text to a representation of a text is known as indexing 
the documents. There are a variety of indexing techniques but the majority rely on selecting 
good document descriptors, such as keywords, or terms, to represent the information content 
o f documents. A 'good' descriptor for IR is a term that helps describe the information content 
of the document but is also one that helps differentiate the document from other documents in 
the collection. A 'good' descriptor, then, has a certain discriminatory power2. This power of a 
term in discriminating documents can be used to differentiate between relevant and non- 
relevant documents, as will be discussed in the section on retrieval.
Figure 1.1 outlines the basic steps in transforming a document into an indexed form. The first 
stage is to convert the document text (Document text, Figure 1.1a) into a stream of terms, 
typically converting all the terms into lower case and removing punctuation characters 
(Tokenisation, Figure 1.1b).
Once the document text has been indexed it is necessary to decide which terms should be 
used to represent the documents. That is, we need to decide which descriptors are useful for 
the joint role o f describing the document’s content and discriminating the document from the 
other documents in the collection.
2S ee [V R 79], Chapter 2, for a more detailed explanation o f  the trad e-off betw een  the descriptive and 
discrim inatory pow er o f  terms.
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Very high frequency terms, ones that appear in a high proportion of the documents in the 
collection, tend not to be effective either in discriminating between documents or in 
representing documents. There are two main reasons for this.
Interactive query expansion 
modifies queries using terms 
from a user. Automatic query 
expansion expands queries 
automatically.
a
Document text
interactive query expansion 
; modifies queries using terms 
from a user automatic query 
expansion expands queries 
automatically
b
Tokenisation
| \ interactive query expansion 
I I modifies queries terms 
automatic query 
1 I expansion expands queries 
automatically
c
Stopword removal
interact queri expan 
modifi queri term 
automat queri 
expan expand queri 
automat
d
Stemming
I automat 28 
! expand 17 
| modifi 17 
1 term 17
expand 28 
interact 17 
queri 41
Term weighting
Figure 1.1: Indexing a document
The first is that, for the majority of realistic user queries, the number o f documents that are 
relevant to a query is likely to be a small proportion of the collection. A term that will be 
effective in separating the relevant documents from the non-relevant documents, then, is 
likely to be a term that appears in a small number of documents. Therefore high frequency 
terms are likely to be poor at discriminating
The second reason is related to the notion of information content. A term that can appear in 
many contexts, such as prepositions, are not generally regarded as content-bearing words; 
they do not define a topic or sub-topic of a document. The more documents in which a term 
appears (the more contexts in which it is used) then the less likely it is to be a content-bearing 
term. Consequently it is less likely that the term is one of those terms that contributes to the 
user’s relevance assessment. That is, terms that appear in many documents are less likely to 
be the ones used by a searcher to discriminate between relevant and non-relevant documents.
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A common indexing stage is, then, to remove all terms which appear commonly in the 
document collection, and which will not aid retrieval of relevant material, (Stopword 
removal, Figure 1.1c). The list of terms to be removed is known as a stop-list\ these can 
either be generic lists, ones that can be applied to most collections, e.g. [VR79], or lists that 
are specifically created for an individual collection. A term does not have to appear in the 
majority o f documents to be considered a stop term. For example, in [CRS+95] the removal 
of all terms that appeared in more than 5% of documents did not significantly degrade 
retrieval performance in a standard IR system.
Terms may appear as linguistic variants of the same word, e.g. in the example in Figure 1.1, 
the terms queries and query> are the plural and singular of the same object and the terms 
expansion and expand refer fundamentally to the same activity. As most IR systems rely on 
functions that match terms (see section 1 .2 .2 ) to retrieve documents, this variation in word 
use could cause problems for the user.
For example, if a user enters a query 'hill walks' then an IR system will retrieve all documents 
that contain the term 'walks' but not documents containing 'hill walking', 'hill walk' or 'hill 
walker', any of which may contain relevant information. To avoid the user having to 
instantiate every possible variation of each query term, many indexing systems reduce terms 
to their root variant, a process known as stemming, [Por80] (Stemming, Figure l .ld )3.
The result of the indexing process, so far, is a list of low to medium frequency terms that 
represent the information content of the document and help discriminate the document from 
other documents. This information can be included in a file containing the information on all 
the document collection, known as an inverted file , Figure 1.2. In this file each line consists of 
information on one of the terms in the collection; in this example we have the term {automat), 
followed by a series of document identifiers.
automat 1 2 3 .
expan 1 4 6 .
expansion 1 17 46
Figure 1.2: Inverted file with no term weights
3 1 shall continue to refer to stem m ed terms as terms for ease o f  description.
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The final stage in most IR indexing applications is to weight each term according to its 
importance, either in the collection, in the individual documents or some combination of both, 
(Term Weighting, Figure l.le ). Two common weighting measures are inverse document 
frequency (idf), [SJ72], and term frequency (tf), [Har92a]. id f  (or as it is sometimes referred 
to, inverse collection frequency) weights a term according to the inverse o f its frequency in 
the document collection: the more documents in which the term appears, the lower id f  value it 
receives, Equation 1.1. The id f  weighting function, then, assigns high weights to terms that 
have a high discriminatory power in the document collection.
Term frequency, or tf, measures (see [Har92a] for an overview) assign larger weights to terms 
that appear more frequently within an individual document. Unlike the id f value, the (/’value 
of a term is dependent on the document in which it appears, Equation 1.2. The t f  weighting 
function assigns high weights to terms that appear more frequently within a document.
Term weighting information can be also be included in the inverted file; in Figure 1.3 we 
have the term (automat), its id f  value (36), followed by a series o f tuples of the form 
<document identifier, t f  value>
idf(t) = In—
n
Equation 1.1: Inverse document frequency 
where N  = number of documents in the collection 
n = number of documents containing the term t
ln(occ.y/)
In (lengthd )
Equation 1.2: Term frequency 
where lengthy = the number of terms in document d  
occs/1 = number of occurrences of term t in document d
expansion
automat
expan
36 <1, 28> <2, 14> <3, 28> ....
14 <1, 28> <4, 15> <6 , 29> ....
11 <1, 17>...
Figure 1.3: Inverted file with id f  and t f  weights
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The inverted file is the main data structure of most IR systems and its use means that the IR 
system can easily detect which documents contain which query terms. Stopword removal and 
stemming reduce the size of the inverted file and increase the efficiency o f the system.
Although indexing makes it possible to access information from very large document 
collections, the conversion from a document text to a list o f weighted keywords does result in 
a loss o f information. Writing a document is an intentional process; a document is intended to 
convey a message. The translation to a list of keywords retains the essential building blocks 
of the message, the terms themselves, but the message(s) that the author intended cannot be 
accessed by the retrieval mechanism. The effect o f this loss o f information may be 
ameliorated or deteriorated by the use of controlled vocabularies - pre-defined sets of 
indexing terms, [Ing92, Chap 3]. However, the fact remains that when we talk of representing 
the information content of documents we are only representing the components o f the 
message, not the message itself.
The reduction of the document text into a series of keywords also transforms the task o f an IR 
system from retrieving information to retrieving objects that contain information. Some 
authors argue that objects such as documents cannot be held to contain information as such, 
rather information is a change in a cognitive, or internal, state brought about by exposure to 
the contents of these objects. The following early quote by Maron, [Mar64], illustrates this 
concern,
"..information is not a s tu ff contained in books as marbles might be 
contained in a bag - even though we sometimes speak of it in that way. It 
is, rather a relationship. The impact of a given message on an individual 
is relative to what he already knows, and o f course, the same message 
could convey different amounts of information to different receivers, 
depending on each one's internal model or map."
The degradation o f the document text, necessary for computation, and the subjectivity of 
relevance results in a layer o f indirection between the user and the documents. The goal o f the 
IR system is to bridge this gap between the user and potentially relevant material.
Indexing techniques identify and highlight potentially good indicators of relevant material, 
and retrieval techniques use these indicators of relevance to select which documents to 
present to the user. How individual retrieval systems use these indicators to retrieve 
documents is the topic of the next section.
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1.2.2 Retrieval and feedback
Retrieval is the process of matching a representation of an information need, usually a user- 
supplied query?, to an indexed document representation. Queries will be indexed in the same 
way as a document and compared with a document index to determine if a document is likely 
to be relevant to a query.
How the indexed query is compared with the indexed document differentiates the major 
retrieval models. In Appendix A I give a detailed discussion of the four main models of 
retrieval: Boolean, vector-space, probabilistic, and logical, and describe the basic approaches 
to RF in each of the models. In this section I shall summarise the major differences in 
retrieval and RF in the models.
i. Boolean model. The Boolean model, [FBK+92], is an exact match model: documents are 
only retrieved if  they exactly match the user’s query formula. For example the query 
'’information AND retrieval’ will only retrieve documents that contain both terms indexing 
and retrieval. Relevance feedback in Boolean models typically consists o f suggesting new 
query terms to the user or altering the Boolean connectives, e.g. AND, in the query, [Har92a].
ii. Vector-space and probabilistic models. These models are best-match models: they 
provide the user with documents that best match the user’s query. This means that the 
retrieval system may retrieve documents that only contain some of the user’s query terms. 
Best-match models typically rank documents; they use term weighting schemes such as t f  and 
idf to assign each document a retrieval score. This allows the system to present the user first 
with the documents most likely to be relevant to the user’s information needs. RF in best- 
match models typically consists o f two stages: adding new terms to the query (query 
expansion) and reweighting query terms. The second stage assigns new weights to each query 
term to reflect how good the term is at discriminating relevant and non-relevant documents. 
The new weights will be used in place of t f  and id f to score documents for retrieval.
iii. Logical model. The logical model is also based on a best-match principle. In this case, 
however, the retrieval mechanism is one o f inference: inferring how likely the information 
contained within the document is to be relevant to the query. RF in logical models can take 
many forms, Appendix A, some o f these can involve changing the inference rules used by the 
system: changing how documents are retrieved rather than simply the content o f the query.
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1.2.3 Presentation of retrieved documents
A lengthy discussion of interfaces to IR systems will not be given at this point. Unless 
otherwise stated I shall assume that retrieved documents are presented either as a list (best- 
match) or set (exact-match). Hearst, [Hea99], discusses the wide range of graphical and 
visualisation techniques that have been suggested for IR systems. Interfaces designed 
specifically for RF will be discussed in more detail in section 1.6.
1.2.4 Evaluation of retrieval systems and relevance feedback
I will now discuss the evaluation o f IR systems and RF. The most common evaluation tool for 
IR systems is a test collection. This is a set of documents, a set of queries and a list of which 
documents are considered relevant for each query. The list of documents assessed as being 
relevant for each query are known as the relevance assessments. Test collections are primarily 
used for comparative evaluation: comparing the performance of two systems, or two versions 
of the same system on the same set of queries.
Two standard evaluation measures are commonly used with test collections: precision and 
recall. Recall is measured as the ratio o f relevant documents retrieved to the number of 
relevant documents in the collection. Precision is the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to 
the number of documents retrieved. In Appendix B I give a more detailed discussion o f how 
recall and precision are used to evaluate IR systems and the specific modifications that are 
necessary to evaluate RF algorithms. For the majority of the results presented in this thesis I 
shall use the full-freezing method of evaluation, [CCR71], Appendix B. This is a means of 
using recall and precision to evaluate RF algorithms to allow comparative evaluation.
1.2.5 Summary of RF
In this section I shall summarise outline some of the major issues in the core RF models. In 
section 1.2.5.1 I shall summarise the comparison between Boolean and best-match models, in 
section 1.2.5.2 I shall compare the types o f best-match model, and in section 1.2.5.3 I shall 
compare the two main components of RF -  query term reweighting and query expansion.
1.2.5.1 Boolean vs Best-match
Although Boolean models are still popular and have strong advocates, e.g. [FST+99], in 
general there are many advantages to best-match models over exact-match models. The first 
advantage is that the user does not need to generate a query expression in the same way as 
with the Boolean model. Instead they can enter a natural language expression. This means 
that users can initiate retrieval sessions without knowledge of the collection, previous 
searching experience or experience in creating Boolean queries.
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A second difference is that ranking documents allows the users to interact in a more 
meaningful fashion with the system, [Beau97]; documents are presented in order of match 
and documents are not excluded if they miss out elements of the query.
Thirdly the system can automatically alter a query through RF. The main strength of best- 
match models is that they allow for iterative improvement, often using similar techniques to 
retrieve documents as to modify queries. The strength o f ranking models for RF is that, after 
initial querying, the user can interact without further describing the information for which 
they are searching. The RF algorithms discussed in the main body of this chapter deal almost 
exclusively with best-match algorithms. In the next section I shall look at the relative 
performance of the best-match models discussed previously.
1.2.5.2 Relative performance of best-match models
In [SB90] Salton and Buckley investigated the relative performance o f 12 feedback 
algorithms on six standard test collections4. These algorithms were based on the vector space 
and probabilistic models for RF and are discussed in Appendix A.
Salton and Buckley found that, for all collections, except the NPL collection5, the models 
performed fairly consistently with respect to each other, with the vector space Ide-dec-hi 
algorithm performing best overall. In general, although the probabilistic model performed 
well, it did not quite reach the performance level set by the vector space models. This was 
advantageous as the vector space Ide-dec-hi RF technique is computationally very efficient.
Salton and Buckley also provide some general guidelines based on predicting RF 
performance. For example, short queries, on the whole, do better with RF than longer queries. 
Longer queries, or those queries with more terms that appear in the relevant documents, will 
tend to achieve better initial rankings. This means that there is greater potential improvement 
to be gained from RF on short initial queries. For a similar reason queries that do poorly on 
initial runs tend to obtain greater improvements with RF than those with good initial retrieval 
runs
4  C A C M , CISI, Cranfield, Inspec, M E D L A R S and N P L  co llection s. T hese are relatively short docum ent 
co llec tio n s ranging from 1, 033 docum ents (M E D L A R S) to 12, 6 8 4  docum ents (IN SPE C ).
5The N P L  collection  differed in a number o f  w ays from the other co llection s investigated . It had m uch shorter 
query and docum ent vectors, and low er term frequency. For this co llection , although the sam e relative ordering  
w as found betw een algorithm s, binary docum ent w eigh ting  was better than w eighting  docum ent terms. This m ay  
result in the vector-space norm alisation procedure being  in effective for this co llection .
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Finally, domain-specific collections also perform better with RF than domain-independent 
collections. This may be because it is easier to select good expansion terms from a domain- 
dependent collection, or because the ambiguity of search terms is less significant.
As well as considering variations on the probabilistic and vector space models Salton and 
Buckley investigated weighting document terms (as opposed to binary weighting based on 
term presence/absence in each document) and three variations on query expansion - no 
expansion (only reweighting), full expansion by all the terms in the relevant documents and 
partial expansion, adding only some o f the relevant terms to the query. For all collections, 
again except the NPL, weighting document terms gives a considerable improvement in 
feedback, as does full expansion by all terms in the relevant set6. Queries should be expanded 
by those terms that appear with the highest frequency in the relevant documents rather than 
those with the highest feedback weight.
Rocchio's original formula vector-space RF algorithm and the Ide-dec-hi variant, perform the 
joint function of modifying query terms and query term weights. These and the other vector 
space RF techniques use the original document term weights to calculate the new term 
weights for query terms. The probabilistic-based F4  weights, on the other hand, are derived 
directly from the feedback process itself. The traditional probabilistic version presented in 
Appendix A, section A.3 however, ignores the frequency with which a term appears in the 
query and in documents. This latter feature has been extended in [RW94],
Harman, [Har92b], section 1.2.5.3, and Salton and Buckley, [SB90], both showed that query 
expansion and query term reweighting are essential to RF.
Salton and Buckley’s experiments were carried out in an experimental setting. In such a 
setting, especially with smaller test collections such as the CACM, Cranfield, and NPL, we 
can assume complete relevance information; that we know all the relevant documents for a 
query. However in a real information-seeking situation, users will not necessarily assess every 
retrieved document; often they may only assess a small number of documents, before trying 
RF. This could be significant as a standard assumption in operational systems is to assume all 
documents that are not explicitly marked relevant should be treated as non-relevant.
Sparck Jones, [SJ79], ran a set of experiments to test how well the probabilistic F4  weighting 
scheme performed with little relevance information and demonstrated that even very few
6A lthough full expansion is preferable, partial expansion also  g ives good  results and can be used to reduce storage.
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relevance assessments, as few as one or two relevant documents can still improve a search 
over no term weighting.
1.2.5.3 Query expansion vs term reweighting
In [Har8 8 , Har92b] Harman examined the relationship between query expansion and 
reweighting in the probabilistic model. As the original probabilistic model did not incorporate 
the addition o f new terms to the query, it is important to make sure that best possible terms 
are added. One obvious solution is to add all terms in the relevant documents but Harman 
hypothesised that improved performance could be obtained by ranking these terms and adding 
only a number of them to the query. This raises two questions both examined in [Har8 8 ]: how 
to rank the terms, and how many terms to add to the query?
In [Har8 8 ] she examined six techniques for ranking terms, and demonstrated on the Cranfield 
1400 test collection, that adding between 20 - 40 terms much improved performance over 
adding all terms with a peak at around 20 terms. The best technique for ranking the terms was 
one that combined idf-like information and frequency of term occurrences in relevant 
documents.
In [Har92b] she extended this work, on the same document collection, using a set o f new 
algorithms for term ranking, and reinforced the suggestion of adding around 2 0  terms to the 
query7. She also explored the relationship between query expansion and term reweighting: 
query expansion and reweighting of query terms gave increased performance, with the major 
benefit coming from query expansion component rather than reweighting.
[Har92b] also explored a number of alternative methods for ranking terms. The details of 
these new algorithms are not significant here but what is important to note is that, although 
the improvements of certain of these techniques were similar, the terms they added to the 
query we not identical. This means that different algorithms may present different documents 
to the user based on the same relevance assessments. One possible way to exploit this is to 
combine methods for RF as in section 1.3.2. An alternative is to allow the user to make the 
choice of which terms to add to the query, which is discussed in section 1.5.
In this section I have outlined basic operations of IR systems and how RF is implemented in 
the major retrieval models. In the remainder of this chapter I shall discuss extensions to these 
models to incorporate aspects such as changing information needs (section 1.3). I shall
7 Experim ents carried out by M agennis and Van R ijsbergen [M V R 97], and in this thesis, Chapter N ine, indicate  
that the optim al number o f  expansion terms for a test co llection  can vary betw een co llection s and query sets.
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summarise the overall features of automatic RF in section 1.4 and turn to the interactive 
aspects o f RF in sections 1.5 -  1.8.
1.3 Extensions to RF
The two sections that follow all extend, rather than challenge, the RF techniques discussed 
previously. In section 1.3.1 I describe how to incorporate the fact that what a user finds 
relevant may change over time and in section 1.3.2,1 discuss combination of evidence in RF.
1.3.1 The dynamic nature of information seeking
Implicit to much of the early work on RF is the assumption that users have a fixed 
information need: that the information for which they are searching does not change over the 
course o f a search. Whilst this may be true in certain cases, evidence from a range of studies 
on information seeking, e.g. [Kuh93, EH89, SW99], show that information needs should be 
regarded as transient, developing entities rather than a fixed request.
The techniques discussed previously modify queries based on the difference between relevant 
and non-relevant documents but they do not consider when a document was marked relevant: 
a document marked relevant at the start of a search contributes as much to RF as a document 
marked relevant at the current iteration. If we assume that user’s information needs are static 
then this is correct. However if  the user's need is developing or changing throughout the 
search, then documents which were assessed as relevant early in the search may not be good 
examples of what the user currently regards as relevant. Campbell, in a series o f papers on 
developing information needs, has addressed this issue through the notion of Ostensive 
Relevance, [Cam95, Cam99, CVR96].
The basic premise behind Ostensive Relevance, [Cam95], is that documents selected at the 
current iteration o f RF are the best indicators of what the user finds relevant; documents 
assessed as relevant in previous iterations are decreasingly useful at describing a user's 
information need.
Relevant documents, then, are not seen as a set of equally important documents but sets of 
documents o f varying importance. In [CVR96] Campbell and Van Rijsbergen produce an 
extension to the probabilistic model o f retrieval that incorporates an 'ageing' component to 
term weighting. When calculating the weight of a term this ageing component incorporates 
when the documents containing the term were assessed relevant: if  the documents were 
marked relevant at an early stage in the search then the term receives a lower weight than if 
the document was assessed relevant in recent iterations. The ageing component can be tuned
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to differentiate more or less strongly between older and more recent documents. In [Cam99] a 
preliminary test of this approach indicated that ostensive weighting can improve searches in 
fewer search iterations that non-ostensive approaches.
Standard RF techniques, such as Rocchio, [Roc71], or F4 , [RSJ76], will also adapt to 
changing information needs but they will require more evidence to do so as they will require 
an accumulation of new evidence to outweigh the old evidence. Campbell's ageing 
component reduces this mass o f evidence required to shift a query towards the new 
information need. Relevance information is used to alter the importance of the document 
descriptors. In particular recency information is used to increase the importance o f recently 
visited descriptors and lower the importance of descriptors visited earlier in the search.
Dynamic information needs also present a new problem for evaluation. If we assume a 
changing information need we can no longer rely on existing test collection methods as they 
also rely on the notion o f a fixed information need. The assessment of recall in an interactive 
situation is especially problematic, as the desired set of relevant documents8 will change from 
one search iteration to another.
One further problem of RF evaluation in this context is what to measure: the quality of the 
feedback (how well does the system improve the user’s query) or the quality of the adaptation 
to the information need (how well does the algorithm track how the query is changing)? 
These are not necessarily the same entity: potentially a RF algorithm could be good at 
describing the known relevant documents but poor at detecting how the user’s relevance 
assessments are changing.
1.3.2 Combination of evidence in RF
Many of the RF and retrieval techniques described so far have utilised a single query 
representation compared against a series of single document representations, using one 
retrieval algorithm.
Many researchers have argued that better retrieval effectiveness may be gained by exploiting 
multiple query representations, retrieval algorithms or feedback techniques and combining the 
results o f a varied set o f techniques or representations. Several researchers have examined 
approaches to multiple query representation, [BKF+95, HC93], multiple retrieval algorithms, 
[Sim96, Sme98], and multiple feedback algorithms, [Lee98].
8 That is the set o f  docum ents that the user w ould regard i f  show n them  at the current iteration, not the set o f  
relevant docum ents used for feedback.
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Combination of evidence has the potential to be a powerful technique for RF. However, the 
majority of techniques attempted have shown that combination of evidence is a very variable 
technique. It will improve some queries but degrade the performance of others. In addition, it 
is also very difficult to predict what evidence to combine for different collections or queries.
1.4 Summary of automatic techniques for relevance 
feedback
In this section I summarise the work on automatic RF techniques. It is clear from the vast 
majority of work on automatic query modification that can prove an effective, practical 
solution for improving the quality o f on-line searching and it has been demonstrated to work 
well under a number o f conditions. In particular, it is a very useful technique for improving 
the performance of short queries or queries which provide poor initial rankings.
The basic approach of reweighting and expanding queries using terms drawn from the 
relevant documents works well with the major contribution often coming from the expansion 
component o f the query modification, [SB90], although this may be collection dependent.
Although there has been a large volume of theoretical work on RF, in the foundations to the 
probabilistic model for example, there remains a number of basic questions for which there 
arc only heuristic solutions. For example, if we choose to add only a number of terms to the 
query, how should we choose how many terms to add? Similarly, how should we rank terms 
to give an optimal list of expansion terms? Functions such as F4  which order terms by their 
discriminatory power are typically used for this purpose but the actual performance given by 
these functions, and by query expansion in general, is variable and is affected by collection, 
query and retrieval system used. Although the probabilistic model, Appendix A section A.3, 
gives a strong theoretical basis for ranking documents after relevance information has been 
provided, there is a lack of theoretical evidence to predict what makes a good set o f expansion 
terms for a given collection-query-system combination.
One way round this problem is to involve the user in the process of modifying the query. In 
section 1.1 I argued that one of the benefits o f RF is that it requires minimal effort from the 
user - a user only has to identify relevant material not describe it. However we may gain a 
better representation of what material is likely to be relevant if we allow the user more control 
over the term selection process and also if we pay more attention to the tasks a user is trying 
to achieve with a system. These interactive aspects o f RF are the topic of the next section.
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1.5 Interactive query modification
All the methods for query modification described previously automatically extract terms from 
documents and add some or all of them to the query. A natural alternative is to allow users to 
select the terms to be added - interactive query expansion (IQE). The user, who has the best 
insight for determining relevance, then has more control over which terms are added to the 
query. The strength that is claimed for IQE is that the user can select better query expansion 
terms than the system.
In this section I shall look at the basic research on IQE, section 1.5.1, examining how terms 
should be ranked for presentation to the user, section 1.5.2, and the effectiveness of IQE 
against automatic query expansion (AQE), section 1.5.3.
1.5.1 Fundamentals of IQE
In addition to the ranking functions described in section 1.2.5, Harman, [Har8 8 ], investigated 
the possible effectiveness of an interactive approach to query expansion. The experiments she 
carried out were designed to test how effective query expansion could be if the user selected 
expansion terms from a list of terms that were pre-selected by the system.
She performed an initial experiment, on the Cranfield 1400 test collection, in which a variable 
number o f possible expansion terms9  were added to the query. This experiment gave two 
main conclusions. First, she found that different methods of sorting the expansion terms gave 
different performance: some methods for sorting terms were better than other methods. 
Second, and more importantly for IQE, the performance of query expansion varied according 
to how many terms were added to the query. For the Cranfield 1400 collection, expansion by 
2 0  terms gave optimal effectiveness.
She performed a further experiment in which the system selected expansion terms from a list 
o f those terms that occurred in at least one o f the unseen relevant documents. This simulated a 
'perfect' choice of expansion terms on behalf of the user - the system only added terms that 
would retrieve unseen relevant documents. This approach (IQE-simulated) was compared 
against the performance given by expansion using the top 20 expansion terms {AQE).
This IQE-simulated approach reduced the number of expansion terms from the 20 that were 
added in the AQE version to an average of 12 terms per query. Comparing AQE and IQE- 
simulated, Harman found that, although the AQE worked well and gave large overall
9With no rew eighting o f  the query terms.
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improvements in retrieval effectiveness, the IQE-simulated expansion was capable of 
improving these results further.
In addition, the IQE-simulated expansion was more consistent in improving performance. 
This latter finding was important: automatic query expansion (AQE) shows good overall 
performance when averaged over a set of queries but this performance increase is variable, 
some queries do very well with AQE others improve very little or suffer a degradation in 
performance. IQE as Harman deployed it, on the other hand, improves more o f the queries.
Harman explored alternatives for obtaining terms for query expansion: query expansion by 
term variants, expansion by nearest neighbours. The first method - expanding the query by 
query term variant - showed little improvement when performed automatically, adding all 
variants of query terms. However using the ‘perfect user’ strategy Harman did obtain 
significant improvements. The second strategy - expansion by similar terms as given by co­
occurrence information - also showed a drop in performance when performed automatically 
but an increase when performed in the simulation o f a perfect user. Harman also 
demonstrated that combining query expansion techniques can further improve performance.
Hannan's 1988 experiments only examined query expansion: the expansion terms were not 
weighted according to their utility in retrieving relevant documents. In [Har92b] she ran a 
series of experiments on the same collection as in [Har8 8 ], the Cranfield 1400 collection, to 
determine the relative effectiveness of expansion and reweighting. She showed that, on this 
collection at least, expanding the query is more important than only reweighting query terms. 
Combining both techniques will give best overall performance.
The relative merits of term reweighting and expansion may differ between collections and 
models but probably generally hold. She also demonstrated that multiple iterations o f RF can 
increase performance over single iterations, so RF is useful over the course of a search.
The work on AQE demonstrated that, although RF can dramatically improve retrieval 
effectiveness, it is variable across queries: some queries do very well with relevant feedback, 
other can show degraded performance. In IQE it might be reasonable to assume that a user 
can improve this variability by selecting only good RF terms and ignoring the non-relevant 
ones. This potential benefit raises a number of questions regarding how good AQE methods 
are for IQE purposes. In the following sections I shall examine how ranking terms for IQE 
can affect performance, and the relative effectiveness of AQE and IQE.
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1.5.2 Ranking expansion terms in IQE
It may be that the traditional term ranking algorithms used for AQE will perform differently 
when used by real subjects. That is, techniques that are successful in automatically selecting 
expansion terms are not suitable as a basis for a user selecting terms. One reason for this is 
that the reasons for a user selecting a term may not be based only on retrieval effectiveness. A 
user may, for example, choose fewer expansion terms due to the increased effort of term 
selection, or may choose terms that refine rather than modify a search topic.
Equation 1.3: EMIM term weighting function 
where r/ = number o f relevant documents containing term i 
R = number of relevant documents 
n -, = number o f documents containing term i 
N= number o f documents in the collection
Efthimiadis, [Efth93, Efth95], examined eight term ranking algorithms, and investigated their 
performance in an IQE environment, when users performing real searches were making the 
relevance assessments and term selection. Three of these algorithms (F4 , F4 .modified10, and 
wi(Pi ~ 9i)u ) are discussed in Appendix A, section A.3. The fourth -  EMIM, [VR79], 
incorporates term dependence information. Specifically the EMIM value assumes that index 
terms may not be distributed independently of each other, Equation 1.3.
The fifth - Porter’s algorithm, [PG8 8 ], - is similar to the F] function -  Appendix A, A.3, 
placing emphasis on frequently occurring terms in the relevant set. This is shown in Equation
Equation 1.4: Porter term weighting function 
where 77 = number o f relevant documents containing term i, R = number of relevant 
documents, n\ = number of documents containing term z, N -  number of documents in the
collection
1.4.
Porter, =
10 F4 .m odified  is the version o f  the F4  w eigh ting  function that adds 0.5 to each cell in the numerator and 
denom inator to prevent 0 entries (A ppendix A , A .3 )
’ ’ Abbreviated, for con ven ien ce, to w pq , A ppendix A , A .3 .
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The sixth algorithm - the ZOOM frequency measure, [Mar82], - ranks terms by their total 
frequency of occurrence in the retrieved set. All within document occurrences are also 
included so this measure ranks terms by the total frequency within a set of documents. Ties 
between equally frequent terms are resolved by ranking terms alphabetically.
The seventh algorithm, r-lohi, ranks terms according to their frequency of occurrence in the 
relevant set of documents, resolving ties by the t f  value of the terms (low t f  to high tf). The 
final algorithm, r-hiJo, is identical to r-lohi except that it resolves ties by ranking from high t f  
to low (/'value.
In the data collection section of these experiments, Efthimiadis's subjects were asked to mark 
all potentially useful expansion terms and the five best terms. The terms were selected from 
documents that the user had assessed as relevant during relevance feedback.
Efthimiadis evaluated the performance of the eight term ranking algorithms by comparing the 
rankings given for each query against the list generated by the users. For this, he used three 
criteria.
i. comparing systems and u ser’s ranking o f  term utility. The first test looked at where 
the user-selected terms appeared in the system's ranking o f terms (the top 25 terms give by 
EMIM, Porter, etc). Term ranking algorithms that have more user-selected terms further up 
the ranking are better than those algorithms that place user-selected terms further down the 
ranking o f terms.
The most finely-grained test split the system generated list o f terms into three sections (top, 
middle, bottom). The user-selected terms showed a distribution of 20%-30%-50% (20% of 
terms in bottom third of system ranking, 30% in middle third, 50% in top third) for all 
measures except ZOOM (with a distribution of 30%-30%-40%) and r-hilo(40%-30%-30%). 
The wpq, EMIM and r-lohi performed at very similar levels, followed by Porter, and, slightly 
behind, the two F4  variants.
The same analysis was performed for the five best terms identified by the users, which 
showed similar results: wpq, EMIM and r-lohi performing best, followed by Porter, then the 
F4  variants, and finally ZOOM and r-hilo.
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ii. examining top five  ranked terms. The second analysis examined the top five terms in each 
ranking to compare the similarity’ of the term rankings. The result showed that pairs of 
algorithms (wpq and EMIM, F4  and F4 .modified, Porter and ZOOM) were very similar. The 
terms of r-lohi are similar to wpq and EMIM, whilst those of r-hilo are more close to those of 
ZOOM than anything else. In certain cases, e.g. wpq and EMIM, the top five terms are almost 
identical with only the ranking differing slightly. The major differences were between the F4 
cases (mostly influenced by n) and the other algorithms (mostly influenced by r and only 
different is when r is tied).
iii. mean o f  their rank position o f  u ser’s five  best terms. The rank position of the users' five 
best terms were summed to determine which algorithms gave the best ranking of these 
important terms. The results (wpq , EMIM > r-lohi, Porter > F4 .modified >F4  > ZOOM > r- 
hilo) also highlight differences between pairs of algorithms but there were no significant 
differences between the superior wpq , EMIM, r-lohi and Porter algorithms.
Each of these analyses were designed to test how good the algorithm was at ranking terms for 
IQE. In each case wpq , and EMIM performed best with Porter and the F4  variants performing 
well. The ZOOM and r-hilo measures scored lowest in all cases.
These results substantiate the relative merit o f the algorithms derived for AQE when used for 
IQE {wpq and F4 ). They also highlight Robertson’s original concern, [Rob90], Appendix A 
section A.3, that functions designed to measure discriminatory power of existing terms (F4 ) 
were not necessarily the best to use in selecting new terms, as shown by the better 
performance of wpq over F4 .
1.5.3 Performance of IQE against AQE
Harman's original proposal for IQE was that user selection of expansion terms could give 
better performance than automatic expansion by the system. This may be true for a number o f 
reasons. For example the system will typically base its estimate o f term utility on very little 
relevance information which could lead to a poor set of expansion terms. A user, on the other 
hand, will be better able to filter out poor terms and only use those s/he feels are appropriate.
Harman, [Har8 8 ], demonstrated that selecting terms could improve retrieval effectiveness in a 
simulated case. Magennis and Van Rijsbergen, [MVR97], extended this study in two ways: 
by studying the degree to which IQE can theoretically improve performance over AQE and 
whether this theoretical improvement can be realised with actual users.
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Magennis and Van Rijsbergen’s experiments to determine the theoretical performance o f IQE 
are based on Harman’s [Har8 8 ] notion of a perfect user choice. The choice o f a different test 
collection (the larger Wall Street Journal (WSJ) collection) necessitated repeating some of 
Harman’s work. In particular they investigated how many terms to add12. They found that the 
range of terms, to automatically add to the query, to achieve optimal performance is closer to 
0-10 for the WSJ than Harman’s 20-40 terms for the Cranfield 1400. This shows the difficulty 
of predicting good estimates of numbers of expansion terms, in particular for different 
collections and different query sets.
Magennis and Van Rijsbergen repeated Harman’s simulation experiment, which expanded the 
query using terms chosen from the unseen relevant documents. They ranked the 20 terms 
chosen from the unseen relevant documents, and added the top n terms. The cut-off value, n, 
was treated as an experimental variable with five values: 0 (no expansion) 3, 6 , 10, and 20 (no 
selection of expansion terms).
For all queries, each combination o f cut-offs was tried. AQE systems will generally expand 
every query by the same number of expansion terms. As a user may expand each query by a 
different number of expansion terms, combinations of cut-offs were used to establish the best 
cut-off for each query. For example, expand query one by 0 terms, expand query two by 10 
terms, query three by six terms, etc. Combinations, therefore, allow the simulation o f a user 
adding a variable number of expansion terms.
The experiment was run over four iterations of feedback and the best retrieval effectiveness 
was taken as the performance that could be expected by an experienced user.
The best retrieval effectiveness (precision over 100 documents retrieved) for the AQE case 
was achieved by adding the top 6  expansion terms. This method improved precision over 
automatic expansion by all 20 terms. The experienced user simulation outperformed both 
automatic expansion by the top 6  and by the top 20 terms. Moreover, the simulated 
experienced user selections improved the retrieval effectiveness for more queries: it was a 
more stable improvement over the AQE methods.
The experiment also compared the performance of the experienced user against Harman’s 
original proposal, [Har8 8 ], of adding any term that appeared in a relevant, unseen, document. 
Harman’s technique worked well against expansion by the top 20 terms, but only marginally 
better than automatic expansion by the top 6  terms, and less well than Magennis and Van
12 U sin g  the F4  m easure to rank terms.
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Rijsbergen’s approach. This supports Harman’s 1992 conclusion, [Har92b], that term 
weighting (as was done in [MVR97] but not [Har88]) is important for query expansion.
A second experiment was run, using the same queries and same test collection, in which 
experimental subjects were asked to select expansion terms. This was designed to test the 
actual performance of IQE when relatively inexperienced users were making the term 
selection decisions.
The subjects could add up to 20 terms, (the default being no expansion) and were allowed 
four iterations of RF. The searchers were asked to assess relevance but the test collection 
relevance assessments13 were used to generate expansion terms. This was to ensure that the 
terms used for expansion were the same for all users, and were the same as in the experienced 
user simulation. This aspect o f the experiment was hidden from the searchers.
For all queries, the users failed to reach the potential effectiveness o f the simulated user and 
on the whole failed even to reach the level o f AQE. So although IQE can improve retrieval 
effectiveness and can demonstrate consistent improvement over a set of queries, the subjects 
in this set of experiments failed to demonstrate the ability to make good term selections. This 
is a vital point for IR: if IQE is to realise the experimental potential demonstrated in Harman's 
earlier experiments, it is necessary to facilitate the selection o f good query terms.
How this process of iteratively developing a query can be made easier requires a more careful 
analysis of what processes users follow within IQE. I look at this in the next section.
1.5.4 Using IQE
In this section I present three investigations on user behaviour when interacting with an IQE 
system. The results from these investigations are not consistent. However the very lack of 
consistency across the experiments highlight important aspects of IQE and user interaction. 
They also highlight the fact that it is difficult to predict, or make assumptions, about what 
functionality users want from IQE or IR systems.
Beaulieu, [Beau97], as part o f the ongoing work on the Okapi probabilistic system, carried 
out an investigation o f three interfaces to IR systems. One of these only offered AQE, two 
offered IQE. The systems, unlike many query expansion systems, were not investigated
13 These w ere the relevance assessm ents associated  with the W SJ test co llection , rather than the assessm ents given  
by the users in the course o f  the experim ent.
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through laboratory investigation but through operational investigation: the systems were used 
as an interface to a university library catalogue.
The first interface offered only AQE. The user was asked, for each document viewed, if the 
viewed document was similar to what documents s/he would like to retrieve. If the user’s 
answer was yes, then they were offered the option of searching for similar documents. The 
query modification was hidden from the user; the users only saw the results of the new 
search. In operational trials, the uptake rate was around 33% percent (number o f users trying 
the AQE option) and this led to retrieval of further relevant items in around 50% of the 
searches14.
The first IQE system was based on a series of overlapping windows with separate windows 
for query, relevant titles, and the retrieved set of titles. The user was asked the same relevance 
question as in the AQE case (“Is this the sort of thing you are looking for? Y/N”). If the user 
answered yes, the document title was added to a list o f titles of relevant documents. Users 
requested term suggestions by the use of an Expand Search button which caused the system to 
extract the top 20 expansion terms for display to the user. Users could then select those terms 
that they would like to use in a modified query.
Uptake on this system was only 11% and query expansion only led to the retrieval o f further 
relevant documents in 31% of the searches in which users tried IQE.
The results are significant for a number of reasons, relating to both the performance and 
behaviour o f the IQE system. The take-up rate (number of users using query expansion) and 
the increase in relevant documents found after query expansion were both lower in the IQE 
system than with AQE. Users tended to select terms very strictly, with 50% o f users reporting 
that they found it difficult to select appropriate terms, and around 25% of users editing their 
original query rather than modifying their query through the IQE facility.
A third interface was developed to give the user more information on which to base their 
choice of term selection. A number of changes were made to the system design:
i. the overlapping windows design was replaced by a multiple pane single window 
design.
ii. an interactive thesaurus component was added which allowed the users to view terms 
related to the initial query terms.
14 M easured by analysis o f  search logs.
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iii. a separate working space was included to view the developing query. The source of 
query terms was also colour coded (initial query, IQE added query, user added query, 
etc.)
iv. each time the user made a relevant document selection the interface was dynamically 
updated to show the effect o f choosing this document.
The premise behind this interface was that the user would gain more information on the 
effects o f actions such as making relevance assessments. The uptake rate for this system was 
19.5% and it led to the retrieval of further relevant items in 46% of the searches. This system 
had higher take-up and effectiveness rates than the first IQE interface but the figures are still 
lower than the AQE interface. The indication is that, although an improved interface can 
increase the level o f use of IQE and the effectiveness o f term selection, it remains an open 
problem how to get users to employ IQE in operational environments.
Beaulieu and Jones, [BJ98], extended this study by looking in more detail at three factors that 
affect interaction: functional visibility, cognitive load and balance of control between the user 
and system, specifically relating them to this set o f experiments. The functional visibility - 
allowing the user more information on how the system works - is important at two levels. Not 
only must the user be aware o f what options are available at any stage but they must also be 
aware of the effect of these options. For example, the initial IQE interface was more difficult 
for user as it separated the act o f modifying the query and that of assessing relevance.
The cognitive load, or effort that a user must put into an action, may deter the user from 
trying an action that would be beneficial such as choosing more query terms. Cognitive load 
is also related to the notion o f control, generally the more control the user has the higher the 
overall cognitive load is placed upon the user. Thus, as Bates, [Bat90], reported, the balance 
of control, between the system and a user, is a question not necessarily of how much control 
the user has but of what to give the user control over. In this context it may be preferable to 
use AQE as a default expansion technique, and to use IQE as an option for certain types of 
search or search stage, rather than use a single method of query expansion.
Fowkes and Beaulieu, [FBOO], in a separate investigation, hypothesised that the complexity of 
the search may be an indicator of when to use AQE or IQE. Searches for which the desired 
information is clearly defined and for which the user can retrieve relevant information easily 
benefit more from AQE. Searches for vague information needs or in cases where little 
relevant information is being retrieved benefit more from IQE. In addition, users are more 
likely to employ IQE in a complex or difficult search. A related point is that users may
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employ RF, either AQE or IQE, less often when the retrieval system is performing well -  
when it is easy to retrieve relevant information.
Belkin and Koenneman, [KB96], also investigated the use of IQE versus AQE. In this study 
they looked at the performance and behaviour of 64 novice users in the use of three different 
types of RF mechanism: completely automatic query expansion, automatic which showed the 
expanded query after retrieval, and interactive which allowed users to modify query before re- 
evaluation. They also had a no-feedback control and each user was trained on this baseline 
system. On the whole the findings were positive: the subjects who could control the 
expansion tenns (the third, interactive, case) had better performance, and feedback itself gave 
better performance than no feedback. Users tended to choose semantically related feedback 
terms, and entered fewer terms manually than were suggested automatically.
This set of experiments demonstrated that interactive expansion could give positive results 
over automatic expansion. One particular feature of the experimental design may hold the key 
to the experiments' success. The task that users were given was to develop a good query for 
an information filtering system, 'good' in this sense meaning one which was good at retrieving 
relevant documents. The task the users were given, then, was one that concentrated the users' 
attention on the development of good queries, a situation that would lend itself to the use of 
techniques such as IQE. How to encourage users to develop good queries and develop more 
sophisticated queries does remain a difficult area as shown by Beaulieu et al.’s experiments.
Dennis et al, [DMB98], in a study looking at different types of query expansion techniques 
found that although users could successfully use novel expansion techniques and could be 
convinced of the benefits of these techniques in a laboratory or training environment, they 
often stopped using these techniques in operational environments. The question may be, then, 
can we design systems that will lead users into spending time developing queries through 
IQE.
1.5.5 Summary of interactive query expansion
In this section I summarise the case for IQE over AQE. The general intuition that some 
increased control for the user in selecting query expansion terms would be beneficial seems to 
be valid. Although systems have access to internal statistical information that allows them to 
select good discriminatory terms, users can make more informed relevance decision. The 
question is how this process of query modification should be constructed to translate the 
potential benefits of IQE into actual increases in retrieval performance.
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There are several issues involved in this problem. The first is to decide what is the actual role 
of the user: should we ask the user to interactively create queries or perform an editing role on 
system-generated queries? How much of the query-generating process should be interactive 
and at what stages should we expect and desire user involvement?
Several of the reasons given by users for not using RF are also applicable to IQE, [BCK+96, 
RTJ01], e.g. these are time-consuming actions, the relation between cause and effect is not 
clear and on what principles the selection o f terms should be made is not obvious.
The latter point -  how terms should be chosen -  is significant. It may be the case that users 
are better at eliminating potentially poor terms than they are at selecting good terms for query 
expansion. IR systems need to be able to help users make difficult decisions regarding term 
quality.
In the next section I shall describe interfaces that were specifically designed for RF. These 
interfaces are an attempt to overcome the user’s reluctance to initiate RF. The success of 
interactive approaches to RF may, of course, not simply be a result of the interface or 
algorithms used by the system. For example the characteristics o f the user, such as experience 
with on-line searching, and the search itself may affect the use and the success of more user- 
oriented methods of interaction. In section 1.7, I shall discuss some features of making 
relevant assessments that affect how people use RF in practice.
1.6 Interfaces and RF
The reluctance of users to engage in RF often comes from a poor understanding of why RF 
may be useful and how RF should be used in a search. This may be because RF is presented 
as a separate task to querying and to assessing retrieved documents. In the next two sub­
sections I discuss two systems that attempt to incorporate RF as a seamless task -  the process 
of RF is integrated into querying and assessment of documents.
The two approaches have a common underlying principle: each relevance assessment given 
by the user initiates a cycle of RF. The major difference between the two approaches -  
incremental feedback, section 1.6.1 and ostensive browsing, section 1.6.2 -  is the interface 
design and principles.
1.6.1 Incremental feedback
Most RF systems treat the process o f relevance assessment as a batch process: users are 
shown a set of documents and provide relevance assessments on a number o f documents
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before requesting RF. Aalsberg, [Aal92], proposed the alternative technique o f incremental 
RF. Rather than asking a user to batch process relevance assessments by assessing a number 
o f documents in a ranking, he suggests presenting only one document at a time. The user is 
asked to make an assessment on the displayed document before being shown the next 
document. With each relevance assessment made by the user, the query can be iteratively 
modified through feedback.
The formula used by Aalsberg simplifies the Rocchio, Ide-dec-hi and Ide-regular formulae15 
to the one shown in Equation 15.
where Qj = query for iteration i, Q\ +1 = query for iteration / + 1, 
a  and y  are weights to bias retrieval in favour of the query or relevance information
This technique does not require the user to explicitly request RF, thus side-stepping the 
difficulty of getting users to interact. However it may not allow users to make relative 
relevance assessments, which has been shown to affect users assessments and method of 
making relevance assessments, e.g. [FM95, EB88]. The particular implementation also forced 
users to make a relevance decision. Users, however, may not always be able to decide on the 
relevance of a document at the time they view it.
The model was tested in [Aal92] against Rocchio’s formula, the Ide-dec-hi and Ide-regular.
The model was also tested against Ide’s variable RF, Appendix A, section A.2. This model 
forms a new query from the first relevant document and all preceding non-relevant 
documents. This is, then, analogous to the Ide-dec-hi that uses all relevant and the first, 
retrieved, non-relevant document, Appendix A, section A.2.
The test collection evaluation showed iterative RF can perform better than the Rocchio, and 
Ide-variants but performs roughly the same as variable RF.
In a separate experimental investigation Iwayama, [IwaOO], suggests that incremental 
relevance feedback o f the form proposed by Aalsberg works better for well-specified topics. 
These are topics for which the set o f relevant documents has a high similarity. This is because 
iterative feedback retrieves documents that are very similar to the ones used for feedback. It
15 A ppendix A , A .2.
Ia.Qj + p.D j i f  rel(D j) 
~ \a .Q i -  y.D j i f  ^ re l(D j)
Equation 1.5: Iterative RF
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does not, however, perform as well in retrieving relevant documents that cover a number of 
topics.
1.6.2 Ostensive browsing
Campbell’s ostensive weighting technique, described in section 1.3.1, was combined in 
[Cam99] with a novel browsing interface, an example o f which is shown in Figure 1.4.
This interface contains two features: paths and nodes. A node consists o f a retrieved object. In 
Figure 1.3 these objects are images. Clicking on a node will cause the system to perform a RF 
iteration using all the objects in the path that contains the node. The top five retrieved objects 
are then displayed to the user, who may choose to continue the path by clicking a new object 
or return to a previously followed path. If a user selects more than one retrieved object, this 
corresponds to a diverging path: two paths with the same initial components.
Each selection of a node by a user is taken to be an implicit relevance assessment or 
expression of interest in the object by the user. No explicit request for RF is necessary by the 
user. The paths themselves correspond to multiple iterations o f feedback; each object is the 
result of RF performed on the objects preceding it in the path. Objects may appear in different 
paths as the result of being retrieved in response to different RF-modified queries.
This is similar to an extent to the iterative method of RF described in the previous section in 
that only one additional document is added to the relevant set at each iteration. The major 
interface difference is that the user is not asked to make an explicit assessment o f relevance or 
decision on the relevance of a document. The major implementational difference is that 
Campbell uses the ostensive weighting extension to the probabilistic model, described in 
Appendix A, section A.3.
The use of paths also means that RF decisions are reversible: the user can backtrack to a 
previously selected document at any point in the search.
One of the main aims o f Campbell’s work on ostension is to remove the need for a user to 
manipulate a query. However this also removes the control from the user in modifying the 
content o f the query. A user cannot manually manipulate the query as is generally possible 
with the traditional RF systems. Whether or not this hiding of the IR system’s functionality 
benefits the user or not requires further investigation.
In particular this need for further experimentation is necessary because the range o f factors
that lead to the success or failure of interaction with an IR system are very diverse. Many
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researchers have argued that the process o f  retrieving relevant inform ation is richer and m ore 
com plex than the relatively sim ple m odel deseribed so far [Bat90, Ing92, BCS+95]. In the 
next section 1 shall concentrate on one reason that IR interaction is com plex: the process o f 
m aking relevance assessm ents.
Figure 1.4: O stensive brow ser interface, taken from  [Cam 99]
1.7 User issues
The final aspect o f  inform ation-seeking l shall address, although briefly , is the process o f  
m aking relevance assessm ents. RF algorithm s require users to assess a sam ple o f  the retrieved 
docum ents but the criteria under w hich a user m akes a relevance assessm ent can be subject to 
a num ber o f  factors. In this section, I shall introduce som e o f  these factors.
O ne o f  the m ain factors is the order in which docum ents are show n to the user. Several 
studies, e.g. [FM 95, EB88], point to the im portance o f  the position o f  a docum ent in a ranking 
w hen assessing the relevance o f  the docum ent. R elevance assessm ents are relative: v iew ing  
one relevant docum ent can change the u ser’s perception o f  the relevance o f  subsequently  
view ed docum ents.
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Tiamiyu and Ajiferuke, [TA88], also looked at the effect that the order in which relevance 
assessments are made can have on retrieval performance. They suggest three types of 
dependence that can exist in retrieval;
i. independence. Each document should be considered as an independent relevance 
assessments,
ii. complementarity relationship. The information contained within two documents sums 
to more than the sum of relevance ratings of each document together.
iii. substitutability relationship. The information in one document can substitute for the 
information in another document.
They show, theoretically, that the presence of different types of relationships can, although, 
giving same recall-precision results, give a very different result for user satisfaction. This also 
brings up the question of whether we should treat all relevance assessments as a single set o f 
assessments. Draper, [DraOO], for example makes the point that users typically assess 
individual documents as relevant, not a group of documents, whereas RF systems as a set of 
related relevant items.
Janes, [JJ91], also demonstrates that different representations of documents (title, abstract, 
full-text) can affect relevance assessments, meaning how the document is presented can affect 
how likely it is to be assessed relevant.
Relevance assessments are often treated as binary assessments: a document is either relevant 
or not relevant. However, in practice, documents may be regarded as more or less relevant 
than each other: relevance assessments are often partia l assessments16.
Spink et al, [SGB98], examined relevance assessments from four separate studies of 
information seeking to examine the role of partial relevance assessments. In particular they 
looked at whether the use of partial relevance assessments correlated with other aspects o f 
searching. The most conclusive finding was the number of partially relevant items was often 
positively correlated with a change in search topic or criteria for relevance: the more partial 
relevance assessments at a given stage in a search, the more uncertain is the user's current 
information need.
In this context a partial assessm ent m eans a docum ent is on ly  som ew hat relevant to the topic or the user is not 
sure o f  the docum ent’s relevance. This is d istinguished  from the situation where on ly  part o f  the docum ent is 
relevant.
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This study concentrated mainly on users at the initial search stage, when information needs 
are more likely to be variable. However, partial relevance assessments as an indicator of 
search stage or search status may be useful in defining what type of documents should be 
retrieved. For example we may wish to increase retrieval of loosely-related material at certain 
stages, and suppress retrieval to only highly relevant material at other stages.
A further important factor in determining how users will make relevance assessments is the 
task the user is trying to complete. Users with different tasks will obviously mark different 
documents relevant, but a user with a long-running task may change their criteria for 
relevance over time.
Spink, [Spi96], for example, reports on a study o f when and how academics use IR systems 
over the course o f a research project. The majority of users search at the beginning of project 
and many search again throughout the project. One reason for searching at later stages of 
projects is to check new updated references - rerunning same searches against new data - but 
many users modify their search terms over time, either as their information problems change 
or they obtain information from new sources. Although the searches are similar and the basic 
topic o f the searches are broadly the same, the reasons for searching and the type of 
information being sought is different leading to different relevance assessments.
Vakkari, [VakOO, VakOOb], also examined long-running searches to examine how relevance 
assessments changed over time. In his study he demonstrated that not only did subjects chose 
different documents at different stages in their task, they also used different search tactics and 
strategies when searching. Vakkari provided support for Spink’s observation that high 
numbers of partial assessments correlates with a lack of ability to discriminate relevant and 
non-relevant. This may occur at the start of a search, for example. He also found evidence to 
indicate that when a user has a good idea of what constitutes relevant material he is less likely 
to make a high number o f relevance assessments
These studies are important for RF because they point to the fact that not all relevance 
assessments are equal: users make assessments for different reasons and with different 
amounts of knowledge. A single RF approach may not be sufficient in all cases: we may need 
to develop RF techniques that adapt to the user’s intentions.
1.8 Conclusion
RF has proved to be a useful and pragmatic solution to the uncertainty o f describing an 
information need. It has further, in a test collection environment, been shown to be a
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relatively stable procedure: it works in most cases, a wide range o f algorithms give 
approximately the same performance and how the algorithmic parameters should be set are 
fairly well understood. Although I have not discussed non-text documents, such as images or 
speech, in this chapter the same basic principle o f selecting good discriminators of relevance 
can be used for different media to implement RF functionality.
The conceptual simplicity of RF -  users only have to recognise useful material, not describe it 
-  neatly hides the complexity and variety of the query modification features behind the 
interface. However, there is a growing awareness that RF is not sufficient on its own to 
improve retrieval. RF is useful in that it is conceptually simple but it does not yet provide 
adequate support for the range o f strategies and tactics demonstrated by the user in research 
such as [Bat90]. RF may only be part of the interaction process and will require integration 
with other functionalities.
Further, although RF is simple for the user to employ, the interaction decisions involved in 
RF can be obscure. That is, RF generally does not give the user enough context on which to 
based their relevance decisions, e.g. how many documents should be marked as relevant, how 
relevant should a document be before being marked as relevant, what does not relevant mean? 
Although RF research has answers to some of these questions (e.g. more relevance 
information is generally better), getting the user to provide the necessary input data is not 
easy, and making the process of assessing relevance more difficult may result in less 
interaction not more.
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Chapter Two
Thesis outline
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will introduce the four main aspects o f RF that form the basis of this thesis; 
discuss each o f these in the light o f the preceding discussion of IR and RF, and set out in 
more detail the novel contribution made to each o f these areas.
The RF process can be viewed as a loop, as exemplified in the diagram in Figure 2 .1.
Query
Document 
v scoring J
Chapters 3 -7
Query
modification
Chapters 8 - 1 1
Relevance
assessments
Document
display
Chapter 12
Figure 2.1: RF process
From the discussion in Chapter One, the two main tasks o f a RF algorithm are the selection of 
good indicators o f relevant material, such as indexing terms, and the appropriate weighting of 
these indicators to reflect their utility in attracting relevant material. For the purposes o f the 
discussion in this chapter I will use query modification to refer to the process of altering the 
content of the query -  the identification o f good indicators of relevance, this will be discussed 
in section 2.4.
Document scoring will be used to refer to the process of ranking documents based on a query.
This involves two sub-processes: deciding what information is used to score documents, e.g.
which term weighting schemes, and deciding how to use the information to estimate the likely
relevance of a document. The former process -  selecting the information to be used in
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document scoring -  is discussed in section 2.2, the latter process -  providing the document 
ranking -  is discussed in section 2.3.
In section 2.5, I shall discuss the research completed on the presentation of RF. This aims to 
make RF a more accessible operation to potential users of IR systems by presenting more 
information on what RF decisions have been made by the system.
2.2 Representations
From the discussion in Chapter One, it can be seen that the majority of relevance feedback 
techniques, [Har92c, Spi96b] are based on the presence or absence of keywords in relevant 
documents. RF algorithms select which keywords are good at indicating relevant material -  
those that should be used in a new query. These algorithms also decide how important each of 
the keywords are in the new query. In this thesis I argue that the presence of a term, or 
indexing terms, within relevant documents is only one indication of the utility o f the term. RF 
effectiveness can be increased by taking into account how terms are used within documents, 
rather than just their presence or absence.
This means expanding the representation o f a term to allow the selection of indicators of 
relevance based on how a term is used. For example,
•there may be a large overlap in the content o f marked relevant documents but not the 
structure of the documents. This may correspond to a search in which the user wants 
all possible information on a topic.
•there may be a high structural similarity in the relevant documents, e.g. some terms 
have to be the main topic o f the document but may appear in a variety of contexts. 
This may be a search for information that the collection has a lot o f information on 
(so the user only wants whole documents about the subject) or the user is finding his 
way around the collection.
•or there may be a high similarity in context, but not in content or topical 
relationships. This may corresponds to searches where information is only relevant in 
certain combinations, for example ‘Information retrieval systems' not ‘Information 
retrieval ’ or ‘ Information...systems ’.
By using a set of multiple term and document weighting schemes, each reflecting some aspect 
of a term’s use or a document’s structure, it is possible to select which weighting schemes are
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good indicators o f relevant material. That is we can discuss why a term is relevant in more 
detail than simply its (non-)occurrence within relevant material.
In Chapters Three and Four, I analyse this strategy. In Chapter Three I introduce the term and 
document weighting schemes used in this thesis. In Chapters Four and Five, by comparing the 
selection of weighting schemes using relevance information, I show that the selection process 
can give beneficial results over good combinations of weighting schemes, no feedback and 
alternative feedback weighting schemes. I also show that this approach is stable over user 
relevance assessments and simulated assessments from a test collection. In Chapter Six I 
show that the approach also holds when different methods of document scoring are used. In 
Chapter Seven I summarise the overall approach to selecting good weighting schemes for the 
original query terms- those chosen by a user. In Chapter Nine I show that the selection 
weighting schemes can also benefit terms that are chosen by the system.
2.3 Document scoring
Once the system has created a new query through RF, the query will be used to retrieve a new 
ranking o f the document collection. If RF is operating effectively the new ranking should be 
better than the previous ranking; relevant documents should be placed higher in the ranking 
than before.
How the system uses the query to retrieve documents is important -  an IR system should 
retrieve the documents most likely to satisfy the user’s information need. In Chapter Six, I 
present a model for document retrieval, based on Dempster-Shafer’s Theory o f Evidence. 
Dempster-Shafer’s Theory of Evidence provides a flexible framework for the representation 
and combination o f uncertain evidence.
This model is designed to incorporate and manipulate many of the sources of uncertainty in 
the retrieval process. These include the degree of relevance of a document, the discriminatory 
power o f a term and the quality of weighting schemes. The document retrieval model is 
expanded, in Chapter Six, to provide a RF model that also incorporates uncertain evidence.
2.4 Query modification
The process of query modification attempts to improve the user’s query; either by eliminating 
poor query terms, or adding query terms that will assist the retrieval of more relevant 
material. How to select good terms for query expansion is a central aim for most of the 
algorithms described in Chapter One.
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In this thesis I develop an approach to query modification that is based on abductive 
reasoning. This approach to query modification incorporates behavioural information, such as 
the degree to which the user thinks a document is relevant, or when in a search the document 
was assessed relevant, and uses this information to select expansion terms.
Abductive reasoning is based on the notion of explanation, where explanations are possible 
characterisations of a set of data. In this thesis, the query modification process seeks an 
explanation for why some documents are assessed as relevant. The process of selecting 
weighting schemes, outlined in section 2.2, is also an example o f abductive reasoning.
In Chapter Eight I discuss the overall research goal in using abductive reasoning for IR and 
RF. In Chapters Nine and Ten I present an experimental investigation of the relative 
effectiveness of various types of explanation in RF and in Chapter Twelve I present the 
results of an investigation into the use of explanations in a user-oriented evaluation.
2.5 RF and interaction
RF can help a user find more relevant material but this is only a potential benefit. To realise 
this benefit a user must enter the feedback loop. Often, however, users do not engage in RF. 
There are many possible reasons for this, for example the user may not understand the 
purpose of RF, or the user may not know how to use RF mechanisms. In Chapter Twelve, I 
will present an experimental investigation of techniques to help users understand the effect o f 
RF in a search. This is based on the abductive research described in Chapters Four, Nine and 
Tcn, but also incorporates additional features to help introduce RF processes to the user.
2.6 Overall thesis layout
I have structured this thesis into five main sections:
Part I Introduction. This section is comprised of Chapters One and Two and serves as 
an introduction to RF and the thesis.
Part II Information use. This section is comprised of Chapter Three to Chapter Seven 
and examines the document scoring methods -  using multiple term and document weighting 
schemes.
Part III Abduction. This section examines the query modification techniques and 
contains Chapters Eight, Nine, Ten and Eleven.
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Part IV User experiments. This section describes the investigation of the RF 
techniques suggested in this thesis in a set of experiments with novice searchers. This section 
contains Chapter Twelve.
Part V Conclusion. This section contains the main conclusions o f the thesis and is 
comprised of Chapter Thirteen.
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Part II
Information Use
Chapter Three
Characteristics of information use
3.1 Introduction
Most Relevance Feedback (RF) algorithms attempt to bring a query closer to the user’s 
information need by reweighting or modifying the terms in a query. The implicit assumption 
behind these algorithms is that we can find an optimal combination o f weighted terms to 
represent the user’s information need at the current stage in a search. This description o f the 
information need is based on the indexing language(s) of the retrieval system and is intended 
to prioritise retrieval of those documents that are most likely to contain relevant information.
However relevance, as a user judgement, is not necessarily dictated only by the presence or 
absence o f terms in a document. Rather relevance is a factor of what concepts the terms 
represent, the relations between these concepts, how users interpret the concepts and how 
they relate to the information in the document. From studies, such as those carried out by 
Barry and Schamber, [BS98], it is clear that current models of RF, although successful at 
improving recall-precision, are not very sophisticated in expressing what makes a document 
relevant to a user. Denos et al, [DBM97] for example, make the good point that although 
users can make explicit judgements on why documents are relevant, often systems cannot use 
this information to improve a search.
Not only are users' judgements affected by a variety of factors but they are based on the 
document text. RF algorithms, on the other hand, typically are based on a representation o f a 
text and only consider frequency information or the presence or absence o f terms in 
documents. These algorithms do not look deeper to see what it is about terms that indicate 
relevance; they ignore information on how terms are used within documents. For example, a 
document may only be relevant if  the terms appear in a certain context, if certain 
combinations o f terms occur, or if the main topic of the document is important. Extending 
feedback algorithms to incorporate the usage of a term within documents would not only 
allow more precise querying by the user but also allows RF algorithms to adapt more subtly 
to users’ relevance judgements.
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In this section of the thesis, Part II, I investigate how incorporating more information on the 
usage of terms can improve retrieval effectiveness. This investigation is based on a set of term 
and document weighting functions - term and document characteristics - each of which can 
be used to distinguish between terms or documents according to how information is used. The 
term characteristics are used to distinguish between how  terms are used in collections or 
individual documents; the document characteristics are used to differentiate documents based 
on their information content and their structure. The experiments reported in Part II compare 
two uses of multiple term and document characteristics: combination o f evidence, and 
selective combination of evidence.
In the combination of evidence experiments I examine how combining term and document 
characteristic information affects retrieval performance. Combination o f evidence, as 
described in section 1.3.2, can give improved retrieval effectiveness over no combination of 
evidence. Selective combination of evidence, where relevance assessments are used to select 
which evidence to combine, is particularly designed for RF. In my experiments, selective 
combination o f evidence is based around selecting good term and document characteristics 
for individual queries.
The following sections outline how I implemented term and document characteristics (section
3.2), and introduce the experiments reported in Part II.
3.2 Term and document characteristics
In this section I outline five ways o f describing term importance in a document or collection - 
five term characteristics. Three of these are standard term weighting functions, id f t f  and 
noise; the other two are developed specifically for the research described in this thesis.
• inverse document frequency, based on how often a term appears within a collection, 
described in section 3.2.1
• noise, also based on how often a term appears within a collection but based on 
within-document frequency, section 3.2.2
• term frequency, based on how often a term appears within a document, section 3.2.3
• thematic nature, or theme, based on how a term is distributed within a document, 
section 3.2.4
• context, based on the proximity of one query term to another query term within the 
same document, section 3.2.5
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In addition, I introduce two document characteristics. These describe some aspect of a 
document’s content that differentiates it from other documents.
• specificity, based on how many unique terms appear in a document, section 3.2.6
• information-noise, based on the proportion o f useful to non-useful content within a 
document, section 3.2.7
Inverse document frequency, or idf, [SJ72], is a standard IR term weighting function that 
measures the infrequency, or rarity, of a term's occurrence within a document collection. The 
less likely a term is to appear in a collection the better is it likely to be at discriminating 
relevant from irrelevant documents. In these experiments I measure id f by the equation shown 
in Equation 3.1.
The second term characteristic I investigated was the noise characteristic discussed in [Sal83, 
Har86], Equation 3.2. The noise characteristic gives a measure o f how important a term is 
within a collection but unlike id f noise is based on within-document frequency.
The noise characteristic, taken from [Har86], shown in Equation 3.2 requires special 
processing for IR. An example of the calculation of term’s noise values is shown in Table 
3.1. This example shows the number of times a term appears within a collection, including
3.2.1 idf
Equation 3.1: inverse document frequency (idf)
where n is the number o f documents containing the indexing term t 
and N  is the number of documents in the collection
3.2.2 noise
noise(t) = ^  
/=1
Equation 3.2: noise
where N  = number o f documents in the collection, 
Freqjf = the number of occurrences of term t in document z, 
TFreqt = total occurrences of term t in the collection
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within-document occurrences (column 1), the number of documents in which the term 
appears (column 2) and the noise value as calculated by Equation 3.2 (column 3 ) '7.
total occurrences 
of term t
number of documents containing t noise
value
normalised 
noise value
100 1 0.00 23.03
100 25 2.31 20.72
100 50 7.49 15.54
100 75 14.57 8.46
100 100 23.03 0.00
Table 3.1: Calculation and normalisation of noise characteristic
If all the occurrences o f term appear within one document, the term receives a noise score of 
zero (row 2). Terms that appear more commonly throughout a collection receive a higher 
noise value (rows 3 - 5). A term which has only one occurrence in each document in which it 
appears receives the highest noise value (row 6).
The noise value is then inversely proportional to its discriminatory power as it assigns high 
values to terms that have a low discriminatory power and low values to terms with a high 
discriminatory power. The noise characteristic as defined here therefore requires 
normalisation, [Har86], to ensure that the noise value o f a term reflects its discriminatory 
power. To normalise the noise score, we subtracted the noise score of a term from the 
maximum noise score. The result of this is shown in Table 3.1, column 4, where all the values 
in column 3 have been subtracted from the maximum noise value for term t (23.03).
The normalised noise characteristic gives a maximum noise score to a term if all its 
occurrences18 appear in one document and the lowest noise score if all occurrences of the 
term appear in different documents.
17 For sim plicity , this exam ple assum es that the term occurrences are equally split betw een the docum ents in 
which a term  appears. For exam ple, i f  there 100 occurrences o f  a term and the term appears in 25 docum ents 
(Table 3 .1 , row  3) then I assum e that the term has four occurrences in each o f  the 25 docum ents.
18 O ccurrences here refers to the tokens that represent a term, therefore a term appearing in tw o docum ents or a 
term appearing tw ice in the sam e docum ent both g iv e  tw o occurrences o f  the term.
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3.2.3 tf
Including information about how often a term occurs in a document - term frequency (tf) 
information - has often been shown to increase retrieval performance, e.g. [Har92a]. For these 
experiment I used the following formula,
tfd(t) = log (occst (d) + \)l\og(occstotaj{d))
Equation 3.3: term frequency (tf) 
where o cc sfd )  is the number of occurrences of term t in document d, 
occstotai(d ) is the total number of term occurrences in document d.
3.2.4 theme
Previous work by for example Hearst and Plaunt [HP93] and Paradis and Beirut, [PB96], 
demonstrate that taking into account the topical or thematic nature of documents can improve 
retrieval effectiveness. Hearst and Plaunt presented a method specifically for long documents, 
whereas Paradis and Berrut's method is based on a precise conceptual indexing of documents.
I present a simple term-based alternative based on the distribution of term occurrences within 
a document. This is based on the assumption that the less evenly distributed the occurrences 
of a term are within a document, then the more likely the term is to correspond to a localised 
discussion in the document, e.g. a topic in one section o f the document only. Conversely, if 
the term’s occurrences are more evenly spread throughout the document, then we may assume 
that the term is somehow related to the main topic of the document. Unlike Hearst and Plaunt 
I do not split the document into topics and assign a sub- or main-topic classification. Instead I 
define a theme value of a term, which is based on the likelihood of a term to be a main topic. 
The algorithm which I developed for this purpose is shown in Equation 3.4.
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themed(0 =  ( lengthj -  differenced(t))/ lengthd
where
 , .M-I
differenced (/) = first d (/) + lastd (t ) + epoSj (I) -  posj (/)|
/=  2
first d (t)  = 0, i f  p o s f t )  < d is ir f t)
= ] if) -  disti'd (t), ow
last f i t ) = 0, i f  {length d -  p o soccsAn{t)< d is trd {t))
= (lengthd - ( p o s occsAl](t) + distrd ( l)), ow
epos/ = po sj-  ] +disti'd{t) 
distrd(t) -  lengthd / occsd(t)
Equation 3.4: characteristic
where distrdft) is the expected distribution o f term t in document t/, assuming all occurrences 
of t are equally distributed, eposj is the expected position of the z'th occurrence of term /, post 
is the actual position of the zth occurrence, occsd (t) is the number of occurrences of term t in 
document d.
The theme value is based on the difference between the position of each occurrence of a term 
and the expected positions. Table 3.2 gives a short example for a document containing 1000 
terms and five occurrences of term t. First, I calculate whether the first occurrence of term t 
occurs further into the document that we would expect, based on the expected distribution 
(firstd(t) - line three, Equation 3.4; Column 7, Table 3.2). Next we calculate whether the last 
occurrence of the term appears further from the end o f the document than we would expect 
(lastd(t) - line four, Equation 3.4; Column 8, Table 3.2). For the remainder o f the terms we 
calculate the difference between the expected position o f a term, based on the actual position 
of the last occurrence and the expected difference between two occurrences ( -  line two,
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Equation 3.4; Column 4-6, Table 3.2, ^ 1  epos f i t ) -  pos f t )]).
length occs distr epos pos diff first last difference theme
1000 5 200 - 100 0
300 500 200
700 551 349
751 553 547
753 700 600
900 100
600 0 100 700 0.3
Table 3.2: Example calculation o f theme value for a term
I then sum these values to obtain a measure of the difference between the expected position of 
the term occurrences and their actual positions (-line two Equation 3.4; Column 3.2, Table
3.2). In the example this difference is 700, that is the sum of the difference between each 
occurrence of a term should appear, given an equal distribution of terms within a document, 
and where the terms actually appear. This value (700) is used to calculate the theme value. 
The greater the difference between where term occurrences appear and where we would 
expect them to appear, given an equal distribution of the term within the document, the 
smaller the theme value for the term. The smaller the difference, the larger the theme value for 
the term.
3.2.5 context
There are various ways in which one might incorporate information about the context of a 
query term. For example, we might rely on coocurrence information, [VRHP81], information 
about phrases, [Lew92], or information about the logical structures, e.g. sentences, in which 
the term appears, [TS98]. I defined the importance of context to a query term as being 
measured by its distance from the nearest query term, relative to the average expected 
distribution of all query terms in the document. This is shown in Equation 3.5.
context j i t )  = ( d is t iy (q ) - min j i t ) ) /  distrd (q) 
min^(/) = m in t*  f \(p o sd ( t)~ p o sc r tf i
distiy(q) = lengthy / occsj(q )
Equation 3.5: context characteristic for term t in document d  
where distrjiq) is the expected distribution of the query terms in the document, assuming 
terms are distributed equally, p o sjit)  is the position of term t and min^J) is the minimum 
difference from any occurrence of term t to another, different query term, occsJ^q)= the total 
occurrences of the query terms in the document
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3.2.6 specificity
The first document characteristic I propose is the specificity characteristic which is related to 
idf. The id f  characteristic measures the infrequency of a term's occurrence within a document 
collection; the less likely a term is to appear in a document the better is it likely to be at 
discriminating relevant from irrelevant documents. However, id f  does not consider the 
relative discriminatory power of other terms in the document.
If a document contains a higher proportion of terms with a high id f  it may be more difficult 
to read, e.g. if  it contains a lot of technical terms. On the other hand a document containing a 
lot of terms with very low id f  values may contain too few information-bearing words. I 
propose the specificity characteristic as a measure of the technical complexity o f the 
document. This is a very simple measure of technical complexity as it does not take into 
account the domain of the document or external knowledge sources. These would be used to 
represent the complexity of the document based on its semantic content. Rather I am 
attempting to define a relative notion o f how specialised a document is compared to the other 
documents in the collection.
specificity> is a document characteristic, giving a score to an entire document rather than 
individual terms. It is measured by the sum of the id f  values o f each term in the document, 
divided by the number o f unique terms in the document, giving an average id f  value for the 
document, Equation 3.6.
^idf(i)
specificitv(d) = -------
n
Equation 3.6: specificity document characteristic of document d  
where n -  number of terms in document d
3.2.7 information~to~noise
The specificity characteristic measured the complexity of the document based on id f  values. 
An alternative measure is the information-to-noise ratio, suggested by Zhu and Gauch, 
[ZGOO], abbreviated to info-noise. This is calculated as the number o f tokens after processing 
(stemming and stopping) of the document divided by the length of the document before 
stopping and stemming, Equation 3.7.
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. . processed length(d)
info_noise(d)- ]^ J)-------
Equation 3.7: in fo jio ise  document characteristic o f document d  
where processedJengthid) = number of terms in document d  after stopping and stemming 
length(d) = number o f terms in document d  before stopping and stemming
in fo jio ise, as described in [ZGOO], measures the proportion of useful to non-useful 
information content within a document.
3.2.8 Summary
The id f and noise characteristics give values to a term depending on its importance within a 
collection, the t f  and theme characteristics give values depending on the term’s importance 
within individual documents and context gives values based on the relative position o f other 
query terms in the individual documents. The specificity and in fo jio ise  characteristics give 
values to individual documents based on their content.
Each of the term characteristics can be used to differentiate documents based on how a term is 
used within the documents and the document characteristics allow differentiation of 
documents based on their content. The document characteristics also allow retrieval 
algorithms to base retrieval decisions on the document taken as a whole, rather than only 
individual components of the document.
Each of the algorithms that calculate the characteristic values give scores in different ranges. 
In my experiments I scaled all values of the characteristics to fall within the same range, 0 - 
50, to ensure that I was working with comparable values for each characteristic.
3.3 Outline of experiments
In this section I give a brief outline to the experimental investigation reported Part II. A more 
detailed introduction will be given at the start of each chapter.
Chapter Four examines the basic approach of combining term and document characteristic 
information. In particular I examine the reasons why combination may perform well and why 
it can be a technique that gives very variable performance. I also introduce the notion of 
selective combination o f evidence: selecting which evidence to use for each query. This 
exploits the relevance assessments to make decisions on which evidence is appropriate for 
individual retrieval situations. All the experiments in Chapter Four are carried out on a set of 
standard IR test collections.
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In Chapter Five I re-examine the findings from Chapter Four on a set of data derived from 
experiments ran by Borlund and Ingwersen [BI99]. The relevance assessments in this data 
were made by novice searchers rather than expert relevance assessors as would be the case in 
Chapter Four. This set of data allowed the examination o f the role of task, partial relevance 
assessments and the user in the process of combining term and document characteristics.
In Chapter Six I present a more detailed examination of the uncertainty attached to the 
combination o f term and document characteristics. Specifically, I present a model for retrieval 
and RF based on Dempster-Shafer’s Theory of Evidence, [Dem68, Sha76]. This model is 
capable of incorporating aspects o f combination, such as the quality or reliability of evidence, 
that are important for retrieval success.
In Chapter Seven I summarise the main findings o f the experiments reported in Part II.
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Chapter Four
Combining and selecting characteristics 
of information use
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I shall describe two sets of experiments. In the first set of experiments, I 
examine how information on term use, the term and document characteristics, can be 
combined to increase retrieval effectiveness. In effect this means using more information on 
why a term may indicate relevance.
The second set o f experiments examines the role of relevance assessments in the combination 
process -  using the relevant documents to select which aspects of a term’s use may indicate 
relevance.
In section 4.2 I describe the data I used in these experiments, in section 4.3 I present the main 
introduction to the experiments themselves. In sections 4.4 -  4.7 I present the results o f the 
experiments and I summarise the main conclusions in section 4.8.
4.2 Data
For the experiments reported in this chapter I used two sets of collections. The first is a set of 
three small test collections (CACM, CISI and MEDLARS collections19), the second is a set 
o f two larger collections (the Associated Press (1988) (AP) collection and the Wall Street 
Journal (1990-92) (WSJ)) collection from the TREC initiative [VH96]. Statistics of these 
collections are given in Table 4.1.
*9 http://w w w .dcs.gla.ac.uk/idom /ir_resoiirces/test_collections/
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CACM CISI MEDLARS AP WSJ
Number of documents 3 204 1 460 1 033 79 919 74 520
Number of queries used20 52 76 30 48 45
Average document length21 47.36 75.4 89 284 326
Average words per query22 11.88 27.27 10.4 3.04 3.04
Average relevant documents per 
query
15.3 41 23 35 24
Number of unique terms 
in the collection
7 861 7 156 9 397 129 240 123 852
Table 4.1: Details of CACM, CISI, MEDLARS, AP and WSJ collections
The AP and WSJ test collections each come with fifty so-called TREC topics. Each topic 
describes an information need and those criteria that were used in assessing relevance when 
the test collection was created. A TREC topic has a number of sections, (see Figure 4.1 for an 
example of a topic). In my experiments I only used the short Title section from topics 251 — 
300 as queries, as using any more o f the topic description may be an unrealistic as a user 
query.
Number: 301
Title: International Organized Crime 
Description:
Identify organisations that participate in international criminal activity, the activity, and, 
if possible, collaborating organisations and the countries involved.
Narrative:
A relevant document must as a minimum identify the organisation and the type o f illegal 
activity (e.g., Columbian cartel exporting cocaine). Vague references to international 
drug trade without identification o f the organisation(s) involved would not be relevant.
Figure 4.1: TREC topic 301
20Each collection  com es with a number o f  queries. H ow ever, for som e queries there are no relevant docum ents in 
the co llection , i.e. none o f  the assessed  docum ents w ere considered  relevant. A s these queries cannot be used  to 
calculate recall-precision figures they are not used in these experim ents. This row sh ow s the num ber o f  queries, for 
each co llection , for w hich there is at least one relevant docum ent.
21 A fter the application o f  stem m ing and stopw ord rem oval.
22T his row show s the average length o f  the queries that w ere used in the experim ents after the application o f  
stopw ord removal and stem m ing.
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Stopwords were removed, using the stopword list in [VR79], and the collections were 
stemmed using the Porter stemming algorithm, [Por80].
4.3 Outline of experiments
In this chapter I describe three sets o f experiments:
i. retrieval by single characteristic. In section 4.4 I present results obtained by running 
each characteristic as a single retrieval function. In this section I examine the relative 
performance of each characteristics on the test collections, and discuss why some 
characteristics perform better than others as retrieval functions.
ii. retrieval by combination o f  characteristics. In section 4.5 I investigate whether 
combining characteristics can improve retrieval effectiveness over retrieval by single 
characteristic. I also discuss factors that affect the success of combination, such as the 
size o f the combination and which characteristics are combined.
iii. relevance feedback. In section 4.6 I investigate how we can use relevance 
assessments to select good combinations of characteristics of terms and documents to 
use for RF. I describe several methods o f selecting which characteristics are 
important for a query and compare these methods against methods that do not use 
selection o f characteristics. The results from these experiments will be discussed in 
section 4.7.
4.4 Retrieval by single characteristic
In this section I examine the performance o f running each characteristic (term and document 
characteristics) as a single retrieval function (retrieval by the sum of the id f  value o f each 
query term, retrieval by the sum o f t f  values of each query term, etc.). The results are 
presented in section 4.4.2 but before this, in section 4.4.1, I look at how document 
characteristics should be used to score documents.
4.4.1 Document characteristics - initial investigations
As the specificity and info-noise characteristics are document rather than term characteristics, 
they assign the same value to each document irrespective o f which terms are in the query. 
However, the document characteristics can be used to produce different rankings based on 
two criteria:
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i. which documents receive a score. Although all documents have a pre-calculated 
value for the specificity and info-noise characteristics, we may choose to score only those 
documents that contain at least one query term, as these documents are those that are the most 
likely to be relevant.
I assessed two methods of scoring documents - the query dependent - and the query 
independent strategies.
In the query independent strategy the retrieval score of a document is the characteristic score 
{in fo jio ise  or specificity). This method gives an identical ranking of documents for all 
queries. In the query dependent strategy the retrieval score of a document is also the 
characteristic score but this score is only assigned to those documents that contain at least one 
query term. If the document contains no query terms then the retrieval score is zero. In this 
method all documents that contain a query term are retrieved before the documents that 
contain no query terms, giving a different document ranking to each query.
ii. how to order the documents. The specificity characteristic gives high scores to 
more complex documents, whereas the in fo jio ise  characteristic gives high scores to 
documents that have a high proportion of useful information. This means that I am asserting 
that relevant documents are more likely to have a higher amount o f useful information or a 
higher complexity. This requires testing. I tested two strategies - standard  - in which 
documents are ranked in decreasing order o f characteristic score and reverse - in documents 
are ranked in increasing order o f characteristic score.
These two criteria give four combinations o f strategy - query dependent/standard, query 
independent/standard, query independent/reverse, query dependent/reverse. Each of these 
strategies correspond to a different method of ranking documents.
The results of these ranking strategies are shown in Table 4.2 for the specificity characteristic. 
Also shown in Table 4.2, for comparison, are the results of two random retrieval runs on each 
collection. These are also based on a query dependent strategy (random order o f all 
documents containing a query term, followed by random order of the remaining documents) 
and a query independent strategy (a completely random ordering of all documents).
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standard
specificity
reverse
specificity
random
Collection query
dep
query
ind
query
dep
query
ind
query
dep
query
ind
CACM 1.19 0.98 1.19 1.18 1.14 0.36
CISI 10.55 2.83 2.75 3.51 4.66 3.86
MEDLARS 4.62 3.33 4.62 4.48 12.39 4.82
AP 0.33 0.06 0.47 0.05 0.28 0.05
WSJ 0.42 0 . 1 0 0.57 0 . 0 2 0.35 0.04
Table 4.2: Average precision figures for specificity characteristic 
dep = dependent strategy, ind = independent strategy 
Highest average precision figures for each collection are shown in bold
The results were also tested for statistical significance using a paired /-test,/? < 0.05, holding 
recall fixed and varying precision. The results of this are shown in Table 4.3. The results 
show that the query dependent random retrieval is a stricter baseline comparison: it gives 
better results than a completely random retrieval (Table 4.2) and this difference is statistically 
significant in all collections (Table 4.3, Column 4).
The query dependent method of scoring documents always gives significantly better retrieval 
effectiveness over the query independent method when documents are ranked in decreasing 
order of specificity score (.standard method) (Table 4.2, Column 2 and Table 4.3 Columns 2 
and 3). This does not hold so neatly when documents are ranked according to the reverse 
method. In this case the differences are only significant for three out of the five cases (Table 
4.3, Column 3) and the independent strategy is better than the dependent strategy for the CISI 
collection.
Comparing the two methods of ranking documents (standard versus reverse, Table 4.3, 
Columns 5 and 6 ), the reverse strategy gives better results on the small collections when using 
a query independent method of scoring documents but the reverse holds for large collections 
(query dependent gives better results). The standard method of ranking documents gives 
better results on small collections but poorer results on the larger collections.
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standard 
dep vs 
ind
reverse 
dep vs ind
random  
dep vs ind
dep
standard
vs reverse
ind 
standard 
vs reverse
CACM sig not sig sig not sig sig
CISI sig sig sig sig sig
MEDLARS sig not sig sig not sig sig
AP sig sig sig sig sig
WSJ sig sig sig sig sig
Table 4.3: Significance tests for the specificity document characteristic 
where sig = statistically significant difference, dep = dependent strategy, ind = independent 
strategy, standard = documents ranked by decreasing characteristic score, reverse = 
documents ranked by decreasing characteristic score.
From Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 it is clear that overall the specificity characteristic performs 
quite poorly in that there is no clear method of applying it to all collections. However at least 
one of the combination o f document scoring and ranking methods gives statistically 
significant increases in retrieval effectiveness over the query dependent random retrieval 
baseline. This is true for all collections except the MEDLINE collection. One possible reason 
for the poorer results on this collection is that the range o f specificity characteristic values for 
this collection is not very wide. Consequently the characteristic does not provide enough 
information to discriminate between documents.
Overall the specificity characteristic is best applied using a query dependent strategy. Whether 
or not it is applied in decreasing order of characteristic value (standard), or increasing order of 
characteristic score (reverse) is collection dependent. However the overall preference is for 
the reverse strategy.
The results of using the info-noise characteristic is shown in Table 4.4. The same statistical 
tests were performed on the results from the in fo jio ise  rankings and are shown in Table 4.5. 
From Tables 4.4 and 4.5 the in fo jio ise  characteristic is best applied using the query- 
dependent standard strategy: ordering documents containing a query term and with the 
highest proportion of useful information at the top of the ranking.
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standard
info-noise
reverse
info-noise
random
Collection query
dep
query
ind
query
dep
query
ind
query
dep
query
ind
CACM 1.67 0.5 0.86 1.63 1.14 0.36
CISI 4.08 3.28 3.48 2.78 4.66 3.86
MEDLARS 8.67 2.56 8.25 2.98 12.39 4.82
AP 0.44 0.05 0.29 0.05 0.28 0.05
WSJ 0.48 0.03 0.32 0.03 0.35 0.04
Table 4.4: Average precision figures for in fo jio ise  characteristic 
dep = dependent strategy, ind -  independent strategy 
Highest average precision figures for each collection are shown in bold
standard 
dep vs 
ind
reverse 
dep vs ind
random 
dep vs ind
dep 
standard 
vs reverse
ind 
standard 
vs reverse
CACM sig sig sig sig sig
CISI sig sig sig sig sig
MEDLARS sig sig sig sig sig
AP sig sig sig not sig not sig
WSJ sig sig sig sig sig
Table 4.5: Significance tests for the in fo jio ise  document characteristic 
where sig = statistically significant difference, dep = dependent strategy, ind = independent 
strategy, standard = documents ranked by decreasing characteristic score, reverse = 
documents ranked by decreasing characteristic score.
Overall, on all collections, except the MEDLARS collection, at least one method o f applying 
the specificity and info-noise characteristics gave better performance than random (query 
independent), and with the exception o f MEDLARS and CISI also performed better than the 
query dependent random run. As stated before the poorer results on these collections may be 
caused by the small range of values given by the characteristics to the documents.
It is better to rank only those documents that contain a query term than all documents. This is 
not surprising as, using the query dependent strategy, we are in fact re-ranking the basic id f  
ranking for each query.
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I shall discuss the relative performance of the document characteristics against the term 
characteristics in the next section. Although the document characteristics do not give better 
results than the term characteristics (see next section), they do generally give better results 
than the random retrieval runs. This means that they can be useful in retrieval if they are used 
appropriately. One method of using the document characteristics is in combination with other 
characteristics. This will be discussed in section 4.5.
4.4.2 Single retrieval on all characteristics
The results from running each characteristic as a single retrieval function are summarised in 
Table 4.6, measured against the query dependent random strategy. This is used as a baseline 
for this experiment as all the characteristics prioritise retrieval of documents that contain a 
query term over those documents that contain no query terms. Hence this method of running a 
random retrieval is more similar in nature to the term characteristics and, as it gives higher 
average precision, provides a stricter baseline measure for comparison.
Documents are scored by the sum of the characteristic values of each query term contained 
within the document, e.g. the sum of the id f  values of all query terms, or the sum of the t f  
values o f the query terms.
Characteristic
Collection id f t f theme context spec noise in f random
CACM 2 2 . 0 0 22.70 4.36 14.80 1.19 24.15 1.67 1.14
CISI 11.50 12.50 5.10 9.60 10.55 1 1 . 0 0 4.08 4.66
MEDLARS 43.10 43.70 1 1 . 1 0 36.10 4.60 43.90 8.80 12.39
AP 10.10 9.86 4.63 9.57 0.47 1 . 0 0 0.44 0.28
WSJ 12.19 7.39 1 . 0 0 0.04 0.42 1.05 0.48 0.38
Table 4.6: Average precision figures for term and document characteristics used as single
retrieval functions 
where spec = specificity, inf=  info-noise 
Highest average precision figures for each collection are shown in bold
The majority o f characteristics outperform the query dependent random retrieval baseline. 
However some characteristics do perform more poorly than a random retrieval o f the 
documents (in fo jio ise  on CISI, theme, specificity and in fo jio ise  on MEDLARS, context on 
WSJ)23.
23  All characteristics, for all co llection s except M E D L A R S, outperform ed a com p letely  random retrieval.
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The order in which the characteristics2 4  performed is shown in Figure 4.2 where > indicates 
statistical significance and > indicates non-statistical significance . 2 5
CACM noise > t f > id f > con > theme > in f > spec > rand
CISI t f > id f > noise > spec > con > theme > rand > in f
MEDLARS noise > t f > id f > con > rand > theme > in f > spec
AP id f > t f > con > theme > noise > spec > in f > rand
W SJ id f > t f > noise > theme > in f > spec > rand > con
Figure 4.2: Statistical and non-statistical differences between characteristics on all collections 
where spec = specificity, con = context, in f  = info_noise, rand = random
The document characteristics perform quite poorly as they are insensitive to query terms. That 
is, although, when using these characteristics we score only documents that contain a query 
term, the document characteristics do not distinguish between documents that contain good 
query terms and documents that contain poor query terms.
On nearly all collections the standard characteristics (id f t f  noise26) outperformed the new 
characteristics. One possible reason for this is that, although, the new term characteristics 
(theme, context) give a weight to every term in a document, unlike the standard characteristics 
they do not always give a non-zero weight. The context characteristic, for example, will only 
assign a weight to a term if at least two query terms appear in the same document. In the case 
of the two larger collections we have relatively smaller queries. Hence the co-occurrence of 
query terms within a document may be low with the resulting effect that most terms have a 
zero weight for this characteristic. This, in turn, will lead to a poor retrieval result as the 
characteristic cannot distinguish well between relevant and non-relevant documents.
Similarly, the theme characteristic, as implemented here, will also lead a high proportion of 
terms being assigned a zero weight compared with the t f  characteristic. One reason for this is 
that theme assigns a zero weight to a term if it only appears once within a document. A 
collection such as the MEDLARS collection, which has a high number o f terms that only 
appear in one document may be more susceptible to this, as it contains a large number of 
unique terms.
24  The query dependent standard strategy w as used  for the specificity' and info-noise  characteristics.
25  Calculated using a paired t- te s t,p  <  0 .0 5 , hold ing recall fixed  and varying precision
26  H arm an’s, [Har8 6 ], experim ental investigation  o f  the noise term w eigh ting  function  on the Cranfield collection  
show ed superior results for noise  over idf. In these experim ents, this held for the shorter CA C M  and M E D L A R S  
collection . H ow ever in the larger co llection s, the noise  characteristic perform ed relatively  poorly.
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The standard characteristics are also less strict algorithms: the information they represent, e.g. 
frequency of a term within a document, is more general than that represented by the new 
characteristics. This will mean that the standard characteristics will be useful for a wider 
range o f queries. For example, t f  will be a useful characteristic for most query terms as, 
generally, the more often a query term appears within a document, the more likely the 
document is to be relevant. The theme characteristic, on the other hand, will only be useful for 
those queries where the query terms are related to the main topic o f the document. For queries 
where this condition is not met, the theme characteristic will not be useful.
Even though the new characteristics do not perform as well as the traditional weighting 
functions they do improve retrieval effectiveness over random retrieval. These algorithms are 
not intended as alternative weighting schemes but as additional ones: ones that provide 
additional methods of discriminating relevant from non-relevant material. In RF these 
additional characteristics will be used to score query terms if they are useful at indicating 
relevant documents for individual queries. That is, by providing evidence o f different aspects 
o f information use, they can be used to help retrieval performance in combination with other 
characteristics. This combination of evidence is the subject of the next section.
4.5 Retrieval by combination of characteristics
In the previous section I described the performance o f each characteristic as individual 
retrieval algorithms. In this section I look at whether the retrieval effectiveness of 
characteristics will be improved if they are used in combination.
In this experiment I tested all possible combinations o f the characteristics, running each 
possible combination as a retrieval algorithm. For each collection, I effectively run the 
powerset of combinations, each set comprising a different combination of characteristics. For 
each combination, the retrieval score of a document was given by sum of the score of each 
characteristic of each query term that occurred in the document. For example, for the 
combination of t f  and theme, the score o f a document was equal to the sum of the t f  value of 
each query term plus the sum of the theme value of each query term that occurs in the 
document.
Two versions of this experiment were run, the first used the values o f characteristics given at 
indexing time, the second treated the characteristics as being more or less important than each 
other. There are several reasons why one characteristic may be treated as more important than 
another characteristic. For example, some characteristics may reflect aspects of information
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use that are more easily measured than another, some characteristics are better as retrieval 
functions and should be treated as being more important or some characteristics rely on more 
sophisticated implementations27. I attempt to reflect this by introducing a set of scaling 
weights {idf 1, (/"0.75, theme 0.15, context 0.5, noise 0.1, specificity> and information noise
0.128) that are used to alter the weight given to a term at indexing time. Each indexing weight 
of a term characteristic is multiplied by the corresponding scaling weight, e.g. all t f  values are 
multiplied by 0.75, all theme values by 0.15, etc.
This gives two conditions - weighting and non-weighting of characteristics - for each 
combination o f characteristics.
The results of these experiments are summarised in Appendix C. Tables C .l -  C.10 show the 
ranking, by average precision, of the combinations on each collection. Some statistical testing 
was performed on the results to test how discrete the results were, i.e. how often combinations 
of characteristics gave results that were statistically significant from other combinations with 
similar average precision figures29.
The results of statistical testing are indicated in Tables C.131 -  C.140 where a dividing line 
separates statistically significant results. Table 4.7 shows a section of Table C.131 to illustrate 
this: the combination of t f  and noise is significantly better than the combination o f id f t f  and 
noise, which is better than the combination o f id f t f  noise and info-noise. The combination of 
id f t f  noise and info-noise was better, although not significantly better, than the combination 
of t f  specificity and noise (no dividing line between entries).
t f  + nse 30.26
id f  + t f  + nse 26.83
id f  + t f  + nse + in f
t f  + spec + nse
25.74
25.41
Table 4.7: Snapshot of Table C.l
Only combinations that are adjacent in the combination ranking are tested for significance. 
That is the significance testing splits the rankings into groups o f combinations that are not
27  This w ill be d iscussed  m ore frilly in Chapter Six.
28  T hese w eights w ere derived from experim ents using a sam ple o f  the data from each co llection .
29  The sign ificance test w as perform ed on the w h o le  RP figures, not the average precision figure.
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statistically significant from the preceding combination. This is intended to show how distinct 
are the differences between combinations.
The results vary across collections and weighting conditions. The major trend is that 
statistical testing tends to split the rankings into large groups of combinations. That is, 
although there is a large difference between good combinations and poor combinations, there 
are large groups of combinations that have very little performance difference. This is very 
noticeable, for example, in the CACM collection (with no weighting) where there are only 
five sets of adjacent combinations with statistically significant differences in precision. The 
remainder of the combinations differ only slightly from adjacent combinations.
One general conclusion from this analysis is some collections are more susceptible to changes 
in combination o f characteristics or weighting the characteristics than others. For example, 
weighting characteristics creates more distinct groups of combinations on the CACM and 
CISI collection but removes these distinct groups on the MEDLARS, AP and WSJ 
collections. This is primarily because, on these three collections, strong individual 
characteristics dominate any combinations in which they appear and the results of 
combinations tend to produce clusters o f similar results. This use of statistical testing 
produces an alternative view on the results.
In the following sections I shall summarise the findings of the combination experiment 
regarding three aspects: the effect on retrieval effectiveness of combining characteristics, the 
effect of weighting characteristics, and the effect of adding individual characteristics to other 
combinations. Each of these will be discussed in a separate section in sections 4.5.1 -  4.5.3. I 
shall summarise in section 4.5.4.
4.5.1 Effecting of combining characteristics
The experimental hypothesis is that combining characteristics can increase retrieval 
effectiveness over using individual characteristics. In section 4.5.3 I shall discuss how well 
the individual characteristics performed in combination. In this section I shall examine the 
basic hypothesis and discuss general findings.
In Table 4.8 I outline the effect on individual characteristic performance by the addition of 
other characteristics. O f the 127 possible combinations of characteristics for each collection, 
each characteristic appeared in 6330 combinations. Each row is a count o f how many of these 
63 combinations containing each characteristic had higher average precision (inc) than the
30  N o t including the com bination that contained on ly  the sing le  characteristic.
characteristic as a single retrieval function, lower average precision {dec), or no change in 
average precision {none). For example, how many combinations containing id f  gave an 
average precision figure that was better, worse or identical to the average precision o f id f 
alone?
The first general conclusion from Table 4.8 is that all characteristics can benefit from 
combination with another characteristic or set of characteristics. Furthermore, with the 
exception of the noise characteristic on the CACM, and the t f  and id f characteristics on the 
CISI, any characteristic was more likely to benefit from combination than be harmed by it. 
This conclusion held under both the weighing and non-weighting conditions.
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Collection Condition Change idf t f theme context spec noise in f
CACM NW inc 54 41 63 63 62 15 62
dec 9 22 0 0 0 48 0
none 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
W inc 50 42 63 63 62 11 62
dec 8 18 0 0 0 52 0
none 5 3 0 0 1 0 1
CISI NW inc 27 1 63 63 49 39 63
dec 35 62 0 0 14 24 0
none 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
W inc 23 7 63 63 52 40 63
dec 34 53 0 0 0 23 0
none 6 3 0 0 11 0 0
MEDLARS NW inc 47 44 63 63 63 43 63
dec 16 19 0 0 0 20 0
none 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W inc 45 55 63 60 63 37 63
dec 18 8 0 3 0 26 0
none 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AP NW inc 47 55 63 59 62 62 62
dec 16 8 0 4 1 1 1
none 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W inc 54 60 62 61 63 60 63
dec 4 0 3 0 0 0 0
none 5 3 0 2 0 3 0
WSJ NW inc 40 63 63 63 63 63 63
dec 22 0 0 0 0 0 0
none 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
W inc 46 63 63 63 63 60 63
dec 8 0 0 0 0 3 0
none 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 4.8: Effect o f combination on individual characteristics 
where inc = increase in average precision when combined, dec = decrease in average 
precision when in combination, none = no difference in average precision when in 
combination, NW =  non-weighting condition, W = weighting condition 
Bold figures indicate the predominant effect of the characteristic in combination
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The second general conclusion is that the performance o f a characteristic as a single retrieval 
function (section 4.3.2) is a good indicator of how well the characteristic will perform in 
combination. The poorer the characteristic is at retrieving relevant documents the more likely 
it is to benefit from combination with another characteristic. For each collection, on the 
whole, the poorer characteristics31 improve more often in combination with other 
characteristics. The reverse also holds: if a characteristic is good as a single retrieval function, 
then there is less chance that it will be improved in combination. For example the best 
characteristics in the small collections {tf id f on CISI, and noise on CACM) showed the 
lowest overall improvement in combination. However the overall tendency is beneficial: 
combination benefits more characteristics than it harms.
In the remainder o f this section I look at what affects the success of combination. In 
particular, I look examine the size of combinations and the components of combinations.
In Table 4.9 I analyse the success of combination by size of combination, that is how many 
characteristics were combined. For each condition, weighting and non-weighting, on each 
collection I ranked all combinations by average precision32. I then took the median3 3  value 
and the size o f the combinations that appeared above and below this point. In Table 4.9 bold 
figures indicate where most combinations, of a given size, appeared (above or below the 
median point).
In the majority o f cases the larger combinations (combinations of 4-7 characteristics) 
performed better than the median value, and the smaller combinations (combinations o f 1-3 
characteristics) performed worse than the median. There was little difference between the 
weighting and non-weighting conditions.
One possible reason for the success of the larger combinations is that poor characteristics 
have a lower overall effect in a larger combination. That is, if  we only combine two 
characteristics and one of these is a poor characteristic, then there is a greater chance that the 
combination will perform less well than the better individual characteristic. Conversely, if  we 
combine a number o f characteristics, and one is poorer than the rest, then this will not have 
such a great effect on the performance of the combination.
31 T hese w ere the theme, context, specificity  and in fo n o ise  for the C A C M , CISI and M E D L A R S co llec tio n s and 
theme, context, noise, specificity> and info noise for the AP and W SJ co llection s.
32  T ables C .l - C .1 0 .
33  For each co llection , in each condition, there w ere 127 p ossib le  com binations, the m edian point w as taken to be 
the 6 4 lh com bination in the ranking o f  all com binations.
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A further reason for larger combinations performing more effectively is that they allow for a 
more distinct ranking. That is, the more methods we have of scoring documents, the less 
chance that documents will receive an equal retrieval score.
Collection Position Condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
CACM Above NW 2 5 1 2 20 17 7 1
W 2 6 13 21 15 6 1
Below NW 5 16 23 15 4 0 0
W 5 15 2 2 14 6 0 0
CISI Above NW 2 7 19 21 15 0 1
W 2 9 17 22 11 2 1
Below NW 5 14 16 14 6 7 0
W 5 1 2 18 13 1 0 5 0
MEDLARS Above NW 0 5 15 24 13 6 1
W 0 7 18 13 18 7 1
Below NW 7 16 2 0 1 1 8 1 0
W 7 14 18 2 2 3 0 0
AP Above NW 0 7 1 1 20 18 7 1
W 0 3 1 1 23 19 7 1
Below NW 7 14 24 15 3 0 0
W 7 18 24 1 2 2 0 0
WSJ Above NW 1 5 13 21 17 7 1
W 0 3 1 2 23 18 7 1
Below NW 7 16 2 2 14 4 0 0
W 7 18 23 1 2 3 0 0
Table 4.9: Distribution o f combinations over ranking of median precision 
where Above = combination falls above or at median point o f ranking, Below  = combination 
falls below median point of ranking, NW =  non-weighting condition, W= weighting condition
Now I look at how the components o f the combinations affect the success of combining 
characteristics. As stated before, each characteristic appeared in a total of 63 combinations. 
Table 4.10 presents how many of these combinations appeared above the median combination 
in the ranking o f average precision, i.e. how many times a combination containing a 
characteristic performed better than the median combination. The better individual 
characteristics, e.g. id f  and tf, appeared in more combinations above the median than below
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for all collections. The poorer characteristics, e.g. in fo jio ise , tended to appear in more 
combinations below the median than above.
This is not necessarily to say, however, that poor characteristics always decrease the 
performance o f a combination. Often a characteristic that performs less well as a single 
characteristic can improve a combination. What is important is how well a combination of 
characteristics separates relevant from irrelevant documents for an individual query: a 
particular combination may work poorly on average but work well for certain queries. This is 
important for the RF experiments, in which I select which are good characteristics for 
individual queries, section 4.6.
CACM CACM CISI CISI MEDLARS MEDLARS AP AP WSJ W SJ
NW W NW w NW W NW W NW w
i d f
42
(6 7 % )
41
(6 5 % )
38
(6 0 % )
43
(6 8 % )
41
(6 5 % )
40
(6 3 % )
39
(6 2 % )
43
(6 8 % )
41
(6 5 % )
46
(7 3 % )
t f
47
(7 5 % )
52
(8 3 % )
41
(6 5 % )
44
(7 0 % )
42
(6 7 % )
50
(7 9 % )
51
(8 1 % )
47
(7 5 % )
52
(8 3 % )
47
(7 5 % )
th em e
33
(5 2 % )
32
(5 1 % )
44
(7 0 % )
38
(6 0 % )
48
(7 6 % )
42
(6 7 % )
30
(4 8 % )
41
(6 5 % )
32
(5 1 % )
41
(6 5 % )
con
29
(4 6 % )
30
(4 8 % )
20
(3 2 % )
16
(25%,)
28
(44% ,)
28
(4 4 % )
41
(6 5 % )
45
(7 1 % )
44
(7 0 % )
42
(6 7 % )
sp e c
30
(4 8 % )
32
(5 1 % )
30
(4 8 % )
32
(5 1 % )
31
(4 9 % )
33
(5 2 % )
37
(5 9 % )
32
(5 1 % )
32
(5 1 % )
33
(5 2 % )
n o ise
49
(7 8 % )
50
(79%)
27
(4 3 % )
29
(4 6 % )
41
(6 5 % )
37
(5 9 % )
36
(5 7 % )
36
(5 7 % )
32
(5 1 % )
34
(5 4 % )
in f
32
(5 1 % )
32
(5 1 % )
32
(5 1 % )
31
(4 9 % )
28
(4 4 % )
31
(4 9 % )
32
(5 1 % )
31
(4 9 % )
34
(5 4 % )
30
(4 8 % )
Table 4.10: Number o f appearances of a characteristic in a combination appearing above
median combination
Bold figures indicate where the majority o f the combinations containing an individual 
characteristic appeared above the median value. 
con = context, spec = specificity, inf=  info-noise.
To summarise the findings: combinations of characteristics, whether weighted or not, is 
beneficial for all characteristics on all collections tested. This benefit is greater when the 
characteristic is poor as a single retrieval function but the overall benefits of combination still 
holds for good characteristics. The larger combinations (4-7 characteristics) tend to be better 
than small (1-3 characteristics) as retrieval functions over the collections.
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4.5.2 Effect of weighting characteristics
The basis behind weighting characteristics was that some characteristics may be better at 
indicating relevance than others. In Table 4.11, I summarise the effect o f weighting on each 
collection, indicating the number o f combinations that increased/decreased in average 
precision when using weighting. Overall, 47% of combinations improved using weighting on 
CACM collection, 61% on CISI, 60% MEDLARS, 69% on AP and 6 6 % on WSJ.
As can be seen for all collections, except CACM, weighting was beneficial in that it improved 
the average precision o f more combinations than it decreased. Generally these improvements 
were statistically significant.
Increase Decrease
Collection Significant Non­
significant
Significant Non­
significant
CACM 24 20% 32 27% 31 26% 33 28%
CISI 59 49%o 14 12% 37 31% 1 0  8%
MEDLARS 45 38% 21 23%o 23 19% 25 21%
AP 51 43%, 32 27% 22 18% 15 13%
WSJ 67 56% 1 2  10%) 26 22% 15 13%
Table 4.11: Effect of weighting on combination performance 
Significant = statistically significant change,
Non-significant = non statistically significant change 
Bold figures indicate predominant effect of weighting on each collection
Table 4.12 breaks down these figures by size of combination, the number o f characteristics in 
the combination. The combination that benefited most from weighting were also these tended 
to be the ones that performed best in combination, i.e. those combination of four or greater
j characteristics.
I
r
; In Table 4.13, I analyse which characteristics appeared in the combinations that did better
f
using weighting than no weighting. Generally, combinations containing id f and t f  were helped 
by weighting across the collections and theme and context were helped in the larger
collection. The only characteristic to be consistently harmed by weighting was the noise
characteristic.
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Collection Change 2 3 4 5 6 7
CACM Increase 8 14 17 12 4 0
Decrease 13 21 18 9 3 1
CISI Increase 9 22 24 11 7 1
Decrease 12 13 11 10 0 0
MEDLARS Increase 9 19 23 14 6 0
Decrease 12 16 12 7 1 1
AP Increase 8 21 27 7 1 1
Decrease 13 14 8 19 6 0
WSJ Increase 8 19 25 19 7 1
Decrease 13 16 10 2 0 0
Table 4.12: Effect of weighting by size of combination 
bold figures indicate predominant effect on each size of combination
id f t f theme context spec noise in f
CACM 36
64%
42
75%
34
61%
23
41%
33
59%
18
32%
26
46%
CISI 46
63%
49
67%
27
37%
32
44%
42
58%
21
29%
38
52%
MEDLARS 43
60%
40
56%
29
40%
35
49%
46
64%
9
13%
48
67%
AP 52
63%
46
55%
55
66%
45
54%
40
48%
15
18%
48
58%
WSJ 54
68%
45
57%
49
62%
45
57%
39
49%
20
25%
39
49%
Table 4.13: Appearance of individual characteristics in combinations that were improved by
weighting
bold figures indicate those characteristics for which weighting was beneficial overall.
Weighting is generally beneficial but it is important to get good values for the characteristics. 
For example, both id f and t f  were good individual retrieval algorithms and were highly 
weighted which helped their performance in combination as the combination was more 
heavily biased towards the ranking given by these characteristics.
noise, on the other hand, was a variable retrieval algorithm in that it performed well on some
collections and more poorly on others. As it was weighted lowly the overall effect of noise in
combination was lessened in the weighting condition. Consequently in cases where noise
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would have been a good individual retrieval algorithm the combination did not perform as 
well as it might have without weighting.
A final observation is that although weighting did not generally improve the best combination 
for the collections34, it did tend to improve the performance of the middle ranking 
combinations significantly. These were the combinations that appeared in the middle o f the 
ranking of combinations described in section 4.5.1. Weighting then was a success in that it 
improved the performance o f most combinations. However it achieved this by decreasing the 
performance of the poorer combinations and increasing the performance o f the average 
combinations.
4.5.3 Effect of adding individual characteristics
In section 4.5.1, I gave general conclusions about the effect of combining characteristics. In 
this section I look more closely at the effect of combining individual characteristics and the 
effect of characteristics on the performance of a combination of characteristics. In Table 4.14 
I summarise the effect of adding a characteristic to other combinations, e.g. adding id f  to the 
63 combinations that did not already contain idf.
I measure whether the new information causes an increase in average precision (adding id f 
improves retrieval), a decrease in average precision (adding id f  worsens retrieval), or no 
change in average precision (adding id f gives the same retrieval effectiveness).
34  Tables C .l - C .1 0
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CACM CISI MEDLARS AP WSJ
No
Wgt
Wgt No
Wgt
Wgt No
Wgt
Wgt No
Wgt
Wgt No
Wgt
Wgt
idf Inc 51 58 54 50 47 48 55 63 62 62
Same 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dec 12 4 9 13 16 15 8 0 1 1
t f Inc 60 59 57 54 53 56 60 62 62 62
Same 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Dec 2 1 5 8 9 6 2 0 0 0
theme Inc 33 26 48 45 51 49 22 38 26 54
Same 2 6 3 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
Dec 28 31 12 16 11 13 40 23 35 7
context Inc 27 18 8 12 17 14 56 63 59 48
Same 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Dec 34 41 55 51 46 49 7 0 4 15
spec Inc 19 14 16 22 17 13 46 4 22 6
Same 1 36 3 17 0 35 1 0 2 54
Dec 43 13 44 24 46 15 14 56 39 3
noise Inc 60 50 9 29 51 53 48 57 52 48
Same 1 6 1 0 2 1 2 2 5 15
Dec 2 7 53 34 10 9 13 4 6 0
info­
noise
Inc 37 18 46 18 18 16 31 5 45 5
Same 0 35 1 16 0 32 1 57 0 54
Dec 26 10 16 29 45 15 31 1 18 4
Table 4.14: Effect of the addition of a characteristic to combinations of characteristics 
bold figures indicate predominant effect o f each characteristic
I look first at the addition of individual characteristics to any combination o f other
j  characteristics.
|
l On all collections the addition of id f or (/’information to a combination o f characteristics was
• beneficial. This was more pronounced in the larger AP and WSJ collections, and held under
both the weighting and non-weighting conditions.
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The addition of theme information improves the performance o f other combinations for the 
smaller collections using either weighting or non-weighting. For the larger collections, the 
theme characteristic only improved performance under the weighting condition.
The addition of context characteristic performed poorly in the smaller collections, performing 
more poorly when using weighting. In the larger collections the majority of combinations 
improved after the addition o f context information.
With exception of the CISI, the addition o f the noise characteristic improves performance in 
both weighting and non-weighting conditions. This supports the earlier argument, that 
although a characteristic can perform poorly on its own, it can improve the performance of 
other characteristics when used in combination.
The two document characteristics -  specificity and in fo jio ise  -  are very susceptible to how 
they are treated. The specificity characteristic tends to decrease the effectiveness of a 
combination of characteristics if  the characteristics are not weighted. If the characteristics are 
weighted, then addition o f specificity information is neutral: the combination performs as well 
as without the specificity information. The WSJ collection is the exception to this general 
conclusion. For this collection, under no weighting, the addition of specificity increases the 
effectiveness of a combination. Under weighting specificity decreases the effectiveness o f a 
combination.
The in fo jio ise  characteristic tends to improve the effectiveness of a combination when using 
no weighting and to be neutral with respect to weighting, i.e. it does not change the 
performance of the combination. The main exception to this is the MEDLARS collection in 
which in fo jio ise  tends to harm the performance of a combination when not using weighting.
Having considered which characteristics improved or worsened combinations, we now 
examine which combinations are affected by the addition of new information. In Tables C.l 1 
-  C.20, in the Appendix, I present a summary o f how often individual characteristics will 
improve a combination containing another characteristic, e.g. how many combinations 
containing id f are improved by the addition of tf.
Under both the weighting and non-weighting conditions the following generally held:
• id f  improved combinations containing context more than other characteristics and 
improved combinations containing noise least of all
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•//im proved combinations containing context or noise more than other characteristics 
and theme least
•theme improved combinations containing context most and combinations containing
//least
•context improved combinations containing noise least
•specificity improved combinations that contained theme and in fo jio ise  more than 
combinations containing other characteristics
•for the noise characteristic there were no general findings except that combinations 
containing id f  were usually less likely to be improved by the addition of noise information
•in fo jio ise  improved combinations containing theme and specificity most often.
The use of weighting slightly altered those combinations that performed well but the basic 
trends were the same across the conditions. On the larger collections, one effect of weighting 
was to reduce the effect o f individual characteristics in that the effect of adding a 
characteristic was less likely to be dependent on which characteristics were already in the 
combination.
One further observation is that term weighting schemes that represent similar features (e.g. id f 
and noise which both represent global term statistics, and t f  theme which both represent 
within-document statistics) generally combine less well. That is combining these pairs of 
weights does not generally help retrieval as much as combining complementary weights, e.g. 
id f  and t f  id f  and theme, etc. Combining the two document characteristics, however, does 
seem to give better results.
4.5.4 Summary
The hypothesis was that combining evidence -  combining characteristics of terms -  can 
improve retrieval effectiveness over retrieval by single characteristics. In section 4.5, I 
demonstrated that this was generally the case: all characteristics could benefit from 
combination. However not all combinations are successful. Two aspects of combination that 
are likely to predict success are the nature o f the characteristics- complementary functions 
combine better -  and the success of the characteristic as a single retrieval function.
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Weighting the characteristics to reflect the strength of each characteristic as a single retrieval 
function is also generally a good idea. However it can be difficult to set optimal weights for 
two reasons: firstly it is likely that good weights will be collection dependent as the individual 
characteristics have different levels of effectiveness on different collections. Secondly the 
weights should reflect the effectiveness of the characteristics relative to each other. However 
this becomes difficult to assess when we combine characteristics, as we have to measure the 
relative strength of each characteristic against a set o f characteristics, e.g. the effectiveness of 
id f in combination with t f  and theme. The performance of the characteristics as individual 
retrieval functions gives us some guidance on how to set weights but some experimentation is 
necessary to set useful values.
Smeaton, [Sme98], suggests that retrieval strategies which are conceptually independent 
should work better in combination, and that retrieval strategies that work to same general 
level of effectiveness should be suitable for conjunction. In his experiments Smeaton 
demonstrated that although this does generally hold it can be difficult to produce a good 
combination. I reinforce these findings in this paper and demonstrate how weighting the 
different retrieval functions -  different characteristics -  can help the combination process.
Collection and condition Best combination Average precision 
of best combination
CACM (NW) t f  + noise 30.26
CACM (W) id f  + t f  + noise 25.68
CISI (NW) W  + tf 12.87
CISI (W) id f  + tf 12.84
MEDLARS (NW) theme + noise 48.64
MEDLARS (W) theme + noise 47.29
AP (NW) id f + tf+  context + noise 15.31
AP (W) all 14.09
WSJ (NW) id f+ tf 15.65
WSJ (W) all 15.73
Table 4.15: Best combinations for each collection and condition 
(NW = non-weighting condition, W = weighting condition)
In Table 4.15, I show the best combination o f characteristics for each collection. As can be 
seen which set of characteristics constitutes the best combination differs over the collections. 
If we use weighting of characteristics, then the best combination for a collection may also
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change, e.g. as is the case for the CACM, AP and WSJ collections. This is a further difficulty 
with a straightforward combination of evidence: it is difficult to derive a good set of 
characteristics that can be used on all collections. In the next section I propose a method to 
counter this difficulty: using the relevant documents to select a good set of characteristics for 
individual queries, irrespective o f to which collection they are being applied.
4.6 Relevance feedback
The intention behind the set of experiments described in this chapter is twofold: first to 
demonstrate that taking into account how terms are used within documents can improve 
retrieval effectiveness; secondly that it is possible, for each query, to select an optimal set of 
characteristics for retrieval based on the relevance.
That is, I am not only asserting that considering how terms are used can improve retrieval, but 
that the characteristics that will improve retrieval will vary across queries and collections. For 
example, for some queries the context in which the query terms appear will be important, 
whereas for other queries it may be how often the query terms appear. For each query term, 
then, there will be a set of characteristics that will best indicate relevance. In the experiments 
described in the remainder of this chapter I test whether this hypothesis holds by investigating 
methods of selecting characteristics o f query terms.
4.6.1 Methodology
In these experiments I performed a series of RF experiments, selecting characteristics to 
represent query terms based on the differences between the relevant and non-relevant 
documents.
The methodology was as follows:
• rank all documents in a collection using the combination of all the characteristics (all 
ranking)
• take the 30 top documents from the initial all ranking
• calculate for each query term the average score for each characteristic in the relevant 
and non-relevant set, e.g. the average t f  value for query term 1 in relevant documents, the 
average t f  value for query term 1 in non-relevant documents.
• select which characteristics of each query term to use to score documents and how the 
characteristics should be used. Four strategies were tried, each will be discussed 
separately in sections 4.6.3.1-4.6 .3.4. Each strategy constructs a modified query 
containing characteristics o f terms.
• re-rank the remaining retrieved documents
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• calculate recall-precision values using a full-freezing ranking scheme, section 1.2.4, 
[CCR71] to ensure that we are only comparing the effect o f each technique on the 
unretrieved, relevant documents.
• compare the results given, over the same set o f documents, by doing no RF, the results 
obtained from the best combination o f characteristics (section 4.6.4, Table 4.12) and an 
alternative RF algorithm, the F4  method (section 4.6.2).
This set of experiments was designed to test the hypothesis that some queries or documents 
will be more suited to certain combinations o f characteristics and that we can select these 
characteristics automatically.
Before I discuss the results of the experiments, I shall discuss the baseline measures, section 
4.6.2, and the three methods of selecting characteristics o f query terms, section 4.6.3.
4.6.2 Baseline measures
4.6.2.1 No feedback
The first baseline is the no feedback case: all documents are ranked by the combination of all 
term and document characteristics. This baseline is used to test which baselines and feedback 
techniques are better than the default ranking of documents.
4.6.2.2 Best combination
The second baseline is the combination of characteristics that gave the best performance in 
the combination of evidence experiments, section 4.5.4, Table 4.15. The Best Combination 
baseline is used to decide whether selecting characteristics for each query term is better than 
using a single good set of characteristics for all query terms.
4.6.2.3 F4
The RF techniques that will be proposed in section 4.6.3, require comparison against another 
RF algorithm. For this I chose the F4  weighting algorithm, [RSJ76], Equation 4.1, which 
assigns a new weight to a term based on relevance information. This technique for 
reweighting query terms was chosen partly because it has been shown to give good results but
| also because it does not add any new terms to the query. As my technique also does not add
\
any new terms to the query but only modifies the existing query, I felt this is a fair 
comparison with which to test my techniques.
i
i
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(/)=log 01± 0 5 M ^ « ± i ± M
q \  / - r , + 0 . 5 ) ( /? - /)+ 0 .5 )
Equation  4.1 : F4  function, which assigns a weight to term t for a given query. 
r, = the number of relevant documents containing the term t, n, = the number of documents 
containing /, /? = the number o f relevant documents for query q, and N  = number of
documents in the collection
4.6.3 Feedback strategies
In this section I propose four RF strategies all of which are based on selecting characteristics.
4.6.3.1 Feedback strategy one
In this method I select for each query which characteristics to use for each query term based 
on their average values in the relevant and non-relevant documents, described in section 
4.6.1. For example, if the average context value for a query term was greater in the relevant 
documents than in the non-relevant documents, then the context value of the term was taken 
to be a better indicator of relevance than non-relevance and so was included in the new query. 
The modified query is a set o f characteristics o f the query terms. This is shown in Figure 4.3.
Original query----------
long day journey night
Average characteristic values
T
Averaging
t f  rel t f  non-rel
long
day
journey
night
long
day
journey
night
I Selection of characteristics
Modified query------------------------
//long) /jou rney) /n ig h t)  
//(day) //(journey) //(n ight)
Figure 4.3: Feedback strategy one 
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The document characteristics are also chosen using relevance information: if the document 
characteristic score is higher in the relevant documents than in the non-relevant documents 
then the characteristic is used to score the document.
4.6.3.2 Feedback strategy two
Feedback strategy one (Feedback 1) selectively combined evidence on a query-to-query basis, 
ranking all documents based on the same set o f query term characteristics. Feedback strategy 
two (Feedback 2) starts with the set o f characteristics produced by Feedback 1, then selects 
which of these characteristics to use on a document-to-document basis. The result o f this is 
that I first select a set of characteristics based on the set of relevant documents and then 
decide which o f these characteristics to use to score each document.
The intuition behind this is: if a characteristic is indicated as a good indicator o f relevance 
then we should not only bias retrieval of documents which demonstrate this characteristic but 
suppress retrieval of documents which do not. For example, if a query term must appear often 
in a document -  high t f  value -  to be relevant, then documents that only contain a few 
occurrences o f the query term -  low t f  value - should not be considered.
I use the same averaging technique as in the previous strategy to construct a modified query. 
Then, for each document I compare the characteristic score o f each query term in the 
document against the average score. If the characteristic score is greater than the average then 
it is counted as part of the document score; if not the evidence is ignored. This experiment is, 
then, a more strict case o f Feedback 1. Feedback 1 selected characteristics with which to rank 
all documents, whereas this experiment selects characteristics for a query and then uses them 
selectively across documents.
4.6.3.3 Feedback strategy three
This third experiment is also a refinement of Feedback 1. In Feedback 1 I included a 
characteristic of a term in a query if  it was better at indicating relevance than non-relevance. 
In this experiment I also take into account how well a characteristic indicates relevance. I first 
select a set of characteristics as in Feedback 1, then weight each term by the ratio o f the 
average characteristic value in the relevant to the non-relevant documents. This ratio is taken 
to be an indication of how well a characteristic indicates relevance and is used to weight 
characteristics.
The contribution of a characteristic of a term to the retrieval score of a document is the ratio 
multiplied by the weight of the characteristic of the term in the document. This combined
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weight is a measure of the discrimination power of a characteristic of a term (the ratio) and its 
indexing strength (the indexing weight in the document). In the weighting condition 
(described in section 4.5) a third weight is given by the characteristic weight.
The intuition behind this is that if a characteristic does not discriminate well over the relevant 
and non-relevant set then we should not prioritise this information.
4.6.3.4 Feedback strategy five
The final feedback technique does not select characteristics but instead uses only the 
discrimination power of a characteristic o f a term (the ratio). This will be known as Feedback 
strategy 535. This technique is used to compare the effect o f the discriminatory power o f term 
characteristics against the selection of characteristics. That is, the performance of Feedback 1 
against Feedback 3 tests the value o f using the discriminatory power of characteristics and the 
performance of Feedback 5 against Feedback 3 tests the utility of selecting characteristics.
To summarise: Feedback 1 selects characteristics for each query term, Feedback 2 selects 
characteristics for each query term relative to each document, Feedback 5 does not select 
characteristics -  it uses all characteristics -  but it weights the characteristics according to how 
well they distinguish relevant material, Feedback 3 selects and weights the characteristics.
4.7 Results
In this section I examine three sets of results, to test different aspects of the feedback 
techniques.
i. the results from running the feedback strategies as predictive strategies. This is the 
methodology outlined above and is designed to test whether the feedback techniques 
help retrieve more relevant documents based on an initial sample of relevant 
documents. Results from this test will be discussed in section 4.7.1.
ii. the results from running the strategies as retrospective strategies. In this case I use the 
strategies to form modified queries based on knowledge o f all the relevant 
documents. This success of a feedback strategy in retrospective feedback is measured 
by how well it ranks all the relevant documents, rather than by how well it improves 
the retrieval o f new relevant documents. This technique, then should give the upper 
performance of a feedback strategy and is discussed in section 4.7.2.
35  To differentiate it from the se lection  strategies Feedback 1 -  Feedback 3 and the baseline F4  strategy.
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iii. the characteristics used in the feedback strategies. In section 4.7.3 I examine which 
characteristics were used in the feedback strategies. I do this to draw conclusions 
about the performance o f the feedback strategies based on which characteristics were 
selected to describe query terms.
4.7.1 Predictive feedback
Table 4.16 presents the results of the predictive experiments. Each row shows the average 
precision after four iterations of feedback plus the percentage increase in average precision 
over no feedback (Table 4.16, column 3).
There are several conclusions from the predictive feedback experiments.
Collection/
Condition
No
feedback
Best
Comb
F4 Fback
1
Fback
2
Fback
3
Fback
5
CACM
NW
25.28 30.26
19.70%
26.58
5.14%
27.38
8.31%
23.28
-7.91%
27.62
9.26%
27.45
8.58%
CACM
W
24.34 25.68
5.51%
25.51
4.81%
25.98
6.74%
21.79
-10.48%
26.44
8.63%
26.39
8.43%
CISI
NW
11.66 12.87
10.38%
14.05
20.50%
14.1
20.93%
13.73
17.75%
15.11
29.59%
14.89
27.73%
CISI
w
12.02 12.84
6.82%
14.2
18.14%
14.55
21.05%
14.21 
18.22%
15.57
29.53%
15.09
25.48%
MEDLARS
NW
45.92 48.64
5.92%
47.93
4.38%
48.69
6.03%
48.23
5.03%
49.41
7.60%
49.27
7.31%
MEDLARS
W
45.29 47.29
4.42%
47.61
5.12%
48.14
6.29%
47.61
5.12%
48.90
7.97%
48.49
7.08%
AP
NW
12.04 15.31
27.16%
12.46
3.49%
13.15
9.22%
12.09
0.42%
13.19
9.55%
12.81
6.38%
AP
W
14.09 14.09
0.00%
14.58
3.48%
14.88
5.61%
14.51
2.98%
15.01
6.53%
14.69
4.25%
WSJ
NW
13.33 15.65
17.40%
13.53
1.50%
14.4
8.03%
13.96
4.73%
14.47
8.55%
14.22
6.71%
WSJ
w
15.73 15.73
0.00%
15.89
1.02%
16.37
4.07%
15.86
0.83%
16.47
4.70%
16.20
2.94%
Table 4.16: Summary o f predictive RF experiments 
Figures in bold represent the highest increase in average precision for each case 
(NW = non-weighting condition, W = weighting condition)
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Firstly, the selective feedback strategies (Feedback 1 -  Feedback 3) do perform well. On the 
weighting condition at least one of the Feedback methods outperformed the No Feedback and 
Best Combination methods. However, if we did not use weighting then the Best Combination 
method outperformed the Feedback strategies on the AP, CACM and WSJ collections. Out of 
the ten tests (five collections, weighting and non-weighting conditions), seven achieved best 
overall performance with a Feedback strategy36. This latter finding demonstrates that 
selecting a good combination of characteristics for each query is better than using the best 
combination of characteristics for a set o f queries. In addition, on all cases, the Feedback 1 
and Feedback 3 strategies outperform the F4  baseline.
Secondly, comparing the weighting and non-weighting conditions: the better the initial 
ranking, the better the feedback performance. That is, whichever condition gave the better 
average precision for the initial ranking (No feedback column) also gave the better average 
precision after four iterations o f feedback. However, the conditions that gave the poorer initial 
average precision gave the higher improvement after feedback measured as a percentage 
increase. Thus, good initial rankings give better feedback in the sense that they retrieve 
relevant documents better but feedback improves a poor ranking more than a good ranking.
This latter conclusion possibly, in part, arises because there is greater improvement to be 
gained from a poor initial ranking than a good initial ranking. Weighting, however, does not 
change the relative performance of the feedback algorithms: if  one feedback strategy 
performs better than another under the non-weighting condition, it will also perform better 
under the weighting condition.
Thirdly, there is a marked preference for the Feedback 3 strategy. This strategy selects term 
characteristics for each query term and also uses the discrimination power of a characteristic 
of a term to score documents. The extra information given by the discrimination power 
between relevant and non-relevant documents is the cause of the better performance of 
Feedback 3 over the other feedback strategies.
36 The results w ere a lso  tested for statistical sign ificance. There were seven  cases w here the Feedback 3 strategy  
performed best. For three cases where the Feedback 3 strategy perform ed best, the difference betw een  the 
Feedback 3 strategy and the next best technique w as statistically  sign ificant (CISI W , M E D L A R S W  and A P W ). 
For the three cases w here the B est C om bination perform ed best, there w as no statistical sign ificance betw een  the 
B est C om bination and Feedback 3. In addition, the best perform ing technique in each case w as statistically  better 
than no feedback.
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On the larger collections (AP and WSJ), those collections that also have the shorter queries, 
the highest average precision was given by the Feedback 3 strategy using weighting of 
characteristics. This method uses the most evidence to score documents: evidence on the 
quality o f the characteristics through the use of weighting, selection of good term 
characteristics and the weighting given by the discrimination between relevant and non- 
relevant documents.
Comparing the three selective strategies, on all the collections the Feedback 3 strategy 
outperformed the Feedback 1 strategy which outperformed the Feedback 2 strategy. The 
Feedback 2 and 3 strategies are both refinements of the basic Feedback 1 strategy and both 
use additional evidence to make a retrieval decision. In the case of Feedback 2 this additional 
information comes in the form of the index scores o f the query term characteristics in 
individual documents and in the Feedback 3 strategy it comes from the discrimination power 
of a query term characteristic over the set of relevant and non-relevant documents. The 
consistency of the performance o f the Feedback 3 strategy over the Feedback 2 strategy 
suggests discriminatory power is a better source of additional evidence.
The Feedback 5 strategy, which did not select characteristics of terms, performed best on the 
smaller collections (CACM, CISI and MEDLARS) where it always outperformed the 
selective Feedback 1 strategy. However on the larger collections (AP and WSJ) the Feedback 
1 strategy outperformed the Feedback 5 strategy. Therefore the discriminatory power of term 
characteristics alone (Feedback 5) seems to be more important for small collections where we 
have smaller ranges of values for the term characteristics, whereas on larger collections 
selecting which characteristics to use is more important (Feedback 1). However the 
combination of selection and discrimination power (Feedback 3) always gives better results 
than simply selecting characteristics (Feedback 1) or assigning discriminatory weights to 
characteristics (Feedback 5).
4.7.2 Retrospective feedback
In Table 4.17 I present the results of the retrospective feedback experiments. These 
experiments use all the relevant documents to modify the query and this extra evidence 
should give better performance in RF. The first observation is that, for all collections and 
conditions, a feedback method does give best overall results and selection methods of 
feedback do give consistent increases in retrieval effectiveness. The selection methods all 
give better results than the retrospective F4  baseline. The best performing technique for each 
collection and condition was statistically better than the next best performing technique for 
the CACM, MEDLARS and AP (NW) collections.
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For all collections, weighting gives better overall performance than no weighting.
The most unusual case is the performance of the Feedback 3 strategy, when using weighting. 
This test not only performed more poorly than the Feedback 2 and Feedback 3 strategies but 
also performed more poorly when used retrospectively than predictively.
The Feedback 3 strategy uses three types of weights: index weights attached to terms, RF 
weights derived from analysing the relevant documents and weights use to reflect the relative 
importance o f the characteristics. The index weights and characteristics weights are identical 
in the predictive and retrospective strategies, and the RF  weights do give an increase in the 
non-weighting condition, so it appears that some interaction o f the three are responsible. A 
deeper analysis is necessary to uncover the underlying problem.
Collection/
Condition
No
feedback
Best
Comb
f 4 Fback
1
Fback
2
Fback
3
Fback
5
CACM
NW
25.28 30.26
19.70%
27.02
6.88%
39.9
57.83%
39.68
56.96%
37.65
48.93%
44.38
75.60%
CACM
W
24.34 25.68
5.51%
25.67
5.46%
39.28
61.38%
39.27
61.34%
38.01
56.16%
43.76
79.81
CISI
NW
11.66 12.87
10.38%
13.21
13.29%
19.48
67.07%
19.68
68.78%
20.3
74.10%
21.75
86.61%
CISI
w
12.02 12.84
6.82%
13.56
12.81%
20.06
66.89%
20.52
70.72%
20.83
73.29%
22.13
84.03%
MEDLARS
NW
45.92 48.64
5.92%
47.87
4.25%
52.59
14.53%
51.68
12.54%
56.13
22.23%
60.05
30.78%
MEDLARS
W
45.29 47.29
4.42%
47.28
4.39%
51.67
14.09%
50.43
11.35%
56.66
25.10%
60.11
32.72%
AP
NW
12.04 15.31
27.16%
12.64
4.98%
17
41.20%
16.53
37.29%
18.61
54.57%
18.28
51.81%
AP
W
14.09 14.09
0.00%
14.16
0.50%
19.01
34.92%
18.4
30.59%
19.91
41.31%
19.52
40.55%
WSJ
NW
13.33 15.65
17.40%
13.73
3.00%
15.13
13.50%
17.35
30.16%
15.57
16.80%
16.54
24.06%
WSJ
w
15.73 15.73
0.00%
15.88
0.95%
16.66
5.91%
17.9
13.80%
15.95
1.40%
17.99
14.33%
Table 4.17: Summary o f retrospective RT experiments 
Figures in bold represent the highest increase in average precision for each case
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For the smaller collections (CACM, CISI and MEDLARS) the Feedback 5 strategy was again 
the best technique, for the AP collection Feedback 3 was the best technique and for the WSJ 
either Feedback2 (NW) or Feedback 5 (W) was the best technique. This result suggests that 
when we have complete relevance information we can assign better discriminatory weights to 
the combination of term and characteristics. Selection of characteristics in this case may 
become unnecessary due to the better information we have on the quality o f the 
characteristics o f the query terms. However this holds less well for larger collections (AP and 
WSJ) where some kind o f selection seems to be important.
4.7.3 Characteristics used in feedback
In this section I examine the characteristics that were selected in each of the selection 
feedback algorithms. In particular I concentrate on the Feedback 1 strategy, which selects 
characteristics for query terms and the Feedback 2 strategy, which then selects terms across 
documents. This is intended to analyse the performances of the feedback algorithms by which 
characteristics they selected in the feedback runs. Table 4.18 summarises the characteristics 
used in the Feedback 1 strategy (in which characteristics are selected for the query) and Table 
4.19 summarises the characteristics used in the Feedback 2 strategy (in which characteristics 
are also selected for each document). The Feedback 3 strategy is basically the same as 
Feedback 1, the only difference being the addition of the discriminatory weights. As such I 
concentrate only on the difference between selecting term and document characteristics for 
the query (Feedback 1) and for the documents (Feedback 2).
The predictive cases (Columns 3 and 4) are averaged over four iterations of feedback. As the 
use of weighting changes the ranking o f documents at each iteration, different relevant 
documents will be used for feedback in the weighting and non-weighting conditions. 
Consequently the figures for the two conditions are different. The retrospective case is 
measured over all the relevant documents and so the results of the selection procedures are 
identical for the non-weighting and weighting conditions (Column 5).
For the Feedback 1 strategy, the selection of characteristics tended to follow the quality o f the 
characteristics as retrieval algorithms: characteristics that performed well as a retrieval 
function tended to be selected more often in RF. This seems intuitively correct: the 
characteristics that are better indicators of relevant are more likely to be selected.
There was very little difference between the characteristics selected in the weighting and non­
weighting characteristics for the Feedback 1 strategy. The only exception to this was the 
CACM collection. For this collection the non-weighting condition showed a much higher
percentage o f characteristics were chosen across the query terms. This high use of
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characteristics does not, however, appear to have improved retrieval effectiveness as the 
Feedback strategies performed worse than the Best Combination method for the non­
weighting condition on the CACM (Table 4.18). The use of fewer characteristics in the 
weighting condition did help the retrieval effectiveness of the Feedback strategy.
Over all the collections there was a greater use of characteristics (more characteristics were 
selected for each query term) in the retrospective strategy than in the predictive strategy. The 
retrospective techniques base their selection on the difference between the relevant 
documents and the rest of the document collection, whereas the predictive strategies base the 
selection decision on the difference between the relevant and non-relevant on a sample o f the 
top-ranked retrieved documents. As the latter set of documents may be relatively similar, the 
averaging procedure used to decide which characteristics are selected may not be able to 
differentiate good characteristics as well in the predictive as in the retrospective case.
Table 4.19 analyses the usage of characteristics in the Feedback 2 strategy. I shall recap this 
strategy with an example: if the t f  value of query term t is selected to form part of the query -  
is a good indicator of relevance - I first calculate the average (/’value o f t in the relevant 
documents. This average value is compared with the value of t in each remaining document in 
the collection that contains t. If the value of t in document d  is greater than the average then 
we use the (/’value o f t to give a retrieval score to d.
Table 4.19 displays the percentage o f documents that received a score using this strategy, e.g. 
on average, for the CACM collection, only 6 % of the documents containing a query term, had 
a (/‘value for the term that was greater than the average relevant tf.
The id f and noise characteristics were used to score each of the remaining documents. These 
characteristics are based on global information and give the same value to a term in each 
document in which the term occurs. Consequently they cannot be used to differentiate 
between documents. The id f or noise characteristic o f a term will always be greater than or 
equal to the average noise or id f value in the relevant documents and so the term will always 
be chosen to score documents in the Feedback 2 strategy. What differs in this strategy is the 
use of the document characteristics and the document-dependent term characteristics: t f  
theme, and context.
As in the Feedback 1 strategy there was roughly a similar percentage o f usage of
characteristics in the weighting and non-weighting strategies. Comparing the predictive and
retrospective strategies, there was a greater use of the term characteristics and less use o f the
document characteristics for the same reasons as for the Feedback 1 strategy.
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The Feedback 2 strategy works better retrospectively than predictively, usually because it 
eliminates more poor characteristics and uses a higher proportion of better ones. However, the 
Feedback 2 strategy performed less well than the Feedback 1 strategy overall. This suggests 
that Feedback 2 method of eliminating weak evidence is not useful for RF.
4.7.4 Summary
The main findings from the feedback experiments are that selecting characteristics of query 
terms provides better retrieval effectiveness than re-weighting the terms (F4 ) or selecting a 
good combination of terms for all queries. In addition, using some measure of the 
discrimination power of a term (Feedback 3) improves the performance over simple selection 
(Feedback 1) in predictive feedback. In addition, weighting the characteristics at indexing 
also improves the effectiveness of the query term characteristics.
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Collection Characteristics Predictive 
no weighting
Predictive
weighting
Retrospective
weighting
CACM id f 41 37 60
t f 39 35 60
theme 48 30 46
context 69 24 38
specificity 45 48 43
noise 61 31 38
info noise 55 60 7
CISI id f 33 33 54
t f 32 31 53
theme 22 22 38
context 33 33 57
specificity 48 43 32
noise 34 34 56
info noise 54 55 70
MEDLARS id f 53 53 74
t f 52 53 73
theme 51 53 70
context 49 49 72
specificity 37 43 43
noise 54 54 73
info noise 40 39 40
AP id f 61 61 82
t f 55 55 82
theme 42 42 73
context 55 55 75
specificity 39 39 67
noise 19 19 16
info noise 39 39 25
WSJ id f 62 62 85
t f 51 51 83
theme 43 40 72
context 54 53 77
specificity 42 39 96
noise 12 12 8
in fo jio ise 21 22 7
Table 4.18: Characteristics used in Feedback 1 strategy, 
bold figures indicate that a characteristic was used for the majority o f terms
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Collection Characteristics Predictive 
no weighting
Predictive
weighting
Retrospective
weighting
CACM id f 100 100 100
t f 24 29 83
theme 2 1 2 0 34
context 2 0 18 41
specificity 45 38 17
noise 100 100 100
in fono ise 100 100 100
CISI id f 100 100 100
t f 65 67 90
theme 34 36 39
context 66 67 85
specificity 41 39 30
noise 100 100 100
info noise 100 100 32
MEDLARS id f 100 100 100
i f 55 55 87
theme 52 53 64
context 53 56 52
specificity 48 48 15
noise 100 100 100
info noise 46 49 16
AP id f 100 100 100
t f 18 19 54
theme 26 29 37
context 5 6 17
specificity 39 34 7
noise 100 100 100
info noise 27 27 8
WSJ id f 100 100 100
t f 2 0 18 51
theme 23 30 38
context 4 5 18
specificity 1 1 17 6
noise 100 100 100
info noise 2 0 24 0
Table 4.19: Characteristics used in Feedback 2 strategy 
bold figures indicate that a characteristic was used for the majority of terms
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter I investigated three areas:
i. the performance of new term and document characteristics. These characteristics 
showed variable performance as retrieval functions. Characteristics that only 
weighted documents, and did not weight terms, performed relatively poorly as they 
are unable to distinguish potentially relevant from irrelevant documents. Even when
only ranking documents that contain a query term, the document characteristics still 
did not perform as well as term characteristics. The standard IR term weighting 
functions id f and t f  performed well over all the collections tested.
ii. the performance of characteristics in combination. Combining characteristics to form 
a joint retrieval function was shown to be a good idea overall. Combination is 
successful for most characteristics but I have only outlined general indications of 
what makes a good combination of characteristics. It still remains difficult to predict 
more precisely how characteristics will perform in combination.
iii. the performance of characteristics in RF. Although it is difficult to predict how 
characteristics will perform in combination, the relevance assessments for a query can 
be used, predictively and retrospectively, to select a good set of characteristics for 
each query term. This method of feedback, generally, works better than choosing a 
single good set of characteristics to be used for all query terms and can work better 
than a single good discriminatory weighting function.
The work outlined in this chapter describes an analysis o f term and document weighting in 
combination and in RF. A deeper analysis of what factors influence the success o f each 
weighting scheme will require taking into account factors such as length of document, 
number o f unique terms per document, number of relevant documents per query, etc. Such an 
analysis could be used to improve the selection procedure. Even though I have presented only 
general conclusions here, I believe that the main conclusions demonstrate that taking into 
account how terms are used can, and should, be considered further in document ranking. In 
particular the use o f RF techniques for selecting which aspects of a term’s use is appropriate 
for scoring documents, appears to be a useful approach for increasing the effectiveness of 
interactive IR systems.
The following chapter extends this analysis, using data derived from real user searches. In 
particular I aim to elicit information about the role o f the user in making relevance 
assessments.
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Chapter Five
Information use and relevance 
assessments
5.1 Introduction
Iii the previous chapter I demonstrated that it was possible to use multiple weighting schemes to 
incorporate information on how terms are used within documents. The use o f these weighting 
schemes, term and document characteristics, can lead to significant improvements in retrieval 
effectiveness across collections. I also demonstrated, experimentally, that different 
combinations of characteristics are more suitable for different queries. In other words, different 
combinations of characteristics are better at detecting relevance for individual queries.
The proposed solution was to use relevance information to select which characteristics to use 
for each query term. This technique - selective relevance feedback - not only performed well but 
outperformed standard RF algorithms such as the F4  term weighting scheme, [RSJ76], when 
applied to data obtained from the TREC initiative, [VH96].
The work described in the previous chapter gave a broad outline for how information on term 
use could improve retrieval effectiveness but the data I used was limited in one important way: 
it lacked information on the user in the process of making relevance assessments. In this 
chapter I am interested in investigating factors that may affect how users make relevance 
assessments and how these relate to combination of evidence. Specifically I investigate the use 
of partial, or non-binary relevance assessments, and the effect of different search tasks on the 
success of combination.
In this chapter I present a separate analysis o f the approach to combination o f evidence 
described in the previous chapter. This analysis is based on queries and relevance assessments 
obtained from non-expert searchers searching on a mixture of genuine search tasks and 
artificially created tasks. The experiments were carried out after an initial pilot test of the 
previous experiments3 7  and before the large-scale experiments in Chapter Four. Consequently
37 Reported in [R L99],
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only a subset of the characteristics used in Chapter Four -  id f t f  theme and context -  were used 
in this chapter.
In section 5.2 I shall first describe how the data used in these experiments differ from that used 
in Chapter Four. In section 5.3 I shall describe the data in more detail and discuss why the 
differences between the two sets of data are important. In section 5.4 I shall discuss how the 
data was used in this chapter. This is necessary as certain assumptions that can be made about 
test collections do not hold for this data. In section 5.5 I shall examine combination of evidence 
and in section 5.6 I shall present the results of selective combination of evidence in RF. I shall 
summarise the main findings in section 5.7.
5.2 Background
The test collections used for the combination of evidence investigation in Chapter Four were o f 
two kinds -  small collections (CACM, CISI, MEDLARS) and larger collections (AP and WSJ). 
The smaller collections contain small numbers of documents and we can assume relatively 
complete relevance information -  we know which are the relevant documents and which are not 
relevant to individual queries.
The relevance assessments for the larger TREC test collections used in Chapter Four are made 
only on a sample o f the documents retrieved by a number of retrieval systems [VH96]. The 
documents are retrieved and assessed using relatively detailed descriptions of what constitutes a 
relevant documents, e.g. Figure 5.1 for an example of such a topic38.
Number: 301
Title: International Organized Crime 
Description:
Identify organisations that participate in international criminal activity, the 
activity, and, if  possible, collaborating organisations and the countries involved. 
Narrative:
A relevant document must as a minimum identify the organisation and the type 
of illegal activity (e.g., Columbian cartel exporting cocaine). Vague references to 
international drug trade without identification o f the organisation(s) involved 
would not be relevant.
Figure 5.1: TREC topic 301
38 W hich sections o f  the topic were used for retrieval varies according to the test collection
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These topics are created by the assessors who will make the final relevance assessments, i.e. the 
same people who will decide which documents are relevant to the topic. The topics are intended 
to reflect personal 'user needs', [VHOO]. Although it is the same people who create the topics 
and make the relevance assessments, there are differences between the TREC method of 
creating relevance assessments and when users assess documents. For example, there is a time 
delay in making the TREC assessments: the topics are created some three months before the 
assessments are made. This means that the situational and dynamic aspect of making relevance 
assessments that may be important for users is lacking. The TREC assessors are also given 
instructions on how to determine whether a document is relevant, e.g. a document is relevant if 
at least one sentence is relevant. These criteria may be very different from how users assess 
relevance relative to an individual information need.
To validate the techniques investigated in Chapter Four as an interactive technique it is 
necessary to assess them within a more realistic searching environment. This chapter describes 
such an investigation. In the following section I shall discuss the data used in the experiments 
contained within this chapter.
5.3 Data
The data (documents, queries, relevance assessments) I used in these experiments came from 
a previous set of experiments carried out by Borlund and Ingwersen [BI99]. In sections 5.3.1 
and 5.3.2, I give a brief description of the document collection and experimental setting used 
in [BI99] to generate the queries and relevance assessments. In section 5.3.3, I discuss the 
queries and relevance assessments that I used for the experiments described in this chapter. In 
section 5 .3 .4 ,1 summarise the important aspects o f the data.
5.3.1 Document collection
The data used in these experiments came from a combination of the Financial Times (FT) and 
Herald Collections. The Herald collection consists of 135,477 full-length newspaper articles 
from January 1995 to May 1997. The Financial Times consists of 174,075 full-length 
newspaper articles and covers the period from May 1991 to September 199439.
5.3.2 Experimental setting
The relevance assessments and queries used in the experiments presented in this chapter were 
obtained from a series of experiments using a full-text on-line system with an underlying
39Borlund and Ingwersen w ere forced to exclude part o f  the Financial T im es data (from  the period O ctober 1994  
to D ecem ber 1994) due to lim its on the am ount o f  data their system  could  index.
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probabilistic-based retrieval engine, [Cam90]. 23 university students volunteered as subjects for 
the experiments. The subjects (19 male students, 4 female students) were from various 
academic fields and educational levels, e.g. computing, mathematics, geography, biochemistry, 
language, English history, psychology etc., and were a mixture of graduate and undergraduate 
students. The subjects had varying experience of IR systems but most could be regarded as 
novice users for the purpose o f the study.
Each subject was asked to search on 6  search topics; one training topic to familiarise them with 
the system being used, four simulated topics created by Borlund and Ingwersen and one topic 
which the subjects were asked to create themselves. The simulated topics consisted of two 
parts: a simulated work task situation, a description of a situation which may promote an 
information need, and an indicative request, a suggestion to the subject o f how a search may be 
initiated. A subject was either given only the simulated work task or both the simulated work 
task and indicative request. The task given to the subjects was to find useful information for 
each topic40. Figure 5.2 shows an example of a simulated topic.
Simulated work task situation: After your graduation you will be looking for 
a job in industry. You want information to help you focus your future job 
seeking. You know it pays to know the market. You would like to find some 
information about employment patterns in industry and what kind of 
qualifications employers will be looking for from future employees.
Indicative request: Find for instance something about future employment 
trends in industry, i.e. areas o f growth and decline.
Figure 5.2: Example simulated topic
The subjects were presented each topic, in permutated order, and were given complete freedom 
regarding how they searched and how they generated query terms to put to the IR system. For 
each query 39 documents were retrieved and presented to the subject in groups of 12: the user 
could move between sets of 12 retrieved documents at will. The users were not asked to assess 
all retrieved documents or to assess a minimum number o f retrieved documents.
One feature of these experiments was the use of partial relevance assessments. The subjects 
indicated the relevance scores by use of a slider, Figure 5.3, that was incorporated into the
40The sim ulated work task situations and indicative requests, used in [B I99], are show n in A ppend ix  F. All 
subjects w ere show n the sim ulated work task situation, whether they w ere show n the indicative request w as an 
experim ental variable.
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interface, and shown at the screen next to the title field and the field viewing the full-text 
documents. The subjects based their relevance assessments on either the title or the full-text of 
the document, and could indicate the degree o f relevance of the assessed documents according 
to the relevance categories of: low, medium, and high relevance. Internally, the categories 
corresponded to 1 1  relevance levels: integer values 0 - 1 0 , with 0  as the default relevance score 
signifying non-relevance.
Low Medium High
Figure 5.3: Slider used to assess relevance o f documents
The search activities were logged, including the subject's relevance scores for the retrieved 
documents.
5.3.3 Queries and relevance assessments
Each subject was asked to supply at least one query for each topic. The subject could refine and 
resubmit the query, or use a new query as often as necessary or as desired in the course of the 
search. In Table 5.1, I present the total number of queries given for each topic. I excluded any 
query formulation for which no relevant documents were found.
The total number of queries given by all subjects for all topics is 246, an average o f 1.8 queries 
per topic. This total assumes that any document to which a subject has assigned a relevance 
score of 1 or above - relevance level 1 - counts as relevant. As this threshold is increased, by 
asserting, for example, that a document must receive a relevance score o f 5 to count as relevant 
then the number of valid queries changes. At relevance level 7, for example, we only have 161 
queries. This means that only 161 out of the original 246 queries have at least one document 
assessed at relevance level 7. Thus, as seen in Table 5.1, the number of queries changes at each 
relevance level, the number of queries decreasing as the level o f relevance increases.
Cross-comparing the number of queries for each topic (using a paired Mest, holding relevance 
level constant and varying number o f queries, p < 0.05) we find that the training topic (TR) had 
significantly fewer valid queries than the other topics, while topic D, had significantly more 
valid queries. This difference in numbers of valid queries per topic suggests that some topics 
may have been more difficult than others.
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Relevance
Level
Topics
A B C D Own TR Total Average
1 44 41 43 53 39 26 246 41
2 44 40 43 52 38 26 243 41
3 43 39 42 48 36 25 233 39
4 39 37 39 45 36 23 219 37
5 36 36 34 41 33 2 2 202 34
6 29 32 30 36 30 18 175 29
7 26 29 28 30 30 18 161 27
8 2 2 27 2 1 24 2 2 18 134 2 2
9 17 25 17 17 2 0 17 113 19
10 8 17 13 1 1 15 8 72 1 2
Table 5.1: Numbers of queries for each task at each o f the ten relevance levels
In Table 5.1, Topics A - D are based on simulated information needs41, Topic Own is based 
on the subject's own information need and Topic TR is the training topic.
The average number of terms per query was four terms, averaged over all topics, whereas the 
average number o f query terms for the subjects' own topic was three query terms. These values 
are similar to the average query length o f the larger TREC collections I used in Chapter Four, 
Table 4.2. This value is also consistent with the number o f query terms typically entered to web 
search engines, [JAS+00].
5.3.4 Summary
This data is quite different from the data used in the previous chapter in a number of ways:
• the experimental subjects relatively inexperienced at making relevance assessments and were 
given no criteria as to how to assess relevance. This is in contrast to the TREC topics where 
detailed information was supplied on how relevance was to be decided.
• the subjects can give partial relevance assessments rather than a binary, relevant or not 
relevant, assessment. This is contrast to the collections used in Chapter Four, where only binary 
relevance assessments were considered.
41 I shall u se the m ore general term sim ulated information needs to refer to the sim ulated work tasks introduced in 
section  5 .3 .2 .
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• the search topics consist of a mixture of simulated and original information needs. The TREC 
topics can be considered as genuine information needs as they are written by the same people 
who assess relevance.
In the remainder of this chapter I re-examine the findings from Chapter Four on this new data, 
by running a series of similar experiments to those in Chapter Four. In particular I will examine 
three research questions.
i. how the results from TREC relevance data differed from that derived from non-expert 
assessors. In the data used in this chapter relevance was assessed by subjects searching 
for information using potentially developing information needs with no given criteria 
for assessing relevance. In this case, do the previous results, obtained using relatively 
fixed information needs, hold?
ii. is there any difference between assessments made on real and simulated information 
needs? The data I used in these experiments came from subjects performing searches on 
both real and simulated information needs. When a subject is assessing relevance for a 
given (simulated) information need do they use different criteria from when they are 
searching for a personal information need?
iii. how partial relevance affected the results. I am interested in how the use of non-binary 
relevance assessments affected the results of my approach.
In the next section I shall describe how I prepared the data for the experiments.
5.4 Preparation of data
In the data I used in this chapter all the relevant documents were retrieved by the system. This is 
because only documents that were retrieved by the system could be assessed. Therefore, in this 
set of experiments I only aim at a form of precision enhancement. Instead o f trying to retrieve 
more relevant document I am only attempting to improve the order in which the user-selected 
relevant documents were retrieved.
The documents in [BI99] were retrieved using the id f  function. A good precision enhancement 
algorithm should therefore re-rank the documents retrieved by the user's query in a better order 
than the default id f function.
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A natural approach would be to re-score all the documents in the collection or just the 
documents retrieved by the user’s query. However, as I shall argue in the remainder of this 
section, this is not appropriate and only the documents the user assessed should be considered. 
The result is that the precision enhancement functions are only re-ranking a subset o f the 
retrieved documents.
In section 5.4.1, I shall present the results of ranking the retrieved documents using each o f the 
four term characteristics. In section 5.4.2, I shall show the results of these retrievals change 
when we use different subsets of the retrieved documents. In section 5.4.3, I shall summarise 
the differences between these results, why these differences occur and which set o f documents I 
shall use for the remainder o f this chapter.
5.4.1 Retrieval by single characteristic
In this experiment I carried out a retrieval using each characteristic as a single retrieval function 
(ranking the retrieved documents only by id f  score of each query term, ranking the retrieved 
documents only by t f  score, etc). I treated all the queries as a single set of queries, regardless of 
which experimental subject issued the query. The overall performance of each characteristic is 
measured by the average precision of the characteristic on all queries. The average precision 
was calculated at each relevance level, e.g. at relevance level 1 all documents which a relevance 
score4 2  o f at least 1 counted as relevant, at relevance level 2  a document must have received a 
score of 2  to count as relevant.
Table 5.2 summarises the results for each o f the four characteristics at each relevance level. For 
the theme and context characteristics there is a steady drop in average precision from relevance 
level 1 to relevance level 10. For the id f and t f  characteristics there is also a steady drop until 
relevance level 8  when the average precision starts to increase again. Only at relevance levels 9 
and 10 does any characteristic outperform the original id f  ranking. For the majority o f relevance 
levels, then, id f is the optimal ranking. Using a paired Mest, holding relevance level constant 
and varying average precision (p < 0.05) the difference between each pair of characteristics is 
statistically significant, i.e. id f  significantly better than t f  which is significantly better than 
theme which is better than context.
42 T his w as the score assigned  to the docum ent by the experim ental subject.
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Level id f t f theme context
1 52.30 35.70 32.20 30.60
2 47.00 32.90 28.80 27.50
3 43.70 31.20 26.50 25.40
4 41.20 29.80 24.60 22.80
5 38.90 28.40 23.30 21.70
6 34.10 27.60 2 1 . 2 0 19.00
7 32.10 26.00 2 0 . 0 0 17.90
8 32.30 31.10 20.50 18.00
9 29.70 32.60 19.90 16.50
10 32.20 33.00 19.80 14.60
Table 5.2: Average precision values for each of the four characteristics at each relevance
level
In the next section I show how these results can change when using different subsets o f the 
data.
5.4.2 Effects of the default ranking
The default ranking, the one that ordered the documents for presentation to the experimental 
subjects, was the id f ranking. From Table 5.2, it would appear that for the majority o f relevance 
levels id f  is the optimum weighting scheme. However, the fact that id f was the default ranking 
could bias retrieval performance in favour of id f This bias could result from two sources:
i. The user is not forced to assess or even view all the retrieved documents for a query. Unlike 
the TREC experiments, [VH96], and other Cranfield43-like test collections, the subjects were 
not asked to assess a complete set or subset of the documents. Most subjects started assessing 
documents at the first document and worked their way down the list, assessing the full text of 
some documents, or assessing/viewing the title of others. If the subject stops assessing 
documents part of the way down the ranking, e.g. they have found enough relevant information, 
or they stop when they view the first non-relevant document, then the relevant documents4 4  will 
only appear at or above the last assessed/viewed document. The rank position o f the last
43 T his label describes the m odel o f  test co llection s described in Chapter O ne, and refers to  early work on test 
co llection s carried out as part o f  the Cranfield Research Project [C K 66],
44T hese are the docum ents assessed as being relevant, and d oes not include those docum ents that w ould have been  
a ssessed  relevant i f  v iew ed  or assessed  by the subject.
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relevant document then becomes a threshold - all the relevant documents appear at, or above, 
this rank position and all the documents below it are considered irrelevant.
When re-ranking the documents by characteristics other than id f documents below this 
threshold position can be placed above the threshold. This means, in short, that the relevant 
documents for the id f ranking will only appear between rank position 1 and the threshold 
position, whereas for the other rankings the relevant documents may appear at any rank position 
in the retrieved document set. We are not then dealing with identical sets o f documents for the 
different characteristics. There is, then, an inherent bias in favour of ranking by id f due to the 
way the documents were presented for assessment.
This is important as the analysis in this chapter is intended to investigate how term and 
document characteristics would perform when a real-life searcher was making the relevance 
assessments. If I do not adequately replicate this real-life search then any conclusions may be 
faulty.
I re-ran the experiment trying to estimate the effects o f experimental subjects only assessing 
part o f the ranking in two ways. In section 5.4.2.1, I excluded all queries in which all the 
relevant documents appeared consecutively at the top o f the id f ranking, i.e. the user stopped 
assessing relevance at the first irrelevant document, or no relevant document appeared below an 
irrelevant document. In section 5.4.2.2, I only consider the part of the ranking that I know the 
subjects have at least viewed - from the first document to the last marked relevant document.
ii. The order in which the documents are assessed is important. Authors such as [FM95, EB 8 8 ] 
point to the importance of the position of a document in a ranking when assessing the relevance 
o f the document. Florance and Marchionini, [FM95], for example discuss how relevance 
assessment scores can change in the light of seeing new documents. In section 5 .6 .4 ,1 looked at 
how the order in which the documents were presented and assessed could affect which 
characteristics performed well as a single retrieval algorithm.
5.4.2.1 Retrieval by single characteristic - excluding queries with 
consecutively relevant documents
The results from excluding all queries in which all the relevant documents are at the top o f the
ranking are shown in Table 5.3. The general trend is that the average precision figures for id f
fall, whereas the average precision figures for the rest o f the characteristics increase. The results
from comparing the average precision figures at each relevance level for each characteristics
show that the difference between id f (Tables 5.2 and 5.3) and t f  under both conditions are
statistically significant - removing these queries does have a significant effect on the
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performance of these characteristics. However, id f  still gives the best average precision for the 
majority of the relevance levels, with t f  outperforming id f  at relevance levels 9 and 10. Using a 
paired /-test, holding relevance level constant and varying average precision (p < 0.05), we have 
the same ordering o f significance, id f  significantly better than the other three characteristics, t f  
better than theme and context, and theme better than context.
Level id f t f theme context
1 48.90 36.30 33.10 31.10
2 43.30 33.80 29.90 28.00
3 39.90 31.60 26.80 25.10
4 37.70 31.50 24.60 22.40
5 35.30 29.50 22.80 2 1 . 0 0
6 31.20 28.30 20.60 18.20
7 29.80 27.20 19.70 17.00
8 32.30 31.50 20.60 17.90
9 29.60 32.60 2 0 . 0 0 15.90
10 31.40 33.10 2 0 . 0 0 14.70
Table 5.3: Average precision values for each of the four characteristics at ten relevance 
levels, ignoring rankings in which all relevant documents are at the top of the ranking
5.4.2.2 Retrieval by single characteristic - excluding non-viewed 
documents
The results from only considering the documents retrieved at or above the last marked relevant 
document are shown in Table 5.4. In this version o f the experiment, at all relevance levels t f  is 
the optimal characteristic. In addition, with the exception of relevance level one, t f  performance 
is followed by theme, context and finally id f This means that if  I only consider the set o f 
documents that I believe the user has assessed then id f is actually the poorest characteristic to 
rank documents, contradictory to the findings in Table 5.2. Using the test of statistical 
significance as before, t f  is better than theme, which is better than context, which is better than 
id f
It can, then, be argued that ranking all the retrieved documents does introduce a bias into the 
experiments in favour o f the default id f ranking.
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Level W t f them e context
1 52.66 56.82 55.11 50.45
2 52.66 54.13 51.41 47.38
3 44.49 51.62 48.90 45.33
4 41.69 49.60 46.36 42.15
5 38.96 46.85 43.98 40.18
6 34.12 44.23 40.37 36.56
7 32.19 42.80 38.91 35.05
8 32.41 48.08 40.17 36.76
9 29.80 49.88 39.91 36.59
10 32.33 41.77 40.14 32.90
Table 5.4: Average precision values for each o f the four characteristics at ten levels of 
relevance, ranking only the first document to the last relevant document.
It can, then, be argued that ranking all the retrieved documents does introduce a bias into the 
experiments in favour o f the default id f  ranking. Therefore, for the experiments in the remainder 
of the chapter, I had to decide whether I base the calculations on either:
i. all retrieved documents retrieved for a query and retaining the default ranking bias, or
ii. only the subset o f documents that I assume the user has assessed and possibly not 
considering documents that the user has assessed as being not relevant (ones that appear below 
the last relevant document). This also has the effect of cutting the number of documents ranked 
for each query.
5.4.3 Summary
The difference between retrieved and assessed is given by the difference between Table 5.2 and 
Table 5.4. If all the retrieved documents are considered, Table 5.2, then id f  is generally better at 
retrieving relevant documents first -  it gives better average precision. This means that id f  is the 
best characteristic for differentiating between the relevant documents and the retrieved 
documents. However if  only the assessed documents are considered, Table 5.4, then t f  is a 
better characteristic in that it discriminates better between the assessed relevant documents and 
the assessed non-relevant documents. As t f  gives the best average precision in discriminating 
between the assessed documents, it is plausible to argue that t f  is the aspect that the user 
employed to differentiate between documents in this particular experiment.
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I opted for position ii, that is I only consider the assessed documents. This is because the 
experiments are designed to test whether different rankings would have been better if shown to 
the user. This can only be based on the documents the user assessed.
From this point, for clarity, I shall refer to the subset o f documents (from the first document to 
the last relevant document) as the assessed documents. I am aware that not all the documents in 
this set will have been assessed by the experimental subject but I can guarantee that the subject 
has at least seen the title o f the document and has made some implicit judgement on the 
relevance of the document.
In the remainder o f this chapter I shall repeat the main experiment from the previous chapter. I 
shall examine the findings under four main conditions: performance at different relevance 
levels, the tasks set to the user, the order in which relevant documents were retrieved, and the 
performance of the combination strategies for users.
I shall discuss retrieval by single characteristic in section 5.5, combination of characteristics in 
section 5.6 and selective combination of characteristics in section 5.7.
5.5 Experiment one -  retrieval by single characteristic
I have presented the averaged results of retrieving documents by each characteristic in Table 
5.4. This, in effect, meant running each characteristic as a precision enhancement function: 
re-ranking the assessed documents using a different characteristic to the default id f  retrieval 
function. In section 5.5.1, I shall look at how the characteristics perform when the relevance 
level changes. In section 5.5.2, I shall discuss how well the characteristics order the relevant 
documents. In section 5.5.3, I shall summarise how the characteristics perform for individual 
users and in section 5.5.4, I shall examine the effectiveness o f the characteristics for the 
different search tasks.
5.5.1 Relevance level
From Table 5.4, is can be seen that, as the relevance level increases the power o f all 
characteristics to differentiate relevant material falls. That is, the characteristics are less good at 
ranking documents when the threshold for relevance is high. However not all characteristics 
perform as poorly as each other. The power of id f  to discriminate relevant material at relevance 
level 10 is around 62% of its power at relevance level l 45, compared to 73% for t f  73% for 
theme and 65% for context, id f  is then less stable at identifying relevant material across the
4:1 Percentage o f  average precision at relevance level 10 com pared to average precision at relevance level 1.
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relevance levels: the other characteristics not only perform better at high relevance levels but 
also at a higher percentage of their maximum performance.
5.5.2 'Perfect' rankings
In sections 5.4.2.1 and 5.4.2.2 I treated each relevance level as a filter: all documents with a 
relevance score less than the level being tested is regarded as being non-relevant. However, 
with partial relevance assessments, the quality o f a retrieval algorithm is not only given by how 
many relevant documents it retrieves but also by how it orders the relevant documents: a good 
retrieval algorithm should place the most relevant documents at higher rank positions than less 
relevant documents. I carried out a new experiment to assess each characteristic as to how well 
it ranked the assessed documents and ordered the assessed documents
To calculate how good a ranking was in terms of how it ordered relevant documents I defined a 
function, ranking_score, Equation 5.1, to give a value to a document ranking based on a set o f 
relevance assessments.
N
ranking_score(ranking) = s _ score{dj) * p0s{dj)
Equation 5.1: ranking_score function 
where N  = number of assessed documents, s_score{d\) is the relevance score given to document 
d, by the user, and rank_pos(d\) is the position of the document (d\) in the ranking.
This equation gives higher values to rankings in which the documents with the highest 
relevance scores are further up the ranking and documents with lower relevance scores appear 
below highly relevant documents. The equation implicitly gives more importance to 
documents that appear higher in the ranking, that is the relative order of relevant documents is 
more important at the top of the ranking.
The strategy to test the different rankings given by the four characteristics (idf, tf, theme, 
context), for each set of assessed documents for a query, was as follows:
i. rank the documents in order of relevance score given by the subjects to achieve the 
'perfect' ranking. This ranking has all the relevant documents consecutively at the top of 
the ranking, in decreasing order of relevance score given by the user,
ii. calculate the ranking_score value for the 'perfect' ranking to obtain the optimal score
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iii. calculate the ranking_score value for each of the rankings given by the four 
characteristics and compare this with the ranking_score for the 'perfect' ranking.
Table 5.5 shows the results o f this46, and shows that id f ranked the relevant documents in a 
better order than any of the other characteristics. At all relevance levels, theme outperformed 
context, followed finally by t f
From Table 5.5, it would appear that the /^function  ranks documents in a better order than any 
o f the other functions: the documents with higher relevant scores appear further up the ranking 
and those with lower scores appear further down the ranking. The / ^  function also improves 
most across relevance levels - the difference between the perfect ranking and the id f  ranking at 
relevance level 1 is greater than at relevance level 1 0 , compared to the other characteristics. 
This means that id f is better at ordering documents at higher than at lower levels of relevance.
Level Perfect id f t f theme context
1 14.65 7.09 4.6 5.83 4.88
2 14.72 6.96 4.49 5.68 4.79
3 14.89 6.86 4.41 5.64 4.68
4 15.17 6.8 4.35 5.61 4.6
5 15.54 6.7 4.34 5.58 4.6
6 15.86 6.34 4.12 5.56 4.5
7 15.62 5.96 3.8 5.16 4.24
8 15.68 5.82 3.86 5.18 4.18
9 14.86 4.99 3.31 4.81 3.73
10 16.02 5.64 3.79 5.41 4.17
Table 5.5: Ordering performance of each single characteristic measured against 'perfect' 
ordering o f relevant documents within the assessed set.
Highest individual characteristic performance in bold.
This could either be a factor o f the different characteristics (id f retrieves documents that are 
more relevant in a better order) or a factor of the way users assess relevance (they are more 
likely to assess later documents relative to first documents). From the data available I cannot 
distinguish between these two cases, nevertheless there is a consistent difference in which 
characteristics ordered the relevant documents. I shall return to this point in section 5.6.3.
46The closer the rankingjscore  o f  a characteristic is to  the 'perfect' ranking value, the better the characteristic is as 
ranking relevant docum ents.
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A final observation is that, although t f  is better at retrieving relevant documents, it does not 
appear to rank the highly relevant documents better. It may be then, that t f  is successful in 
retrieving likely relevant documents but other characteristics are better at indicating high 
relevance.
5.5.3 Characteristics for individual subjects
In Experiment One, so far, I have treated all the queries as a single set, regardless of which 
subject issued the query. Table 5.6 outlines for how many subjects each characteristic was the 
optimum characteristic for that subject's queries i.e. comparing average precision for the set of 
queries issued by a subject. As can be seen the t f  characteristic was optimal for the majority of 
subjects, followed by theme, context and id f
However, at most only two thirds of the subjects4 7  had t f  as the optimal characteristic, other 
characteristics were better, on average, at retrieving relevant documents for the queries issued 
by the remaining third of the subjects. That is, t f  is optimal overall but sub-optimal for a number 
o f users.
id f t f theme context
1 5 12 6 0
2 6 10 5 2
3 1 11 7 4
4 0 14 5 4
5 1 14 4 4
6 1 12 6 4
7 1 13 5 4
8 0 15 4 4
9 0 12 9 3
10 2 7 9 3
total 17 120 60 32
Table 5.6: Numbers of users, at each relevance level, whose queries had highest average
precision by different characteristics 
bold figures indicate highest number of users
47 That is the total for t f  d ivided by the sum o f  each row  in Table 5.6.
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5.5.4 Performance by topic
In section 5.5.2 I analysed the performance of the characteristics as a single set of queries, in 
section 5.5.3 I analysed them by which characteristics performed best for each users, in this 
section I analyse the results by topic. Table 5.7 shows the average precision figures for each 
topic at each level of relevance.
Relevance level
Topic Char 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A idf 51.16 45.74 42.08 41.65 37.49 33.62 35.47 33.34 27.24 25.83
t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
theme 52.10 47.48 47.14 44.42 43.32 39.41 39.44 38.53 37.08 37.21
con 46.43 42.75 41.88 41.78 40.82 36.16 39.40 41.64 38.48 36.31
B idf 47.47 46.05 43.55 43.57 40.18 36.39 31.46 31.03 30.61 31.36
tf 51.37 49.41 46.56 47.04 43.75 38.43 36.28 42.74 39.47 33.91
theme 50.32 49.09 47.02 47.25 43.68 38.71 36.35 36.57 34.25 29.99
con 48.64 47.28 43.96 44.98 42.16 39.01 33.44 33.80 32.68 29.84
C idf 52.45 49.83 48.64 43.77 40.54 30.53 30.41 28.98 27.26 26.58
tf 59.21 59.66 57.55 53.81 51.56 44.53 41.38 41.19 47.48 33.68
theme 59.08 56.15 53.78 48.91 47.56 42.30 42.78 40.09 41.69 36.30
con 49.13 47.09 48.09 42.91 41.40 32.91 34.72 36.80 41.30 34.27
D W 50.34 44.24 39.48 37.23 35.51 33.86 33.90 37.67 38.35 35.00
tf 57.86 54.16 49.78 50.00 44.87 43.41 45.43 44.75 42.96 41.68
theme 55.26 51.39 45.83 45.58 42.95 41.71 44.07 44.18 48.49 56.05
con 50.49 47.64 43.78 40.59 38.22 35.04 32.67 36.54 36.73 33.54
Own idf 55.23 46.60 42.28 37.68 34.22 32.74 30.49 30.66 26.44 26.30
tf 57.21 51.99 49.94 45.94 44.20 43.91 41.38 40.24 31.89 30.84
theme 56.61 51.50 47.99 45.97 42.86 39.49 36.64 36.21 33.49 30.51
con 52.27 47.31 42.38 38.83 37.99 38.67 35.34 33.82 30.08 28.95
TR idf 55.01 49.37 44.75 42.96 42.60 40.07 36.45 32.55 23.94 30.54
t f 58.60 56.42 52.56 52.09 52.00 58.13 55.00 55.53 53.19 57.06
theme 57.89 53.30 49.07 45.93 45.74 45.89 42.56 41.81 37.17 44.75
con 54.85 52.14 50.37 45.16 44.10 42.05 38.60 34.81 28.32 29.50
Table 5.7: Average precision figures for single characteristics across topics. 
Highest value shown in bold, con = context
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The most common trend arising from this table is that t f  gives consistently good results across 
relevance levels and topics. The theme characteristic also performed well generally giving the 
second highest average precision figures across the topics. There was no noticeable difference 
between the simulated topics and the topics created by the users, nor was there a noticeable 
difference between the performance of characteristics at the different relevance levels.
5.5.5 Summary of experiment one
In this section I summarise the results from Experiment One as I have constructed it: re-ranking 
the documents I assume the user has viewed or assessed by the individual characteristics. It is 
clear that the t f  characteristic outperforms the other three characteristics in a number of ways: it 
gives better average precision figures (section 5.4.2.2) across the set of subjects' queries, it 
gives better performance across the topics (section 5.5.3) and it gives better results for the 
majority of subjects (section 5.5.4).
Although t f  followed by theme, does give better results under these conditions, for a significant 
number of subjects, Table 5.7, a different characteristic gives better results for their queries. So, 
using only t f  for all query terms is better than any other individual characteristic but is not 
guaranteed to be optimal for all queries and for all users. This conclusion leads to the first 
hypothesis:
hypothesis one - combination of evidence: adding more information on how terms are used 
within documents will improves retrieval performance. That is, the more information we have 
on a term's usage, the more precisely we are able to detect what indicates relevance.
If no single retrieval function can be guaranteed to give optimal results for all users, then 
perhaps combining different retrieval functions can give better results for more subjects. I look 
at this in section 5.6.
5.6 Experiment Two - retrieval by combination of 
characteristics
In Experiment Two, as in Chapter Four, I tested if  retrieval performance would increase by 
adding more information on term usage: scoring documents by more than one characteristic of 
each query term.
In sections 5.6 .1.1 -  5.6.1.3. I discuss the results of combining sets o f 2 characteristics, 3 
characteristics and all 4 characteristics. In section 5.6.2 I describe the variant of this experiment 
that treats the characteristics as being of varying importance. In these sections I shall simply
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present the results and the main findings from the combination of evidence. In sections 5.6.3 -  
5.6.6 I shall examine the results for the effects o f task, relevance level, and user. I shall 
summarise the overall combination o f evidence experiments in sections 5.6.7 and 5.6.8.
5.6.1 Retrieval by addition of characteristic scores
In this experiment, I followed the methodology for Experiment One, and re-ranked the 
assessed documents by the sum of each 2-way, 3-way and 4-way combinations of 
characteristics. Documents were again scored by the sum of the characteristic weights, e.g. 
the sum of the theme weights for each query term in the document plus the sum of the t f  
weights.
5.6.1.1 Retrieval by combination of two characteristics
Table 5.8 shows the results of combining each combination of two characteristics of query 
terms, compared against t f  - the best overall single characteristic. The main result is that no 
combination of two characteristics gives better average precision than t f  at any relevance level, 
although the combination of t f  and id f comes very close to t f  performance.
Level t f id f+
t f
id f+
theme
id f+
context
tf+
theme
tf+
context
theme + 
context
1 56.82 54.36 52.70 48.22 52.74 50.39 50.32
2 54.13 51.75 49.14 45.19 49.30 46.75 46.95
3 51.62 49.36 46.75 43.19 46.88 45.02 45.00
4 49.60 47.42 44.33 40.12 44.40 42.34 42.36
5 46.85 44.84 42.06 38.14 42.12 40.13 40.77
6 44.23 42.38 38.65 34.72 38.84 37.44 36.60
7 42.80 41.04 37.25 33.26 37.87 36.06 36.53
8 48.08 45.95 38.38 34.84 39.56 39.26 37.74
9 49.88 47.60 38.22 34.73 40.35 41.24 36.87
10 41.77 41.54 39.98 32.46 41.17 36.24 37.27
Table 5.8: Average precision figures for retrieval using combinations of two characteristics
Highest value shown in bold.
How the performance of individual characteristics changed when evidence, in the form of 
another characteristic was added varied across the characteristics, generally;
• id f  performance increased with the addition of any new evidence
• t f  performance decreases with the addition of new evidence 
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• theme performance decreases by the addition of any new evidence except t f  at high 
relevance levels
• context performance decreases by the addition of idf. The addition of t f  or theme 
decreases performance at low relevance levels ( 1 - 5 )  but increases performance at high 
relevance levels ( 6  -  10). This means when recall-precision figures are based only on those 
documents that have been judged as highly relevant, context alone is generally poorer than a 
combination of context and t f  or theme.
Combination was not effective at increasing the best overall precision when combining two 
characteristics. However the conclusion from Chapter Four, that poorer characteristics will 
benefit most from combination still seems to hold: /^benefits  from any combination, context 
can benefit from combination in certain circumstances, and the best characteristics {tf and 
theme) do not benefit from combination.
5.6.1.2 Retrieval by combination of three characteristics
Table 5.9 shows the results of combining each combination o f three characteristics o f query 
terms, compared against t f  - the best overall single characteristic.
Level t f t f
+ id f  
+ theme
t f
+ id f  
+ context
t f
+ theme 
+ context
id f
+ theme 
+ context
1 56.82 56.61 56.45 51.73 56.75
2 54.13 53.90 53.74 48.14 54.18
3 51.62 51.52 51.28 46.14 51.70
4 49.60 49.42 48.88 43.57 49.53
5 46.85 46.63 46.04 41.80 46.86
6 44.23 44.16 43.67 38.23 44.31
7 42.80 42.86 42.26 37.16 43.00
8 48.08 48.09 47.42 38.29 48.14
9 49.88 49.91 49.55 37.50 49.90
10 41.77 39.21 38.96 33.04 39.54
Table 5.9: Average precision figures for retrieval using combinations of three characteristics.
Highest value shown in bold.
In this experiment a combination of three characteristics outperformed the t f  ranking at 7 of 
the 10 relevance levels. These differences were only marginal. However4 8  at relevance levels 
1-9, the combinations of three characteristics outperformed all combinations of two 
characteristics and the other three single characteristics -  id f theme and context -  as retrieval 
functions. This does indicate that combination can prove effective although its power to 
increase retrieval effectiveness does seem limited.
5.6.1.3 Retrieval by combination of four characteristics
Table 5.10 shows the results o f combining all characteristics of each query term, compared 
against t f  The combination of all four characteristics performed worse at each relevance level 
than the t f  ranking but better than most of the combinations of two characteristics and the single 
characteristics. Combination o f characteristics can work -  as in the case o f combining three 
characteristics -  but combining as much information as possible is generally not a good 
strategy.
Level t f all
1 56.82 54.34
2 54.13 50.83
3 51.62 48.38
4 49.60 45.36
5 46.85 43.16
6 44.23 39.95
7 42.80 40.01
8 48.08 43.06
9 49.88 43.42
10 41.77 39.19
Table 5.10: Average precision figures for retrieval using combinations of four characteristics.
Highest value shown in bold.
5.6.2 Varying importance of characteristics
In Experiment Two I have, so far, treated each characteristic as being equally important. In the 
indexing, each characteristic is scaled so as all values fall between 0 and 50 to ensure that we 
are dealing with values in the same range. This means, for example when scoring documents by 
a combination o f t f  and theme, that a query term with a maximum t f  value contributes as much 
to a document as a term with a maximum context value, or a maximum id f value. However, as
48 W ith the exception  o f  the com bination  o f  t f  theme and context.
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demonstrated in Chapter Four, it may be appropriate to treat different characteristics as being 
more or less important than each other.
To test this, I re-ran Experiment Two, varying the weights assigned to term by each 
characteristic, e.g. halving all the (/"values or doubling the context values. I tried a number of 
these scaling factors with three general conclusions49:
i. that varying the scaling factors assigned to the term characteristics could change retrieval 
effectiveness for combinations of characteristics.
For example, Table D.3 (Appendix D) shows the result of varying the importance o f the 
characteristics when combining sets of three characteristics. At all relevance levels the average 
precision for the combination of t f  theme and context gave better results when using scaling 
factors than without. Conversely the combination of id f t f  and context gave worse results when 
using scaling than without. The difference in this result, over the results in Table 5.10, 
demonstrates the treating the characteristics as variably important does have an effect on the 
results o f combining characteristics.
ii. it is difficult to derive a set of scaling factors for each characteristics that is guaranteed to 
increase the retrieval effectiveness of all combinations. For example, we can find good scaling 
factors for combining t f  relative to context but these are not necessarily the best for combining t f  
and context relative to theme. For each combination of characteristics we must derive a different 
scaling factor for each characteristic or select an optimal set o f scaling factors and accept that 
this will harm some combinations. This reinforces one o f the conclusions from Chapter Four: 
weighting can prove effective but not always.
iii. scaling factors gives better performance. Weighting the characteristics is important as it 
generally improves retrieval performance. For the combination of two characteristics 57 o f the 
6050 cases gave better results with scaling factors. For the combination of three characteristics, 
only 21 out of 40 cases gave better results with scaling but a combination was better than t f  at 
eight relevance levels. This improvement over t f  was not achieved without scaling. Finally for 
the combination of all characteristics, at all relevance levels the combination was better with 
scaling and again, at eight relevance levels, the combination was better than t f  The weighting of 
characteristics using scaling factors, then, is important for good retrieval results.
49 T ables D .l  -  D .3  g iv es the results o f  using scaling factors for com binations o f  tw o, three and four 
characteristics. T hese tables are com plem entary to T ables 4 .9  - 4 . 1 1 .
^  S ix  com binations at ten relevance levels.
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The remainder of the experiments in section 5.6 use the scaling factors; t f  is weighted higher 
than all characteristics, with id f  higher than theme and context, and context higher than theme 
(the method used to obtain the results in Tables D.l - D.3). The actual values used were -  t f  
1.25, theme 0.4, context 0.75, id f  1. These values are different from those used in Chapter Four 
but follow the same principle of weighting characteristics roughly according to their quality as 
individual weighting schemes and, as in Chapter Four, were based on experiments on samples 
of the data.
5.6.3 Relevance level
Treating the relevance score given by the experimental subjects as a threshold has two main 
affects on the combination o f characteristics. Firstly, as noted in section 5.5.1, as the 
relevance level increases the overall performance -  average precision -  tends to decrease. 
This generally holds over all the combinations and for the best individual characteristic, t f
Level t f id f+
t f
id f+
theme
idf+
context
tf+
theme
' / +
context
theme + 
context
1 1 0 0 % 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
2 95% 95% 93% 94% 95% 95% 93%
3 91% 91% 89% 89% 90% 91% 89%
4 87% 87% 84% 83% 85% 87% 84%
5 82% 82% 80% 79% 80% 82% 81%
6 78% 78% 74% 72% 74% 78% 74%
7 75% 75% 71% 69% 72% 76% 72%
8 85% 85% 73% 72% 82% 85% 74%
9 8 8 % 88% 73% 72% 87% 88% 72%
10 74% 73% 73% 65% 73% 73% 109%
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Level tf t f+ id f  
+ context
t f+ id f  
+ theme
t f  + theme 
+ context
id f  + theme 
+ context
all
1 1 0 0 % 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
2 95% 94% 95% 95% 93% 95%
3 91% 89% 91% 91% 89% 91%
4 87% 84% 87% 87% 84% 87%
5 82% 80% 82% 83% 81% 83%
6 78% 77% 77% 78% 74% 78%
7 75% 75% 74% 76% 72% 76%
8 85% 83% 84% 85% 74% 85%
9 8 8 % 87% 87% 88% 72% 88%
10 74% 75% 73% 74% 6 8 % 78%
Table 5.11: Stability measures for combination of characteristics. 
Values higher than, or equal to, t f  are shown in bold.
Secondly, the stability o f the combinations over the relevance levels is variable. In section 
5 .5 .1 ,1 showed that the performance of t f  at relevance level 10 was approximately 73% of its 
performance at relevance level 1. This was taken to be a measure of how stable the t f  
characteristic was when we changed the relevance level. For the combinations of 
characteristics the general trend was for small combinations, e.g. combinations o f two 
characteristics, to be less stable whereas larger combinations were slightly more stable. This 
is shown in Table 5.11.
5.6.4 'Perfect' rankings
I repeated the experiment in section 5.4.2.3 - assessing the combinations o f characteristics 
according to how well they ordered the assessed documents. Table 5.12 shows the results 
from this measured against the optimal or perfect ranking and the id f  ranking which was the 
optimal single characteristic for ordering documents.
The id f ranking continues to be the best retrieval function for ordering the assessed 
documents. In the combination of two characteristics it outperforms all combinations, with 
the combination of id f  and id f  at relevance level nine. In the combination o f three 
characteristics, id f  is optimal except for the combination o f t f  theme and context at relevance 
level nine. Although combination does not improve over id f in this case, it does generally 
improve the order over the single characteristics (Table 5.5 for comparison). This effect is
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most defined at higher levels of relevance where combinations tend to give better rankings 
than individual characteristics.
Level Perfect idf idf+
context
tf+
context
idf+
theme
tf+
theme
tf+
idf
theme + 
context
1 14.65 7.09 4.83 5.69 5.3 5.62 5.72 5.09
2 14.72 6.96 4.69 5.55 5.14 5.46 5.57 4.93
3 14.89 6.86 4.60 5.53 5.04 5.41 5.55 4.86
4 15.17 6.80 4.46 5.57 5.05 5.36 5.58 4.78
5 15.54 6.70 4.58 5.69 5.24 5.46 5.73 4.98
6 15.86 6.34 4.27 5.65 5.02 5.23 5.67 4.68
7 15.62 5.96 3.96 5.42 4.76 5.01 5.39 4.46
8 15.68 5.82 4.03 5.35 4.64 5.08 5.34 4.28
9 14.86 4.99 4.55 5.05 4.22 4.57 5.06 3.83
10 16.02 5.64 4.13 5.43 5.25 5.11 5.46 4.58
Level
Perfect W
tf
+ idf 
+ theme
tf
+ idf 
+ context
tf
+  theme 
+ context
idf
+ theme 
+ context
all
1 14.65 7.09 5.70 5.57 5.70 5.07 5.70
2 14.72 6.96 5.54 5.44 5.55 4.91 5.57
3 14.89 6.86 5.53 5.47 5.54 4.83 5.59
4 15.17 6.80 5.57 5.43 5.58 4.76 5.58
5 15.54 6.70 5.75 5.60 5.72 4.94 5.73
6 15.86 6.34 5.65 5.35 5.66 4.65 5.63
7 15.62 5.96 5.36 5.07 5.42 4.42 5.36
8 15.68 5.82 5.30 5.06 5.35 4.27 5.35
9 14.86 4.99 5.00 4.64 5.06 3.82 4.97
10 16.02 5.64 5.44 5.20 5.43 4.58 5.27
Table 5.12: Ordering performance of combinations of two, three and four characteristics 
measured against 'perfect' ordering of relevant documents within the assessed set and id f
ordering.
In section 5.4.2.3 I mentioned that the success of id f  in ordering the documents was either due
to id f discriminating better between highly relevant and less relevant documents or due to the
way the subjects used partial relevance assessments. In particular, if  a user does not revise the
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relevance scores they give to the documents the later relevance assessments are not 
necessarily indicative of the user’s final assessment of a document’s relevance.
The analysis of combinations does not really help in eliciting why id f  gives a better ordering 
than the other methods investigated and this remains an open question. However the 
combination of characteristics often improves the ordering of relevant documents over the 
characteristics that are poor at retrieving highly relevant documents. Combination, therefore, 
may have the potential to be effective at ranking highly relevant documents in a better order.
5.6.5 Performance by subject
In this section I assess how many users would have received better overall performance if the 
system had retrieved documents using a combination of characteristics rather than tf. Table 
5.13 lists the number o f users whose queries had greatest average precision using a 
combination o f characteristics.
From Table 5.13 (combination of two characteristics - top, combination o f three 
characteristics -  middle, combination of all characteristics - bottom), at most relevance levels, 
most users would seem to have better performance using some other retrieval algorithm than 
tf. This demonstrates one o f the problems of combination: overall combination gives 
consistent results in that it is better for more users but no single combination outperforms the 
other combinations to a significant degree.
On one hand this is good news as it shows that combination is preferable to no combination, 
on the other hand it makes it difficult to select one combination to use for all users and all 
queries.
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Level t f id f+
context
tf+
context
id f+
theme
tf+
theme
' / +
id f
theme + 
context
1 0 0 5 5 4 7 2
2 0 3 7 4 5 4 0
3 0 2 6 5 3 5 2
4 0 2 5 3 3 7 3
5 0 1 5 3 4 7 3
6 0 2 8 4 2 5 2
7 0 2 6 5 2 5 3
8 0 2 8 2 4 5 2
9 1 2 6 3 5 2 4
10 2 1 4 4 4 1 1
Total 3 17 60 38 36 48 2 2
Level tf
+ idf 
+ theme
tf
+ idf 
+ context
tf
+ theme 
+ context
idf
+ theme 
+ context
all
1 0 9 5 5 4 23
2 0 4 6 11 2 23
3 0 7 4 9 3 23
4 0 6 2 10 5 23
5 0 7 1 9 6 23
6 0 8 5 6 4 23
7 0 7 5 7 4 23
8 0 7 7 5 4 22
9 1 5 7 5 5 21
10 2 4 3 3 5 15
Total 3 64 45 70 42 219
Table 5.13: Numbers of users, at each relevance level, whose queries had highest average 
precision by different combinations of characteristics measured against t f  
The largest number of users at each relevance level is shown in bold.
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5.6.6 Performance by topic
In Appendix D, Tables D.4 - D.6 , I outline the performance of the various combinations on 
each topic set to the user. The results can be summarised as follows:
• Topic A. There was no consistent trend for this topic although at lower relevance levels 
t f  information (either singly or in combination gave good results), at higher relevance 
levels context information (in combination with either i f  and theme) gave good results. 
Overall the higher the relevance level, better results were obtained through larger 
combinations.
• Topic B. For this topic, at all relevance levels t f  was the optimal retrieval function to 
use.
• Topic C. At lower relevance levels larger combinations (of t f  theme and context or all 
characteristics) gave optimal results, whereas at higher relevance levels smaller 
combinations, either t f  and id f or some combination of context was better.
• Topic D. For most relevance levels some combination of t f  and theme with either 
context or id f  was the best combination.
• The users’ own information need (Own) was very variable: either a combination of t f  
and another characteristic or t f  singly was best for the most relevance levels but context 
was also important.
• In the training topic (TR) -  the first topic each subject ran a combination of t f  and theme 
either run together or in combination with another characteristic showed good 
performance overall.
Overall there was a marked lack o f consistency in what combination of characteristics are 
good for retrieving relevant documents across the topics, except that the characteristics that 
were good as single retrieval algorithms -  t f  and theme -  always seemed important. The lack 
of consistency means that the topic is having an affect on which characteristics are good at 
indicating relevance.
5.6.7 Summary of Experiment Two
The results from Experiment Two can be summarised as follows: simple combinations of 
characteristic scores can give some improvement in retrieval effectiveness if  the
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characteristics are treated as being of variable importance. Combination of characteristic 
information does not improve the order in which relevant documents are retrieved over the 
best single characteristic. However, it does increase the number o f users whose queries 
improved. There is also little consistency across topics as to what improves search 
effectiveness.
5.7 Summary of combination experiments
The initial hypothesis was that adding more information about term use in documents would 
increase retrieval effectiveness. In section 5.6.2 I showed that marginal improvements could 
be made using a simple combination approach. However from section 5.6.4 it indicates that 
different combinations will improve retrieval effectiveness for different topics and for 
different users. Therefore it would seem that although combinations are useful it is difficult to 
predict what combinations are going to be good for all searchers and all topics.
Without any information on how to select characteristics for initial query terms, we could 
select an optimal combination to use for all queries and all users but this would be 
disadvantageous to a significant number of users and queries. This is similar to the 
conclusions of the combination experiments in Chapter Four: combination can be effective 
but it is difficult to predict good combinations. With the user data used in this chapter this 
conclusion is more pronounced: good combinations are less effective as single retrieval 
strategies. If we are to make use of the potential benefit of term use information we need 
some way to detect good indicators of relevance. This leads to hypothesis two:
hypothesis two - selective combination of evidence or selective relevance feedback: the
relevance assessments given by a user could allow us to select which characteristics o f a 
term's use should be used in RF. By analysing the documents a subject has assessed as being 
relevant we can select characteristics that are best to retrieve more relevant documents
Analysing this hypothesis is the subject of sections 5.8 and 5.9.
5.8 Relevance feedback
In this section I investigate hypothesis two. In section 5.8.1, I describe the experimental 
methodology, in section 5.8.2 I introduce the baseline measures I used to compare the 
approach to RF, in sections 5.8.3 -  5.8.5 I describe three types of RF I used in this set o f 
experiments and in sections 5.8.6 -  5.8.9 I analyse the results. I summarise the findings in 
section 5.8.10. The experiments described in this section are analogous to those presented in 
Chapter Four, section 4.7.
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5.8.1 Methodology
This set of experiments was designed to test the hypothesis that some queries or documents will 
be more suited to certain combinations of characteristics. In these experiments I performed a 
series of RF experiments, selecting which characteristics to use based on the differences 
between the relevant and non-relevant documents.
The methodology was as follows:
• take the 12 top documents from the initial id f  ranking. This was the first screen of data that the 
users were presented with after submitting their query.
• calculate for each term the average score of each characteristic in the relevant and non- 
relevant set, e.g. the average t f  for query term 1 in the relevant documents, the average t f  of 
query term 1 in the non-relevant documents. This is identical to the averaging procedure in 
Chapter Four.
• select characteristics based on the relative averages. Various selection methods were tried, 
each will be discussed separately in sections 5.8.2 and 5.8.3.
• re-rank the remaining retrieved documents according to the characteristics selected in the 
previous step.
• calculate recall-precision values using the freezing evaluation scheme, [CCR71].
• compare the results, over the same set of documents, against three baselines figures.
5.8.2 Baselines and feedback strategies
The results were compared against the same baselines as in the previous chapter: no feedback,
F4  and the best combination of characteristics. The Best Combination baseline was the 
combination o f all characteristics using the scaling factors. The same four feedback strategies 
were tested.
5.8.3 Feedback strategies
In this section I summarise the feedback strategies used in these experiments, Table 5.14.
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Feedback 1 selects characteristics for each query term. The same query term characteristics are 
used to score all documents and there is no use of additional information on the discriminatory 
power of a term characteristic.
Feedback 2 selects characteristics for each query term and also does not use any additional 
information on the discriminatory power of a term characteristic. Feedback 2, however, uses 
different subsets of the query to score each document.
Feedback 3 selects characteristics and uses the same set of characteristics to score each 
document but uses information on the discriminatory power of term characteristics in scoring 
documents for ranking.
Feedback 5 is a version of the Feedback 3 strategy but does not use any selection of 
characteristics. All documents are score by the sum of the characteristic scores of all query 
terms, multiplied by the discriminatory power of each query term characteristic. This strategy 
differs from Feedback 3 only in the lack o f selection.
Selection
performed
Selection performed 
on
Discrimination factors 
used
Feedback 1 Yes query no
Feedback 2 Yes query and document no
Feedback 3 Yes query yes
Feedback 5 No - yes
Table 5.14: Summary of feedback strategies
5.8.4 Results
In Table 5.14 the performance of the three baseline measures are contained in the three
rightmost columns, the four Feedback strategies are in columns 2 - 5 .
There are three main findings:
i. Feedback is generally better than the default ranking. The default ranking {idf, 
column 7) gives the lowest results at all relevance levels, except relevance level 1.
ii. Selection is somewhat more important than discrimination. On this set of data, at 
least, the selection o f characteristics seemed to be more important than the 
discriminatory power of the characteristics. This is shown by the superior results of
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Feedback 1 (selection only) over Feedback 5 and F4 , both of which perform only 
discriminatory weighting.
iii. A good combination of characteristics was better than feedback. At all relevance 
levels the best combination o f characteristics was better than all feedback strategies 
and the default ranking. This difference was also found to be statistically significant 
at all relevance levels.
Feedback techniques Baselines
Level 1 2 3 5 id f Best
Combination
f 4
1 52.77 52.77 52.60 52.31 52.30 56.75 52.24
2 47.81 47.94 47.73 47.51 47.00 54.18 47.51
3 44.88 44.97 44.84 44.67 43.70 51.70 44.57
4 42.07 42.19 42.06 41.94 41.20 49.53 41.78
5 39.34 39.44 39.35 39.19 38.90 46.86 39.04
6 34.65 34.69 35.64 34.47 34.10 44.31 34.25
7 32.61 32.64 32.65 32.54 32.10 43.00 32.28
8 32.71 32.88 32.72 32.7 32.30 48.14 32.53
9 30.05 30.25 30.13 30.12 29.70 49.90 29.86
10 32.58 32.91 32.58 32.55 32.20 41.86 32.43
Table 5.15: Average precision figures for feedback techniques compared with id f  ranking and 
ranking obtained from the optimal combination (Best combination).
Highest values shown in bold.
The main reason for the poor performance of the feedback strategies against the combination 
strategy may be due to the small amount of data that was being used. This would potentially 
harm the Feedback strategies 1-3, F4  and Feedback 5 as they do not have enough information 
upon which to base good estimates of which characteristics are useful and the discriminatory 
power of these characteristics.
The Feedback 2 strategy performed better than the Feedback 1 strategy throughout. A strategy 
such as Feedback 2 which performed less well in Chapter Four may be more suited to 
situations such as this, with less information upon which to base relevance decisions, as it 
makes more precise retrieval decisions.
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Feedback 3 (selection and discrimination) performed better than just discrimination 
(Feedback 5) at all relevance levels and better than just selection (Feedback 1) only at higher 
levels, reiterating point ii. that in this data selection was more effective than discrimination. 
Again, this may be due to the small data samples I was using.
In a set o f informal experiments, not reported in this chapter, I found that altering the scaling 
factors used in the feedback and combination strategies affected the average precision at 
different relevance levels. That is, a good set of weighting values could improve different 
techniques at different levels. An improved version of the feedback strategies could perhaps 
exploit this aspect of relevance assessments.
5.8.5 Relevance level
Feedback techniques Baselines
Level 1 2 3 5 id f Best
Combination
f 4
1 100% 100% 100% 100% 1 0 0 % 100% 100%
2 91% 91% 91% 91% 90% 95% 91%
3 85% 85% 85% 85% 84% 91% 85%
4 80% 80% 80% 80% 79% 87% 80%
5 75% 75% 75% 75% 74% 83% 75%
6 66% 66% 68% 66% 65% 78% 66%
7 62% 62% 62% 62% 61% 76% 62%
8 62% 62% 62% 63% 62% 85% 62%
9 57% 57% 57% 58% 57% 88% 57%
10 62% 62% 62% 62% 62% 74% 62%
Table 5.16: Stability of feedback techniques.
Values greater than, or equal to, the default id f  ranking are shown in bold.
As with the combination of evidence experiments the performance of each feedback strategy
fell as the relevance level increased. The stability of each technique is compared in Table
5.16. All feedback techniques are slightly more stable than /<^fbut are less stable than t f
section 5.5.1. In addition all the feedback techniques show relatively similar level o f stability:
none are noticeably less stable than the others.
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5.8.6 Performance by subject
Feedback techniques Baselines
Level 1 2 3 5 id f Best
Combination
f 4
1 1 2 0 0 4 16 0
2 1 0 0 1 2 19 0
3 2 1 0 2 1 17 0
4 1 2 0 1 0 19 0
5 0 2 1 2 0 18 0
6 1 1 1 2 0 18 0
7 1 2 0 1 0 19 0
8 1 2 1 0 0 19 0
9 1 2 1 1 0 18 0
10 3 2 0 0 0 1 2 0
Total 1 2 16 4 1 0 7 175 0
Table 5.17: Average precision figures for feedback techniques compared with tf  ranking
Analysing the performance of the feedback strategies and baselines against how many users 
have optimal performance in Table 5.17, we can see that for all relevance levels the Best 
Combination strategy was optimal for most users. Only a small number o f users had best 
overall performance with the feedback strategies (except F4  which was optimal for no users) 
or the default ranking.
5.8.7 Performance by topic
Table D.7 (Appendix D) outlines the performance of each Feedback strategy and the baselines 
by topic. For all topics and all relevance levels the Best Combination o f characteristics gave the 
best average precision.
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5.8.8 Characteristics used in feedback
Feedback 1
Possible t f theme context t f  +
theme
t f  +
context
theme + 
context
t f  +
theme + 
context
1 912 56 150 54 39 143 76 153
2 903 56 144 58 37 135 84 129
3 872 51 143 61 43 134 65 113
4 823 45 137 55 46 132 61 96
5 772 43 135 42 37 109 61 94
6 663 31 1 2 0 35 28 94 48 75
7 619 33 1 2 2 33 29 80 41 79
8 512 2 1 98 27 25 6 6 34 67
9 438 2 1 76 2 1 19 56 27 53
10 263 1 0 41 1 2 1 1 36 17 34
Table 5.18: Number of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each
relevance level.
Possible is the number of times a characteristic could have been used.
In this section I analyse which characteristics are used in the two selection feedback 
strategies, Feedback 1 and 2, across the relevance levels. From Table D.1851 we can see that 
for the Feedback 1 strategy the tf, theme and context characteristics were used to describe 
about 35-40 of the query terms. Most commonly used was the theme characteristic alone (17 
of query terms), followed by t f  + context (14) and t f  + theme + context (12). The total number 
and percentage of characteristics used to described query terms dropped as the relevance level 
increased.
From Table 5.1952 we can see that for the Feedback 2 strategy the t f  theme and context 
characteristics were used to describe about 60-70 o f the query terms. Most commonly used 
was the tf+theme + context combination (35 of query terms), followed by theme (16) and t f + 
context (16). The total number of characteristics increased as the relevance level increased, t f
51 T ables D .7  - D .8  g ive  these figures as percentages.
52The figures in this table are higher as w e are se lecting term characteristics for each docum ent rather than just for 
the query.
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was used more commonly in this strategy and context rather less compared with the previous 
one.
Feedback 2
Possible t f theme context tf+
theme
t f +
context
theme + 
context
t f  +
theme + 
context
1 11186 1158 2064 284 405 1 2 2 1 408 3097
2 10578 1048 1880 253 438 1133 348 3221
3 9722 905 1676 230 403 1007 305 3171
4 8847 821 1474 217 381 1 0 0 0 276 2868
5 8142 760 1279 203 358 925 248 2815
6 7077 684 1097 164 299 810 186 2623
7 6044 670 967 156 266 676 150 2195
8 4767 535 683 1 1 2 161 558 105 2 0 1 2
9 3495 322 430 78 99 380 79 1709
10 2549 248 297 35 65 244 63 1281
Table 5.19: Number of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each
relevance level.
Possible is the number of times a characteristic could have been used.
There are three differences in this set of results:
i. different characteristics are selected in the two methods. In both cases the 
highest use o f characteristics were theme, theme + t f  + context and t f  + context, with a similar 
percentages of use for the theme and t f + context combinations. However the combination of 
t f  + theme + context was higher in Feedback 2 (35) than Feedback 1 (12). This may be 
because in the Feedback 1 strategy the overall averages dictate which characteristics are used; 
in the Feedback 2 strategy, characteristics that may not have been selected using Feedback 1 
can still be used to score individual documents. The combination of tf, theme and context was 
more successful (Appendix D, Table D.2) than either theme or the combination o f theme or 
context, which may explain the relative success o f Feedback 2 over Feedback 1: it was 
selecting better sets of characteristics.
ii. change in frequency of use with the change in relevance level. In Feedback 1 
the use of term characteristics dropped as the relevance level increased, in Feedback 2 the 
reverse occurred. That is, analysing which characteristics to use on a document-document
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basis results in more characteristics being used overall. The bulk of this increase in use, 
however, came from the increased use of the combination of t f + theme + context.
iii. change in frequency of use of individual characteristics. In Feedback 2 t f  was 
used rather more often and context rather less than in the Feedback 1 strategy. This may be 
due to larger variations in values o f t f  compared with context in the relevant documents; large 
variations in the value of a characteristic in one set of documents (relevant or irrelevant) will 
bring the average value down. This may stop a characteristic being used in the Feedback 1 
strategy but not in the Feedback 2 one.
The Feedback 2 strategy seems to be doing what we would expect and from Table 5.14, this 
seems to be correct - at higher levels of relevance we want to use more information in 
assessing relevance. One could argue that at higher levels o f relevance we are dealing with 
fewer document so we have less evidence to create patterns of term characteristic selection 
but this is the situation we would be dealing with if  a user was employing a higher criteria for 
relevance and marking fewer documents relevant.
5.8.9 Summary of Feedback Experiments
From the results in sections 8.4 - 8.7, I can summarise that the feedback approaches 
(Feedback 1 -  3, Feedback 5 and F4 ) are not as effective overall as would have been hoped 
from the results in Chapter Four. Although some feedback strategies do perfonn credibly 
overall, the use of more information (the Best Combination method) is better in most cases. 
However, as shown in section 5.8.7, there is evidence that different strategies perform better 
for different topics, and for many users some form of feedback gave optimal results, section 
5.8.4. It may be that we want not just to select term characteristics but also to select how these 
should be chosen.
5.9 Predictive versus retrospective query modification
In [RSJ76], Robertson and Sparck Jones differentiated between two types o f query 
modification: predictive and retrospective modification. In the predictive case only a subset 
of relevant documents are used to modify the query, with the intention of improving retrieval 
o f the remainder o f the relevant documents. In the retrospective case the aim of the feedback 
is to develop a query to retrieve the documents already seen.
In the previous section I examined predictive RF as the aim of RF is generally the predictive 
case. In this section I examine retrospective RF to see if there is any difference between
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queries produced from the users initial 1 2  relevance assessments and queries produced when 
we have complete knowledge of what the user found to be relevant.
In Table 5.20 I present the results of this experiment (this table is analogous to Table 5.14). 
The results show that when we have complete relevance information the Feedback 3 strategy 
is optimal at all relevance levels, the Feedback 1 strategy was second optimal at all levels, and 
at all levels the Best Combination outperformed F4  which tends to outperform the default id f 
ranking.
Table D.10 (Appendix D) indicates how well each strategy performs for different search 
topics. For all topics at all relevance levels the Feedback 3 strategy is optimal, and in the 
majority of cases Feedback 1 was second optimal with Feedback 5 third. The Feedback 3 
performs better than the other techniques and the this difference is statistically significant.
Feedback techniques Baselines
Level 1 2 3 5 id f Best
Combination
f 4
1 65.70 57.95 69.48 58.96 52.30 56.75 53.83
2 62.98 54.73 67.96 56.26 47.00 54.18 49.40
3 60.89 51.85 67.18 55.42 43.70 51.70 46.63
4 59.02 49.98 66.15 53.34 41.20 49.53 43.81
5 57.51 47.49 65.70 52.29 38.90 46.86 40.97
6 56.48 46.69 63.97 49.69 34.10 44.31 36.25
7 56.11 45.81 65.14 49.91 32.10 43.00 34.30
8 60.37 52.20 69.64 50.85 32.30 48.14 33.77
9 60.52 55.13 71.71 53.82 29.70 49.90 30.83
10 58.38 46.34 64.22 50.1 32.20 41.86 30.26
Table 5.20: Average precision figures for retrospective feedback techniques compared with 
id f  ranking and ranking obtained from the optimal combination (Best combination).
Highest values shown in bold.
So there is, then, a preference for the Feedback 3 strategy. The preference for the Feedback 3 
strategy under retrospective modification is also shown when we compare how many users 
had optimal performance with each strategy (Table D. 11). At all relevance levels almost all 
users had the best performance with Feedback 3, with only a few users having optimal 
performance an alternative feedback strategy.
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The stability of the feedback techniques under retrospective feedback is shown in Table 5.21. 
This table shows that the feedback techniques 1 -  5 are not only more stable than the default 
id f  the best individual single characteristic -  i f  and the Best Combination, they are also more 
stable than the baseline F4  measure. The most stable algorithm is Feedback 3.
The higher level of stability for Feedback 3 means that it will perform better with less 
relevance information and this may be useful in situations where searchers are using a strict 
threshold for relevance, i.e. only marking highly relevant documents as relevant.
Feedback techniques Baselines
Level 1 2 3 5 id f Best
Combination
f 4
1 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
2 96% 94% 98% 95% 90% 95% 92%
3 93% 89% 97% 94% 84% 91% 87%
4 90% 86% 95% 90% 79% 87% 81%
5 88% 82% 95% 89% 74% 83% 76%
6 86% 81% 92% 84% 65% 78% 67%
7 85% 79% 94% 85% 61% 76% 64%
8 92% 90% 100% 86% 62% 85% 63%
9 92% 95% 103% 91% 57% 88% 57%
10 89% 80% 92% 85% 62% 74% 56%
Table 5.21: Stability values for retrospective feedback techniques compared with /^ rank ing  
and ranking obtained from the optimal combination (Best combination).
Fiighest values shown in bold.
The pattern of term characteristics use in the selection strategies (Feedback 1 and 2) was 
similar in the retrospective as predictive case: the percentage o f term use dropped as 
relevance level increase when using Feedback 1 and increased when using Feedback 2. 
Similar combinations of terms were effective in both predictive and retrospective RF.
For the retrospective case, it seems to be effective to use feedback over combination, 
suggesting that better feedback techniques for predictive RF are required when using small 
data samples. Naturally we expect to feedback to work well in this case as we are modifying 
the query to preferentially retrieve the relevant documents. However, the combination of 
evidence still works better than F4  The success o f the retrospective feedback experiments
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suggest that the overall aim of selecting important features of term use has potential to work 
for user data.
5.10 Relevance feedback summary
The second hypothesis I suggested was that user's relevance assessments could allow us to 
select good characteristics to terms to score documents in RF. The results from the predictive 
RF experiments were inconclusive. Although feedback was preferable to no feedback and the 
term characteristic feedback strategies slightly outperformed the baseline F4  measure, the 
Best Combination baseline gave better results. The results of the Best Combination were also 
statistically better than the best (Feedback 2) o f the feedback strategies53.
The Best Combination approach gave better results when compared against the feedback 
strategies when the feedback algorithms were used predictively. However, when used 
retrospectively the feedback results are better than the best combination, and this difference is 
significant54. As indicated before, the predictive results are based on very little data, the 
retrospective results, being based on a slightly larger sample, show that the feedback 
techniques can achieve better performance than a good baseline combination of 
characteristics. One encouraging aspect of the retrospective results is that the feedback 
strategies (Feedback 3 especially) are very consistent. That is they work better across topics, 
users and relevance levels, thus reducing the variability inherent in the combination approach.
5.11 Conclusions
In section 5 .3 .4 ,1 proposed three research question which I shall now attempt to answer.
i. the first question I looked at was whether the results I obtained from the earlier 
experiments on TREC data would hold on data derived from non-expert assessors, who were 
given no specific instructions on how to make relevance assessments. The earlier results in 
Chapter Four indicated that, although combination o f evidence, in the form of term 
characteristics, could improve retrieval effectiveness, it was difficult to predict good 
combination of term characteristics that would work over a range of collections. The results in 
this chapter confirm this finding: combination o f evidence can improve retrieval effectiveness 
(section 5.6), but this improvement does not hold for the majority o f users (section 5.6.4) or 
queries (section 5.6.5). This also reinforced the point that evidence should be treated as of 
varying importance.
53 U sin g  a paired /-test, holding relevance level constant and varying average precision (p <  0 .05), /-value 6 .49 .
54  /-value 16 . 16
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In the earlier experiments on RF I found that the feedback strategy (Feedback 3) outperformed 
other feedback techniques (Feedback 1, Feedback 2 and F4 ) and a good combination of tenn 
characteristics. In these experiments I found this only to hold when I used retrospective 
feedback techniques.
ii. The second area of investigation was to discover whether subjects assessed 
documents differently if they were making assessments on their own information needs or given 
information needs. In the data I used, five out of the six search topics used were constructed by 
the experimental designers and the sixth was created by the subjects making the assessments, 
[BI99], section 5.3.
I found very little comprehensive difference regarding which combination of characteristics, or 
feedback method (retrospective or predictive) worked well between the users information needs 
and the given ones. There were differences between topics but not ones that distinguished 
between sources of information need. This is in line with Borlund and Ingwersen's findings that 
users behave in a similar manner making assessments on simulated and real information needs, 
[BI99],
iii. The final area of analysis looked at the use o f partial or non-binary relevance 
assessments. The TREC data contained binary relevance assessments, the data I used in these 
experiments had relevance assessments ranging from 0-10. This factor seemed to be the most 
important variable in the experiments. The choice of which relevance level was taken as a 
threshold for relevance was important in two ways. First, different levels of relevance gave 
different results: higher levels of relevance gave lower average precision. Second, different 
combinations o f characteristics gave different relative levels of effectiveness, e.g. different 
combinations gave better results for some topics depending on which relevant level was chosen 
to indicate relevance.
The results in this chapter are preliminary in that the experiments have several limitations: I 
only consider one iteration o f RF, the number o f documents I am dealing with is relatively 
small and I lack qualitative information from the users on their reasons for assessing relevance. 
Nevertheless I have pointed to certain important aspects of utilising relevance assessments in 
RF.
In summary, combination o f evidence can be a useful and effective procedure for retrieval. 
However it is a variable technique: the actual combination of evidence that will increase
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retrieval effectiveness varies across user, topic, and relevance level resulting the fact that any 
single combination is likely to be sub-optimal.
In the retrospective feedback situation, the selection procedure of Feedback 3, combined with 
the scaling and discrimination factors, proved to be consistently better for task, user and 
relevance level. That is it has the potential to be a more consistent technique for retrieval in 
the sense that it evens out the variability present with simple combination of evidence 
approaches.
I have demonstrated in the previous two chapters that selecting evidence can give better, and 
more consistent, improvements in retrieval effectiveness. In the next chapter I analyse how 
the evidence should be used once it has been selected.
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Chapter Six
Using Dempster-Shafer’s Theory of Evidence to 
combine aspects of information use
6.1 Introduction
In the previous two chapters I demonstrated that incorporating information on how words are 
used within documents -  term and document characteristics, in a RF situation, can lead to 
significant improvements in retrieval effectiveness across collections. I also showed, 
experimentally, that the best performance came from selecting which set of characteristics, 
for each query term, best indicated relevant material.
The technique that gave the best overall results -  Feedback 3 - was one that incorporated 
qualitative aspects regarding a term characteristic’s importance or utility in describing an 
information need. In particular it specified three types of information:
i. characteristic index weights. These are the weights that are assigned to all 
characteristics o f each term at indexing time, e.g. id f weight or t f  weight of a 
query term.
ii. characteristic utility weights or scaling factors. In both Chapters Four and 
Five I demonstrated that treating some characteristics as being more 
important than important than others often gave better performance than 
treating all characteristics as being of equal importance. This was shown in 
the difference between the weighting (W) condition and non-weighting 
(NW) conditions.
iii. feedback weights or discriminatory power. In RF, it is possible to derive 
information on how well a combination o f a term and characteristic 
discriminates relevant from non-relevant documents, e.g. we can estimate 
that the id f weight o f query term t is a better indicator o f relevance compared 
to the t f  value o f query term t.
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These weights are applied to different retrieval components, e.g. scaling factors are assigned 
to a characteristic, such as id f  independent of which term the characteristic is describing, 
whereas the discriminatory weights are assigned to the combination of a term and 
characteristic, e.g. the id f  weight of query term t.
These weights can be regarded as reflecting the uncertainty involved in the IR and RF 
processes. Each weight is used to estimate the quality, or certainty, regarding the evidence it 
supplies. There are many other aspects of uncertainty that we might want to incorporate 
within the retrieval and feedback procedures. However, the more sources of uncertainty that 
are considered, the more difficult it becomes to manage them.
It this chapter I propose a model for managing the uncertainty involved in combining 
evidence about which terms and term characteristics are good at retrieving relevant 
documents. This model is an attempt to formally model the uncertainty o f RF.
The model is based on a widely-used system for combining multiple sources of evidence, 
namely Dempster-Shafer’s Theory of Evidence (DS), [Dem6 8 , Sha76]. The attraction for this 
theory over other formal techniques, such as inference networks, is that it allows us to 
explicitly represent and manipulate the uncertainty attached to the evidence combination 
process. As I shall describe later, DS theory is a powerful and coherent way of representing 
aspects o f combination such as the quality of evidential sources, the user’s assessments of 
evidence, and the reliability of evidence.
The chapter is structured as follow. In section 6 .2 ,1 give a working example that I shall use to 
illustrate the approach and highlight the salient modelling issues. In section 6.3 I give a brief 
introduction to DS theory and motivate the suitability of this theory in modelling RF. In 
section 6.4 I discuss the combination of evidence without relevance information - ranking the 
documents after the user has submitted a query but not yet assessed any documents. This 
models the situation in which the user has submitted a new query to the system and stands in 
contrast to the combination of evidence experiments described in the two previous chapters. 
The difference between the two sets of experiments -  those in this chapter and those in 
Chapters Four and Five -  is how the evidence is used to score documents. In sections 6.5 and 
6 .6 , I deal with combination o f evidence when the user has assessed some documents as 
relevant. This is the RF situation. In section 6 . 6  I present experimental results and discuss the 
main results. I summarise the overall research study in section 6.7.
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I should note here that this model does not depend on a particular definition of relevance nor 
is it concerned with the actual mechanisms by which the user makes a relevance assessment 
(the details of the IR system interface). A user may assess a document as relevant for many 
reasons, the assessment of relevance may change over time (section 6.5.1), and some 
documents may be considered to be more relevant than others (section 6.5.1). What I do claim 
for the relevance assessments is that by a user assessing a document as relevant, s/he is 
indicating that the document contains information of the kind s/he is looking for at the current 
point in the search.
6.2 Working example
The discussion in the rest of the chapter will be illustrated by examples based on a simple 
document representation.
Document Term theme t f
d\ t\ 50 30
12 25 15
*3 45 2 0
di t \ 30 1 0
k 1 0 1 0
* 6 30 15
dl k 15 50
k 25 30
t5 0 30
d/\ t\ 1 0 45
*3 0 30
k 0 30
ds h 1 0 1 0
k 50 2 0
*6 0 0
Table 6.1: Example document representations 
Consider five documents each containing three terms: d \{ t\, t2, ^3}, d2 { 4^ , ts, t6}■> ^ 3 {^3, k ,  
k ) ,  d^{t\, 3^ , *5 }, and ds{t2, k> ^}- Table 6.1 shows the values for two characteristics of the 
terms used in the documents. All characteristics scores for terms that do not occur in a 
document are taken to be zero. Note that the context relation, as defined at present is query
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dependent as well as document dependent as it is measured by the proximity o f two query 
terms. Values for this characteristic will be defined further in the examples.
6.3 Dempster-Shafer's Theory of Evidence
My interest is in investigating the effect of combining evidence from different characteristics 
of term use in documents. There are a variety of formal theories I could use for this purpose. I 
have chosen Dempster-Shafer's (DS) Theoiy o f  Evidence as it is a well-understood, formal 
framework for combining sources of evidence. The mathematical connection between IR and 
DS Theory was suggested by Van Rijsbergen, [VR92], although this work concentrated on 
retrieval functions in general rather than specifically on RF. A continuing stream o f research 
has investigated how theories based on DS can be used to model various aspects o f the IR 
process, e.g. [TdSLM93, SH93, LR98],
DS is a theory of uncertainty, [Saf87], that was first developed by Dempster, [Dem6 8 ], and 
extended by Shafer, [Sha76]. Its main difference to probability theory, which is treated as a 
special case, is that it allows the explicit representation of ignorance and combination of 
evidence. This explicit representation of ignorance, or the imprecision of evidence, makes the 
use of the DS theory particularly attractive for modelling complex systems. The combination 
of evidence is expressed by Dempster's combination rule, which allows the expression of 
aggregation necessary in a model using multiple sources of evidence. In no other theory of 
uncertainty is the combination o f evidence explicitly captured as a fundamental property.
In this section I describe the main concepts o f DS theory, based on the description given in 
[Sha76], presented within the context of my work.
6.3.1 Frame of discernment
The DS framework is based on the view whereby propositions are represented as subsets of a 
given set. Suppose that we are concerned with the value o f some quantity u, and the set of its 
possible values is U. The set U  is called a fram e o f  discernment. An example of a 
proposition is “the value of u is in A ” for some A c^U . Thus, the propositions o f interest are 
in a one-to-one correspondence with the subsets of U. The proposition A = {a} for a e U 
constitutes a basic proposition “the value of u is a”. In my approach the frame of discernment 
is taken to be the set of available documents, which in the example is the set {d \ , .., d^}.
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6.3.2 Basic probability assignment
Beliefs can be assigned to propositions to express their uncertainty. The beliefs are usually 
computed based on a density function m :p{U )—> [0 ,1 ] called a basic probability assignment 
(bpa) or mass function:
m(0 ) = 0  and = l
Equation 6.1: Basic probability assignment
m(A) represents the belief exactly committed to A, that is the exact evidence that the value of 
u is in A. If there is positive evidence for the value of u being in A then m(A) > 0, and A is 
called a focal element. The proposition A is said to be discerned. No belief can ever be 
assigned to the false proposition (represented as 0 ). The focal elements and the associated 
bpa define a body o f  evidence.
In my approach, term characteristics, which assign mass only to singleton sets, act as a body 
of evidence assigning mass values to individual documents55. Each term characteristic acts as 
bpa. My approach is slightly different from most DS applications as I have, a priori, fixed the 
maximum mass value that can be assigned to a set. The maximum value that can be attached 
to a document is 5056, which is the maximum value that can be attached to a term 
characteristic (section 1.3). The focal elements are then the documents that have a positive 
mass value assigned to them, i.e. display the term characteristic.
From the definition of the bpa, in Equation 6.1, the sum of the non-null bpas must equate to 
1 , i.e. each body of evidence must assign the same amount o f evidence to the frame of 
discernment. In the working example, each term characteristic assigns a total evidence of 250 
(5 documents * maximum characteristic value of 50). The total evidence can be scaled to fall 
between 0  and 1 .
55The user's relevance assessm ents, w hich can assign m ass va lu es to singleton  sets or sets with m ultiple elem en ts  
also act as a bpa. This w ill be d iscussed  separately in section 6.5.
56 A s in Chapters Four and F ive, all characteristic values are scaled  to fall w ithin the range 0 -50 .
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6.3.3 Belief function
Given a body of evidence with bpa m, we can compute the total belief provided by the body 
of evidence for a proposition. This is done with a belief function Bel: p(U) 0,1] defined 
upon m as follows:
Bel{A) = Y,B(- Am(B)
Equation 6.2: Belief function
Bel(A) is the total belief committed to A, that is, the mass of A itself plus the mass attached to 
all subsets of A. Bel (A) is then the total positive effect the body of evidence has on the value 
of u being in A.
6.3.4 Plausibility function
A particular characteristic of the DS framework (one which makes it different from 
probability theory) is that if Bel(A)< 1, then the remaining evidence 1 -Bel(A) needs not 
necessarily refute A (i.e., supports its negation A). That is we do not have the so-called 
additivity> rule Bel(A)-\-Bel{A) = \ . Some of the remaining evidence may be assigned to 
propositions which are not disjoint from A, and hence could be plausibly transferable to A in 
light o f new information. This is formally represented by a plausibility function 
P I: p (U )  —> [0,1] defined upon a bpa, m, as follows:
Equation 6.3: Plausibility function
Pl(A) is the mass of A and the mass of all sets that intersect with A, i.e those that could 
transfer their mass to A or a subset of A. Pl(A) is the extent to which the available evidence 
fails to refute A.
6.3.5 Dempster's combination rule
DS theory has an operation, Dempster's rule o f  combination, for the pooling o f evidence from 
a variety o f sources. This rule aggregates two independent bodies of evidence defined within 
the same frame of discernment into one body of evidence. Let m\ and m2 be the bpas 
associated to two independent bodies of evidence defined in a frame of discernment U. The 
new body of evidence is defined by a bpa m on the same frame U:
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I^BnC=Am \(B)m2(C) 
m ( A ) = mi 0  m 2 { A ) = r = ------------------— — —
L BnC *0 m^ m2(C ) 
Equation 6.4: Dempster’s combination rule
Dempster's combination rule, then, computes a measure o f agreement between two bodies of 
evidence concerning various propositions discerned from a common frame of discernment. 
The rule focuses only on those propositions that both bodies of evidence support. The new 
bpa takes into account the bpa associated to the propositions in both bodies that yield the 
propositions of the combined body. The denominator o f the above equation is a normalisation 
factor that ensures that m is a bpa. In my approach, I use the combination rule to combine the 
bpas from the term characteristics. This combination produces a single bpa over the 
documents in the collection derived from the combination o f the individual term characteristic 
information.
6.3.6 Uncommitted belief
From the definition of the bpa, each body of evidence must assign the same total amount of 
belief to the frame of discernment U. The total amount o f evidence that can be assigned to 
the documents is N*50 (where N is the number o f documents in the collection and 50 is the 
maximum mass value that can be assigned to each document, see section 6.3.2). However, the 
maximum mass value will not be assigned to all documents, as each term does not appear in 
every document. Consequently there will be evidence which is unassigned, violating the 
definition of the bpa.
There are three possible ways to avoid this violation:
i. nonnalise the bpa values assigned to the focal elements such that each bpa sums to
the same value.
ii. assign the remainder o f the belief equally to the documents in the collection that do
not display the characteristic
iii. treat the remainder of the belief as uncommitted belief.
In the first approach - normalisation - the bpas are scaled for each body of evidence such that 
the sum of the evidence attached to the focal elements sum to the same amount. Consider the 
example o f two bodies of evidence with the theme values for terms /] and t$, shown in Table 
6.2. The total amount of evidence to be assigned is 250. The mass values for each term are 
then scaled so that they sum to 250 (column 4, Table 6.2). However as the only evidence
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assigned by ts is to document d2, then all the evidence is assigned to this document, 
irrespective of how well the document reflects the theme characteristic. Worse, the mass 
value assigned to d\ by term is lower than that assigned to document d2 by ts after 
normalisation, even though before normalisation it had a higher value. Normalisation, then, 
can give counter-intuitive results, changing the relative amount of evidence assigned to 
documents without justification.
Term Document Mass Normalised
mass
t\ d\ 50 208.3
d2 0 0
ds 0 0
d4 1 0 41.7
ds 0 0
ts d\ 0 0
d2 1 0 250
ds 0 0
t/ 4 0 0
ds 0 0
Table 6.2: Normalising mass values for theme characteristics (terms t\ and 5^ )
The second approach, taken by probability theory, assumes that any evidence that does not 
support a proposition is evidence against that proposition, i.e. P(A) = 1 - P{A) . DS theory 
views this as untenable, as any evidence that is not assigned to a proposition could turn out to 
support the proposition. It is merely evidence that has not been assigned. This leads to the 
notion of uncommitted belief, which is specific to the DS approach.
In my approach the uncommitted belief is the evidence not directly assigned by a term 
characteristic to a focal element (a document or a set of documents), and is given by,
n
ub = N  * 5 0 -  2>(W)
/=1
Equation 6.5: Uncommitted belief 
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Equation 6.5 calculates the uncommitted belief for a term characteristic bpa, where n= 
number o f documents in a collection, d\ is the z'th document in the collection, and m(d\) is the 
mass assigned to document d\ for that term.
This equation gives a direct calculation of the uncommitted belief, based on the mass values 
assigned to the focal elements. However, we can further utilise the uncommitted belief by 
treating it as a measure of the quality of the evidence supplied by the term characteristic. This 
means using the uncommitted belief as a regulating device, controlling how much of the 
value o f the characteristics are converted into the mass function. Take the example of the t f  
values for term t$ (shown in Table 6.3, column 3). If the t f  measure is unreliable, or is less 
accurate at measuring the term frequency than another algorithm, we could increase the 
measure of uncommitted belief and rescale the mass values accordingly (Table 6.3, column 
4). The rescaling is based on a constant factor given by,
m'ddj}) = x ((a7x 50 ) - u b ' )
Equation 6.6: Rescaling calculation
Equation 6 . 6  defines rescaling the mass for a term characteristic, where m{d\) is the original 
mass assigned to document d \, m\d{) is the new mass value, n is the number o f documents in
n
the collection, ub' is the value of the uncommitted belief in the new bpa . ' ^m({dj}) is the
/ = i
amount o f evidence assigned to the focal elements o f the original bpa.
This differs from the normalisation approach in two ways: firstly, the mass values for each 
focal element are still within the same range, 0-50, as normalisation only ever decrease the 
mass values. Secondly all the bpas for each characteristic are scaled so the values are not 
affected by how many focal elements (documents displaying the characteristic) are present for 
each bpa. I am only recalculating the mass values for a term characteristic - asserting that a 
characteristic as a whole is better or worse than another characteristic.
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Document Term M ass
m
Mass
m '
d\ f5 0 0
di '5 1 0 7.14
di *5 30 21.43
d/\ t5 30 21.43
ds *5 0 0
/=i
70 50
uncommitted
belief
180 2 0 0
Table 6.3: Using uncommitted belief to reflect the quality o f a term characteristic
Using the uncommitted belief in this fashion it is possible to reflect a number of aspects of a 
term characteristics:
i. the uncertainty of the characteristic. Some characteristics may reflect aspects of the 
document’s information content that are more easily measurable. For instance the term 
frequency, tj,\ is an easier characteristic to provide an algorithm for, as it is more objective in 
nature than measuring the topical nature o f the document, which is dependent on the 
interpretation of what constitutes the topical nature o f the document. This aspect distinguishes 
between different characteristics o f the same term.
ii. the imprecision of the characteristic. One algorithm may be more accurate at 
describing a characteristic than another. For example, there are several ways to calculate the 
term frequency (tf) in a document57, some of which are more effective on different collections 
or for different types of documents but which require more or less computation. So we may 
choose a less precise (less effective) algorithm that has better computational properties. This 
aspect distinguishes between different versions of the same characteristic, e.g. two versions of 
theme.
iii. the quality of the characteristic. Some characteristics may be better at indicating 
relevant material than others. The focus of my work is to select which characteristics best 
indicate relevance at a particular point in a search. As this may change over time, as the user
57S ee Harman [Har92] for an overv iew  o f  term frequency m easures.
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refines what they are looking for, or as the information need changes, the characteristic may 
become better/worse at discriminating relevant material.
For example the theme characteristic may be very good at indicating relevance at the start of 
the search (looking for documents about a particular topic) but later in the search the context 
may become more important (looking for documents in which a term appears only in a 
particular context). The uncommitted belief can then be used to reflect the changing 
importance of each term characteristic at different points in the search. Evidence supporting 
changes in users’ criteria of this kind has been shown by, for example, [VakOO, E1189], and 
other studies that show that relevance, and the process of making relevance assessments, are 
dynamic processes.
In Chapters Four and Five I incorporated feedback weights -  the discriminatory weights 
derived from analysing the values of the term characteristics in the relevant and non-relevant 
documents to reflect this aspect o f uncertainty.
iv. the strength of the characteristic. Some characteristics should be considered to be 
more important than others independent of any other information. For example in Chapter 
Four I showed that certain characteristics worked better on different collections independent 
of any other evidence. This may be due to the idiosyncrasies of individual collections and 
queries but means that some characteristics may need to be treated as more/less important 
than others, regardless of the user's relevance assessments. The strength of the characteristic 
reflects the difference in quality of term characteristics reflecting different aspects of 
information use (// as opposed to theme) rather than different implementation o f the same 
characteristic (given by the imprecision of the characteristic).
This aspect reflects, in part, the suitability o f a characteristic for a collection. For example, the 
theme characteristic is unlikely to show good performance for collections such as MEDLARS 
(Chapter Four, Table 3.2) which have short documents. This is because theme, as I have 
devised it, relies on multiple occurrences of a term within a document to derive theme values. 
Short documents are less likely to contain multiple occurrences of terms than long documents. 
Hence theme is probably more suited to collections with longer documents. The strength 
aspect is intended to reflect the appropriateness of a characteristic for a given collection or 
type o f collection. The strength differs from the uncertainty as the strength values is based on 
the actual implementation whereas the uncertainty value is based on a conceptual view of 
what information the characteristic represents.
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v. the importance of the term. The uncommitted belief can also be used to represent 
information that is not document or query dependent. For example, 1 use the id f as a 
characteristic which forms a bpa but I could have used the id f  to calculate the uncommitted 
belief by increasing the uncommitted belief of terms that have a low idf. Also, some terms 
may be better at retrieving relevant documents than others or we may be more certain of their 
utility, e.g. query terms. So it may be appropriate to treat the evidence regarding these terms 
as more certain.
The first four uses of uncommitted belief, i.-iv., describe various aspects o f term 
characteristics as a whole. These four values may be combined to a single value of the overall 
uncommitted belief for each term characteristic. The fifth use can be used to modify the 
evidence supplied by any characteristic o f an individual term. In this chapter I do not discuss 
how values for all these aspects can be obtained but, in a practical implementation, this will 
probably rely on experimentation.
6.3.7 Conclusion
DS is a suitable framework for integrating term characteristic information into the RF process 
for three reasons:
i. combination of evidence: Evidence in a RF situation comes from two sets of 
evidence - evidence derived from algorithms describing how words are used within 
documents, Chapter Three, and evidence from the user in the form of relevance assessments, 
section 6.5. The combination of evidence in DS is not only conceptually simple but it is easily 
implemented. DS then provides a formal but manageable method of combining evidence from 
a variety o f sources.
ii. representation of imprecision: All evidence is not equal, especially in RF, where 
the reasons for relevance may change over a search. So we need to be able to represent the 
quality of evidence. DS provides this with the notion of uncommitted belief.
iii. functions to score documents: As will be discussed in sections 6.4.2. and 6.5.2 I 
show that we do not always want to score documents based on the same evidence at every 
stage in the search. The three DS functions - mass, belief and plausibility functions - provide 
alternative methods for different retrieval situations.
My main interest is in providing a model for RF. This is accomplished in two stages. The first
stage is to develop a method of retrieving documents when we have no relevance information
from the user. This provides an initial set of documents that the user can assess for relevance.
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In the next section I describe how I use DS in combining evidence from term characteristics 
to provide such a retrieval function.
The second stage is to combine the retrieval function for retrieving documents with 
information from the users' relevance assessments, the RF situation. The feedback model is 
described in section 6.5 and is an extension of the initial retrieval model.
6.4 Initial document retrieval
IR systems normally present a ranking o f documents to the user: the documents are ranked in 
decreasing order of retrieval score. There are two sources of evidence we can employ to 
decide on the score o f a document: - the evidence given by the term characteristics and the 
evidence given by the user's relevance assessments. For initial retrievals we have no evidence 
from the user (no relevance assessments) and can only use term characteristic information, 
sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. With relevance information we can use both sources; this is 
described in sections 6.5 and 6 .6 .
6.4.1 Combining term characteristic information
The evidence given by the term characteristics is assigned to individual documents (singleton 
sets) with each characteristic of a term describing a mass function. This mass function will 
assign zero mass to each non-singleton set5 8  and a non-zero score to each document that 
contains a positive score for a term characteristic. I use the combination rule to calculate the 
score o f each document, thus taking into account all the term characteristics of a term.
Example one:
Suppose we only consider the single word query t-$. The combination o f two characteristics - 
theme and t f  - for this term allow us to score the documents in order of estimated relevance 
based on how this term is used in the documents, as shown in Table 6.4, Column 4.
In this example I have calculated the uncommitted belief according to equation 6.5. If the 
uncommitted belief for the theme characteristic is increased from 190 to 210 and for t f  is 
increased from 150 to 210, then we get the scores in Table 6.4, Column 5.
The mass function is then altered by the uncommitted belief. The combination with unaltered 
uncommitted belief assigns most evidence to d^, followed by d\, d<\, and none to J 2  or d 5 . 
Treating the t f  characteristic as less reliable than theme, by assigning a greater degree of
58With the exception  o f  the frame o f  discernm ent itself.
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uncommitted belief, changes the mass function to assigning most evidence to d\, then d 3 , t/ 4  
and none to di or d$. Thus the use of the uncommitted belief can shift the emphasis of the 
combined mass function in the direction of one or other sources of evidence.
Documents theme t f Combined score 
initial ub
Combined score 
altered ub
d\ 45 2 0 55 35
di 0 0 0 0
dl 15 50 60 28
d4 0 30 27 1 1
ds 0 0 0 0
ub 190 150 108 176
Table 6.4: Mass function gained by combining two characteristics of term 13 
where ub -  uncommitted belief
As noted in section 6.3.2, the maximum mass that can be assigned to a document by a term 
characteristic is 50 but a term can receive a higher mass as the result o f combination. This is 
not a problem as the total evidence (total mass function) still sums to 250, i.e. the 
combination does not alter the total evidence over the frame of discernment.
Example two:
As Dempster's rule is associative and commutative we can combine multiple characteristics 
of multiple terms. If we consider a two-term query, say 13  and * 4  we obtain Table 6.5. We then 
obtain a ranking that takes into account how the terms are used in the different documents.
Documents
tj, t4
Combined
score
theme t f context theme t f context
d\ 45 2 0 0 0 0 0 48
d2 0 0 0 30 1 0 0 17
ds 15 50 25 25 30 25 128
d4 0 30 0 0 0 0 19
ds 0 0 0 50 2 0 0 32
Table 6.5: Mass function gained by combining three characteristics o f terms 13  and 14
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6.4.2 Ranking and retrieval
Given a mass function over the documents in the collection, how should the documents be 
ranked for presentation to the user? DS provides three functions for scoring documents: mass, 
belief and plausibility functions. In this case, as all the evidence is divided between the frame 
of discernment (the uncommitted belief) and the singleton sets the belief function equates to 
the mass function. So the choice is then between the mass/belief functions and the plausibility 
function.
In this situation the plausibility is equal to the sum o f the mass assigned to the document and 
the uncommitted belief. As the uncommitted belief is the same for each document, i.e. not 
document dependent, then the plausibility and mass functions will give identical rankings 
although different scores.
As I am only interested in ranking the documents I choose the mass function, as the simplest 
o f the three available functions, to rank documents. In example two, the documents would 
then be presented to the user in the following order: d2, d\, J 5 , d,4 , and finally d2. d2, the only 
document that contains both query terms ( ^ 3  and 14) is retrieved first, all the other documents 
only contains one query term each.
In the next section, I describe an experiment to test the effectiveness o f the DS retrieval 
model for ranking documents.
6.4.3 Experiment
In this section I shall first describe the data I used for this experiment, section 6.4.3.1, a 
baseline and then results o f combining evidence from the term characteristics, section 6.4.3.2.
6.4.3.1 Experimental setup
In these experiments I used the Wall Street Journal (1990-92) (WSJ) and the Associated 
Press (1988) (AP) test collections from the TREC-5 set of collections, [VH96J. The details of 
these collections are summarised in Table 6 .6 . I applied common IR indexing steps such as 
the removal o f highly frequent terms and the reduction of terms to their root variant, [VR79]. 
These collections were also used in Chapter Four. As in Chapter Five I only use the id f t f  
theme and context characteristics as these experiments were completed before the ones 
presented in Chapter Four59.
59  Small im plem entation d ifferences such as the sorting algorithm  used  to rank docum ents and rounding o f  
retrieval scores g iv e  sligh tly  different average precision results for the com bination experim ents presented in this
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Collection AP WSJ
Number of documents 79 919 74 580
Number of queries used 48 45
Average words per query 3 3
Number of unique terms in collection 129 240 123 852
Table 6.6: Details of collections used
6.4.3.2 Retrieval by combination of evidence
In this experiment I compared the performance of using each combination of characteristics 
as a retrieval function. I compared two methods of combination; Dempster's combination rule 
and a simple summation method that consisted of summing the characteristic scores for each 
query term in a document. This latter method was the one used in Chapters Four and Five.
The results, then, compare the methods from Chapter Four (simple method) against a new 
method (DS method) of scoring documents using a combination of evidence. Table 6.7 
(columns 2 and 3) shows the average precision for this experiment (full tables are in 
Appendix E, Tables E.l - E.8 )60.
As indicated in sections 6.1 and 6.3.6 it may not be appropriate to treat each characteristic as 
equally important in retrieving relevant documents. Consequently we also tried weighting 
each characteristic with different values to investigate the effect of different uncommitted 
beliefs on the combination. The results from this experiment are shown in Table 6.7 (columns 
4 and 5).
chapter and in Chapter Four. I have g iven  full recall-precision  tables for the experim ents in this chapter in 
A ppendix E.
60A s I lacked a formal theory to decide how  to se lect good  va lu es to alter the uncom m itted b e lie f  for 
characteristics, I w eighted  each characteristics in an ad-hoc m anner with the fo llow in g  values: id f  -1 , t f  - 0 .75 , 
theme - 0 .1 5 , context - 0 .5 . T hese w ere identical to those used in Chapter Three for the sam e co llection s. D ifferent 
w eights g iv e  different results, as indicated in Table E . l 6 , for the com bination o f  all characteristics on the C1SI 
co llection .
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AP
Combination simple, 
no weighting
DS, 
no weighting
simple,
weighting
DS,
weighting
all 1 1 . 2 8.5 13.3 16.5
context 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6
id f 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.1
id f  + context 10.4 12.6 1 0 . 2 12.5
id f+ t f 12.9 6 . 6 13.1 13
id f + tf+  context 13.8 13 13.4 2 . 2
id f + tf+  theme 9.9 1.9 13.1 14.8
id f  + theme 5.1 14.2 10.5 1 2 . 2
id f  + theme + context 9.9 16.6 11.5 12.9
t f 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9
t f  + context 12.3 5.4 12.4 2.9
t f  + theme 8 . 8 7.4 10.2 7.7
t f  + theme + context 1 0 . 8 3.5 12.5 3.1
theme 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6
theme + context 9.4 8.9 10.6 9.9
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WSJ
Combination simple, 
no weighting
DS, 
no weighting
simple,
weighting
DS,
weighting
all 12.7 14.7 15.1 14.2
context 0 0 0 0
idf 12.2 12.2 12.2 12.2
id f  + context 1 1 5.8 11.5 12
id f  +  tf 15.2 15.6 15.4 15.8
id f + tf+  context 15 15.1 15.2 13.8
id f  + t f  + theme 1 2 . 6 19.9 14.4 15.3
id f  + theme 1 1 . 2 1 1 . 2 13.1 1 2 . 6
id f  + theme + context 1 1 . 6 13.5 13.3 14.8
t f 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4
t f  + context 14.3 15.2 14.2 15.2
t f  + theme 9.3 15.8 10.3 0 . 6
t f  + theme + context 12.4 9.5 14.5 1
theme 1 1 1 1
theme + context 1 1 14.6 1 2 . 2 14
Table 6.7: Summarised results o f combining characteristics 
Table 6.7 shows the results of using Dempster's combination rule (DS), simply summing 
characteristic scores (simple), and either weighting the characteristic scores (weighting) or 
treating characteristics as equally important (no weighting), all is the combination of all 
characteristics. The highest average precision value for each combination is shown in bold.
AP WSJ
No
weighting
Weighting Total No
weighting
Weighting Total
simple 1 5 6 simple 0 4 4
DS 3 1 4 DS 3 4 7
Total 4 6 Total 3 8
Table 6.8: Number o f times each combination strategies gave highest average precision
Table 6 . 8  summarises how often each strategy obtained the highest average precision for a 
given combination, excluding single characteristics. This compares combining characteristics
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using Dempster's combination rule (DS), summing characteristic scores (simple), either 
weighting the characteristic scores (weighting) or treating characteristics as equally important 
(no weighting). This count omits the single characteristic combinations as these are 
unaffected by the combination strategy or weighting.
The results can be compared under two conditions: the different combination methods and the 
effect o f weighting the importance o f the characteristics relative to each other.
i. Method of combination. From Tables 6.7 and 6 . 8  it can be seen that the method of 
combining the characteristic information does not have a big effect on how successful the 
strategies were overall. That is, using Dempster's combination rule instead o f simply 
summing the characteristic scores did not significantly increase the number o f combinations 
that gave higher average precision. This is not surprising as the way I have used the DS 
theory so far is basically also a summation method.
However, from Tables E.9 - E.10 in the Appendix, it is clear that the combination rule is 
having an effect. In particular, the different combination methods change the relative ordering 
of which combination of characteristics give better results, i.e. some combinations perform 
better using Dempster's combination rule and some perform better using the simple addition 
method. The combinations that involve a combination o f t f  and another characteristic tend to 
perform worse with the DS method than the simple method, whereas methods that combine 
id f do better with the DS method.
One possible cause of this effect is due to the way I assign the mass function. Although I 
manipulate the amount o f mass assigned to each document by varying the uncommitted belief 
function, each characteristic will assign mass to a different number o f focal elements. For 
example, the id f  characteristic of a term will assign evidence to every document that contains 
the term; the other characteristics will only assign evidence to documents for which the 
characteristic has a non-zero value. As the values o f theme, context, and t f  may be zero for a 
number of documents in each case, it is likely that each o f these characteristics will not only 
assign different values to each document, but also assign values to a variable number o f 
documents.
In the DS method this will have the effect o f increasing the uncommitted belief for the
characteristics which assign a mass value to fewer focal elements. Thus the characteristics
that assign mass to the fewest number of focal elements will have the least effect on scoring
the documents. The DS method, then, biases retrieval in favour of characteristics that assign
evidence to more characteristics. In our case this is id f so the results o f a combination o f id f
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will be closer to the results given by id f alone. As id f is the best single retrieval function, DS 
generally gives better results for combinations with idf. The different characteristics also 
assign values to different numbers o f characteristics using the simple method. However as the 
combination in the simple method is not affected by the total mass assigned to the documents 
(as is the case in the DS method, through the uncommitted belief) this bias does not occur.
ii. Weighting of characteristics. Although the method of combination did not 
produce any significant effects, treating different characteristics with varying importance to 
other characteristics did produce better overall results than treating all characteristics as 
equally important. Weighting of characteristics not only increases the average precision of 
most combinations of characteristics, it also modifies which combinations give better results 
in both methods of combination. For example, in Table 6.7 (AP), the combination of all 
characteristics performs better than the combination of id f and //’information, if  weighting is 
used and poorer if weighting is not used.
In both collections the combination o f DS and weighting can improve retrieval effectiveness 
although only slightly. Although I have not shown a clear advantage in using the DS 
combination rule in combining evidence from characteristics, I believe that the flexibility of 
the uncommitted belief in representing the various forms of uncertainty discussed above hold 
the potential for improved results. In particular the use of DS potentially allows the derivation 
o f better weights for representing the importance of the different characteristics. This is 
because we can formally examine the effect o f the uncommitted belief on retrieval 
effectiveness. For example, we could examine methods of weighting proportionally to the 
number of focal elements assigned a mass value by a term characteristic or how mass is 
distributed between focal elements. These two aspects, and others related to how the mass is 
assigned by a characteristic, may be important for the undercovering the reasons for the 
success or failure of a term characteristic in retrieval.
6.4.4 Summary
Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 described how to score and rank documents using term 
characteristics. I have demonstrated, in section 6.4.3, that combining characteristics of 
information use under two methods (DS and simple) can increase average precision. I have 
also shown that Dempster's combination rule performs in the same range as a standard 
method of scoring documents and that characteristics should be treated as o f varying 
importance.
I now turn to RF. My approach is to treat the relevance information from the user - the list of
documents they regard as containing relevant information - as an additional source of
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evidence to be combined. The RF model is an extension of the model outlined in the previous 
section but extended to incorporate RF information.
6.5 Relevance feedback
In a RF situation we want to extrapolate from the information in the relevant documents to 
facilitate the retrieval of more relevant documents. That is we want to use the information in 
the documents the user has marked relevant to help retrieve documents that the user may also 
consider relevant. In this section I suggest how this might be achieved in my combination 
model, section 6.4.1, and how documents should be ranked when we have RF information. In 
section 6 . 6  I describe a set of experiments designed to test the effectiveness of this approach.
6.5.1 Combination of characteristics with relevance 
information
When we have relevance information from the user, we have two sources of evidence to rank 
documents: the term characteristic information and the relevant documents. I have described 
how I use the term characteristic information to rank documents in section 6.4.2. The question 
now is how to use the term characteristic information in relevant and non-relevant 
documents? That is, how do we integrate evidence from the user with our DS model to define 
a bpa over the frame of discernment? There are a number of options:
i. we can treat the value of a term characteristic as important. In the working example 
the theme value of term 13  in document d\ is 45. If d\ is relevant then we could say that a 
value of 45 for this characteristic o f this term is a good indicator of relevance. However it 
cannot be claimed, with any credibility, that individual numerical values o f a term 
characteristic leads to relevance; it is only possible to say that a thematic relation for a term 
indicates relevance better than no thematic relation.
ii. we can treat the values for individual documents as a range, e.g. the theme value o f 
term (2 in document d\ is 45 and in document J 3  it is 15. If both these documents, and no 
others, have so far been assessed relevant then it may be assumed that only documents which 
have t2 theme values in the range 15-45 should be considered. However the users may make 
few relevant judgements and it cannot be asserted for certain that one particular characteristic 
is the one that defines relevance. Also it cannot be guaranteed that users will have seen or 
assessed documents with theme values outside this range so we have no certainty that this 
range is significant.
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iii. we can treat the evidence more generally by asserting that the value o f particular 
term characteristics do not define which values are important, as in i. and ii., but instead 
define how well the characteristic predicts relevance based on its appearance in the relevant 
and non-relevant documents. Let us assume that the query contains one term, 7 4  ^ and 
documents d 2  and d$ have been marked relevant. For each term characteristics there are four 
cases to consider, based on the presence/absence of the term ( 4  in the relevant and non- 
relevant documents. These are outlined in Table 6.9.
t4  theme characteristic
Relevance Present Absent
Relevant {^2,^5} {}
Non-relevant W3l { d \ ,d 4 }
Table 6.9: Contingency table based on the presence/absence of the theme 
characteristic o f t4  in the relevant and non-relevant documents
The first set of documents contain those that are relevant and display the term characteristic 
({c/2 -. <^5 the second contain the non-relevant documents that display the term characteristic 
({c/3 }). It is possible to derive values for each of the cells that display the term characteristic 
by simply averaging the characteristic value o f the term in each document in the cell. In the 
example the average theme score for query term t4  is 2 0 6' in the relevant set displaying the 
characteristic and 25 in the non-relevant set displaying the characteristic so we assign a mass 
of 20 to the set {c/2 , c/5 } and 25 to the set {c/3 } shown in Table 6.9. The uncommitted belief is 
205 (250-(25+20)).
The other two cells (right hand column of Table 6.9) contain the sets that do not display the 
term characteristic and are either relevant or not-relevant. As the term characteristic of a term 
that does not appear in a document is automatically 0, the mass assigned to these sets is 0. In 
this way, we only consider the cells that indicate presence of a term62.
6 ’C alculated from the values g iven  in Table 6.1.
6 2 D -S  expressly  forbids the use o f  n egative ev idence (som ething that d oes not happen) being  used  to assign  
ev id en ce. In this situation D S  differs from the F4  w eighting schem e, [R SJ76], w h ich  uses statistical inform ation  
and a sim ilar con tingency  table to derive w eights that incorporate inform ation on the absence o f  a term in a 
relevant/non-relevant docum ent.
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Repeating this for the t f  characteristic would give a mass of 15 to the set {d2 , d$\ and 30 to 
the set {d^} with an uncommitted belief of 210. These two mass functions can be combined 
using Dempster's combination rule to provide a single mass function based on the two term 
characteristics as demonstrated in example two.
I demonstrate the full model of RF incorporating user's relevance assessments and term 
characteristics in Example three.
Example three:
The simplest case is to consider RF with one relevant document. Assume that the user has 
issued a query, has marked document d3  as relevant and has made no relevance decision on 
the other four documents63. For each query term in document J 3  there is some indication of 
how useful the term may be in detecting relevance64.
t4 t5
set mass set mass
theme
relevant {d3\ 25 {d3\ 0
non-relevant {d2<d5\ 2 0 \d2,d4) 5
context
relevant W3} 15 {^3} 40
non-relevant {d2,d s} 2 0 ^ 5 } 2 0
t f
relevant \d2) 30 {d3} 30
non-relevant {d2,d$} 15 {d2,d4} 2 0
Table 6.10: Mass functions based on relevance assessments
63It is custom ary in IR to assum e that the docum ents that have not been marked exp lic itly  as relevant or non- 
relevant can be assum ed non-relevant, although they in all lik elihood  w ill contain a number o f  relevant docum ents  
that have either not been retrieved by the system  or not been assessed  by the user.
6 4 0 f  course, it m ay be that a characteristic on ly  appears by chance, and relevance is better described by another 
characteristic. B y  taking into account the characteristics o f  term s in non-relevant docum ents I can lim it this to a 
certain extent - by on ly  considering characteristics that better describe relevant docum ents than non-relevant 
docum ents.
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The current query is composed of the terms /4 , and 15 . In Table 6.10 I show the various sets 
that are assigned a mass value based on this document selection. Also I have filled in values 
for the context characteristic.
Dempster's combination rule can then be used to obtain a single mass function based on the 
mass functions from *4 , and t$, Table 6.11(a). All other subsets of the frame of discernment 
are assumed to have zero mass. The evidence from the relevance assessments can be 
combined with the evidence from term characteristics for £4 , and ts, Table 6.11(b), to form a 
single mass function, Table 6.11(c). In none of the mass functions in Table 6.11 do I assign 
all the possible evidence - there is uncommitted belief at each stage.
Set mass
\d\} 0
{ d l } 48
{ d 2 , d ^ } 1
\ d 2 , d 5 } 18
{d3\ 73
{d4\ 23
{d5\ 26
ub 61
Set mass
{d\) 0
{d2 } 70
{d2,d4} 0
{d2,d5} 0
{d3) 43
{d4\ 37
{d5\ 32
ub 6 8
Set mass
{d\\ 0
m 7
{d2,d4} 1 1
{d2 , d5\ 40
{d3\ 8 6
m 0
{d5\ 1 0
ub 96
a b e
Table 6.11: Combination of evidence from multiple sources
a. mass function from combing relevance information only
b. mass function from combining term characteristic information only
c. mass function from combining relevance information and term 
characteristic information
The results of the final combination, Table 6.11(c), is represented diagramatically in Figure 
6 . 1.
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d l ,d 2 ,d 3 ,d 4 ,d 5  1
d l ,  d2, d3, d d2, d3, d4, d5
d y  d2,\d3
d l ,  d2 d l ,  d4 d 2 ,d 4 d4, d5d2, d5
2648 73 23
Figure 6.1: Diagrammatic representation o f the combination of characteristics in a RF
situation.
—> represents subset relation. Figures indicate mass values
In section 6.3.6 I enumerated a number of uses for the uncommitted belief (four o f which 
reflected the quality of term characteristics, one which reflected the quality o f individual 
terms). There are three further uses for the uncommitted belief when we have relevance 
information:
i. partial relevance assessments. Most IR systems only allow users to mark a document as 
relevant or not-relevant. However, researchers such as Borlund and Ingwersen, [BI97], have 
investigated the use of partial relevance assessments: asking users to give a numerical value 
describing the relevance o f a document. I can use this information to modify the uncommitted 
belief of a term according to whether it appears in a highly-relevant or slightly-relevant 
document.
ii. source o f  evidence - biasing evidence between relevance assessments and query. Evidence 
from research such as Salton and Buckley, [SB90], indicates that relevance information and 
query information should not always be treated as being equally important. Furthermore, 
Haines and Croft, [HC93], showed that this is collection dependent; in some collections, 
better retrieval effectiveness is achieved by treating query terms as more important, and in 
other collections we should treat user relevance as being more important. The uncommitted 
belief, then, may be used to bias retrieval in favour of term characteristics appearing in the 
original query or those added from the user-selected relevant documents. If I extend my 
approach to include query term expansion, e.g. [Roc71], I could also bias evidence between
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the original query characteristics o f terms and characteristics of new query terms suggested 
by the system.
iii. time o f  evidence. In section 6.1 iii., I argued the characteristics of a term that best indicate 
relevance can change over time. One reason for this is that a user may change her criteria for 
assessing relevance in the light of the relevant material. Typically RF algorithms do not 
consider time in deciding how to modify queries: each relevant document is considered to be 
an equal contributor to RF regardless of when in the search a document was assessed relevant. 
New relevance assessments can gradually change the system’s view of which characteristics 
indicate relevance but a better way o f handling the order in which assessments are made is by 
the use of ostensive weighting, suggested by Campbell and Van Rijsbergen, [CVR96].
Ostensive weighting of evidence, in a RF context, means treating the most recent relevance 
assessments as the best source of evidence regarding what the user regards as relevant 
material. Relevance assessments made early in the search, on the other hand, should be 
regarded as poorer indications o f relevance. We can use the uncommitted belief to reflect this. 
If a term only appears in documents assessed early in the search, we should increase our 
uncertainty (uncommitted belief) regarding the term’s utility for RF; if  a term appears in the 
most recent relevant documents, they should be regarded as better evidence for RF and have a 
lower uncommitted belief.
6.5.2 Ranking and retrieval with relevance information
To rc-rank documents after RF I need to obtain a score for each document; the characteristics 
give us a score for each document (section 6 .2 ) and the relevance assessments can be used to 
give us a score for sets that represent the useful characteristics (section 6.5.1). I have three 
ways to score a document: mass, belief and plausibility functions, which we discuss in turn 
below.
i. mass function. The mass function considers the score for each set, and only that score. 
Intuitively this is not what we want as the characteristic evidence only gives a score to 
singleton sets and the RF evidence will tend to give evidence to non-singleton sets. We want 
a method that will score the documents on all the evidence available.
ii. belief function. The belief function measures the total evidence supporting a set, based on
the mass assigned to itself and its subsets. If I was working on a model for calculating the
score of a set o f documents, e.g. in a clustering model, then this is exactly what I would want
because it would calculate the score o f all the sets including the non-singleton sets. However I
am at the moment only interested in ranking the singleton sets (individual documents) so the
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belief function is the exact opposite of what I require because it uses the evidence of the 
singleton sets to score the non-singleton sets, rather than the other way round.
iii. plausibility function. The plausibility function considers the total plausible evidence for a 
set. This is the mass for a set and all the sets with which it intersects. This is then what is 
required - a function that combines the evidence from the characteristics (attached mainly to 
the singleton sets) and for the usefulness o f the characteristics (attached to the non-singleton 
sets). This method will score all sets (the singleton document sets and those sets containing 
more than one document). However when ranking the documents we need consider the 
singleton document sets as the user will only be presented with a list o f ranked documents.
Document d\ PM)
{d\} 61
{dl) 128
{d3\ 134
{c/4 } 85
{ds) 105
Table 6.12: Documents scored by plausibility function
Scoring the documents from Example 3, Table 6.11(c), according to the plausibility function, 
we arrive at the scores in Table 6.12 for the singleton document sets. In this case we would 
retrieve the documents in the order d 3 then c/2 , c/5 , c/ 4  and finally d\. As c/ 3  is the only 
document marked relevant by the user, we should expect this to come at the top of the 
retrieved documents, c/ 2  is retrieved second as it contains both query terms and both query 
terms display the term characteristics. Documents c/ 5  and c/ 4  which both contain one query 
term appear next, c/ 5  is retrieved ahead of c/ 4  as the one query term it contains better displays 
the theme and t f  characteristics than the query term contained within c/4 . d\ correctly appears 
at the bottom of the ranking as it does not contain either query term.
6.6 Experiments on RF
I now describe the experiments on RF. In these experiment I investigate the use o f term 
characteristics and DS in the context of RF. I introduce the data I used in these experiments in 
section 6 . 1 , the baseline comparison measures in section 6 .6 .2 , the methodology in section 
6.6.3 and the results of the experiments in sections 6.6.4 - 6 .6 .6 . I summarise the results in 
section 6.7.
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6.6.1 Data
In this experiment I used a different collection from the experiments in section 6.4.3, as my 
particular implementation of the model is computationally expensive. The collection I used is 
the CISI collection, details of which are given in Table 6.13. This collection contains fewer 
and shorter documents than either the AP or WSJ collection making it an easier collection 
upon which to experiment. This collection has much higher number of query terms per query, 
although the average query term count is skewed somewhat by some very long queries.
Collection CISI
Number of documents 1 460
Number of queries used 76
Average words per query 27.3
Number o f unique terms in the collection 7 156
Table 6.13: Details o f CISI collection
I carried out identical combination experiments to those described in section 6.4.3 for the 
CISI collection. These are reported in Appendix E, Tables E .ll  - E .l 6 . The results I have 
previously obtained hold: combining information can improve retrieval effectiveness, 
weighting characteristics often improves retrieval effectiveness and DS and the simple 
combination method perform approximately as well as each other. The main differences 
between the two collections used previously and the CISI collection is that t f  is a better single 
retrieval function than id f  and that theme and context give higher average precision when 
used as a single retrieval function than on the AP and WSJ collections.
6.6.2 Baseline measures
In sections 6.6.2.1 - 6 .6 .2.3 I introduce the three baseline measures I used to compare the RE 
method. These are the same baselines as used in Chapters Four and Five.
6.6.2.1 No feedback
The first baseline is the retrieval results obtained from doing no RF. For the CISI collection 
this is the combination of all characteristics combined using Dempster's combination rule. 
The characteristics were weighted as follows: id f - \ , t f  - 0.75, theme - 0.15, context - 0.25.
6.6.2.2 Best combination
It may be that a better retrieval result could be obtained by using a good combination of
characteristics rather than using RF. That is, we want to test whether the quality o f the
retrieval function is more important than the quality of the query: is developing a good query
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(through RF) more important than developing a good retrieval function (selecting the best 
overall combination o f characteristics)? To test this, the second baseline is the best 
combination o f characteristics from the experiments on combination of evidence. This is a 
combination of t f  and id f for the CISI collection, Table E.12.
6.6.2.3 F4
As in Chapters Four and Five I used the F4  term reweighting scheme as a baseline RF 
measure.
6.6.3 Methodology
I carried out three experiments to test the performance o f three aspects of the overall approach 
outlined in Chapters Four and Five; weighting o f characteristics, selecting characteristics of 
terms and method of combination of characteristic information. I isolate these three stages to 
allow me to investigate what aspects o f the general approach are successful and the relative 
effectiveness o f the approaches when using DS. The first two experiments are similar to those 
described in Chapters Four and Five but are examined in more detail. I will briefly outline the 
methodology used then introduce each o f the experiments in sections 6.6.4 -  6 .6 .6 .
In each of the three experiments I used the following methodology:
i. documents were ranked using the combination of all characteristics, combined 
using Dempster's combination rule. This is the same ranking function as the first baseline.
ii. a cut-off was applied at rank position 30. Documents at or above this rank position 
were used to modify the query.
iii. documents in positions 30 - N  (where N  is the number of documents in the 
collection) were rescored by one of the methods described in sections 6.6.4 - 6 .6 .6 . Each 
method corresponds to one of the experiments outlined above.
iv. recall-precision figures were calculated over the whole document ranking using a 
freezing method of evaluation.
These steps were applied for 4 iterations, or cycles, of RF (steps i. - iv. were followed for a 
cut-off at 30 documents, then steps ii. - iv. were followed for a cut-off at 60 documents, a cut­
off at 90 documents, etc). This resulted in five document rankings. Results will be presented 
as the average precision of each ranking. Full RP tables are given in Appendix E, Tables E .l 8  
-E .3 1 .
6.6.4 Experiment one - RF using derived weighting factors
In Experiment One I repeat the Feedback 5 strategy from Chapter Four. This Feedback
strategy assigns discriminatory weights to the combination of a term and characteristic based
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on the average value o f the term and characteristic in the relevant documents and in the non- 
relevant documents. I am then considering how good a characteristic o f a term is at 
discriminating relevance.
Four versions of this approach were considered to test the effectiveness of incorporating more 
aspects o f uncertainty into the combination process:
i. Feedback 5.1. This version performs an initial ranking using the no feedback baseline 
(section 6.6.2.1). In RF all characteristics o f each query term are weighted by the 
Feedback 5 strategy. This method only uses the indexing weights o f a term 
characteristic and the discriminatory power of a term characteristic to score 
documents.
ii. Feedback 5.2. This version is identical to Feedback 5.1 except that characteristics are 
not weighted for the initial ranking. The comparison o f Feedback 5.1 and Feedback 
5.2 indicates how important are the scaling factors that represent how good the 
characteristic is at retrieval.
iii. Feedback 5.3. This version is also identical to Feedback 5.1 except that the initial 
ranking is performed by the id f  characteristic alone. The difference between Feedback 
5.1 -  5.3 reflects the importance of the initial ranking in overall performance.
iv. Feedback 5.4. The final version of 5.1 uses the indexing weights, the derived 
discriminatory weights and the scaling weights. That is it uses the weights assigned 
by the term characteristics, the scaling factors that determine how good are the 
characteristics and weights that represent how well the term and characteristic 
differentiate relevance. The scaling factors weight each characteristics to reflect its 
strength (section 6.3.6), in Feedback 5.1 -  5.3 we weight each characteristic 
according to its quality. Feedback 5.4 combines these two attributes.
Table 6.14 summarises the information used by each Feedback 5 strategy for initial ranking 
and RF. In Table 6.14 I outline which characteristics are used to provide the initial ranking 
and feedback rankings (columns 3 and 5) and which sources of uncertainty are used to 
calculate the uncommitted belief (columns 2 and 4).
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Feedback
strategy
Initial ranking 
uncommitted belief 
calculated by
Initial ranking 
characteristics 
used
RF
uncommitted belief 
calculated by
RF
characteristics
used
5.1 i. indexing weights
ii. characteristic strength 
(scaling factors)
idf t f  theme, 
context
i. indexing weights
ii. characteristic quality 
(discriminatory power)
idf, tf, theme, 
context
5.2 i. indexing weights idf t f  theme, 
context
i. indexing weights
ii. characteristic quality
idf t f  theme, 
context
5.3 i. indexing weights idf i. indexing weights
ii. characteristic quality
idf, tf, theme, 
context
5.4 i. indexing weights
ii. characteristic strength
idf tf, theme, 
context
i. indexing weights
ii. characteristic quality
iii. characteristic strength
idf tf, theme, 
context
Table 6.14: Sources of evidence for Feedback 5 methods.
Table 6.15 gives the results of the four versions of Feedback 5. Comparing the Feedback 5.1 
against Feedback 5.2 it can be seen that Feedback 5.1 (using scaling factors for the initial 
ranking) gave higher overall average precision. Not using any scaling factors gave a slightly 
greater percentage increase probably as the poorer initial ranking meant that an increase in 
performance was easier to obtain.
CISI
Iteration No
feedback
Best combination F4 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4
0 11.7 12.9 11.7 11.7 9.4 11.5 11.7
1 11.7 12.9 14.0 14.4 11.5 14.0 14.6
2 11.7 12.9 13.9 14.4 11.9 14.4 14.6
3 11.7 12.9 13.9 14.8 1 2 . 0 14.3 14.9
4 11.7 12.9 13.8 14.9 1 2 . 1 14.5 15.0
%increase - 0.0 17.9 27.4 28.7 26.1 28.2
Table 6.15: Results of Feedback 5 methods.
Highest value for each iteration is shown in bold. %age increase = percentage increase over
no feedback
Measuring Feedback 5.1, Feedback 5.2 and Feedback 5.3, which only differed in their initial 
rankings, it is clear that better initial rankings give better end results: feedback will improve
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good initial results and the end results will still be better than those achieved on the poorer 
initial ranking. After sufficient iterations of feedback, all techniques will retrieve all the 
relevant documents but the point here is that better initial rankings will help retrieve the 
relevant documents more quickly.
Feedback 5.1 -  5.3 all used discriminatory weights that reflect how well the term and 
characteristics discriminate relevance. All three strategies gave an increase in performance 
over no feedback, demonstrating that weighting characteristics by how well they discriminate 
can improve feedback without any other query modification.
In addition Feedback 5.1 and 5.4 both of which used scaling factors -  the strength of the 
characteristics - for the initial ranking outperformed the Best Combination and F4  baselines 
which also used scaling factors. This demonstrates that good initial rankings are important. 
The most successful approach, 5.4, used all three sources of uncertainty. This again shows 
that we need methods to model the uncertainty involved in combining evidence.
6.6.5 Experiment two - RF using selective combination of 
evidence
In Chapters Four and Five I demonstrated that selecting characteristics could give better 
performance over no selection of characteristics. I now investigate this when using DS 
scoring technique.
In this experiments I explored two cases investigating two parameters: the selection of 
characteristics alone and affect o f weighting of characteristics on the success o f selection, The 
results from these cases are discussed in section 6.6.5.1 (comparing selection against no 
selection of characteristics) and section 6 .6 .5 . 2  (comparing different weighting methods with 
selection).
6.6.5.1 Selecting characteristics
In Table 6.16, I compare the selection of characteristics against no selection. I examine four 
cases to compare the effect o f weighting characteristics (by scaling factors) against the 
selection of characteristics. This compares whether the weighting o f characteristics is more 
effective than the selection of characteristics.
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CISI
Iteration F4 + 
Scaling 
factors
No 
Scaling 
factors + 
No Selection
No 
Scaling 
factors + 
Selection
Scaling 
factors + 
No Selection
Scaling 
factors + 
Selection
0 11.7 9.4 9.4 11.7 11.7
1 14.0 9.4 10.9 11.7 13.1
2 13.9 9.4 11.3 11.7 13.3
3 13.9 9.4 11.3 11.7 13.4
4 13.8 9.4 11.3 11.7 13.5
Table 6.16: Average precision figures for initial rankings experiments. 
Highest values at each iteration shown in bold.
Comparing the two cases where selection of characteristics is performed (columns 4 and 6 ) it 
can be seen that selection does give substantial improvements over no selection (comparing 
column 3 against column 4 and column 5 against column 6 ). Selection of characteristics 
performs better than no feedback -  it works as a RF technique and also performs better than 
the Best Combination of characteristics. However selection on its own6 5  does not the level of 
performance of the F4  RF technique on this collection. Selection the characteristics is more 
effective than simply weighting the characteristics.
6.6.5.2 Weighting and selection
In section 6 .6 .4 ,1 demonstrated that more evidence as to the uncertainty o f the characteristics 
gave better results. In this section I demonstrate that this is also true when we select the 
characteristics to be used in feedback. In Table 6.17 I present the results of four feedback 
trials; each use the same selection of characteristics but have different information on which 
to score documents.
As outlined in section 6.6.4 we have three sources of uncertainty: the indexing weights, the 
strength of the characteristics at retrieving relevant information (the scaling factors) and the 
quality of the characteristics at discriminating relevant from non-relevant material (the 
discriminatory weights). These can be used to give different methods o f scoring documents.
^  O nly se lection  o f  characteristics, with no use o f  the discrim inatory pow er o f  characteristics, corresponds to the 
Feedback 1 strategy from Chapters Four and F ive.
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The first selection feedback trial is selection of characteristics using only the indexing 
weights to score documents (Table 6.17 column 3). This performs most poorly and does not 
perform as well as the baseline feedback F4  measure.
The second selection trial combines the indexing weights and the characteristic strength 
weights (Table 6.17 column 4). This trial performs better than only using indexing weights 
but not quite as well as the F4  measure.
The third trial combines the indexing weights and the characteristic quality weights (Table 
6.17 column 5). This trial uses the discriminatory power of a characteristic of a term, whereas 
the second trial only uses the power of a term at retrieving relevant information. This is 
equivalent to using selection and the Feedback 5.1 method of scoring. This performs well, 
outperforming the two selection feedback trials, the Best Combination and no feedback 
baselines and the F4  baseline.
The final trial combines all three sources of uncertainty (Table 6.17 column 6 ) and uses the 
Feedback 5.4 method o f scoring and selection of characteristics. This is the most successful of 
the four selection trials leading to the conclusion that the more evidence we have on how to 
use characteristics of terms the better. This version also performs better than all the baselines 
including the F4 .
Selecting term characteristics on a query-query basis, then, can improve retrieval 
effectiveness over what we can achieve from weighting alone, and over the best individual 
combination o f characteristics. The addition of more information on how to weight 
characteristics o f terms can give increased performance.
Iteration f 4
Weighting
No
Weighting
Selection
Weighting
Selection
Feedback 5.1 
Selection
Feedback 5.4 
Selection
0 11.7 9.3 11.7 11.7 11.7
1 14.0 10.9 13.1 14.4 14.8
2 13.9 11.3 13.3 14.5 15.2
3 13.9 11.3 13.4 14.9 15.4
4 13.8 11.3 13.5 15.1 15.5
Table 6.17: Average precision figures for selection experiments. 
Highest values at each iteration shown in bold.
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6.6.6 Experiment three - RF based on full model
The final experiment explores the method of combination of evidence; either only using 
values of characteristics derived from indexing (as in section 6.4) or combining these values 
according to the RF model outlined in section 6.5.
In this experiment I compare selection with four uses o f weighting (selection using only the 
index weights, Table 6.18 column 5; selection and weighting by characteristic strength, 
column 6 ; selection and weighting by characteristic quality, column 7; selection and 
weighting by index weight, characteristic strength and characteristic quality, column 8 ). The 
baselines are shown in Table 6.18, columns 2 -4 .
CISI
Iteration No
feedback
Best
combination
F4.5 DS
index
selection
DS
index
strength
selection
DS
index
quality
selection
DS
index
strength
quality
selection
0 11.7 12.9 11.7 9.4 11.7 11.7 11.7
1 11.7 12.9 14.0 10.8 13.3 10.9 11.6
2 11.7 12.9 13.9 10.9 13.4 12.3 13.2
3 11.7 12.9 13.9 11.2 13.7 13.0 14.1
4 11.7 12.9 13.8 11.3 13.7 13.2 14.2
Table 6.18: Results of using full DS model.
Highest average precision figures are shown in bold.
The results o f the model o f RF again show the merits of weighting and selecting 
characteristics of terms, with the biggest increase in average precision given by the 
combination o f weighting and selection. Comparing these results against those obtained in 
sections 6.4 and 6.5 we see that this model slightly decreases performance in the cases where 
we use the quality (discriminatory power) o f the characteristics66. If we use the index weights 
and selection only, then we achieve the same performance after four iterations. If we use the 
strength o f the characteristic (scaling factors) then we do achieve an increase in performance. 
Only one o f the four versions (column 8 ) outperforms the Best Combination baseline. The
66 T able 6 .18  colum n 5 should b e  com pared with Table 6 .1 6  colum n 3, Table 6 .16  colum ns 6, 7 and 8 should be 
com pared with T able 6 .17  co lu m ns 4 ,5  and 6 respectively.
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method that uses selection and all three sources of uncertainty (indexing weights, strength and 
quality) performs best (column 8 ). However this performs less well than the comparable 
method that does not use the feedback model suggested in section 6.5.
6.6.7 Summary
In this section I summarise the results of these experiments under three conditions:
i. weighting o f  characteristics. Incorporating evidence on the relative importance of 
terms is important for two reasons. Firstly, it will generally improve initial rankings, bringing 
more relevant documents higher up the ranking. This means that more relevant documents are 
likely to come into the documents we use for query modification and so increase the evidence 
we have to differentiate relevant documents from irrelevant ones. Secondly, as shown in 
section 6.4 we can use the discriminatory power of a term in discriminating relevant and non- 
relevant documents to weight characteristics to give improved retrieval o f relevant 
documents. Combining more than one source of uncertainty of term characteristics can 
improve retrieval effectiveness even more than when only using one source.
This latter finding is significant as it demonstrates that incorporating information on the 
various sources of uncertainty in the retrieval process can improve retrieval effectiveness. 
This combination of uncertainty is an important aspect of our DS model, and the use of a 
formal model, such as DS, means that we can start isolating exactly how the different sources 
o f uncertainty affect retrieval effectiveness.
ii. selection o f  characteristics. Selecting good characteristics o f terms - those that are 
more likely to retrieve relevant documents than irrelevant ones also improves retrieval 
effectiveness, section 6.5. Combining this information with weighting can improve retrieval 
effectiveness even more than either technique alone. The weighting o f characteristics 
incorporates the uncertainty regarding the evidence we use in combination, the selection 
procedure dictates to what evidence the combination is applied. This reflects back to the work 
described in section 1.1 by Belkin et al, [BKF+95], who suggest evidence combination should 
be tailored to individual queries. This is one aspect of such a tailoring process.
iii. method o f  combining evidence. The final experiment compared the effect o f treating
relevance information from the user as an additional source o f evidence, as outlined in section
6.5, against query modification alone. The results from this experiment were not as effective
as I hoped, in that incorporating RF information in the way I implemented it, tended to
decrease performance. This may be because the model is not yet sophisticated enough in the
manner in which it handles user relevance information. However the particular model I
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outlined in section 6.5 is only one method of exploiting RF information, and the general 
approach to RF is still valid. The use o f such a formal model allows us, however, to analyse 
where and in what way individual interpretations of this model are successful. This is the 
subject o f ongoing research.
6.7 Conclusion
In this chapter I have proposed a model for RF that allows the integration of how terms are 
used within documents into the RF process. The core o f this approach is the combination of 
evidence from algorithms describing the information use of terms and relevance information 
from users. This model is based on Dempster-Shafer's Theory o f Evidence which allows 
flexibility in how we combine this evidence: it allows us to include the quality o f evidence 
(via the uncommitted belief), whilst providing a uniform framework for combining evidence. 
It also allows the use o f information in different ways to retrieve documents; so we retrieve 
documents using different scoring functions in the presence/absence of RF information (when 
we have no relevance information we use the mass function, and when we have relevance 
information from the user we use the plausibility function).
I also showed how the notion of uncommitted belief can be used to represent and combine 
various sources o f uncertainty in the RF process. These aspects are described in sections 6.3.6 
and 6.5.1, and are summarised in Table 6.19.
Characteristic Term Document
uncertainty importance partial relevance 
assessmentimprecision source
quality time of assessment
strength
Table 6.19: Sources of uncertainty that can be incorporated via the uncommitted belief o f a
mass function
These sources of uncertainty arise from different parts of the retrieval process: indexing the 
documents, retrieval of documents, RF and how the user assesses documents. In this model, 
these can be incorporated into a unified framework.
The results from this chapter are similar to the simple summation model presented in
Chapters Four and Five. This demonstrates the overall stability of selecting good
characteristics o f a term, as the selection method is successful when using a different method
of manipulating the term characteristic information. However the use of DS, as indicated in
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section 6.4.3.2, is not intended simply as an alternative ranking method but as a formal tool 
for investigating the retrieval and feedback processes in terms of the evidence they use and 
how the evidence should be handled.
I have shown that the Dempster-Shafer approach can capture many important aspects of this 
combination, in particular the representation and manipulation of the uncertainty involved in 
RF. This representation o f uncertainty is important to fully understand why some techniques 
work and others do not, and to provide a framework for future investigation.
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Chapter Seven
Summary of combining term use in 
retrieval and relevance feedback
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter I shall summarise the main findings from my investigation on combining 
information on how terms are used within documents. I shall discuss four main aspects: 
selecting characteristics, section 7.2, weighting characteristics, section 7.3, using 
characteristics to score documents, section 7.4, and the characteristics themselves, section 7.5.
7.2 Selecting characteristics
The major argument presented in this part o f the thesis67, Part II, was that incorporating more 
information on how terms are used within documents can improve retrieval performance. 
This was converted into two sets o f experiments: combination o f evidence and selective 
combination of evidence.
The combination of evidence experiments combined characteristics o f terms (information on 
term use) and characteristics of documents (information on the content of documents). Each 
specific combination o f characteristics acted as a single retrieval function that was used to 
retrieve and rank documents.
The general approach of combining characteristics has the potential to improve retrieval 
effectiveness but it was shown to be difficult to predict which specific combinations will be 
effective for all queries and collections. This means that, although there may be a specific 
combination o f characteristics that is effective for a specific query, selecting one combination 
to use for all queries6 8  is usually not possible.
67 Chapters Three -  Six.
68 i.e. choosin g  a fixed  com bination o f  characteristics that w ill be used as the default ranking and retrieval 
algorithm  for an IR system .
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I have not investigated this fully but I suggest that one method of selecting characteristics for 
initial queries may be to analyse the types of words that are used in the query. Based on a 
preliminary analysis o f which characteristics were chosen to represent query terms in the user 
data from section 5.8.7, I believe some types of words are better suited to different 
characteristics. For example a better initial retrieval may be achieved if we used t f  or theme to 
describe nouns, context when describing adjectives or nouns used as adjectives in the query, 
and any characteristic to describe an infrequent term in the collection.
In the absence o f better methods of selecting characteristics for individual retrievals, there are 
some heuristics to help select good combinations of characteristics. For example, larger 
combinations are generally better. However combination of evidence remains a technique that 
gives variable performance.
The principle reason for this variation in performance is that relevance assessments 
themselves are variable: all relevant documents are not necessarily relevant for the same 
reasons. In addition, relevant documents for one query may display different attributes than 
relevant documents for a different query. Combining evidence can help retrieval by providing 
more ways o f retrieving and ranking documents but, often, different combinations are 
necessary for individual queries. That is, combination of evidence is useful overall but 
individual combinations may not be useful for all queries.
Also, the reasons why a document may be marked relevant are not dependent on the 
representation o f the document. This was a point made early in Chapter One, section 1.2.1 -  
users assess document texts not the representation of the documents. This means that the 
particular document representations used to retrieve documents may be more or less suitable 
for detecting the reasons why a document has been marked relevant.
The solution suggested is to select, from the set of possible characteristics, those 
characteristics that indicate relevance and to use only these characteristics in combination. 
This approach -  selective combination of evidence -  selects which aspects of a term’s use are 
important for individual query terms. For example, the relevant documents may contain 
higher than average theme values for the term macbeth. We can then assume that the theme 
value o f macbeth in relevant documents was one of the reasons why the document was 
marked relevant and use this information in a new query.
This is only an assumption as we cannot always assert that users make relevance assessments 
based on features o f individual terms but the overall approach -  selecting good characteristics
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of terms and documents -  proved successful over a wide range of tests: it gave consistent 
improvements in retrieval effectiveness.
7.3 Weighting characteristics
The characteristics give weights to terms -  indexing weights -  that represent how well the 
characteristic is reflected within a document or collection, e.g. high t f  value reflects a high use 
of the term within a document.
Treating the characteristics as being o f varying importance, i.e. asserting that some 
characteristics are more important than others, was useful in increasing retrieval 
effectiveness. These weights can be derived from running sample queries on the collection, 
and weighting successful characteristics more highly than less successful ones. The weights 
can also be estimated from the type of document considered in the collection. For example, 
characteristics that are based on within-document information such as t f  or theme are unlikely 
to perform well on very short documents as these documents tend to have fewer within- 
document occurrences of terms.
A further reason that individual characteristics may perform at varying levels of effectiveness 
is that the characteristics themselves reflect aspects of term use that are more or less precise. 
For example, t f  reflects occurrences of a term within a document, whereas theme reflects 
occurrences and position of a term, theme, therefore, measures an aspect of a term that is 
more specific. It is probably the case that the more specific characteristics perform less well 
because they are too specific for some queries. These characteristics are probably better suited 
to combination with more general characteristics.
Combination o f characteristics and terms can also be weighted to reflect how well they 
discriminate between relevant and non-relevant material. For example the t f  value o f a 
particular term may be a better indicator of relevance than the theme value of the term. Using 
the discriminatory power of a characteristic of a term gave good performance, especially in 
combination with the scaling factors.
I listed several sources, in Chapter Six, for uncertainty in the combination process. This 
uncertainty arises from the fact that term and document characteristics are only indications of 
information use, not exact representations o f information use. I investigated two main sources 
of uncertainty -  scaling factors (strength of characteristic) and discriminatory power (quality 
of characteristic) -  demonstrating that incorporating more information on the uncertainty of 
combination usually gives better results.
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7.4 Scoring documents
Once we have selected characteristics we can use them to score, and hence to retrieve and 
rank, documents for presentation to the user. In Chapters Four and Five I used a simple 
method of scoring documents which consisted of summing the characteristic score o f each 
query term that appeared in a document. This means that the indexing weights o f the selected 
characteristics (multiplied by scaling factors and discriminatory weights) were simply added 
together to score the document.
In Chapter Six I presented an alternative method based on Dempster-Shafer’s Theory of 
evidence. This model was intended to provide a more formal model, than the one used in 
Chapters Four and Five, o f managing the uncertainty involved in combination of evidence, In 
the Dempster-Shafer model the selection and weighting o f characteristics gave consistently 
better results than no selection or no weighting. This demonstrated that the selection and 
weighting methods are not dependent on a particular document scoring technique. That is, 
selecting good sources of evidence for relevance, and weighting them appropriately, are 
important however we retrieve the documents.
7.5 Characteristics
In Part II, I examined two types of characteristics: term characteristics -  reflecting aspects of 
a term’s use within documents or collections -  and document characteristics -  reflecting some 
aspect of the content of documents.
Although I have concentrated on characteristics that primarily reflect information content, the 
same approach could be used to reflect aspects of relevance assessments that are not based on 
content. For example. Barry and Schamber, [Bar94, BS98, Sch91], both list criteria that affect 
users’ relevance assessments on bibliographic data. These criteria include ones such as 
accessibility (is the document available, is the document free of charge) or currency (is the 
document recent). Attributes o f documents such as these can be used to infer information 
about why a user has marked a document relevant, and to prioritise the retrieval o f documents 
that display similar attributes. This means that non-content aspects o f relevance assessments 
can be incorporated into searching if we include this information into the representation of the 
document.
Not all aspects of relevance assessments can be incorporated into searching. For example 
Barry and Schamber also list criteria such as the validity o f the information in a document, 
e.g. the information contained within the document is correct. It may not be possible to
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capture these subjective aspects o f making relevance assessments within a document 
description.
The overall conclusion is that the approach described Part II can widen the representations 
used in RF, although we may not be able to capture all aspects of why relevance assessments 
were made.
7.6 Summary
In Part II, I demonstrated that selecting and weighting evidence on term use can give
significant and consistent increases in retrieval effectiveness. So far, this has only been
demonstrated for query terms that form part of the original query. In Chapter Nine I will 
complete this investigation by assessing how well these techniques perform for terms 
suggested by the system: the process o f query expansion.
Prior to this, in Chapter Eight, I shall present an overall model of RF, based on abductive
reasoning, which will present the experimental work described so far in a theoretical setting. 
This model modifies the existing query by adding or removing terms from the query and then 
selects how each query terms should be used to retrieve and rank a new set o f documents. The 
process o f selecting how query terms should be used corresponds to the methods outlined in 
Part II.
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Part III 
Abduction
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Chapter Eight 
Abduction, explanation and relevance 
feedback
8.1 Introduction
In Part II, I presented a model of selecting those aspects o f a term’s use that indicated relevant 
material. This was an attempt to explain why a term might indicate relevance: term and 
document characteristics that discriminate relevant from non-relevant material help explain 
why a document is relevant. In Part III, I outline a model of RF that is explicitly based on the 
notion of explanation. The model completes the investigation in Part II by considering which 
terms should be used to explain relevance documents. This model is based specifically on the 
theory of abductive reasoning or abductive inference, [Wir98].
The process of abductive inference, or abduction, has been applied to a wide range o f tasks 
including diagnosis, [JJ94b], text understanding, [NM90], word sense disambiguation, 
[Zad94], and natural language processing, [OR94]. The characteristic feature o f abductive 
systems is that they provide possible reasons, causes or justifications for known events. For 
example in [JJ94b], Josephson et al. use abduction to detect which antibodies cause a 
particular immune response, Leake, [Lea94], uses abductive approaches to help understand 
anomalous events in news stories, and ORorke, [OR94], uses abduction to interpret 
ultrasonic waves in signal detection.
This notion of cause, understanding or interpretation, is often subsumed under the more 
general notion o f explanation: abductive inferences drawn from an event are potential 
explanations of that event. Not all possible explanations of an event are equally likely, equally 
valid or equally useful. Hence, it is usually an important task o f an abductive system to select 
the best explanation of an event from the set of possible explanations. As I shall discuss later, 
what constitutes the best explanation depends on criteria such as the task for which an 
explanation is necessary, what evidence supports each explanation and the relative quality of 
each explanation.
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The main tasks of abductive systems are, then, to provide possible explanations o f an event 
and to evaluate these explanations to select the most likely explanation(s). Given an event, or 
more simply a set of data, D, and a possible explanation, H , the abductive problem can be 
represented in the following way, [JJ94b]:
D  is a collection of data (facts, observations, givens)
H  explains D  (would, if true, explain D )
No other hypothesis can explain D  as well as H  does 
Therefore, H  is probably true
Figure 8.1: Abductive process
This simple view encapsulates both functions of an abductive system: explanation, 
(hypothesis H  explains D ), and evaluation, (No other hypothesis can explain D  as well as H  
does). This view of abduction is also commonly known as the process o f making an inference 
to the best explanation, [Har65].
The process o f RF outlined in the previous section - detecting which characteristics o f terms 
and documents best distinguish relevant from irrelevant documents - can be viewed as an 
abductive process. In this view the term and document characteristics that are more likely to 
be scored highly in relevant than non-relevant document are good possible explanations of 
why the relevant documents were assessed as relevant. These explanations were used to 
modify the existing query in order to improve the retrieval of relevant documents.
In this chapter I propose a broader framework of RF based on abductive principles. One of 
the main aims o f this approach is to incorporate behavioural information, information on how 
users have made relevance assessments, into the query modification process. This means that 
RF considers not only what the user has assessed as relevant (the content of the relevant 
documents) but also how a user has presented their relevance assessments. This will mean 
dealing with evidence such as the order of relevance assessments, degree of relevance, or 
number o f assessments in a search.
For example, when creating an explanation we should take into account how relevant a 
document is, where in the ranking it appears, its similarity to other relevant documents and 
other features o f how a user made the assessments. That is, we can gain useful insights into 
relevance by examining the process of making relevance assessments as well as what is 
marked relevant.
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In Part III I, then, distinguish between relevant documents -  the representation o f the 
documents the user has marked relevant -  and relevance assessments. I regard the relevance 
assessments as including the documents themselves and also information on the assessment 
such as when the assessment was made, the score given to a document by a user and the 
number of other documents marked relevant. In an abductive interpretation o f RF, I attempt to 
explain the user's relevance assessments rather than simply the relevant documents. There are 
four main sources of evidence that can be considered: the documents marked relevant at 
current iteration, the documents marked relevant at the previous iterations (this corresponds to 
the context o f the search), how users marked documents relevant (the user's behaviour) and 
the information both in the collection of documents and the non-relevant set of documents. I 
am, therefore, attempting to explain the current relevance assessments in the light o f context 
(previous relevance assessments), content (relevant documents) and behaviour.
In the next section, section 8.2, I shall give a brief introduction to abductive reasoning, 
considering the two main approaches to abduction: logical and non-logical.
Abduction is a widely-used tool but the process of making abductive inferences, as I shall 
outline, can be difficult for a number o f reasons. For example, the data to be explained may 
be complex, the relations between the data and the causes o f the data may be unclear and the 
process itself may be complex or time-limited. In section 8.3, I shall examine some of the 
factors of constructing explanations that are important in abduction. In this section I shall also 
start to outline the components of the RF model.
In section 8.4, I present the problem of RF as an abductive process and introduce some 
definitions and notation that will be used in section 8.5 in which I present the abductive 
representation o f RF.
Providing an explanation can be a complex process. In section 8 . 6  I consider the 
computational complexity o f creating explanations. This is important as RF is intended to be 
an interactive technique. Therefore methods of creating new queries that are too complex will 
not be suitable for query modification in real-time systems.
I conclude with an overall discussion in section 8.7.
8.2. Approaches to abductive reasoning
Abduction and abductive systems can be divided into two broad groups: logical-based and 
non-logical approaches. In section 8 .2 .1 ,1 concentrate on the logical approaches to abduction,
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distinguishing the process of abductive reasoning from that of the other classical forms of 
inference: deduction and induction. In section 8.2.2, I examine statistical and knowledge- 
based approaches. In section 8.2.3, I analyse the appropriateness o f these two alternatives for 
the research in this thesis.
8.2.1 Logical approaches to abductive reasoning
The major early philosophical work on abduction was due to Peirce, [Pei58, Pei98]. He 
attempted to distinguish between the three types of logical reasoning - deduction, induction 
and abduction - using arguments based on syllogisms.
The syllogism in Figure 8.2 is an example of deductive reasoning - a specific instance {case) 
of a general rule {rule) leads to a specific conclusion {result).
All documents that contain the term d o n k e y  are relevant (rule)
This document contains the term d o n k e y  (case)
Therefore, this document is relevant (result)
Figure 8.2: Deductive syllogism
If the result from Figure 8.2 is exchanged with the rule, as in Figure 8.3, we have an example 
of inductive generalisation - or induction: a general rule {rule) being formed from the 
combination of specific pieces o f evidence {case and result). The rule that is obtained from 
induction may or may not be deductively valid: it may not be true for every case.
This document contains the term d o n k e y  (case)
This document is relevant (result)
Therefore, all documents that contain the term d o n k e y  are relevant (rule)
Figure 8.3: Inductive syllogism
If the result had been exchanged with the case, as in Figure 8.4, we have an example of an 
abductive syllogism: a general rule {rule) and a piece of evidence {result) leading to a new 
piece of evidence {case).
All documents that contain the term d o n k e y  are relevant (rule)
This document is relevant (result)
Therefore, this document contains the term d o n k e y  (case)
Figure 8.4: Abductive syllogism
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As with induction the conclusion may not be true in every case. In the case above, Figure 8.4, 
the fact that all terms containing the term d o n k e y  are relevant does not infer that all relevant 
documents will contain the term d o n k e y . However, the result of abduction can be viewed as 
providing possible explanations', in this example the case statement is a possible explanation 
of the result statement in light of the general rule (the documents are relevant, possibly, 
because they contain the term d o n k ey ). However, both induction and abduction are making 
predictions; they expand our knowledge of the problem.
Peirce later, [Pei31 ] compared the three different forms o f reasoning in terms o f the function 
they play in the role of scientific discovery. He outlined three stages,
i. formulating a hypothesis - this stage corresponds to abduction. If we are seeking an 
explanation for a discovery, in the RF situation this is a document, d, being marked relevant 
then we would ask what are the possible causes, or explanations, for d  being relevant. We 
abduce possible explanations for the relevance o f d. In the previous section of the thesis, the 
model abduced those characteristics of terms and documents that are possible explanations for 
relevance.
ii. drawing predictions from the hypothesis. If term t is a possible cause of cfs 
relevance, we may ask what other events would we expect to occur as a result of t? This is 
usually modelled by deductive reasoning, we are interested in known conclusions of t such as 
the relevance or non-relevance of other documents containing t.
iii. evaluating these predictions. To assess the worth of t as a cause of d s relevance, 
we must evaluate the predictions obtained in step ii. This is done by induction. We induce 
confidence levels for f as a possible explanation for the relevance o f d. In Part II this was 
modelled by the discriminatory power of the term and document characteristics.
Peirce's later formalisation of abduction emphasises a functional difference between 
abduction and induction. Abduction infers the causes o f  an event; induction infers the 
consequences of event. The distinction between the two approaches is blurred and opinions 
vary as to whether induction and abduction should be seen as separate processes and how 
they are related, [FlKa97]. Some authors see induction as a special case of abduction, others 
view abduction as a particular type of induction. Although we can abduce rules or theories, in 
the general case we abduce ground facts o f a theory. This is a further difference between 
induction, in which we generally induce rules rather than facts.
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There are also differences of opinion in the current literature as to how abduction itself should 
be treated. Flach and Kakas, [FlKa97], report on the results of a poll carried out on active 
researchers in abductive reasoning in which two-thirds of the respondents viewed abduction 
as inference to the best explanation whilst one-third favoured the Peircean definition of 
abduction as hypothesis formation. The poll also showed many differences as to the form of 
hypotheses that are inferred, the utility o f these inferred hypotheses, the consequence relations 
involved and the computational methods used in abductive theory.
A further difference is what underlying phenomenon abduction reflects. Peirce's notion of 
abduction can be defined using deduction: given a theory T, A is an abductive explanation of 
event C if  the combination of A and T deductively entails C. This definition of abduction 
assumes that T alone does not entail C, [Alis96]; we require the (additional) knowledge o f A 
to conclude C . 6 9  The choice of which explanation, which A, to use to expand T within the 
logical models has tended to be guided by simplicity criteria, [Pau93]; T is expanded by the 
explanation that forces the minimal change in T.
However not all deductive proofs are explanations and not all explanations are deductive 
proofs, [JJ94b], leading some authors to consider the notion o f explanation as one which 
represents causality relationships.
The logical approach has been used previously in IR by e.g. Miyata et al., [MFU99], to select 
concepts for query expansion. Concepts in this case are sets of terms drawn from a thesaurus. 
Muller and Thiel, [MT94], use the logical approach to abduction to select which rules should 
be used to interpret a query in a logical IR system.
8.2.2 Non-logical approaches to abductive reasoning
The alternative approach is to use non-logical methods to derive explanations. These methods 
do not use the notion of deductive entailment to define explanations but may still use formal 
structures to derive possible explanations. Chamiak and Goldman, for example, [CG91], use 
Bayesian networks to construct and evaluate explanations for a set of observed actions in plan 
recognition. Leake, [Lea95], uses a case-based reasoning approach to generate explanations 
within story understanding and Obradovich et al., [OSG+96], use expert system technology 
for antibody identification.
69A a lone should not entail C  either. It is the com bination o f  A and T that a llow s us to conclude C.
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The techniques utilised by non-logical approaches are as diverse as the logical approaches for 
arriving at a set of explanations. The non-logical approaches also employ a w/ide range of 
methods for detecting which explanation is the best one, e.g. [TRG91, Lea94].
8.2.3 Discussion
Both the logical and non-logical approaches to abduction have a core airm: to create 
explanations for known sets of data. These explanations serve to bridge the gap toetween what 
we already know and what we have just observed. The better the explanation iis at bridging 
this gap, the more likely it is to be correct (or useful, depending on the problem).
Some authors, e.g. [Seb83], see abduction as a predictive device: an explanation! allows us to 
make predictions (as in stage ii. of Peirce's theory of scientific discovery). Other authors, e.g. 
[JJ94b], see abduction not as a matter of deductive entailment but one o f causa tlity in which 
the purpose of abduction is explain known events not to predict unknown ones. Abductions, 
then, are not predictions and predictions are not abductions. However, even if we; assume that 
an explanation for an event cannot help predict a further event, the process of abdduction itself 
can help uncover causal relationships that may be used predictively. This; is because 
abduction relies on discovering patterns within data. These patterns then can be msed to help 
predict new events.
My use of abduction follows the inference to best explanation approach70. Muclh writing on 
this form of explanation creation, e.g. [Lip97], has sought to produce a definitiwe notion of 
explanation, or a set o f criteria to use for all problems. I seek a more functional deifiniti<on. My 
interest is not in one true account of what constitutes a best explanation but tco develop a 
model o f types of explanation. That is I seek to develop individual types of explanation for 
individual situations in RF. I will discuss this in more detail in section 8.5.3.
In my use of abduction, to model RF, I use the known relevant documents to modJify a query, 
and use this modified query to retrieve a new set of document. The aim here is to ffacilitate the 
retrieval of unseen relevant documents. The assumption is that the information! in known 
relevant documents is somehow representative o f class o f relevant documents. Thie fact that I 
am treating the known relevant documents as representative of future relevant documents 
means that I aim to use the relevance documents to uncover causal patterns withiin the set of 
relevant documents. These patterns, in turn, will be used predictively to rettrieve more 
documents.
70The particular form o f  abduction I use - inference to the best explanation - treats induction ass one type o f  
abduction.
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My model o f abduction does not use the logical reasoning approach, instead I take a non- 
logical approach to RF. The main reason for this is to avoid over-formalising my model too 
soon. Within logical approaches it is necessary to define sets of relations, concepts and rules, 
such as those outlined in Appendix A, section A.4. These are used to specify how retrieval is 
performed, and how information is represented. At this stage of research I am not able to 
formalise the concepts and rules necessary for such a model. For example, I cannot tell which 
kind of information requires to be modelled, i.e. what factors will affect the choice of 
appropriate explanation. The non-logical approach allows a more flexible, statistical 
investigation that can be used as the basis for later logical modelling. That is, the work 
described in this part of the thesis serves as the investigative framework which is used to 
uncover what aspects of an abductive account o f RF require modelling.
The modified query generated in my model, section 8.5, is created by a process of 
explanation: I seek to create an explanation for why some documents are relevant and others 
are not. This will be guided by information on how users assess documents. Before I discuss 
the model, I shall discuss some of the salient features of explanations. This gives a broad 
outline to the use of explanations.
8.3 Nature of explanations
In this section I look at some important general aspects of explanations that should be 
considered in an abductive model. For each of these aspects, I shall highlight its relation to 
RF.
8.3.1 Explanation and cause
Abduction is strongly related to the notion of cause. Explanations provide possible causes for 
observed events. However, the choice o f which cause, or causes, are responsible for an event 
is heavily dependent on contextual factors such as what knowledge is available, the quality of 
knowledge and what purpose an explanation is intended to fulfil.
For example, in The Comedy of Errors, [Shak8 8 ], the slave Dromio of Ephesus tries to 
explain to his master, Antipholus o f Ephesus, why Antipholus’s wife is angry
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She is so hot because the meat is cold,
The meat is cold because you come not home,
You come not home because you have no stomach,
You have no stomach, having broke your fast;
f t
[Shak8 8  Act 1 Scene 2 Lines 47 - 50]
Dromio highlights four important aspects of causes in relation to explanations, which I shall 
discuss below.
8.3.1.1 Not all causes of an event are available for explanation
Dromio's explanation for his mistress's rage is based on the evidence o f which he is aware. 
There may be other possible causes for his mistress's rage that he is unaware of, e.g. that 
Antipholus is perennially late for his meals, that his wife’s arthritis is playing up or she has 
failed, yet again, to win the Ephesian Good Housekeeping Competition. These additional, or 
alternative, reasons could also explain her anger but Dromio cannot draw on these causes to 
construct his explanation because they have not been made known to him.
The basis of explaining an event is primarily a matter of selecting likely causes and rejecting 
unlikely causes but we must be aware that we cannot always operate on all possible evidence 
for an event, only that evidence which is available. Often evidence may be implicit, for 
example Antipholus’s wife may be internationally renowned for her temper and Dromio need 
not explain to Antipholus the consequences of not returning home immediately.
In section 8 .1 ,1 described H  as the best explanation, if 'no  other hypothesis can explain D  as 
well as //does '. This should be refined to mean no other available hypothesis. In constructing 
an abductive problem, we must ensure that the set of possible hypotheses must be both 
comprehensive enough for the problem not to be trivial, and broad enough to ensure that the 
search for possible explanation is not pointless. We must make sure that we have not 
excluded genuine reasons for the event.
In RF I seek to produce explanations for why a user assessed a document as relevant; what 
caused a relevance assessment. In order to generate explanations we must first decide what 
are the consitituents of explanations. The elements of explanations could be based on 
information of different types, for example explanations could be based on background 
information on the user's experience, system knowledge, domain knowledge, etc. The latter
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type of information can be contained within user modelling system, [BCT87], and could help 
provide explanations such as 'this document is relevant as it is a newly published paper on the 
user's doctoral topic'. As shown in systems such as, [BCT87, CGR+92] this approach is 
potentially very complex and would require supporting with a dialogue system.
Alternatively we could try to incorporate situational or cognitive factors such as the user's 
task, searching behaviour or searching style, for example to help construct explanations such 
as 'this document is relevant as it contains a concise overview o f  the topic'. However it is 
doubtful about whether we could infer this kind of information automatically. This is 
discussed in more detail in section 8.5.3.
Finally, the content of explanations could be based primarily on descriptions of the content of 
documents. As the observables in RF are relevance assessments the choice of the best 
explanation is guided by the relevance assessments themselves - how and what the user has 
marked relevant.
In Part II I used multiple representations o f how terms are used within documents and 
collections -  term and document characteristics. Thus explanations were of the type, 'this 
document is highly relevant as it mentions d o n k e y s  frequently', 'this document is relevant as 
it contains both d o n k e y  and a s s '  or ‘this document is relevant as it is the d o n k e y  is one of 
the main topics of the document’.
As 1 did not use a complete set of possible characteristics, the possible components of an 
explanation were not the complete set of reasons for why a document may have been marked 
relevant. As discussed in Chapter Seven, section 7.4, it is unlikely whether such a complete 
set could be developed for such a purpose. This has the result that explanations may omit 
important reasons for relevance.
8.3.1.2 Explanations are directed
Explanations are not always chosen on the basis of what is most likely but often are chosen 
because they fulfil a purpose. Dromio's explanation, from section 8.3.1, for Antipholus's 
wife's anger is designed to persuade Antipholus to return home and deflect his wife's wrath 
from her servants; the explanation is constructed to be personal and convincing to Antipholus.
Although Dromio's mistress may have more than one cause for her anger, or even better 
causes than the ones given, these additional reasons may not be relevant to Dromio trying to 
lure Antipholus home. Dromio's explanation for his mistress's anger is, then, one that is 
designed to be relevant to Antipholus. Dromio's elegant explanation actually fails on this
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point, as he has aimed it at his master’s twin brother, Antipholus o f Syracuse, and so none of 
his explanation makes sense to his audience.
Legal and political arguments are also often constructed in this fashion, with the intention of 
providing a particular explanation that not only fits a set of facts but which also supports a 
particular conclusion. The purpose of an explanation can affect the effort which we put into 
gathering evidence; a doctor may spend more time and resources in examining a patient 
believed to be suffering from a severe condition that one who is suffering from a minor 
complaint.
In certain cases, it may be sufficient simply to provide an explanation o f why a set of 
documents are relevant. However, if we direct explanations to particular features of the 
relevance assessments we can tailor RF to particular retrieval situations. For example if the 
precision of a search is poor then we may concentrate on explanations that will increase 
precision. In other words we may require different types o f explanations - each explaining 
different aspects of the relevance assessments - rather than a single method of creating 
explanations.
8.3.1.3 Causes may be multiple and connected
Dromio's explanation could have consisted of a single cause, "She is so hot because you come 
not home," but he provides a stronger foundation for his explanation by asserting a chain of 
causal events. The initial cause "She is so hot because the meat is cold," on it's own may not 
be relevant to Antipholus (section 8.3.1.2), so he personalises the argument with an additional 
explanation, "The meat is cold because you come not home,". This, in turn, he backs up with 
an explanation based on fact, "You come not home ... having broke your fast;". Explanations 
rely on the credibility o f the evidence that supports them, as will be discussed in section 8.3.2. 
In this case, the chaining of events or causes provides a stronger explanation than the 
individual cause on its own.
Dromio's argument is an example o f an explanation based on connected events. We may also 
have explanations which have multiple pieces of evidence that point to a conclusion, "It walks 
like a chicken, it talks like a chicken, so it must be a chicken".
Explanations may be capable of infinite regression: each element o f an explanation itself may 
need explaining, e.g. what causes A, answer B, what causes B, answer C, what causes C, etc. 
This need not trouble us, [Lip97], as some facts are self-explanatory or can be understood 
without further explanation. Also explanations need not themselves be understood to be
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useful, e.g. I do not need to understand the mechanics o f my petrol gauge to accept it as an 
explanation for why my car breaks down even though the tank seems half full.
In a complex situation such as IR, it is unlikely that one single aspect o f a document, such as 
the presence of an indexing term, is sufficient to determine its relevance. Rather it is more 
likely that a document will have to suffice several criteria before being assessed relevant. 
Explanations are likely to be composed of more than one component - more than one term or 
characteristic of a term.
8.3.1.4 Causes may have a temporal nature
In addition to causes of events being unavailable (section 8.3.1.1) the causes of events may 
not in the form that is required; some evidence will require processing before being suitable 
to be used in an explanation. For example, if I have a neural network I used to predict share 
prices and it is performing badly, I may generate a possible cause, such as 'It has learnt to 
recommend shares of companies that have an odd number o f letters in their name'. It would 
very difficult to test this hypothesis using the internal weights of the network. I would need to 
convert it into some form that is suitable for analysis.
Some forms of evidence also take time to become apparent. A doctor investigating whether 
disease X caused her patient's head to swell so alarmingly may require the results o f a series 
of tests before accepting X as an explanation, or the explanation, for her finding. Abductive 
explanation is then often time-limited and the process o f providing an explanation may be 
tempered by the process o f gathering evidence and discovering relationships between 
evidence.
RF, as a process of information-gathering, also has a temporal nature; the more evidence we 
have on what a user finds relevant and when they consider information relevant hopefully 
allows us to better estimate what will help retrieve more relevant information. I shall return to 
this in section 8.5.
8.3.2 Explanation and uncertainty
Evidence, in abduction, as in many forms o f inference, is often uncertain. Abductive 
reasoning, as I use it in this chapter, produces a set of putative explanations, each associated 
with a plausibility measure which asserts how likely the explanation is to explain the data. It 
is possible to assert four sources o f uncertainty in the abductive process,
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8.3.2.1 Uncertainty of the events
The relationships between events such as relevance assessments can be complex and 
indistinct. An important process in modelling abduction is the reliability and measuring of the 
data to be explained. We can increase or refine our confidence in the data by gathering new 
evidence or testing existing evidence by more rigorous methods.
The uncertainty of events can also be affected by temporal factors in two ways. The first is 
that repetition o f events over time can make some events more likely and others less likely. 
For example, if my doctor's hand slips whilst drawing blood three times in one visit, I may 
curse and assume he is having a bad day. If this happens on three successive visits, I may 
refuse to give him the benefit o f the doubt and conclude he is incompetent (or drunk).
Secondly, the passage of time can also throw up new pieces of evidence or exclude existing 
evidence. This is related to the point made in section 8 .3.1.4: time can change the evidence 
available and so change the likely explanations for the evidence.
In Part II, the components o f explanations were characteristics of terms. These reflect static 
information derived from the document indexing process71. The uncertainty o f the indexing 
process is reflected in weights attached to the characteristics, representing aspects such as the 
quality o f the algorithm that implements the characteristic. A number of reasons for weighting 
characteristics was given Chapter Six. As will be shown in section 8.5.4 we also want to 
weight individual combinations o f characteristics and terms to reflect their use in retrieving 
relevant documents. Uncertainty handling is thus important in abductive reasoning.
8.3.2.2 Uncertainty of the explanation generation process
The plausibility assigned to an explanation is dependent, in part, on the uncertainty of its 
composite elements. However many factors can lead us to be more of less confident in an 
individual explanation of a set o f data. Factors that may affect this decision include the 
quality of evidential reasoning, uncertainty handling, or the evaluation carried out. 
Explanations themselves can be more certain that any of their components, that is 
explanations can display emergent certainty, [JJ94b]. I may, for example, be more confident 
in the overall theory of query expansion than I am convinced by any individual query 
expansion experiment.
Once we have selected a set of possible components of an explanation we need to construct a 
series of explanations. The quality o f our explanation construction process will affect our
7 'W ith exception  o f  the context characteristic w hich , being query dependent, w as calculated during a search.
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belief in the quality of the explanations as good queries as well as quality o f individual 
explanations themselves. The quality o f individual sub-tasks may be important in choosing 
between explanations, also some types of explanation are easier to build so we can be more 
confident of how accurate they are as explanations.
This is important for RF as we may need to decide how important it is, in individual retrieval 
situations, to generate a specific type o f explanation. We may, for example, choose to use a 
simpler type of explanation if we are unsure o f what type o f explanation is required.
8.3.2.3 Uncertainty of the search for alternative explanations
The first explanation uncovered may not be the best one and, in most cases, we shall need to 
evaluate a number of explanations. Finding alternative explanations can be a computationally 
complex activity and the cost of finding alternative explanations must be weighed against 
practical constraints such as time and processing effort72. Our confidence in the degree to 
which we should accept an explanation will also be affected by how much attention was paid 
to finding alternative explanations for the same data, [JJ94b].
Although we want to select the best explanation from a series of known possible 
explanations, it may not be possible to create this set or create the set fast enough for our 
application. That is it may not be possible to generate all possible explanations for a set of 
data, instead we may have to heuristically select a set o f good explanations and concentrate 
on evaluating or developing better explanations from within this set.
The creation of explanations for RF is limited in that RF is an interactive device. This means 
that the types of explanation that can be used are limited by the time it takes to create the 
explanations. This constraint may mean that our explanations are not as effective as they 
could be if we had more time to generate explanations.
8.3.2.4 Uncertainty regarding the use of an explanation
The purpose that the explanation is supposed to fulfil can also affect the likelihood of an 
explanation being accepted as correct or likely. Cecily in The Importance o f Being Earnest, 
correctly separates the function o f an explanation from the degree of likelihood of the 
explanation being correct: an explanation may be correct for one purpose but not for another.
72See section  8 .6  for a d iscussion  on the com p lex ity  o f  abduction.
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Cecily. [To Gwendolen.] That certainly seems a satisfactory 
explanation, does it not?
Gwendolen. Yes, dear, i f  you can believe him.
Cecily. I  don't. But that does not affect the wonderful beauty 
o f  his answer. [WH8 6 , Act 111, p301]
For example, defence and prosecution lawyers will generally present very different 
explanations of the same set of evidence. What the lawyers themselves believe is the correct 
explanation may not correspond to the explanations they actually provide in court: the 
explanations serve to test the rigour of the opposing lawyer’s explanations.
The uncertainty regarding the use o f an explanation arises from three sources:
i. If a purpose for which an explanation is required is poorly specified then we will 
have poorer guidelines on how to create an explanation. In RF, for example, the less 
relevance information we have the more difficult it may be to decide what kind of material a 
user requires.
ii. If the task contains some element o f prediction then we also may have more difficulty 
in giving good measures o f plausibility to an explanation. In RF we want to use explanations 
to decide what kind o f documents a user wants to retrieve. This in turn is based on the type of 
documents the user has already viewed. The assumed relationship between these two types of 
documents -  the ones the user has assessed relevant and the ones the system thinks the user 
wants -  may not hold well. For example the user may change their criteria for relevance 
during a search. In this case the predictive aspects of RF make explanation creation difficult.
iii. Our evidence for detecting what type of explanation is required may be poor as may 
be the method we use to detect the appropriate type of explanation required (point i.). In RF, 
we may have very few relevant documents upon which to decide how to modify a query and 
we may only have very general indications o f how to choose a query modification technique.
The last three points are potential sources of uncertainty. The actual values for the 
uncertainty, and how we measure it, are dependent on the particular modelling approach used.
8.3.3 Explanation and error
As indicated before, section 8.2, abductive inference differs from deductive inference in that 
deductive inferences convey conclusive evidence: given a set of true premises, deductive
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systems will generate true conclusions. Abductive inferences, on the other hand, are fallible 
because they rely on notions of likelihood and possibility.
If we exhaustively examine all possible explanations and reject all except one explanation 
(the best possible explanation) then we could represent abduction as a deductive problem, 
[JJ94b]. However, as described in sections 8 .3.1.1 and 8 .3.1.2, it is usually the case that 
abduction cannot consider all possible causes, and the causes themselves are not known with 
any certainty. Abductive inferences, then, provide likely rather than true conclusions, and as 
such are prone to error.
As an example, Banquo, on meeting the witches in Macbeth, attempts to use his previous 
experience to provide an explanation for his discovery. The hags' physical appearance 
suggests one possible explanation,
"You should be women," [Shak90, Act 1, Scene 3, 45]
but he rejects this explanation on an additional, physical, attribute possessed by the witches,
"And yet your beards forb id  me to interpret
That you are so" [Shak90, Act 1, Scene 3, 46-8]
Rather than ignoring the potentially contradictory evidence, or reconstituting his beliefs, 
Banquo rejects the correct explanation - that the witches are real and bearded - and attempts 
to provide a new explanation for his perceptions.
"or have we eaten on the insane root
that takes the reason prisoner" [Shak90, Act 1, Scene 3, 84-5]
This new explanation justifies the perceptual data - he does see the witches - but allows for 
physical contradictions - imagined beings do not have to fit with his preconceptions.
This alternative explanation may fit better with his previous experience - certain foods have 
hallucinogenic properties. It could also, possibly, be justified by factual information such as 
knowledge o f what he has eaten, the possibilities of him being given mind-altering drugs 
unaware. This explanation may also be preferable; if  the witches are the product of a 
carelessly chosen mushroom or a badly digested piece o f cheese, then he can safely ignore the
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vision and wait for the effects to wear off; if not he must deal with the potentially unknown 
consequences of being in the presence of witches.
Although Banquo's second explanation is erroneous it has the advantage that it forces a 
minimal change in his beliefs - it is a conservative explanation. His first explanation may 
force him to reconsider and alter previously held beliefs as it adds information regarding the 
supernatural. This can be seen as an example o f Lipton's, [Lip97], 'likely' explanations - ones 
which are most probable - and 'lovely' explanations - ones which, if  true, would contribute 
most to our knowledge or understanding.
This aspect of abduction - the addition of knowledge - is one characteristic feature of 
abductive inference. Abduction inferences are ampliative inferences, abduction can generate 
information that was not part of the original knowledge, [JJ94b]. It may be the case that we, 
unlike Banquo, do actively want explanations that inform us more about the problem rather 
than ones that cost us least effort in accepting them. I shall return to the question o f types of 
explanation in section 8.5.
As abductions are fallible, when constructing an explanation we should consider the 
pragmatic aspects o f generating an explanation such as the cost o f generating an incorrect 
explanation versus the benefits of generating a correct one, [JJ94b]. It may also be worth 
considering how important it is to generate an explanation or generate a new explanation 
weighed against the importance of seeking new information before creating an explanation. 
This process argument becomes important if we have to make implicit information explicit - 
we must consider whether the benefits of this will outweigh the extra processing involved in 
generating the new evidence.
In section 8.5.3 I will discuss the fact that there may be many different reasons for why a user 
performs a specific action. Our task in producing an explanation is to infer the most likely 
cause. As we are dealing with relatively blunt information our task is error-prone. In 
particular we may assign wrong reason to action or come up with wrong conclusion or wrong 
method of handling information.
8.3.4 Explanation and acceptance
If we have a set of explanations for an event, each associated with a score denoting how
plausible the explanation, it would be straightforward to assume that the more plausible is an
explanation, the greater our confidence should be in accepting it as the best explanation. This
argument feels intuitive - the more plausible an explanation is the more certain we should be
of accepting it. We could further increase our confidence in the relation between the
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plausibility of an explanation and our confidence in acceptance of the explanation by 
asserting that we need only consider explanations whose plausibility is greater than a certain 
level. For example, we only consider those explanations whose plausibility of being correct is 
greater than their plausibility of being wrong.
However, Ku's, [Ku91], empirical investigations, reported in [JJ94b], suggest that this 
relationship between plausibility and acceptance is not as important as the relative plausibility 
of an explanation to the alternative explanations. An explanation whose plausibility is far 
greater than any of the alternative explanations should be accepted as the best explanation 
with a greater degree of confidence than one whose plausibility is only marginally better than 
the alternatives.
The absolute plausibility of an explanation is, of course, important - we should be careful 
about accepting unlikely explanations but in the general case it is the relative plausibility of 
one explanation over other explanations that should dictate which explanation should be 
accepted. In addition the relative number o f explanations which competed for second best was 
important in confidence in accepting explanations. Ku's overall findings suggest that the 
choice o f best explanation should be a factor, not primarily of the score of the explanation, 
but o f how well the explanation stands out from the alternatives. We should have more 
confidence in an explanation that stands out from a small set of alternatives with low scores, 
than one that is the highest among a high set of highly-scoring alternatives.
In RF, if the plausibility of the best new query is not sufficiently high, or the new query fails 
some criteria for acceptance, then perhaps it may be better to use the previous query rather 
than use a new one. This is because we may not be confident enough of the value o f any 
individual explanation as a new explanation and should prefer to use the existing query 
instead of creating a new query.
8.3.5 Summary
In the previous sections, I outlined some of the features of abductive inference, which I 
summarise here. Explanations are constructed from sets of causes, which, especially for 
complex systems, may not be the complete set of possible causes o f an event. Even if  we 
assume that the causes of an event are independent, the explanation may consist o f many 
causes and these causes may be connected to provide a coherent explanation. Causes may 
also be linked to provide a chain o f reasoning. The choice of which causes are used in an 
explanation partly results from the purpose to which the explanation is being put and partly 
from information on the uncertainty o f the causes.
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The uncertainty surrounding the causes is one source o f uncertainty, other sources are the 
quality of the explanation generation mechanism and uncertainty about what the explanation 
is for. These sources of uncertainty mean that abductive inference is uncertain and is prone to 
error: we can only infer likely, as opposed to true, explanations and we do not have to accept 
an explanation.
In the next section I shall outline some standard methods of creating explanations. These shall 
serve to introduce some of the main features o f what is important in defining explanations and 
their relation to RF.
8.4 Process of abduction
In this section I provide some definitions of explanations. These are based on descriptions 
from a variety o f sources reflecting the diversity o f abductive approaches to explanation- 
based systems. I start with a brief working example, section 8.4.1, which is used in the 
discussion to highlight the main points. In section 8.4.2 I present some criteria for 
explanations and I conclude with a short discussion o f the process of creating explanations in 
section 8.4.3.
8.4.1 Working example
Consider a small collection, D, containing 10 documents {d],..., d\o), with a set o f 20 
indexing terms, T, {baboon , b e a r ,  c a n a r y ,  c a t ,  c h ic k e n ,  cow, dog , e a g l e ,  
e l e p h a n t ,  f r o g ,  g i r a f f e ,  h o r s e ,  l i z a r d ,  m onkey, p a r r o t ,  p ig ,  s n a k e , 
s p a r ro w , to a d ,  z e b ra } .  The index terms are indicators of the document's information 
content and are assigned as shown in Table 8.1. For the purposes of this example I assume 
that index terms are assigned automatically based on their presence in each document. 
Therefore the terms { c a n a ry , c h ic k e n ,  e a g l e ,  p a r r o t ,  s p a r ro w }  appear in 
document d\, terms { c a n a ry , c h ic k e n }  appear in document d2 and so on.
This example is based on a representation of documents as a set of weighted terms. The 
explanations themselves will be sets o f terms taken from the set T. This is only for clarity o f 
exposition. The model of abduction presented in this chapter does not depend on a specific 
document indexing or representation technique.
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Document Indexing terms
d\ c a n a r y ,  c h ic k e n ,  
e a g l e ,  p a r r o t ,  
s p a r r o w
dj c a n a r y ,  c h i c k e n ,  
p a r r o t
e a g l e ,  s p a r r o w
d4 b a b o o n , m onkey
ds b e a r ,  c a t ,  d o g
de cow, e l e p h a n t ,  f r o g ,  
g i r a f f e ,  h o r s e
dj l i z a r d ,  p ig ,  s n a k e , 
t o a d
d% z e b r a
dq f r o g ,  t o a d
d  10 b a b o o n
Table 8.1: Working example of a document indexing
8.4.2 Notation and definitions
In this section I present a standard definition o f what constitutes an explanation and a best 
explanation relative to the RF problem. The definitions are based on those presented in 
[JJ94b], This method of creating explanations is not the only method present in the literature 
but does form a good basis for presenting important aspects o f how to create an explanation.
Definition 8.1: An abduction problem is a tuple (Da//,H au ,e ,p l) where
,D fl// is a finite set of all the data to be explained, in the RF case the
documents marked relevant.
• Ha/i is a finite set of the individual hypotheses - the set o f all indexing terms.
• e is a map from subsets o f Hau to subsets o fDa/ i . H ypothesis// explains
e(H ) - for a given set of terms, e (H ) defines the relevant documents explained by H .
Here, for simplicity, I assume that any term that appears in a document explains that 
document. For example, if the document d3 is the only relevant document then 
e ({ e a g le } )  = {d^}, ^ ({ sp a rro w } ) = {^3 }, and e ( { e a g le ,  s p a rro w } )  = {^3 }. 
e( {//}), for all other subsets o f Hau, = 0 ,  the empty set.
• pi is a map from subsets of Hau to a partially ordered set (H  has plausibility
pl{H )). p i  calculates the plausibility of H  being an explanation o f D. p i  may be 
measured by a probability function, fuzzy value or likelihood function, [JJ94a]. The 
actual method of creating the plausibility measure is not important, only that p i  is
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partially ordered. That is we need to be able to compare the p i  values. If we assume, for 
example, that p i  is given by the proportion of relevant documents explained, then 
/? /({ eag le} ) = 1,/?/({s p a rro w } )  =1, and p / ( { e a g le ,  s p a rro w } )  = 1. pl({H \), 
for all other subsets of Hau = 0.
An important criterion for explanations is that an explanation should explain all the known 
data. This is reflected in the completeness criterion, Definition 8.2.
Definition 8.2: H  is complete if e ( H)  = Da// .H  is complete if  it explains all the data in
D au
Example: If the relevant set is the set {d\ o } then the set {baboon} is the sole explanation as 
it is the only indexing term for d\Q. This means that it is the only term that can explain d\o 
being relevant. If the relevant document set is {c/ 3  , c/4 } then no indexing term on its own can 
serve to explain both documents. Possible explanations are { e a g le ,  b ab o o n } , { e a g le ,  
m onkey}, { s p a rro w , b a b o o n } , { s p a rro w , m onkey}, { e a g le ,  s p a r ro w , b a b o o n } , 
{ e a g le ,  s p a r r o w , m onkey}, { e a g le ,  b a b o o n , m onkey}, { sp a rro w , b a b o o n , 
m onkey} and { e a g le ,  b a b o o n , s p a r r o w , m onkey}. All these possible explanations are 
complete.
A second important criterion is that explanations should contain no unnecessary elements, i.e. 
an explanation should contain no element that is not necessary to explain the data. This is 
reflected in the parsimony criterion, Definition 8.3.
Definition 8.3: H is parsimonious if V ■ (e ( //)  c  e ( / / )). H  is parsimonious if it
contains no superfluous elements, i.e. no proper subset of //explains all the data explained by 
H .
Example: If the relevant document set is {c/3 , c/4 } then the sets { e a g le ,  b ab o o n } , { e a g le ,  
m onkey}, { s p a rro w , b ab o o n } , { s p a rro w , m onkey}, are all parsimonious whereas the 
sets { e a g le ,  s p a r ro w , b a b o o n } , { e a g le ,  s p a r r o w , m onkey}, { e a g le ,  b a b o o n , 
m onkey} and { sp a rro w , b a b o o n , m onkey} all contain superfluous elements.
The completeness and parsimony criteria can be combined to give a definition of an 
explanation, Definition 8.4.
Definition 8.4: H is an explanation if H is complete and parsimonious.
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Example: If the relevant document set is {d^, d4 } then the sets { e a g le ,  b a b o o n } , { e a g le ,  
m onkey}, { s p a rro w , b a b o o n } , { s p a rro w , m onkey}, are all explanations o f the 
relevant document set as all four sets explain both documents and none contain superfluous 
elements. In this example, any set containing more than one indexing term from each 
document contains superfluous elements.
This definition o f an abduction system only considers a relatively simple type of problem. For 
example we do not consider the interrelations between the elements o f composite hypotheses,
i.e. that fact that components of an explanation may be dependent on each other or may have 
some type o f semantic relationship.
Definition 8.5: H  is a best explanation if and only if it is an explanation and no other
explanation, H  , exists such that p I ( H  )> pI(H) .  That is, H  is only a best explanation if  no 
other explanation can explain the data better than H .
Example: So far I have not assigned plausibility values to either elements or to explanations. 
If I calculate the plausibility of the elements by inverse document frequency measure (idf), 
[SJ72], for example, as shown in Table 8.2, it is possible to differentiate between components 
o f explanations based on their discriminatory power.
Term Occurrences idf
b a b o o n 2 1.61
e a g l e 2 1.61
s p a r r o w 1 2.30
m o n k e y 1 2.30
Table 8.2: id f  values for elements of explanations of {J 3 , c/4 }
If we take the plausibility o f an explanation to be the sum of the components of an 
explanation then the best explanation for the set {d3 , t/4 } is the set { s p a rro w , m onkey} as 
this set has the highest overall plausibility as determined by idf. This is shown in Table 8.3.
H Plausibility
{ e a g l e ,  b a b o o n } 1.61 + 1.61 = 3 .2 2
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{ e a g le ,m o n k e y } 1.61 +2.30 = 3.91
{s p a r ro w ,b a b o o n } 1.61 + 1.61 =3.22
{s p a r ro w , m onkey} 2.30 + 2.30 = 4.60
Table 8.3: Calculation of plausibility o f explanations
A best explanation, / / ,  is defined as one which is complete, parsimonious and explains the 
data with the highest degree o f plausibility. This definition ensures that no alternative 
explanation has a higher plausibility than H  but does not ensure that there is a unique best 
explanation. H  is therefore a best explanation but not necessarily the best explanation.
The parsimony criterion outlined in Definition 8.3 only considers one form of parsimony. 
Alternative definitions for parsimony were investigated by Tuhrim et al., [TRG91], who 
examined four7 3  criteria for determining the most plausible explanation based on the notion of 
parsimony. Each of these definitions will create different explanations on what kind of 
queries can be created by an abductive RF algorithm. In this section I shall describe these 
types of explanations.
i. minimal cardinality. Under this definition, H  is an explanation if and only //explains 
all the data and has the smallest number of elements amongst the possible explanations. 
This parsimony criterion is a form of Occam's Razor7 4  and serves as a general guideline 
that the more simple an explanation, the more likely it is to be correct. Several applications 
have used this criterion to select between explanations o f equal plausibility but different 
size.
For example, if we have two explanations, say { z e b ra ,  to a d }  and { f ro g } , with equal 
plausibility, then we should select the explanation { fro g }  as the shortest explanation. 
However in many situations the combination of two hypotheses may be more plausible than 
the simple sum (see section 8 .3.2.2 - emergent uncertainty). For example, if the set {d\, d 3 } 
is the set of relevant documents, then the sets { e a g le }  or { sp a rro w }  are both potential 
explanations but the set { e a g le ,  s p a rro w }  is not an explanation. This is because the set 
{ e a g le ,  s p a rro w }  contains elements that are not necessary to explain [d 1, dy).  This may
73I ignore the tw o further definitions suggested , nam ely single order  explanations - w hich can o n ly  con sist o f  a 
sing le  elem ent - and collapsed covers - which are designed  for problem s with a spatial elem ent.
74 ‘one should not increase, beyond what is necessaiy, the number o f  entities required to explain an yth in g \ a lso  
know n as the principle o f  parsim ony , [O ccO l],
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be counterintuitive for IR since adding more good terms to a query may give better 
performance than only adding a minimal subset of terms.
ii. irredundancy. His  an explanation if and only if H  is no longer complete if any element 
is removed. This criterion is less strict than minimal cardinality as it only considers the 
coverage o f the data, not the comparative length o f the explanation against other 
explanations. This definition of parsimony also does not allow the comparison of 
explanations with equal plausibility.
iii. relevancy. H  is an explanation if and only every h in H  explains a d  in Dau . In other 
words, every element o f an explanation must explain at least one element o f data and the 
explanation as a whole must explain all the data. This is a loose version of parsimony as it 
does not consider the length or plausibility of an explanation. It also allows more than one 
component to explain the same d. It is still, however, a definition o f parsimony as an 
explanation would not be parsimonious if  it contained elements that did not explain an 
item of data.
iv. most probable cover. If we can attach a causal strength to each h -  each component of 
our hypothesis H  - and each d  to represent how likely h is to explain d  and a prior 
probability to each h to indicate how likely it is to occur then we can calculate P(D\H). For 
RF this means that we’ can assess the probability that a set of indexing terms, H , will 
explain a set of relevant documents D. The probability function should be constructed in 
such a way that P(D\H) is greater than 0 if and only if the set o f indexing terms H  explains 
all the relevant documents.
An explanation H  is a best explanation if and only if F\H \ D)> P{H  \D) for any other 
possible explanation, H \  of D. In RF this type o f explanation would allow us to analyse the 
query as a whole, i.e. compare how each possible modified query performs as an explanation, 
rather than as the set o f component parts.
Tuhrim et al., [TRG91], evaluated each of these types o f parsimony criteria within a real- 
world problem. They took the problem of diagnosing possible explanations for a series of 
brain disorders and generated sets o f explanations using the definitions given above. Human 
experts were then asked to assess the quality of the explanations produced by each method. 
The explanations were classified as being either an exact match to the expert’s diagnosis, a 
close match to the expert’s diagnosis, a partial match or an explanation that disagreed with the 
expert’s explanation of the cause of the patient’s disorder.
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Overall the irredundancy method gave the most number o f exact/close matches however it 
also produced a large number of possible explanations. That is it produced lots o f possible 
explanations, some of which were very good. The minimal cardinality and most probable 
cover methods gave fewer good matches but produced a relatively small number of 
explanations. This investigation showed that not only do different definitions o f what 
constitutes an explanation give different explanations but that the different definitions can 
also produce different numbers of explanations. This has computational implications if  we try 
to generate all explanations before selecting the best explanation, see section 8 .6 .
An alternative approach, one which will be followed in this thesis, is to split the problem of 
creating an explanation into a number of sub-tasks, [JJ94b]. The important reason for this is 
that we can avoid generating all possible explanations and concentrate first on eliminating 
components that may be poor. This means that we can provide different methods to solve 
particular parts of a problem, as will be demonstrated in the following section on the model of 
RF. In the next section I introduce the model for RF based on abductive principles.
8.5 Abductive model of RF
In this section I outline a model for RF based on a process of abductive explanation. Section 
8.5.1 describes the types of inference that are incorporated into the model, sections 8.5.2 
outlines the various sub-tasks involved in creating explanations, and sections 8.5.3 -  8.5.6 
describe the inference stages to obtain a list of possible components o f explanations. Section 
8.5.7 introduces the construction of explanations and the selection o f the best explanation. I 
conclude in section 8.5.8.
To discuss the model I assume that explanations are composed of sets o f characteristics of 
terms and documents. This assumption is solely for the purpose o f outlining the model; the 
components of the model can be any representation of documents or retrievable objects. 
However, before discussing the model, I would like to make an important distinction in 
terminology.
The distinction is between is between the explanatory power of a component and how a 
component explains the data. The notion of explanatory power defines which are good terms 
to explain the documents. This corresponds to the notion of retrospective RF, Chapter One; 
providing a description o f the known relevant documents. The notion o f how we should use 
the terms to retrieve documents (how a component explains the data) corresponds to the 
predictive aspect o f RF: using the explanation to retrieve more relevant documents. This
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distinction is necessary because explanations are usually generated for a purpose. In RF, for 
example, we generate explanations to retrieve new documents. This means that we want to 
separate the process of selecting the components of an explanation, the terms themselves, 
from how we use the terms, selecting the characteristics of each term.
In the following discussion I shall refer back to this distinction where appropriate.
8.5.1 Types of inference
The goal is to obtain a set o f characteristics of terms - an explanation - that can be used as a 
query75. The basic process of choosing an explanation is one of inference and this will 
correspond to a series of inference stages. The inferences are of two types:
i. inference within an iteration o f feedback. This inference is primarily one o f content 
in which we try to decide which term and document characteristics best distinguish the 
relevant documents from the irrelevant documents at the current search stage, independent of 
any other evidence.
ii. inference across iterations. This class of inference is one of change and brings in 
situation aspects of the search. In this inference we are looking at the current search stage in 
the context o f the search as whole, in particular how the search is changing. This type of 
inference should incorporate some element of prediction of the search.
These two stages are often not handled consistently within RF models. Term reweighting 
approaches, e.g. the probabilistic model described in Appendix A, calculate relevance weights 
based on all the relevance information. All relevant documents are aggregated into a single 
set and term weights are recalculated at each iteration of feedback. New relevant documents 
and old relevant documents are, then, treated in the same way. Query expansion techniques, 
such as Rocchio, Appendix A, often have a cumulative effect: once a term has been added to 
a query it will not be removed unless its new weight -  the one calculated by the term 
reweighting algorithm - becomes zero. New relevant documents, in this case, only serve to 
modify previous decisions. This can mean the terms that are currently poor query terms 
remain in the query, albeit with lower weights.
I explicitly separate these two stages of inference as this separation allows a distinction 
between new relevance information and previous relevance information. This distinction can
75  I use characteristics o f  terms and docum ents as the basic com ponents o f  explanations. H ow ever, terms 
them selves or any indexing unit can be used as com ponents o f  explanations.
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be used to investigate the relative utility of these two groups o f relevance information in 
predicting what should be retrieved. I shall explain this in more detail in section 8.5.2.
Within each inference there are two sets of factors that may affect the choice o f the best 
explanation:
i. system factors. These are the factors that derive from algorithmic properties o f both 
term and document characteristics and the retrieval function used. These factors will include 
many of the factors outlined in Part II such as the quality of the characteristics.
ii. user factors. These are the factors that derive from how users search and how they 
assess documents. For example this set o f factors will include aspects such as the use of non­
binary relevance assessments (Chapter Five), the number o f documents a user has assessed 
relevant and the order in which the user has assessed documents.
In the next section I outline the basic inference steps that compose the model of RF.
8.5.2 Abductive process
This model o f explanation falls into six tasks. Each task contributes to the overall process of 
choosing a best explanation either by organising the data (selecting possible components of 
explanations, or ordering these components) or guiding the reasoning process (selecting the 
type of explanation required, constructing the explanation, selecting the best explanation).
A distinction can be made between creating explanatory hypotheses or explanations and 
evaluating the quality o f each explanation, [JJ94b]. For the purposes o f this work I shall not 
divide this process. One reason for this is that explanation can be complex entities, composed 
of many elements. A strategy that generates all possible explanations before evaluation of 
explanations may be too computationally expensive to be tractable (see section 8 .6 ). In 
addition, a strategy that incorporates the evaluation of components o f explanations within the 
hypothesis creation stage can reduce the number o f possible explanations to be considered, 
[JJ94b],
I shall briefly introduce the tasks in this section to give an outline for a fuller discussion of 
each tasks in sections 8.5.3 -  8.5.8.
i. inference of explanation type. In this task I exploit the user's behaviour and 
information on the content of the relevant documents to infer what kind o f explanation or
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query is required at the current search stage. This task decides what is to be explained. This 
stage aims at to determining what features of the relevance assessments require explanation.
At each iteration of feedback some aspects of the relevance assessments may require 
explanation, other will not. This inference step examines both the overall search and the 
current iteration to estimate what explanations are required. This will be discussed in section 
8.5.3.
ii. inference o f the relevant document set. This stage takes the documents that have been 
marked relevant at the current iteration, summarised information on previous iterations, 
information on the process o f making relevance assessments (such as the range of 
assessments, number of assessments, order of assessments) and selects which documents we 
should try to explain. The point of this inference, which is unusual for RF techniques, is that 
if we have new evidence on what constitutes currently relevant material then we may want to 
revise previous decisions. This will be discussed in 8.5.4.
iii. inference of possible components o f explanation. This takes the set of terms and returns 
the set o f terms that could form part of an explanation. This will be discussed in section 8.5.5.
iv. inference of good  components of explanation. This stage takes the output from stage iii. 
(set o f terms) and returns the terms with weights on the potential quality of each term 
providing a given type of explanation. This will be discussed in section 8.5.6.
v. building explanations. This stage constructs explanations according to the definitions 
outlined in section 8 .4 .2 .1 shall discuss this stage in section 8.5.7.
vi. selecting good explanations. This final stage selects and compares good explanations 
based on the plausibility of their component elements and the type o f explanation required 
(point i. above) and returns the optimal explanation. This stage will be discussed in section 
8.5.8.
The process is to infer what we want the query to achieve (what type of explanation), infer the 
relevant document set, from this set infer possible and then good components of explanations 
and then compose a number of explanations. From this set of explanations we choose one 
explanation to use as the best explanation.
Once we have created the best explanation we can then decide how each element o f the
explanation explains the relevant assessments. That is, once we have (retrospectively) created
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a good explanation o f the known relevant documents we have to decide how to use the 
explanation to retrieve a new set of documents. In this work this translates into selecting good 
term characteristics of each term in the explanation.
8.5.3 Inference of query type
Most statistical approaches to query modification, [RSJ76, Roc71], define a retrieval function 
that is used for all queries and all iterations o f relevance feedback. Although these functions 
are applied to different sets of documents (different sets o f relevant and irrelevant documents 
at each feedback iteration), most parameters (number of expansion terms, relative weighting 
of new and existing query terms, etc.) are identical for all iterations of feedback. Following 
these approaches, a query will be modified by the same mechanism at all iterations of 
feedback. This mechanism will typically be one that has been shown to give good average 
performance on a set of test collections.
However, if we view the process of modifying a query as one o f supporting a user search, we 
should recognise that different searches, or different stages of a search, may require different 
query modification techniques. For example, if a user is moving from a browsing stage o f a 
search - a stage where they are investigating general information on a topic - to a stage where 
they are looking for more specific information then it may be appropriate to change the query 
in different ways than if the user is moving from a specific to a general search. Depending on 
the type of search, we may want to vary the number or type of query terms added, the method 
of ranking the terms, and the degree to which we alter the existing query. One potentially 
powerful source of evidence for how to modify the query is the relevance assessments 
themselves.
The relevance assessments given by users are not only indications of what they find relevant 
but also of their decision-making process. For example Spink et al, [SGB98], note that the use 
of partial, or non-binary, relevance assessments correlate with stages o f uncertainty as to 
search focus: the more partial relevance assessments, the more unfocused the search. 
Similarly, Florance and Marchionini, [FM95], demonstrate that the order in which users make 
assessments within an iteration can serve as good indicators of which documents are more 
central to the current search.
Information such as this has been used by several authors, e.g. [Kuh91, Kuh93, E1189, 
ECH93] to show that discrete stages in searching can be detected and categorised. These 
stages often correspond either to a task (e.g. gathering information, checking for new 
information or to a process (e.g. orienting oneself in a database, focusing an information
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need). The user's interaction with the IR system can, then, serve to distinguish one task or 
process from other alternatives.
In my query modification approach I could, therefore, try to infer what type of search state the 
user is involved in and modify the query to best support this search stage. For example a user 
who is trying to obtain an overview of a topic may be better served by a query that retrieves 
documents that contain different aspects of the topic. A user who has a very focused 
information need would require only documents relevant to particular aspects o f the topic.
There are, however, a number o f objections or difficulties with this approach. The first 
difficulty is that o f inferring which evidence points to what conclusion. Although the 
classifications of information-seeking behaviour are based on user's interactions with an IR 
system, they require a certain amount o f human interpretation and human-human interaction. 
In other words the classifications o f stages and tasks within a search are not based solely on 
the interaction.
The point here is that for many aspects o f making relevance assessments we are unable to 
automatically detect the cause of why assessments were made in a particular way. Partial 
assessments, for example, may be the result o f a vague information need but they may also 
arise due to a poor retrieval session or a lack o f highly relevant documents in the collection 
being searched. This means that we cannot assert, with any certainty, that a particular 
behaviour has a definite cause.
A related difficulty is that it is not clear what our actions should be - what kind o f query 
modification we should attempt - even if we could identify search stages. Assume that we are 
able to identify a search stage in which a user has a vague information need. Our goal at this 
stage may be to help the user focus their information need, i.e. to move further on in the 
search process. Equally the goal may be to develop a query that will continue to retrieve 
documents similar to the ones the user has already got, i.e. support what type o f search stage 
the user is involved in and allow the user to decide when it is appropriate to focus their 
search . 7 6
76W e cou ld , o f  course, use an abductive system  o f  reasoning to guess w hat is the cause o f  a particular set o f  
actions but this w ould  not help us decide h ow  the system  should react. An alternative action is to ask the user w hy  
they perform certain actions but it is doubtful whether the user is able, or w illin g , to make such reflective  
d ecision s.
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However, as I have discussed above, although it is difficult to guess what the user intends and 
how to support the user, their searching behaviour can give useful indications o f what is 
important about their search.
An alternative option is not to exploit the user's actions to decide upon what search stage we 
should base our query modification but to identify what is important about the relevance 
assessments. Here, I use the process of making relevance assessments to decide what features 
the system should attempt to explain, looking for important features in the relevance 
assessments and guiding query modification to these features. This detection of important 
features comes, in turn, from the change in relevance assessments over successive iterations 
o f feedback. For example a drop in the number of relevance assessments, an increase in the 
number of partial relevance assessments, or a change in the similarity o f relevant documents 
could provide valuable insights into how the search is changing. These indications of search 
change can be used to indicate how the query should be modified.
Different behavioural changes in the relevance assessments will lead to different query 
modifications. I use the change in behavioural evidence from the user to guide what evidence 
we use and how much of each evidence we use. For example if  the consistency of the relevant 
document set increases (inter-document similarity) then we could infer that this increase in 
consistency is a reflection o f a more focused need or a better retrieval session and target 
retrieval of documents that form a consistent set. Similarly if  the use of partial relevance 
assessments over binary assessments decreases then we should concentrate on the retrieval of 
highly relevant documents.
Each of these possible methods on changing a query corresponds to different methods of 
explanation and the task in this inference is to decide which explanation is required. In 
Chapter Nine I show, experimentally, that different types o f explanation give different 
retrieval results and, in Chapter Ten, I show that these different types o f explanation can be 
used to detect which type o f query modification is more appropriate for individual retrieval 
situations.
8.5.4 Inference of relevant document set
For any given iteration of RF, the first thing we have to consider is which documents we want 
to use as the relevant set of documents. These documents will be used to modify the query. 
This is not a question usually asked in RF - normally all the documents that the user has 
marked as relevant are used for query modification. However how the user assesses relevance 
may mean that we only want to consider some of the documents they marked as being 
relevant.
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For example, we may choose only to use the documents that have a high relevance score or 
relevant documents that are very similar to each other. We may also take into account the 
order in which assessments were made. Users often deploy strategies when marking 
documents relevant, for example some users will simply go down a list starting from the first 
document and assessing or at least considering in some way each document until they have 
found enough information or until they stop searching the list. Other users act in a less 
ordered fashion, [FM95] - finding a good document and then relating the information in the 
other documents to this one. So order may be important in finding what the user thinks is a 
good document.
What is important here is that we are selecting what evidence is to be used to form 
explanations. To do this we may want to infer how to use the evidence. To do this we need to 
infer a change in the style of searching over time (user factor , across iteration).
Factors that affect choice of relevant documents can be used on an iteration-to-iteration basis 
to direct the choice o f which documents are the best to use. Thus we can choose at each 
iteration how many of the relevant documents we want to consider: - all the relevant ones, 
only the highly relevant ones, the most consistent ones, or the ones that we feel may have 
been more central to the user's relevance assessments.
For example, if the assessments become more partial or the consistency changes then we may 
want to try a broader query than the one previously used. A broad search probably means we 
need to consider as many relevant documents as possible. If the number of partial relevance 
assessments lowers during the search or the number of high relevant assessments increases 
then this could correspond to a search that is becoming narrower may be better suited to only 
considering very relevant documents or only the documents most recently marked relevant. In 
other words, we could use the information on the current search state to automatically refine 
our previous decision on what we should have considered relevant at previous iterations: 
refining our previous decisions in the light of new information. This notion o f selecting which 
documents we should concentrate on is back by experimental evidence, e.g. [SW99, VakOOa, 
VakOOb] which shows that searchers use different criteria for assessing relevance at different 
stages in their search. In other words, selecting which documents to explain is an attempt to 
select those documents that reflect the user’s current criteria for relevance.
This type o f inference gives us the basis for what we are explaining - which documents we 
are trying to explain. I shall present experimental evidence for this in Chapter Ten, section
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10.2.3, where I show that better performance can be achieved by selecting which relevant 
documents are used for feedback.
8.5.5 Inference of components of explanations
Once we have decided which documents are to be used for feedback we should decide what 
are the possible components of explanations: which terms can explain the relevant 
documents. Potentially any set of terms can provide an explanation for the relevant set of 
documents. However we can cut down this search space in a number of ways.
The first way to cut down this search space is to assert that only terms that appear in a 
document can explain the document. This is a broad cut-off - a term that is not in a relevant 
document is not a good indicator of relevance at the current search stage. This inference is an 
example of an inference across iterations and is motivated by system factors - we cut down 
the number o f possible components to help the computational properties o f explanation 
generation.
The result of the previous two steps is a set of possible components of an explanation, each of 
which is an indexing term. We should now consider how important each of these are in an 
explanation. At present I have only identified which hypotheses, or terms, should be 
considered. I have not specified which are good  hypotheses. This I do in section 8.5.6.
8.5.6 Inference of good components of explanations
The result of the previous inference stage is a set of terms that have some explanatory power 
in describing why the relevant documents are relevant. We can cut down this set further by 
considering the coverage and discrimination of the hypotheses. We are then performing an 
inference of which are good components of an explanation: those that explain more o f the 
relevant documents and those that separate the relevant from the non-relevant documents. 
This reduction in the possible components is achieved in several stages.
The first stage is an inference across iteration and is based on system factors. In attempting to 
explain relevance assessments we must take into account how many of the relevant 
documents a term explains. A good term should explain as many of the relevant documents as 
possible, but it should also discriminate well between relevant and irrelevant documents so 
we next remove all the terms that are more likely to be present in irrelevant documents than 
relevant ones. We are then inferring which are good components o f an explanation based on 
their discriminatory power.
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This can be extended to take into account the temporal nature of a search, based on 
Campbell's, [CVR96], notion o f ostensive relevance: the relevance weight of a term is a 
product of its discriminatory power over time. It can also be extended to incorporate partial 
relevance scores.
This allows us to eliminate all terms that are poor discriminators of relevance over time and 
allows us to order the remaining ones. As will be shown in Chapter Nine there are other ways 
of ordering terms for query expansion, each of which can be used to estimate the explanatory 
power of a term. For example we can order terms by their discriminatory power, by how 
much data they explain, or how likely they are to appear in documents. Each method of 
estimating the explanatory power of a term corresponds to a particular definition of what type 
of explanation is required. As mentioned in the introduction to section 8.5 this notion of 
explanatory power only considers how good a term is at explaining the relevance 
assessments, it is not used to decide how a term explains a document.
8.5.7 Composing explanations
The result of the previous step is a method of weighting terms according to their explanatory 
power in explaining the relevant documents. These components o f explanations can be then 
combined to build potential explanations, each of which is a possible new query.
This set of terms may serve as an explanation on its own but it may be possible to derive a
better explanation by only considering a subset of the terms. That is we may only require 
some of the components from the set of good components to explain the data. How we select 
the best explanation from this set depends on what kind of explanation we require.
In section 8.5.3 I argued that the choice of which type of explanation we want should be
dictated by what we want the explanation to achieve: the effect we want the explanation to 
have on the search. This will allow us to select between good explanations (those that achieve 
what we want) and bad explanations (those that change the search in an inappropriate 
manner). By ordering the components o f explanations, section 8.5.6, we can assume that we 
are dealing with the right kind of terms. For example, if  we want an explanation that will 
broaden a search then we should order the terms according to how likely they are to broaden 
rather than narrow a search. This step allows us to concentrate on the terms that are likely to 
achieve what we want from an explanation.
However even though we are concentrating on the terms that are good for a particular type o f
explanation, some combinations o f terms will form better explanations than others
combinations. Hence we have to consider which combination is the best one; which is the
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best explanation depends on how we define best. There are various ways we could define best 
and some of the criteria for selecting best explanation are, [JJ94b]:
i. simplicity. A better explanation will probably be a simpler one. Usually a small set of 
terms with good explanatory power is better than a larger set of terms with the same 
explanatory power.
ii. plausibility. A better explanation will be one that most plausibly explains the data. So 
far we have not discussed how we obtain plausibility of explanations but in part this 
will depend of the plausibility o f the individual components o f the explanation - their 
explanatory power.
iii. self-consistency. A good explanation will be one that is self-consistent. A poor 
explanation may be one that explains all the data, but which comprises a set of 
mutually exclusive sub-explanations, i.e. parts o f the explanation explain some of the 
data, and other parts explain other parts, but there is no overlap.
iv. consistent with background knowledge. We should prefer an explanation that fits with 
what we already know about the retrieval situation. Although we may require radical 
changes to the query, if  the choice is between two explanations, one that insists on a 
radical change and one a conservative change, it is probable that the conservative one 
is preferable.
v. quality. In this case, best is a question o f explaining better; the quality o f the 
explanation is more important than the number of documents explained. For example 
we may be able to explain all the relevance assessments but only by creating a large 
explanation or an explanation that contains unlikely components. In this case it may 
be better to eliminate some of the relevance assessments and concentrate on creating 
an explanation with better overall plausibility but which only explains part of the 
data.
vi. quantitative. In this case a better explanation explains more of the relevant 
documents, regardless of the plausibility of the explanation.
In practice all these issues are important but which is more important very much depends on
what kind of explanation is required. There is also a trade-off between the method of creating
explanations and the ability to guarantee the selection o f the best explanation. For example
we could create all possible explanations and iteratively test each explanation to see which
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has the best overall explanatory power. However this method is impractical for real-time 
solutions. An alternative method is to heuristically select a good initial explanation and test 
the robustness of this explanation by adding or removing components. One method of doing 
this is to rank all components of the explanation and create the first explanation possible. 
Then, by adding new components or removing existing ones we can see to what degree the 
explanatory power of the explanation changes -  testing how likely this explanation is to be 
the best one. As will be shown in section 8 .6 , the use of heuristics is often necessary to guide 
the system towards a good explanation. In Chapter Eleven I outline various formal techniques 
that can be used to select the best explanation.
8.5.8 Summary
The overall strategy for creating explanations is one of multiple inferences regarding what 
constitutes a good explanation for a current retrieval situation. A primary feature of this 
approach is the incorporation of more behavioural aspects of relevance feedback.
The inferences fall into several stages, each of which is guided by factors reflecting how 
retrieval systems work and how users assess relevance. There are four main inference stages:
i. inference o f  query modification required. This inference examines the search as a
whole comparing the relevance assessments made at the current iteration against 
those made in previous iterations. The intention of this inference is to estimate what 
kind o f query modification, what kind of explanation, is required. This inference is 
primarily governed by the user behaviour. That is, what the user marks relevant and 
how the user is assessing relevance.
ii. inference o f  relevant document set. The decision on which type o f explanation is
required also allows the inference of what documents are to be explained. In this 
inference the choice of what kind o f explanation is to be generated allows a better 
estimate of which relevance assessments are to be explained. For example, if the user 
gives relevant documents higher scores in the current iteration than in previous 
iterations we could use this information to eliminate documents from previous 
iterations. This stage is primarily directed by the user behaviour and operates across 
iterations of feedback (selecting documents from earlier stages in the search) and the 
current iteration (selecting relevant documents from the current search iteration).
iii. inference o f  components o f  explanations. Once the system has decided what
assessments are to be explained it can start to assemble the components o f the
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explanation. This set of components will be those that are capable of explaining the 
relevant assessments.
iv. inference o f  good components o f  explanations. This inference stage selects those 
components that are good at explaining the relevant documents.
Once these inferences have been made the choice o f good explanations and best explanations 
can be implemented. The formation of good explanations concentrates on those components 
that have the best explanatory power, and the choice of best explanation typically will be 
guided by the principles outlined above. This means that we tend to want small, highly 
plausible explanations that explain all the data with the minimal change to the existing query. 
However this is only a tendency and sometimes a bigger explanation may be more plausible 
than a short explanation and sometimes it may be better to only explain the most important, 
rather than all, the data.
In the next section I discuss the complexity of producing explanations. This section is 
necessary as it shows that in most problems, we have to rely on some kind o f heuristic 
reasoning to guide the process of creating explanations.
8.6 Complexity of abduction
Abductive inference is a theory of justification, based on inferring explanations for observed 
events. The judgement o f how good a hypothesis, H , is as an explanation depends on a 
number of aspects, [JJ94b]: how accurately we have collected our data, section 8.3.1, how 
much effort we have expended on evaluating alternative explanations, section 8.3.3, how 
plausible H  is an explanation and how much better H  is as an explanation than the 
alternatives, section 8.3.4. As abductive inferences, unlike deductive inferences, can be wrong 
we need to balance the need to find an explanation against the effort o f creating alternative 
explanations or finding more evidence.
In domains that have few elements, it may be possible to perform an exhaustive search for 
explanations. In domains such as IR the search space may become quite large. In IR we can 
reduce the search space by, for example, only considering a subset of possible components of 
explanations, but we cannot guarantee that the space will be small enough to ensure that an 
exhaustive search will be tractable, hence it is necessary to consider the complexity of 
abductive processes.
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In [BAT+94], Bylandcr et al. consider the computational complexity of generating abductive 
explanations that are composed of individual elements such as indexing terms. In general, 
finding the most probable composite hypothesis is intractable, [Coop90]. However, Bylander 
et al. demonstrate that different classes of abductive problems are either polynomial7 7  
(tractable) or NP-hard7 8  (intractable) depending on the complexity o f calculating the 
uncertainty of the hypotheses and how much data is explained by the hypotheses. Bylander et 
al. argue that the computational complexity of the abduction task is not dependent on the 
representation or the method of reasoning but on the constraints on the explanatory process, 
and the ordering amongst hypotheses dictated by the plausibility measure. That is, certain 
types of abduction problems are hard irrespective of the reasoning methods that are applied to 
the problem. This is important because RF techniques are interactive techniques: solutions 
that are too computationally complex are unlikely to be appropriate for RF.
In the rest of this section I shall analyse my use of abduction based on the discussion in
[BAT+94]. Their investigation is based on 'finding the most plausible composite hypothesis 
that explains all the data' and is analogous to my use o f abduction which is based on finding
the most best set o f indexing terms to use in a new query.
I shall discuss first the complexity of finding explanations in section 8.6.1, then in section 
8.6.2 I shall discuss the complexity of finding the best explanation. In section 8.6.3 I shall 
discuss the complexity of my approach.
8.6.1 Complexity of finding explanations
In this section I analyse the complexity of different types of abduction problem based on the 
complexity of finding explanations, I do not consider the plausibility o f explanations, i.e. I am
77A polynom ial so lu tion  is one w h ose  tim e com p lex ity  function is 0 (» k) for som e k > = 0 . If problem  is solvable in 
polynom ial tim e then an algorithm  can usually  be found w here k is relatively  sm all, e .g . less than 5, [R S 8 6 ], This 
m eans that a solution is possib le for this problem  that can usually  operate in an effic ien t tim e-scale . It does not, 
how ever, guarantee that such a solution  is easy  to find. N or does it guarantee that a so lu tion  w ill be fast enough for 
the requirem ents o f  the user.
78An intractable solution  is defined  as on e for w hich  no polynom ial solution ex ists but is solvable. That is a 
solution is p ossib le but the tim e taken to g ive  an answ er m ay be exponential to  the size  o f  the number o f  
com ponents used to form the solution . N P  (non-detennin istic p o lynom ial) so lu tions are so lvab le in polynom ial 
time on ly  by the use o f  heuristics or a non-determ inistic algorithm , [R S 8 6 ]. A  problem  is said to be NP-hard if  an 
algorithm  for so lv in g  it can be used to so lv e  all other N P problem s. A  problem  w hich  is both NP and NP-hard is 
called an N P -com p lete Problem.
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mainly concerned with finding any explanations not the best explanations. The plausibility of 
explanations will be dealt with in section 8 .6 .2 .
8.6.1.1 Independent abduction problems
In the most simple abduction problems an explanation explains a datum if at least one of its 
component hypotheses explains the datum, regardless of what other hypotheses the 
explanation contains. In this situation we assume that the elements o f an explanation do not 
interact and explanatory power is equal to set coverage, [BAT+94]. Formally an abduction 
problem is independent if it is the case that if at least one element of an explanation explains 
the datum then the complete explanation explains the datum, Equation 8.1. For RF this means 
that if term t explains a document d  then any explanation containing t explains d.
V H  c  H au(e(H ) = \JheH e(h))
Equation 8.1: Independent abduction problem
If we are seeking the best explanation for an independent abduction problem, one method is 
to generate all possible explanations and to test the plausibility of each. However there may 
be an exponential number of explanations to be considered and so determining the number of 
explanations for an independent abduction problem is as hard as determining the number of 
solutions to an NP-complete problem, [BAT+94].
Theorem 8.1: For the class o f independent abduction problems, it is NP- 
complete to determine the number of explanations.
Therefore finding the number of possible explanations to this type of problem, regardless of 
how the plausibility function is measured, is intractable. However to find an explanation we 
do not need to consider all the possible explanations. For example if h is the most plausible 
component, and h explains all the data then h can be held to be the best explanation. This is 
only applicable if one individual hypothesis explains all the data, and the smaller a set is, the 
higher its overall plausibility. In most cases this ideal situation will not arise. For example, in 
RF although one term may explain all the relevant documents (very common terms may 
appear in all the relevant documents), when we take into account the plausibility of the 
individual terms we may find that composite explanations have a higher overall plausibility.
If we consider explanations with more than one component, it is easy to check whether an
explanation exists (if the set of all possible hypotheses is not an explanation then no
explanation exists). We can then test each individual hypothesis and generate a composite
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working hypothesis; if adding a hypothesis to the working hypothesis increases the 
explanatory power then we retain the hypothesis else the hypothesis is removed. This creates 
a minimal explanation with maximum overall plausibility. If all the data is not explained by 
the explanation then no fu ll  explanation exists, and we can only achieve a partial explanation 
for problems of this type.
For independent abduction problems, it is tractable to find an explanation.
Theorem 8.2: For the class of independent abduction problems, there is an
o(nCe +n ^algorithm for finding an explanation, if one exists.
+ I t f J .  Cq is the complexity of calculating e
8.6.1.2 Monotonic abduction problems
The data explained by an explanation of an independent abductive problem is equivalent to 
the union o f the data explained by each individual hypothesis. In the class o f monotonic 
abduction problems, the data explained by a composite explanation may be greater than that 
explained by the individual hypotheses. This can arise from the fact that, together, hypotheses 
may interact to explain data that neither could explain separately. For example if I included 
phrases as the components o f explanations, then the presence of the term information in a 
document or the presence of the term retrieval may not explain the document but the presence 
of the phrase information retrieval could explain the relevance o f the document.
An abduction problem is monotonic if and only if for all explanations, H, any proper subset of 
H  explains less data than H, Equation 8.2.
V //, H  c  HaU{H c / / '  e{H) c  e{H  ))
Equation 8.2: Monotonic abduction problem
A composite explanation does not explain any less data than its individual hypotheses and 
may explain more data. All independent abduction problems are monotonic but not all 
monotonic problems are independent, [BAT+94]. This is because independent explanation 
insists that at least one hypothesis explains each datum.
As the independent abduction problems are included in the set of monotonic problems it is 
also intractable to determine the number of explanations for this class o f problem. Bylander et 
al. also demonstrate that is it hard to enumerate a polynomial number o f explanations.
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Theorem 8.3: For the class o f monotonic abduction problems, given a set of 
explanations, it is NP-complete to determine whether an additional 
explanation exists.
However the complexity of finding an explanation is as for the independent problems.
Theorem 8.4: For the class of monotonic abduction problems, there is an 
0{ nCe + n^) algorithm for finding an explanation, if one exists, n = \Dau\ +
\Ha/i\, Ce is the complexity of calculating e
Therefore it is tractable to find a solution, but intractable to find all explanations to a 
monotonic abduction problem.
8.6.1.3 Incompatibility abduction problems
So far we have assumed that any set of components o f an explanation is possible. The class of 
incompatibility abduction problems refers to problems where elements can be mutually 
exclusive. That is some components o f an explanation cannot jointly explain an event as the 
two events cannot occur together. For example if  we try to explain why John and M ary’s car 
crashed we may form explanations o f the form ‘John was driving and fe ll asleep’ or ‘ Mary 
was driving and was drunk’ but we could not form explanations that assert that both John and 
Mary were driving the car. In RF this type of situation is only problematic if  we asserted that 
the fact that a term does not appear in a document means that the term could not represent the 
content of the document. For example, if the term m onkey  does not appear in a document 
then the document is not about monkeys. This assumption is not one we would wish to make 
in IR.
8.6.1.4 Cancellation abduction problems
The set o f cancellation abduction problems refers to the class o f problems in which one 
element may cancel out data explained by another. For example in a diagnostic situation, one 
disease may explain an increased body temperature and another disease explain an increased 
body temperature but the two diseases in combination would result in a normal body 
temperature.
In our model o f RF this situation does not apply. A term or characteristic o f a term simply
explains a set of documents. If we combine terms with other terms in an explanation then the
combination o f terms does not explain less documents than either term individually: the
addition o f new information does not affect the explanatory coverage (in terms o f set
coverage) o f a term. In my model explanatory power is cumulative not subtractive.
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8.6.1.5 Summary
The framework for RF I have presented, based on terms, is an example o f an independent 
abduction problem. However by widening the representations used to form explanations to 
include composite indexing elements such as phrases, the framework more properly is an 
example o f a monotonic abduction problem. As shown in Table 8.4 this means that it is 
tractable to find an explanation and intractable to find all explanations. The complexity of 
finding a best explanation will be discussed in the next section.
Condition to 
achieve
Class of Finding an Finding all Finding a
problems explanation explanation best explanation
independent P NP ?
monotonic P NP ?
Table 8.4: Time complexity of generating explanations 
P = known polynomial algorithm, NP = NP-hard. Adapted from [BAT+94]
8.6.2 Complexity of plausibility of finding a best explanation
In order to discuss the complexity of finding a best explanation I need to define how to 
compare the plausibilities of explanations. For the purposes o f this discussion the plausibility 
criterion is based on comparing the plausibility o f individual hypotheses in explanations. The 
overall plausibility of an explanation is therefore a function o f the plausibility o f its 
components.
8.6.2.1 Best-small plausibility criterion
It would be natural to assume that smaller explanations are preferable to larger ones and that 
more plausible individual explanations are preferable to less plausible ones, i.e. to assume that 
small and highly plausible explanations are better than large, less plausible ones. In RF this 
means that a small set o f highly plausible terms is preferable as a query than a large set of less 
plausible terms.
However it is intractable to find best explanations using this best-small approach. A 
individual hypotheses may have different plausibilities we may reach the situation where a 
larger explanation has more plausible elements and a higher overall plausibility than a smaller 
explanation. Therefore we cannot distinguish between large, plausible explanations and small, 
implausible explanations, In addition, depending on the definition of parsimony we are using,
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it may often be possible to increase the plausibility of an explanation simply by adding an 
extra element. Therefore it is not possible to order explanations based solely on the best-small 
plausibility criterion. We need additional information on how to order the explanations 
relative to each other, [BAT+94]
Theorem 8.5: For the class of independent abduction problems using the best 
small plausibility criterion, it is NP-hard to find a best explanation.
8.6.2.2 Ordered abduction problem
If the plausibility o f all the individual hypotheses are different and if their plausibilities can 
be totally ordered, i.e. all plausibility values are unique, then finding a best explanation using 
best-small is tractable.
An abduction problem is ordered if, given any two hypothesis, we can say which hypothesis 
has the greater value.
\/h ,h  6  Ha\\{h ^  h —» (pl(h) < pl(h p l(h) >p l ( h ^
Equation 8.3: Ordered abduction problem
It is tractable to find the best explanation for this kind o f problem.
Theorem 8.6: For the class of ordered monotonic abduction problems using 
the best-small plausibility criterion, there is an 0(nCe + nCpi +n^) algorithm 
for finding a best explanation, n = \Dajj\ + \Ha//\, Ce is the complexity of 
calculating e. Cpi is the complexity o f calculating pi
Although it is tractable to find a best explanation for this kind of problem, it is difficult to 
determine whether it is the best explanation, without enumerating and testing all possible 
explanations.
Theorem 8.7: For the class of ordered independent abduction problems using 
the best-small plausibility criterion, given a best explanation, it is NP-complete 
to determine whether there is another best explanation.
Condition to achieve
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Class of problems Finding a best 
explanation
Finding more than 
one explanation
Ordered
independent/
monotonic
P NP
Unordered
independent/
monotonic
NP NP
Table 8.5: Complexity using best-small criterion based on plausibility o f components 
P = known polynomial algorithm, NP = NP-hard. adapted from [BAT+94]
8.6.3 Summary
The abductive problem, so far, is an independent problem, so it is possible to derive a 
tractable solution to find an explanation or to tell if any explanation exists. However, as I 
have based the model of explanation on the values of terms, I cannot assert that this problem 
is ordered: the values of terms do not allow the total ordering of all terms. However, this 
discussion has centred around the theoretical complexity o f the problem, the practical nature 
may make this finding unimportant. For example, although in theory we have a large number 
o f potential explanations, as discussed in section 8.5, most terms are usually ruled out before 
composite explanations are considered. It is also likely the use of heuristics can reduce the 
need to consider all our options. A practical approach to the problem may only require us to 
explain some of the data, so it may be the case that we only require partial explanations. That 
is, we may only require an explanation that is good enough. The point here is that we can 
theoretically determine how to select an explanation and, with appropriate definitions of 
plausibility and a definition o f what constitutes the best explanation, we can select the best 
explanation(s). However in real systems we will often need to use heuristics to actually 
calculate explanations. I will demonstrate methods of doing this in the next chapter.
In the next section I shall complete this chapter with a short discussion.
8.7 Summary
In this chapter I proposed a framework for relevance feedback based on abductive inference. 
This model incorporates information on how user's make relevance assessments and uses a 
notion o f explanation to generate modified queries.
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The use o f abductive reasoning here is a variant of Van Rijsbergen’s, [VR8 6 ], proposal that 
relevance can be modelled as a process of uncertain inference. Van Rijsbergen's model 
asserts that the relevance of a document to a query can be measured by the probability that the 
information in a document infers the information in a query, Figure 8.5.
P{d —» q)
Figure 8.5: Relevance measured as uncertain inference
Inference is a particularly suitable process for IR as the information we have in a retrieval 
situation is usually underdetermined, [SJ99], For example, queries do not usually specify 
exactly which documents will be relevant and the representations o f documents do not 
adequately capture the user’s reasons for relevance.
Also as Lipton [Lip97] points out, 'If inference is inductive, by definition it is 
underdetermined by the evidence and the rules o f  deduction'. Often in a retrieval situation we 
cannot make clear deductions from evidence, we have to make educated guesses. If we 
expand our evidence from simply the content of the relevant documents to include how the 
users present their relevance assessments, I argue that better guesses can be made about what 
kind o f RF is required for individual searches.
Van Rijsbergen's approach was encapsulated in the logical uncertainty principle, [VR8 6 ]:
"Given any two sentences x and y; a measure o f the uncertainty o f y -»x 
related to a given data set is determined by the minimal extent to which 
we have to add information to the data set, to establish the truth o f y -> 
x."
In our case we are interested in the plausibility7 9  that the information we have on relevance, 
the relevance assessments, R, infers a modified query, q', where q' is an abductive explanation 
of R, equation 2.
Pl(R —>q')
Figure 8 .6 : Relevance measured as uncertain inference
79I do not, yet, sp ec ify  w hich theory o f  uncertainty p lausib ility  refers to. P lausibility  should be treated as a general 
likelihood  measure.
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Our abductive situation starts with q and we want to reach q', we then have to abduce enough 
information to be able to reach q'. Van Rijsbergen's definition promotes a conservative 
approach to transformation (minimal extent), but as Banquo demonstrated, section 8.3.3, we 
may not always infer a minimal change to the previous query, q. Sometimes we may want a 
more radical change to the previous query to provide a better estimate o f R80. As will be 
shown in the following chapters this is because more radical changes can be more appropriate 
to individual retrieval situations. This is because, although we may be able to explain the 
relevance assessments using a short explanation it may not be the preferred type of 
explanation for the retrieval situation. We may, instead, require a type o f explanation that 
gives a bigger query modification.
In the following two chapters, Chapter Nine and Chapter Ten, I present an experimental 
investigation into different methods of creating explanations and their applicability to RF.
^9Van Rijsbergen's approach w as d esigned  to provide a match betw een docum ent and query rather than retrieval 
situation and query but the question o f  w hether w e want a m inim al transfonnation holds.
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Chapter Nine
Experiments on explanations
9.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter I outlined a general framework of RF based on abductive principles. 
In this and the following chapter I present an experimental investigation o f some aspects of 
the framework. These experiments are carried out on test collections as test collections allow 
a large number of experiments to be run. However, the use of test collections means that 
certain aspects of the framework presented in Chapter Eight, e.g. the use o f partial relevance 
assessments, could not be investigated as the test collections do not contain this information. 
The test collections also do not provide any notion of the development o f an information 
need. I shall present a separate investigation on these aspects in Chapter Twelve where I 
discuss a separate, user-oriented, evaluation o f the framework.
The fundamental argument outlined in Chapter Eight was that different retrieval situations 
should be supported by different RF techniques. This is to say that some RF techniques are 
more appropriate for particular types of query modification. For example, some RF 
techniques are better at improving precision than others. Furthermore, it was argued that it is 
possible to select, from the user’s interaction, which RF technique(s) should be used at 
individual RF iterations. In this chapter, and in Chapter Ten, I experimentally investigate this 
proposal. I do this in a number o f ways. In this chapter, I examine different criteria on what 
constitutes an explanation, i.e. how components of explanations should be ordered and what 
parsimony criterion should be used to select components of an explanation. Each definition of 
what constitutes an explanation should be created corresponds to a different method of 
reformulating a query based on relevance information. In Chapter Ten, I investigate factors 
that can be used to determine why individual query reformulation techniques work well on 
some queries and less well on others. Finally, I examine whether it is possible to 
automatically select an appropriate RF technique based on the user’s interaction. This will 
also be discussed in Chapter Ten.
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In the remainder of this introduction I shall discuss the relation between abductive and 
standard methods o f query reformulation.
RF techniques, e.g. [Roc71, RSJ76, Har92c], aim to provide more effective queries based on 
a user’s assessment o f a set of retrieved documents. As discussed in Chapter One, RF 
methods typically concentrate on identifying good indicators of relevance: usually those 
terms that are good at discriminating documents that the user has assessed as containing 
relevant material. These terms can be given higher weights (term reweighting), e.g. [RSJ76], 
or be used as the basis for a new query (query reformulation), e.g. [Roc71],
The assumption behind RF approaches is that the more similar a document is to the relevant 
documents, then the more likely this document is to be relevant. RF techniques decide what 
features should be used in making this similarity comparison (query reformulation) and how 
important are each of these features (term reweighting). RF is then a process o f detecting 
important features in the set of relevant documents. This detection of features is the basis 
behind the abductive interpretation of RF: select important features (components of 
explanations) and decide in what way the components explain the data.
Many techniques have been suggested for the selection and weighting of important terms in 
documents, [Har92c]. The performance of these technique in batch test collection evaluations, 
e.g. [SB90], and interactive evaluations, e.g. [FBOO, KB96], have generally proved their 
utility in improving retrieval effectiveness. However, experimental evidence, e.g. [MVR97], 
has shown that the increase in retrieval effectiveness using these techniques is variable: some 
queries have increased effectiveness, whereas other queries have reduced effectiveness.
One of the possible reasons for this is that the same techniques are applied to all queries and 
many of the variables used in RF are held constant for different collections and queries. For 
example the same term reweighting function will be used to assess the importance of each 
term, and the same number of terms will often be used to reformulate each query. This is 
essentially a pragmatic decision, as the values o f these variables will have been shown to give 
good performance over a range of conditions.
The abductive methods I suggest in this chapter, however, do not rely on fixed parameters 
such as these. An explanation is based on how many terms are required to explain the relevant 
documents, and the reweighting schemes (term and document characteristics) are used 
selectively for individual query terms. The experiments reported in this chapter demonstrate 
that an abductive interpretation of RF can give better and more consistent increases in 
retrieval effectiveness.
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The overall research goal in this chapter is to investigate the applicability o f abductive 
methods for RF in an experimental setting.
In section 9.2 I outline the abductive query reformulation techniques, each o f which are based 
on a definition of what constitutes an explanation of a set of data. In section 9.3 I summarise 
the abductive term reweighting techniques. These techniques have already been described in 
detail in Part II. In sections 9.4 and 9.5 I outline the experimental methodology and the main 
findings from the experiments.
9.2 Explanations
In this section I describe the abductive query reformulation techniques used in my 
experiments: these techniques are responsible for the content o f the modified query. I define 
an explanation as a set of terms that distinguish one set of documents (the relevant ones) from 
another set (the non-relevant ones). The explanation is a set o f features that identify why the 
documents may be relevant. In these experiments the set o f documents to be explained 
consists o f the set of known relevant documents -  the relevant documents used for feedback. I 
shall discuss the inference o f the relevant document set in Chapter Ten.
Several definitions of what constitutes an explanation can be found in the literature, e.g. 
[JJ94b, TRG91]. Here I investigate four methods: Josephson, Minimal Cardinality, Relevancy 
and Coverage. These are based on definitions that have proved successful in other domains 
that rely on characterising a set of data. In sections 9.2.1 -  9.2.4 I describe these explanation 
types and how I implemented them in the experiments.
9.2.1 Josephson explanation
In [JJ94b], Josephson et al. proposed a method of creating an explanation that is based on a 
ranking of the possible components of explanations by their explanatory power. This type of 
explanation asserts that good explanations will contain elements that are good discriminators 
o f the data.
To create an explanation, possible components of an explanation are ranked in decreasing 
order of their explanatory power. Starting at the top of the ranking o f elements, each element 
is analysed in turn to see if explains any o f the data. If the component does explain a datum it 
is added to a working explanation. If the component does not explain a datum, or only 
explains a datum that has already been explained, it is ignored. In this manner, an explanation 
is built up by adding the most likely components of an explanation to a working explanation.
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This is a simple method of creating explanations that can be transferred to IR: isolate all those 
terms that have a positive explanatory power -  these are the set of possible feedback terms. 
Then, rank all possible feedback terms and keep adding feedback terms to a working query 
until at least one term which appears in each relevant document has been added to the query. 
An example o f this is shown in Figure 9.1.
R elevant docum ents
Expansion term s
h h
k h
E xplanation
Figure 9.1: Josephson explanation
In Figure 9.1, term t\ explains the first document, d\ - it is contained within document d\ and 
will retrieve the document. This term is added to the working explanation. Term t2 only 
explains document d\ which has already been explained, so term ti is not included in the 
explanation. 13 explains c/2  and term explains c/3  and, as neither d2 nor c/3  have been 
explained yet, both 13  and *4 are added to the explanation. Terms t$ and 16  do not explain 
documents that have not been already explained and are ignored. Finally, term t-j explains the 
last relevant document, c/4 , and is added to the explanation. The final explanation, in Figure
9.1, is an explanation according to the definition given in Chapter Eight, section 9.5. It is 
complete -  it explains all the relevant documents -  and it is parsimonious -  it contains no 
superfluous elements.
This method of creating an explanation depends on a ranking of terms by explanatory power. 
For this type of explanation I use the F4  reweighting scheme as a method of assessing the 
explanatory power o f a term. The F4  measure, [RSJ76], is a well-established scheme for 
assessing the discriminatory power o f a term, section 1 .2 .2 .3.
The F4  weights produce a partial ordering o f terms, i.e. they do not give unique values to 
terms. This means that although we can produce an explanation, we cannot assert that it is the
single best explanation. Other explanations are possible, e.g. in this example the set of terms
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{/2 , ty t-j} also corresponds to an explanation. However if we assert that the explanatory 
power of the explanation is equal to the sum of the explanatory power o f its components, we 
can assert that there is no shorter explanation with a higher explanatory power81. An 
explanation provided by the Josephson method is a best explanation but it may not be the best 
explanation.
The Josephson method of creating an explanation is similar to standard RF query 
reformulation techniques: adding a number of good discriminatory terms to the query. The 
major difference is that a variable number of terms are added to the explanation: only 
sufficient terms are used to explain the relevant documents. A further difference between this 
method and standard RF methods is that a non-consecutive set o f terms is added to the query. 
In standard RF methods the top n consecutive terms would be added to the query.
9.2.2 Minimal cardinality explanation
An alternative method of creating an explanation is one that accords with the minimal 
cardinality criterion: a set o f terms is an explanation if  it explains all the data and has the 
shortest length amongst possible explanations, [TRG91]. The minimal cardinality type of 
explanation asserts that shorter explanations are better than longer ones. This is based on the 
hypothesis that short explanations are more believable than longer, more complex, 
explanations.
One method of creating short explanations is to base the explanation on those terms that are 
most likely to occur -  terms that are more likely to appear in the unseen relevant documents.
We can create short explanations by selecting terms at the bottom of the F4  ranking of 
feedback terms. These are terms that have low, but positive, discriminatory power but which 
appear in a large number of documents compared with those at the top of the ranking.
In Table 9.1 I show the average id f values for the query terms in the collections I used in my 
experiments (the collections are described in section 9.5), along with the average id f  values of 
the top and bottom 10 feedback terms given by the F4  ranking. As can be seen the terms at the 
top of the ranking appear in fewer documents -  have a higher id f -  than those at the bottom of 
the ranking or those chosen by the user (the original query terms).
8 ’ T his m eans that higher F4  w eights correspond to terms with higher explanatory (discrim inatory) pow er.
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Collection Original query 
terms
Top 10 
feedback terms
Bottom 10 
feedback terms
AP 34.2 49.9 1 1 . 6
SJM 34.1 49.2 13.0
WSJ 33.8 49.9 1 1 . 0
Table 9.1: average id f values for query and feedback terms
The terms chosen for this type of explanation are relatively poor at discriminating the known 
relevant documents from the rest of the collection. However, they do avoid the problem 
observed in some query reformulation methods, namely adding terms that are too specific to 
the relevant documents, e.g. terms that only appear in the known relevant documents. The 
terms chosen by this method are more general than those chosen by the Josephson method.
The same basic approach for creating explanations is followed for this type o f explanation as 
for the Josephson type. Each feedback term is tested to see if explains an unexplained relevant 
document; if it does it is added to the working query, if  it does not then the term is ignored 
and the next term is considered. The difference is that terms are added from the bottom, rather 
than the top, of ranking of expansion terms.
9.2.3 Relevancy explanation
A third type of explanation is the relevancy type, [TRG91]: a set o f elements is an 
explanation of a set of data, if and only if  each element explains at least one item of the data. 
This definition is therefore relatively loose and places no criteria on the characteristics of the 
explanation, such as length or explanatory power.
In an IR situation, any combination of terms that explains the set o f known relevant 
documents will serve as a Relevancy explanation. Our method of creating an explanation of 
this kind is to regard the set of all feedback terms as an explanation, that is, all terms with a 
positive F4  weight. The explanation created by the Josephson and Minimal Cardinality 
approach will also be explanations according to this definition o f an explanation, however 
Relevancy explanations will be much longer.
9.2.4 Coverage explanation
One of the core criterion for explanations found in the literature is coverage, [TRG91 ]: a good 
explanation should explain as much of the data as possible. Therefore the components of an
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explanation should explain, individually, as many of the relevant documents as possible. To 
test this type of explanation I implemented a form o f coverage explanation which differed 
from the other explanations in that the expansion terms were ordered by how many relevant 
documents they appeared in, rather than F4  weight.
Terms that appeared in most relevant documents were placed at the top of the expansion term 
ranking and those that appeared in least relevant documents were placed at the bottom o f the 
term ranking. Terms that appeared in an equal number o f relevant documents were sorted in 
decreasing order o f F4  weight. The creation of an explanation followed the same pattern as 
before: test each term to see if explains any unexplained data; if it does add the term to the 
current explanation; if it does not explain any additional data then ignore it.
9.2.5 Summary
The four methods of query reformulation differ in what they prioritise -  Josephson 
explanations prioritise explanatory power, Minimal Cardinality explanation prioritise length, 
Coverage explanations emphasise the amount o f data each component explains and the 
Relevancy explanation simply requires that all data is explained.
The four explanation types are somewhat related. For example, the Relevancy explanations 
are supersets of the other types o f explanations: for an individual query all Coverage, 
Josephson and Minimal Cardinality explanations are subsets o f the Relevancy explanation. 
The Minimal Cardinality and Coverage explanations will both tend to produce short 
explanations but will use different terms to compose explanations. How the performance of 
these explanations differ will indicate how important explanatory power is in creating good 
explanations.
9.3 Scoring Explanations
Once we have a modified query, we have to decide how terms should be used to score 
documents. In this section I describe the two methods of scoring the documents I 
investigated: weights derived from feedback (relevance feedback weights), section 9.3.1, and 
weights assigned at indexing time (term and document characteristics), section 9.3.2.
The research question I explore here is whether the abductive approach to selecting evidence 
(section 9.3.2) is better than relevance feedback weights based on a standard term reweighting 
scheme (section 9.3.1).
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9.3.1 Relevance feedback weights
Relevance feedback weights are a standard method of assigning a weight to a term based on 
relevance information. The same function is typically used to score each term and a document 
score is given by the sum of the feedback weights o f the query terms contained within the 
document. In these experiments I use the F4  weighting function to calculate relevance 
feedback weights.
9.3.2 Term characteristics
In Part II proposed a technique of selecting which aspects of a term’s use -  term and 
document characteristics - indicated relevance. This is an attempt to abductively select why a 
term may indicate relevant material.
This approach adapts the method of scoring documents according to the relevance 
assessments: a query' term’s contribution to a document score is based on a variable set of 
characteristics. This method of reweighting terms and scoring documents is an example of 
abductive principles in that I select which aspects of a term’s use indicate good explanatory 
aspects o f a term’s relevance.
The experiments reported in Part II concentrated only on reweighting the original query 
terms; no query reformulation methods were used. In this chapter I aim to complete this 
overall study by assessing how well the techniques perform under query reformulation, and 
the interaction between the reweighting and reformulation approaches.
Specifically I test the three main methods of weighting terms: indexing weights, scaling 
factors and discriminatory power of a characteristic of a term. To summarise:
i. characteristics with no additional evidence. In this method I use the index weights given by 
the term characteristics to score documents. The retrieval score of a document is given by the 
sum of the characteristic scores of each query term, i.e. sum of id f scores o f each query term 
plus sum of t f  scores o f each query term, etc. Documents are given a score by the document 
characteristics, specificity and information-noise.
ii. characteristics with evidence as to quality o f  characteristics. In Part II I showed that 
incorporating information about the quality of the term characteristics could improve retrieval 
effectiveness. This is achieved by scaling the term and document characteristics weights 
using a set of scaling factors that are derived experimentally, Chapter Four. The retrieval 
score of a document is the same as for i. except that each index score is multiplied by the
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corresponding scaling factor. The scaling factors used are: id f  1, (/’0.75, theme 0.15, context
0.5, noise 0.1, specificity and information_noise 0.1 This condition will be known as the 
weighting (W) condition, whereas case i. will be know as the non-weighting (NW) condition.
iii. selection o f  characteristics and feedback evidence. One o f the most important conclusions 
from Part II was that, in RF, it is possible to select for each query term a set of characteristics 
that best indicate relevance. That is we can choose from analysing the relevant documents, 
which characteristics should be used for each query term to score the remaining documents. 
This technique is tested on both the weighting (W) and non-weighting (NW) conditions. The 
analysis of relevant documents can also be used to assign discriminatory scores to each query 
term characteristic selected for the new query. The discriminatory power is the average score 
o f the combination o f characteristic and query term, e.g. t f  value of query term 1 , in the 
relevant documents divided by the average in the non-relevant documents. The retrieval score 
for a document is the same as for ii. except that each index score is also multiplied by the 
discriminatory power of the characteristic and only selected characteristics for each term are 
used to calculate the retrieval score.
The three methods o f weighting terms and documents incorporate principles of abductive 
reasoning, each of which uses different information. Scoring method i. uses indexing weights 
only to indicate how good a term is (its explanatory power). Scoring method ii. uses indexing 
weights combined with information on the quality of the source of the weights. Scoring 
method iii. uses the same information as ii combined with information about the 
discriminatory power o f the characteristics. Method iii. also selects only those characteristics 
that have good explanatory power.
9.4 Experimental methodology
In this section I present the general experimental methodology. In sections 9.4.1 I outline two 
variations on the query expansion experiment and in section 9.4.2 I present the baseline 
comparison measures. The experimental procedure is as follows:
For each query,
1. all documents were ranked by the sum of the id f t f  theme, noise characteristics of all 
query terms, and the specificity and informationjioise characteristics of all 
documents.
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ii. the relevant documents in the top 1 0 0  ranked documents were used to create a list of
possible query expansion terms. These are the terms in the relevant documents that 
have a F4  score greater than zero. The F4  score gives a measure o f how well a term 
discriminates the known relevant set from the remainder of the document collection. 
Terms are ranked in decreasing order o f the F4  score with higher scores indicating 
higher discriminatory power o f a term82.
iii. the query is reformulated. The method by which the query is modified differentiates
the query reformulation experiments. Four explanation types, described in section 
9.2, and two baseline methods, described in sections 9.4.3.1 and 9.4.3.2, are 
investigated.
iv. the modified query is used to score the remaining documents in the collection. The
method of scoring the documents differentiates the term reweighting investigation 
and was discussed in section 9.3.2.
v. the new document ranking is evaluated using a freezing evaluation, [CCR71].
Steps ii. -  iv. are repeated for four iterations of feedback, giving five document rankings for 
each query. The change in average precision between the initial document ranking and the 
ranking given after four iterations of feedback is used to assess the effectiveness o f the query 
modification technique.
Each test was run on three collections: Associated Press (AP 1998), San Jose Mercury News 
(SJM  1991), and Wall Street Journal (W SJ 1990-1992), details of which are given in Table
9.2.
82 For the coverage m ethod o f  explanation, the terms w ere ranked according to the m ethod described in section  
9.2 .4 .
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AP SJM W SJ
Number of documents 79 919 90 257 74 520
Number of queries used83 48 46 45
Average document length84 284 163 326
Average words per query85 3.04 3.64 3.04
Average relevant documents per query 34.83 55.63 23.64
Number of unique terms in the collection 129 240 147 719 123 852
Table 9.2: Details o f AP, SJM and WSJ collections
9.4.1 Query reformulation -  query expansion and query 
replacement
All the RF techniques I am investigating select a number o f terms -  the feedback terms -  to 
use in a new query. After selecting the feedback terms, they can either be added to the current 
query (query expansion) or used in place of the current query (query replacement).
Query replacement is motivated by the argument that if the set of feedback terms does not 
contain the original query terms, then the original query terms must be poorer at explaining 
the relevant documents than the terms chosen for the new query. Therefore we should exclude 
the original query terms from the new query as they are poorer at describing relevance than 
the feedback terms.
Query expansion is motivated by the argument that, even if  query terms are not contained 
within the set of feedback terms, query terms still provide a valuable source of evidence as to 
what constitutes relevance because they have been chosen by the user. Salton and Buckley, 
[SB90], and Haines and Croft, [HC93], both showed experimentally that keeping the original 
query terms as part of the new query was useful in RF.
An important aspect of abduction is deciding what evidence is used to form explanations: 
query replacement explains only the relevance assessments, whereas query expansion 
explains all the relevance information -  the relevance assessments and the original query. I 
shall present the results on this in section 9.5.1.
83T hese are queries with at least one relevant docum ent in the collection .
84After the application o f  stem m ing and stopword rem oval.
85This row sh ow s the average length o f  the queries that w ere used  in the experim ents.
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9.4.2 Baseline measures
I compare the performance of the query reformulation methods against two baselines: 
expansion by the top n feedback terms (section 9.4.2.1), and expansion by a variable number 
of terms (section 9.4.2.2). I introduce a third baseline measure aimed specifically at testing 
the reweighting method (section 9.4.2.3).
9.4.2.1 Baseline 1
The first baseline comparison technique is a standard RF approach [MVR97]. This adds, to 
the query, the top n feedback terms from the top of the list of possible expansion terms. The 
F4  weights o f the query terms are used to score documents.
For each collection (and condition NW and W) I chose the value of n (where n varied 
between 1 and 20 expansion terms) that gave the best average precision. This optimum value 
gave a stricter baseline comparison for our experiments as I am using an optimum value for n. 
I only investigated the range 1..20 as this has previously been shown to be a useful range for 
setting n, [Har92b, MVR97]. This range is also important for another reason. These 
experiments are intended to simulate real user searches. In real searches it would be 
preferable to allow the user to modify the result of any query modification. Adding too many 
terms to the query (too high a value for n) then the query would be difficult for the use to 
modify. A low value of n is more suitable for comparison with the explanation methods.
The values o f n for each collection and condition are shown in Table 9.3.
AP
(NW)
AP
W)
SJM
(NW)
SJM
(W)
WSJ
(NW)
WSJ
(W)
n 18 20 20 18 20 20
Table 9.3: Optimum values for n in the range 1..20 expansion terms
The decision to use query expansion rather than query replacement for this baseline was made 
retrospectively as query expansion gave better results than query replacement.
9.4.3.2 Baseline 2
The Coverage, Josephson and Minimal Cardinality query reformulation methods (section 9.2) 
differ from the standard model of query expansion in two ways. First, they add a variable 
number of feedback terms to each query and iteration. Second, they do not add a consecutive 
set of terms from the top o f the list of possible expansion terms: terms are drawn from
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throughout the list o f expansion terms. The second baseline is designed to test which of these 
two factors cause any change in retrieval effectiveness between the Baseline 1 measure and 
the explanation methods.
The Baseline 2 method adds a variable number o f terms to the query. For this baseline I add 
one feedback term per relevant document to the query.
The difference between Baseline 2 and Baseline 1 is that Baseline 2 adds a variable number 
of terms to the query whereas Baseline 1 adds a fixed number. The difference between 
Baseline 2 and the Josephson method is that Josephson adds enough terms to explain the 
relevant documents whereas Baseline2 adds a number o f terms relative to the number of 
relevant documents.
9.4.3.3 Baseline 3
The third baseline is aimed specifically at testing the selection method described in section
9.3.2, iii. In Part II I showed that this method performs well but did not test how well it 
performs when we use query terms that have been selected by the system rather than the user.
The third baseline, then, performs the same selection as described in section 9.3.2 but only 
performs this on the characteristics of the original query terms: no query terms are added in 
this baseline measure. The difference between this baseline and the query reformulation 
methods that use selection gives an indication o f the relative performance o f selection of 
characteristics against reformulation of queries.
This baseline measure differs from the default case (no feedback), only in the fact that I select 
good characteristics of the original query terms. The difference between this technique and no 
feedback gives a measure o f how successful the selection process is in the absence of any 
other information.
9.4.3 Summary
The cross combination of scoring technique (F4 , term characteristics (NW and W), term 
characteristics with selection (NW and W)) and query modification (query expansion or 
replacement) gives 12 experimental tests for each method of creating a new query. In the 
following section I shall discuss the results of these experiments.
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9.5 Results
Table 9.5 gives the percentage increase or decrease over no feedback for each modification 
technique (four explanations and three baselines) after four iterations of feedback. In section 
9.5.1 I discuss the query reformulation experiments and in section 9.5.2 I discuss the 
re weighting experiments.
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Query modification type AP (NW) AP (W) SJM (NW) SJM (W) WSJ (NW) WSJ (W)
Coverage Replacement 2.89% 2.84% 1.55% -0 .04% 1.78% -0 .8 9 %
Coverage Expansion 3.43% 5.57% 3.77% 3.28% 1.87% 1.60%
Coverage Replacement F4 -0 .47% -1 .2 4 % -5 .2 0 % -9 .15% -0 .0 6 % -2 .7 3 %
Coverage Expansion F4 6.47% 6.53% 9.27% 0.39% 4.71% 0.52%
Coverage Replacement Selection 2.95% 2.41% 5.20% -1 .69% 2.63% -1 .1 8 %
Coverage Expansion Selection 14.96% 10.79% 14.44% 7.78% 10.96% 2.20%
Expansion 6.53% 3.43% 5.67% 0.70% -1 .0 6 % 0.67%
Expansion F4 (Baseline 1) 8.83% 4.07% 11.47% 3.67% 9.22% 1.74%
Expansion Selection 9.47% 5.13% 8.92% 5.29% 3.68% 2.10%
Josephson Replacement 1.31% 2.55% 1.64% -4 .31% -0 .8 1 % -1 .8 3 %
Josephson Expansion 5.84% 5.36% 7.91% 4.75% 1.50% 1.25%
Josephson Replacement F4 -1 .01% -0 .6 7 % -3 .4 3 % -1 1 .8 6 % -2 .0 8 % -3 .2 6 %
Josephson Expansion F4 7.52% 5.18% 12.66% 1.63% 4.17% 0.86%
Josephson Replacement Selection 1.31% 2.05% 3.21% -5 .69% -0 .3 5 % -2 .0 8 %
Josephson Expansion Selection 9.33% 7.81% 18.04% 9.05% 9.33% 2.30%
Just selection (Baseline 3) 6.44% 2.43% -4 .9 9 % 4.76% 5.26% 0.69%
Min Card Replacement -1 1.21% -1 0 .0 4 % -2 5 .2 2 % -2 4 .6 7 % -7 .8 9 % -7 .9 2 %
Min Card Expansion -9 .57% -8 .4 6 % -2 3 .7 8 % -2 3 .0 5 % -6 .9 2 % -6 .9 5 %
Min Card Replacement F4 -1 1.21% -9 .9 7 % -2 5 .1 3 % -24 .49% -7 .9 6 % -7 .9 4 %
Min Card Expansion F4 2.85% -0 .6 5 % 6.23% -1 .84% 2.69% -0 .8 6 %
Min Card Replacement Selection -1 1 .2 4 % -1 0 .0 7 % -2 5 .2 0 % -2 4 .0 4 % -7 .8 0 % -7 .8 7 %
Min Card Expansion Selection -1 .86% -4 .1 2 % -8 .8 1 % -1 4 .4 9 % -0 .31% -4 .4 5 %
Relevancy Replacement -3 .38% -4 .3 9 % -2 1 .0 8 % -2 1 .2 2 % -7 .58% 0.16%
Relevancy Expansion -3 .3 8 % -4 .3 9 % -2 1 .0 8 % -2 1 .2 2 % -7 .5 8 % 0.16%
Relevancy Replacement F4 28.40% 21.37% 18.68% 11.70% -7 .6 9 % -6 .7 3 %
Relevancy Expansion F4 28.40% 21.37% 18.68% 11.70% -7 .8 0 % -6 .7 3 %
Replacement 2.52% -0 .4 0 % -8 .2 5 % -5 .4 2 % -8 .4 4 % -2 .1 8 %
Replacement F4 -0 .05% -2 .0 9 % -1 1 .2 8 % -1 1 .0 % -8 .4 3 % -2 .3 7 %
Replacement Selection 1.52% -0 .9 6 % -2 2 .3 7 % -6 .98% -7 .84% -2 .7 4 %
Variable Replacement -6 .81% -6 .7 1 % -3 .2 4 % -4 .53% -7 .96% -4 .5 3 %
Variable Expansion 1.42% -0 .1 6 % 9.21% 2.39% -0 .32% -0 .7 9 %
Variable Replacement F4 -7 .0 9 % -6 .71% -4 .9 5 % -7 .01% -7 .96% -5 .0 8 %
Variable Expansion F4 (Baseline 2) 4.73% 1.01% 15.44% 5.20% -2 .84% 0.55%
Variable Replacement Selection -7 .0 0 % -7 .06% -2 2 .7 3 % -6 .2 8 % -4 .37% -4 .7 4 %
Variable Expansion Selection 7.00% 2.90% 10.91% 8.21% 5.42% 1.10%
Table 9.4: Percentage change in average precision after four iterations o f feedback.
bold indicate increased values
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9.5.1 Query reformulation
9.5.1.1 Query expansion and query replacement
The first major conclusion from the query reformulation experiments is that query expansion 
almost always performs better than or at least as well as query replacement. There are at least 
three possible reasons for this. First, as noted in section 9.4.1, the queries terms are usually a 
good source o f evidence for targeting relevant documents.
Second, query expansion will usually produce longer queries than query replacement. 
Therefore query expansion may retrieve more documents or provide more evidence upon 
which to rank the documents than query replacement.
Third, I can also suggest a third cause for the success o f the query expansion methods: the 
relevance assessments themselves. In Table 9.5 I present the percentage o f relevant 
documents, averaged across the queries, which have at least one query term. At least 75% of 
the relevant documents in each collection have at least one original query term. Therefore if 
the original query terms are retained, we can guarantee that at least 75% of the relevant 
documents will be retrieved. Any feedback terms added to the query serve to modify the order 
in which these documents are ranked, and to retrieve documents that do not contain a query 
term. If we do not use the original query terms then we have to rely on the feedback terms 
retrieving at least 75% of the relevant documents to equal the performance of the original 
document ranking. From Table 9.4, we can see that this does not happen: the majority of 
query replacement techniques perform worse than no feedback.
Collection Percentage of relevant documents 
containing a query term
AP 74.88%
SJM 87.18%
WSJ 88.16%
Table 9.5: Percentage of relevant documents that contain at least one query term
9.5.1.2 Baseline measures
In this section I compare the performance of the three baseline measures against each other. 
The Baseline 1 measure adds an identical number of terms to each query, Baseline 2 adds a 
variable number o f terms and Baseline 3 adds no new terms but selects good characteristics 
for the original query terms.
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In Table 9.6 I list, in decreasing order of average precision after four iterations, which 
explanations performed best for each collection and condition86. From Tables 9.4 and 9.6, the 
most noticeable difference is that different baselines work better on different collections: 
different RF techniques give better performance on each of the three test collections I used. 
Baseline 1 was best on the AP and WSJ collections, whereas Baseline 2 was best on the on 
the SJM.
AP
(NW)
AP
(W)
SJM
(NW)
SJM
(W)
WSJ
(NW)
WSJ
(W)
Rel
13.77
Rel
16.98
Rel
14.28
Rel
16.18
Cov
14.13
Jos
16.28
Cov
12.33
Cov
15.50
Jos
14.2
Jos
15.8
Jos
13.92
Cov
16.26
Jos
11.73
Jos
15.08
B2
13.89
Cov
15.62
B1
13.91
B1
16.19
B1
11.67
B1
14.56
Cov 
13.76
B2
15.24
B3
13.40
B3
16.02
B3
11.41
B3
14.33
B1
13.41
B3
15.18
B2
12.88
B2
16.00
B2
11.23
B2
14.13
B3
13.40
B1
15.02
NoFd
12.73
NoFd
15.91
MinC
11.03
NoFd
13.99
NoFd
12.03
NoFd
14.49
MinC
12.69
Rel
15.94
NoFd
10.72
MinC
13.41
MinC
10.97
MinC
14.22
Rel
11.77
MinC
15.20
Table 9.6: Highest average precision after four iterations o f feedback (average precision
figures in italic)
B1 = Baseline 1, B2 = Baseline2, B3 = Baseline3, Cov = Coverage explanation, Jos = 
Josephson explanation, MinC = Minimal cardinality explanation, NoFd = No feedback
Overall, the Baseline 2 technique tended to perform less well than the other two baseline 
measures which suggests that simply varying the number o f expansion terms in proportion to 
the number o f relevant documents used for feedback does not yield any improvement over 
adding a constant number of terms. However, as I shall discuss in section 9.5.1.3, varying the 
number of expansion terms by the use o f explanations does improve performance.
86  This is the best perform ing case o f  each explanation , e.g . the best results achieved by a C overage explanation, 
Josephson explanation, etc.
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The Baseline 3 measure does not add query terms but selects good term characteristics of the 
original query terms. The Baseline 3 measure performs noticeably better than performing no 
feedback at all, performs better than the Minimal Cardinality expansion explanation and 
usually performs better than the query expansion Baseline 2 method. This demonstrates that 
appropriate selection of good indicators of term use is important for RF.
9.5.1.3 Explanations
In this section I analyse the relative performance of the explanation methods o f query 
reformulation. From Table 9.7, the first observation is that the relative performance of 
explanations is fairly stable across the conditions: explanations that do well on the non­
weighting condition for a collection also tend to perform well on the weighting condition. 
This occurs because, although different explanations select different terms for each query, an 
explanation method tends to select similar terms when using weighting or no weighting. The 
different retrieval results between the weighting and non-weighting conditions arise due to the 
ranking of documents rather than the content of the query.
On all collections the explanation methods based on the Minimal Cardinality method of 
creating an explanation -  selecting terms with low F4  weights but high collection frequency- 
performed poorly. The only conditions in which this method gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness was when we used query expansion, scored documents using the F4  weighting 
scheme and did not weight the characteristics used to provide the initial ranking. However 
this query reformulation method performed more poorly than other methods that also used 
expansion and F4  scores, suggesting that the choice of terms from this method was poor.
The Relevancy method -  adding all possible expansion terms -  was the most successful 
method on the AP and SJM collections. However it performed poorly on the WSJ collection. 
This method, although successful on two collections, is very expensive -  we have to run a 
new retrieval using a large number of expansion terms. Consequently, this is not an 
appropriate method for interactive information retrieval, although it may be appropriate for 
filtering applications, [BSA94].
The Josephson method -  selecting terms according to explanatory power - and Coverage 
method -  selecting terms according to their occurrence in the relevant documents - increase 
retrieval effectiveness over the collections if we use query expansion. If we also use selection 
then we can gain even better performance. These explanations are examples of Relevancy 
explanations but each place a restriction on the creation of the explanation (explanatory
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power and coverage o f relevant items respectively). This extra restriction reduces the number 
of feedback terms added to the query, reducing retrieval processing time, but still give good 
overall increases in average precision.
9.5.1.4 Performance of explanations against baselines
The only baseline measure to give an increase in performance over all collections (NW and 
W) was Baseline 1: expansion by the top n terms using the F4  weights o f terms to score 
documents. The Baseline 2 measure will give an increase in all cases only if  we expand the 
query and use selection of term and document characteristics.
The Coverage and Josephson expansion methods will give an increase across all collections 
(NW and W) if we use them to expand the query. This holds if we use a combination o f all 
term characteristics87, selection o f term characteristics8 8  or F4  weights8 9  to score documents. 
This means that these two explanation methods of expanding a query are stable across 
methods o f scoring documents.
All the explanation methods add a variable number o f terms to the query, as does the Baseline 
2 measure. The Coverage explanation outperforms the Baseline 2 measure in five o f the six 
cases in Table 4 and the Josephson explanation always outperforms the Baseline 2 measure. 
These two explanation methods always outperform the Baseline 1 measure that adds a fixed 
number o f terms. This demonstrates that adding a variable number of terms does increase 
retrieval effectiveness (explanations compared against Baseline 1) but the variation in number 
o f terms added is not dependent on the number o f relevant documents but the content of 
relevant documents (explanations compared against Baseline 2).
On all collections, with the exception of SJM (NW) either a Josephson explanation or a 
Coverage explanation method gives better performance than all Baseline methods.
In Table 9.6 I present the percentage of queries, for each collection, that improved when using 
the different query reformulation techniques. The Minimal Cardinality method improved 
around 30% of queries on average but the majority o f queries were either made worse or 
showed no improvement. The Baseline 2 method improved queries in the non-weighting case 
but the percentage of queries improved dropped for the weighting case. This method then 
works well for poor (NW) initial rankings.
87  Josephson E xpansion, C overage Expansion in T able 9.3.
88  Josephson Expansion Selection , C overage E xpansion S election  in Table 9.3.
89  Josephson E xpansion F4, C overage E xpansion F4 in Table 9.3.
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No method improved more queries than it harmed on the WSJ weighting condition, indicating 
that this is a difficult collection for RJF to gain improvements in retrieval effectiveness.
For all other conditions, the Coverage and Josephson explanations and Baselines 1 and 3 
increased the perfonnance of more queries than they harmed through feedback. The Coverage 
explanation always performed better than Baselines 1 and 3 whereas the Josephson 
explanation only performed more poorly than the Baselines 1 and 3 in the WSJ (NW) case.
The Baseline 3 method (selecting good characteristics of the original query terms) performs 
better overall the Baseline 1 (reweighting and query expansion) which reiterates the fact that 
how the original query terms are treated is important.
Overall the Coverage and Josephson methods not only increase the performance of more 
queries than they harm, they also increase the performance of more queries than the standard 
Baseline 1 method of RF. This demonstrates that the query reformulation techniques not only 
perform better on average but also perform better for more queries, i.e. they are more 
consistent in improving retrieval effectiveness.
AP
NW
AP
W
SJM
NW
SJM
W
WSJ
NW
WSJ
w
average
B1 56% 50% 76% 65% 62% 62% 62%
B2 50% 42% 70% 50% 58% 56% 54%
B3 73% 54% 76% 67% 62% 56% 65%
Cov 75% 69% 83% 74% 71% 67% 73%
MinC 38% 27% 35% 2 2 % 44% 49% 36%
Jos 75% 67% 80% 78% 60% 62% 70%
Table 9.7: Number of queries improved by each query reformulation method. 
Highest number shown in bold.
9.5.2 Method of scoring the documents
I now discuss the methods of scoring the documents I proposed in section 9.3.2. I first report 
on the performance o f the three abductive approaches, sections 9.5.2.1 -  9.5.2.3, then the 
abductive approaches with the standard relevance weighting approach to term weighting, 
section 9.5.2.4 and I draw conclusions in section 9.5.2.5
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I
9.5.2.1 Term and document characteristics
This method scored query terms by the combination o f all term and document characteristics. 
If we use query expansion, rather than query replacement, then this method can give positive 
results but these are generally lower than those given by F4  or the selection of characteristics. 
As demonstrated in Part II combination is a variable technique in that individual 
combinations can work very well but these improvements often do not hold over a set of 
queries. However, if we use query replacement then scoring by characteristics can give better 
results but this is variable. That is that the combination of all term and document 
characteristics can give better results for the expansion terms than the discriminatory F4  
weights. Therefore we may want to use existing query terms and expansion terms differently 
when scoring documents for a new retrieval.
9.5.2.2 Weighting characteristics
In Part I II  demonstrated that the weighting condition (W), in which we treat characteristics as 
being of varying importance, usually gave better results than the non-weighting condition 
(NW) in which all characteristics were regarded as being equally important. In the 
experiments reported in this chapter, this finding held: weighting characteristics gives better 
overall retrieval effectiveness than non-weighting (Table 9.6). However, as in Part II, 
although the retrieval effectiveness is higher with weighting, the percentage increase in 
average precision in this case is not as high as in the non-weighting case.
9.5.2.3 Selection of characteristics
The basis behind selection of term characteristics is that different characteristics are better 
indicators of relevance for different query terms, and, if  we select good term characteristics 
we can better rank documents. This is generally true if we use query expansion rather than 
query replacement. Applying the selection process to the original query terms also gives good 
performance (Baseline 3, Table 9.4).
9.5.2.4 F4
The relevance feedback weighting scheme (F4 ), performs better than term and document 
characteristics (section 9.5.2.1) when using query expansion. However, if we use selection of 
characteristics, in nearly all cases the selection method outperforms the relevance feedback 
method. This is true in the weighting (W) or non-weighting (NW) conditions and whether we 
use query expansion or replacement.
The main exception to this rule is the Minimal Cardinality method in which selection tends to 
decrease performance when measured against F4 . As described in section 9.5.1.2, this method
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chooses poor indicators of relevance. Consequently attempting to select good aspects of term 
use for poor indicators of relevance does not give good performance.
9.5.2.5 Summary
The research aim in this set of experiments was to demonstrate that we could use abductive 
methods to decide how query terms should be used to score documents for relevance 
feedback. The results indicate that the more information we have on which to base this 
decision the better (selection of characteristics works better than no selection, weighting 
works better than no weighting). That is the more information we have to describe why a term 
may be a good indicator of relevance, the better we can use the term to improve retrieval 
effectiveness. The selection method, in particular, gives good and consistent results over the 
collections tested.
9.6 Summary
The experiments reported in this chapter examine the process o f RF from an abductive 
viewpoint. I have demonstrated that the two techniques I investigated -  query reformulation 
and term reweighting -  provide the basis for new RF algorithms that provide more consistent 
increases in retrieval effectiveness. Two differences between the explanations and the 
standard Baseline 1 RF technique is that the explanations add a different number o f terms to 
the query and add different terms to the query.
In the next chapter I present a deeper analysis of these results to investigate two aspects. 
Firstly I investigate the stability of the results. That is, how do the results change when we 
change parameters such as the number of documents used for feedback and how explanatory 
power is measured. Secondly I investigate why individual query reformulation techniques 
perform better than others.
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Chapter Ten
Further experiments on explanations
10.1 Introduction
The experiments I described in the previous chapter produced new queries based on relevance 
information. In this chapter I am concerned with investigating what factors affect the 
performance o f the new query expansion and term weighting approaches. This investigation 
is composed of two sets of experiments.
First I investigate varying the experimental conditions used in the previous experiments (in 
particular the method o f ranking terms, the number of documents used for feedback and 
which documents are used for feedback). These experiments investigate the affect o f 
changing the evidence used for creating explanations and changing how we can measure 
explanatory power. This will be discussed in section 10.2. Second I investigate which queries 
have increased retrieval effectiveness using different methods of query modification. This 
second investigation is an attempt to uncover why individual feedback techniques work well 
for individual queries. This will be discussed in section 10.3. In section 10.4 I discuss how 
this analysis can be used to select when individual feedback techniques should be used. I 
conclude with a discussion on the overall approach to abductive-based relevance feedback in 
section 10.5.
10.2 Experiments on evidence and explanatory power
In the previous experiments three experimental parameters were held constant: the number of 
documents used for feedback was 1 0 0  per iteration, the method of ranking possible expansion 
terms used the F4  term reweighting scheme and all known relevant documents were used for 
query modification. In this section I examine the effect of varying these three parameters. 
This is an attempt to investigate how sensitive the query modification techniques are to 
changes in the experimental conditions. The experimental conditions define what evidence is 
used to create explanations; this investigation, in effect, assesses the effect o f changing the 
evidence used to create explanations.
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In section 10.2.1 I change the number of documents used for feedback, in section 10.2.2 I 
change the term reweighting scheme, and in section 10.2.3 I change which documents are 
used for feedback.
For these experiments I only concentrate on the effective methods from the last set of 
experiments. These are the Coverage and Josephson explanations (sections 9.2.1 and 9.4.2 ) 9 0  
and the three baselines (sections 9.4.2.1-9.4.2.3). Throughout I only use query expansion 
(rather than query replacement), and use weighting o f characteristics (rather than no 
weighting). I only use query expansion as it was shown throughout the first set of 
experiments to be more effective. I only use weighting as the overall trends of the results 
were the same with or without weighting. That is weighting alters the average precision given 
by a feedback technique but does not alter the relative performance o f the technique relative 
to other techniques. The weighting o f characteristics as shown in Part II nearly always gave 
the higher average precision figures across the feedback techniques investigated.
10.2.1 Number of documents used for feedback
The same experiments were run as described in section 9.4, using 25 documents per iteration 
and 50 documents per feedback iteration. This is in contrast with the previous set of 
experiments that used 100 documents per feedback iteration. The number o f documents used 
in feedback may affect the results o f RF for two reasons:
i. the number of relevant documents used for feedback will change. If we use fewer 
documents per feedback iteration then we are likely to reduce the number o f relevant 
documents used for feedback. Table 10.1 shows the number of relevant documents found in 
the top 25, 50 or 100 ranked documents after an initial query for each o f the three test 
collections91.
For each collection, as the number o f documents used for feedback, n, increases the number 
of relevant documents used for feedback increases. This means, at higher values of n, that the 
feedback algorithms have more evidence of what constitutes relevance upon which to base 
feedback decisions.
9 0  The R elevancy explanation w as om itted as it is not practical for interactive IR w h ich  is the goal o f  these  
feedback techniques.
91 This is on ly  show n for the initial iteration. For subsequent iterations, i.e. after R F, the num ber o f  relevant 
docum ents found w ill be dependent on the su ccess o f  the RF technique.
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Also shown in Table 10.1 is the concentration of relevant documents (the percentages in 
Table 10.1), This shows that at higher values of n, although there have been more relevant 
documents found, the percentage of relevant to non-relevant documents in n is lower. That is, 
the set of documents that are used for feedback contains a lower percentage o f relevant 
documents.
Number of documents 
used per iteration
AP SJM WSJ
25 199 (16.58%) 251 (21.83%) 130 (11.56%)
50 289 (12.04%) 375 (16.30%) 193 (8.58%)
100 379 ( 7.90%) 592 (12.87%) 279 (6.20%)
Table 10.1: Percentages of relevant documents found in top n documents after an initial
query run
To summarise, at lower values of n, there are fewer relevant documents but a higher 
proportion of relevant documents. At larger values o f n, there are more relevant documents 
but a lower proportion o f relevant documents in the set of documents used for feedback.
This may affect the individual query modification techniques differently. The F4  term 
reweighting approach, for example, is based on the difference between the relevant 
documents and the rest of the collection and so may benefit from more relevance information 
(higher n values). A technique, such as selection of term characteristics, that is only based on 
the retrieved set of documents may benefit from having a higher proportion o f relevant 
documents (lower n values), as this technique tends to work better on documents with a 
similar content.
ii. the number o f documents used may change the precision of the search. The evaluation 
method I use is the full-freezing method. This method fixes the rank positions of documents 
that were used for feedback. This means that documents used for feedback remain in the same 
ranks positions before and after feedback -  the rank positions are frozen. Using a larger 
number of documents for feedback will increase the number of documents that are frozen.
The use of freezing is necessary to evaluate the effect o f feedback on only the unseen relevant 
documents -  the ones not used for feedback. However, the use o f freezing places an upper 
limit on the potential improvement that can be gained by a feedback algorithm. A feedback 
algorithm can only move an unseen relevant document up the ranking to the top unfrozen 
rank position. The more documents that are used for feedback, the lower down the ranking
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this top unfrozen rank position will appear. This means that the potential improvement to be 
gained from feedback may be reduced when using larger values of n, resulting in lower 
average precision figures.
A second potential reason for lower average precision when using larger values o f n is that 
there are fewer unretrieved relevant documents to be retrieved. Table 10.2 lists the percentage 
o f relevant documents that are unretrieved at the three levels of n. As the value o f n increases, 
the percentage of unretrieved relevant documents -  the ones that will be responsible for any 
change in average precision after feedback - decreases. Fewer unretrieved relevant documents 
means that there are less documents to change the average precision values.
Number of documents 
used for feedback («)
AP SJM WSJ
25 8 8 % 90% 92%
50 83% 85% 8 8 %
100 77% 77% 83%
Table 10.2: Percentage of unseen relevant documents at different values of n
10.2.1.1 Results of varying n
Tables F.2, Appendix F, presents the average precision figures obtained using 25, 50 or 100 
documents per feedback iteration. In Table 10.3 I summarise these results by presenting the 
percentage o f queries that were improved (top half of Table 10.3) at each value o f n. The 
bottom half of Table 10.3 shows the percentage of queries for which each technique gave the 
greatest increase in average precision. From the values in the bottom-half o f Table 10.3 we 
can see that for many queries there was more than one technique which gave the best 
performance, i.e. the columns do not sum to 1 0 0 %.
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AP SJM WSJ
25 50 100 25 50 100 25 50 100
B1 60% 56% 70% 56% 60% 70% 50% 54% 61%
B2 44% 50% 61% 38% 46% 54% 33% 44% 54%
B3 46% 52% 67% 60% 67% 70% 40% 50% 54%
Cov 67% 58% 83% 67% 71% 76% 50% 60% 65%
Jos 52% 67% 80% 71% 73% 80% 52% 58% 61%
B1 42% 31% 37% 27% 19% 2 0 % 35% 35% 46%
B2 19% 17% 15% 1 0 % 13% 13% 2 1 % 25% 30%
B3 27% 27% 28% 2 1 % 25% 30% 19% 19% 30%
Cov 35% 35% 52% 27% 33% 39% 27% 31% 46%
Jos 29% 35% 37% 23% 29% 33% 23% 29% 33%
Table 10.3: Affect of varying n when using F4 term weighting scheme
There are two main conclusions that can be drawn from this experiment.
i. more relevance information is generally better. All explanation techniques and all 
baselines improved a higher percentage of queries when using more relevance 
information (higher n values).
ii. increased relevance information evens out performance differences between the 
query modification techniques. At lower values of n, the technique that gives the 
highest increase in average precision is more likely to be the technique that is the 
unique best technique for a query, i.e. no other technique is as good as the best one. 
At higher values of n it is more likely that several techniques give equally good 
increases in average precision. This is also a factor o f the freezing evaluation 
technique as, at higher n values, more relevant documents are retrieved in the initial 
iterations.
These conclusions are independent of how the terms are ranked for expansion: similar 
conclusions are drawn when I use alternative methods than F4  to rank terms, Tables F.4 and 
F.5. These alternative methods will be discussed in section 10.2.2.
However even though more relevance information is generally better, the value of n does not 
affect all query modification techniques in the same way.
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This is especially true if we compare the average precision rather than the number of queries 
improved, Tables F .l -  F.3. For example, if we do not use selection of characteristics, then 
better average precision is achieved at low n values. Similarly, for the Baseline 1 measure, 
when using the F4  values to score documents, the best average precision is achieved at lower 
values of n. The SJM collection, when using selection o f characteristics, also benefits more 
from lower values of n.
One reason for the difference in results is that some queries perform better than others when 
using feedback. Queries that do well with RF will be improved most with low values o f n. For 
example, queries which retrieve a lot of relevant documents will perform better as there is 
more relevant information to modify the query. Lower values of n also means that these 
queries can be improved in fewer iterations. This is because less documents are frozen in the 
evaluation so relevant documents can move further up the ranking, improving the average 
precision. In addition, as relevant documents move further up the ranking they are more likely 
to be used in subsequent query modification. This is because they are more likely to fall 
within the set of documents used for feedback. At high values o f n these queries are likely to 
give lower average precision than they would achieve at lower n values.
Conversely, queries for which RF performs poorly are more likely to benefit from high n 
values -  more documents being used for feedback. This is because these queries will require 
more information on relevance to perform successful feedback. At low values of n there may 
not be enough relevant documents to modify the query successfully. The result is that at low n 
values some queries do very well, others are not improved or not improved by a great amount. 
At high n values queries for which RF performs well show small increases than at low n 
values but the other queries are more likely to be improved.
A second reason for the difference in performance at different n values is due to the 
individual query modification techniques. For example, experiments on the SJM which use 
selection of characteristics perform better at low n values. This collection has a higher 
number o f relevant documents per query compared to the other collections. Consequently 
there may be insufficient evidence upon which to base the selection of characteristics. On the 
other collections, AP and WSJ, there are fewer relevant documents and so higher n values 
may be required to provide enough evidence to select good characteristics.
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10.2.2 Explanatory power
The previous experiments, in Chapter Nine, used the F4  term reweighting scheme in three 
ways:
i. to rank possible expansion terms. The F4  scheme was used to rank terms for query 
expansion in the Josephson, Relevancy, Minimal Cardinality, Baseline 1 and Baseline 2 query 
refonnulation techniques. The F4  weight in this case was taken to be a measure of the 
explanatory power o f a term.
ii. to order ties in the Coverage method. The Coverage explanation ranks terms by how many 
relevant documents the term explains. Terms that explain an equal number o f relevant 
documents are then ordered by their F4  value.
iii. as an alternative document scoring technique. The previous experiments, section 9.5, 
contrasted two methods of scoring documents given a query; using the term and document 
characteristics and using the F4  values of the query terms in the documents.
Different term reweighting schemes, however, may give different results. This is partly 
because they perform at different levels. That is, some term reweighting schemes are better 
than others at discriminating relevance than others and hence better at providing new weights 
for terms. The different effectiveness of individual techniques may also be due to the fact that 
they select better terms for query expansion than other techniques. As noted by Robertson, 
[Rob90], an algorithm that is good at assigning discriminatory values to existing query terms 
may not be the best algorithm to use when selecting new query terms. I shall examine this in 
the experiments.
I ran the same experiments as in Chapter Nine, using two alternative term reweighting 
schemes, Porter’s term weighting scheme, [PG8 8 ], and Robertson’s wpq formula, [Rob90]. 
Porter’s term reweighting formula9 2  places emphasis on terms that occur more frequently in 
the set of relevant documents. Robertson’s wpq formula was specifically suggested as a 
method of selecting new terms for query expansion9 3  and incorporates the F4  scheme.
The three term reweighting schemes — Porter, F4 , and wpq -  are at varying levels of 
complexity. Porter’s weighting scheme uses only the difference between the frequency of a
92  Chapter O ne
93 A ppendix A
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term in the relevant documents and the frequency o f the term in the non-relevant documents. 
F4  takes into account the absence of a term in the relevant and non-relevant documents as 
well as the presence of the terms. The wpq formula incorporates the F4  scheme but multiplies 
this by a formula similar to Porter’s scheme to calculate term weights.
I ran the experiments again, using 25, 50 or 100 documents per feedback iteration, using 
Porter’s scheme and wpq in place o f the F4  measure.
10.2.2.1 Results on varying explanatory power
The results from varying explanatory power are shown in Appendix F, Tables F.l -  F.5. The 
major conclusions from this experiment are:
i. For Baselines 1 and 2 (these used Porter/TVvvpg to score documents) better term 
ranking techniques gave better results. As expected, the more sophisticated the 
method of ranking terms for expansion, the better the average precision results. The 
results given when using wpq were generally better than those given by F4  which, in 
turn, were better than those given by Porter’s scheme.
ii. For the explanations, better term ranking algorithms generally give better average 
precision and improve a higher percentage of the queries. However this performance 
increase is usually less than that achieved by the Baselines. The performance of 
Baselines 1 and 2 were better than explanations when using wpq but explanations 
were better when using F4  or Porter.
Table 10.4 shows the best performing query modification technique for each value o f n and 
for each measure of explanatory power and the average precision o f the best technique. As 
can be seen from Table 10.4 the best method when using Porter’s scheme is always an 
explanation method, generally the best method when using F4  is also an explanation. 
However at small values of n the selection procedures do not work so effectively. This was 
discussed in section 1 0 .2 . 1 . 1 .
When using the wpq scheme, expansion by a fixed number o f terms gives better performance. 
In the AP collection a fixed number o f terms, and combination o f characteristics gave best 
average precision, for the SJM and WSJ collections the Baseline 1 (expansion by a fixed 
number o f terms and weighting by wpq) gave the best performance.
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Porter
25 50 100
AP Josephson 6.22 Coverage 6.26 Coverage sel 10.79
SJM Josephson sel 16.07 Josephson sel 11.69 Coverage sel 8.85
WSJ Coverage sel 3.98 Coverage sel 2.32 Coverage sel 2.20
F4
AP Expansion 11.93 Coverage sel 11.17 Coverage sel 10.79
SJM Josephson sel 16.37 Josephson sel 12.93 Josephson sel 9.04
WSJ Baseline 1 4.70 Josephson sel 2.97 Josephson sel 2.33
wpq
AP Expansion 38.51 Expansion 35.52 Expansion 24.47
SJM Baseline 1 42.21 Baseline 1 32.51 Baseline 2 28.96
WSJ Baseline 1 12.98 Baseline 1 7.81 Baseline 1 5.39
Table 10.4: Best performing query modification technique for different values o f n and for
different term reweighting techniques 
sel = selection of characteristics, Expansion = Baseline 1 using all term and document 
characteristics to score documents.
There are two possible reasons for the relative differences between expansion and 
explanations. First, the wpq measure selects better terms for expansion. Therefore expanding 
the query by larger numbers o f terms (the Baseline 1 measure) will give better results.
Secondly using the wpq measure for explanations will tend to prioritise the original query 
terms as these appear in a large number of relevant documents. This means that the 
explanations are biased towards adding very few terms other than the original query terms. A 
possible solution to this problem is to create an explanation from non-query terms only and 
then add this explanation to the query. This is in contrast to the current technique that forms 
an explanation from all terms, including the query terms. However the explanations still 
improve the majority o f queries, Tables F.4 and F.5, and on some collections can still 
improve more queries than the Baseline 1 measure using the wpq weights.
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10.2.3 Which documents are used for feedback
In almost all RF techniques, query reformulation is based on all known relevant documents: 
all the documents found so far in the search. The work on ostension, [CVR96], treats 
documents retrieved most recently as being more important to query reformulation but still 
uses all retrieved relevant documents for query reformulation. In this section I examine the 
affects on retrieval performance by using only a subset o f the known relevant documents.
There are many methods that could be applied to select which documents are to be used to 
create explanations. In Chapter Eight I discussed how the user’s search behaviour could be 
used to select the important documents, the ones that require explanation. In this section, as I 
am using test collections, I cannot infer the important documents from a user’s search; instead 
I simulate the selection of important documents by only using relevant documents found in 
the most recent search iteration. That is, for each RF iteration, I only use the most recently 
found relevant documents to create explanations and ignore any documents that have been 
found in previous iterations.
Only the process o f selecting the components of explanations used the current set of 
documents, i.e. only those terms that appeared in a relevant document at the current iteration 
were considered for query expansion. The process of assigning weights to terms or selecting 
characteristics for terms, however, used all relevance information. This is because if a term 
explains a document we want as much information as possible on how the term explains the 
document.
To avoid running all versions o f the previous experiments I only ran the experiments using 
the first 25 documents from each ranking, n = 25. I chose this value as small values of n are 
more comparable to real user searching than larger values.
10.2.3.1 Results from varying documents used for feedback
In Appendix F, Tables F.4 -  F.26 I present the results of this experiment. In each table I 
highlight when using some relevance information, those relevant documents found at the 
current iteration, is better than using all relevance information.
In Table 10.5 I summarise the results according to how many times using some relevance 
information gave an increase in retrieval effectiveness, how often it gave no difference and 
how often it gave a decrease in retrieval effectiveness. In Table 10.5 the general trend o f the
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results are shown in bold, i.e. for an individual collection and term weighting technique did 
the average precision tend to increase, decrease or remain the same?
Collection Term weighting 
technique
Increase No change Decrease
AP porter 12 0 0
f 4 8 0 4
wpq 1 7 4
SJM porter 8 0 4
f 4 7 0 5
wpq 6 0 6
WSJ porter 4 0 8
f 4 1 1 10
wpq 3 0 9
Total 50 8 50
Table 10.5: Affect of altering relevant documents used for query modification
As can be seen from Table 10.5 (row Total) overall there was no general trend, i.e. the results 
were increased as often as they decreased. However, examining the effect of changing the 
relevant documents did affect the individual collections and weighting schemes differently. 
For example the results of using only the current set of documents were generally better if we 
used less effective term weighting techniques, e.g. Porter’s scheme. Also the collections for 
which there were more relevant documents, i.e. AP and SJM tended to perform better when 
only using the current relevant documents. On the WSJ collection using all the relevant 
documents was almost always a better approach. However the results on this collection were 
generally lower using either all relevant documents or only the current relevant documents 
than the other collections. Therefore the absolute number of relevant documents found in the 
current iteration is perhaps important.
The techniques for which using the current set o f documents tended to work well was when 
documents were ranked using the term and document characteristics rather than the 
Porter/F4 /w/?g term weighting schemes.
This experiment represents a crude estimate of how we should select the relevant set of 
documents. In a real searching environment, where a user is assessing relevance, we would 
have much more realistic relevance assessments and more evidence upon which to base our
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decision of which documents are the most important or most representative o f what a user 
wants. Nevertheless the experiment does show, in a limited way, that selecting relevant 
documents is an area that is worth pursuing.
10.2.4 Summary
In sections 10.2.1 -  10.2.3 I have explored different methods of varying the experimental 
conditions used in Chapter Nine. This examined varying the evidence used to create 
explanations and the method by which explanatory power was measured. A final analysis of 
the effects o f varying n and the measure o f explanatory power is to examine the overlap 
between the queries improved by each technique. That is, which set of techniques improves 
different queries and which set of techniques tend to improve the same queries.
The tables for this analysis are presented in Appendix F, Tables F . 6  -  F.14. An example, 
taken from Table F.6 , is shown in Table 10.6 94. From Table 10.6 we can see that 100% of the 
queries improved by Baseline 2 are also improved by Baseline 1 (the bold entry, row 4, 
column 2), whereas only 64% of the queries improved by Baseline 1 are also improved by 
Baseline 2 (the underlined entry, row 3, column 3). Baseline 1, then, improves the same 
queries as Baseline 2 but also improves additional queries.
AP
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 64% 56% 72% 6 8 %
B2 100% 1 0 0 % 69% 69% 75%
B3 64% 50% 1 0 0 % 95% 91%
Cov 56% 34% 6 6 % 1 0 0 % 6 6 %
Jos 71% 50% 83% 8 8 % 1 0 0 %
Table 10.6: Percentage overlap between query modification techniques
This analysis is also performed for the techniques that give the highest increase in average 
precision for a query, i.e. for what percentage of queries are techniques equally good at 
improving retrieval effectiveness, Tables F.15 -  F.23. An example of this is shown in Table 
10.79 5
94 T his table is for the A P co llection , using 25 docum ents per feedback iteration and u sin g  Porter’s term w eighting  
schem e.
95 T his table is a lso for the AP co llection , u sin g  25 docum ents per feedback iteration and u sin g  P orter’s term  
w eighting  schem e.
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AP
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 38% 25% 25% 25%
B2 86% 1 0 0 % 57% 57% 57%
B3 29% 29% 1 0 0 % 8 6 % 64%
Cov 19% 19% 57% 1 0 0 % 43%
Jos 29% 29% 64% 64% 1 0 0 %
Table 10.7: Percentage overlap between query modification techniques
This table shows that, for the queries where Baseline 2 is the most effective modification 
techniques, Baseline 1 is often equally good (for 8 6 % of the queries where Baseline 2 gives 
the highest average precision, Baseline 1 gives the same average precision). Baseline 2, on 
the other hand, is only as good as Baseline 1 in a small percentage (38%) of those queries 
where Baseline 1 is the most effective technique.
These tables can be used to analyse the relative similarity of the query modification 
techniques in terms of those queries they improve and those queries for which they are the 
best technique to use. The main question here is how different are the techniques?
Comparing first the case where any improvement in retrieval effectiveness is considered. 
There are two general conclusions. Firstly Baseline 1 and Baseline 2 tend to improve similar 
sets of queries, i.e. they show a strong overlap. Both these techniques add a consecutive set of 
terms from the top o f the expansion term ranking and use the Porter, F4  or wpq discriminatory 
weights to score documents. The main difference between these two techniques comes from 
the number of terms added -  Baseline 1 tends to add more terms to a query than Baseline 2.
There is also a strong correlation between Baseline 3 and the Coverage and Josephson 
explanations. These techniques all use selection o f characteristics to score documents. Where 
there is less overlap between the techniques, this difference comes from the terms they add to 
the query. If there is a difference between the Coverage and Josephson methods it means they 
have added different terms to some queries and if there is a difference between these two 
techniques and Baseline 3 it means the terms added by the explanations have caused the 
different retrieval results.
The overlap between these two sets o f techniques (Baselines 1 and 2, and Baseline 3,
Josephson and Coverage) can be relatively low even if  the techniques improve a large number
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of the queries. For example, for the Porter term weighting scheme on the AP collection the 
Coverage method improves 32 queries and Baseline 1 improves 25 queries, however the 
overlap between them is only 56%, i.e. 13 queries.
The second conclusion is that the measure o f explanatory power and the number of 
documents used for feedback, n , have a strong effect on the similarity of queries improved. At 
high values of n the techniques and with better measures of explanatory power, more queries 
are improved by each technique and the overlap between techniques increases.
The previous analysis was for all queries for which a query modification technique gave an 
increase. If we look at the queries for which an individual technique gave the highest increase 
then there is a similar pattern: Baseline 1 and Baseline 2 tend to give the highest increase in 
average precision for the same queries (high overlap), and Baseline 3, Josephson and 
Coverage also tend to improve the same queries. The overlap between these two groups of 
techniques, however, tends to be lower: there is a clearer distinction between Baselines 1 and 
2 , and the other techniques when we only consider the queries for which they performed best.
The effects of explanatory power and n are also present but are less pronounced. This is most 
noticeable on SJM where there is a very low overlap between the Baseline 1/2 techniques and 
the other techniques at low values of n.
As there is evidence that different query modification can improve different queries, we 
should ask why some queries perform well with individual techniques. I examine this in 
section 10.3.
10.3 Performance of explanations
In this section I attempt to elicit reasons for why some query modification techniques perform 
more effectively in RF than others. I do this by examining the features o f the queries 
themselves. For example I examine the number of relevant documents for each query, the 
precision of the initial search, the order in which relevant documents were retrieved, and the 
number of relevant documents found in the initial iteration. I shall explain the reasons for 
examining these aspects in more detail in sections 10.3.1 -  10.3.5. This analysis is intended to 
see if it is possible to decide when an individual query modification technique should be used,
i.e. is it possible to decide for individual queries which type o f query modification is most 
appropriate?
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In these analyses I only concentrate on the techniques that gave the greatest improvement for 
a query. As the overlap in this case is small, i.e. the queries that are most improved by 
individual techniques are often different, this case can be used to elicit those techniques that 
work best under different conditions. In the remainder of this section I will outline how this 
analysis is performed.
In Appendix F, Tables F.28.-F.38, I present the figures upon which these analyses are based. 
Table 10.8 shows an example of the tables used to analyse the query modification techniques 
regarding the numbers of relevant documents per query. For each value of n I calculate the 
number o f queries that had highest improvement using each query modification (columns 
labelled Queries) the total number of relevant documents for these queries (columns labelled 
Reis) and the average number o f relevant documents per query (columns labelled Avg).
In Table 10.8, for example, it can be seen that when the Josephson techniques give the 
greatest increase in average precision they do so on queries that have a relatively high number 
of relevance assessments (high Avg). Conversely Baseline 2, when it gives an increase in 
average precision, does so for queries that have a low number of relevant documents (low 
Avg).
These tables are used to analyse under what conditions the query modification techniques 
perform well. In Table 10.8, for example, the Josephson and Coverage methods perform well 
on queries with high numbers o f relevance assessments, and the Baseline 2 method performs 
well on queries with low numbers of relevance assessments.
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AP
25 50 100
Reis Queries Avg Reis Queries Avg Reis Queries Avg
B1 362 20 18.10 199 15 13.27 247 17 14.53
B2 46 9 5.11 31 8 3.88 25 7 3.57
B3 172 13 13.23 135 13 10.38 172 13 13.23
Cov 390 17 22.94 535 17 31.47 722 24 30.08
Jos 670 14 47.86 596 17 35.06 617 17 36.29
Table 10.8: Calculation o f average relevant documents per query
As there is a high overlap between some of the query modification techniques I shall group 
the techniques into three broad groups:
i. techniques that gave small changes to the query (Min). This the Josephson and
Coverage methods
ii. techniques that gave larger changes to the query (Max). This is the Baseline 1 and
Baseline 2 methods.
iii. techniques that did not change the content of the query. This is the Baseline 3
method.
This is a relatively superficial analysis o f the results but I am only looking for general trends 
amongst the data. I examine the data for all values of n but concentrate mostly on the trends 
where n = 25.
10.3.1 Number of relevant documents
The first aspect to be measured is the total number of relevant documents for each query. This 
is the number of relevant documents contained within the test collection. The more relevant 
documents there are for a query, the more relevant documents are likely to be retrieved and 
therefore the RF algorithm has more evidence on what constitutes relevance upon which to 
modify the query. As shown in section 10.2.1 more information on relevance usually leads to 
better effectiveness after feedback. Queries for which there are many relevant documents 
therefore can be regarded as easier queries for RF to improve retrieval effectiveness.
This is a relatively simplistic categorisation o f which queries are easy for feedback to 
improve. I have not, for example, considered how similar the relevant documents are to the 
initial query. A low similarity between the query and relevant documents could lead to poor
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retrieval effectiveness for some RF techniques, e.g. the Baseline 3 measure which only 
reweights the original query terms. However the basic correlation between the number of 
relevant documents and the ease with which a query can be improved allows a preliminary 
analysis of the techniques.
In Table 10.9 I show the results of this analysis.
Low High
AP SJM WSJ AP SJM WSJ
Porter Max Max B3 Porter Min Min Min
f 4 Max Max B3 f 4 Min Min Min
yvpq B3 B3 B3 wpq Max Max Max
Table 10.9: Techniques that gave highest improvement on queries with the lowest numbers of 
relevant documents (left) and highest number o f relevant documents (right) 
where Min = Josephson/Coverage, Max = B1/B2
From Table 10.9 there is a difference between the collections and which measure of 
explanatory power was used to form the explanations. For queries which have a lot of 
relevance documents (right-hand side o f Table 10.9), and for which we have a good method 
of ranking terms for expansion (wpq), then we should use as much information as possible 
from the relevant documents. This means using a technique that gives maximal query 
expansion and use discriminatory power to score documents. If, however, we have a poorer 
method of ranking terms (Porter and F4 ) then we should use a more restrictive technique such 
as the minimal methods. These are more selective in which terms are added and also are 
consider more aspects of discrimination between how terms are used.
However, for the queries where there are fewer relevant documents, then a different pattern 
arises: we often want to use more evidence from poorer term ranking approaches to 
compensate for the poor term selection by these methods. When we have a good method of 
ranking terms it is often better to concentrate on weighting original terms.
10.3.2 Percentage of relevant documents found
A second analysis is to compare the percentage of relevant documents found in the initial 
iteration. If a high percentage of the relevant documents are found in the initial ranking then 
the system has more representative information upon which to base to query modification 
decisions, i.e. the known relevant documents are more representative o f the entire relevant 
document set. Lower percentages o f relevant documents found in the initial ranking means
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that the query modification techniques are basing feedback decisions on less representative 
sets of relevant documents.
From Table 10.10, in most cases, the techniques that performed well when the retrieved set 
contained a high percentage o f the relevant documents were those that also performed well 
when there were large numbers of relevant documents, and those techniques that work well 
on a small set of relevant documents are those that also work on a few relevant documents. 
Therefore minimal explanations are often better when we have retrieved a large percentage of 
the relevant documents and a poor method of ranking terms but maximal explanations are 
better when we have a good method of ranking terms.
When we have a low percentage of relevant documents found, then we often want to use a 
larger expansion to broaden the queries (Porter and F4 ) or not change the content o f the query 
at all {wpq).
Low High
AP SJM WSJ AP SJM WSJ
Porter Max Max Max Porter Min Min Min
f 4 Max Max B3 f 4 Min Min Min
wpq B3 B3 B3 wpq Max Max Max
Table 10.10: Techniques that gave highest improvement on queries with the lowest 
percentage o f found relevant documents (left) and highest percentage o f found relevant
documents (right) 
where Min = Josephson/Coverage, Max = B1/B2
The previous two analyses used values that could be derived from the test collection: the total 
number of relevant documents and the percentage of relevant documents found. However 
these cannot be used to decide which query modification technique should be used in a real 
interactive environment: we cannot know how many relevant documents exist for a user’s 
query and we cannot know how many of these have been found in real searches.
In sections 10.3.3 -  10.3.5 I examine three aspects o f retrieval that may be used to indicate 
when individual query techniques are performing well. These can then be used to select 
which query modification techniques are appropriate for individual searches. In section 10.3.3 
I examine the precision o f the initial search, in section 10.3.4 I examine where in the 
document ranking the relevant documents are found and in section 10.3.5 I examine the 
similarity o f the relevant documents. In each of these sections I shall present why the analysis
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is important, how the analysis was carried out and the main results. I shall discuss the overall 
findings in section 10.3.6.
10.3.3 Initial precision
In this section I perform the same analysis as previously on the number o f relevant documents 
found in the initial iteration: the precision o f the initial search. The initial precision is 
calculated as the number of relevant documents found in the top n documents divided by n.
When the initial precision is good the search is performing well and either the query is a good 
match with the relevant documents or the retrieval function is good at emphasising those 
aspects of query terms that are good indicators of relevance. Higher initial precision will also 
tend to provide more evidence for RF algorithms on what constitutes relevant material. Low 
precision, on the other hand, will mean there are fewer relevant documents to provide a set of 
expansion terms and less information upon which to base term weights.
The results of the analysis of which techniques work best on low precision searches and high 
precision searches is shown in Table 10.11. For low precision searches the general trend is to 
add query terms, thereby broadening the topic o f the search. If we are using a poorer term 
expansion technique (such as Porter or F4 ) this is usually a minimal explanation; one that is 
more selective about terms are added. When we use a better term ranking technique (such as 
wpq) then a maximal explanation is usually better. This technique adds better terms but also 
uses good discriminatory weights to score documents.
Low High
AP SJM WSJ AP SJM WSJ
Porter Min Min Min Porter Max Max Max
f 4 Min Min Min f 4 Max Max Max
wpq Max Max Max wpq B3 B3 B3
Table 10.11: Techniques that gave an improvement with low initial precision (left) and
highest initial precision (right) 
where Min = Josephson/Coverage, Max = B1/B2
If we have high precision, and therefore good evidence as to what relevant documents will 
look like, good strategies are either bigger expansions (maximal explanations) or simply 
reweighting the original query terms, (B3), as these terms are already good at retrieving 
relevant information.
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10.3.4 Order of relevant documents in ranking
This analysis is based on where in the document ranking the relevant documents are found. 
The rankings were analysed using the same method as in Chapter Five, section 5.5.2, which 
gives each ranking a score based on the rank positions o f relevant documents. A high score 
means that relevant documents tend to be found higher up the document ranking; a low score 
means relevant documents are found further down in ranking. Low scores, generally, will 
mean that the relevant documents have a poorer match with either the query or with the 
retrieval function. This means that either the retrieval function does not emphasise the 
features that make the documents relevant or that the wrong query terms are being 
emphasised.
Low High
AP SJM WSJ AP SJM WSJ
Porter Max Max B3 Porter B3 Min Min
f 4 B3 Max B3 f 4 Max B3 Max
wpq B3 Max B3 wpq Max B3 Max
Table 10.12: Techniques that gave an improvement using the poorer ranking of relevant 
documents (left) and better rankings of relevant documents (right) 
where Min = Josephson/Coverage, Max = B1/B2
For this analysis, two types o f query modification dominate: the maximal explanations and 
the B3 technique. These types of query modification differ in how they perform on individual 
collections. The B3 technique works best on poorer rankings of documents on the AP and 
WSJ collections and the maximal explanations work best on good rankings for these 
collections. However this is reversed for the SJM collections: the maximal explanations work 
best on poor rankings and the B3 technique works best on good rankings.
There are several differences between the SJM and AP/WSJ collections: the SJM collection, 
on average, has fewer terms per document, more relevant documents per query and longer 
queries. The difference in number of relevant documents per query means that the SJM 
collection generally has better evidence upon which to base query modification: more 
relevant documents.
Table 10.13 presents the average number o f relevant documents found in the initial iteration 
for those queries for which a query reformulation technique gave the best performance. For 
example, for all those queries for which Baseline 1 was the best query reformulation 
technique, Table 10.13 presents the average number of relevant documents found in the initial
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iteration. Table 10.13 only shows the results for n = 25 as this was the value o f n which we 
concentrated upon for these analyses.
From Table 10.13 it can be seen that the SJM queries tend to retrieve more documents in the 
initial iteration for any technique. That is the difference between the collections in Table 
10.12 probably comes from the fact that the SJM retrieves more documents whether the order 
is low or high. Therefore the absolute number of relevant documents may be important as 
well as the order in which they are retrieved.
The general trend from this analysis is therefore: if there are few relevant documents and 
these are retrieved further down the ranking or if there are lots of relevant documents and 
these are retrieved high up the ranking, the original query terms are the best source of 
evidence. In this case we should use a technique such as B3 which concentrates on how these 
terms are used to score documents for retrieval.
Baseline 1 Baseline 2 Baseline 3 Coverage Josephson
AP Porter 1.63 2 . 0 0 7.14 4.19 2.79
f 4 2.65 2.44 2.85 3.82 3.14
wpq 4.05 5.37 1.64 3.08 3.40
SJM Porter 4.55 1.67 4.63 6.40 6.78
f 4 3.85 4.40 4.50 5.62 7.27
wpq 5.92 8.60 1.71 5.17 4.43
WSJ Porter 1.08 1.44 0.56 2 . 0 0 2.85
f 4 1.76 1.80 0.56 2.08 2.09
wpq 2.48 1.44 0.56 2.55 3.70
Table 10.13: Average of relevant documents found in initial iteration for cases where a query
reformulation technique performed best 
bold entries are highest number o f relevant documents found
On the other hand if there are lots o f relevant documents and these are retrieved further down 
the ranking, or if there are few relevant documents and these are retrieved high up the ranking 
we should use a query expansion technique. In the case where there are many relevant 
documents but these are retrieved lower down the ranking, a query expansion technique will 
add more terms from these documents to the query and improve the ranking o f documents 
similar to the relevant ones. In the case where there are few relevant documents a query 
expansion technique will add more terms from the documents that are a good match with the 
query.
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10.3.5 Similarity of relevant documents
This analysis is based on the similarity of the relevant documents to each other. If the relevant 
documents are very similar to each other, i.e. they share a lot of terms in common, then we 
may want to change the query in a different way than if the relevant documents are dissimilar 
to each others. For example, if  the documents are similar then we may want to concentrate on 
techniques that add more of the shared terms whereas, if the documents are less similar, then 
we may want be careful about adding terms that only explain some of the relevant documents.
However we should also consider how similar the relevant documents are to other retrieved 
documents -  how the relevant documents are separated from the non-relevant documents. 
This means that we should ask how similar the relevant documents are with respect to those 
terms that discriminate the relevant from the non-relevant documents.
There are many methods for analysing the similarity of the relevant documents. For example 
we may want to cluster the relevant documents, [TVR01]. However, as I am seeking a 
measure of similarity that can be used within an interactive situation, I developed a simple 
alternative that can be applied while the system is calculating the list of expansion terms.
This technique bases the measure of similarity on the relative number of discriminatory terms 
contained within the set of relevant documents, i.e. what proportion of the unique terms in the 
relevant documents have a positive discriminatory weight. Low proportions o f discriminatory 
terms, then, indicate sets of relevant documents that differ in their content -  the terms they 
contain are less likely to be contained within the other relevant documents.
Table 10.14 summarises the findings from this analysis. The general trends are similar to the 
ones found in the previous section in that the number of relevant documents found is an 
important factor. If the system has found few relevant documents and these are not similar to 
each other, then concentrating on the original query terms (B3) is often a good technique to 
use. Similarly when the similarity is high and there are many relevant documents, 
concentrating on the original query terms is effective as the original queries terms are giving 
good retrieval results.
However if  the system has found a higher number of relevant documents and the similarity is 
low then some form of query expansion is useful, often a minimal explanation. Larger 
numbers of relevant documents will give better sets of expansion terms as there is more
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evidence in the form of relevant documents. Minimal explanations are often better here as 
they can eliminate poor expansion terms.
High similarity of documents and low numbers of relevant documents are often best served 
by a larger query expansion. This will add more terms, increasing retrieval o f a wider variety 
of documents.
Low High
AP SJM WSJ AP SJM WSJ
Porter B3 Min B3 Porter Max B3 Max
f 4 B3 Min B3 f 4 Max B3 Max
wpq Min Max B3 wpq Max B3 Min
Table 10.14: Techniques that gave an improvement where the documents were least similar
(left) and most similar (right) 
where Min = Josephson/Coverage, Max = B1/B2
10.3.6 Summary
In this section I shall draw together the results from the previous three sections. I shall 
describe each type of query modification technique in turn and outline under what 
circumstances each technique performs well.
i. Baseline3 (B3). The B3 technique does not add any terms to the query but instead 
selects good term and document characteristics for the original query. This technique 
works well on cases where the expansion terms may be poorer than the existing query 
terms. This corresponds to two main cases: where the original query terms are very 
good (e.g. high precision, or high number o f relevant documents which show a high 
similarity), or where the expansion terms may be poor (e.g. low precision). This type 
o f query modification technique works where explanations may be poor relative to 
the original query. This relates to the discussion in Chapter Eight, section 8.3.4, 
where I discussed why we may prefer not to generate a new explanation due to the 
poor evidence available for explanation construction.
ii. Minimal explanations. These techniques add few terms to the query but are more 
selective about which terms they add to the query. That is, they only add terms that 
do not explain previously explained relevant documents. These techniques also select 
good characteristics o f query terms. These techniques, then, add little information but 
pay extra attention on how these terms are weighted. These techniques also work
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better where the original query terms may be a good source of evidence but where we 
want some type of query expansion: they are suitable for relatively poor retrieval 
situations. In particular they are successful where we have low precision and a poor 
method of ranking expansion terms, and where we have a large set of dissimilar 
relevant documents. These types o f query modifications are suitable where we want 
to make a particular change to the query, e.g. to tackle low initial precision.
Although I only use two types o f minimal explanations in this chapter the two types of 
explanations do tend to perform better for different types of retrieval situation. That is, even 
though there is a high overlap between the queries that are improved by the Coverage and 
Josephson explanations, there is often a preference for one type of explanation over another. 
For example, the Coverage explanation tends to work better in cases where there are more 
relevant documents retrieved, whereas the Josephson explanation works better where there 
are fewer relevant documents retrieved. Therefore we have the basis to choose explanations 
based on the type of retrieval situation presented to the system.
iii. Maximal query modification. These techniques add a larger number o f terms to the 
query and, so far, have only used discrimination power to assess the value of a query 
term. These techniques are best suited to retrieval situations where we want a large 
change to the content of the query in order to broaden the query (e.g. if we have low 
precision and a good method of ranking expansion terms). As discussed before, 
Chapter Eight, section 8.7, it may be the case that we want to make a larger change to 
the content o f the query -  using an explanation that adds a large number of terms to 
the query.
The Relevancy explanation, examined in Chapter Nine, was a type of explanation that added 
a large number o f terms to the query. This type o f explanation was not considered for RF as it 
adds too many terms to the query to be suitable for interactive RF. However the maximal 
query modification techniques -  Baselines 1 and 2 -  which add larger numbers of terms to the 
query can be considered as examples of Relevancy explanations if they explanation formed 
does explain all the data, i.e. if the terms added to the query explain all the relevant 
documents. It is possible, therefore to use some form of the Relevancy definition of 
explanation in cases where we want to add a larger number o f terms to the query.
Given that different methods of modifying queries and weighting terms perform better for
different queries, it should be possible to select for individual queries which query
modification technique is most appropriate for each query. The choice o f which explanation
to use is dependent on part on the features of the query (the precision o f the search, the
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position o f the relevant documents in the document ranking and the similarity of the relevant 
documents). The choice of explanation also depends on the particular method used to measure 
the explanatory power of terms, as shown in section 10.3.3 -  10.3.5. In the next section I 
investigate this proposal.
10.4 Selection of explanations
In this section I report on an experiment that investigates the proposal that it is possible to 
select query modification techniques. The choice of which type of query modification to use 
is based on the features outlined in sections 10.3.3 -  10.3.5. For example if  we use the F4  
measure to rank terms and the precision is low then the system should use a minimal 
explanation (such as Coverage or Josephson), whereas if  the precision is high then we should 
use a maximal query modification (such as Baseline 1). Each feature can then be evidence for 
more than one type of query modification depending on the value of the feature (high or low).
This approach can be used to create a set o f decision rules that decide which explanation is 
most suitable for the current search. The rules change according to which term ranking 
method is used. The rules for the Porter term weighting function are shown in Figure 10.1.
As can be seen from Figure 10.1 more than one piece of evidence can point to an individual 
technique. For example, both rules if (precision is low) and if (order is high) and (number of 
relevant documents is low) both indicate a maximal explanation. Also each feature, e.g. 
precision, can be evidence for more than one type o f query modification technique. We 
therefore require a method of selecting the best modification technique from the decision 
rules.
This method was implemented as a form of voting procedure; each piece o f evidence votes 
for which type o f query modification is most suitable. The query modification technique with 
the most votes is the one chosen to modify the existing query. It may be the case that different 
pieces of evidence are better at deciding which query modification technique is best, e.g. 
precision may be a better source o f evidence than order. I do not consider this so far in these 
experiments but some form o f evidence weighting could be accomplished by weighting the 
rules.
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i f  (term  ran k in g  m e th o d  =  P o r te r )  
i f  (precision is  h ig h )  u se  m in im a l
e ls e  i f  (precision is  lo w )  u se  m a x im a l  
i f  (order is  lo w )  and  (number of relevant documents is  high )  u se  m a x im a l  
e ls e  i f  (order is  lo w )  and  (number of relevant documents is  lo w )  u se  B 3  
e ls e  i f  (order is  h igh )  an d  (number of relevant documents is  h ig h )  u se  m in im a l  
e ls e  i f  (order is  h igh )  and (number of relevant documents is  lo w )  u se  m a x im a l  
i f  (similarity is  lo w )  an d  (number of relevant documents is  high )  u se  m in im a l  
e ls e  i f  (similarity is  lo w )  an d  (number of relevant documents is  lo w )  u se  B 3  
e ls e  i f  (similarity is  hig h )  and  (number of relevant documents is  lo w )  u se  m a x im a l  
e ls e  i f  (similarity is  hig h )  an d  (number of relevant documents is  high )  u se  B 3
Figure 10.1: Rules for selecting query modification technique 
for the Porter term weighting scheme 
where bold entries indicate features o f the retrieval, italic entries indicate values of the 
features, and underlined entries indicate the query modification techniques suggested by the 
value of the feature
It may also be the case that no single query modification technique is the absolute best, i.e. all 
votes arc split between different techniques. In this case the system will choose a default 
explanation to use. In the experiments reported in this section the default explanation was 
chosen to be the best performing explanation type for the collection96. I show, in Chapter 
Twelve, that a better way of handling this case is to get the user to provide more evidence, 
cither in the form of more query terms or marking more documents relevant.
One point that has not yet been addressed is how to decide what constitutes high and low, e.g. 
if the similarity is high use maximal. One option is to use the values used in the analyses in 
section 10.3.3 -  10.3.5, e.g. the actual precision values that were used to decide if a query had 
high or low precision. However, these analyses were based on a fixed set o f collections and 
queries and such values would not be available in real interactive searching on different 
collections. Hence I decided on a set of default values that can be applied to all collections. 
These values will be sub-optimal for most collections: they will not be the best values we 
could obtain for each individual collection. Better values could be determined by, for 
example, a study of important term statistics for individual collections such as the number of 
terms per document, the number of unique terms in the collection, etc. The values used are: 
high precision corresponds to precision of over 2 0 %, high similarity corresponds to a
96  For the AP and SJM co llection s the default explanation type w as the Josephson explanation when u sin g  Porter 
and F4  w eighting schem es and B aselin e  1 w hen using wpq. For the W SJ co llection  the default explanation w as the 
Coverage explanation when using Porter’s w eigh ting  schem e and B aselin e  1 w hen using F4  or wpq.
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similarity of over 30%, and high order corresponds to most relevant documents appearing in 
the top half o f the ranking of 25 documents, i.e. rank positions 1 -1 2 .
The results o f this experiment are shown in Table 10.15 where I compare the results of 
against the other query modification techniques presented in this chapter. As before I only 
concentrate on n = 25. In Table 10.15 I present the percentage increase in average precision, 
after four iterations o f feedback, for the three baseline techniques and the Coverage and 
Josephson explanations (columns 2-7). In column 8  I present the results o f selecting query 
modification techniques (Selection) and in column 9 I show if the results of the selection 
procedure were significantly different to the best performing query modification technique
(sig ).
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos Selection sig
AP Porter -0 .8 9 -8 .7 4 -1 .3 8 2 .9 6 3 .0 7 7.25 y e s  t = -7 .2 9
F4 9 .91 -3 .1 0 -1 .3 8 2 .9 6 5 .0 6 10.02 n o  t = -0 .0 8
w p q 35.10 3 2 .7 9 -1 .3 8 2 .9 6 1 2 .3 6 3 2 .1 2 n o  t = 2 .2 3
SJM Porter -4 .4 4 -8 .2 7 6 .4 9 1 2 .3 8 16.07 9 .8 3 y e s  t = 3 .0 1
F4 9 .3 3 3 .2 8 6 .4 9 1 2 .3 8 16.37 1 5 .8 6 n o  t = 2 .2 5
w p q 4 2 .4 1 3 6 .3 6 6 .4 9 1 2 .3 8 1 6 .0 7 42.48 n o  / =  -0 .1 9
WSJ Porter -1 .9 0 -6 .4 5 -1 .1 4 3.98 0 .7 3 2 . 2 2 y e s  t = 3 .2 1
f 4 4.70 -2 .7 2 -1 .1 4 3 .9 8 3 .21 3 .9 4 y e s  t = 5 .3 0
w p q 12.98 -2 .7 2 - 1 .1 4 3 .9 8 6 .2 7 9 .7 7 y e s  t = 6 .0 4
Table 10.15: Results o f experiments on selecting query modification techniques 
each entry indicates the percentage increase over no feedback, bold entry indicates the 
highest performing non-selection technique
Comparing the results of the selection technique against the other techniques tested, it can be 
seen that the results are not conclusive. The results can be summarised as follows:
• On the AP collection the selection technique gives significantly better results than the best 
non-selection technique when using Porter’s term ranking scheme, better performance than 
the best non-selection technique using the F4  scheme, and poorer results when using wpq.
• On the SJM collection the selection technique gave better results when using wpq, and 
poorer results when using F4  or Porter. The difference between the selection and the best non­
selection technique was statistically significant when using Porter.
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• On the WSJ collection the selection technique performed poorest overall: using any term 
ranking scheme, the selection technique performed poorer than the best non-selection 
technique.
Even though the results from this experiment are not conclusive there are several areas which 
could improve the results, in particular:
i. increasing the number of explanation types. In this experiment only four types of 
explanation, or query modification techniques, were used. In addition a relatively 
coarse-grained analysis was used to decide which types o f explanation to use for 
individual retrieval situations. A more sophisticated method for detecting which 
explanations to use and a wider set o f explanation types could give better results.
ii. tailoring rules to collections. A single set of rules was used for each term ranking 
algorithm regardless of which collection was used, e.g. the same set o f rules were 
used for Porter’s term ranking scheme on all collections. I deliberately avoided 
creating a new set o f rules for each collection to test how effective a single set of 
results could be for all collection. In addition better default values for the rules would 
help improve performance.
However, from the analyses in section 10.3, the evidence used in the rules, e.g. precision, 
may indicate different types of explanation for different collections. For example, the low 
precision may suggest a minimal expansion on one collection and a maximal expansion on 
another collection. This is shown in Table 10.15 where the results from the SJM collection 
from are the opposite of the AP collection. That is, on the AP collection the selection 
technique works well using Porter on and poorly with wpq whereas selecting RF 
techniques works well using wpq and poorly with Porter on the SJM collection. Therefore, 
some kind of tailoring rules to individual collections may be beneficial. Such tailoring 
could be directed by the statistics of the collections themselves, e.g. number of documents, 
average length of document or number o f unique terms in documents.
iii. weighting rules. A third method o f potentially improving performance is to weight 
the rules according to the quality o f the evidence they provide. For example, if we 
have empirical evidence that precision is the best indicator of what kind of query 
modification is required then we can weight the precision rules higher than the other 
rules in deciding how to modify the query.
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A final observation is that, although the selection technique did not work better than the best 
non-selection technique, it did give relatively good performance compared with most of the 
other non-selection techniques. That is, it was not the best technique but it was still better than 
most alternatives.
In addition the best technique varied across collections and term ranking schemes. This means 
that we cannot know, in advance, which technique will perform best for a set of queries and 
which technique will perform best when users are making relevance assessments. Therefore 
the selection technique may be a safer technique to use because it does not depend on a single 
method of RF for all queries and relevance assessments.
10.5 Summary
In this chapter I examined three main aspects of the use of explanations: the evidence used for 
query reformulation, section 1 0 .2 , the features of individual queries that may account for the 
success o f individual query reformulation techniques, section 10.3, and the selection of 
individual explanations for individual searches, section 10.4. In this section I will summarise 
the main conclusions from this chapter, relating the results obtained to the work presented in 
earlier chapters.
10.5.1 Evidence used for query reformulation
As discussed throughout Chapter Eight abductive reasoning is heavily dependent on the 
evidence used to form explanations. In section 10.2 I investigated how dependent the query 
reformulation techniques I proposed in Chapter Nine were to changes in the relevance 
evidence available. In particular I examined the amount of evidence available (the number of 
documents used for feedback), the method o f assessing explanatoiy power (the term ranking 
schemes) and which evidence was used to form explanations (all relevant documents or only 
the most recently marked relevant documents).
There were three main conclusions from these experiments. First more relevance evidence 
was generally better. That is, the more evidence an abductive system has to form explanations 
the better explanations will be formed. However it is not the case that we required as much 
evidence as possible. As discussed in section 10.2.1.1, often techniques can be successful 
with less evidence. The conclusion therefore is good explanations should be based on 
sufficient evidence.
Second, minimal explanations (such as the Josephson and Coverage explanations) are more 
suited to situations where there is poor evidence upon which to base query modification
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decisions. For example, if we have poorer methods of assessing the explanatory power of 
terms, or few relevant documents, then these minimal methods often perform better than 
query expansion techniques that give larger changes to the query. This is because the minimal 
techniques are more selective in which terms they add to the query. On the other hand if we 
have good evidence -  good term ranking schemes or lots of relevant documents -  then we can 
use larger explanations, e.g. Baselinel or Baseline2 which are both examples of Relevancy 
explanations as long as they explain all the relevant documents.
Third, the choice of which relevant documents to use may be important. As introduced in 
Chapter Eight, we may want to select which documents to explain. This was based on the fact 
that, as searchers may refine or change the information they require, the documents that were 
previously assessed relevant may not be good examples of what the user currently wants. The 
experiment carried out in section 10.2.3 simulated this by only attempting to explain the 
relevant documents found in the previous search iteration. The results from this experiment 
were not conclusive, mostly because the test collections used in this experiment lacked any 
notion of change in a search. However they did indicate that some form of document 
selection can give increases in retrieval effectiveness over using all the relevant documents 
found. That is, selecting those documents that require explanation could well be a useful stage 
in creating explanations.
10.5.2 Features of individual queries
In section 10.3 I attempted to derive reasons for why some query reformulation techniques 
gave better performance than others. In particular this was achieved by analysing the queries 
for which individual query reformulation techniques gave the highest increase in retrieval 
effectiveness. This analysis showed that the types of queries for which individual techniques 
worked well varied. For example, the minimal explanations often worked well for queries that 
gave low precision and maximal explanations often worked well for queries that gave high 
precision.
These analyses were used to provide a means of detecting which query reformulation 
techniques should work well for individual queries. This selection procedure analyses various 
features of the search (order in which relevant documents have been retrieved, number of 
relevant documents, similarity of relevant documents) and selects the best query modification 
technique for the query. This selection procedure corresponds to the abductive principle of 
choosing the best type o f explanation for a search, outlined in Chapter Eight.
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10.5.3 Selection of query modification technique
The final investigation presented in this chapter is an experiment to test whether it is possible 
to select query modification techniques based on the features of retrieval. That is whether we 
can use behavioural information from how users search, as outlined in Chapter Eight, to 
choose how to modify the query. The results indicate that selection of RE techniques, in 
particular explanations, has the potential to improve retrieval effectiveness but this was not 
shown conclusively. More investigation and more types of query modification techniques will 
be needed to investigate this technique more fully. However I have indicated how 
improvement may be gained through such an investigation.
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Chapter Eleven 
Summary of the abductive framework for 
RF
11.1 Introduction
In this chapter I will summarise the overall approach to using abductive reasoning as a 
modelling tool for relevance feedback. In section 11.2 I will present the main experimental 
conclusions as they relate to the theoretical discussion from Chapter Eight. In section 11.3 I 
will discuss how the search for explanations and the best explanation can be represented 
within existing formal theories of knowledge discovery and reasoning. I will conclude in 
section 11.4 with an overall summary o f Part III.
11.2 Abductive reasoning for RF
In Chapter Eight I presented a framework for RF based on abductive reasoning. The main 
focus of this framework was to use the set o f relevance assessments (relevant documents with 
information on how the user assessed the documents) to decide how individual queries should 
be modified. The underlying motivation for using abductive reasoning was that we should 
form explanations of important features of the search, e.g. the precision o f the search or the 
similarity of the relevant documents. An explanation is a description of the relevance 
assessments that can be used as the basis for a new query. What is important about the use of 
explanations is that the behavioural evidence given by the user when making relevance 
assessments directs what type o f query modification is applied to the user’s query.
This process o f creating explanations for RF was converted into six stages, Chapter Eight, 
section 8.5.2. In the remainder of this section I revisit these stages and discuss how these 
stages relate to the experimental work presented in Chapters Nine and Ten.
i. inference o f explanation type. The first stage in creating an explanation is to decide what 
type of explanation is required. That is, what features o f the search are important. The choice 
of which features are important lead to the choice of which kind of explanation is required, 
e.g. if the search has low precision we should choose a explanation type that will increase the 
precision of the search. In Chapter Ten I showed that different types o f explanations give
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better results when applied to different types of queries and that it was possible to choose 
explanation types based on user search behaviour.
ii. inference of the relevant document set. This stage chooses which documents are the ones 
that should be used to form the explanation. As described in Chapter Eight, section 8.5.4, this 
is based on empirical evidence that users may assess relevance using different criteria at 
different stages in their search. Hence, some relevance assessments may be more 
representative of the type o f documents a user requires. In Chapter Ten, section 10.2.3, I 
showed that choosing to explain only a subset of the relevant documents, i.e. only using a 
subset of relevant documents for RF, could give better results than using all relevant 
documents. This experiment was carried out using test collections so the hypothesis that 
selecting which documents require explanation has not been tested in a real search 
environment. However it did show that simply using all relevance information may not 
always be appropriate for RF.
iii. inference of possible components o f explanation. This stage takes the set of hypotheses 
and returns the set o f hypotheses, or components, that could form part of an explanation. In 
the experiments described in Chapters Nine and Ten, the possible components of explanations 
were indexing terms and the set of possible components o f explanations were those terms that 
appeared in at least one relevant document. In these experiments I treated explanation as 
being analogous to retrieval: a term could explain a relevant document if it appeared in a 
document and could be used to retrieve that document.
iv. inference of good  components of explanation. This stage takes the output from stage iii. 
(set of indexing terms) and returns the terms with weights on the potential quality o f each 
term in providing a given type of explanation. The weights attached to terms reflect their 
discriminatory power in explaining the relevant documents. As shown in Chapter Nine, 
different types o f explanations rank the terms differently: Josephson explanations rank terms 
by discriminatory power, Coverage explanations rank terms by the number of relevant 
documents in which a term appears, etc. The different methods o f ranking terms mean that 
different terms will be added to each query by individual explanation types.
v. building explanations. This stage constructs explanations according to the definitions 
outlined in section 8.4.2. In Chapter Eight I outlined several definitions of what constitutes an 
explanation and in Chapters Nine and Ten I showed that different explanation types could 
give varying increases in retrieval effectiveness. Further, I showed that different types of 
explanation could be used for different retrieval situations.
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vi. selecting good explanations. This final stage selects and compares good explanations 
based on the plausibility of their component elements and the type of explanation required 
(point i. above) and returns the optimal explanation. In Chapter Eight I showed that it is often 
necessary to rely on heuristics to create explanations due to the complexity o f finding 
explanations. Moreover, it is often necessary for real-time applications to accept the first good 
explanation without searching for better explanations. In the next section I show how existing 
theories of reasoning can help find explanations.
11.3 Relationship with other theories
One of the main aims o f this thesis was to incorporate aspects of formal reasoning into the RE 
process. In this section I examine the relationship between the work presented in this thesis 
and other formal theories. Specifically I show how the search for explanations and the best 
explanation can be formalised within mathematical models. In particular I examine Dempster- 
Shafer’s Theory of Evidence, section 11.3.1, the theory of Rough Sets, section 11.3.2, and the 
use of Expert Systems, section 11.3.3.
11.3.1 Dempster-Shafer's Theory of Evidence
In Chapter Six I outlined how Dempster-Shafer's Theory o f Evidence (DS) could be used to 
provide a model of relevance feedback for queries composed of term characteristics. These 
queries will come from an abductive process o f query creation. In this section I show a 
stronger connection between the abductive process and DS.
As described in Chapter Six, DS theory assigns numerical scores to subsets o f a set of 
elements -  the fram e o f  discernment. If we take the frame of discernment to be the set of 
terms within the set of relevant documents, T, then we can assign evidence directly to 
possible explanations. This means that we do not have to calculate individual plausibility 
scores for the components of explanations and do not have to compose individual 
explanations. In this case, Figure 11.1, each subset that receives a score -  each focal element - 
is a possible explanation and the score assigned to each focal element reflects how good the 
focal element is as an explanation. Therefore, from Figure 11.1, we can assert that the set {/], 
t^}, is a poorer explanation than the set {t2, fy}, and that the set {t^} is better as an 
explanation than any set than contains fy, other than the frame of discernment itself. These 
scores can also be used to detect the best explanation(s): the focal elements(s) with the 
highest scores are the best explanation(s). Some of the focal elements may only be partial 
elements: only explain some of the relevant documents. So we may prefer to use a good 
partial explanation rather than a less good but complete explanation.
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Figure 11.1: Mass distribution over the powerset of T 
------------ ► indicates subsumption
The distribution of evidence over the focal elements o f T, the mass function, can also be used 
to decide how good an individual explanation is over alternative explanations. As described in 
Chapter Eight, one of the best indications o f how good is a best explanation is the degree to 
which the best explanation is better than the alternative explanations. The difference in the 
mass scores of the focal elements can be used to make this assessment: if there are many focal 
elements and the mass values of the focal elements are similar, then the best explanation is 
only marginally the best explanation. In such a situation we may want to consider other 
factors, such as the length o f the explanation or the similarity to the existing query, before 
using the best explanation as the basis of a new query. However, if one focal element has a 
much higher mass value than other focal elements then we can assert that this focal element is 
clearly the best explanation. Therefore, our assessment o f the quality of an explanation 
corresponds to a confidence value in the focal element.
The different scoring functions described in Chapter Six, mass, belief and plausibility, can be
also be used to help select explanations. For example, mass function will only calculate the
exact support for an explanation whereas the belief function will include all support for an
explanation from its sub-explanations. That is, if we want to know the total support for an
explanation, £ , then we can include the support for explanations that are subsets o f E. This
function may be useful if we are looking for long, e.g. Relevancy, explanations. The
plausibility function will calculate all possible support for an explanation, i.e. will give a
measure of how plausible an explanation could be. The difference between the belief and
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plausibility values may be used to decide when we want to gather more information regarding 
a possible explanation. That is the difference between the belief in how good an explanation 
is and the potential quality (plausibility) of an explanation can serve as an indication o f how 
information we have on the explanation. If this difference is large then we may have too little 
information upon which to base our decision on the quality o f the explanation, and hence we 
may want to attempt to gather new information.
The mass distribution, here, is formed from the evidence given by the relevant documents. 
There are many methods by which such a mass distribution may be calculated. In this section 
I shall sketch one possible approach.
Let us assume that the frame of discernment, T, is the set of terms appearing in the relevant 
documents: explanations will be formed from the set o f terms that appear in the documents to 
be explained97. Each relevant document will form a mass function over the subsets o f T  by 
assigning evidence to each subset. Any subset to which a document assigns evidence is a 
possible explanation of that document. Each relevant document will assign evidence 
differently as each relevant document will, in the majority o f cases, be indexed by different 
sets of indexing terms. Therefore Dempster’s combination rule will be used to combine the 
explanations given by the different relevant documents.
Given a relevant document, d, it is necessary to decide which focal elements receive a mass 
score and the value o f the mass score itself. We can use the definitions o f which kind of 
explanation is required to decide how to distribute the mass function over T. For example if 
we are interested in generating Josephson explanations we could assign the mass based on the 
discriminatory power of a set of terms; if we are creating Coverage explanation we could 
assign mass based on the terms’ appearance in relevant documents.
11.3.2 Rough sets
The theory o f rough sets (RS) was developed by Pawlak, [Paw82], to deal with vagueness and 
uncertainty. RS theory has been used in many areas of artificial intelligence and data analysis, 
e.g. for the discovery of patterns and dependency in data, data reduction, approximate 
classification o f data.
RS theory is based on the assumption that knowledge is defined from our ability to classify 
objects. This classification is represented by information systems (also referred to as attribute-
97 The frame o f  d iscem in en t could be com posed  o f  larger sets o f  term s, e.g . all indexing terms in the co llec tio n , or 
sm aller sets o f  term s, e.g . just the discrim inatory terms in the relevant docum ents.
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values tables). For RF we can treat the attributes as terms and the value of the attributes as 
being either the presence of terms in the set of relevant documents, or some discriminatory 
function such as F4  or wpq. One of the primary components of RS theory is the notion of a 
reduct; a reduct is a set of attributes (terms) from which we cannot remove an attribute 
without reducing the classification power of the set. This is similar to the notion of 
explanation introduced in Chapter Eight: like a reduct an explanation is parsimonious in that 
no element can be removed without reducing the explanatory power of the explanation, i.e. 
explanations should be complete -  explain all the data.
If a set of attributes can classify the data into discrete sets, e.g. split the documents into 
relevant and non-relevant documents, then the set is said to be precise, otherwise the set is 
said to be rough. In RF we do not want precise sets o f terms. If a set is precise it will only 
retrieve the known relevant documents and no others. Hence, the type of set we are interested 
in for RF are the rough sets. However, we are interested in rough sets that are good at splitting 
the documents into relevant and non-relevant. RS helps estimate how good a set is through 
the notion of lower and upper bound approximations which estimate those documents that 
can be classified as relevant using the set (lower bound) and those documents that could 
possibly be classified as relevant using the set (upper bound). The ratio o f the lower bound to 
upper bound -  the accuracy measure - gives a measure o f how vague, or rough, is the set. 
This measure of roughness, then, can be used to help estimate which sets are good 
explanations; those that are non-precise, have a high accuracy measure, and form a reduct.
11.3.3 Expert systems
In Chapter Ten I used the analysis of which query reformulation techniques performed well 
on which queries to derive sets of decision rules. Examples o f these rules are shown in Figure 
11.2 (this is also Figure 10.1). This rule-based approach to selecting which query 
modification technique to use can be incorporated into an expert-system like system. In expert 
systems we can incorporate, formally, aspects of uncertainty in the explanation selection 
process. For example, we can weight the rules according to their utility in selecting 
explanations.
With expert systems we can also create more sophisticated methods of using the rules. In 
Figure 11.2 the rules are additive, i.e. all rules are tested and each provides a conclusion. 
However, we may not want to test all rules in every case. We may, for example, only want to 
test particular combinations of rules. Expert systems allow for modelling the combination of 
evidence through rules in a more flexible manner.
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i f  (term  ra n k in g  m e th o d  =  P o r t e r )
i f  (precision is  h ig h )  u se  m in im a l  
e ls e  i f  (precision is l o w )  u se  m a x im a l
i f  (order is  l o w )  and (number of relevant documents is  h i g h )  u se  m a x im a l  
e ls e  i f  (order is  l o w )  and (number of relevant documents is  l o w )  u se  B 3  
e ls e  i f  (order is  h i g h )  and (number of relevant documents is  h i g h )  u se  m in im a l  
e ls e  i f  (order is  h i g h )  and (number of relevant documents is  l o w )  u se  m a x im a l  
i f  (similarity is  l o w )  and  (number of relevant documents is  h i g h )  u se  m in im a l  
e ls e  i f  (similarity is  l o w )  and (number of relevant documents is  l o w )  u se  B 3  
e ls e  i f  (similarity is  h ig h )  an d  (number of relevant documents is  l o w )  u se  m a x im a l  
e ls e  i f  (similarity is  h ig h )  an d  (number of relevant documents is  h i g h )  u se  B 3
Figure 11.2: Rules for selecting query modification technique for the Porter term weighting
scheme
Expert systems have been suggested previously for modelling RF decisions, e.g. [KP94], but 
the techniques were not implemented or based on empirical evidence.
11.4 Summary
In Part III I examined techniques for creating explanations for RF through the abductive 
notion of explanation. These explanations choose which query terms to use in modifying a 
query. Once the new query has been created the best term characteristics o f each query are 
selected and used to score documents. The work presented in Part II and Part III are 
complementary: Part III outlines how the query should be changed -  the content o f the 
explanation -  and Part II describes how the query should be used for retrieval -  in what way 
the explanation explains the relevant documents.
The successful aspects of the work described in Part III were shown to hold for test 
collections, and so require testing a more realistic searching environment -  one where real 
end-users are making the relevance assessments. In Part IV I describe a series of experiments 
in which I investigate the performance of this selection technique in such a search 
environment. Part IV also demonstrates other methods o f incorporating behavioural 
information into the process of explanation.
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Part IV
User experiments
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Chapter Twelve
User evaluation
12.1 Introduction
The user evaluation presented in this chapter examines three particular aspects of my model 
of RF. First, I evaluate the effectiveness of the RF algorithms outlined in Chapters Nine and 
Ten, when relevance assessments are made by individual users, rather than coming from a test 
collection. Second, I investigate the utility of presenting information to the user about the 
effect o f RF on their search. Both o f these aspects have been introduced in previous chapters. 
The third aspect investigates the incorporation of behavioural information into the term 
ranking component o f explanations. All three investigations are carried out through laboratory 
experimentation and were particularly motivated by recent research, e.g. [HTP+00], which 
indicate that techniques that operate successfully using test collections can perform less well 
than expected when users make their own assessments of relevance.
In the following section I shall give more details about the third investigation which presents 
a new method of scoring terms based on relevance information. This method of ranking terms 
will be used throughout the experiments. In sections 12.3 I shall introduce the experiments 
themselves and give a general outline to the chapter.
12.2 Term ranking and user behaviour
The experiments carried out in this chapter involve real users. This means that it is possible to 
investigate some aspects o f explanations that could not be investigated using test collections. 
One o f the main claims o f this thesis is that behavioural information -  information on how 
users make relevance assessments -  can help improve retrieval effectiveness. One o f the goals 
o f these experiments is then to incorporate behavioural information into the explanation 
process. In particular I investigate the role of ostension -  the varying importance o f 
documents according to when they were assessed relevant and the use of partial relevance 
assessments.
One method of including this kind of information into the explanation process is by
incorporating partial relevance assessments and ostension into the term ranking process; the
process by which the system decides which terms are good expansion terms. In the
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experiments described in this chapter I investigate this by developing an extension to the 
standard F4  term ranking9 8  algorithm used throughout this thesis. The extension to F4  will be 
called F4 _ p o "  and the original F4  algorithm will be referred to as F4 _standard.
The F4 _po algorithm incorporates information from two sources: partial relevance 
assessments and ostensive evidence. The weight of a term is composed of two components, 
one of which calculates the contribution coming from the partial evidence and one which 
reflects the contribution coming from the ostensive evidence, Equation 12.1.
F4  _ p o  . = partialj * ostensive-,
Equation 12.1: F4 _po term ranking scheme 
In the remainder of this section I shall discuss how the two components are calculated,
i. partia l relevance component. The F4 _standard  term ranking scheme, Equation 12.2, 
treats relevance as a binary decision, i.e. all relevance assessments were taken to have 
a value o f 1 (relevant) or 0  (non-relevant).
n l ( R - n )
t y i - }i ) K N - ”i - R + r i)
Equation 12.2: Y^_standard term ranking scheme
In all the experiments described in this chapter the subjects were asked to mark on a scale of 
0-10100 how  useful a document was to their search. These non-binary assessments can be 
incorporated into the F4  term ranking scheme by treating the value assigned to the document 
as part of a relevance assessment. A document that received a value o f 10 was treated as a 
complete relevant document, a document that received a value o f 5 was treated as half a 
relevant document, a document that received a value of 1 was treated as a tenth of a relevant
9 8  The F4  algorithm  w as designed  to w eight terms by the u se  o f  relevance inform ation, i.e. it w as used as a term 
weighting  function. H ow ever it is often used to rank terms for query expansion , as w as done in Chapter N in e, i.e. 
used  as a term ranking  function. A s the main interest in this chapter is to investigate h o w  term s should b e  ranked 
for query expansion  I shall refer to this function, and the others described, as term ranking algorithm s.
9 9  F4  _p(artial)o(ostensive)
1 0 0  q  w as ^  d e f a u l t  value indicating not relevant, values o f  1 - 1 0  w ere taken to indicate relevant or useful 
m aterial. In the experim ent useful w as used instead o f  relevant, Chapter T w elve.
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document, and so on. The aim is to test whether partial assessments can give better estimates 
of term utility than binary assessments.
Table 12.1 outlines the conversion from the binary, F4  jstandard  weight to the partial, F4 _po, 
weight.
F 4  _standard F 4  _po
r; number of relevant documents 
containing term /
sum of relevance assessments of 
documents containing term /
R number of relevant documents sum of relevance assessments given in 
search
n, number of documents 
containing term /
number of documents containing term / 
multiplied by maximum relevance 
assessment
N number of documents in 
collection
number of documents in collection 
multiplied by maximum relevance 
assessment
Table 12.1: Conversion from binary F4  jstandard  to partial F4  jp o
Table 12.2 gives examples of the difference between Y^_standard and F4 _po. This example is 
based on calculating the weight for term / which appears in 10 documents, 3 of which have 
been assessed relevant. The collection contains 100 documents, 7 of which have been 
assessed relevant. In row 2 the relevance assessments (column 2) are binary, all relevant 
documents have an equal relevance score. In rows 3 - 5  the relevance assessments for the 
three relevant documents containing i vary. The first case, where are relevant documents 
containing / are give the lowest relevance score (1), gives a negative weight for term /'. This 
means, that although / may appear in relevant documents it is not useful in retrieving relevant 
documents. In the final case, where all assessments are equal and the documents all have a 
maximal relevance score (10), the new weight for i is identical to that o f the binary case. The 
second case (row 4) shows the effect of varying relevance assessments.
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Rcl ass r f ni R N Weight
F4  _standard 1 , 1 , 1 3 1 0 7 1 0 0 2 . 2 2
F 4 J 70 1 , 1 , 1 3 1 0 0 70 1 0 0 0 -0.96
F4__po 3,5,7 17 1 0 0 70 1 0 0 0 1.19
F4_po 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 30 1 0 0 70 1 0 0 0 2 . 2 2
Table 12.2: Example comparison of binary F4_standard to partial F4.Jdo
ii. ostensive evidence component. Evidence also comes from the time a document was 
marked relevant. In the experiments, although the subjects had a limited time to 
perform each search (15 minutes, section 1 2 .8 ), they could run as many searches or 
feedback iterations as they felt necessary. This allowed me to investigate the potential 
effect o f ostensive evidence: weighting terms according to when they indicated 
relevant material.
Ostensive evidence was incorporated into the term ranking algorithm by a similar means to 
the partial evidence. The equation used to calculate the ostensive value o f the term is shown 
in Equation 12.3.
/
s
ostensivej = max o sten sive
V/=l A
Equation 12.3: Calculation o f ostensive weight
where 5  = total number of feedback iterations, r/7 = number of relevant documents containing 
term / in iteration j  , maxoslensive = maximum possible ostensive evidence
In Equation 12.3 the ostensive weight o f term z, is based on a proportion o f the ostensive 
evidence for i relative to the maximum ostensive weight that could be assigned to a term, 
maxosrensive. This maximum ostensive weight will be equal to 1, if all relevant documents, at 
every iteration of feedback, contained the term i. The ostensive evidence for term i is the sum 
of the relevant documents containing i multiplied by the iteration in which the documents 
were marked relevant. Therefore the more relevant documents term i appears in, the higher 
weight it receives and the more recently-viewed relevant documents i appears in the higher 
weight it receives. An example of this is shown in Figure 12.1, based on the data given in 
Table 12.3.
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In Table 12.3, we have 5 iterations o f feedback. At each iteration a number of documents are 
marked relevant (row 5), some of which contain term t, (row 3), and some of which contain 
term q (row 4).
Iterations of feedback
1 2 3 4 5 Total
r, 1 0 0 1 5 7
''q 5 1 0 0 1 7
R 5 2 3 1 10 21
Table 12.3: Example ostensive data
max_ostensive = (5*1) + (2*2) + (3*3) + (1*4) + (10*5) = 72
r = (1*1) + (1*4) + (5*5) = 30 
q = (5*1) + (1*2) + (5*1) = 12 
ostensivet = 30/72 = 0.417 
ostensiveq = 12/72 = 0.167 
Figure 12.1: Example ostensive calculation
The value of maxostemive is identical for both terms: both terms could have appeared in all the 
relevant documents at all iterations. The incorporation of the ostensive evidence allows the 
F 4 Jdo algorithm to incorporate when the documents containing term t or q were marked 
relevant. Even though both terms appear in the same number of relevant documents, term t
receives a higher score as it appears in more o f the documents that were marked relevant in
the recent search iterations.
The ostensive evidence is used as a scaling factor. The partial component o f the F4 _po weight 
is multiplied by the ostensive weight to give a final weight for each term. Terms are then 
ranked in decreasing order of this weight to reflect how useful they are at discriminating the 
user-selected relevant documents.
This new weight, then, incorporates information regarding the uncertainty o f the utility o f the 
term at detecting relevant material. This extension to the F^ sta n d a rd  weighting scheme is 
similar in spirit to the wpq weighting scheme, section 1.2.2.2, Equation 1.12. The wpq 
scheme is also composed o f two components -  the F4 _standard  weight and the difference 
between the probability o f a term appearing based on relevance and non-relevance 
information, i.e. how likely a term is to appear in a relevant document. This latter component
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-  how likely a term is to appear in a relevant document -  is analogous to the ostensive aspect 
o f F4 _po. The major difference here is the use o f weighted ostensive evidence rather than 
treating all appearances of a term in a relevant document as equally useful. The difference 
between F4 _po, F4_standard and wpq will be analysed further in section 12.11.
The new weighting scheme will be investigated in several experiments, described in section 
3.10. In the next section I discuss the main features o f the experiments described in this 
chapter.
12.3 Introduction to experiments
These experiments described in this chapter are based on the TREC interactive track model of 
evaluation, [Ov98]. This model has been iteratively developed over a number o f years, with 
input from many of the leading interactive and evaluation specialists in IR, [BRR96]. 
Although this approach is specifically designed to allow cross-site investigation of IR 
systems, it has produced a fairly rigorous experimental framework for evaluating interactive 
searching.
The type o f searching investigated by the interactive track changes each year, resulting in a 
slightly different experimental methodology being used for each year’s experiments. The 
specific experimental components I used are modified versions of the one used in TREC - 6  
[L098, Ov98]. I chose this interactive track for several reasons; this particular track has been 
extensively evaluated, [L098, Ov98], the modifications I made upon the search topics have 
been explored elsewhere, [BI99, BoOOb] (section 12.5), and this version o f the track used 
relatively few experimental subjects, allowing me to carry out a variety of experiments.
In section 12.4 I present the data which was used in the experiments, in section 12.5 I discuss 
the search tasks that were given to the experimental subjects and in section 12.6 I discuss the 
experimental procedure that was followed in the experiments. In section 12.7 I describe a 
pilot test that was carried out to test the experimental methodology and the search topics. In 
section 12.8 I describe the common experimental methodology that was used in the 
experiments and in section 12.9 I describe how the results will be analysed. In section 12.10 I 
outline the five experiments I carried out, the specific research questions I addressed in each 
experiment and the results obtained. I discuss the overall findings in section 12.11 and 
provide a summary in section 1 2 . 1 2 .
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12.4 Data
The interactive track of TREC-6 101 used the Financial Times (FT) collection as the sole 
document collection. This collection consists of full-length newspaper articles from the 
Financial Times of London published from 1991 -  1994.
INTTREC6  used six topics for the interactive task. I retained five of these topics (topics 
numbered 303i, 307i, 326i, 322i, 347i102, Table 12.4 columns 1 and 2). Topic 339i was not 
used, the reasons for this are discussed in section 12.5.1.
One of the conclusions from INTTREC6  was that the major variable in search success was 
the topics themselves: searchers across sites and systems found some topics easier to search 
on than other topics. One possible reason for this was the topics were poorly covered within 
the FT collection: there were few relevant documents to be found by the subjects.
Table 12.4 presents the coverage of the five INTTREC6  search topics used in these 
experiments. This is based on the number of documents from the FT collection that were 
assessed as relevant in the ad-hoc task103, (column 2 ), compared to the total number of 
documents assessed relevant in the ad-hoc task, (column 3). Table 12.4, column 4 gives this 
ratio as a percentage.
Topic number Relevant FT Total ad-hoc relevant %age of relevant 
documents in FT
303i 6 1 0 60.00%
307i 81 215 37.67%
322i 9 34 26.47%
326i 45 48 93.75%
347i 50 157 31.85%
Table 12.4: Statistics on topics selected for the user evaluation
From Table 12.4, three of the five topics had less than 40% of the ad-hoc relevant documents 
in the FT collection, the other two topics had a coverage of 60% of greater.
101 Hereafter shortened to INTTREC6 for convenience
102 The topic numbers relate to the TREC-6 non-interactive a d -h o c  track, which uses fifty topics. The INTTREC6 
track selected a number o f  these for interactive searching.
103 The ad-hoc track used five document collections.
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In the experiments I did not want to introduce a bias against some topics that were poorly 
covered within my document collection. By adding one of the other ad-hoc collections, the 
Los Angeles Times (LA) collection, I increased the coverage o f the ad-hoc relevant 
documents contained within the test collection, Table 12.5. The addition of the LA collection 
means that four of our five topics have at least 79% of the ad-hoc relevant documents 
contained within the document collection. The remaining topic still has a coverage of only 
38% but this topic has a large number of ad-hoc relevant documents.
As assessed by the ad-hoc task, three of the topics have relatively few ad-hoc relevant 
documents (303i, 322i and 326i), and two have a relatively large number of ad-hoc relevant 
documents (307i and 347i). Therefore, although the coverage of the topics was increased, I 
am not only considering documents with a large number of ad-hoc relevant documents.
Topic
Number
Relevant
FT/LA
Total ad-hoc 
relevant
%age of relevant 
documents in FT/LA
3031 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 .0 0 %
307i 83 215 38.60%
322i 33 34 97.06%
326i 45 48 93.75%
347i 125 157 79.62%
Table 12.5: Statistics on topics selected for user evaluation
The LA collection consists o f a sample o f approximately 40% of the articles published by this 
newspaper in the period from January 1989 to December 1990. The combination o f the LA 
and FT collections gives a combined document set of over 340 000 documents (Table 12.6, 
column 4), which covers the period 1989 -  1994. This cannot be regarded as a set o f currently 
topical documents and subjects would not be able to search using current new events. 
However, the collection is not out-of-date as regards the search topics given to the subjects 
(section 12.5).
Stopwords were removed using the stop word list found in [VR79] and the documents were 
indexed by the algorithms described in Chapter Three.
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FT LA Combined
Number of documents 210 158 131 896 342 054
Average document length 412 526 456
Number of unique terms in the collection 245 678 244 874 375 295
Table 12.6: Document collections used in evaluation
12.5 Topics
In this section I discuss the selection of search topics. In section 12.6 I outline the 
modifications I made to the topics for the experiments and in section 12.7 I discuss the results 
of a pilot experiment to test the appropriateness o f the topics.
The search topics for this evaluation used five of the original INTTREC6  search topics (303i, 
307i, 326i, 322i, 347i). I excluded topic number 339i which asked subjects to search for 
information on ‘Alzheimer’s drug treatment’. This decision was made based on previous use 
of these topics by Borlund and Ingwersen, [BI99], whose experience suggested some 
searchers may feel uncomfortable searching on this topic.
This topic was replaced by ad-hoc topic number 321, ‘ Women in Parliaments ’. The choice of 
this topic was based on two reasons:
i. Topic appropriateness. Several of the remaining ad-hoc topics ask subjects to search 
for information on major diseases, including the topics ‘Radio Waves and Brain Cancer ’, 
‘Poliomyelitis and Post-Polio\ ‘Viral Hepatitis’, '‘Agoraphobia’. These topics were not 
considered as suitable replacements for the excluded topic as they carried the same risk of 
upsetting searchers who may suffer from, or have relatives or friends who suffer from, these 
diseases.
Other possible replacement topics were deemed to be too similar to topics that were already 
contained within the INTTREC6  set, e.g. ‘International Organized Crime’ and ‘Industrial 
Espionage ’ were felt to be too similar to ‘International Art Crime ’, and ‘Endangered Species 
{Mammals)' was too close to ‘ Wildlife Extinction ’. Although the specific information that the 
subjects were asked to search for by these topics is not identical, the overall subject area of 
these topics was felt to be too similar to existing topics.
Some topics were not considered to be suitable as replacement topics because they were too 
specialised, e.g. ‘Magnetic Levitation-Maglev\ or were considered to be less accessible for
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the predominately UK searchers who were used in our experiments, e.g. the topic ‘Best 
Retirement Country’, which was aimed specifically at American retirees.
ii. Number o f  relevant documents per topic. As mentioned in section 12.4, one aspect that I 
wanted to investigate in the experiments is the possible relationship between number of 
relevant documents assessed by the subject and the number of potentially relevant documents 
in the collection. By potentially relevant I mean those documents for which we have some 
external indication that they may contain relevant information.
This external indication takes the form of the relevance assessments obtained in the TREC - 6  
ad-hoc tasks as an approximate guide. The research question here is whether the number of 
relevant documents found in the ad-hoc task for a topic can serve as an indication o f the ease 
with which an experimental subject can find relevant documents.
I took the five INTTREC6  topics and found that three had less than fifty relevant documents 
in the ad-hoc searching task. The other two tasks had over 150 relevant documents found in 
the ad-hoc task. I then examined the remaining topics for a topic that had a relatively large 
number o f relevant documents. The basis behind this is that it is possible to examine number 
of relevant documents against search success.
Topic 321 ‘ Women in parliament’ had 234 relevant documents in the ad-hoc task, o f which 
133 were contained with the FT/LA collection, giving a coverage of 56%. As this topic 
appeared to be relatively neutral, was easily understandable and did not contain any emotive 
concepts I selected this topic for inclusion in my test set. Table 12.7 gives a summary of the 
topics I used in these experiments.
In the next section I discuss how these topic were converted into the search tasks given to the 
experimental subjects.
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Topic
Number
Topic
Title
Relevant
FT/LA
Total ad-hoc 
relevant
%age of relevant 
documents in FT/LA
303i Hubble telescope 
achievements
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 .0 0 %
307i New hydroelectric 
projects
83 215 38.60%
321 Women in parliament 133 234 56.84%
322i International art crime 33 34 97.06%
326i Ferry sinkings 45 48 93.75%
347i Wildlife extinctions 125 157 79.62%
Table 12.7: Statistics on topics selected for user evaluation
12.6 Conversion of topics into search tasks
The INTTREC6  search topics contained detailed descriptions of what information searchers 
should attempt to retrieve and what constitutes a relevant document, Figure 12.2, [Ov98].
Number: 326i 
Title: Ferry Sinkings 
Description:
Any report o f a ferry sinking where 100 or more people lost their lives.
Narrative:
To be relevant, a document must identify a ferry that has sunk causing the death o f 100 or 
more humans. It must identify the ferry by name or place where the sinking occurred. 
Details o f the cause of the sinking would be helpful but are not necessary to be relevant.
A reference to a ferry sinking without the number of deaths would not be relevant.
Aspects:
Please save at least on RELEVANT document that identifies EACH DIFFERENT ferry 
sinking o f the sort described above. If one document discusses several such sinkings, then 
you need not save other documents that repeat those aspects, since your goal is to identify 
different sinkings of the sort described above.
Figure 12.2: Interactive topic 326i
In INTTREC6  search topics were designed for a specific search task: aspectual recall. 
Aspectual recall is intended to measure how many different aspects of the topic could be 
found by the searchers. An aspect is defined as one of the possible answers to the question
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posed by the topic, [Ov98]. Aspectual recall, then, is related to the breadth of the search: a 
search which provides documents on several ferry sinkings, regardless of how detailed the 
discussion is, would be assessed as better than a search which provides very detailed 
descriptions of fewer sinkings.
In this evaluation I did not want to place such a qualitative restriction on the searches. Instead 
I wanted to encourage more naturalistic search behaviour by our subjects. That is, I wanted 
our subjects to interact with the system as though they were performing their own search. 
Consequently, I modified the descriptions of the information needs, placing them within 
simulated situations as proposed in [BI99, BoOOa, BoOOb]. This technique, developed by 
Borlund, [BoOOa], asserts that searchers should be given search scenarios that reflect and 
promote a real information seeking situation. The simulated situations, such as the one shown 
in Figure 12.3, [BoOOb], are intended to achieve two main objectives. First, they are aimed at 
promoting a simulated information need in a subject. That is, the simulated situation should 
engage the subjects in the search by the identification o f the searcher with the situation.
Second, the simulated situations position the search within a realistic context. This allows the 
experimental subject to provide his or her own interpretation of what information is required 
and allows the subject to develop the information need naturally. Unlike the topic description 
given in Figure 12.2, which asserts a particular definition of relevance, the simulated 
situations permit a dynamic interpretation o f relevance on the part of the subject.
Simulated situation
Simulated work task situation: After your graduation you will be looking for a job in industry. 
You want information to help you focus your future job seeking. You know it pays to know the 
market. You would like to find some information about employment patterns in industry and 
what kind of qualifications employers will be looking for from future employees.
Indicative request: Find for instance something about future employment trends in industry, 
i.e. areas o f growth and decline.
Figure 12.3: Simulated situation taken from [BoOOb]
Simulated situations can be composed o f two parts: the simulated work task situation and an 
indicative request. The simulated work task situation is a short ‘cover-story’ designed to 
provide context for a search. The indicative request is an indication, rather than an instruction, 
o f how a search may be initiated. The results from [BoOOb] show that the indicative request is 
not required for the simulated situation to engage the subject in the search and to promote 
natural searching behaviour on the part of the subject.
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I decided to omit the indicative request from my simulated situations as several subjects in 
[BoOOb] reported using the indicative request, e.g. to select search terms or to assess 
relevance. The subjects, then, may be using information from the indicative request to which 
they would not normally have access to when searching.
O f the six INTTREC6  topics, Borlund used four in her experiments (topics number 303i, 
326i, 322i, 347i), [BoOOb]. Topic 303i was used as a training topic and a new topic was 
developed. Borlund’s simulated situations were modified heavily resulting in some situations 
which were very different from the original INTTREC6  topics. As I was interested in 
retaining the connection with the INTTREC - 6  topics I did not use Borlund’s situations and 
instead developed a new set. The simulated situations I developed, the original INTTREC6  
topics and Borlund’s versions are given in Appendix H.
One particular aspect of the design of simulated situations that is important is the degree of 
semantic openness, [BoOOb]. The simulated situation should allow the subjects to adapt, 
develop and use their own interpretations of what constitutes relevance. That is, the simulated 
situation should reflect the dynamic and personal nature of making relevance assessments. 
Semantic openness measures how well the simulated situation achieves this aim. A simulated 
situation that has broad semantic openness allows a greater degree o f interpretation than a 
simulated situation with narrow semantic openness. Good simulated situations are those that 
have a broader semantic openness.
The semantic openness can be narrowed by the use o f information that makes simulated 
situation specific to a person, place, or situation. For example, the simulated situation in 
Figure 12.3 could be narrowed by making the situation specific to the computing industry. 
This will narrow the semantic openness if the experimental subjects are not looking for a job 
in computing or do not have a computing background. Borlund investigated the creation of 
simulated information needs and proposed two techniques for increasing the semantic 
openness o f the situations: tailoring the simulated situation, and by how topical the situation 
is to the subjects, [BoOOb].
Tailoring reflects the degree to which the simulated situations have been adapted to be a 
realistic scenario for the group of experimental subjects. The simulated situation shown in 
Figure 12.3 is an example of a situation that may be very relevant to the group o f university 
students used as subjects in [BoOOb]. This situation remains semantically open because the 
subject has freedom to decide what industry is relevant and what is mean by employment 
patterns and qualifications.
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The topical relevance criterion is related to the topic of the simulated situation -  what is being 
searched for. Good simulated situations should be centred around a topic that is o f interest to 
the subject group. The example in Figure 12.3 shows high topical relevance to university 
students. Topically relevant simulated situations are more likely to engage the subject in a 
search, and thus promoting naturalistic searching.
In Appendix H, I discuss, for each simulated situation, its semantic openness, tailoring and 
topical relevance. Table 12.8 summarises these aspects of the situations.
Topic
number
Topic
title
Semantic
openness
Tailoring Topical
relevance
303i Hubble telescope 
achievements
Narrow None None
307i New hydroelectric 
projects
Fairly narrow Some Some
321i Women in parliaments Fairly broad Some High
3221 International art crime Fairly broad None None
326i Ferry sinkings Fairly narrow None None
347i Wildlife extinctions Fairly narrow None None
Table 12.8: Semantic openness of simulated situations
The semantic openness for these topics was relatively low overall. This could cause the 
search topics to be less useful in stimulating realistic search behaviour on the part of the 
experimental subjects. Consequently I tested the search topics in a pilot test, described in 
section 12.7.
12.7 Pilot test
A pilot test was carried out prior to the main experiments in this chapter. The pilot test was 
designed to test questionnaires, elicit any system alterations that were necessary and to debug 
the experimental procedure. Minor changes were made to various aspects o f the system and 
questionnaires as a result of the pilot test.
A more important aspect o f the pilot test was to investigate the suitability o f the search topics. 
Based on [BoOOb] and [BoOl] the most important factor in a good simulated situation was the
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degree to which the topic engaged the subject’s interest. I was keen to test the suitability of 
the INTTREC6 -based topics in this respect.
As most of the potential subjects for the experiments were likely to be university students, I 
create a separate set o f six simulated situations aimed specifically at students. These situations 
covered topics such as graduate employment, shared housing and exam marking, which were 
felt to be more pertinent to student subjects. These topics are presented in Appendix H. The 
pilot test was used to compare subjects reactions to the INTTREC6 -based topics and the 
student-specific ones. The pilot test was carried out according to the experimental 
methodology described in section 12.8. One searcher was given only the INTTREC6  topics, 
one searcher was only given the new topics and the remaining four searchers were given three 
of each type of topic.
The results o f the questionnaires and subject search logs and post-experiment discussion were 
used to gauge subject reaction to the two sets of topics. In particular I examined two sources 
of evidence: the subject’s interest in the search topics and the subject’s searching behaviour.
i. subject’s interest in search topics. The subject was asked, after each search, to assign 
a score to each of the following questions: ‘Was the search task realistic?\ iHow interested 
were you in the topic o f  the search task?\ and "How enjoyable was this search?\ The scores 
for each question ranged from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely).
This analysis was intended to elicit the degree to which the topics engaged the subjects’ 
interest. The INTTREC6  topics scored lower on the question relating to the realism of the 
search tasks, (3.72 vs 3.94 for the student topics104). However the difference was not 
significant using a paired t-test (t = -0.7). The INTTREC6  topics scored lower on the question 
relating to the subjects interest in the search topic (3.3 vs 3.5 for the student topics). Again the 
difference between the two sets o f results was not significant (t = -0.75). Finally, the 
INTTREC6  topics scored slightly higher on the question relating to the subjects’ enjoyment 
o f the search task (3.4 vs 3.3 for the student topics), although this difference was not 
significant (t = 0.25). None o f the topics (INTTREC6  or student topics) scored noticeably 
lower than other topics across the questions, i.e. some topics scored lower for one question 
but higher on others. The results indicate that there was no major difference regarding the 
searchers’ perceptions of the two sets o f topics.
*0 4  T hese figures are averaged over all responses.
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ii. subjects’ searching behaviour. In this analysis I compared how the searchers 
interacted with the topics in terms o f how many searches they ran per topic, how many 
documents they viewed per topic and how many relevant documents they found per topic. 
The intention is to discover whether the searchers searched differently when using the 
INTTREC6  topics or the student topics.
The subjects tended to run fewer searches on average for the INTTREC6  topics (4.2 for the 
INTTREC6  topics compared to 5 searches per topic for the student topics). They found 
slightly fewer relevant documents when using the student topics (9.22 relevant documents 
found per INTTREC6  topic against 8  relevant documents per student topic) and viewed fewer 
documents per topic with the student topics (INTTREC6  28.25 documents viewed per topic 
against 22 documents viewed per topic with the student topics). However the latter two 
differences are only o f interest across the whole topic; the subjects examined the same 
number o f documents and found the same number of relevant documents per search iteration. 
I conclude from this analysis that there was no real difference between the two sets of topics 
as regards the subjects’ search behaviour.
The main goal is to find topics that are interesting to the potential subjects. The topicality and 
tailoring can increase our confidence that a topic will be interesting to a group of subjects, 
but, as also reported in [BoOOb], it is sometimes surprising which topics subjects will find of 
interest. For instance, in [BoOOb] Borlund found that topic number 303i, ‘Positive 
achievements o f  the Hubble Telescope ’ was unexpectedly popular. I also found that this topic 
was consistently rated highly by the subjects across the topics, section 1 2 . 1 1 .2 .
The major factor in the success of the simulated information needs seemed to be the subjects 
themselves: some subjects were willing to place themselves within a simulated search 
scenario, make subjective and dynamic relevance decisions and discuss coherently the kind of 
interpretations they made about the documents they discovered. Other subjects performed 
searches, made relevance assessments and, on examination o f the search logs, seemed to have 
made as many search decisions. However, in the post-search interview these subjects claimed 
not to have found any tasks interesting or been willing to treat the simulated situation as a 
personal construct.
As there was no major preference for one set o f topics, or a mixture o f the two sets, I choose 
to use the INTTREC6  topics as this allowed more analysis regarding the topics, section 
12 . 11 .2 .
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12.8 Experimental methodology
In this section I describe the experimental procedure I followed for these experiments. The 
same methodology was used for each of the five experiments described in section 12.10. The 
only differences between the experiments are the control and experimental systems used in 
each experiment, and the subjects used in each experiment105.
Each subject was asked to perform a search on each o f the simulated information needs, three 
searches on the control system and three on the experimental system. The order in which 
topics were presented, and the choice of which system a subject used for each search, was 
determined by a randomised experimental matrix.
The INTTREC6  experiments used only four experimental subjects and the matrix, Figure 
12.4, rotated the order in which systems were used to avoid possible system bias. The order of 
the systems were not interleaved to make the experiments smoother to run, and the order o f 
search topic was not randomised across subjects.
Topic
Subject 325i 322i 307i 347i 303i 339i
1 E E E C C C
2 C C C E E E
3 E E E C C C
4 C C C E E E
Figure 12.4: INTTREC6  experimental matrix from [Ov98] 
where C = Control system, E = Experimental system
In the experiments described in this chapter I used six experimental subjects per experiment. 
The matrix used in the experiments described here, Figure 12.5, randomises order o f topics, 
distribution of topics across systems and order of systems. This is due to empirical evidence 
from [BoOOb] that the order in which the topics are given does affect the subject’s search 
behaviour.
This number of subjects does not allow a complete randomisation o f subject, system and topic 
so I have concentrated on randomisation of order in which subjects were presented topics and 
system. The same matrix was used for all experiments.
105 N o  subject could  take part in m ore than on e experim ent.
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Subject Topic Topic Topic Topic Topic Topic
1 3031 321 326i 307i 322i 347i
2 307i 322i 347i 321 326i 303i
3 3071 347i 326i 321 303i 322i
4 322i 307i 321 347i 303i 326i
5 326i 321 303i 322i 307i 347i
6 347i 322i 307i 32(5/ 321 303i
Figure 12.5: Experimental matrix
where bold figures = topics to be run on the experimental system, 
italic figures = topics to be run on the control system
For each experiment the following steps were followed:
i. the subject was welcomed and was asked to read the short introduction to the 
experiments, (Appendix H). This set o f instructions was written to ensure that 
each subject received precisely the same information.
ii. the subject was asked to complete the introductory search questionnaire 
(Appendix H). This contained general background information on the 
subjects’ education, previous search experience and computer experience.
iii. the subject was given a tutorial on the search system, followed by a training 
topic. The training topic was the one given in the welcome sheet (Appendix 
H)
iv. the subject was given one of the simulated situations (Appendix H), and 
asked to answer a pre-search question to elicit information on how much the 
subject already knew about the topic (Appendix H).
v. after completion o f the pre-search question, the subject was asked to perform 
the search and was given 15 minutes to search. Subjects could terminate a 
search early if  they were unable to find any more relevant documents.
vi. after completion o f the search, the subject was asked to complete the post­
search questionnaire (Appendix H).
vii. The remaining topics were given to the subject, following steps iv. -  vi. 
Subjects were offered a break after the third topic.
viii. at the end o f the experiment, the subject was asked to complete the post­
experiment questionnaire (Appendix H) and a post-experiment interview was 
conducted.
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The post-search and post-experiment questionnaires varied according to the research 
questions that lay behind the experiment. All questionnaires are contained within Appendix
H.
The experimental subjects themselves were students in the Computing Science Department at 
the University o f Glasgow. Half of the subjects were undergraduate computing students, half 
were students on the Masters in Information Technology course. These latter students had 
previous degrees in a non-computing discipline. Thirty students took part in the 
experiments106; 9 of the subjects were female, 21 male, and their average age was 23.
The subjects had relatively high experience of on-line searching (average 4.28 years) which 
was mostly gained through library search facilities and web search engines. The subjects 
reported good experience on these two forms of IR system but little experience of any other 
search system. The subjects were also relatively frequent searchers searching daily or at least 
weekly. All had good previous experience o f point-and-click interfaces such as the ones used 
in these experiments.
12.9 Analysis
For each experiment I shall analyse the results under three main headings. The first examines 
the subjects’ overall search behaviour, this analysis looks for changes in how subjects 
searched on the control and experimental system. The second examines the search 
effectiveness o f the two systems: did the subjects have a more effective search on the control 
or experimental system? Finally I shall examine the subjects’ perceptions of the two systems: 
did the subjects prefer one system over the other? Where appropriate I shall also examine 
differences before and after feedback to isolate the effect o f the feedback techniques on the 
search.
The results from the experiments will be assessed according to two types of criteria: criteria 
that are generic to all experiments, and criteria that are specific to the individual experiments. 
The specific criteria will examine aspects of searching that investigate the particular research 
question being address in each experiment. The generic criteria include qualitative data from 
the questionnaires and analyses o f the search logs. Examples of the criteria used to compare 
the control and experimental systems include:
106 N ot in c]U(jing the pilot tests.
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i. number o f  relevant documents found. O f the documents the subject viewed, how 
many did they consider to be relevant to their search.
ii. degree o f  relevance. O f the documents marked relevant by the subject, how highly 
did the subjects rate the documents’ relevance.
iii. degree o f  satisfaction with the search. How satisfied were the subjects with the 
results o f their search.
iv. which topics were more/less successful? Was there a difference between search 
success regarding the different simulated situations?
Where appropriate tests for statistical significance will be used. Specifically I will use a 
paired /-test for related samples, comparing subject aggregate performance on each topic 
using the control and experimental system.
12.10 Experiments
In the following sections I outline five experiments. For each experiment I describe the 
research question I addressed, the systems and interfaces I used1 0 7  and the results obtained.
Each experiment involves two combinations of interface and system. For convenience of 
exposition, in each experiment 1 label one combination of algorithm and interface as the 
control system and the other combination as the experimental system. Table 12.9 summarises 
the five experiments according to the ranking algorithm used to rank expansion terms, the 
method by which the query was expanded and the interface used for the control and 
experimental systems.
Experiment Term
ranking
algorithm
Query
expansion
technique
Interface Term
ranking
algorithm
Query
expansion
technique
Interface
One F4  _standard Josephson Two F 4_po Josephson Two
Two ¥/\_standard Interactive Three F 4_po Interactive Three
Three None None One F A_po Josephson Two
Four F 4  standard Top 6  
terms
Two F 4_po Selection Two
Five F 4_po Selection Two F 4_po Selection Four
Table 12.9: Summary of experiments
107  The algorithm s are described in Chapter N in e and Ten, and the interfaces are described in Chapter T w elve.
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The experiments examine five basic research questions which I shall outline here; a more 
detailed introduction will be given in the description of each individual experiment.
Experiment One compares the performance of two term ranking algorithms: F4_standard and 
F4 _po. Specifically I examine how good the two algorithms are at ranking terms for creating 
an explanation. The research issue here is whether the additional information used by the 
F4 _po algorithm, partial and ostensive evidence, leads to better retrieval.
Experiment Two compares the two term ranking algorithms as a means of suggesting terms 
for interactive query expansion. The research question here is which set of possible expansion 
terms the experimental subjects prefer for query modification.
Experiment Three compares the F4  j>o algorithm and Josephson explanation against no 
feedback. The research question is whether abductive RF techniques can modify the query 
better than the experimental subject.
Experiment Four compares the technique of selecting explanation types against one single 
method of RF. This tests the selection technique, Chapter 10, section 10.4, when real 
searchers are making the relevance assessments.
Finally, in Experiment Five I examine the role of explanation at the interface: examining 
whether presenting the subject with information on how their query was changed will help the 
subject use RF more effectively.
12.10.1 Experiment One
All the explanations described in Part III rank possible expansion terms before creating an 
explanation. The intention behind the ranking of terms is to place terms that will be good as a 
component of an explanation at the top o f the term ranking. In this experiment I compared 
two methods o f ranking terms; the first method is the ¥^_standard term ranking scheme that 
has been used throughout this these. The second term ranking scheme is the extension of the 
F4 _standard weighting scheme that incorporates ostensive and partial evidence, F4 _po.
Both term ranking schemes are used to provide a set of possible components for an 
explanation. I compare the performance of the two weighting schemes at providing 
components for a Josephson type of explanation. This type of explanation emphasises the 
discriminatory power of a term, so the main research question is whether the inclusion of
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evidence on the subject’s involvement in RF (F4 J do) causes any change in overall retrieval 
effectiveness. The system that uses the original F4  weights, F4 _standard, to create 
explanations is the control system in this experiment and will be referred to as 
Ab_standard]0% for convenience. The control system is therefore the same RF technique as 
described in Chapter Nine. The system that uses the new version o f F4_po is the 
experimental system and will be referred to as Ab_po109. Once the system has chosen the new 
expansion terms the system then selects the best characteristics for each of the new query 
terms.
Both experimental and control systems use the same interface, Interface Two and only the 
underlying RF algorithm varied between the two systems.
Two additional features were added to the systems:
i. timing control. The performance o f a RF iteration generally takes longer than an 
initial search. This is because the system has to calculate a list of expansion terms and 
select the best characteristics of these terms. Although these steps are performed in 
real-time, they can, depending on the features o f the individual query, take longer 
than simply performing a new search. To avoid any noticeable time delay between 
RF and a new search, which could lead the subject to avoid RF, it was decided to 
artificially ensure that the RF and new search options took approximately the same 
time to complete. For each new search (after the initial search) the system would 
perform the same procedures as for an RF iteration: calculate a list of expansion 
terms based on the current set of relevant documents, choose a number of terms to 
add to the query and select characteristics of these terms. However, for a new search, 
the query itself was not actually modified: the RF procedures were executed simply 
to ensure that a new search would take as long as an RF iteration.
ii. suppression o f  viewed documents. RF aims to retrieve documents similar to the ones 
marked relevant by the subject. As such, the marked relevant documents will 
typically appear at the top of the new document ranking; the one obtained after 
running the modified query. This means that the subject is presented first with 
documents that they have already viewed and assessed rather than new  documents. A 
common technique to avoid this problem is to only show those documents that the 
subject had not yet viewed. In both control and experimental systems I applied this
108 A b(ductive explanations)_standard(version o f  F4 ).
109  A b(ductive explanations)_po(/?artial and osten sive  ev id en ce version o f  F4 ).
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technique for document rankings obtained through RF. If the subject requested a new 
search, no documents were suppressed from the ranking.
12.10.1.1 Results from Experiment One
12.10.1.1.1 Overall search behaviour
In this section, I shall discuss the overall search behaviour of the experimental subjects. The 
subjects carried out a total of 49 new searches and 36 feedback iterations on the control 
system compared to 52 new searches and 25 feedback iterations on the experimental system. 
Neither the difference between new search iterations, feedback iterations nor combined 
feedback and new search iterations on both systems was found to be statistically significant, (/ 
= -0.28, t = 0.86, t = 0.59 respectively). The difference between the number o f feedback 
iterations and new search iterations on the same system was not found to be statistically 
significant (/ = 1.83 control system, t = 1.93 experimental system).
Overall the subjects viewed more documents on the control system (549 total, 6.45 
documents per search iteration) than on the experimental system (443 total, 5.75 documents 
per search iteration). Subjects also viewed the same documents slightly more often on the 
control system: of the documents viewed on the control system, 2 2 % were viewed more than 
once, on the experimental system around 23% were viewed more than once. Neither the 
difference between documents viewed, the documents viewed once, documents viewed per 
search, nor documents viewed once per search was found to be statistically significant (/ = 
1 .08 ,/=  1.14, / = 0 .82,/ = 0.28).
Overall, although there are more search iterations on the control system, the results indicate 
that the subjects did not interact differently with the two systems. That is, they did not submit 
a significantly different number o f searches, neither did they perform a significantly different 
number o f feedback iterations, they viewed roughly the same number o f documents, and 
viewed approximately the same proportion o f documents more than once. I shall now discuss 
differences in interaction before and after feedback, i.e. is there a difference in search 
behaviour after a new query and after feedback?
12.10.1.1.2 Search behaviour before and after feedback
Subjects viewed a similar proportion of documents before and after feedback on both systems
(68%/32% before and after feedback on the control system, 67%/33% on the experimental
system). The difference between documents viewed per new search (before feedback) was not
significant (/ = 1.1), neither was the number of documents viewed after feedback (/ = 0.57).
Comparing the number o f documents found per search before and after feedback, neither case
was found to be significant (/ = 0.56 before feedback, / = 0.16 after).
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Subjects also found a similar percentage o f relevant documents before and after feedback 
(77%/23% before and after feedback on control, 80%/20% on experimental). As before, none 
o f these differences are statistically significant (f = 1.03 before feedback all searches, t = 1.35 
after feedback all searches, / = 0.71 before feedback measured as relevant documents found 
per search, t = -1.96 after feedback measured as relevant documents found per search). 
Although the last value -  measuring the difference between relevant documents found after 
feedback per search iteration - is not significant it does lend some support to the experimental 
system helping to find relevant material.
The major conclusion is that subjects were not interacting in a noticeably different manner on 
the control and experimental systems before feedback or after feedback. In the next section I 
shall look at the effectiveness o f the two search systems.
12.10.1.1.3 Search effectiveness
The overall precision (relevant documents found per documents retrieved) was lower on the 
experimental system (12.66% against 9.83%) (t = 1.20 -  no statistical difference), as was the 
precision of viewed documents (52.15% versus 49.05%) (t = 0.46 -  no statistical difference).
Precision before feedback (new searches only) gave similar values (61.55% control, 60.33% 
experimental). Precision after feedback (feedback iterations only) gave a difference (30.03% 
control, 18.06% experimental) with the control system seeming to perform better -  retrieving 
more relevant documents per viewed document. However, again, there was no significant 
difference (t = 0.18, t = 0.97 before and after feedback respectively).
Table 12.10 gives the average precision for each of the topics (relevant documents per 
documents viewed). For more of the topics (topics 307i, 322i, 326i and 347i) the control 
system gave a higher precision value. Table 12.11 shows a higher precision after feedback 
although these are based on small numbers o f values. On both systems there were two topics 
for which no relevant documents were found after feedback.
Condition 303i 307i 321 3221 326i 347i
Control 40.58% 43.75% 50.00% 48.48% 61.62% 68.48%
Experimental 44.44% 38.96% 53.57% 43.33% 59.72% 48.59%
Table 12.10: Results o f documents relevant per viewed 
bold figures indicate highest value.
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Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 27.27% 0 .0 0 % 0 .0 0 % 41.18% 78.38% 33.33%
Experimental 5.88% 37.50% 11.76% 0 .0 0 % 53.19% 0 .0 0 %
Table 12.11: Results of documents relevant per viewed after feedback 
bold figures indicate highest value.
These values would appear to indicate a favour for the control, Abjstandard, (non partial, non 
ostensive) system in terms of search success. However the subjects’ perceptions of the terms 
suggested by the system varied. I shall discuss this in the next section.
12.10.1.1.4 Subjects perceptions
In the post-search questionnaire (Appendix H) the subjects were asked how useful the terms 
added by the system were to their search. This was on a 5-point scale, rated from 1 (Not at all 
(useful)) to 5 {Extremely (useful)). The average response when the subjects rated the terms 
suggested by the control system was 1.67 compared with 2.44 when the subjects used the 
experimental system. This value was found to be statistically significant (/ = -2.80).
The subjects also informally, whilst searching, remarked on the more obvious nature of the 
¥4_po term suggestions. An example of the type of terms added by F4_standard and F4 _po 
systems is shown in Figure 12.6. This example is drawn from a real search, chosen at random. 
The subject submitted the query ‘bubble space telescope’ and marked four documents 
relevant at the first iteration. Figure 12.6 shows the top ten terms ranked by F4 _standard and 
¥ 4 j j o .
The F4 _standard algorithm selected terms that are less usual in the collection (accrete, 
chaisson) whereas the ¥4_po algorithm selected variants of existing terms {telescopes), and 
more obvious terms {orbit, nasa, earth). The F4 _po algorithm also returned the original query 
terms higher up than F4 _standard.
A further analysis was used to uncover how the expansion terms were actually treated by the 
subject: were the expansion terms often retained or removed by the subject. One justification 
for this kind o f analysis is that subjects may be put off RF because the suggested terms do not 
appear useful, e.g. [RTJ01]. Consequently they may lose out on the potential benefits from 
RF. On the other hand, terms that appear useful to the search, even if they do not actually 
improve the precision o f the search, may encourage subjects to interact more with the system,
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for example by suggesting more query terms themselves. The results o f this analysis are 
summarised in Table 12.12.
F 4 standard F 4 _po
accrete astronomer
chaisson hubble
cullers telescope
goldreich universe
sandpile astronomers
terrile telescopes
borucki scientists
machtley orbit
nebula nasa
astronomer earth
Figure 12.6: Sample terms selected by F^ sta n d a rd  and F4 _po
In Table 12.12 I present a count o f how many terms per search iteration were used in the 
original query specification (row 2). In rows 3 and 4 I show the source of query terms that 
were added after the initial query: either added by the subject (row 3) or the system through 
RF (row 4). Finally I show how many of the terms the subject added were removed later by 
the subject (row 5) and how many of the terms added by the system were removed by the 
subject (row 6 ).
Ab_standard Ab_po Significant
Original query terms 3.06 3.22
Source of new terms
subject 2 . 0 0 2.33 no, t = -0.36
system 3.33 1 . 1 1 yes, t = 3.78
Source of removed terms
subject 0.72 1.17 no, t -  -1.16
system 2.28 0.67 yes, t = 2.54
Table 12.12: Summary of query term addition and removal per topic 
bold figures indicate highest value
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Comparing the two version o f the abductive system, Table 12.12 shows slightly longer initial 
queries for the experimental system (3.22 per search versus 3.06 per search on the control 
system, not significant t = -0.34). The subject added more o f their own terms per search with 
the experimental system (2.33 experimental versus 2.00 control, not significant t = -0.36).
The system added more terms with the Abjstandard  than the Ab_po algorithm per feedback 
iteration (1.11 experimental versus 3.33 control, significant t = 3.78). The main reason for this 
is that Ab_po emphasises the original query terms more than the Abjstandard  algorithm, and 
is less likely to perform query expansion.
The subjects removed 36% of their own terms and 6 8 % of the terms suggested by the system 
when using the Abjstandard  system compared to 50% of their own terms and 60% of the 
system suggested terms with the Ab_po system. This suggests that subjects, on both systems, 
felt their own query terms were better, or more likely to retrieve relevant material.
The difference between the number o f the subject’s own terms removed was not significant 
(0.72 per search control system, 1.17 experimental, t = -1.16). However the difference 
between the number o f system suggested terms removed was significant (2.28 search terms 
removed per search, 0.67 per search experimental, t = 2.54). This latter finding suggests that 
the terms suggested by the Ab_po system were felt to be better search terms by the subject.
Although the Ab_po system did not improve more queries or give better overall results, it was 
seen by the subjects as a better term suggestion technique. It led to increased satisfaction with 
the feedback process and subjects appeared to trust the systems suggestions more often. The 
next experiment tests the effectiveness of the two term ranking schemes when the subject is 
selecting new query terms -  Interactive Query Expansion.
12.10.2 Experiment Two
The second experiment compared the effectiveness o f the F^standard  and F4 _po term 
ranking schemes in suggesting new expansion terms for selection by the subject. In this 
experiment the control system used the Y^_standard algorithm to suggest 20 possible 
expansion terms and the experimental system used the F4 _po algorithm to suggest expansion 
terms. Both control and experimental systems used the same interface (Interface One), the 
only difference between the two systems was the underlying term suggestion technique. As 
there was no automatic RF function in this experiment, the previously viewed documents 
were not suppressed: all searches were new searches.
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12.10.2.1 Results from Experiment Two
12.10.2.1.1 Overall search behaviour
In Table 12.13 I summarise the overall search behaviour of the searchers on the topics. With 
the exception of the number of search iteration per topic, all values are for individual searches 
(rather for a topic as a whole).
Control Experimental
Search iterations per topic 4.22 4.17
Documents viewed 9.85 10.65
Unique documents viewed 6.75 7.05
Unique documents retrieved 15.90 16.52
Query terms 3.78 5.19
Unique query terms 2 . 1 0 2.57
Table 12.13: Summary o f overall search behaviour for Experiment Two 
bold figures indicate highest values
From Table 12.13 it can be seen that although subjects performed roughly the same number 
o f searches per topic, they tended to view more documents with the experimental system, 
view these documents less often and retrieve more unique documents. That is, when using the 
experimental system, the subjects were less likely to retrieve documents that they had already 
retrieved in response to an earlier query.
The subjects also used more query terms, and more unique terms, per search with the 
experimental system. In Table 12.14 I present figures on the source of these query terms.
From Table 12.14, it can be seen that there was a (non-significant t = 1.31) difference in 
numbers o f query terms used in the first search iteration (3.67 per search control system vs 
3.00 on experimental system). There were also differences in how the subject added new 
terms. For example in the control system the subject was more likely to add their own terms 
to their query than ones suggested by the system, (on average per search subjects added 
8 .8 3 '10 o f their own terms compared against 1.61 of the expansion terms suggested by the 
system). On the experimental system, however, this was reversed: the subject was more likely 
to add terms suggested by the system (8.17 terms per search, compared against 6.67 o f their 
own). The difference between the number of their own terms the subject added was not
110T his d oes not include the original query terms.
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significant (t = 0.69) however the difference in the number o f the system-suggested terms 
added was significant (/ = -3.16). That is, subjects were more likely to use the system- 
suggested terms when the system used the F4 _po term suggestion algorithm.
Control 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i Averages
Initial 7 1 1 14 1 0 1 2 1 2 3.67
Subject added own 26 8 26 2 0 64 15 8.83
Subject added system 4 2 9 4 4 6 1.61
Subject removed own 16 6 29 18 63 0 7.33
Subject removed system 1 2 9 1 2 0 0.83
Experimental 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i Averages
Initial 1 2 7 8 8 1 0 9 3.00
Subject added own 31 14 26 16 1 1 2 2 6.67
Subject added system 36 1 2 2 29 33 35 8.17
Subject removed own 2 0 4 23 2 1 0 1 0 3.83
Subject removed system 2 0 2 0 6 0 0.56
Table 12.14: Statistics on query terms in Experiment Two 
bold figures indicate highest value
The subjects also tended to remove fewer expansion terms, either those suggested by the 
system or themselves, with the control system. Neither difference here was significant 
(difference in subject-suggested terms removed t = 1.14, difference in system-suggested terms 
t = 0.56).
12.10.2.1.2 Search effectiveness
The previous section showed that subjects tended to use more terms suggested by the F4 jpo  
term ranking scheme. In this section I investigate whether the increase in term use lead to an 
increase in retrieval effectiveness: did using more expansion terms lead to the retrieval of 
more relevant documents?
In Table 12.15 I present the number of unique relevant documents found on average per topic 
and the average relevance score given by the subjects to the documents they assessed as 
relevant. From Table 12.15, it can be seen that on all topics, with the exception of topic 321, 
the subjects found at least as many relevant documents on average and the average relevance 
score given to the documents found was higher. The difference between numbers of
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documents found was not significant (t = -0.69). However the difference between the average 
score given to a relevant document was significant, (/ = -5.29). These results indicate that 
although the F4_po suggested terms did not help find significantly more relevant documents, 
the F4 _po terms helped find better relevant documents.
Control 3031 3071 321 322i 326i 347i
Relevant documents found 1 0 . 0 0 8.00 12.33 7.33 9.67 8 . 0 0
Average relevance score 3.78 5.37 5.14 5.05 4.49 4.31
Experimental
Relevant documents found 11.00 8.00 7.00 9.33 21.67 9.33
Average relevance score 6.91 6.82 6.01 7.33 7.08 5.48
Table 12.15: Comparison of relevant documents found and average relevance score
bold figures indicate highest value
12.10.2.1.3 Subject’s perceptions
The subjects were asked to rate certain aspects o f their search (Appendix H), relating to their 
perception o f each search they performed. Table 12.16 summarises the subject’s perceptions 
o f the search as they relate to the expansion term suggestions. In particular I concentrate on 
the results to the questions ‘ Was it easy to search on this topic? ’, ‘Are yon satisfied with the 
results o f  your search?’, ‘Did you have enough time to do an effective search?' and ‘How  
useful do you think the query words, suggested by the system, were to your search?’. All 
responses were on a scale of 1-5 with a score of ‘ 1’ representing the category ‘Not at alF and 
a score o f ‘5’ representing the category 'Extremely’.
Easy to search Search satisfaction Time to search Utility of terms
Control 2.72 2.61 3.33 1.53
Experimental 3.72 3.83 3.89 3.53
Significant no, t = -0.172 yes, t = -2.99 no, t = -1.41 yes, t = -3.73
Table 12.16: Comparison o f subject responses in Experiment Two 
bold figures indicate highest value
For all questions the subjects rated the experimental system higher: they found it easier to 
perform searches upon, had higher search satisfaction and were generally happier with the 
time they were given to search. More importantly, the subjects rated the terms suggested by 
the experimental system as better than those suggested by the control system. As seen in
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Table 12.17 where the average score per topic for this question is shown, this latter difference 
holds across topics1 1 *. The differences are also statistically significant (t = -3.73).
Utility of terms (control) Utility of terms (experimental)
303i 1.33 3.33
307i 2.33 2.67
321 1.33 1.67
322i 1.67 3.67
3261 2 . 0 0 4.50
347i 2 . 0 0 5.00
Table 12.17: Comparison o f subject responses in Experiment Two regarding term utility
bold figures indicate highest value
This experiment showed that the terms suggested by the F4 _po weighting scheme could give 
better term suggestions: those that were preferred by the subject and which lead to the 
retrieval of better relevant documents. In the next experiment I test whether these results hold 
for automatic query expansion, where the system alone is choosing the expansion terms.
12.10.3 Experiment Three
The third experiment investigated the performance the abductive RF technique against no 
feedback. Both control and experimental systems used Interface One which only offered the 
New Search option. The control system performed a new search each time the subject 
modified the query, ranking documents by the combination of all term and document 
characteristics.
The experimental system performed the same search as the control system for the first query 
entered by the subject112. For the remainder o f the topic, each time the subject entered a query 
and requested a new search a RF iteration was performed using the Ab_po function from 
Experiment One. The Ab_po algorithm used the current set of subject query terms and added 
new query terms before doing a new retrieval. The subject was not shown the new query 
terms that were added, nor were these highlighted in the full text o f documents requested by 
the subject.
111 These figures and the ones regarding term utility in Table 12.16 are only for searches in which the subject used 
the term suggestion option.
112 That is the first query formulation for each topic.
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For the subject there was no observable difference between the two systems at the interface 
level: both systems appeared to do a new search each time. The only difference between the 
control and experimental system was the method by which the query was modified and the 
documents were ranked -  the RF method of the experimental system. Previously viewed 
documents were not suppressed and could be retrieved in response to a new query or 
feedback run. However, as in Experiment One, the timing of the new search option in the 
control system was altered to ensure that the control system searches took as long as the 
experimental system.
12.10.2.1 Results of Experiment Three
All searches on both systems started with a new search, subsequent search iterations on the 
experimental system were all feedback iterations, subsequent searches on the control system 
were all new searches. As I was interested only in the performance of feedback against no 
feedback the information regarding the initial search was excluded and the results from 
Experiment Two only refer to the searches carried out after the initial search. This allows a 
direct comparison o f feedback only against no feedback.
12.10.2.1 Overall search behaviour
The subjects carried out twice as many post-initial searches on the control than experimental 
system (2.28 per topic control, 1.56 experimental). This was not found to be statistically 
significant (t = 1.81), although the t value lends some support to the argument that subjects 
performed more search iterations on the control system.
The subjects viewed slightly more documents on the experimental than control system (16.22 
per search iteration, 292 total on control, 17.778 per search iteration, 320 total experimental). 
They also viewed slightly more unique documents on the experimental system (12.944 per 
search, 233 total on control system, 13.667 per search, 246 total on experimental system). 
Neither o f these differences was found to be statistically significant (t = -0.33 documents 
viewed, t = -0.18 unique documents viewed).
To summarise, the subjects on the control system performed many more searches per topic 
and consequently viewed more documents over the entire topic. The subjects ran fewer 
searches and viewed fewer documents on the experimental system. The question to be 
answered is whether the subjects are running fewer searches because RF is more or less 
effective than the subject modifying their own query. This will be investigated in the next two 
sections.
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12.10.2.2 Search effectiveness
The overall precision o f the two systems, measured as the total number o f unique relevant 
documents found divided by the total number of unique documents viewed was roughly 
similar (44.52% control vs 48.48% experimental). Again these figures only relate to search 
iterations performed after the initial search.
Table 8.12 breaks these overall figures down by topic. For topics 307i, 321, 322i and 347i 
there was an increase in precision of about 20% when using the experimental system. On 
topics 303i and 326i the control system gave much better performance (almost 50% increase 
over the experimental for topic 303i and around 24% for topic 326i). Topics 303i and 326i 
were the only topics for which the subjects viewed more documents on the experimental than 
control system.
The difference in precision between the two systems was not found to be statistically 
significant, (/ = -0.31). However if we only consider the four topics where the experimental 
system is better (307i, 321, 322i and 347i) then the experimental system is significantly better 
than the control system (t = -9.33). On the topics where the control system is better (303i and 
326i) the control system is not significantly better than the control system (t = 1.56).
Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 70.37% 29.73% 34.78% 22.92% 55.26% 54.05%
Experimental 22.95% 60.00% 56.52% 41.18% 32.10% 78.13%
Table 12.18: Results of documents relevant per viewed 
bold figures indicate highest value
Comparing the precision by measuring the number o f relevant documents found by the 
number o f documents retrieved, Table 12.19, it can be seen that the experimental system 
gives better precision for five of the six search topics. Again the results overall are not 
significant but if we consider only the topics where the experimental system is better than the 
control system, then the experimental system is significantly better (t = —4.99).
Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 31.67% 4.07% 6.67% 4.07% 1 0 .0 0 % 13.33%
Experimental 7.78% 6.00% 10.83% 11.67% 17.33% 20.83%
Table 12.19: Results of documents relevant per retrieved 
bold figures indicate highest value 
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Therefore the searchers are finding a higher percentage o f relevant documents with the 
experimental system per documents retrieved and documents that the subject chooses to view. 
However this is not true for all topics -  for some topics, e.g. topic 303i the subject performs 
better query modification than RF.
Finally, in Table 12.20 I compare the average relevance score given to the relevant documents 
by the subjects. For almost all topics the subject gives higher scores to documents retrieved 
by the control system -  where the subject performs the query modification. So although RF is 
better at obtaining new relevant documents it may not be better at retrieving higher quality 
relevant documents. The difference in relevance score was not, however, significant (t =
1.46).
Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 3.87 4.41 4.78 5.74 5.77 5.25
Experimental 3.65 2.77 5.00 3.41 5.74 5.41
Table 12.20: Average relevance score for control and experimental system 
bold figures indicate highest value
In the next section I compare the subjects perceptions o f searching on the two systems to see 
whether the searchers indicated a preference for one system over another.
12.10.3.1.3 Subject’s perceptions
As in Experiment Two, the subjects were asked to rate certain aspects of their search 
(Appendix H), relating to their perception of each search they performed. For the question 
‘ Was it easy to search on this topic? ’, ‘Are you satisfied with the results o f  your search? ’, and 
‘D id you have enough time to do an effective search?’ the subjects rated the experimental 
system higher than the control system, however the results were not significant, Table 12.21 
summarises the differences.
Easy to search Search satisfaction Time to search
Control 3.50 3.06 3.56
Experimental 3.83 3.44 3.94
Table 12.21: Comparison of subject responses in Experiment Three 
bold figures indicate highest value
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The results from this experiment show some preference for feedback: the searchers found the 
same proportion o f relevant documents in searching but found these documents using less 
searching with the experimental system. In this experiment I examined the performance o f the 
F4 _po term ranking scheme when the experimental subjects were selecting the expansion 
terms. In the next experiment I compare two methods of automatically choosing query terms.
12.10.4 Experiment Four
The fourth experiment compared the technique of selecting which RF technique to use against 
a single method of implementing RF. The control system uses the Fs ta n d a r d  algorithm and 
adds the six top terms to the query for each iteration of RF. Each iteration of RF, therefore, 
uses the same algorithm for query modification.
The experimental system selects which RF technique to use based on the behavioural 
evidence given by the searcher. This behavioural evidence is identical to the evidence 
described in Chapter Ten: order of relevant documents in retrieved set, similarity o f relevant 
documents and precision o f the search. As explained in Chapter 10, section 10.4, each 
expansion term ranking algorithm is associated with a set of rules which define how the 
behavioural evidence is to be used to decide on a method o f query modification.
In Chapter Ten the rules were generated according to the empirical evidence drawn from 
experiments carried out on the test collections. For this set o f experiments it was decided not 
to attempt to calculate new rules specifically for the data set used, i.e. not to define a good set 
o f rules based on the queries and relevance assessments that are associated with the 
documents. This is because, in the majority o f cases, the document collections associated with 
real-life IR systems cannot be used to calculate such rules, as there are no associated queries 
and relevance assessments for the collections. Hence, in this experiment I wanted to test a set 
o f rules that could be applied to any document collection when the F 4 Jdo term expansion 
technique was used. This means that the rules generated for this experiment are probably sub- 
optimal for this collection -  it will be possible to create better rules for this data set -  but that 
the experiment will give a better indication of how the RF techniques will work across 
collections rather than just for this collection of documents.
The specific rules used are shown in Figure 12.7, and are based on the ones derived for the 
wpq term ranking algorithm. In this experiment the Coverage and Josephson explanations 
were created as previously and the maximal explanation corresponds to the addition o f the top 
six expansion terms drawn from the top of the F4 _po ranking of terms. Only six terms are 
added to avoid the query being flooded with expansion terms.
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The maximal explanation, in this case, therefore corresponds to the query expansion 
technique in the control system. The only difference is the different term ranking scheme used 
to rank the terms. As shown in Experiment One the two term ranking schemes do not give 
noticeably different results when used to provide Josephson explanations. Therefore a main 
point in this experiments is to see if the two ranking schemes give the same results if we use 
different methods of choosing the expansion terms, i.e. selecting query expansion techniques 
compared against choosing the top six expansion terms.
if (term ranking method = F4  jpo) 
if (precision is high) use josephson
else if (precision is low) use maximal 
if (order is low) use coverage
else if (order is low) use maximal 
if (similarity is high) and (number of relevant documents is high) use coverage
else if (similarity is high) and (number of relevant documents is low) use josephson 
else if (similarity is low) use maximal 
if (similarity is high) use coverage
else if (similarity is low) use maximal
Figure 12.7: Rules for selecting query modification technique for the F4 _po term ranking
scheme
where bold entries indicate features of the retrieval, italic entries indicate values of the 
features, and underlined entries indicate the query modification techniques suggested by the 
value of the feature
12.10.4.1.1 Overall search behaviour
In Table 12.22 I summarise the main findings from the subjects interaction with the two 
systems. On the experimental system the subjects carried out more searching, more RF and 
viewed more documents than on the control system. They also used more query terms as a 
results of the increased searching. Although none of these results are significant, the (113
levels lend some support to the hypothesis that the subjects were doing more searching on the 
experimental system and this was due to new search iterations rather than RF iterations. In the 
next section I compare the effectiveness o f the two systems.
1,3 1 = -1.98 new search iterations, 1 = -0.79 RF iterations, t =  -2.06, / =  -1.46 viewed, t  = -0.93 retrieved, t =-0.52 
query terms, / = -0.62.
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Control Experimental
New search iterations 2.34 2.89
RF iterations 1.06 1.17
Total search iterations 3.39 4.06
%unique RF 31.12% 28.75%
Unique viewed 16.95 19.22
Unique retrieved 57.87 61.33
Query terms 10.78 11.78
Unique query terms 5.06 5.45
Table 12.22: Comparison o f searches on control and experimental system 
bold figures indicate highest value
12.10.4.1.2 Search effectiveness
The overall precision o f the control system was higher than the experimental system whether 
it is measured as the relevant documents found compared against the number of documents 
the subject viewed (54.80% control, 46.98% experimental) or against the number of 
documents retrieved (17.90% control, 14.82% experimental). Neither o f these differences 
were significant (t = 0.85 viewed documents, t = 1.09 retrieved documents).
In the remainder of this section I shall compare the results only for RF iterations: the results 
o f searches that were initiated by the subject selecting the Improve search option. This will 
give a clearer picture of the relative performance of the two RF techniques used in this 
experiment.
After feedback the subjects had relatively similar precision values, as measured by the 
number of documents found after feedback divided by the number of documents viewed after 
feedback (50.78% control, 52.08% experimental). The results are not significant (t = -0.07) 
and for two topics the control system gives better precision whereas the experimental system 
gives better precision for the other four topics, Table 12.23.
Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 63.19% 100.00% 18.26% 59.88% 24.81% 38.57%
Experimental 70.01% 42.18% 80.07% 19.94% 36.81% 63.49%
Table 12.23: Precision of documents relevant per viewed after feedback 
bold figures indicate highest value
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In Table 12.24, I show the average relevance score for documents after a new search (Con 
before, Exp before), after RF (Con after, Exp after), and the ratio of the scores after and 
before feedback (after/before). This latter measure gives an indication of whether the 
documents found after RF are given higher relevance scores than after a new search. A value 
of greater than one indicates higher relevance scores after RF and a value o f less than one 
indicates lower relevance scores after feedback.
From Table 12.24 it can be seen that, on average, the relevance scores for the experimental 
system are higher than the control system for new search and after RF (Average). However 
the ratio measures are virtually identical. This shows that, although, we achieve higher 
relevance scores with the experimental system, the experimental system does not retrieve 
better relevant documents after RF than it was retrieving after a new search.
303i 307i 321 3221 326i 3471 Average
Con before 4.49 6.31 5.52 7.53 5.8 2.98 5.44
Con after 5.04 4.87 4.558 0 5 2.92 3.73
after/before 1 . 1 2 0.77 0.83 0.00 0 . 8 6 0.98 0.76
Exp before 5.52 5.3 4.94 4.56 6.47 7.01 5.63
Exp after 6.44 3 6.63 0 5.7 5.03 4.47
after/before 1.17 0.57 1.34 0.00 0.88 0.72 0.78
Table 12.24: Precision of documents relevant per viewed after feedback
where Con = control system, Exp = experimental system, before = average relevance score 
before feedback (after a new search), after = average relevance score after RF 
bold figures indicate highest value
12.10.4.1.3 Subject’s perceptions
In this section I compare the subjects’ perceptions of the two systems. In particular I 
concentrate on the subjects’ responses to three aspects: their satisfaction with the search, their 
assessment of whether they had sufficient time to search and their assessment of how useful 
RF was to their search.
In Table 12.25 I present the average response to these questions and whether the difference is 
significant. As can be seen the results are not conclusive in favour of one or other systems: 
the subjects had greater satisfaction with the control system but felt they had less time with 
this system and rated the RF component lower than the experimental system.
This set o f results are important because they do not show a major difference: the systems 
were using different term ranking algorithms and different methods of choosing expansion
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terms but there was no noticeable performance difference between the two systems. I shall 
discuss this in more detail in section 1 2 . 1 2 .
Question Average control Average experimental Significant
Search satisfaction 3.72 3.33 no, t = 0.97
Time for search 3.50 3.67 no, t = -0.59
Utility of RF 1.72 3.01 yes, t = -3.50
Table 12.25: Precision of documents relevant per viewed after feedback 
bold figures indicate highest value
12.10.5 Experiment Five
The fifth experiment concentrates on the role of explanation at the interface. This is the only 
experiment in which the interfaces for the control and experimental system differ. The control 
system uses Interface Two and the selection RF algorithm. This was the experimental system 
from the previous experiment. The experimental system in this experiment uses the same RF 
algorithm and Interface Four. Interface Four is based on Interface Two but has the added 
component o f an explanation summary. The explanation summary is a representation of the 
abductive RF process that highlights the main decisions made by the RF algorithm, e.g. which 
terms were regarded as being most important, which aspects of a term’s use were more 
important than others. The mechanics of producing the summary and the different types of 
summary are explained in Chapter Twelve.
In this experiment I look at the effectiveness of these summaries in helping subjects to 
understand what effect the RF algorithm is having on the search. I am particularly interested 
in how successful the system is at increasing the subject’s awareness of RF, any difference in 
searching behaviour due to the presence of explanations and the quality of the explanation. 
The data for these conclusions will be primarily gathered through extensions to the standard 
questionnaires (Appendix H) and post-search interviews. The behavioural question will also 
consider information from analysis o f the search statistics.
Unlike the other experiments, the control and experimental systems differed at the interface 
rather than the underlying system. Therefore the main focus in the following sections is to 
highlight the main differences in the two systems regarding how the overall system was used 
rather than the effectiveness o f the RF engine itself.
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12.10.5.1.1 Overall search behaviour
In Table 12.26 I compare how often a subject performed a New search on the control and 
experimental systems compared with how often they performed an Improve search (RF). 
From Table 12.26 the subjects, on average, performed the same number of new searches on 
both systems. However they tended to perform more Improve searches on the experimental 
system.
303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i Average
Control system
New search 3.00 2 . 0 0 1 . 0 0 2.67 2.67 1.33 2.11
RF 1.67 1.33 1.67 1.33 1.33 1.67 1.50
Total search iterations 4.67 3.33 2.67 4.00 4.00 3.00 3.61
%age RF 0.36 0.40 0.63 0.33 0.33 0.56 43%
Experimental system
New search 2 . 0 0 2.33 2 . 0 0 1.33 3.67 1.33 2.11
RF 2 . 0 0 2 . 0 0 1.67 2.33 1.67 2 . 0 0 1.95
Total search iterations 4.00 4.33 3.67 3.66 5.34 3.33 4.06
%age RF 0.50 0.46 0.46 0.64 0.31 0.60 49%
Table 12.26: Comparison o f new searches against RF searches on Control and Experimental
systems
bold figures indicate highest value
The number of total search iterations and new search iterations performed on the two systems 
was not statistically significant (t = -1.34 and t = 0.0 respectively). The difference in number 
o f RF iterations was found to be statistically significant (t = 3.16). However, the percentage 
o f all search iterations that were RF iterations (Table 12.26 rows 5 and 10) was not significant 
(it = -0.92). This means that although the subjects were doing more RF on the experimental 
system, there was not a significant preference for RF over a new search on the experimental 
system. The greater use of RF on the experimental system, therefore, does conclusively 
indicate that the explanations were leading the subjects to employ RF more often.
12.10.5.1.2 Search effectiveness
In Tables 12.27 and 12.28 I present the average ratio o f documents assessed relevant to the 
number o f documents viewed by the subject (Table 12.27) and the average ratio of documents 
assessed relevant to the number of documents retrieved (Table 12.28).
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Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 46.55% 32.64% 42.65% 53.35% 46.98% 37.03%
Experimental 62.25% 16.48% 37.50% 20.55% 52.49% 31.55%
Table 12.27: Ratio o f documents assesed relevant per documents viewed 
bold figures indicate highest value
Condition 303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Control 15.76% 12.69% 26.54% 21.78% 2 0 .2 1 % 16.16%
Experimental 19.30% 6.52% 17.76% 1 1 .2 2 % 20.90% 12.62%
Table 12.28: Ratio o f documents assesed relevant per documents retrieved 
bold figures indicate highest value
In both Tables 12.27 and 12.28 the experimental system gave better performance for topics 
303i and 347i, whereas the control system gave better performance on the other four topics. 
In neither case was the difference significant (t = 1.78 retrieved documents, t = 0.93 viewed 
documents).
There is a preference for the control system in terms of these performance measures. This is 
because in both cases, although the subjects found more relevant documents with the 
experimental system (average o f 8.94 documents per topic on the experimental system 
compared to 8.62 per topic on the control system), they viewed more documents and retrieved 
more documents with the experimental system.
12.10.5.1.3 Subject’s perceptions
An important aspect of this experiment is whether the use of explanations helped the subject 
understand feedback and to what degree they stimulated the subject’s interest in RF. In 
particular I shall examine how useful the subjects rated the three features: Improve Search, 
the Explanation itself and the Explain more option.
In Table 12.29 I compare the average subject score for the three options. Each subject was 
asked how useful the option was to their search. As in previous questions the subject was 
asked to indicate the utility of the option using a 5 point scale with the value of ‘5’ reflecting 
the highest utility. The values shown in Table 12.22 show the averaged results for the 
searches in which a subject employed RF. There was no detectable correlation with either the 
subjects’ opinions on how easy the topic was or the success of RF.
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Topic Improve
search
Explanation Explain
more
303i 3.00 3.33 3.00
307i 2.50 2.50 2.00
321 2.33 3.00 2.00
322i 1.67 3.33 3.00
326i 3.33 3.00 2.50
347! 1.50 2.00 0.00114
Table 12.29: Comparison o f subject responses in Experiment Three 
bold figures indicate highest value
The general tendency is for the Explanation to be rated higher than the Improve search (RF) 
option which, in turn, is rated higher than the Explain more option. The post-search interview 
was used to elicit the subject’s perceptions on the relative worth of these options. The main 
reason given for the higher rating for the Explanation was that even if  RF did not work, i.e. 
added unhelpful terms to the query, or if the wrong type o f documents were retrieved the 
Explanation still gave useful information. This is because it still gives information on why the 
system modified the query. Therefore the success of the Explanation is not dependent on the 
success of RF.
The Explain more option was generally rated lower than the RF option. There are two reasons 
for this. Firstly, subjects had to explicitly request more information. This meant that subjects 
may not have requested information that may have been useful if  they had viewed it. 
Secondly the information provided by the Explain more option was only useful relative to 
what was provided by the Explanation and RF: if  the Explanation was not useful or RF led to 
a poor change in the subject’s query then the Explain more option was not useful. This is 
because Explain more in this case gave more information about an aspect o f the system that 
was not o f interest. In addition, if  the Explanation gave enough information to the subject 
about the effect of RF then the Explain more option was not necessary.
The situation where Explain more was most useful was where the subject was unsure why a 
query had retrieved a particular set of documents. In this case the subject could investigate the 
Explain more information to check what weighting schemes the system was using to retrieve
* ’4 No subject used the E xp la in  m ore  option for this topic.
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documents. Although the subject could not change the retrieval scheme themselves they could 
remove terms from the query that were being prioritised by the system. A natural extension to 
the interface would be to allow the subject to alter the way tenns were being used to retrieve 
documents. Overall the subjects found the Explain more option interesting but not always of 
use.
In general the subjects liked the use o f explanations but most said that they would like more 
types of explanations and explanations that were more specific to their search. The first 
comment is valid and a wider range of explanations could be developed for such an interface. 
The second comment specifically relates to the selection of query terms. Most subjects who 
made this comment would have preferred a more semantic explanation of why a particular 
query term(s) was added to their query, e.g. an explanation of the form 7  am adding the word 
space to your query as you are searching fo r  documents on the Hubble telescope and space is 
a w ord that is strongly related to this top ic’. This type of explanation is very difficult to 
create using the statistical techniques that underlie the experimental systems used in this 
thesis. Most subjects liked the presentation o f explanations on the basis that some form of 
system explanation was useful and encouraging. As mentioned before this was because 
explanations can be helpful even when RF is not performing correctly.
12.11 Discussion
In this section I shall summarise the overall findings o f the experimental analyses relating to 
the systems, section 1 2 . 1 1 .1 , the topics, section 1 2 . 1 1 .2 , and the term ranking schemes, 
section 12.11.3.
12.11.1 Search system
Most subjects found the experimental system easy to use and operate. Table 12.30 shows the 
average responses for three questions asked at the end o f each experiment. The values are out 
o f 5 with a score of 5 representing the category ‘Extremely’.
Question Average response
How easy was it to learn how to use this information system? 4.52
How easy was it to use this information system? 4.45
How well did you understand how to use this information system? 4.38
Table 12.30: Summary of subject exit responses
Subjects did have specific comments relating to the system that reflected their personal 
experiences, e.g. one subject did not like the use of grey backgrounds, several subjects would 
have liked a ‘back button’ and several subjects disliked the lack o f control when using RF.
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12.11.2 Topics
In this section I discuss the search topics used in the experiments. In section 12.4 I discussed 
the search topics used in these experiments. As mentioned in section 12.4 one of the 
motivations for using this set of topics was to allow a comparison o f the interactive search 
results with the relevance assessments provided by the ad-hoc TREC track.
This analysis will be based on the figures given in Table 12.31. For each topic, Table 12.31 
row 2  shows first the total number of relevance assessments for the topic in all experiments. 
That is the total number of documents marked relevant by any subject in any experiment 
using either the control or experimental system. In row 3 I calculate the total number of 
unique relevant documents, i.e. do not count a document twice if more than one subject 
marked it relevant. Row 4 presents the number of unique relevant documents as a percentage 
o f the total number of relevant documents. Finally row 5 gives the number of unique relevant 
documents found in the ad-hoc, non-interactive, TREC task.
303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i
Total relevant documents 269 267 252 251 387 330
Unique relevant documents 72 134 1 0 1 97 1 1 2 133
% unique 26.77% 50.19% 40.08% 38.65% 28.94% 40.30%
TREC ad-hoc 1 0 83 133 33 45 125
Table 12.31: Details on topics used in the experiments
There are four main points to be made regarding the topics.
i. The first comparison is between the numbers of relevant assessments made by the 
subjects across the topics (row 2). For some topics, e.g. topics 326i {ferry sinkings) it 
was easier to find relevant documents than others. For this topic subjects found 12 
relevant documents on average whereas for topic 321 subjects only found around 8  
documents on average. Although this is not a large absolute difference it does 
represent an increase o f 50% in the number of relevant documents found per search.
ii. The second comparison is with the number of unique relevant documents found in the 
TREC ad-hoc track and by the experimental subjects. With the exception of topic 321 
-  women in parliament -  the subjects found more unique relevant documents that 
were found in the ad-hoc, non-interactive, task. This is to be expected as the 
experimental subjects could modify their query according to the documents retrieved 
and could use additional terms not supplied by the TREC ad-hoc topic. The subjects
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could also interpret what type of information was required -  they were allowed to 
define what was meant by useful information. So the documents chosen by the user 
would not necessarily be assessed as relevant in the ad-hoc track. One potentially 
interesting feature is that if  we omit topic 321 there is a correlation between the 
number o f unique relevant documents found by the ad-hoc task and by the users 
(rows 3 and 5). This did not hold for the number of relevant documents found by the 
subjects (row 4). Therefore, although, it may be easy to find relevant documents for 
some topics, it is harder to find different relevant documents from the ones found by 
other subjects.
iii. subjects perceptions of the search tasks varied. At the end o f the experiment the 
subjects were asked which topics they found most interesting, which they found most 
difficult to start a search on and which they found it most difficult to search. The 
subjects could mark more than one topic in each category. Table 12.32 gives the 
percentage o f users who assessed a topic in each category. Also included in Table 
12.32 is the average response to the question asked after each search ‘How easy was 
it to judge how useful a document as to the search?’. This question (with 1 being 
difficult to judge relevance and 5 being easy to judge relevance) was intended to elicit 
how easy/difficult a subject found it to make relevance decisions.
Interesting Start Finding Assessment
303! 76% 7% 38% 3.00
307i 24% 28% 14% 2.80
321 28% 28% 31% 3.00
322! 41% 24% 31% 3.03
3261 28% 38% 31% 2.90
347i 41% 7% 17% 3.03
Table 12.32: Subjects’ views on search topics 
bold figures indicate highest value
As can be seen from Table 12.32 there were three popular topics - 303i, 322i and 347i -  and 
three less popular topics. The topic regarding the Hubble telescope -  topic 303i -  was 
particularly marked out as being interesting with three-quarters of subjects rating it as one of 
the most interesting topics in the experiment. The three popular topics were slightly harder to 
perform a whole search on (Column 4), e.g. 38% of subjects rated topic 3031 as being a 
difficult topic for which to find useful documents but not necessarily difficult topics for which 
to start a search (Column 3).
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12.11.3 Comparison of term ranking schemes
The final analysis is the comparison between the F4 _standard, F4_po, and wpq term ranking 
algorithms. As discussed in section 12.2, the wpq function differs from F4 _standard  as it 
includes a component that measures the value of a term as an expansion term. This 
component is based on the difference between a term’s appearance in the relevant documents 
and its appearance in the non-relevant documents.
The intention is to uncover how different the algorithms are in respect of which expansion 
terms they suggest given the same relevance information. For each topic I compare the 
expansion by the following method:
i. I take each log file -  a complete search session on a topic - and extract the relevant
documents found by the subject in the search. This is the set of relevant documents 
assessed by the subject who created the log, based on the relevance criteria for the 
subject performing the search.
ii. For each set of relevant documents I calculate the top 20 expansion terms for the 
F4 _standard, F4 _po and wpq algorithms. I only consider the top 20 terms as this was 
the number suggested to the subject in the interactive experiment (Experiment Two) 
and also because these are the terms that are most likely to be used for expansion in 
automatic query expansion.
iii. I then compare the overlap between the terms suggested by the three algorithms to
see how similar are the lists o f suggested terms.
iv. The results for individual topics are averaged, i.e. I calculate the average overlap for
topic 303i, for topic 307i, etc., and for the complete set o f logs.
The overlap results are presented in Table 12.33 as a percentage of terms suggested and as the 
number o f terms, on average, that are in common. For example, in Table 12.33 for topic 303i, 
the overlap between F4 _standard and F4_po is 19.83% which corresponds to an average 
overlap o f 3.97 terms in the top 20 terms suggested by the techniques.
From Table 12.33 it can be seen that the lowest overlap is between the F4 _standard  and 
F4_po algorithms: these algorithms differ most in the terms they suggest given the same set 
of relevant documents. On average the 20 terms suggested by these two term ranking schemes 
will only have 2.87 terms in common: the remaining terms will differ. The two differences 
between these two algorithms are the use o f partial relevance assessments and the use of 
ostensive evidence. As will be discussed below it is the particular implementation of 
ostension that is likely to be having the main effect.
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303i 307i 321 322i 326i 347i All topics
F4 standard vs F4_po 19.83%
3.97
14.33%
2.87
11.17% 
2.23
17.17%
3.43
16.83% 
3.37
6.67%
1.33
14.33%
2.87
¥ ^ standard vs wpq 21.67%
4.33
15.50%
3.10
17.17%
3.43
18.67%
3.73
17.50%
3.50
7.83%
1.57
16.39%
3.28
F4_po vs wpq 94.50%
18.90
87.17%
17.43
87.33%
17.47
95.33%
19.07
94.00%
18.80
93.83%
18.77
92.03%
18.41
Table 12.33: Comparison of term ranking algorithms
The wpq and F4 _standard algorithms also differ, and differ almost to the degree that the 
F4 _standard and F4_po algorithms differ. The only difference between these two algorithms 
is the additional component in the wpq algorithm that calculates the difference in a term’s 
appearance between the relevant and non-relevant documents. In practice this component is 
influenced by the number of relevant documents in which a term appears and has the effect o f 
eliminating terms that appear in very few relevant documents. The result is that terms which 
have a low collection frequency but appear in relevant documents, e.g. those terms that only 
appear in one or two documents, both of which are relevant are eliminated from the list o f 
expansion terms. This component, then, prioritises more general terms that appear in many 
relevant documents.
The wpq and F4_po algorithms are most similar: on average the terms they suggest only 
differ by one or two terms. Both algorithms use two components to rank terms: a 
discriminatory component and a component that takes into account the number o f relevant 
documents in which a term has appeared. In wpq the discriminatory component is 
F4 jstandard  and in F4 _po the discriminatory component is the version of ¥4_standard that 
uses partial relevance information. The component that is based on the number o f relevant 
documents in F4 _po is the ostensive evidence. The implementation o f the ostensive evidence 
in F 4 J do implicitly takes into account the number o f relevant documents in which a term 
appears. This is similar to the component in wpq that is based on a count o f relevant 
documents. Given that these two factors are similar it is fair to assume that what makes these 
two algorithms similar is this component and what makes them different is the partial scores 
given to the relevant documents.
On reason for the low difference may also be due to the low use o f multiple iterations of RF. 
The ostensive component includes information on when a document was marked relevant and
this biases the term ranking in favour of terms that were most recently marked relevant. 
However, few subject’s performed multiple consecutive iterations of RF, consequently the 
ostensive evidence did not have a chance to accumulate.
12.12 Summary
In this section I shall give a short summary of the main findings from the experiments.
In Experiment One I compared two term ranking algorithms, examining how well they 
performed at providing terms for a Josephson method o f query expansion. Specifically this 
compared the traditional F4  (F4 jstandard) term ranking algorithm against a version of F4  
that incorporated partial relevance assessments and ostensive evidence. The results from this 
experiment were not conclusive in that, although the retrieval results pointed slightly in 
favour of the traditional version of F4 , the subjects’ perceptions were that the new version, 
F4 _po, provided more useful terms. This experiment is interesting in the lack o f correlation 
between what the subjects’ reported (their view o f the expansion terms) and their interaction 
with RF (the fact that they appeared to use the F4 _po terms more and remove them less often) 
compared with how useful the documents retrieved by these terms were. That is, although the 
subjects liked the F4 _po terms they did not necessarily lead to the retrieval of more relevant 
documents.
This result was replicated in Experiment Four in which I compared different methods of 
selecting terms; one using the ¥/[_standard term ranking algorithm and one using the F4 _po 
algorithm. In this experiment also, the results did not show a big difference in performance 
between the two different RF techniques.
However, as shown in Experiment Three, where the subjects selected the expansion terms 
themselves the F4 _po algorithm was clearly shown to be better in terms o f finding relevant 
documents. It therefore remains an important open question as to why different methods of 
ranking terms give similar results. One possible reason is that the original query terms in 
these experiments are not prioritised highly enough, i.e. I did not weight the original query 
terms relative to the expansion terms. A further experiment on this may reveal differences 
between the two ranking algorithms.
Finally, in Experiment Five, I investigated the presentation of RF at the interface. This 
experiment showed that engaging the user in the results o f RF can lead to better more use of 
RF and a better understanding o f the effect of RF on a subject’s search.
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The experiments, overall, have highlighted important issues regarding the overall goal of 
incorporating behavioural information into RF. They have also shown that selecting 
explanations can perform at least as well as using a single method of RF with the additional 
advantage that selecting RF techniques can be used to present explanations of RF to the user.
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Part V
Conclusions
Chapter Thirteen 
Conclusion and discussion
13.1 Introduction
In this thesis I have examined a number of aspects of using relevance information gained 
from a user to automatically modify the user’s query. In Part II I examined selecting term 
weighting schemes based on relevance information; in Part III I examined selecting expansion 
terms using abductive inference techniques. In Part IV I examined the performance of the 
techniques from Parts II and III in a user study. In Part IV I also examined the presentation of 
RF at the interface. In this chapter I shall discuss the main findings and how these may be 
exploited in future work.
13.2 Selective relevance feedback
Part II o f this thesis mainly concentrated on techniques for selecting which aspects of a term’s 
use were good at indicating relevant material. The basic hypothesis was that RF should not be 
based solely on a term’s appearance within relevant and non-relevant documents but on how 
the terms are used within relevant and non-relevant documents. That is, in RF we should 
concentrate on identifying what features o f a term indicates relevant material. This is an 
attempt to move RF from simply a statistical model of term distribution, e.g. [RSJ76], to one 
that incorporates a stronger relation to the document text in which terms appear. By 
considering more information on how a term is used within documents IR systems can which 
documents decide containing a query term are likely to be relevant and which are not.
As introduced in Chapter One, IR is basically a process of mediation’, the IR system mediates 
between the documents and the user’s information need by means o f representations of the 
document and information need (the indexed form o f the document and user’s query). RF 
algorithms form part o f this mediation process by altering the query representation to one that 
is closer to the relevant document representations. The more flexible are the representations 
used, the more flexible is the mediation process. In widening the range o f representations of 
individual terms -  the term characteristics, Chapter Three -  we can achieve a more flexible 
mediation process.
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The most significant result, and one that was shown to hold over a range of conditions, 
Chapter Seven, was that it is possible to use relevance information to select which aspects of 
a term’s use -  which term characteristics -best represent each query term. That is we can use 
relevance information to select how query terms should be used to retrieve documents.
The use of multiple representations of terms has strong relations to Ingwersen’s work on 
polyrepresentation, Chapter Four, [Ing94]. In this theory Ingwersen suggests that multiple 
representations o f a single object can provide better insight into the object than a good single 
representation. In addition, Ingwersen suggests that, in individual cases, some representations 
are better than others [CHECK THIS]. In this thesis I demonstrate that multiple 
representations of terms -  the characteristics -  can provide better retrieval results than 
individual characteristics but that selecting characteristics is generally better. This accords 
with Ingwersen’s theory on representations.
13.3 Abductive query modification
In Part III I proposed a framework for query modification that was based on abductive 
inference, or abduction. The main aim o f this framework was to incorporate more aspects of 
how users assess documents into the RF process. In particular the framework depended on the 
abductive notion of explanation: query modification should be directed by an explanation of 
why the user made a set of relevance assessments. Therefore the process of query 
modification should not be a single procedure that is applied to all searches but should be an 
adaptive response to what information the user finds of interest (the relevant documents) and 
how the user is searching (the relevance assessments, Chapter Eight).
The framework presented in Part III is heavily dependent on evidential reasoning: choosing 
what documents to explain, what kind o f query modification is required, how terms should be 
chosen and how many terms should be chosen. This connects to the work presented in Part II: 
we use abduction to construct a new query (the explanation) and then use the techniques from 
Part II to decide how the new query terms should be used to retrieve documents. The 
experimental study in Part III provided a basic experimental investigation of some of these 
issues. The experimental evidence shows that many of the techniques presented do lead to 
better retrieval results.
The abductive framework is an initial attempt to motivate the use o f explanation as a means 
of constructing RF models. My approach shows how this may be accomplished but requires 
much more investigation and experimentation to develop the intuitions presented in Chapter 
Eight into a full model of RF. In particular the following aspects require addressing:
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i. The definitions of explanations. In Part III I remained close to definitions of 
explanations that came from the abductive literature. These, for the most part, were 
definitions of explanations that have been shown to be successful in other domains. However, 
a closer study of the relationship between user searching behaviour and types of query 
modification would give a better understanding o f what types of explanations are required.
ii. In Part III I concentrated mainly on the construction of explanations rather 
than the components o f explanations themselves. Although I ranked possible expansion terms 
by how good they would be for a particular type o f explanation, no attention was paid to the 
explanation as a whole. That is explanations, ultimately, were discrete sets o f elements 
(terms) rather than a coherent explanation of the relevance assessments; no attention was paid 
to how the elements of the explanation interacted. Similarly in the experiment which selected 
which type of explanation was required, no attention was paid to how the different pieces of 
behavioural evidence interacted. These aspects o f the framework require further development 
as, typically, the evidence used to supply the explanation must be coherent and the elements 
of the explanation should make sense as a whole, [TS97].
iii. The process by which the system chooses which explanation is required, 
Chapter Ten, was converted into a rule-based procedure. Although different rules may be 
used in an individual search, the evidence used to create the rules and decide which rules to 
use is fixed. What this approach lacks, so far, is a means of creating new knowledge. 
Explanations, as outlined in Chapter Eight, usually add to our knowledge of a problem by 
providing possible causes or reasons for an event. These are typically ones that are not known 
in advance. However, in this framework, we do not have a means o f creating rules or new 
methods of finding information dynamically, [TS94].
iv. Although this model was extensively investigated, the main aspect that was 
not covered experimentally was the use of previous search history as an additional method of 
deciding what kind of query modification is required.
13.4 Users and RF
In Part IV I examined some of the successful techniques from Part III in a user-centred 
evaluation. In addition I showed how it was possible to incorporate more behavioural 
evidence into the explanation creation process.
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The experiments were limited in terms of number of subjects employed and the number of 
experiments run. Nevertheless they do provide useful areas of study for more detailed 
experiments. One o f the main findings from part IV was that how users interact with RF is 
important. In particular if users receive more information on how RF is changing their search 
and why, then this can lead to more use of RF by the user. This is important as users must 
trust RF before they will use it. In particular this is because RF has an unknown effect on the 
user’s search: the user does not know what query tenns will be added to their search, what 
way the query terms will be used to retrieve documents and what kind o f documents will be 
returned after RF. This can lead users to stop using RF if it does not work, or not to try RF at
all, preferring instead to modify their own query.
The use of explanations as a means o f presenting the user with information on the process of 
RF was shown to be beneficial. This aspect of the user experiments should however be 
exploited in a much larger investigation.
13.4 Summary
One of the main motivations for starting this work was the diversity of research on how 
people serach, e.g. [EH98, Kuh91, VakOO]. What these studies show are the range and 
complexity of user search behaviour. However, although users and searches are complex, the 
IR systems themselves are often relatively simple. If the machinery o f IR is to keep up with
the science o f searching then we need more adaptive systems.
This thesis is concerned with increasing the adaptivity o f RF techniques. Specifically I was 
interested in exploiting behavioural information to allow the system to better adapt to the 
user. Many of the techniques suggested in this thesis can impact on these studies of user 
searching. For example, the use of multiple term representations would allow a more detailed 
investigation of how a user’s search changes over time. Similarly how the process o f making 
relevance assessments maps to what kind of query modification can be effective in 
highlighting the relation between search and system. This thesis is, then, an attempt to bring 
the user and system closer.
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Appendix A
Retrieval models
A.1 Boolean model
The first operational IR retrieval model was the Boolean model, based on Boolean logic. In 
this model queries are keywords combined, by the user, with the conjunctive (AND), 
disjunctive (OR) or negation (NOT) operators. This is an exact-match model: the system only 
retrieves those documents that exactly match the user’s query formula. For example, for the 
query ‘information AND retrieval AND system ’ the system will return all documents that 
contain the three words ‘information’, ‘retrieval’ and ‘system ’, whereas the query 
‘information OR (retrieval AND system)' will return those documents that contain the word 
‘information ’ and those documents that contain both ‘retrieval ’ and ‘system ’.
The Boolean model has been used in a large number o f on-line public access catalogue 
(OPAC) systems but has been shown to demonstrate a number of difficulties. Firstly, 
traditional Boolean systems do not use term weights and consequently return the complete set 
of documents that match the query as an unordered set. This means the users may have to add 
or remove terms, or generate more complex query expressions to reduce the set o f retrieved 
documents to a manageable size. Secondly, although expert users can perform effective 
searches with Boolean systems, inexperienced or novice users can find it difficult to issue 
good queries, [Pet89]. One cause o f this is that Boolean operators do not always correspond 
to their English equivalents, e.g.
"in English A  and B' would typically refer to more entities than would 'A' alone,
whereas in the information retrieval usage it refers to few er  documents.",
[Coop8 8 ].
Some attempts have been made to make the Boolean operators less rigid, e.g. by weighting 
index terms, or using a looser interpretation of the Boolean operators. A summary o f these 
approaches is given in [FBK+92].
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Willie and Bruza, [WB95], argue that the problems with interacting with Boolean systems are 
not only a matter of the formal query language but a conceptual problem: the Boolean model 
does not lend itself to supporting how users think about searching and their individual search 
techniques. A further problem with Boolean systems is that the order in which operators are 
applied may not be consistent across systems, resulting in the fact that different systems may 
retrieve different documents for the same query, [Borg97]. Nevertheless Boolean systems do 
remain popular with users, perhaps because o f the explicit control that is offered by these 
systems to the user. Web search engines often allow Boolean-style querying performed on an 
underlying best-match model (see sections A.2 - A.4).
Harman, [Har92a], suggests two possible methods for implementing RF on Boolean systems. 
The first is to present the user with a list of possible new query terms. These can be chosen, 
for example, by term distribution in the relevant documents. This means selecting those terms 
that appear more often in the relevant than non-relevant documents and which would be 
useful to include in a new query.
The second approach is for the system to automatically modify Boolean queries. An example 
of the latter type of query modification can be found in the system proposed by Khoo and 
Poo, [KP94], which is intended to automatically modify both the terms and the Boolean 
connectives of queries based on the documents marked relevant by a user.
An alternative to exact-match systems, such as the Boolean model, are best-match systems. 
These systems use term weights, such as t f  and id f to rank documents in decreasing order of 
matching score or estimation o f relevance. The two most common best-match models are the 
vector-space model, which orders documents in decreasing similarity of query and document, 
[Sal71], and the probabilistic model, [RSJ76], which orders documents based on an estimate 
of the probability o f  relevance of a document to a query. In section A.2 I discuss the vector 
space model, and in section A.3 I discuss the probabilistic model.
A.2 Vector space model
In the vector-space model, a document is represented by a vector of n weights, where n is the 
number o f unique terms in the document collection. Figure A.l shows an example vector
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where x\ is the weight1 15 of the /'th term in document x  if x  contains the term, and 0  if the term 
is not present in x.
X  ( X J , X 2  5 • • • i X/ i  )
Figure A .l: Document vector
Queries are also represented as a vector of length n, and the similarity of the document 
vectors to a query vector gives a retrieval score to each document, allowing comparison and 
ranking of documents. A range o f similarity measures exist to calculate this similarity, e.g. 
DICE, inner product, cosine correlation, [VR79, Chap 3]. Equation A .l shows the cosine 
correlation, one o f the more common vector-space matching functions.
Unlike the Boolean model, which retrieves documents according to the query terms and query 
connectives, in the best-match models all documents that contain at least one query term will 
receive a non-zero score; the highest score going to documents that contain all the query 
terms. Documents that contain only some of the query terms will be ranked according to the 
sum of the weights of the query terms they contain. The documents that contain more query 
terms or contain query terms with a higher discriminatory power (term weight) will be 
retrieved above those that contain fewer query terms or query terms with lower weights. 
Similarity is then a function of term overlap between query and document, and the weights 
assigned to the terms.
Rocchio, [Roc71], is generally credited with the first formalisation o f a RF technique, 
developed on the vector space model. In [Roc71] he defines the problem of retrieval as that of 
defining an optimal query; one that maximises the difference between the average vector of 
the relevant documents and the average vector of the non-relevant documents.
115Som e im plem entations o f  the vector space m odel use 1 i f  a term occurs in a docum ent, 0 i f  it d oes not occur. 
M ost im plem entations w ill use som e form o f  t j* idf  w eigh ting  and som e form o f  length norm alisation w ill usually  
be performed to avoid  retrieval bias towards long docum ents.
cos {doc}, queiy j )
Y a < erm>k -gtermjk)
(tennjk f  •  ^(qtermjk )
Equation A .l: Cosine correlation between document doc\ and queiyj
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As discussed in Chapter One section 1.1, it may not always be possible for a user to submit
such an optimal query, so RF is required to bring the query vector closer to the mean of the
relevant documents, and further from the mean of the non-relevant documents. This is 
accomplished by the addition o f query terms and by the reweighting of query terms to reflect 
their utility in discriminating relevant from non-relevant documents.
Rocchio's original formula for defining a new query vector in the vector space model, is as 
follows, Equation A.2
/7j 77,Q^=Q>+ynxR>-y«2^Si
7 = 1  7=1
Equation A.2: Rocchio's original formula for modifying a query 
based on relevance information 
where Q0 = initial query vector, Q\ = new query vector, n\ -  number of 
relevant documents, nj = number of non-relevant documents, R\ = vector 
for the z'th relevant document, S\ = vector for the z'th non-relevant 
document
The new query vector is the original query vector plus the terms that best differentiate the 
relevant documents from the non-relevant documents. A modified query contains new terms 
(from the relevant documents) and has new weights attached to the query terms. If the weight 
of a query term drops to zero or below, it is removed from the query.
This formula is capable of being constrained further, e.g. by weighting the original query 
vector so that the original query terms contribute more to the modified query than the new 
query terms or by varying the amount of feedback considered. A variation of this formula was 
tested experimentally with positive results on the SMART retrieval system, [Roc71].
The small size o f the document collection used in Rocchio's experiments meant that certain 
modifications had to be made to the formula. For example, although Rocchio tried to keep the 
size o f the relevant and non-relevant feedback sets identical, this was not always possible. In 
addition a term was only considered if it was one of the original query terms or if it appeared 
in more relevant than non-relevant documents and in more than half the relevant documents. 
These modifications highlight the recurring difficulty o f aligning theory with experimental 
practice.
Ide, [Ide71], extended the SMART relevance feedback experiments, examining different 
aspects of RF, such as only using relevant documents for feedback, varying the number of
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documents used for RF, and using non-relevant documents. She found that using only 
relevant documents for feedback or varying the number of documents used at each iteration of 
feedback gave inconclusive or poor results.
Her third strategy was a variation o f Rocchio’s original formula, using only the first non- 
relevant document found, s\. The formula used by Ide is shown in Equation A.3.
nr
Q] = Qo + Z 7?- 5 /
i
Equation A.3: Ide-dec-hi formula for modifying a query based on relevance information 
where Qq = initial query vector, Q\ = new query vector, nr = number of 
relevant documents, r7- = vector for the z'th relevant document, Sj = vector 
for the first non-relevant document
This was compared against Rocchio’s original formula. Although this technique, the Ide-dec- 
hi formula, did not improve results greatly it was more consistent in improval; improving the 
performance of more queries.
A further version of the Ide scheme, the Ide regular, [IdS71], scheme, uses all retrieved, non- 
relevant documents. The Ide-regular is based on the Rocchio formula but omits the 
normalisation o f the relevant and non-relevant documents by the number o f relevant/non- 
relevant documents. Equation A.4 shows the Ide-regular formula. This version o f the Rocchio 
formula uses more non-relevant information but still generally performs less well than the 
Ide-dec-hi, [SB90].
n , /7,
Q\ -  Qq + y i  Rj -  Sj 
/=]  1 = 1
Equation A.4: Ide-regular
A common modification to the vector space RF formulae, e.g. [IdS71], is to weight the 
relative contribution of the original query, relevant and non-relevant documents to the RF 
process. In Equation A.5, the a , f t  and y values specify the degree o f effect o f each 
component.
a  = « .e o +
i =1 i =  1
Equation A.5: Rocchio modified relevance feedback formula
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Various other suggestions as to how to use feedback information came out o f the early 
SMART experiments. These include using negative feedback -  feedback information based 
on what the user considers to be not relevant, [Kel97], query splitting - generating separate 
queries to detect different aspects o f relevant documents [BKL71, IdS71], the use of 
bibliographic data - authors, citations, etc., [MAGI71], and modifying the document 
representation rather than the document representation, [FMW71], Although these techniques 
did not show significant improvements in retrieval performance, some of the ideas are still 
being actively investigated, for example the use of negative feedback and forms o f document 
modification, which will be discussed in sections A3 and A.4 respectively.
A.3 Probabilistic model
In the probabilistic model, suggested by Maron and Kuhns, [MK60], and developed by 
amongst others, Robertson and Sparck Jones, [RSJ76], and Van Rijsbergen, [VR79], 
documents and queries are also viewed as vectors but the vector space similarity measure is 
replaced by a probabilistic matching function. The probabilistic model is based on estimating 
the probability that a document will be relevant to a user, given a particular query. The higher 
this estimated probability, the more likely the document is to be relevant to the user116. This is 
instantiated in the probabilistic ranking principle, [Rob77].
“If a reference retrieval system's response to each request is a ranking of 
the documents in the collection in order of decreasing probability of 
relevance to the user who submitted the request, where the probabilities 
are estimated as accurately as possible on the basis o f whatever data have 
been made available to the system for this purpose, the overall 
effectiveness of the system to its user will be the best that is obtainable 
on the basis of those data.”
The estimated probability of relevance can be expressed as Pq{re l\x ) , the probability of 
relevance given a document x and a query q. This probability can be used to decide whether 
or not to retrieve a document: if  Pq(rel |x ) = 0 then the probability of relevance given x is 0, 
and x should not be retrieved117.
,1 6 The probabilistic m odel m easures the probability  o f  relevance, i.e. the probability that a docum ent w ill be 
relevant, not the d eg ree  o f  relevance as is som etim es suggested . A  good  d iscussion  o f  the d ifference betw een  these  
tw o notions is found in [R B 78].
117In an operational system  Pq ( rel\ x )  w ill generally  on ly  equal 0 i f  x  d oes not contain any query terms. This rule 
then d ecides on ly to retrieve those docum ents that contain at least one query term.
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This can be refined by also considering the probability o f non-relevance given x and q, 
Pq(rel |x ). If Pq(rel\ x ) > Pq(rel lx ) then it can be asserted that the probability o f relevance
is greater than the probability o f non-relevance and hence x should be retrieved1,8. Thresholds 
may also be used, i.e. the difference between the probability of relevance and the probability 
o f non-relevance must be greater than some threshold value before x is retrieved, ((Pq(rel |x)
- Pq(rel |x ))  > threshold). In this case threshold is a value set by the user or system, in order
to further restrict the retrieval function.
Having decided which documents to retrieve, the odds of relevance to non-relevance, 
Equation A.6, can be used as a document ranking function: the higher the ratio of the 
probability of relevance to non-relevance, given x, then the more likely document x is to be 
relevant to a user.
P q ir e l  |x)
Pq(re l\x )
Equation A.6 : Odds of relevance to non-relevance for document x and query q
Bayes theorem, [Bay63], can be used to calculate Pq{re l\x)  and Pq(rel |x ) . Equation A.7 
demonstrates this for the relevance case.
P  (x | rel)Pa (rel)
t y r e , =
Equation A.7: Calculation of Pq{rel |x ) through Bayesian inversion 
where Pq(rel) is the prior probability that any document in the collection is relevant to q 
Pq(x  | rel) is the probability of observing document x given relevance information 
F(x) is the probability of observing document x irrespective o f relevance
After Bayesian inversion and deletion of P(x) (which is identical for both the relevance and 
non-relevance case), the odds function from Equation A.7 turns into Equation A.8a.
The probability of relevance, Pq(rel), and the probability of non-relevance, Pq(rel), are 
identical for all x ’s, That is when we use the odds in Equation A.6 to rank documents, the
* ’8In the case where the tw o probabilities are equal, it is arbitrarily decided tha tx  is non-relevant [V R 79].
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ranking is dependent on the values of the probabilities Pq(x \re l)  and Pq(x \re l) , not on the 
values Pq(rel) and Pq(rel). We can therefore eliminate these elements and arrive at the odds 
in Equation A.8 b. This is then the odds of observing x  given relevance or non-relevance.
Pq(x  | rel)Pq (rel) Pq(x  \ rel)
Pq(x\ rel)Pq (rel) Pg(x \ rel)
a b
Equation A.8 : Odds of relevance, or non-relevance, having observed document*
The odds in Equation A.8 refers to the probability o f relevance, and non-relevance, after 
viewing the actual document text rather than the vector representation of the document. That 
is, it measures the odds o f relevance to non-relevance based on the content of the document 
and is independent of the document representation. This means that the model can be used for 
many different types o f document indexing but it also means that Equation A.8 must be 
ultimately be expressed as a retrieval function based on the specific document indexing 
technique used to represent the documents.
There are many probabilistic models based on the model outlined so far in this section. In the 
remainder of this section I shall describe the transformation from Equation A.8 to a function 
based on the term-based representation outlined in Chapter One, section 1.2.1. Specifically 
the discussion will be based on the probabilistic model known as the Binary Independence 
Model, as this is the most traditional variant o f the overall probabilistic approach. This model 
was one of the first probabilistic models of IR, and will be used as an example o f how the 
theoretical model is transformed into an actual retrieval model.
Before converting Equation A.8 into an equation that can be estimated based on the 
probability of relevance and non-relevance o f the terms in document x, it is necessary to 
consider how the probabilities of relevance and non-relevance interact. In particular, two 
aspects of retrieval are important: the independence o f terms and what information is used to 
order documents.
The probabilistic model assumes that terms are distributed independently o f other terms, that 
is the probability of seeing term t i n a  document is not affected by seeing term 5  in the same
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document. This is a simplifying assumption that reduces the computational complexity o f the 
model.
However it is necessary to define over what sets the independence holds. Two versions o f the 
independence assumption were proposed in [RSJ76]. Both term independence assumptions 
assume that terms, query terms in particular, are distributed independently in the set of 
relevant documents: the probability of a term appearing in the relevant documents is not 
dependent to the probabilities of other terms appearing in the relevant documents. The two 
assumptions differ in whether the relevant document set should be distinguished from the 
whole document collection or only from the set of non-relevant documents.
“Independence assumption 11: The distribution of terms in relevant documents is independent 
and their distribution in all documents is independent”
“Independence assumption 12: The distribution of terms in relevant documents is independent 
and their distribution in irrelevant1 19 documents is independent”
These two versions o f the independence assumption are important in distinguishing whether 
we should measure the difference in the probability o f a term ’s occurrence against the non- 
relevant documents (12) or against its probability of occurrence in the collection as a whole 
( I I ) .
The probabilistic model ranks documents according to their probability of being relevant to a 
query - the ordering principle. Two versions of this principle distinguish between the case 
where this probability is estimated based only on the presence o f query terms within a 
document or presence and absence o f the terms.
“Ordering principle OJ: That probable relevance is based on the presence o f search terms in 
documents”
“Ordering principle 02: That probable relevance is based both on the presence o f search 
terms in documents and their absence from documents”
Four weighting schemes, F 1-F4 , can be derived from the combination o f the two variants of 
the independence assumption and the ordering principle, Table A .l.
* 19 The labels irrelevant and non-relevant are treated as synonym ous in this thesis.
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In [RSJ76] each of these possible strategies was instantiated to give an actual method for 
weighting a query term, summarised in Figure A.2. The weighting methods themselves are 
based on a contingency table, Table A.2, which converts the probability values into values 
that can be calculated from term occurrence information.
Independence 
assumption 11
Independence 
assumption 12
Ordering principle Ol Fi f 2
Ordering principle 02 f 3 f 4
Table A .l: Term weighting functions derived from the combination of independence 
assumptions and ordering principles
rel rel
r n-r
R-r N-n-R+r
R N-R
Table A.2: Contingency table to calculate term weights
where r = the number o f relevant documents containing term x\ 
n = the number o f documents containing term Xj 
R -  the number o f relevant documents for query q 
N  = the number o f documents in the collection
wx = log
P q {Xj  I rel) 
Pa(x i)
= log m i( t lN )
Fi
P (Xj\re1)P (rel) (r /R )
W y  =  log— 2------=  a—-=^=-  = log — --------\ f /  --------"7
* Pq (x7. I rel)Pq (rel) * ((„ -  r ) /(N  - R ) )
F 2
P (Xj | rel) / P  (Xj | rel)) r/ ( R -  r )
W y .  = log ---------------*-=--------  = log---77--------
F 3
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Pq ( X j  I re l)/P  ( X j  I rel) r/ (R -  r )
w x. = log—1------= ----- ' —   = log--------7 7 -*-------c------- -
■' Pq ( X j  I rel)/ Pq ( X j  I rel) { n - r ) / { N - n - R  + r)
F4
Figure A.2: Term weighting functions F| - F4
Each of the four term weighting functions is a ratio of two proportions120:
• F 1 is the ratio of the proportion o f relevant documents in which the query term t occurs 
(1ordering principle O l)  to the proportion of all documents in which t occurs 
{independence assumption II).
• F2  is the ratio of the proportion o f relevant documents in which the query term t occurs 
{ordering principle O l)) to the proportion o f all non-relevant documents in which t 
occurs {independence assumption 12).
F3  and F4  both use odds
• F3 , the ratio o f ‘relevance odds’ (the ratio of relevant documents containing term t and 
relevant documents not containing t - ordering principle 0 2 ) and ‘collection odds’ (the 
ratio o f documents containing t and documents not containing t - independence 
assumption II).
• ¥4  is the ratio of'relevance odds' - ordering principle 0 2  and ‘non-relevance odds’ (the 
ratio o f non-relevant documents containing t and the non-relevant documents not 
containing t - independence assumption 12).
In [RSJ76], Robertson and Spark Jones used the four term weighting schemes to carry out 
two sets o f experiments. The first set was based on retrospective weighting. This involves 
deriving optimal weights to retrieve the relevant documents already found -  the known 
relevant set. The second group of experiments were based on predictive weighting. Predictive 
weighting uses the weights from the retrospective stage to retrieve new documents. If the 
known relevant set is a representative sample o f all relevant documents, then predictive
,2 0 It may be the case, esp ec ia lly  w hen using sm all sam ples, that som e o f  the values in the w eights could  be zero, 
resulting in error w hen taking logs. The solution  is to add 0.5 to each cell in the numerator and denom inator o f  
each function. A n alternative is to use the ratio, [R ob 8 6 ], n j N  to replace the 0.5 correction factor.
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weighting should be better at retrieving unseen relevant documents than the original term 
weights. Naturally, it is the latter case that is mainly o f interest as RF is intended to retrieve 
relevant documents that the user has not yet seen.
All functions outperformed no relevance weighting, or the /^function . F] and F2 , and F3 and 
F4  perform within the same range with F3 and F4  outperforming Fj and F2 5 and F4  slightly 
outperforming F3 . This confirms Robertson and Sparck Jones' intuition that ordering 
principles 0 2  is correct and that it is necessary to consider both presence and absence of 
query terms. No conclusive evidence was provided to distinguish between the two versions of 
the independence assumption, however Robertson and Sparck Jones favour the second, 12, 
assumption as the more realistic assumption.
Given that the preferred weighting scheme is F4 , the odds function in Figure A.2 (Equation 
A.8 a) can be converted to that of Equation A .8 b by eliminating the division operators. By 
noting that Pq(xj \ rel) = 1 - Pq(xj \ rel), and Pq{xj \ rel) = 1 - Pq(xj \ rel) it is possible to 
convert the representation o f F4  in Figure A.2 to that in Equation A.9c.
w
_ 1q PQ(Xj \rel)/Pcl(xj \rel) _  PQ{xj \rel)PQ{xi \rel) _  PQ(Xj \re1){\-P q(Xj \ rel))
A/ ° 8  p q (x i I r e l ) IP q (Xj | rel) 0 8  Pq (x,- I rel)Pq (x,- | rel) ° 8  Pq (x,- | re1){ 1 -  Pq{Xj \ rel))
b
Equation A.9: Term weighting function based on term's distribution 
in relevant and non-relevant documents 
where wXj = the weight of term x/
This equation (Equation A.9c), which expresses the F4  function solely as a factor of the 
presence of a term in the relevant and non-relevant documents, can alternatively be 
represented as in Equation A. 10.
, A (l-4 7 )
w* =1°g  ^  ^
Equation A.10: Term weighting function based on term's distribution 
in relevant and non-relevant documents 
where wr; = the weight of term x , , p \  =  P q{ x \ r e l )  and q\ = Pq {xj\re l)
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The probability of relevance o f a document, then, is measured as the sum of the term weights 
of the query terms in the document, i.e. the sum o f the F4  weights o f each query term in the 
document.
The function in Equation A. 10 was examined as a basis for ranking terms for query 
expansion. Robertson, [Rob90], argued that a weighting function that ranks terms for 
matching (as in Equation A. 10) may not be appropriate for term selection121. That is, the 
degree to which a term indicates relevant material (matching) is not necessarily related to 
how well a term will improve retrieval effectiveness if added to a query (term selection).
For term selection, Robertson proposed the formula in Equation A .l 1, which provides a better 
estimate for how much a term will increase a search’s effectiveness. Terms should be chosen 
for expansion based on the value shown in Equation A. 11 rather than the w value from 
Equation A. 10. Equation A.l 1 incorporates the w value o f a term but also takes into account 
the different between the relevant and non-relevant distributions based on /'.
Equation A .ll:  Formula for ranking expansion terms based on term t's distribution 
in relevant and non-relevant documents 
where a-, = the value of term / for query expansion, w, = weight o f term i given by Equation
A.9, p, = Pq(xj | rel) and q\ = Pq{xj \ rel)
The formula in Equation A. 11, with appropriate substitutions for p\ and q\ becomes the term 
ranking function in Equation A. 12. This allows the calculation of Equation A. 12 based on the 
distribution o f terms within the relevant documents and the collection.
Equation A.12: Term expansion ranking function 
where r; = the number o f relevant documents containing term i 
n\ -  the number of documents containing term i 
R  = the number o f relevant documents for query q 
N  = the number o f documents in the collection
It should be made clear here that, although at each iteration of RF the same calculations are 
taking place (the weighting functions are identical even if that values are not), theoretically
a i = wi(pi - q i )
121 In [R ob8 6 ] Robertson also d iscussed  the appropriateness o f  the 0 .5  addition to the entries in the F 4  calcu lation , 
arguing that better estim ations are m ore suitable for selecting new  query terms.
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different probabilities are being calculated at each iteration: the distribution that calculates 
P q{rel |x ) and Pq(rel |x )  are different at each iteration, [VR8 6 ].
The F4  reweighting function calculates weights for terms based on their distribution in the 
relevant and non-relevant documents. The probabilistic model is then a retrieval model that is 
specifically designed for RF.
At the start o f a search, of course, there is no relevance information to estimate the 
probabilities in Equation A.9. One standard solution to this problem is to use a weighting 
function that does not depend on relevance information, such as idf. After an initial ranking of 
documents and relevant information has been obtained, a function such as F4  can be used to 
provide improved term weights. The use of id f  comes from substitution of appropriate values 
for r, R , and n into the F4  weight in Figure A.2.
It is possible to treat the query as an additional, and relevant, document and use the F4  weight, 
however this will turn into something very like an id f  weight, [RWH+93]. An alternative to 
this was proposed by Croft and Harper, [CH79], based on the formula in Equation A.7. This 
approach ranks documents by a function such as id f  assumes the top n documents are 
relevant, then uses these so-called pseudo-relevance assessments to estimate values for p\ and 
q\ in Equation A. 10.
This fundamental approach to probabilistic modelling has been extended in many ways, in 
particular to incorporate within-document frequency information, [RW94]. Pertinent 
additions or modifications will be described, where appropriate, in later sections o f this thesis. 
An historical overview of the probabilistic model can be found in [SSJ+a, SSJ+b].
A.4 Logical model
In [Mar64], Maron hinted at a potentially useful difference between the Boolean logic exact- 
match process and the process of logical implication. This difference distinguishes between 
the Boolean matching of text representations, in which the system is restricted to an exact 
formula, and the inference of information needs, by which process the system can infer more 
about what may be relevant than is stated in the query.
The advantages of implication or inference as the basis for a retrieval algorithm are 
demonstrated in the logical modelling approach to retrieval. This class of models originates 
from a proposal by Van Rijsbergen, [VR8 6 ], that relevance can be modelled as a process of 
uncertain inference. More precisely the relevance o f a document representation can be
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measured by the probability that the information in a document infers the information in a 
query122, Equation A. 13.
P{d —» q)
Equation A.13: Relevance measured as uncertain inference
This view was encapsulated in the logical uncertainty principle, [VR8 6 ]:
"Given any two sentences x and y; a measure of the uncertainty of y -»x related 
to a given data set is determined by the minimal extent to which we have to add 
information to the data set, to establish the truth of y -> x."
That is if  the information in a document, d, does not infer the information in a query q how 
much would d  have to be changed to be relevant to q l  The degree of necessary change to d  
allows the calculation o f the probability of the inference.
As a simple example, if  the query is about animals and a document mentions dogs, ponies, 
cats, but does not explicitly mention animals, then the document would not be retrieved by 
standard term-matching retrieval algorithms. By including information that dogs, ponies , and 
cats are kinds of animals, then it can be asserted that the document may be relevant and 
should be retrieved. Such an approach was taken by Laimas, [Lal96], who used ontological 
relationships to express how many transformations or substitutions o f this type would be 
necessary before a document's content inferred a query. In Laimas’s model, the number of 
substitutions gave a measure o f the uncertainty associated with the inference.
The core logical models are based on non-classical logics as the classical notion o f inference 
has several undesirable properties for retrieval, e.g. in classical logic the inference, d  —> <7 , 
would hold even if d  did not contain any information.
The majority of logical models o f IR are based on a possible worlds semantics, in which each 
possible world represents a possible combination of events. One possible representation is 
one in which a possible world represents a possible combination of terms. For example, given 
a set of indexing terms {/], t^, ty  ..., /]0 }, there would be 2 1 0  worlds: a world in which all
,22T his is the m ost com m on version o f  the principle. Som e authors have tried m odelling the inverse; the degree to 
which the information in the query infers the inform ation in the docum ent P { q ^ d ) ,  or a com bination  o f  both  
m easures, e.g. [N ie90]
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terms arc true, one in which all terms except /jis true, one in which all terms except t \and t2 
are true, and so on. In this representation each document and the query is associated with a 
world. The similarity o f a document to the query is given by the distance between the 
document world and the query world123.
Consider the example below, Figure A.3, containing two documents indexed by a number of 
terms drawn from the set of indexing terms {/], t2, t2, ?4 , t$). d\ is indexed by the conjunction 
of terms t\ and t2, d2 is indexed by the conjunction o f terms t\, 12 and *3 , and a query, q , 
indexed by /|and ( $ _ 1 2 4
d\ = < 1, 1, 0, 0 , 0> d2 = <\, 1 , 1, 0 , 0> 9 = < 1, 0, 0 , 0, 1>
Figure A.3: Possible worlds representation of d\, d2 and q
A simple retrieval model can be defined by asserting that all worlds (documents) have a 
distance of 1 from a query, q , if  the intersection between the world and q is non-empty and 
the distance is 0 if the intersection is empty. This model would retrieve both d\ and d2 for q 
and corresponds to a Boolean disjunction of query terms. A Boolean conjunction o f terms 
would be modelled by requiring the intersection o f a world w and q to be identical to q.
Replacing the 1 and 0 in Figure A.3 by term weights, such as id f  or t f  gives the representation 
used by the vector-space and probabilistic models described previously. The distance between 
the query and document worlds is given by the similarity or probability functions described 
before. Thus the logical model can be used to encapsulate the three retrieval models outlined 
previously, see [Hui96].
As in the example above, the principle o f transforming documents and queries can be used to 
incorporate semantic information into the retrieval process. For example, consider a query t2, 
and information that t2 is a synonym of t2 (from a thesaurus or dictionary). We can then assert 
that both d\ and d2 should both be retrieved, but that d2 should be retrieved first as it 
undergoes fewer transformations than d\ to be relevant
123 This assum es the C losed W orld A ssum ption , i.e. any fact not known to be true is assum ed false.
12^W here 1 sign ifies that the proposition term I in d exes the docum ent is true, 0 sign ifies that the proposition is 
false.
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We can also use representations based on different transformation principles, definitions of 
similarities, or definitions of possible worlds to give different retrieval models. [LaBr98] give 
a more detailed introduction to logical modelling of IR.
These models have the potential to be very powerful models in IR as they attempt to model 
the semantics of information and can incorporate, within a single framework, retrieval tools 
such as thesauri. In addition, they also allow for multiple relations to hold -  they can be used 
to specify which relations cause relevance (see [VR8 6 ]). The formal nature of logical models 
mean that they also allow for formal comparisons between IR systems, e.g. [Hui96]. Crestani 
et al, [CLVR98], give an overview o f current models and approaches in logic-based 
information retrieval.
RF has, so far, not been a major concern of existing logical models but it is possible to 
imagine several approaches to the problem. I shall describe these based on the following 
example of a concept based on an example given in [Seb94] which describes the class of 
documents which appeared in the proceedings o f SIGIR93, whose author is a member of the 
institution IEI-CNR and which deal with logic, Figure A.4.
(and paper
(func appears-in (sing SIGIR93))
(all author (func affiliation (sing IEI-CNR)))
(c-some deals-with logic))
Figure A.4: Terminological representation of a concept 
bold type indicates features of the representation language.
i. content modification. This approach is the most similar to that taken by the statistical RF 
models described previously. Here, the content of query is modified, e.g. by adding or 
deleting terms, or perhaps by altering connectives. For example, in the above example we 
could refine the query to retrieve only those papers that deal with modal logic. This would 
retrieve only concepts that specifically mentioned modal logic, Figure A.5, rather than the 
more general concept logic.
(and paper
(func appears-in (sing SIGIR93))
(all author (func affiliation (sing IEI-CNR)))
(c-some deals-with modalJogic))
Figure A.5: Terminological representation of a concept regarding modal J o g ic
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or broaden the query by omitting one of the conditions, e.g. to retrieve all documents about 
logic written by a member o f IEI-CNR, irrespective of where the paper was published. This 
would be a matching on only some of the components o f our concept, as shown in Figure A.6 .
(and paper
(all author (func affiliation (sing IEI-CNR)))
(c-some deals-with logic))
Figure A.6: Terminological representation of a concept
ii. personaliation of concepts. In addition to modifying the content of the query we could 
incorporate personalised thesaural knowledge. In the example, the term logic need not refer to 
a single term but could refer to a class o f terms, e.g. modal Jog ic , conceptual ^ graphs, 
cumulative Jog ic , etc. This knowledge can be used as default values in retrieval but we could 
tailor this information to individual users based on feedback information. That is, the system 
automatically learns important synonymous concepts for individual users.
iii. uncertainty modelling. Logical concepts and rules reflecting thesaural knowledge are 
often associated with uncertainty values such as probabilities to reflect the importance of 
concepts or strength of relationship between concepts. These values can be changed in a 
similar fashion to the vector-space or probabilistic models to reflect important concepts in a 
search or the strength of association between concepts. Based on the example concept in 
Figure 1.8, for example, we could change the query to treat the author’s affiliation as more 
important than the topic of the paper.
iv. rule modification or refinement. In this case, the information given by analysing the 
relevant documents is not only used to expand the query as in traditional feedback but is also 
used to modify the rules of the system. Examples o f this approach include systems to select 
rules for retrieving documents, e.g. [DBM97] and the use o f abductive logic to create new 
rules for retrieving documents, [Mull98].
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Appendix B
Evaluation of IR systems and RF
B.1 Evaluation of retrieval systems and relevance feedback
In this Appendix I shall discuss the evaluation o f IR systems and RF. The most common 
evaluation tool for IR systems is a test collection. This is a set o f documents, a set of queries 
and a list of which documents are considered relevant for each query. The list of documents 
assessed as being relevant for each query -  the relevance assessments -  are usually not 
gathered from real-life search data. Rather test collections are usually constructed within a 
laboratory setting. Currently the foremost example o f test collection construction is to be 
found within the TREC (Text REtrieval Conference) initiative, [VH96].
TREC follows a pooling method for creating test collections: a number of IR systems provide 
a ranking for a query, the top 1 0 0  documents from each ranking are pooled and the joint pool 
of documents are assessed by an assessor who decides which documents are relevant. The list 
o f relevant documents is considered to be a representative set of relevant documents for the 
query. I discuss the difficulties and appropriateness of test collections for individual types of 
IR evaluation in Chapters Five and Twelve.
Test collections are primarily used for comparative evaluation: comparing the performance of 
two systems, or two versions o f the same system on the same set of queries.
Two standard evaluation measures are commonly used with test collections: precision and 
recall. Recall is measured as the ratio o f relevant documents retrieved to the number of 
relevant documents in the collection. Precision is the ratio of relevant documents retrieved to 
the number of documents retrieved. In a best-match, or ranking model, recall and precision 
figures can be calculated at various points in the document ranking to give an indication of 
performance at different levels o f retrieval. Typically this would be done at 10% recall, i.e. 
10% of relevant documents retrieved, 20% recall, 30% recall, etc. to give a set of 10 recall- 
precision figures), Figure B.l.
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With a test collection, the recall-precision (RP) figures for each query are averaged to form a 
single set o f recall-precision figures125. The averaged RP figures are often averaged across the 
recall points to give a single value -  the average precision value, Figure B .l.
Recall Precision
1 0 67.3
2 0 65.9
30 59.2
40 45.3
50 36.7
60 33.3
70 21.9
80 19.7
90 15.3
1 0 0 1 2 . 1
average precision 37.67
Figure B.l: Example recall and precision figures
RP figures are often represented graphically, Figure B.2 shows an example o f a recall- 
precision graph drawn from the RP figures of two systems on the same test collection. As the 
line for System 1 is entirely above the line for System 2 we can infer that System 1 is better 
than System 2.
Figure B.3 shows the results of the two systems for a different test collection. In Figure B.3, 
the two lines cross at 70% recall, so we can say that, on the average of the queries tested, 
System 1 was better than System 2 at high recall levels (initially better at retrieving the 
relevant documents). On the other hand System 2 was better at lower recall levels (if the user 
is looking for all the relevant documents they will find them first with System 2).
,2 5 Interpolation m easures are necessary for queries w h ose recall lev e ls  differ from the standard. For exam ple in 
Figure B .l  RP is based on 10 recall levels , any query with a num ber o f  relevant docum ents different from  a 
m ultiple o f  ten w ill require interpolation to g ive  10 recall levels. Interpolation is often used to calculate a 0% recall 
figure to g ive  an 1 lp t  recall-precision table.
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Precision
1 0 0
90  -
80 -
70  -
60  -
50  -
4 0  -
3 0  -
20  -
0 10 20  30  4 0  50 60  70 80 90  100
Precision
System  1 
System  2
Recall
Figure B.2: Example RP graphs
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Recall
Figure B.3: Example RP graphs
Although these measures have been widely criticised for being capable of misrepresentation, 
[FMS91], not reflecting the dynamic, situational and subjective nature of information seeking, 
[BI97], and not reflecting users' evaluation criteria, e.g. [Su94], they have remained popular 
and standard measures of assessing an IR system performance.
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However, as early as the early 1970’s Chang et al., [CCR71], demonstrated that evaluation of 
RF algorithms poses certain problems for recall and precision. Given that RF, as described 
here, attempts to improve recall and precision by using information in marked relevant 
documents, it is usually the case that one o f the main effects of RF is to push the known1 2 6  
relevant documents to the top of the document ranking. This ranking effect, will artificially 
improve RP figures for the new document ranking simply by re-ranking the known relevant 
documents. What is not directly tested is how good the RF technique is as improving retrieval 
of unseen relevant documents -  the feedback effect. Chang et ah, [CCR71], suggested three 
alternatives briefly outlined here to measure the effect of feedback on the unseen relevant 
documents:
• residual ranking: in this technique, the documents which are used in RF are removed 
from the collection before evaluation. This will include the relevant and some non- 
relevant documents. After RF, the RP figures are calculated on the remaining (residual) 
collection. The advantage of this method is that it only considers the effect o f feedback on 
the unseen relevant documents but the main disadvantage is that the feedback results are 
not comparable with the original ranking. This is because the residual collection has 
fewer documents, and fewer relevant documents, than the original collection.
A further difficulty is that, at each successive iteration of feedback, RP figures may be 
based on different numbers of queries. This arises because relevant documents are 
removed from the collection. If all the relevant documents are removed for a query, then 
this query cannot be used in subsequent iterations of feedback as there are no relevant 
documents upon which to calculate recall-precision figures. This method o f evaluation is, 
then, biased somewhat towards queries that have more relevance assessments or those 
that perform poorly during initial iterations.
• freezing. The method known as freezing is based on the rank position of documents and 
comes in two forms: fu ll freezing  and modified freezing. In full freezing the rank positions 
of the top n documents, the ones used to modify the query, and are frozen. The remaining 
documents are re-ranked and RP figures are calculated over the whole ranking. As the 
only documents to change rank position are those below n (the ones used for RF) any 
change in RP happens as a result of the change of rank position of the unseen relevant 
documents. There is, then, no ranking effect. In modified freezing, the rank positions are 
frozen at the rank position o f the last marked relevant document.
126T hese are the relevant docum ents that are used for RF.
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The disadvantage of freezing approaches is that at each successive iteration of feedback a 
higher proportion of relevant documents are frozen. This means that the frozen section of 
the ranking contributes more to recall-precision at later iterations o f RF, so although RF 
may work better at these later iterations, it can appear to be performing more poorly due 
to the higher contribution of the frozen documents.
In the discussion on the residual method of evaluating feedback runs, I mentioned that the 
residual collection method was forced to eliminate queries once all the relevant 
documents had been found. For the freezing methods, once all the relevant documents 
have been found for a query, recall-precision figures can still be calculated. However the 
recall-precision figures will not change once all the relevant documents have been frozen. 
Intuitively this seems correct: once we have found all the relevant documents for a query, 
feedback does not improve or worsen retrieval effectiveness.
• test and control groups. In this technique, the document collection is randomly split into 
two collections - the test group and the control group. Query modification is performed 
by RF on the test group and the new query is then run against the control group. RP is 
performed only on the control group, so there is no ranking effect. Successive queries can 
be run against the control group to assess modified queries on what can be regarded as a 
complete document collection unlike the residual ranking method. Unlike the freezing 
methods, all relevant documents in the control group are free to move within the 
document ranking. This means that recall-precision figures, before and after query 
modification, are directly comparable.
The difficulty with this evaluation method is splitting the collection. It is easy to 
randomly split a document collection (e.g. by putting all evenly numbered documents in 
test group and all odd numbered documents in the control group). However, a random 
split will not ensure that the relevant documents are evenly split between the two 
collections. Neither will it ensure that the relevant documents in the test group are 
representative o f those in the control group. Other factors such as document length or 
distribution of index terms may also be important to the RF method being tested, and may 
not be equally split between the two collections.
Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages but all are standard methods of
assessing RF algorithms. However, they only compare the performance o f the algorithms in
an idealised setting. For example, it is usual to use the same number of documents, per
feedback iteration, to modify the query. A user, however, is unlikely to examine an identical
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number of documents per search iteration. Also RF experiments based on recall-precision 
assume complete knowledge o f the document collection: a fixed set of relevant documents is 
known beforehand. In interactive searching this is also unrealistic as what a user finds 
relevant may change over time, e.g. [Kuh93, E1189, SW99, VakOO]. Additional methods are 
required to test the effectiveness o f RF algorithms in more realistic settings. This requirement 
will be discussed more fully in Chapter Twelve.
A final point regarding these measures of RF evaluation is that they may not be directly 
comparable: each measure may appear to give different results depending on how the results 
are compared and on what factors affect the retrieval. An example o f this is given next.
Table B .l shows the results of RF on the same collection1 2 7  but evaluated using the three RF 
evaluation schemes. An initial document ranking, for each query, was obtained using the id f  
weighting function, followed by four iterations o f RF, in which the top 6  expansion terms 
were added, based on an F4  ranking o f expansion terms. 50 new documents were used in each 
iteration of feedback. After feedback all query terms were weighted using the F4  term 
weighting scheme and these values were used to score documents. Table B.l gives the 
percentage change, over no feedback, after four iterations of feedback using each of the three 
evaluation techniques.
AP Full
freezing
Residual
collection
(removal)
Residual 
collection 
(no removal)
Test and 
control
%age increase over 
no feedback
+ 1.75% -72.65% -15.04% +3.82%
Table B.2: Example RF evaluation
As can be seen from Table B .l, the results vary according to how they describe the retrieval 
effectiveness of the system. Full freezing (column 2) gives a small increase in the 
effectiveness of the system. The test and control method gives a larger percentage increase in 
effectiveness (column 5).
These two approaches give different absolute performance figures (average precision) as they 
use different data to calculate id f  values, F4 values and do not have identical terms in the
127  AP (A ssociated  Press) co llection  1988.
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collection. The test and control method used one less query (as all the relevant documents for 
this query appeared in the test collection), and several of the queries were expanded by terms 
that appeared in the test collection but not the control collection128. These differences cause 
the different performance figures for the two evaluation methods.
The residual collection method (column 3) gives a large drop in retrieval effectiveness. This 
is because the residual collection method eliminates queries that have no relevant documents 
in the residual section of the collection. This means that queries, for which all relevant 
documents have been retrieved in early iterations o f feedback, have been removed from the 
evaluation. The queries that are being used to calculate average precision are the ones for 
which the system finds it difficult to retrieve the remaining relevant documents129.
If we do not remove queries when all relevant documents are found and, instead use the RP 
figures from the previous iteration, then we obtain the figure in column 4 for residual 
collection. This is an attempt to soften the effect of removing queries that perform well. This 
also shows a drop in retrieval effectiveness but not so severe a drop as in column 3. The drop 
in retrieval effectiveness is caused, again, by the effect o f the queries for which the system 
finds it difficult to retrieve all relevant documents.
The difference in performance given by the three techniques is noticeable in this test as the 
RF technique is not proving to be very effective: no evaluation showed a significant increase 
in average precision. However, the problem of evaluation is applicable to all RF tests.
An alternative method of examining RF performance is to plot the average precision values at 
each iteration of feedback, as in Figure B.4. We can see that different methods give different 
shaped graphs. The freezing graph gives a slight, but steady, increases in retrieval 
effectiveness at each iteration o f feedback. The test and control method gives an initial large 
increase followed by decreases at subsequent iterations o f feedback.
The residual methods, however, give very different graphs: not removing queries gives a 
small drop at the first iteration followed by increases at subsequent iteration, whereas 
removing queries causes alternative increases and decreases in retrieval effectiveness.
128  T his was also true for one o f  the original query terms.
129  The rem aining queries m ay also  include som e queries that have a large number o f  relevant docum ents, but this 
is un likely  to be the case in this test as 2 0 0  docum ents have been used for feedback w hereas the queries have an 
average o f  on ly  35 relevant docum ents per query.
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The graphs can be used to highlight interesting areas -  where RF is working well or where it 
is operating poorly. However as with recall and precision the graphs can be misleading: all 
four lines plotted in Figure B.4 are evaluating the same feedback technique on the same 
collection.
The point is that the evaluation measures are calculating different aspects of feedback: 
freezing is measuring cumulative effectiveness, residual collection is measuring the 
effectiveness of retrieving only the remaining relevant documents and test and control is 
measuring the relative performance o f the modified queries produced at each iteration.
For the majority of the results presented in this thesis I shall use the full-freezing method of 
evaluation. This is because I believe that, of the three methods outlined here, it is the most 
realistic method for simulating interactive techniques as it gives a measure based on the 
whole search.
Average precision
1 0 -
0 1 2 3 4
Freezing
Residual (removal) 
Residual (no removal) 
Test and control
Iteration
Figure B.4: Average precision over 4 iterations of feedback
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Appendix C
Supplementary results from Chapter Four
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CACM
t f + nse 30 .26 id f + tf+  con 23 .15 idf 2 2 . 0 0
id f  + tf+  nse 26.83 id f  + tf+ tli + con + in f 2 3 .1 0 id f  + th + con + spec 21 .97
id f + t f  + nse + inf 2 5 .7 4 tf+ th  + con + spec + nse 2 3 .09 id f  + th + con 21 .92
t f  + spec + nse 25.41 tf+ th  + nse 23 .08 id f  + th + spec 2 1 .89
t f  + con + nse 25.31 id f + tf+  th + con 2 3 .06 t f  + con + spec + in f 2 1 .87
id f+ tf 25.21 id f + tf+  th + con + spec 2 3 .06 id f  + con + spec + inf 21 .85
id f + tf+  th + nse 2 5 .0 4 id f  + con + nse + in f 23 .05 tf+ th  + spec + in f 21 .82
id f + t f  + con + nse 24 .79 tf+ th  + con + nse + in f 2 3 .04 t f  + th + con + spec +
in f
2 1 .79
id f  + tf+  spec + nse + in f 24 .72 id f + tf+  th + in f 23 .03 id f  + th 2 1 .77
id f + tf+  spec + nse 2 4 .7 0 id f + tf+  con + in f 2 3 .02 id f  + con 21.65
id f + tf+  tit + con + nse 24.61 th + nse + in f 22 .98 tf+ th  + con + spec 21 .63
t f  + spec + nse + inf 24 .42 id f  + tf+  con + spec 2 2 .96 t f  + con + spec 2 1 .60
id f  + t f  + th + con + nse + inf 24.23 t f  + th + con + spec + nse + 
in f
22 .92 con + nse 21 .49
t f  + con + nse + inf 24 .22 id f + t f  + th + spec 22 .79 tf+ th  + con + in f 2 1 .44
id f + t f  + th + nse + in f 2 4 .2 0 id f  + con + spec + nse + in f 22 .79 t f  + spec 21 .30
id f  + tf+  con + nse + in f 24 .19 spec + nse 22 .77 t f  + spec + in f 2 1 .2 9
nse 24.15 id f  + t f  + th + con + spec + 
in f
22 .72 id f  + con + spec 2 1 .2 8
id f + tf+  th + spec + in f 24 .00 t f 22 .70 tf+ th  + con 2 1 .1 4
id f  + tf+  th + spec + nse + inf 24 .00 id f + tf+ th  + spec + nse 2 2 . 6 8 tf+ th  + inf 2 1 . 1 2
t f  + nse + in f 23 .89 spec + nse + inf 22 .64 tf+ th  + spec 2 1 . 1 0
tf+ th  + nse + inf 2 3 .89 th + con + spec + nse 22 .58 id f + spec + in f 2 0 . 8 8
id f + th + nse 23 .88 id f  + spec + nse + in f 22 .56 th + con + spec + in f 20.71
id f + t f  + spec 23 .82 th + con + nse + in f 22 .54 th + con + in f 20 .58
t f  + con + spec + nse 23 .82 id f + tf+  con + spec + in f 22 .54 id f  + spec 20 .44
n se+ inf 23.81 t f  + con 22 .47 con + inf 20.41
id f + th + nse + inf 23 .79 t f + in f 22 .47 th + con + spec 20 .29
id f + t f  + con + spec + nse 23 .74 id f + th + con + inf 22 .40 th + spec + in f 20 .29
all 23 .69 id f + con + nse 22 .38 con + spec + in f 19.89
id f + th + con + nse + in f 23.61 con + nse + in f 22 .37 th + nse 19.88
t f  + th + con + nse 23 .59 id f  + con + in f 22 .36 th + in f 19.58
id f  + nse 23 .57 th + spec + nse + in f 22.31 th + con 19.39
id f + t f  + th + con + spec + nse 23 .57 id f + spec + nse 2 2 . 2 2 t f  + th 19.35
id f  + th + spec + nse + in f 23 .49 id f + con + spec + nse 22 .19 con + spec 19.11
id f  + t f  + con + spec + nse + 23 .48 t f  + con + in f 22.13 th + spec 19.01
in f
tf  + th + spec + nse 23 .44 con + spec + nse + in f 22.13 spec + inf 18.51
id f  + th + con + nse 23 .39 th + spec + nse 2 2 . 1 2 con 14.80
id f  + nse + in f 23 .33 con + spec + nse 2 2 . 1 0 th 4 .3 6
t f  + con + spec + nse + in f 23 .33 id f + th + spec + in f 2 2 . 1 0 in f 1.67
id f + tf+  spec + inf 2 3 .3 0 id f + th + con + spec + inf 2 2 . 1 0 spec 1.19
id f + th + con + spec + nse + 2 3 .3 0 th + con + nse 22 .08
in f
id f  + th + spec + nse 2 3 .2 4 th + con + spec + nse + inf 22 .07
id f + th + con + spec + nse 23.21 id f  + in f 2 2 . 0 1
tf+ th  + spec + nse + in f 23.21 id f + tf+  in f 2 2 . 0 1
id f + t f  + th 23 .18 id f  + th + in f 2 2 . 0 1
Table C .l: Summary of average precision figures for all combinations of characteristics on
the CACM collection with no weighting of characteristics
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id f  + t f  + nse 25.68 t f  + th + spec + nse 23.28 id f  + spec + in f 2 2 . 0 0
id f + t f  + spec + nse 25.68 t f  + th + nse + inf 23.28 spec + nse 21.82
id f  + t f  + nse + in f 25 .68 t f  + th + con + nse + in f 23.28 nse + in f 21.82
id f + tf  + con + nse + in f 2 5 .68 t f  + con + nse 22.91 spec + nse + inf 21.82
id f + t f + spec + inf 2 5 .5 4 t f  + con + spec + nse 22.91 id f  + con + nse 21 .04
id f + tf 25 .45 t f  + con + nse + in f 22.91 id f  + con + spec + nse 2 1 .04
id f + tf+  spec 25 .45 t f  + th + spec + nse + inf 22.91 id f  + con + nse + inf 2 1 .04
idf + t f + th +  nse 25 .23 t f 2 2 .70 id f  + th + spec + nse + 
in f
2 1 .04
id f + t f  + th + spec + inf 25 .23 t f  + spec 2 2 .70 con + nse 2 0 .90
id f + t f  + th + con + nse + inf 25 .23 t f  + in f 2 2 .70 th + con + nse 2 0 .90
id f + t f  + th 2 4 .97 t f  + spec + inf 2 2 .70 con + spec + nse 2 0 .90
id f + t f  + th + spec 24 .97 id f  + th + con + nse 22.65 con + nse + in f 20 .90
id f + t f + th +  in f 24 .97 id f + tf+  spec + nse + inf 22.65 th + con + spec + nse 2 0 .90
id f + t f + th +  spec + nse 24 .97 id f  + th + con + spec + in f 22.65 th + con + nse + inf 20 .90
t f  + nse 24 .58 id f + t f  + con + spec + nse + 
in f
22.65 con + spec + nse + inf 20 .90
t f  + spec + nse 2 4 .58 t f  + con 22.55 t f  + con + spec + nse + 
in f
20 .90
t f  + spec + nse + inf 2 4 .58 t f  + con + spec 22.55 id f + con 2 0 .67
nse 24.15 t f  + con + inf 22 .55 id f + con + spec 2 0 .67
id f + th + nse 24.03 t f  + con + spec + inf 22 .55 id f + con + in f 20.67
id f  + th + spec + nse 24.03 t f  + th  + con + nse 22 .37 id f + con + spec + inf 2 0 .67
id f + th + nse + in f 24.03 id f + con + spec + nse + inf 22 .37 th + con 19.80
id f + th + con + nse + in f 24.03 id f  + th + con + spec + nse + 
in f
22 .37 th + con + spec 19.80
id f + t f  + con + nse 23 .84 id f + th +  con 22 .27 th + con + in f 19.80
id f + t f  + th + nse + inf 23 .8 4 id f  + th + con + spec 22 .27 th + con + spec + inf 19.80
id f + t f + con + spec + in f 23 .8 4 id f + th + con + in f 22 .27 th + nse 18.51
id f + t f  + th + spec + nse + 
in f
23 .8 4 id f +th  + con + spec + nse 22 .27 th + spec + nse 18.51
id f + th 23 .79 t f  + th + con + spec + inf 22 .27 th + nse + in f 18.51
id f  + th + spec 2 3 .7 9 tf+ th 22.25 th + spec + nse + inf 18.51
id f + th + spec + inf 23 .79 t f  + th + spec 22 .25 spec + in f 18.51
id f  + t f  + th + con + nse 23.71 t f  + th + inf 22 .25 con + spec 14.96
th + con + spec + nse + inf 23.71 t f  + th + spec + in f 22.25 con + inf 14.96
id f + t f  + th + con + spec + 
in f
23.71 id f + nse 22 .08 con + spec + in f 14.96
t f  + th + con + spec + nse + 
in f
23.71 id f + spec + nse 22.08 con 14.80
all 23.71 id f + nse + inf 22.08 th + spec 14.68
id f + tf+  con 23 .64 t f  + th + con 22 .08 th + inf 14.68
id f + t f  + con + spec 23 .64 id f + spec + nse + in f 22 .08 th + spec + in f 14.68
id f + t f  + con + in f 23 .64 t f  + th + con + spec 22 .08 th 4 .36
id f + tf+  con + spec + nse 2 3 .6 4 t f  + th  + con + in f 22 .08 in f 1.67
id f + t f + th +  con
id f + tf+ th  + con + spec
id f + t f  + th  + con + inf
id f + t f  + th + con + spec +
nse
tf  + th + nse 
t f  + nse + in f
23.61
23.61
23.61
23.61
23 .28
23 .28
t f+ th  + con + spec + nse 
id f
id f + spec 
id f + in f
id f + t f  + in f 
id f + th +  inf
22 .08
2 2 . 0 0
2 2 . 0 0
2 2 . 0 0
2 2 . 0 0
2 2 . 0 0
spec 1.19
Table C.2: Summary of average precision figures for all combinations of characteristics on the CACM
collection with weighting of characteristics
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CIST
id f +  t f 12.87 t f +  th + con +  spec + in f 11.50 id f  + t f  + con  +  nse  +  in f 10.76
t f 12.51 id f  +  spec + in f 11.48 t f  +  con 10.74
id f  +  t f +  th + in f 12.22 t f  +  th  +  con 11.48 t f  + con + spec  +  in f 10.74
id f  + t f  +  th 12.18 id f  +  spec 11.45 spec +  nse +  in f 10.72
id f  + t f  + spec  + in f 12.09 id f  +  th + con +  spec 11.45 id f  + t f +  con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.71
id f  + t f +  spec 12.00 t f + t h  + con  +  spec 1 1.44 id f  + con + in f 10.69
id f  + t f  + th + spec 11.94 i d f  + th + spec +  nse  +  in f 11.44 t f  +  con +  in f 10.69
i d f  + t f  + th +  nse 11.89 id f  +  th +  spec +  nse 11.43 id f  +  con 10.66
id f  +  t f +  th +  spec  +  nse 11.84 i d f  +  th  +  con  +  nse  +  in f 11.39 id f  +  t f +  con  +  spec  +  nse 10.66
id f  + t f +  th + con +  in f 11.80 t f + t h  + con + nse  +  in f 11.39 n s e + in f 10.64
id f  +  t f  + th + con 11.75 i d f  +  th +  con +  nse 11.36 t f  +  con  +  spec 10.60
id f  +  t f +  th +  con  +  spec 11.75 t f + t h  +  con  +  nse 11.34 i d f  + con  +  spec  +  in f 10.60
t f  +  spec 11.71 t f + t h  +  con +  spec + nse 11.33 spec 10.55
i d f  + t f +  nse 11.71 th +  spec + in f 11.32 spec  +  nse 10.53
t f  +  th + spec + in f 11.71 i d f  +  th + con +  spec  +  nse 11.32 t f  +  con  +  nse 10.46
t f  +  in f 11.70 th  +  con + in f 11.30 id f  + con  +  nse +  in f 10.46
id f  +  t f  +  th  +  nse  +  in f 11.69 th + con  +  spec +  in f 11.29 t f  +  con + nse + in f 10.45
t f + t h  + in f 11.68 th  +  nse  +  in f 11.28 i d f  + t f + t h  + con  +  spec  +  in f 10.45
a ll 11.66 t f  +  spec + nse  +  in f 11.28 i d f  +  con + spec 10.44
id f  + th + con + in f 11.66 t f  + nse 11.27 t f  +  con  +  spec + nse  +  in f 10.43
id f  +  t f  +  th + spec  +  in f 11.65 t f  +  spec + nse 11.26 t f  +  con + spec + nse 10.42
id f  +  in f 11.64 th + spec + nse + in f 11.26 id f  + con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.41
id f  + t f +  in f 11.64 th + in f 11.23 i d f  + con  +  nse 10.38
i d f  + th +  in f 11.64 th +  spec  +  nse 11.21 id f  +  t f + t h  + con +  nse + in f 10.38
t f  + spec +  in f 11.63 th +  con  +  spec 11.20 id f  +  nse 10.35
id f  +  th  +  spec + in f 11.63 th  +  nse 11.15 id f  + t f +  th + con + spec + nse 10.33
t f  +  nse + in f 11.60 th +  con + nse  +  in f 11.15 id f  + con + spec + nse 10.29
t f  + th +  nse + in f 11.60 th +  con +  spec +  nse  +  in f 11.14 con + in f 10.27
id f  +  t f  +  spec  +  nse 11.58 th  +  spec 11.13 con + spec +  in f 10.23
id f  + t f  +  nse  +  in f 11.58 id f  +  t f +  con +  in f 11.13 id f  + th + con + spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.16
id f  + t f +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 11.58 th  +  con 11.12 t f  + th +  con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.14
t f + t h  +  spec  +  nse + in f 11.58 id f  + t f +  con 11.12 con  +  nse + in f 10.10
id f  + th  +  nse 11.57 th  +  con + nse 11.12 con + spec + nse + in f 10.09
i d f  +  th  +  spec 11.56 i d f  +  nse  +  in f 11.11 con  +  spec 10.02
i d f  +  t f +  th + con + nse 11.56 t f + t h 11.10 con  +  spec + nse 9.97
i d f  +  th + nse + in f 1 1.55 id f  + t f +  con  +  spec +  in f 1 1.09 con  +  nse 9.96
t f  + th + spec  +  nse 11.55 id f  +  spec + nse + in f 11.08 con 9.57
id f 11.54 th +  con  +  spec  +  nse 11.08 th 5.11
id f  +  th 11.54 id f  +  t f +  con  +  spec 11.01 in f 4.08
id f  + th  +  con 11.53 id f  +  t f  +  th +  spec  +  nse + in f 11.01
t f + t h  + nse 11.53 nse 11.00
t f + t h  + spec 11.52 id f  +  spec + nse 10.96
i d f  + th  +  con + spec  +  in f 11.52 spec + in f 10.90
t f  + th + con + in f 11.50 i d f  + t f +  con + nse 10.78
Table C.3: Summary o f average precision figures for all combinations of characteristics on 
the CISI collection with no weighting of characteristics
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i d f + t f  
id f  + t f +  spec  
id f  + t f +  th
id f  +  t f +  th + spec + nse 
id f+  t f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f  
id f  + t f +  th + spec + in f  
id f  +  t f  +  th + nse + in f  
id f  +  th + spec
t f
t f  +  spec  
t f + i n f
CISI
nse +
t f  + spec + in f
id f + tf+  th + spec + 
in f 
tf+  nse 
t f  + spec + nse 
id f  + th + nse 
id f  + th + spec + nse + in f 
id f + tf+  th + in f 
t f  + th + nse
t f  + nse + in f
tf+ th  + spec + nse + inf
tf+ th
tf+ th  + spec
tf  + th + in f
id f + tf+  spec + inf 
all
idf + tf+  th + spec______
idf + t f  + th + nse_______
idf + t f  + th + con
t f  + th + spec + in f______
S / I f  4 - t f  -I- MC/7id f  + t f +  nse  
id f  +  th + con +  in f  
id f  +  th  +  spec  +  in f  
t f  +  th + nse + in f  
id f  +  t f  +  spec  +  nse 
id f  + t f  +  nse  +  in f  
id f  +  th + nse  +  in f  
t f +  th  +  spec  +  nse
id f  
id f  + th 
id f  +  spec  
id f  +  in f  
id f  + t f +  in f  
id f+  th  +  in f
12.84
12.84
12.79
12.79 
12.66
12.58
12.58 
12.57
12.51
12.51
12.51
12.51 
12.49
12.35
12.35
12.30
12.30
12.22
12.15
12.15
12.15 
1 2 . 1 1
12.11
1 2 . 1 1
12.09 
12.02 
11.94
1.75
1.71
1.66
1.66
1.63
11.60
11.58
11.58
11.55
11.55
11.54
11.54
11.54 
1 1.54
11.54
11.54
id f  +  spec +  in f  
t f + t h  + con + in f  
id f +  th  +  con  +  spec
11.54  
11.50  
11.45
t f + t h  + con  +  nse  +  in f
id f  + con
id f  +  con  +  spec
10.85
10.78
10.78
t f  +  th +  con + spec 11.44 id f  +  con + in f 10.78
id f  +  th  +  spec  +  nse 11.43 id f  +  t f  +  con  +  nse 10.78
id f  +  th  +  con  +  nse 11.36 id f  +  con  +  nse 10.75
t f + t h  + con + nse 11.34 t f  +  con  +  nse 10.75
i d f  +  nse 11.33 i d f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse + in f 10.75
i d f  +  spec  +  nse 11.33 t f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.75
i d f  + nse  +  in f 11.33 t f  +  con  +  spec  +  in f 10.74
i d f  +  t f +  con 11.31 id f  +  th +  con +  spec  +  nse  +  
in f
10.71
i d f  + t f +  con  +  spec  +  in f 11.31 t f  +  th + con + spec + nse  +  
in f
10.69
th  +  con  +  spec + in f 11.29 id f  + con  +  spec  +  in f 10.60
i d f  + t f +  th + con + spec 11.29 spec 10.55
i d f  +  t f +  th + con + in f 11.29 id f  +  con  +  nse + in f 10.46
t f  +  spec + nse  + in f 11.28 t f  +  con  +  nse  +  in f 10.45
th + spec  +  nse  +  in f 11.26 th + con  +  nse 10.44
i d f  +  t f + t h  + con  +  nse 11.26 th +  con  +  spec + nse  +  in f 10.44
i d f  + t f  + th + con  +  spec + 
in f
11.25 t f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 10.42
id f  +  t f +  con  +  spec + nse 11 . 21 th +  con 10.41
i d f  + t f +  con  +  nse  +  in f 1 1 . 2 1 th +  con  +  spec 10.41
i d f  + t f  + con  +  spec + nse  +  
in f
11 . 21 th +  con  +  in f 10.41
i d f  +  t f  +  th + con  +  spec + 
nse
11.16 id f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 10.29
id f  + t f  +  th + con + nse  +  
in f
11.16 con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.09
th + con +  nse  +  in f 11.15 con  +  nse 10.08
i d f  + t f +  con  +  in f 11.13 con  +  spec  +  nse 10.08
id f  +  spec  +  nse + in f 11.08 con  +  nse  +  in f 10.08
th  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 11.08 con  +  spec 9.78
id f  +  th  +  con 11.06 con  +  in f 9.78
id f  +  th +  con + spec  +  in f 11.06 con  +  spec  +  in f 9.78
th  +  nse 1 1 . 0 2 spec + nse 9.70
th  +  spec + nse 1 1 . 0 2 nse  +  in f 9.70
th +  nse  +  in f 1 1 . 0 2 spec + nse  +  in f 9 .70
i d f  + t f +  con + spec 1 1 . 01 con 9.57
nse 11.00 th +  spec 9.56
i d f  +  th  +  con + spec + nse 10.96 th +  in f 9.56
i d f  + th + con  +  nse +  in f 10.96 th +  spec  +  in f 9.56
t f + t h  + con 10.94 th 5.11
t f + t h  + con  +  spec  +  in f
spec + in f
t f  +  con
t f  +  con + spec
t f  +  con +  in f
t f + t h  + con + spec  +  nse
10.94
10.90
10.89
10.89
10.89  
10.85
4.08
Table C.4: Summary o f average precision figures for all combinations o f characteristics on
the CISI collection with weighting o f characteristics
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MEDLARS
t f  + th + con + spec + in f  
t f  + con
id f  +  con +  spec  +  in f
i f . 4- 4- -I- mco J.
th +  wse 
/ / ’+  th  +  nse  
id f+  th + nse  
id f  + t f  +  th
t f  +  nseI J  T  H J C
th + spec  +  nse  +  in f
t f  +  nse + in f  
t f  +  th + spec  +  nse  
t f  +  th + nse + in f  
id f  +  t f +  nse  
th + spec + nse
th +  nse +  in f
id f  +  t f  +  th + nse + in f
id f  +  t f +  th + nse_______
t f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f
id f  + t f + t h  + spec  
id f  + t f + t h  + in f  
id f  + t f  +  th + con  +  nse  
id f  +  t f +  spec  +  nse  
id f  + t f +  nse + in f  
all
id f  + th  
th + con  +  nse
id f  + t f +  spec + in f  
id f  + t f + t h  + con  +  spec  
id f  + th + spec  +  in f  
id f  + t f  + th + con  +  nse +  
in f
id f  + t f  + th + con + spec  +  
nse
id f  + th + spec + nse  
id f  +  th  +  nse  +  in f  
id f  + t f  + th + spec  +  in f  
id f  + t f +  th + spec + nse  +  
in f
id f  + t f + t h  + con__________
t f + t h  + con  +  spec  +  nse
t f + t h  + spec + in f
id f  + th + con  +  nse + in f
t f + t h  + spec  +  nse + in f
id f  +  th + spec
t f + t h  +  con  +  nse  +  in f
t f + t h  +  in f
t f  +  con  +  nse
id f  + th + con
id f  + t f  +  con + nse
48 .64
48 .60
47 .79
47 .68
47.63
47 .29
46.71
46 .62
46 .62  
46 .39  
46.33
46.31
46 .17
46 .14
46.05
46 .04
46 .04  
45 .98
45.95
45.95  
45 .92
45.73
45 .7 0
45 .70
45 .69
45 .59
45 .42
4 5 .40
45 .3 9
45 .37
45 .37
45 .27
45 .27
45.23
45 .1 0
45 .06
45 .0 6
45 .06  
45 .02  
44 .95
44 .92
44 .92  
44 .9 0  
44.9
id f + th + con + spec + nse 
id f + tf  + con + spec 
id f + tf+  con + in f  
id f  + th + spec + nse + inf
id f + th + con + nse 
id f + tf+  con 
t f  + spec + nse 
id f + tf+ th  + con + in f 
id f  + th + con + spec 
id f + th + con + in f  
tf+ th  + con + spec + nse + 
inf
tf+ th  + con + nse
id f + tf+  con + spec + nse 
id f + tf+ th  + spec + nse 
id f  + th + con + spec + nse + 
in f
th + con + spec + nse 
th + con + nse + in f 
th + spec 
id f + tf +  spec
id f + tf+  th + con + spec + inf 
th + con + spec + nse + inf 
id f + tf+  con + nse + inf 
tf+ th  + con + spec 
tf+ th  + con + in f  
nse
th + inf
t f  + con + spec + nse 
t f  + con + nse + in f
tf
id f + th + con + spec + inf 
id f + t f  + spec + nse + inf 
th + con 
tf+ th
id f  + nse
idf + tf+  con + spec + nse + 
in f
id f + con + nse 
con + nse
tf+  con + spec + in f________
id f
th + con  +  spec  
th + con +  in f  
i d f  +  spec  +  nse +  in f
id f  +  con  +  spec +  nse  
i d f  +  con  +  nse + in f
44 .89
44 .82
44 .82  
44.61
44 .60
44 .58
44 .57
4 4 .54
44.51
44.51
44.51
44 .44
44.43
44 .40  
44.31
44 .2 0
44 .2 0  
44 .15  
44 .07  
44 .0 4  
44.03  
44 .00
43 .96
43 .96
43 .92
43 .92
43 .80
43 .80
43.75
43 .72
43.65
43 .49
43.41
43 .4 0
43 .35
43 .18
43.13
43 .12
43 .1 0
43 .08
43 .07
43 .05
43 .00
4 3 .00
t f  + con  +  spec  +  nse +  
in f
id f  + t f  + con + spec + in f
id f  +  spec +  nse
th  +  con +  spec  +  in f
id f  + con
id f  +  nse  +  in f
spec  +  nse
t f  +  spec
id f  +  con  +  spec + nse + 
in f
con + spec  +  nse  
th + spec  +  in f  
t f  + con + spec
con + spec + nse  +  in f  
con + nse + in f  
id f  +  spec  
id f  +  con  +  spec  
nse + in f  
t f  +  in f
id f  + con  +  in f  
id f  + in f  
id f  + t f +  in f  
i d f  + th + in f  
I f  + con  +  in f
spec  +  nse + in f
t f + t h  + con
id f  + spec + in f
t f  +  spec  +  in f
t f  + th +  spec
con + spec  
con + spec  +  in f
con + in f  
con
spec +  in f _______
th
in f
spec
43 .0 0
42 .92
42 .86
42 .72
42 .69  
42 .62  
42 .49  
42 .38  
42.31  
42 .28
42 .16
42 .16
42 .09
42.03
41.81
41 .78
41 .70  
41 .67  
41 .6 0  
41 .58  
41 .5 4  
41 .48
41 .46
41 .46
41 .46  
41 .26
40 .72
40 .50
40 .38
40.05
39.20
38 .04
37 .70
37 .54
36 .14
35 .79
1 1 . 1 2
8.67
4.62
Table C.5: Summary of average precision figures for all combinations o f characteristics on
the MEDLARS collection with no weighting of characteristics
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M E D L A R S
th +  nse 4 7 .2 9 id f  +  i f  +  con 44 .82 id f  +  spec  +  nse + in f 43 .05
th +  spec + nse 4 7 .2 9 id f  +  t f  +  con +  spec 44 .82 id f  +  spec 43.03
th +  nse + in f 4 7 .2 9 id f  +  t f  +  con  +  in f 44 .82 id f  +  in f 43.03
t f + t h  + nse 4 6 .6 2 id f  +  t f +  con  +  spec + in f 44 .82 id f  + t f +  in f 43.03
t f  +  nse + in f 4 6 .6 2 id f  +  t f + t h  +  con 44.71 id f  + th + in f 43.03
t f + t h  + spec + nse + in f 4 6 .6 2 id f  +  th  +  con +  spec + nse 44 .60 id f  +  spec + in f 43.03
id f  +  t f +  th + spec + in f 4 6 .1 4 id f  +  th +  con + nse  +  in f 44 .60 id f  + th  +  spec  +  in f 43 .02
id f  +  t f  +  th + nse + in f 4 6 .1 4 id f  + th +  con  +  spec + nse  +  
in f
44 .60 id f  + con + nse 43 .0 0
id f  + t f  +  th +  spec + nse  +  
in f
4 6 .1 4 id f  +  th +  con 44.51 id f  +  con + spec  +  nse 43 .0 0
t f +  nse 4 6 .05 id f  +  th +  con +  spec +  in f 44.51 id f  + con + nse  +  in f 43 .0 0
t f  +  spec + nse 4 6 .05 t f + t h  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 44 .44 t f + t h  + con + spec 43 .0 0
t f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 4 6 .05 t f + t h  + con +  nse  +  in f 44 .44 t f + t h  + con + in f 43 .0 0
id f  +  t f + t h 4 6 .0 4 t f  + th +  con  +  spec + nse  +  
in f
44 .44 id f  +  con  +  spec + nse  +
in f
43 .0 0
id f  +  t f +  th + spec + nse 4 6 .0 4 t f  + spec 44.23 id f  +  con 42 .86
id f  +  t f  +  nse 45 .95 t f  + in f 44.23 id f  + con + spec 42 .86
id f  + t f +  spec + nse 45 .9 5 t f  +  spec + in f 44.23 id f  +  con  +  in f 42 .86
id f  + t f +  nse  +  in f 45 .9 5 th + con + nse 44 .20 id f  +  con + spec + in f 42 .86
id f  +  t f  +  spec + nse + in f 45 .9 5 th + con + spec  +  nse + in f 44 .20 th  +  con 4 2 .49
i d f + t f 4 5 .6 9 t f + t h  + con 43 .96 th  +  con  +  spec 4 2 .49
i d f  + t f +  spec 4 5 .6 9 t f + t h  + con +  spec + in f 43 .96 th  +  con + in f 4 2 .49
i d f  + t f +  spec  +  in f 4 5 .6 9 nse 43 .92 con  +  nse 41 .78
t f  + th + spec +  nse 45 .43 t f  +  th + spec +  in f 43.91 con  +  spec + nse 41 .78
t f + t h  + nse +  in f 45 .43 t f  + con  +  nse 4 3 .8 0 con  +  nse  +  in f 41 .78
i d f  +  th 4 5 .4 2 t f  + con + spec  +  nse 4 3 .8 0 con +  spec +  nse + in f 41 .78
id f  +  th +  spec 45 .4 2 t f  + con  +  n se +  in f 43 .80 th  +  con + spec  +  nse 4 0 .04
id f  +  t f +  th +  con  +  nse 45.41 t f  + con +  spec + nse  +  in f 43 .80 th + con + nse + in f 4 0 .04
id f  +  t f  +  th + con + spec  + 45.41 t f 43.75 th + spec 38 .39
US €
id f  + t f + t h  + con  +  nse  +  in f 45.41 t f + t h  + con +  nse 43 .64 th  +  in f 38 .39
id f  +  th  +  nse 4 5 .3 7 spec  +  nse 43.55 th +  spec  +  in f 38 .39
id f  +  th + spec + nse + in f 4 5 .3 7 nse  +  in f 43.55 th + con + spec + in f 37 .50
id f  + t f  + th +  nse 4 5 .35 spec + nse  +  in f 43.55 con 36 .14
all 4 5 .2 9 id f  +  th + con + nse 43 .34 spec + in f 35 .79
id f  + t f + t h  +  spec 4 5 .2 7 id f  +  th + con + spec 43 .19 th + spec + nse + in f 35.12
id f  +  t f +  th + in f 4 5 .2 7 id f  + th  +  con  +  in f 43 .19 con + spec 34 .94
id f  + t f +  th +  con + spec 45 .23 id f  +  th + spec  +  nse 43 .17 con + in f 34 .94
id f  +  t f +  th +  con + in f 45 .23 id f  +  th + nse + in f 43 .17 con + spec  + in f 34 .94
id f  + t f  + th + con + spec +
in f
45 .23 t f  + con 43 .12 th 1 1 . 1 2
t f  + th 4 5 .0 6 t f  +  con  +  spec 43 .12 in f 8.67
t f + t h  + spec
t f + t h  + in f
id f  + t f  + con  +  nse
id f  + t f +  con  +  spec +  nse
id f  + t f +  con + nse + in f
id f  +  t f  + con  + spec + nse +
in f
4 5 .0 6
4 5 .0 6
4 4 .9 0
4 4 .9 0
4 4 .9 0
4 4 .9 0
t f  + con  + in f
t f  + con  + spec  +  in f
id f
id f  + nse
id f  + spec + nse
id f  +  nse  +  in f
43 .12
43 .12  
43 .10
43.05
43.05
43.05
spec 4 .62
Table C.6: Summary o f average precision figures for all combinations of characteristics on
the MEDLARS collection with weighting o f characteristics
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A P
id f+  t f  +  con + nse 15.31 id f  +  spec + nse + in f 11.32 id f  + th + spec 9.88
id f  + t f +  nse 15.28 t f  +  th + con + nse 1 1 . 22 id f  + con  +  nse  +  in f 9.88
id f  + t f +  con + spec  +  nse 15.04 id f  +  th + nse  + in f 11.14 t f 9.86
t f  + th + nse  +  in f 14.53 t f  +  spec  +  in f 11.13 id f  +  spec + nse 9.86
t f  + con + nse 14.44 id f  +  t f + t h  +  spec 11.13 con + spec 9.77
i d f  + t f  +  con 14.26 id f  + t f + t h  + spec + nse 1 1 . 1 2 id f  + spec 9.66
id f  + t f +  con  +  spec 14.13 id f  +  con  +  nse 11.09 con  +  spec + in f 9.60
t f  + spec  +  nse 14.04 id f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse + in f 10.98 con 9.57
id f  + t f +  con  +  nse +  in f 14.02 id f  +  th +  con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 1 0 . 8 8 t f  + th + con + in f 9.52
id f  + t f +  con  +  spec  +  nse + in f 13.78 id f  + t f + t h  +  in f 10.87 i d f  +  nse + in f 9.51
id f  +  t f +  spec  +  nse + in f 13.77 i d f  + con  +  spec + in f 1 0 . 8 6 con  +  in f 9.46
id f  +  t f +  spec 13.65 id f  +  th + con +  spec + nse 10.74 th +  con + nse  +  in f 9.42
i d f + t f 13.63 th + spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.69 id f  +  spec  +  in f 9.32
t f  +  con  +  spec 13.61 con + nse 10.67 t f  +  nse + in f 9.26
t f  +  con 13.60 id f  + t f +  th  +  nse 10.65 t f  +  th +  spec  +  in f 9.26
id f  +  t f +  spec + in f 13.57 id f  + th + con + spec 10.65 t f + t h  + spec 9.25
id f  +  t f +  con  +  in f 13.44 id f  +  th + con + spec + in f 10.64 th + spec + in f 9.24
t f +  con + spec  +  in f 12.94 con + spec  +  nse 10.61 t f + t h  + in f 9.07
t f  +  con  +  spec + nse + in f 12.94 id f  + con 10.59 id f  + th + nse 9.05
id f+  t f +  con + spec + in f 12.84 t f  + th + spec + nse  +  in f 10.54 spec  +  nse  +  in f 8.79
t f  + con  +  nse  +  in f 12.69 id f  + con +  spec 10.52 id f  + th 8.77
t f  +  spec 12.60 id f  + th + con + nse + in f 10.49 id f  + in f 8.77
t f +  con  +  in f 12.46 th + con + spec + in f 10.47 id f  + t f +  in f 8.77
id f  +  t f +  spec + nse 12.18 th  +  con + spec +  nse + in f 10.45 i d f  +  th + in f 8.77
t f +  con + spec + nse 12.16 id f  +  t f +  nse  +  in f 10.44 spec  +  nse 8.69
id f +  t f  +  th  +  con  +  spec + nse 12.14 i d f  + th + con 10.40 nse + in f 8.48
id f  +  t f  + th + con  +  nse 12.13 con  +  nse +  in f 10.39 th + spec  +  nse 7.98
all 12.04 i d f  + t f + t h 10.37 th + nse  +  in f 7.89
i d f + t f  +  th + con 11.83 t f +  th + spec + nse 10.36 spec + in f 7.86
id f+  t f  +  th  +  con  +  spec 11.83 t f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.29 th +  spec 7.70
id f+  t f  + th + con  +  nse  +  in f 11.70 i d f  + th + con + nse 10.28 th +  in f 7.67
t f  + th + con + spec 11.62 i d f  + th + spec  + nse + in f 10.27 t f  +  th + nse 7.67
t f +  nse 11.61 th + con  +  in f 10.26 t f + t h 7.18
i d f + t f +  th + con + spec + in f 1 1.59 th + con + spec  +  nse 1 0 . 2 2 th  +  nse 5.25
t f +  in f 11.55 th +  con + nse 10 . 21 th 4 .63
t f +  th + con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 11.52 i d f  +  nse 10.13 nse 1 . 0 0
t f +  th + con + spec + nse 11.51 id f 1 0 . 1 0 spec 0.47
id f+  t f +  th  +  con + in f 1 1.45 i d f  + th + con + in f 10.09 in f 0.44
i d f + t f +  th  +  nse + in f 11.39 i d f  +  con  +  in f 10.08 con + spec  +  nse + in f 0 . 0 0
t f +  th + con  +  nse  +  in f 1 1.37 i d f  + th + spec  +  nse 10.08
i f  +  th +  con 11.36 id f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 10.07
t f  +  th +  con + spec  +  in f 11.35 i d f  + th  + spec  + in f 1 0 . 0 2
id f +  t f  +  th  +  spec + in f 11.34 th  +  con + spec 9.98
id f +  t f  +  th + spec + nse + in f 11.34 th  +  con 9.89
Table C.7: Summary of average precision figures for all combinations o f characteristics on 
the AP collection with no weighting o f characteristics
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AP
all 14.09 t f  +  th  +  con + spec 13.04 con  +  spec  +  nse 10.15
i d f  +  t f +  con + use 14.07 t f  + th + con + in f 13.04 con  +  nse  +  in f 10.15
i d f  +  t f + con  +  spec  +  nse 14.07 t f  +  th + con  +  spec  +  in f 13.04 con  +  spec  +  nse  +  
in f
10.15
i d f  + t f +  con  +  nse  +  in f 14.07 id f  + th + con  +  nse 12.27 t f  +  nse 10 . 11
id f  +  t f  + con + spec +  nse + 14.07 id f  +  th + con  +  spec  +  nse 12.27 t f  +  spec + nse 10 . 11
in f
id f  + t f  + con 13.99 id f  +  th + con  + nse + in f 12.27 t f  + spec  + nse + in f 10. 11
id f  + t f +  con  + spec 13.99 id f  + th  +  con  + spec + nse  + 
in f
12.27 id f 1 0 . 1 0
id f  + t f +  con  + in f 13.99 id f  +  th + con 1 2 . 0 2 id f  +  spec 1 0 . 1 0
id f  + t f +  con + spec  +  in f 13.99 id f  +  th + con  +  spec 1 2 . 0 2 id f  + in f 1 0 . 1 0
id f  + t f  + th + con  + nse 13.92 i d f  + th + con + in f 1 2 . 0 2 id f  + t f +  in f 1 0 . 1 0
id f  + t f +  th  + con  + spec  + nse 13.92 id f  +  th  + con  + spec  + in f 1 2 . 0 2 id f  + th +  in f 1 0 . 1 0
id f  +  t f  +  th + con + nse  +  in f 13.92 th  +  con  +  nse 11.18 id f  +  spec  +  in f 1 0 . 1 0
id f  + t f +  th + con 13.88 th  +  con +  spec +  nse 11.18 id f  +  nse 10.09
id f  + t f +  th + con + spec 13.88 th + con  + nse  + in f 11.18 id f  + spec  + nse 10.09
id f  + t f  + th + con + in f 13.88 th  + con  + spec  + nse  + in f 11.18 id f  +  nse + in f 10.09
id f  + t f + t h  + con  +  spec  +  in f 13.88 id f  +  th + nse 1 1 . 1 2 id f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.09
id f  +  t f  +  nse 13.86 id f  +  th + spec + nse 1 1 . 1 2 t f 9.86
i d f  + t f  +  spec + nse 13.86 id f  + th + nse + in f 1 1 . 1 2 t f  + spec 9.86
id f  + t f +  nse + in f 13.86 id f  + th + spec + nse + in f 1 1 . 1 2 t f  +  in f 9.86
id f  + t f +  spec + nse  +  in f 13.86 th  +  con 11.03 t f  +  spec + in f 9.86
i d f + t f 13.67 th  +  con  +  spec 11.03 con 9.57
id f  + t f +  spec 13.67 th  + con + in f 11.03 con  + spec 9.57
id f  +  t f +  spec + in f 13.67 th  + con  + spec  +  in f 11.03 con  +  in f 9.57
id f  + t f +  th + nse 13.65 id f  + th 10.97 con  +  spec  +  in f 9.57
id f  + t f +  th + spec + in f 13.65 id f  +  th  +  spec 10.97 spec + in f 7.86
id f  + t f  + th + nse  + in f 13.65 id f  + th + spec  +  in f 10.97 th + nse 5.04
id f  + t f  + th  + spec + nse  + in f 13.65 id f  + con  + nse 10.96 th + spec + nse 5.04
id f  + t f +  th 13.64 id f  +  con + spec  +  nse 10.96 th  +  nse  +  in f 5.04
id f  + t f +  th + spec 13.64 id f  +  con + nse  +  in f 10.96 th  +  spec  +  nse  + in f 5.04
id f  + t f  + th + in f 13.64 id f  + con  + spec  + nse  + in f 10.96 th 4.63
id f  + t f  + th  + spec  + nse 13.64 i d f  + con 10.67 th + spec 4.63
t f  +  con  +  nse 13.43 id f  +  con  +  spec 10.67 th + in f 4.63
t f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 13.43 id f  + con + in f 10.67 th + spec  +  in f 4.63
t f  + con  + nse  + in f 13.43 id f  +  con  + spec  + in f 10.67 nse 1 . 0 0
t f  + con  + spec  +  nse  + in f 13.43 t f + t h  + nse 10.65 spec + nse 1 . 0 0
t f  + con 13.38 t f  +  nse + in f 10.65 nse  +  in f 1 . 0 0
t f  +  con + spec 13.38 t f + t h  + spec + nse 10.65 spec + nse  +  in f 1 . 00
t f  +  con + in f 13.38 t f  +  th + nse  + in f 10.65 spec 0.47
t f  + con  +  spec  + in f 13.38 t f + t h  + spec + nse + in f 10.65 in f 0.44
t f + t h  + con  + nse 13.09 t f  + th 10.54
t f + t h  + con  + spec  + nse 13.09 t f + t h  + spec 10.54
t f + t h  + con  +  nse  +  in f 13.09 t f + t h  + in f 10.54
t f + t h  + con + spec  +  nse + in f 13.09 t f + t h  + spec  +  in f 10.54
t f + t h  + con 13.04 con +  nse 10.15
Table C.8 : Summary o f average precision figures for all combinations of characteristics on 
the AP collection with weighting of characteristics
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W S J
id f+  t f 15.65 t f +  th +  con  +  nse 12.79 id f  + in f 11.69
id f  + t f  +  nse 15.64 t f  +  th +  con 12.76 id f  + th +  spec  +  nse + 
in f
11.60
id f  +  t f  + con + nse 15.48 con  +  in f 12.73 th +  con  +  nse 11.58
id f  + t f +  con 15.45 t f  +  th + con + spec + nse  +  
in f
1 2 . 6 8 id f  +  th  +  spec  +  in f 11.57
id f  + t f +  con + nse + in f 14.92 t f + t h  +  con  +  spec  +  in f 1 2 . 6 6 id f  + th 1 1.56
id f  +  t f +  con  +  in f 14.88 i d f  + th + con + nse + in f 12.64 th +  con 11.55
t f  + con + nse 14.86 i d f  +  th + con + in f 12.64 id f  + th  +  spec  +  nse 11.55
t f  +  con 14.79 i d f  + t f +  th + spec + nse + in f 12.49 id f  +  th  +  spec 11.53
id f  +  t f +  con  +  spec  +  nse 14.55 id f  +  t f +  th + spec + in f 12.49 t f + t h  + spec  +  nse 11.44
id f  +  t f +  con  +  spec 14.52 i d f  + t f +  th + spec  +  nse 12.48 con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 11.38
t f  +  con  +  nse  +  in f 14.35 t f + t h  + con  +  spec + nse 12.40 t f + t h  + spec 11.37
id f  +  t f  + nse  +  in f 14.35 t f + t h  + con  +  spec 12.37 con  +  spec  +  in f 11.32
id f  +  t f  +  con + spec + nse + 
in f
14.35 i d f  +  th + con +  spec  +  nse +  
in f
12.32 con  +  spec  +  nse 11 . 11
id f  + t f +  spec  +  nse 14.33 i d f  +  th + con  +  nse 12.32 th + spec  +  nse + in f 11.09
id f  + t f  +  con + spec  +  in f 14.33 i d f  +  th  +  con  +  spec  +  in f 12.30 con + spec 11.07
id f  + t f +  spec + nse  +  in f 14.31 i d f  + th + con +  spec  +  nse 12.27 th  +  spec  +  in f 11.06
id f  + t f +  spec 14.31 id f  +  th  +  con  +  spec 12.24 con + nse 10.83
t f  + con  +  in f 14.30 id f  + th + con 12.24 id f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.75
id f  + t f +  spec + in f 14.28 i d f  + t f +  th  +  nse + in f 1 2 . 2 2 i d f  +  spec  +  in f 10.73
t f  +  con  +  spec + nse 14.05 i d f  + t f + t h  + spec 12 . 2 1 th  +  nse +  in f 10.69
t f  + con + spec 14.00 i d f  + nse 12.19 th  +  spec +  nse 10.67
t f  +  con + spec  +  nse  +  in f 13.80 i d f 12.19 t f  + nse 10.60
t f  +  con + spec  +  in f 13.75 i d f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 12.15 th + spec 10.59
t f  +  spec  +  nse 13.65 th  +  con  +  nse  +  in f 12.08 th + in f 10.57
id f  +  con  +  nse  +  in f 13.63 t f  +  th + nse  +  in f 12.07 id f  +  spec + nse 10.42
t f  +  spec 13.61 t f  +  nse  +  in f 12.07 id f  +  spec 10.37
id f  + t f  + th + con + in f 13.60 i d f  +  con  +  spec  +  in f 12.07 nse  +  in f 10 . 11
id f  +  t f  +  th +  con  +  nse + in f 13.59 th + con + spec  +  nse + in f 1 2 . 0 0 spec  +  nse  +  in f 9.73
id f  +  con  +  in f 13.57 t f + t h  +  spec + nse  +  in f 11.99 spec  +  in f 9.67
t f  +  spec  +  nse  +  in f 13.47 t f +  th + in f 11.98 t f + t h  + nse 9.66
id f  + t f +  th + con  +  spec 13.42 th + con + spec  +  in f 11.97 t f + t h 9.48
id f  +  t f +  th + con 13.42 t f  +  th +  spec  +  in f 11.97 spec  +  nse 9.42
id f  + t f  +  th + con  +  nse 13.41 th  +  con + in f 11.94 t f 7.39
t f  +  spec  +  in f 13.38 i d f  +  th + nse + in f 11.92 th + nse 6.98
t f  +  W 13.36 i d f  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 11.89 nse 1.05
all 13.33 i d f  +  con  +  spec 1 1 . 88 th 1 . 0 0
t f  +  th +  con  +  nse  +  in f 13.06 th  +  con  +  spec  +  nse 11.73 in f 0.48
id f  + t f  + th + con  +  spec +  
in f
13.04 th + con  +  spec 11.73 spec 0.42
id f  + t f +  th  +  nse
id f  + t f  + th + in f
id f  + t f +  th
t f  + th + con  +  in f
id f  +  t f  +  th +  con  +  spec +
nse
con  +  nse  +  in f
13.02
12.99
12.96
12.93
12.92
12.87
i d f  +  th + nse  
i d f  +  con  +  nse  
i d f  +  con  
i d f  +  nse + in f  
i d f  +  th +  in f
id f  + t f +  in f
11.73
11.72
11.72  
11.70
11.69
11.69
con 0.04
Table C.9: Sum m ary o f  average precision  figures for all com binations o f  characteristics on 
the W SJ co llection  w ith no w eighting  o f  characteristics
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W S J
all 15.73 t f  + con + spec 14.75 con + nse 10.82
id f  + t f  +  nse 15.67 t f  +  con  +  in f 14.75 con  +  spec  +  nse 10.82
id f  + t f +  spec + nse 15.67 t f  +  con  +  spec  +  in f 14.75 con + nse  +  in f 10.82
id f  + t f +  nse + in f 15.67 th  +  con  +  nse 13.60 con + spec  +  nse  +  in f 10.82
id f+  t f  +  spec  +  nse + in f 15.67 id f  +  th  +  con 13.53 t f + t h  + nse 10.60
i d f + t f 15.66 id f  +  th  +  con  +  spec 13.53 t f  + nse +  in f 10.60
id f  +  t f +  spec 15.66 id f  +  th + con  +  nse 13.53 t f + t h  + spec + nse 10.60
id f  + t f +  spec  + in f 15.66 id f  +  th  + con  + in f 13.53 t f + t h  + nse  + in f 10.60
id f  + t f +  th + con + nse 15.59 id f  + th +  con + spec + nse 13.53 t f  +  th + spec + nse  +  
in f
10.60
id f  + t f  + th  +  con + spec  +  
nse
id f  + t f +  th + con + nse +  in f
15.59 id f  +  th  +  con  + spec  + in f 13.53 t f  + th 10.47
15.59 id f  + th + con  + nse + in f 13.53 t f + t h  + spec 10.47
id f  + t f + t h  + con 15.58 id f  +  th + con  + spec + nse + 
in f
13.53 t f  + th + in f 10.47
id f  + t f + t h  + con + spec 15.58 id f  +  th 13.32 t f + t h  + spec +  in f 10.47
id f  + t f  +  th + con  +  in f 15.58 id f  +  th + spec 13.32 con + spec 10.42
id f+  t f + t h  + con  + spec +  in f 15.58 id f  + th  + nse 13.32 con  + in f 10.42
id f  + t f +  con  + nse 15.41 id f  + th + spec + nse 13.32 con  +  spec + in f 10.42
id f  + t f  + con + spec + nse 15.41 id f  + th + spec + in f 13.32 t f  + nse 10.15
id f  + t f +  con  +  nse  +  in f 15.41 id f  + th  +  nse  +  in f 13.32 t f  +  spec + nse 10.15
id f  + t f  + con  + spec + nse +
in f
15.41 id f  + th + spec + nse  + in f 13.32 t f  + spec  +  nse + in f 10.15
id f  + t f +  con 15.40 th + con + spec  +  nse 12.60 t f  +  spec 10.03
id f  +  t f  + con  +  spec 15.40 th  +  con  +  nse + in f 12.60 t f  +  in f 10.03
id f  +  t f  +  con  +  in f 15.40 th  +  con + spec + nse + in f 12.60 t f  + spec  + in f 10.03
id f  + t f  + con  + spec + in f 15.40 th  + con 12.55 spec  +  in f 9.67
id f  + t f +  th 15.37 th  +  con  +  spec 12.55 t f 7.39
id f  +  t f + t h  + spec 15.37 th  +  con +  in f 12.55 th + nse 6.95
id f  +  t f  +  th + nse 15.37 th + con + spec  +  in f 12.55 th + spec  + nse 6.95
id f  + t f  + th + in f 15.37 id f 12.19 th + nse + in f 6.95
id f  + t f  + th + spec + nse 15.37 id f  + spec 12.19 th + spec + nse  +  in f 6.95
id f  + t f +  th + spec + in f 15.37 id f  + nse 12.19 th + spec 6.70
id f  + t f  + th + nse + in f 15.37 id f  +  in f 12.19 th + in f 6.70
id f  +  t f +  th + spec  +  nse + in f 15.37 id f  + t f +  in f 12.19 th  + spec + in f 6.70
t f + t h  + con  + nse 14.85 id f  + th + in f 12.19 nse 1.05
t f  + th + con + spec + nse 14.85 id f  +  spec  +  nse 12.19 th 1 . 0 0
t f  + th + con + nse + in f 14.85 id f  +  spec  +  in f 12.19 spec  +  nse 0.93
t f  + th +  con + spec + nse +  
in f
14.85 id f  + nse  + in f 12.19 nse  +  in f 0.93
t f  + th + con 14.84 id f  + spec + nse + in f 12.19 spec  + nse + in f 0.93
t f  + th + con  + spec 14.84 id f  + con + nse 11.75 in f 0.48
t f  + th + con + in f 14.84 id f  +  con + spec  +  nse 11.75 spec 0.42
t f  + th + con  +  spec + in f
t f  +  con  +  nse
t f  + con  +  spec  +  nse
t f  +  con + nse + in f
t f  + con  + spec  + nse  + in f
t f  + con
14.84
14.76
14.76
14.76
14.76  
14.75
id f  + con + nse + in f
id f  + con + spec  + nse + in f
id f  + con
id f  + con + spec
id f  + con + in f
id f  + con + spec + in f
11.75
11.75
11.74
11.74
11.74
11.74
con 0.04
Table C .10: Sum m ary o f  average p recision  figures for all com binations o f  characteristics on 
the W SJ co llection  w ith  w eighting  o f  characteristics
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C A C M
id f t f theme context spec noise info noise
id f - 25 30 28 26 22 28
78.13% 93.75% 87.50% 81.25% 68.75% 87.50%
t f 30 - 30 31 30 31 31
93.75% 93.75% 96.88% 93.75% 96.88% 96.88%
theme 2 1 9 - 2 1 19 13 2 0
65.63% 28.13% 65.63% 59.38% 40.63% 62.50%
context 1 2 1 2 16 - 13 7 14
37.50% 37.50% 50.00% 40.63% 2 1 .8 8 % 43.75%
spec 5 8 14 7 - 5 9
15.63% 25.00% 43.75% 2 1 .8 8 % 15.63% 28.13%
noise 30 30 29 31 29 - 31
93.75% 93.75% 90.63% 96.88% 90.63% 96.88%
info_noise 19 11 23 2 0 2 1 16 -
59.38% 34.38% 71.88% 62.50% 65.63% 50.00%
Table C . l l :  Percentage o f  tim es a characteristic (row ) im proved a com bination  contain ing 
another characteristics (colum n) on the C A C M  collection w ith no w eighting o f  characteristics
C A C M
id f t f theme context spec noise info_noise
id f - 29 30 30 29 28 28
90.63% 93.75% 93.75% 90.63% 87.50% 87.50%
t f 30 - 30 30 30 29 28
93.75% 93.75% 93.75% 93.75% 90.63% 87.50%
theme 16 5 - 15 14 11 15
50.00% 15.63% 46.88% 43.75% 34.38% 46.88%
context 5 4 13 - 1 0 8 13
15.63% 12.50% 40.63% 31.25% 25.00% 40.63%
spec 7 7 8 8 - 4 11
2 1 .8 8 % 2 1 .8 8 % 25.00% 25.00% 12.50% 34.38%
noise 2 1 2 2 23 24 2 0 0 24
65.63% 68.75% 71.88% 75.00% 62.50% 75.00%
in fo jio ise 11 1 0 1 2 14 11 9 -
34.38% 31.25% 37.50% 43.75% 34.38% 28.13%
Table C.12: Percentage o f times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing
another characteristics (column) on the CACM collection with weighting o f characteristics
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CISI
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo jio ise
id f - 25 26 28 27 26 25
78.13% 81.25% 87.50% 84.38% 81.25%> 78.13%
t f 27 - 27 28 28 28 27
84.38% 84.38% 87.50% 87.50% 87.50% 84.38%
theme 22 20 - 27 24 26 23
68.75% 62.50% 84.38% 75.00% 81.25% 71.88%
context 3 2 6 - 2 2 4
9.38% 6.25% 18.75% 6.25% 6.25% 12.50%
spec 4 6 9 5 - 6 7
12.50% 18.75% 28.13% 15.63% 18.75% 21.88%
noise 2 3 7 2 3 0 3
6.25% 9.38% 21.88% 6.25% 9.38% 9.38%
in fo jio ise 21 18 24 25 25 21 -
65.63% 56.25% 75.00% 78.13% 78.13% 65.63%
Table C.13: Percentage o f times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing 
another characteristics (column) on the CISI collection with no weighting o f characteristics
C IS I
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo n o ise
id f - 22 24 26 26 25 26
68.75% 75.00% 81.25% 81.25% 78.13% 81.25%
t f 26 - 24 26 28 28 28
81.25% 75.00% 81.25% 87.50% 87.50% 87.50%
theme 23 18 - 27 2 2 24 23
71.88% 56.25% 84.38% 68.75% 75.00% 71.88%
context 1 0 7 - 6 5 8
3.13% 0 .0 0 % 2 1 .8 8 % 18.75% 15.63% 25.00%
spec 1 2 1 0 13 11 - 11 13
37.50% 31.25% 40.63% 34.38% 34.38% 40.63%
noise 1 2 11 17 14 14 0 17
37.50% 34.38% 53.13% 43.75% 43.75% 53.13%
in fo jio ise 9 9 11 11 11 18 -
28.13% 28.13% 34.38% 34.38% 34.38% 56.25%
Table C.14: Percentage o f times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing
another characteristics (column) on the CISI collection with weighting of characteristics
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MEDLARS
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo jio ise
id f - 25 26 31 26 18 25
78.13% 81.25% 96.88% 81.25% 56.25% 78.13%
t f 29 - 26 31 30 27 30
90.63% 81.25% 96.88% 93.75% 84.38% 93.75%
theme 27 23 - 26 25 25 25
84.38% 71.88% 81.25% 78.13% 78.13% 78.13%
context 6 3 1 0 - 7 4 9
18.75% 9.38% 31.25% 2 1 .8 8 % 12.50% 28.13%
spec 7 8 11 6 - 6 7
2 1 .8 8 % 25.00% 34.38% 18.75% 18.75% 2 1 .8 8 %
noise 26 29 23 28 28 0 29
81.25% 90.63% 71.88% 87.50% 87.50% 90.63%
in fo jio ise 7 9 1 2 6 8 8 -
2 1 .8 8 % 28.13% 37.50% 18.75% 25.00% 25.00%
Table C.15: Percentage o f  tim es a characteristic (row ) im proved a com bination contain ing  
another characteristics (colum n) on the M E D L A R S collection  w ith no w eighting  o f
characteristics
M EDLARS
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo jio ise
id f - 25 26 26 26 25 26
78.13% 81.25% 81.25% 81.25% 78.13% 81.25%
t f 26 - 24 26 28 28 28
81.25% 75.00% 81.25% 87.50% 87.50% 87.50%
theme 23 18 - 27 2 2 24 23
71.88% 56.25% 84.38% 68.75% 75.00% 71.88%
context 1 0 7 - 6 5 8
3.13% 0 .0 0 % 2 1 .8 8 % 18.75% 15.63% 25.00%
spec 1 2 1 0 13 11 - 11 13
37.50% 31.25% 40.63% 34.38% 34.38% 40.63%
noise 1 2 11 17 14 14 0 17
37.50% 34.38% 53.13% 43.75% 43.75% 53.13%
in fo jio ise 9 9 11 11 1 1 18 -
28.13% 28.13% 34.38% 34.38% 34.38% 56.25%
Table C.16: Percentage o f times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing
another characteristics (column) on the MEDLARS collection with weighting of
characteristics
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AP
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo jio ise
id f - 28 29 28 28 14 26
87.50% 90.63% 87.50% 87.50% 43.75% 81.25%
t f 31 - 30 31 31 31 39
96.88% 93.75% 96.88% 96.88% 96.88% 121.88%
theme 10 4 - 9 12 10 14
31.25% 12.50% 28.13% 37.50% 31.25% 43.75%
context 29 29 29 - 27 26 26
90.63% 90.63% 90.63% 84.38% 81.25% 81.25%
spec 20 22 28 22 - 31 25
62.50% 68.75% 87.50% 68.75% 96.88% 78.13%
noise 26 23 25 22 22 22 24
81.25% 71.88% 78.13% 68.75% 68.75% 75.00%
in fo jio ise 13 13 22 10 19 19 -
40.63% 40.63% 68.75% 31.25% 59.38% 59.38%
Table C .17 : Percentage o f  tim es a characteristic  (row ) im proved a com bination  containing 
another characteristics (colum n) on the A P collection w ith  no w eighting o f  characteristics
AP
id f t f theme context spec noise info noise
id f - 32 32 32 32 32 32
100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
t f 31 - 30 31 31 31 29
96.88% 93.75% 96.88% 96.88% 96.88% 90.63%
theme 10 4 - 9 12 10 14
31.25% 12.50% 28.13% 37.50% 31.25% 43.75%
context 29 29 29 - 27 26 26
90.63% 90.63% 90.63% 84.38% 81.25% 81.25%
spec 20 22 28 22 - 31 25
62.50% 68.75% 87.50% 68.75% 96.88% 78.13%
noise 26 23 25 22 22 22 24
81.25% 71.88% 78.13% 68.75% 68.75% 75.00%
in fo jio ise 13 13 22 10 19 19 -
40.63% 40.63% 68.75% 31.25% 59.38% 59.38%
Table C.18: Percentage o f times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing
another characteristics (column) on the AP collection with weighting of characteristics
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WSJ
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo jio ise
id f - 31 32 32 32 32 31
96.88% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.88%
t f 31 - 32 32 32 32 31
96.88% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.88%
theme 12 2 - 12 16 13 12
37.50% 6.25% 37.50% 50.00% 40.63% 37.50%
context 28 30 32 - 32 30 32
87.50% 93.75% 100.00% 100.00% 93.75% 100.00%
spec 4 8 10 7 - 10 8
12.50% 25.00% 31.25% 21.88% 31.25% 25.00%
noise 23 25 25 26 29 22 27
71.88% 78.13% 78.13% 81.25% 90.63% 84.38%
in fo jio ise 20 16 30 23 23 23 -
62.50% 50.00% 93.75% 71.88% 71.88% 71.88%
Table C.19: Percentage of times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing 
another characteristics (column) on the WSJ collection with no weighting of characteristics
WSJ
id f t f theme context spec noise in fo jio ise
id f - 32 31 31 32 31 32
100.00% 96.88% 96.88% 100.00% 96.88% 100.00%
t f 31 - 32 32 32 32 31
96.88% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 96.88%
theme 24 24 - 32 28 27 27
75.00% 75.00% 100.00% 87.50% 84.38% 84.38%
context 17 25 32 - 24 24 25
53.13% 78.13% 100.00% 75.00% 75.00% 78.13%
spec 2 2 2 1 - 0 2
6.25% 6.25% 6.25% 3.13% 0.00% 6.25%
noise 17 28 21 28 24 - 25
53.13% 87.50% 65.63% 87.50% 75.00% 78.13%
info noise 0 2 1 1 0 1 -
0.00% 6.25% 3.13% 3.13% 0.00% 3.13%
Table C.20: Percentage o f times a characteristic (row) improved a combination containing
another characteristics (column) on the WSJ collection with weighting of characteristics
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Appendix D
Supplementary results from Chapter Five
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Level tf idf+
tf
idf+
theme
id f+ 
context
tf+
theme
tf+
context
theme + 
context
1 56.82 56.73 54.92 50.43 55.96 56.76 51.73
2 54.13 54.00 51.13 47.27 53.09 54.17 48.12
3 51.62 51.50 48.68 45.13 50.40 51.66 46.11
4 49.60 49.48 46.24 41.93 47.79 49.49 43.59
5 46.85 46.79 44.00 39.88 45.02 46.82 41.91
6 44.23 44.22 40.53 36.24 41.36 44.09 38.26
7 42.80 42.83 39.06 34.70 40.43 42.90 37.17
8 48.08 47.95 40.00 36.38 46.02 47.99 38.28
9 49.88 49.67 39.88 36.26 48.56 49.68 37.43
1 0 41.77 41.54 39.99 32.56 41.13 41.60 56.14
Table D .l : A verage precision  figures for retrieval using com binations o f  tw o characteristics,
varying the im portance o f  characteristics.
H ighest value show n in bold.
Level tf t f + idf
+ context
tf  +  idf 
+ theme
tf  + theme 
+ context
idf + theme 
+ context
1 56.82 54.63 56.68 56.75 51.73
2 54.13 51.15 53.81 54.18 48.14
3 51.62 48.66 51.50 51.70 46.14
4 49.60 45.97 49.35 49.53 43.57
5 46.85 43.92 46.56 46.86 41.80
6 44.23 42.07 43.60 44.31 38.23
7 42.80 40.71 42.22 43.00 37.16
8 48.08 45.58 47.57 48.14 38.29
9 49.88 47.33 49.25 49.90 37.50
1 0 41.77 40.91 41.53 41.86 34.98
Table D.2 A verage precision  figures for retrieval using com binations o f  three characteristics,
varying the im portance o f  characteristics.
H ighest value show n in bold.
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Level t f all
1 56.82 56.75
2 54.13 54.18
3 51.62 51.70
4 49.60 49.53
5 46.85 46.86
6 44.23 44.31
7 42.80 43.00
8 48.08 48.14
9 49.88 49.90
1 0 41.77 44.48
Table D.3: A verage precision  figures for retrieval using  com binations o f  four characteristics,
vary ing  the im portance o f  characteristics.
H ighest value show n in bold.
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Relevance level
Topic Char 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
i d f + t f 55.13 51.27 49.10 47.95 45.62 42.07 41.91 43.02 49.34 37.95
t f + t h 55.11 51.61 50.09 48.33 46.37 39.27 38.49 40.97 46.58 44.52
t f  +  CO 55.08 51.52 49.32 48.10 45.94 42.36 42.12 43.09 49.49 38.19
id f+  th 46.40 42.69 41.47 41.37 39.95 36.01 39.39 41.67 38.46 36.33
id f+  co 51.73 46.63 46.63 44.20 43.26 39.24 39.38 38.41 36.87 37.16
th +  co 48.13 44.40 43.19 42.43 41.28 37.88 43.23 44.92 42.01 45.43
B t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
i d f + t f 51.30 49.47 46.63 47.09 43.80 38.47 36.36 42.86 39.50 33.95
t f + t h 49.49 46.86 43.88 44.49 40.89 36.01 33.70 36.84 36.32 31.78
t f  +  CO 51.30 49.29 46.43 46.55 43.44 38.49 36.52 42.84 39.46 33.92
id f+  th 48.66 47.26 43.93 44.90 42.05 38.87 33.40 33.71 32.51 29.79
id f+  co 49.94 49.18 47.30 47.54 44.01 39.05 36.93 37.42 37.15 29.99
th +  co 49.48 47.68 44.63 45.48 42.51 39.75 34.69 34.85 33.02 29.92
C t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
i d f  +  t f 59.32 59.79 57.79 54.07 51.89 44.96 41.80 40.89 47.48 33.80
t f + t h 57.95 58.73 56.11 51.83 49.37 39.93 40.11 40.78 45.58 33.38
t f  +  co 59.85 60.45 58.36 54.66 52.45 44.88 42.22 41.22 47.95 34.39
id f+  th 50.08 48.02 48.96 43.83 41.50 32.61 34.15 36.11 41.45 34.19
id f+  co 58.58 55.66 53.21 48.39 47.22 42.71 43.22 40.50 42.35 35.74
th+  co 53.24 51.49 51.55 46.38 45.57 36.72 38.75 40.66 46.51 39.48
D t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
i d f  +  t f 57.32 53.65 49.25 49.41 44.56 43.21 45.26 44.26 42.22 40.53
t f + t h 55.91 52.47 47.59 47.27 42.81 41.56 41.63 42.78 40.20 40.31
t f + c o 57.44 53.79 49.64 49.54 44.70 43.19 45.09 44.03 41.97 40.26
id f  + th 50.11 47.17 43.08 39.72 37.85 34.78 32.35 36.04 35.99 32.40
i d f  + co 55.33 51.23 45.68 45.69 43.14 41.92 44.17 43.58 47.73 54.87
th+  co 52.60 47.92 44.13 43.10 41.55 38.40 37.52 36.75 38.14 35.89
Own t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
i d f + t f 57.25 52.00 49.94 45.95 44.09 43.80 41.34 40.35 31.66 30.64
t f + t h 56.10 50.63 49.03 44.66 42.22 42.11 39.29 37.25 33.77 29.62
t f +  co 57.10 52.34 49.97 46.02 44.04 43.75 41.24 40.40 31.43 30.68
id f  + th 52.19 47.18 42.30 38.75 37.97 38.62 35.28 33.85 29.83 28.96
id f+  co 56.66 51.61 48.08 46.03 42.87 39.57 36.76 36.49 33.55 31.46
th+  co 53.93 48.14 44.28 41.42 40.60 39.12 35.63 35.79 30.99 30.10
TR t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
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i d f + t f 5 8 .6 7 5 6 . 4 8 52.61 52.16 52.07 58.24 5 5 . 0 7 55.57 53.23 5 7 . 2 2
t f  +  th 60.61 57.23 5 2 . 1 7 5 0 . 5 8 5 0 . 4 7 5 5 . 2 0 5 2 . 9 7 5 3 . 7 8 5 2 . 0 2 5 5 . 8 9
t f  +  CO 5 8 .4 5 5 6 . 3 4 5 2 . 5 2 5 2 .0 3 5 1 . 9 0 5 8 . 0 6 55.08 5 5 . 5 2 5 3 . 2 0 57.23
id f+  th 5 4 . 5 6 5 1 . 4 9 4 9 . 7 8 4 4 . 5 2 4 3 . 3 9 4 0 . 9 9 3 7 .5 3 3 3 . 7 6 2 7 . 1 8 2 8 . 3 5
id f+  co 5 7 . 5 2 5 2 . 8 6 4 8 . 3 0 4 5 . 2 3 4 5 . 0 1 4 5 . 7 0 4 2 . 3 3 4 0 . 4 2 3 5 . 6 8 4 4 . 7 8
th +  co 5 1 . 7 0 4 8 .3 1 4 6 . 3 8 4 2 . 0 7 4 2 . 1 6 4 0 . 5 4 3 6 .4 5 3 3 . 0 8 2 8 . 1 4 3 0 .6 1
Table D.4: th - theme, co - context. Combining combinations of two characteristics against t f  
for each relevance level and for each topic, varying the importance of the characteristics.
Highest value shown in bold.
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Relevance
level
Topic Char 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A t f 55.28 51.65 4 9 . 5 3 4 8 . 2 5 4 5 . 9 4 4 2 . 3 2 4 1 . 9 5 4 3 . 0 3 49.62 3 8 . 0 7
Best 55.28 51.65 50.09 48.33 46.37 4 2 . 3 2 4 2 . 1 2 4 4 . 9 2 49.62 4 5 . 4 3
t f+  i d f  +  co 5 0 . 9 6 4 6 . 5 9 4 4 .3 1 4 2 . 6 3 4 1 . 3 2 3 7 . 7 6 4 0 . 9 2 4 1 . 5 7 4 3 . 2 7 3 5 . 9 0
t f+  i d f  +  th 5 5 . 0 0 5 0 . 8 9 4 8 . 8 0 4 7 . 4 3 4 5 . 3 6 4 0 . 3 9 4 0 . 0 6 4 1 . 0 6 4 5 . 7 2 3 7 . 7 7
t f+  th  +  co 5 5 . 0 4 5 1 . 4 8 4 9 . 2 8 4 8 . 0 6 4 5 . 9 6 42.36 4 2 . 1 4 4 3 .1 1 4 9 . 4 9 3 8 . 1 9
i d f  +  th  +  co 4 8 . 1 5 4 4 . 3 5 4 3 . 1 7 4 2 . 2 8 4 1 . 2 0 3 7 . 8 2 43.10 44.99 4 2 . 1 6 45.85
B t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
t f  +  i d f +  co 5 1 . 7 6 4 9 . 4 3 4 7 .1 1 4 6 . 9 4 4 3 . 4 5 4 0 . 0 7 3 5 . 0 6 3 6 . 8 4 3 4 . 6 0 3 2 . 5 5
t f +  i d f  +  th 5 1 .1 1 4 9 . 0 8 4 6 . 6 8 4 6 . 6 6 4 3 . 3 5 3 8 . 1 8 3 6 . 1 7 4 2 . 5 5 3 8 . 8 7 3 3 . 0 8
t f  +  th  +  co 5 1 .0 5 4 9 . 0 7 4 6 . 3 6 4 6 . 4 7 4 3 . 3 4 3 8 . 4 0 3 6 . 4 3 4 2 . 8 6 3 9 . 4 6 3 3 . 9 2
i d f  +  th  +  co 4 9 . 1 8 4 7 . 7 5 4 4 . 7 9 4 5 . 5 4 4 2 . 5 2 3 9 . 7 8 3 4 . 6 5 3 4 .8 2 3 2 . 9 9 2 9 . 8 7
C t f 5 5 . 2 8 5 1 . 6 5 4 9 . 5 3 4 8 . 2 5 4 5 . 9 4 4 2 . 3 2 4 1 . 9 5 43.03 49.62 3 8 . 0 7
Best 5 9 . 8 5 6 0 . 4 5 5 8 . 3 6 5 4 . 6 6 5 2 .4 5 4 4 . 9 6 43.22 4 0 . 8 9 49.62 39.48
t f  +  i d f  +  co 58.93 5 9 . 4 8 5 7 .4 1 5 2 . 1 8 5 0 .0 3 3 8 . 7 9 3 8 . 5 4 4 0 . 7 2 4 5 . 1 8 3 6 . 6 4
t f  +  i d f  +  th 5 9 . 1 9 5 9 . 6 7 5 7 . 5 8 5 3 . 9 4 5 1 .7 3 4 5 .0 1 4 1 .8 1 4 0 . 8 6 4 7 . 5 2 3 3 . 9 2
t f  +  th  +  co 5 9 . 8 8 60.48 58.41 54.69 52.50 45.39 4 2 . 2 4 4 1 . 2 2 4 7 . 9 5 3 4 . 3 9
i d f  +  th  +  co 5 2 .8 5 5 1 . 0 4 5 1 .2 1 4 6 . 0 4 4 5 . 2 0 3 6 . 6 2 3 8 . 6 5 4 0 .5 1 4 6 . 4 4 3 9 . 4 0
D t f 5 5 . 2 8 5 1 . 6 5 4 9 . 5 3 4 8 . 2 5 4 5 . 9 4 4 2 . 3 2 4 1 . 9 5 4 3 . 0 3 49.62 3 8 . 0 7
Best 5 7 . 4 4 5 3 . 7 9 4 9 . 6 4 4 9 . 5 4 44.70 4 3 .2 1 4 5 . 2 6 4 4 . 2 6 49.62 54.87
t f  +  i d f  +  co 5 3 . 8 7 4 8 . 7 3 4 4 . 4 4 4 2 . 7 5 4 0 . 6 3 4 0 . 0 2 3 6 . 3 4 3 6 .6 8 3 5 . 8 2 3 7 . 9 8
t f  +  i d f  +  th 5 7 . 3 8 5 3 . 5 3 4 9 . 4 4 4 9 . 6 0 4 4 . 5 2 43.28 45.68 44.91 4 3 . 2 0 4 2 . 0 5
t f  +  th  +  co 57.51 53.92 49.78 49.69 4 4 . 8 5 43.28 4 5 . 6 4 4 4 . 7 2 4 2 . 9 5 4 1 . 7 8
i d f  +  th  +  co 5 2 . 5 4 4 7 . 8 7 4 4 .0 1 4 2 . 9 2 4 1 . 3 8 3 8 . 2 5 3 7 . 5 0 3 6 .7 3 3 8 . 1 2 3 5 . 9 0
Own t f 5 5 . 2 8 5 1 .6 5 4 9 . 5 3 48.25 45.94 4 2 . 3 2 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 57.25 5 2 . 3 4 4 9 . 9 4 48.25 45.94 4 3 . 8 0 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
t f  +  i d f  +  co 5 4 . 7 4 4 8 . 7 2 4 5 . 8 9 4 3 . 2 0 4 3 . 5 9 44.24 4 0 . 0 4 4 0 . 3 7 3 3 . 6 0 3 1 . 4 9
t f +  i d f  +  th 5 7 .2 1 5 1 . 9 6 50.41 4 6 .4 1 4 4 . 4 4 4 4 .0 1 4 1 . 5 5 4 1 . 0 7 3 3 . 0 2 3 0 . 8 2
t f  +  th  +  co 5 7 . 1 6 52.39 5 0 .1 1 4 6 . 1 4 4 4 . 1 7 4 3 . 8 6 4 1 . 3 5 4 0 . 5 2 3 1 . 7 7 3 0 . 7 8
i d f  +  th  +  co 5 4 .3 5 4 8 . 5 6 4 4 . 5 9 4 1 .8 1 4 0 . 5 0 3 9 . 2 0 3 5 . 7 4 3 5 . 9 4 3 1 . 3 6 3 0 .6 1
TR t f 5 5 . 2 8 5 1 . 6 5 4 9 . 5 3 4 8 . 2 5 4 5 . 9 4 4 2 . 3 2 4 1 . 9 5 4 3 . 0 3 4 9 . 6 2 3 8 . 0 7
Best 60.61 57.23 5 2 .6 1 5 2 . 1 6 5 2 . 0 7 58.24 5 5 . 0 8 55.57 53.23 5 7 . 2 3
t f  +  i d f  +  co 5 5 . 5 7 5 3 . 2 7 5 0 .6 1 4 9 . 2 5 4 8 . 8 7 5 8 . 0 7 55.70 5 4 . 5 2 5 1 . 9 4 4 6 . 1 7
t f  +  i d f  +  th 5 8 . 9 2 5 6 . 5 9 52.64 52.25 52.10 5 8 .2 1 5 5 . 0 5 5 5 .5 1 5 3 . 1 8 5 7 . 0 0
t f  +  th  +  co 5 8 . 4 2 5 6 . 3 2 5 2 . 5 2 5 2 . 0 6 5 1 .9 1 5 7 . 9 4 5 4 . 8 2 5 5 .3 5 5 3 . 2 2 57.26
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i d f  +  th  +  co 5 1 . 8 5 4 8 . 4 5 4 6 . 5 5 4 2 . 2 6 4 2 . 1 2 4 0 . 5 2 3 6 . 5 4 3 3 .1 5 2 8 . 3 3 3 0 . 8 0
Tabic D.5: th - theme, co - context. Combining combinations of two characteristics against t f  
for each relevance level and for each topic, varying the importance of the characteristics. 
Best is the highest average precision achieved from comparing t f  against combinations of two
characteristics. Highest value shown in bold.
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Relevance
level
Topic Char 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 55.28 51.65 50.09 48.33 46.37 42.36 43.10 44.99 49.62 45.85
all 55.04 51.48 49.28 48.06 45.96 42.36 42.14 43.11 49.49 38.19
B t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
all 51.05 49.07 46.36 46.47 43.34 38.40 36.43 42.86 39.46 33.92
C t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 58.93 60.48 58.41 54.69 52.50 45.39 43.20 43.03 49.62 39.48
all 59.88 60.48 58.41 54.69 52.50 45.39 42.24 41.22 47.95 34.39
D t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 57.51 53.92 49.78 49.69 44.70 43.28 45.68 44.91 49.62 54.87
all 57.51 53.92 49.78 49.69 44.85 43.28 45.64 44.72 42.95 41.78
Own t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 57.25 52.39 50.41 48.25 45.94 44.24 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
all 57.16 52.39 50.11 46.14 44.17 43.86 41.35 40.52 31.77 30.78
TR t f 55.28 51.65 49.53 48.25 45.94 42.32 41.95 43.03 49.62 38.07
Best 60.61 57.23 52.64 52.25 52.10 58.24 55.70 55.57 53.23 57.26
all 58.42 56.32 52.52 52.06 51.91 57.94 54.82 55.35 53.22 57.26
Table D.6 : Combining combinations of all characteristics (all) against t f  and for each 
relevance level and for each topic, varying the importance o f the characteristics.
Best is the highest average precision achieved from comparing t f  against combinations o f two
or three characteristics. Highest value shown in bold.
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Topic Char Relevance
level
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A Fback 1 5 2 . 3 4 4 6 . 4 9 4 2 . 8 2 4 2 . 4 7 3 8 . 2 2 3 4 .4 1 3 5 . 8 8 3 3 . 8 3 2 7 . 2 6 2 5 . 6 5
Fback 2 5 2 . 5 2 4 6 . 8 4 4 3 .2 1 4 2 . 8 5 3 8 . 6 8 3 5 . 2 2 3 6 . 3 4 3 4 . 2 0 2 7 . 9 5 2 6 . 0 2
Fback 3 52 .1 4 6 . 1 4 4 2 . 6 7 4 2 . 3 3 3 8 .2 3 4 . 2 6 3 5 . 9 2 3 3 . 7 3 2 7 . 1 8 2 5 . 4 6
Fback 5 5 1 . 6 2 4 5 . 9 7 4 2 . 5 0 4 2 . 1 5 3 7 . 9 7 3 4 . 1 2 3 5 . 9 3 3 3 . 7 4 2 7 . 2 7 2 5 . 5 4
i d f 5 1 . 1 6 4 5 . 7 4 4 2 . 0 8 4 1 . 6 5 3 7 . 4 9 3 3 . 6 2 3 5 . 4 7 3 3 . 3 4 2 7 . 2 4 2 5 . 8 3
Comb 55.04 51.48 49.28 48.06 45.96 42.36 42.14 43.11 49.49 38.19
f 4 5 1 . 2 4 4 5 .8 1 4 2 . 1 4 4 1 . 7 8 3 7 . 6 2 3 3 . 7 9 3 5 . 5 6 3 3 . 4 3 2 7 . 2 9 2 5 . 9 8
B Fback 1 4 7 . 2 7 4 5 . 8 5 4 3 . 3 3 4 3 . 6 2 4 0 .5 1 3 6 . 9 2 3 2 . 1 7 3 1 . 6 6 3 0 .9 5 3 1 . 6 7
Fback 2 4 7 . 4 7 4 6 . 0 3 4 3 . 5 3 4 3 . 7 3 4 0 . 3 2 3 6 . 5 3 3 1 . 9 3 3 1 . 7 9 3 1 . 2 8 3 2 . 2 6
Fback 3 4 7 . 1 3 4 5 . 7 8 4 3 . 2 8 4 3 .5 1 4 0 . 3 7 3 6 .7 1 3 2 . 0 9 3 1 . 5 5 3 0 . 9 4 3 1 . 5 7
Fback 5 4 6 . 9 5 4 5 . 6 3 4 3 . 1 7 4 3 . 5 2 4 0 . 1 3 3 6 . 3 8 3 1 . 8 6 3 1 . 4 7 3 1 . 0 5 3 1 . 6 9
i d f 4 7 . 1 0 4 4 .8 1 4 2 . 2 7 4 3 . 1 3 3 9 .8 1 3 6 . 1 0 3 0 . 9 5 3 0 . 5 0 3 0 . 0 6 3 0 .5 1
Comb 51.05 49.07 46.36 46.47 43.34 38.40 36.43 42.86 39.46 33.92
f 4 4 7 . 3 2 4 5 . 8 8 4 3 . 3 6 4 3 . 5 2 4 0 . 0 6 3 6 .6 1 3 1 . 5 7 3 1 . 3 4 3 0 .8 1 3 1 .7 1
C Fback 1 5 3 . 1 4 5 0 .1 5 4 9 . 2 3 4 4 . 2 0 4 1 . 0 3 3 0 . 8 4 3 0 . 6 5 2 9 . 3 0 2 7 .4 1 2 6 . 6 7
Fback 2 5 2 . 8 4 5 0 .0 1 4 8 . 9 8 4 4 . 1 2 4 0 . 9 6 3 1 . 0 5 3 0 . 7 9 2 9 . 3 6 2 7 . 5 7 2 7 .1 1
Fback 3 5 3 . 1 5 5 0 .1 3 4 9 . 2 3 4 4 . 3 4 4 1 . 1 6 3 0 . 9 8 3 0 . 7 6 2 9 . 3 7 2 7 . 4 8 2 6 . 7 2
Fback 5 5 3 .0 5 5 0 .0 5 4 9 . 1 7 4 4 . 2 8 4 1 . 0 6 3 1 . 0 3 3 0 . 8 0 2 9 . 3 6 2 7 . 5 9 2 6 . 8 8
i d f 5 0 . 4 7 4 7 . 8 6 4 6 . 2 6 4 2 . 4 9 4 0 . 5 4 3 0 . 5 3 3 0 .4 1 2 8 . 9 8 2 7 . 2 6 2 6 . 5 8
Comb 59.88 60.48 58.41 54.69 52.50 45.39 42.24 41.22 47.95 34.39
f 4 5 2 .5 3 4 9 . 6 5 4 8 . 7 9 4 3 . 8 8 4 0 . 6 4 3 0 . 4 9 3 0 . 1 7 2 8 . 8 0 2 7 . 0 3 2 6 .2 1
D Fback 1 5 0 .8 1 4 4 . 4 2 3 9 . 6 7 3 7 . 4 6 3 5 . 7 7 3 4 . 2 2 3 4 . 2 6 3 7 . 7 6 3 8 .5 1 3 5 . 3 4
Fback 2 5 0 . 7 7 4 4 . 5 4 3 9 . 9 0 3 7 . 6 9 3 5 .9 1 3 4 . 2 8 3 4 . 2 9 3 7 . 9 3 3 8 . 7 0 3 5 . 4 6
Fback 3 5 0 . 5 6 4 4 . 3 8 3 9 . 6 5 3 7 .5 1 3 5 . 8 2 3 4 . 2 7 3 4 . 2 7 3 7 . 8 3 3 8 . 6 3 5 .2
Fback 5 5 0 .5 1 4 4 . 3 4 3 9 . 6 7 3 7 . 4 5 3 5 . 6 8 3 3 . 9 7 3 4 . 0 3 3 7 . 7 5 3 8 . 4 7 3 5 . 1 3
i d f 5 0 . 3 4 4 4 . 2 4 3 9 . 4 8 3 7 . 2 3 3 5 .5 1 3 3 . 8 6 3 3 . 9 0 3 7 . 6 7 3 8 . 3 5 3 5 . 0 0
Comb 57.51 53.92 49.78 49.69 44.85 43.28 45.64 44.72 42.95 41.78
f 4 5 0 . 2 7 4 4 .2 1 3 9 . 5 5 3 7 . 3 7 3 5 .6 2 3 3 . 9 3 3 4 . 1 4 3 7 . 7 7 3 8 . 5 0 3 5 . 2 3
Own Fback 1 5 3 .1 5 4 6 . 8 2 4 2 . 4 5 3 7 . 5 6 3 4 . 3 4 3 3 . 2 6 3 0 . 8 9 3 0 . 8 7 2 7 . 0 7 2 6 .8 1
Fback 2 5 3 .3 3 4 7 .0 1 4 2 . 4 6 3 7 . 6 8 3 4 . 3 2 3 3 . 2 5 3 0 . 8 5 3 0 . 9 5 2 6 . 9 7 2 6 . 8 2
Fback 3 5 2 .9 5 4 6 .9 1 4 2 . 5 9 3 7 . 7 3 3 4 . 4 9 3 3 . 4 7 3 1 . 0 7 3 1 . 1 9 2 7 . 4 4 2 6 . 9 9
Fback 5 5 2 . 5 8 4 6 . 4 5 4 2 . 4 3 3 7 . 9 0 3 4 .6 3 3 3 . 4 5 3 1 . 0 6 3 1 . 4 6 2 7 . 3 3 2 6 . 7 4
i d f 5 5 .2 3 4 6 . 6 0 4 2 . 2 8 3 7 . 6 8 3 4 .2 2 3 2 . 7 4 3 0 . 4 9 3 0 . 6 6 2 6 . 4 4 2 6 . 3 0
Comb 57.16 52.39 50.11 46.14 44.17 43.86 41.35 40.52 31.77 30.78
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f 4 5 2 .7 7 4 6 . 5 7 4 2 . 2 3 3 7 . 4 9 3 4 . 1 7 3 2 . 7 6 3 0 . 5 4 3 0 .8 1 2 6 . 5 2 2 6 . 3 8
TR Fback 1 5 4 .7 3 4 8 . 9 3 4 5 . 0 0 4 3 . 3 5 4 2 . 4 6 4 0 . 5 0 3 6 . 8 9 3 2 . 8 9 2 4 . 4 2 3 0 .9 3
Fback 2 54 .81 4 9 . 1 8 4 5 . 2 3 4 3 . 6 3 4 3 . 1 5 4 0 . 3 9 3 6 . 7 4 3 3 . 1 0 2 4 . 5 7 3 1 . 5 4
Fback 3 5 4 . 6 6 4 8 . 9 8 4 5 . 1 2 4 3 . 3 5 4 2 . 4 8 4 0 . 3 9 3 6 . 9 4 3 2 . 8 8 2 4 . 4 8 3 1 .0 5
Fback 5 5 4 .3 1 4 8 . 7 6 4 4 . 6 3 4 2 . 8 2 4 2 .2 1 4 0 . 1 7 3 6 . 6 8 3 2 . 7 7 2 4 . 3 7 3 0 .8 5
i d f 5 6 . 7 4 5 1 . 3 2 4 4 . 6 4 4 2 . 8 4 4 2 . 4 8 39 .9 1 3 6 . 3 2 3 2 . 4 2 2 3 .8 5 3 0 .3 5
Comb 58.42 56.32 52.52 52.06 51.91 57.94 54.82 55.35 53.22 57.26
f 4 5 5 . 0 9 4 9 . 3 5 4 4 . 9 9 4 3 .3 1 4 2 . 8 8 4 0 .4 1 3 6 . 6 6 3 2 . 7 9 2 4 . 0 6 3 0 . 7 9
Table D.7: Comparison of average precision across topics for the four relevance feedback
functions, F4  and idf.
Fbackl - Feedback 1 strategy, Fback2 - Feedback 2 strategy, Fback3 - Feedback 3 strategy, 
Fback5 -  Feedback 5 strategy, Comb - best combination (no feedback). Highest value shown
in bold.
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Feedback 1
Level t f theme context t f  + theme tf+
context
theme + 
context
t f +
theme + 
context
Total
1 6 . 1 16.4 5.9 4.3 15.7 8.3 16.8 73.6
2 6 . 2 15.9 6.4 4.1 15.0 9.3 14.3 71.2
3 5.8 16.4 7.0 4.9 15.4 7.5 13.0 70.0
4 5.5 16.6 6.7 5.6 16.0 7.4 11.7 69.5
5 5.6 17.5 5.4 4.8 14.1 7.9 1 2 . 2 67.5
6 4.7 18.1 5.3 4.2 14.2 7.2 11.3 65.0
7 5.3 19.7 5.3 4.7 12.9 6 . 6 1 2 . 8 67.4
8 4.1 19.1 5.3 4.9 12.9 6 . 6 13.1 6 6 . 0
9 4.8 17.4 4.8 4.3 1 2 . 8 6 . 2 1 2 . 1 62.3
1 0 3.8 15.6 4.6 4.2 13.7 6.5 12.9 61.2
Table D.8 : %age of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each relevance
level for Feedback 1 strategy.
Total is the total % of o f query terms a characteristic could have been applied to. 
Highest value at each relevance level shown in bold.
Feedback 2
Level t f theme context t f  + theme t f +
context
theme + 
context
tf+
theme + 
context
Total
1 10.4 18.5 2.5 3.6 10.9 3.6 27.7 77.2
2 9.9 17.8 2.4 4.1 10.7 3.3 30.4 78.7
3 9.3 17.2 2.4 4.1 10.4 3.1 32.6 79.2
4 9.3 16.7 2.5 4.3 11.3 3.1 32.4 79.5
5 9.3 15.7 2.5 4.4 11.4 3.0 34.6 80.9
6 9.7 15.5 2.3 4.2 11.4 2 . 6 37.1 82.8
7 1 1 . 1 16.0 2 . 6 4.4 1 1 . 2 2.5 36.3 84.1
8 1 1 . 2 14.3 2.3 3.4 11.7 2 . 2 42.2 87.4
9 9.2 12.3 2 . 2 2 . 8 10.9 2.3 48.9 8 8 . 6
1 0 9.7 11.7 1.4 2 . 6 9.6 2.5 50.3 87.6
Table D.9: %age of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each relevance 
level for Feedback 2 strategy.
Total is the total % of of query terms a characteristic could have been applied to. Highest 
value at each relevance level shown in bold.
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Topic Char Relevance
level
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
A Fback 1 6 5 . 4 8 6 3 . 8 0 6 1 . 4 7 6 1 . 4 5 6 2 . 7 3 6 0 . 4 0 6 4 . 4 4 7 0 . 1 0 7 1 . 7 6 7 2 . 6 7
Fback 2 5 6 .2 1 5 2 . 5 5 4 9 . 9 5 5 0 . 9 3 5 0 . 3 7 4 7 . 0 0 4 4 . 5 3 4 9 .0 1 5 9 . 8 5 4 2 . 9 9
Fback 3 68.06 66.8 67.17 68.12 70.12 68.06 72.34 81.21 80.01 81.80
Fback 5 5 5 . 2 9 5 4 .0 3 5 4 . 5 9 5 3 . 7 3 5 5 . 5 3 5 2 . 0 4 5 8 . 0 7 6 1 . 4 5 6 2 . 5 4 6 2 . 7 6
i d f 5 1 . 1 6 4 5 . 7 4 4 2 . 0 8 4 1 . 6 5 3 7 . 4 9 3 3 . 6 2 3 5 . 4 7 3 3 . 3 4 2 7 . 2 4 2 5 . 8 3
Comb 5 5 . 0 4 5 1 . 4 8 4 9 . 2 8 4 8 . 0 6 4 5 . 9 6 4 2 . 3 6 4 2 . 1 4 4 3 .1 1 4 9 . 4 9 3 8 . 1 9
f 4 5 1 . 2 5 4 7 . 2 0 4 3 .9 1 4 2 . 6 0 3 8 . 1 7 3 4 . 4 6 3 6 . 6 2 3 3 . 6 6 2 8 . 7 7 2 7 . 5 9
B Fback 1 6 4 . 5 4 6 2 . 5 4 6 1 . 8 2 5 8 . 6 5 5 6 . 8 4 5 3 . 1 4 5 0 . 1 8 5 3 . 3 7 5 1 . 6 6 4 2 . 4 7
Fback 2 5 5 . 1 9 5 2 . 0 8 4 8 .5 1 4 9 . 8 3 4 6 . 4 2 4 3 .5 1 3 7 . 8 3 4 3 . 2 4 4 4 . 1 0 3 8 . 8 8
Fback 3 68.77 68.3 67.28 67.94 66.00 59.46 60.01 68.31 66.13 49.09
Fback 5 5 7 . 6 9 5 6 . 2 7 5 5 . 4 9 5 4 . 9 4 5 2 . 9 6 4 8 . 1 5 4 5 . 7 9 5 1 . 3 5 5 1 . 9 8 4 0 . 9 5
i d f 4 7 . 1 0 4 4 .8 1 4 2 . 2 7 4 3 . 1 3 3 9 .8 1 3 6 . 1 0 3 0 . 9 5 3 0 . 5 0 3 0 . 0 6 3 0 .5 1
Comb 5 1 . 0 5 4 9 . 0 7 4 6 . 3 6 4 6 . 4 7 4 3 . 3 4 3 8 . 4 0 3 6 . 4 3 4 2 . 8 6 3 9 . 4 6 3 3 . 9 2
f 4 5 0 . 3 8 4 8 . 8 5 4 5 . 9 7 4 5 . 7 3 4 2 . 5 5 3 7 . 7 3 3 2 . 1 4 3 1 .8 3 3 0 . 8 7 2 9 . 7 6
C Fback 1 6 7 . 3 8 6 6 . 4 2 6 6 . 3 7 6 5 . 1 4 6 3 . 2 0 5 8 . 9 4 5 9 . 3 3 5 8 . 9 5 7 2 . 3 2 6 8 . 5 5
Fback 2 6 1 . 2 0 6 1 . 2 6 5 8 .2 1 5 4 . 9 9 5 3 . 6 2 4 9 .5 1 5 0 . 4 5 5 0 . 0 2 5 9 . 9 5 4 8 . 5 4
Fback 3 70.73 71.47 71.22 68.24 67.98 61.97 63.64 61.11 72.89 70.63
Fback 5 6 3 . 1 9 6 0 . 5 4 5 9 . 9 6 5 4 . 8 5 5 4 . 0 7 4 9 . 4 2 5 1 . 8 4 4 8 . 6 3 5 8 . 1 2 5 9 . 2 9
i d f 5 0 . 4 7 4 7 . 8 6 4 6 . 2 6 4 2 . 4 9 4 0 . 5 4 3 0 . 5 3 3 0 .4 1 2 8 . 9 8 2 7 . 2 6 2 6 . 5 8
Comb 5 9 . 8 8 6 0 . 4 8 5 8 .4 1 5 4 . 6 9 5 2 . 5 0 4 5 . 3 9 4 2 . 2 4 4 1 . 2 2 4 7 . 9 5 3 4 . 3 9
f 4 5 6 . 3 5 5 3 . 6 8 5 4 . 0 6 5 0 . 0 0 4 6 . 3 4 3 5 . 0 9 3 5 . 2 5 3 1 . 8 0 3 0 . 3 0 2 7 . 6 8
D Fback 1 6 4 . 7 5 6 1 .2 1 5 5 . 4 3 5 5 . 1 2 5 1 . 4 3 5 1 . 9 5 5 3 .2 1 5 2 . 7 0 5 3 . 5 5 5 9 . 5 9
Fback 2 5 8 . 6 6 5 4 .1 1 4 9 . 3 8 4 9 . 0 4 4 4 . 0 6 4 4 . 0 7 4 6 . 7 5 4 5 . 8 5 4 5 . 9 3 4 7 . 6 4
Fback 3 67.63 64.85 62.33 63.37 60.84 60.54 59.63 60.48 62.3 65.93
Fback 5 5 9 . 3 2 5 5 . 9 7 5 4 .2 1 5 5 . 7 3 5 3 . 5 9 5 2 . 5 2 5 3 . 5 7 4 9 .8 1 5 5 . 7 2 5 4 . 5 4
i d f 5 0 . 3 4 4 4 . 2 4 3 9 . 4 8 3 7 . 2 3 3 5 .5 1 3 3 . 8 6 3 3 . 9 0 3 7 . 6 7 3 8 . 3 5 3 5 . 0 0
Comb 5 7 .5 1 5 3 . 9 2 4 9 . 7 8 4 9 . 6 9 4 4 . 8 5 4 3 . 2 8 4 5 . 6 4 4 4 . 7 2 4 2 . 9 5 4 1 . 7 8
f 4 5 1 .0 1 4 4 .8 1 4 0 . 0 0 3 8 . 9 6 3 7 . 3 4 3 5 . 3 4 3 6 . 4 2 4 0 . 1 0 3 9 . 1 3 3 3 . 4 8
Own Fback 1 6 5 . 7 9 6 1 . 3 6 5 8 .2 1 5 8 . 0 8 5 3 .7 1 5 2 . 6 8 5 0 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 2 4 3 . 7 8 4 8 . 7 7
Fback 2 5 6 . 9 2 5 2 . 1 6 5 0 . 0 0 4 5 . 2 0 4 3 . 4 2 4 3 . 8 2 4 1 . 2 5 4 0 . 2 5 3 4 . 9 3 3 0 . 2 6
Fback 3 71.03 66.76 61.87 61.39 59.07 58.79 58.51 55.92 52.98 51.16
Fback 5 6 1 . 9 0 5 6 . 9 6 5 2 . 1 9 5 2 . 1 3 4 8 . 8 0 4 6 . 2 8 4 4 . 2 0 4 1 . 1 8 4 3 . 4 9 3 9 . 8 4
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i d f 5 5 .2 3 4 6 . 6 0 4 2 . 2 8 3 7 . 6 8 3 4 . 2 2 3 2 . 7 4 3 0 . 4 9 3 0 . 6 6 2 6 . 4 4 2 6 . 3 0
Comb 5 7 . 1 6 5 2 . 3 9 5 0 .1 1 4 6 . 1 4 4 4 . 1 7 4 3 . 8 6 4 1 . 3 5 4 0 . 5 2 3 1 . 7 7 3 0 . 7 8
f4 5 4 . 3 6 4 8 . 8 9 4 3 .9 1 3 9 . 3 5 3 6 . 5 9 3 5 .6 5 3 3 . 4 6 3 3 . 1 4 2 7 .3 1 2 7 .2 1
TR Fback 1 6 5 . 4 4 6 1 . 5 8 6 0 . 0 2 5 9 . 5 4 6 0 .0 3 6 4 .0 5 5 7 . 5 6 5 4 . 9 0 5 2 . 0 7 4 8 . 9 5
Fback 2 5 8 . 9 5 5 5 . 3 6 5 1 . 9 2 5 1 . 8 8 5 0 . 7 8 5 3 . 6 2 5 1 .7 1 5 4 . 5 9 5 4 . 9 7 5 4 . 3 4
Fback 3 68.94 65.99 68.02 65.2 67.41 68.35 65.29 64.89 60.74 59.27
Fback 5 5 4 .6 1 5 1 . 6 7 5 1 . 9 0 4 8 .4 1 4 7 . 7 5 4 7 . 3 4 4 4 . 1 6 4 3 . 2 9 4 0 .5 1 4 1 . 7 9
i d f 5 6 . 7 4 5 1 . 3 2 4 4 . 6 4 4 2 . 8 4 4 2 . 4 8 3 9 .9 1 3 6 . 3 2 3 2 . 4 2 2 3 . 8 5 3 0 . 3 5
Comb 5 8 . 4 2 5 6 . 3 2 5 2 . 5 2 5 2 . 0 6 5 1 .9 1 5 7 . 9 4 5 4 . 8 2 5 5 .3 5 5 3 . 2 2 5 7 . 2 6
f 4 5 4 . 1 4 4 8 . 0 5 4 4 . 2 5 4 1 . 7 0 4 1 . 3 8 4 0 . 0 7 3 6 . 5 7 3 2 . 9 0 2 4 .9 1 3 1 . 5 5
Table D.10: Comparison of average precision across topics for retrospective feedback using 
four relevance feedback functions, F4  and idf.
Fbackl - Feedback 1 strategy, Fback2 - Feedback 2 strategy, Fback3 - Feedback 3 strategy, 
Comb - best combination (no feedback). Comparison of average precision across topics for 
three relevance feedback functions, F4  and idf.
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Feedback techniques Baselines
Level Feedback 
Strategy 1
Feedback 
Strategy 2
Feedback 
Strategy 3
Feedback 
Strategy 5
id f t f Best
Combination
F4
1 5 1 17 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
5 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
6 3 1 19 0 0 0 0 0
7 1 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
8 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1 3 17 2 0 0 0 0
1 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
Table D .ll:  Average precision figures for retrospective feedback techniques compared with
i d f  ranking.
Highest value shown in bold.
Feedback 1
Possible t f theme context t f +
theme
tf+
context
theme + 
context
tf+
theme
+
context
1 912 64 115 43 48 173 1 0 1 179
2 903 63 1 2 0 61 48 155 1 1 1 151
3 872 61 132 54 42 158 91 143
4 823 57 141 52 39 155 87 115
5 772 50 137 47 43 136 73 108
6 663 32 118 38 38 126 61 84
7 619 39 1 0 1 31 39 105 54 8 8
8 512 29 80 31 34 91 45 69
9 438 26 70 27 32 67 41 63
1 0 263 17 42 18 18 42 2 0 44
Table D.12: Number o f times each characteristic was used in modified query for each
relevance level.
Possible is the number of times a characteristic could have been used.
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Feedback 2
Possible t f theme context tf+
theme
tf+
context
theme + 
context
t f +
theme
+
context
1 20298 1572 4073 111 939 2350 1149 3847
2 19464 1504 4427 671 948 2272 1082 3954
3 18289 1411 4047 640 860 2225 1025 3937
4 16954 1354 3722 576 848 2129 940 3681
5 15883 1282 3299 568 784 2060 878 3642
6 13773 1160 2831 481 662 1834 751 3315
7 12160 1007 2481 449 602 1616 695 3025
8 9707 896 1960 330 485 1316 463 2590
9 7634 634 1520 266 364 1078 301 2304
1 0 5135 397 1044 186 197 652 2 2 1 1546
Tabic D.13: Number of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each
relevance level.
Possible is the number of times a characteristic could have been used.
Feedback 1
Level t f theme context t f  + theme tf+
context
theme + context t f +
theme 
+ context
Total
1 7.0 1 2 . 6 4.7 5.3 19.0 1 1 . 1 19.6 79.3
2 7.0 13.3 6 . 8 5.3 17.2 12.3 16.7 78.5
3 7.0 15.1 6 . 2 4.8 18.1 10.4 16.4 78.1
4 6.9 17.1 6.3 4.7 18.8 1 0 . 6 14.0 78.5
5 6.5 17.7 6 . 1 5.6 17.6 9.5 14.0 76.9
6 4.8 17.8 5.7 5.7 19.0 9.2 12.7 75.0
7 6.3 16.3 5.0 6.3 17.0 8.7 14.2 73.8
8 5.7 15.6 6 . 1 6 . 6 17.8 8 . 8 13.5 74.0
9 5.9 16.0 6 . 2 7.3 15.3 9.4 14.4 74.4
1 0 6.5 16.0 6 . 8 6 . 8 16.0 7.6 16.7 76.4
Table D.14: %age of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each relevance
level.
Total is the total % of query terms a characteristic could have been applied to. Highest value
at each relevance level shown in bold.
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Feedback 2
Level t f theme context t f  + theme tf+
context
theme + context tf+
theme 
+ context
Total
1 7.7 2 0 . 1 3.5 4.6 1 1 . 6 5.7 19.0 72.2
2 7.7 22.7 3.4 4.9 11.7 5.6 20.3 76.3
3 7.7 2 2 . 1 3.5 4.7 1 2 . 2 5.6 21.5 77.3
4 8 . 0 2 2 . 0 3.4 5.0 1 2 . 6 5.5 21.7 78.2
5 8 . 1 2 0 . 8 3.6 4.9 13.0 5.5 22.9 78.8
6 8.4 2 0 . 6 3.5 4.8 13.3 5.5 24.1 80.1
7 8.3 20.4 3.7 5.0 13.3 5.7 24.9 81.2
8 9.2 2 0 . 2 3.4 5.0 13.6 4.8 26.7 82.8
9 8.3 19.9 3.5 4.8 14.1 3.9 30.2 84.7
1 0 7.7 20.3 3.6 3.8 12.7 4.3 30.1 82.6
Table D.15: %age of times each characteristic was used in modified query for each relevance
level.
Total is the total % of query terms a characteristic could have been applied to.
Highest value at each relevance level shown in bold.
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Appendix E
Supplementary results from Chapter Six
AP
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f + tf+  context 13.8
id f+ t f 12.9
t f  +  context 12.3
all 1 1 . 2
t f  +  theme + context 1 0 . 8
id f + context 10.4
W 10.1
id f  +  theme + context 9.9
id f  + t f + theme 9.9
t f 9.9
context 9.6
theme + context 9.4
t f  +  theme 8 . 8
id f  +  theme 5.1
theme 4.6
WSJ
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f+ t f 15.2
id f + tf+  context 15.0
t f  +  context 14.3
all 12.7
id f + t f  + theme 1 2 . 6
t f  +  theme + context 12.4
id f 1 2 . 2
id f + theme + context 1 1 . 6
id f + theme 1 1 . 2
id f  +  context 1 1 . 0
theme +  context 1 1 . 0
t f  + theme 9.3
t f 7.4
theme 1.0
context 0 . 0
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WSJ
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f+ t f 15.4
id f + tf+  context 15.2
all 15.1
t f  + theme + context 14.5
id f + t f+  theme 14.4
t f  +  context 14.2
id f + theme +  context 13.3
id f + theme 13.1
W 1 2 .2
theme +  context 1 2 .2
id f  +  context 11.5
t f  + theme 10.3
t f 7.4
theme 1 .0
context 0 .0
AP
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f + tf+ context 13.4
all 13.3
id f  +  t f 13.1
id f + tf+  theme 13.1
t f  + theme + context 12.5
t f  +  context 12.4
id f  +  theme + context 11.5
theme + context 1 0 .6
id f + theme 10.5
id f + context 1 0 .2
t f  +  theme 1 0 .2
id f 10.1
t f 9.9
context 9.6
theme 4.6
Table E .l: Combination of characteristics using the simple method, ordered by decreasing 
average precision, with no weighting of characteristics (Top) and weighting o f characteristics
(Bottom)
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AP
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f  +  theme + context 16.6
id f + theme 14.2
id f + tf+  context 13.0
id f + context 1 2 .6
id f 1 0 .1
t f 9.9
context 9.6
theme + context 8.9
all 8.5
t f  + theme 7.4
id f  +  t f 6 .6
t f  + context 5.4
theme 4.6
t f  + theme +  context 3.5
id f + t f  + theme 1.9
WSJ
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f + tf+ theme 19.9
t f  + theme +  context 15.8
id f  +  t f 15.6
t f  +  context 15.2
id f + tf+ context 15.1
all 14.7
theme + context 14.6
id f  +  theme +  context 13.5
id f 1 2 .2
id f  +  theme 1 1 .2
t f  +theme 9.5
t f 7.4
id f  +  context 5.8
theme 1 .0
context 0 .0
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AP
Retrieval
function
Average precision
all 16.5
id f + t f  + theme 14.8
i d f + t f 13.0
id f + theme +  context 12.9
id f + context 12.5
id f + theme 1 2 .2
id f 10 .1
theme +  context 9.9
t f 9.9
context 9.6
t f  + theme 7.7
theme 4.6
t f  + theme + context 3.1
tf+  context 2.9
id f  +  t f  + context 2 .2
WSJ
Retrieval
function
Average precision
id f  +  t f 15.8
id f +tf+ theme 15.3
t f  + context 15.2
id f  +  theme + context 14.8
all 14.2
theme + context 14.0
id f + t f  + context 13.8
id f + theme 1 2 .6
W 1 2 .2
id f + context 12
t f 7.4
theme 1 .0
t f  +  theme + context 1 .0
tf+  theme 0 .6
context 0 .0
Table E.2: Combination of characteristics using Dempster's combination rule, ordered by 
decreasing average precision, with no weighting o f characteristics (Top) and weighting of
characteristics (Bottom)
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CISI
Combination simple, 
no weighting,
DS, 
no weighting
simple,
weighting,
DS,
weighting
all 1 1 . 6 9.4 12.7 11.7
context 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6
id f 11.5 11.5 11.5 11.5
id f  + context 12.7 8.4 12.7 1 1 . 2
id f + I f 12.9 8.5 1 2 . 8 11.3
id f + t f  + context 1 1 . 0 8.4 1 1 .2 1 1 .2
id f  + t f  + theme 1 2 . 1 1 0 . 1 12.7 11.3
id f  + theme 11.4 11.5 11.4 11.5
id f  + theme + context 11.4 12.7 10.9 1 1 . 8
t f 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
t f  + context 1 0 . 6 5.0 1 0 .8 4.9
t f  + theme 1 1 . 0 7.3 1 2 .0 5.1
t f  + theme + context 11.4 5.0 1 0 . 8 5.0
theme 9.6 9.6 9.6 9.6
theme + context 1 1 .0 3.2 10.3 2 . 8
Table E.3: Summarised results of combining characteristics, using Dempster's combination 
rule (DS), summing characteristic scores (simple), either weighting the characteristics scores 
(weighting) or treating characteristics as equally important (no weighting).
CISI
No
weighting
Weighting Total
simple 4 5 9
DS 2 2 4
Total 6 7
Table E.4: Number o f times each strategy gave highest average precision
for a combination of characteristics
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CISI
Recall id f  1
t f l
theme 1 
context 1
id f  1 
tf0.75  
theme 0.15 
context 0.5
id f  0.25 
f/0 .5  
theme 0.75 
context 1
id f 0.5 
f/0.25  
theme 0.25 
context 0.5
1 0 20.9 26.2 23.4 24.6
2 0 14.9 18.6 16.4 17.3
30 12.3 14.9 13.6 14.3
40 1 0 . 1 1 2 . 6 1 1 . 2 11.7
50 8 . 2 10.3 9.1 9.5
60 7.3 9.1 8 . 2 8 . 6
70 6.3 7.8 7.2 7.5
80 5.5 6.9 6 . 2 6.5
90 4.7 5.8 5.4 5.6
1 0 0 3.7 4.7 4.1 4.3
average 9.4 11.7 10.5 1 1 .0
Table E.5: Recall precision figures for combination of all characteristics, using Dempster's 
Combination Rule, and various characteristic weighting functions on the CISI collection, id f 
0.5 signifies that all id f values have been mulitplied by a weighting value o f 0.5
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CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 26.2 26.5 26.6 26.6 26.6
2 0 18.6 2 0 . 8 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 2 2 1 . 2
30 14.9 18.8 19.0 19.5 19.4
40 1 2 . 6 16.9 16.9 17.6 17.9
50 10.3 15.3 15.1 15.7 15.8
60 9.1 13.3 13.3 14.0 14.3
70 7.8 1 1 . 2 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 8 1 1 . 8
80 6.9 8.9 8.9 9.3 9.3
90 5.8 6 . 8 7.1 7.4 7.4
1 0 0 4.7 5.1 4.9 5.0 4.9
average 11.7 14.4 14.4 14.8 14.9
Table E.6 : RP figures for the Feedback 5.1 method
CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 2 21.3 21.3
2 0 14.9 17.3 17.7 17.7 17.8
30 12.3 15.0 15.7 16.0 16.1
40 1 0 . 1 13.7 14.3 14.8 14.9
50 8 . 2 12.3 12.7 13.0 13.1
60 7.3 10.7 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 2 11.4
70 6.3 8.9 9.2 9.5 9.5
80 5.5 6 . 8 7.3 7.4 7.6
90 4.7 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.9
1 0 0 3.7 3.9 3.8 3.8 3.8
average 9.4 11.5 11.9 1 2 .0 1 2 .1
Table E.7: RP figures for Feedback 5.2 method
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CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 26.8 28.6 30.3 28.4 28.2
2 0 19.5 21.9 23.6 22.4 2 2 . 8
30 14.7 17.6 18.6 18.5 18.5
40 1 2 . 1 15.2 15.9 16.2 16.4
50 1 0 . 2 14.1 14.4 14.5 14.9
60 9.0 12.7 12.3 1 2 . 8 13.3
70 7.4 1 0 . 8 1 0 . 1 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 2
80 6 . 1 8 . 2 7.9 8 . 6 8 . 8
90 5.2 6 . 2 6.4 6 . 8 6.9
1 0 0 4.0 4.3 4.1 4.2 4.3
average 11.5 14.0 14.4 14.3 14.5
Table E.8 : RP figures for Feedback 5.3 method
CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 26.2 26.6 26.6 26.6 26.6
2 0 18.6 2 1 . 1 2 1 . 2 21.3 21.3
30 14.9 19.0 19.1 19.5 19.5
40 1 2 . 6 17.4 17.3 17.9 18.1
50 10.3 15.5 15.6 15.9 16.1
60 9.1 13.7 13.7 14.1 14.5
70 7.8 1 1 . 6 11.4 11.9 1 2 . 0
80 6.9 9.0 9.3 9.5 9.6
90 5.8 6.9 7.3 7.5 7.5
1 0 0 4.7 5.1 4.9 5.0 5.0
average 11.7 14.6 14.6 14.9 15.0
Table E.9: RP figures for Feedback 5.4 method
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CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 25.5 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.7
2 0 18.4 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1
30 15.3 17.6 17.8 17.8 17.8
40 1 2 . 6 16.4 16.1 16.3 16.3
50 10.7 15.1 15.1 15.2 15.0
60 9.4 13.4 13.5 13.4 12.9
70 7.9 11.5 11.5 11.4 1 1 . 2
80 6 . 8 9.0 8 . 6 8.9 8 . 8
90 5.9 6.5 6.4 6 . 2 6 . 1
1 0 0 4.7 4.7 4.4 4.4 4.4
average 11.7 14.0 13.9 13.9 13.8
Table E.10: RP figures for F4  using default combination of characteristics as an initial
ranking
CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0 2 1 . 0
2 0 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9
30 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3
40 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 1
50 8 . 2 8 . 2 8 . 2 8 . 2 8 . 2
60 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3 7.3
70 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3
80 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
90 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7
1 0 0 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7
average 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4
Table E .l l :  RP figures using no weighting o f characteristics and no selection of
characteristics
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CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 26.2 26.2 26.2 26.2 26.2
2 0 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6 18.6
30 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9
40 1 2 . 6 1 2 . 6 1 2 . 6 1 2 . 6 1 2 . 6
50 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3 10.3
60 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1 9.1
70 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8 7.8
80 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9 6.9
90 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.8
1 0 0 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.7
average 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.7 11.7
Table E.12: RP figures using weighting of characteristics and no selection of characteristics
CISI
Recall Iteration 0 Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
1 0 2 1 . 0 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4
2 0 14.9 17.0 17.1 17.1 17.2
30 12.3 14.8 15.2 15.1 15.1
40 1 0 . 1 12.7 13.5 13.3 13.4
50 8 . 2 11.3 1 1 . 8 11.9 1 1 . 6
60 7.3 9.7 9.9 9.9 1 0 . 0
70 6.3 7.5 8 . 0 8.3 8 . 2
80 5.5 6 . 1 6.7 6 . 6 6.7
90 4.7 5.0 5.2 5.1 5.1
1 0 0 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8
average 9.4 10.9 11.3 11.3 11.3
Table E.13: RP figures using no weighting o f characteristics and selection of characteristics
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CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 26.2 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8
2 0 18.6 20.7 20.7 20.7 20.7
30 14.9 17.1 17.5 17.5 17.6
40 1 2 . 6 15.2 15.7 15.7 15.7
50 10.3 12.9 13.1 13.3 13.5
60 9.1 1 1 . 1 11.3 11.4 1 1 . 6
70 7.8 8.9 9.0 9.2 9.6
80 6.9 7.4 7.7 7.9 7.9
90 5.8 6 . 2 6.3 6 . 2 6.3
1 0 0 4.7 4.7 4.7 4.8 4.8
average 11.7 13.1 13.3 13.4 13.5
Table E.14: RP figures using weighting of characteristics and selection of characteristics
CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 25.2 25.4 25.4 25.4 26.0
2 0 17.0 2 0 . 2 2 0 . 1 20.3 20.7
30 14.6 18.9 19.3 19.6 2 0 . 0
40 1 2 . 1 17.1 17.7 17.9 18.2
50 1 0 . 1 15.9 15.7 16.5 16.5
60 9.1 13.8 13.8 14.6 14.9
70 7.6 11.7 11.5 12.4 12.5
80 6 . 6 9.3 9.3 1 0 . 0 9.9
90 5.7 6 . 8 7.3 7.5 7.6
1 0 0 4.5 4.9 4.8 4.8 4.9
average 11.7 14.4 14.5 14.9 15.1
Table E.15: RP figures using weighting of characteristics, selection o f characteristics and
additional weights given by quality of characteristics
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CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 25.6 25.7 25.7 25.7 25.9
2 0 19.2 2 1 . 2 21.4 21.4 21.5
30 15.2 19.7 2 0 . 2 20.3 20.5
40 12.7 17.9 18.6 18.8 18.8
50 10.9 16.1 16.8 17.2 17.3
60 9.6 14.3 14.7 15.3 15.3
70 7.9 1 2 . 2 1 2 . 2 1 2 . 8 12.9
80 6 . 8 9.5 9.7 1 0 . 1 10.3
90 5.8 6.9 7.5 7.6 7.8
1 0 0 4.5 4.9 5.0 4.9 5.0
average 11.7 14.8 15.2 15.4 15.5
Table E.16: RP figures using weighting o f characteristics, selection of characteristics and 
additional weights given by quality and strength of characteristics
CISI
Recall Iteration Iteration Iteration Iteration Iteration
0 1 2 3 4
1 0 2 1 . 0 21.3 21.3 21.3 21.3
2 0 14.2 16.3 16.6 16.6 16.6
30 1 2 . 2 14.2 14.9 15.1 15.1
40 1 0 . 1 12.5 1 2 . 8 13.3 13.4
50 8.4 1 1 . 0 1 1 . 0 11.4 11.7
60 7.6 9.5 9.6 1 0 . 0 10.4
70 6.3 7.8 7.8 8 . 0 8.5
80 5.5 6.5 6.4 6 . 6 6.7
90 4.8 5.1 5.1 5.3 5.4
1 0 0 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.9
average 9.4 1 0 .8 10.9 1 1 .2 11.3
Table E.17: RP figures for the full model o f RF, scoring by index weights with selection of
characteristics
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CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 25.5 25.9 25.9 25.9 25.9
2 0 18.7 20.4 2 0 . 6 2 0 . 6 2 0 . 6
30 15.2 18.6 18.9 19.0 18.9
40 12.7 15.7 15.9 16.3 16.4
50 1 0 . 8 13.6 13.6 14.1 14.1
60 9.5 11.3 11.7 1 2 . 1 1 2 . 1
70 7.8 9.4 9.4 9.8 9.8
80 6.7 7.7 7.6 8 . 1 7.9
90 5.8 6 . 1 6 . 0 6.3 6.3
1 0 0 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.6
average 11.7 13.3 13.4 13.7 13.7
Table E.18: RP figures for the full model of RF, scoring by index weights and characteristic
strength with selection o f characteristics
CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2 25.2
2 0 17.0 17.1 18.3 18.5 18.5
30 14.6 14.4 16.5 17.0 17.2
40 1 2 . 1 1 2 . 0 14.4 14.9 15.2
50 1 0 . 1 10.9 13.0 14.0 14.2
60 9.1 8.7 10.4 1 2 . 0 12.4
70 7.6 7.0 8.4 1 0 . 1 1 0 . 6
80 6 . 6 5.3 6.7 7.8 8.4
90 5.7 4.7 5.5 6 . 1 6 . 1
1 0 0 4.5 4.1 4.5 4.5 4.4
average 11.3 10.9 12.3 13.0 13.2
Table E.19: RP figures for the full model of RF, scoring by index weights and characteristic
quality with selection o f characteristics
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CISI
Recall Iteration
0
Iteration
1
Iteration
2
Iteration
3
Iteration
4
1 0 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.6 25.6
2 0 18.7 19.0 2 0 . 2 20.3 20.3
30 15.2 15.4 17.0 17.4 17.6
40 12.7 12.7 15.3 16.1 16.4
50 1 0 . 8 1 1 . 6 14.1 15.1 15.2
60 9.5 9.3 1 1 . 8 13.4 13.8
70 7.8 7.3 9.8 1 2 . 0 1 2 . 2
80 6.7 5.9 7.6 9.7 9.7
90 5.8 4.9 5.9 6 . 8 6 . 8
1 0 0 4.5 4.2 4.5 4.6 4.7
average 11.7 1 1 .6 13.2 14.1 14.2
Table E.20: RP figures for the full model o f RF, scoring by index weights and characteristic 
strength and quality with selection o f characteristics
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Appendix F
Supplementary results from Chapter Ten
461
Porter AP SJM WSJ
25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0
Cov 5.15 6.26 5.57 7.24 3.74 3.28 2.67 1.65 1.60
Cov Porter -4.58 0.17 4.60 - 1 . 0 1 -6.05 -3.77 -1.07 -2.42 -0.28
Cov Selection 2.96 5.39 10.79 12.38 9.31 8.85 3.98 2.32 2 .2 0
Exp 6.06 3.82 1.64 2.84 1.23 - 1 . 2 2 0.80 -0 . 8 6 -0.83
Exp Porter -0.89 0.40 0.50 -4.44 -4.50 -3.18 -1.90 -1.52 -0.76
Exp Selection 0.23 4.43 4.28 -1.82 3.32 5.29 -0.40 -0.14 1 .0 1
Jos 6 .2 2 6.08 4.03 11.92 10.55 4.75 2.15 1.89 1.59
Jos Porter - 1 . 1 1 1.71 1.53 3.56 2.89 5.65 -3.48 -2.44 0.25
Jos Selection 3.07 5.08 4.19 16.07 11.69 7.78 0.73 0.45 1.42
Just selection -1.38 1.40 2.42 6.49 6.37 4.81 -1.14 -0 . 1 2 0 .6 8
Relevancy -15.21 -8 . 2 2 -4.51 -40.89 -33.38 -2 1 . 2 2 -19.20 -11.93 -6.77
Relevancy
Porter
25.77 26.61 20.18 25.77 7.51 11.70 -11.38 -4.28 -0 . 1 2
Var -1.61 -1.24 -0.67 -0.95 -0.80 -1.16 -3.64 -2.79 -1.39
Var Porter -8.74 -4.45 1 .0 1 -8.27 -6.39 2.39 -6.45 -3.8 -1.49
Var Selection 0.98 2 .2 2 2.60 5.62 6.05 8 .2 1 -0.18 0 .1 0 0.49
Table F.l: Percentage increase over no feedback for query reformulation techniques using 
Porter weighting scheme and 25, 50 or 100 documents per feedback iteration
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F4 AP SJM WSJ
25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0
Cov 7.68 7.00 5.58 7.24 3.74 3.24 2.67 1.65 1.57
Cov F4 -1.08 6.29 6.50 2.45 -1.17 7.45 0.93 -0 . 6 6 0.50
Cov Selection 2.96 11.17 10.79 12.38 9.31 7.80 3.98 2.32 2 .2 0
Exp 11.93 6.92 3.43 9.64 5.13 0.69 2.91 0 .8 8 0.44
Exp F4 9.91 5.65 4.07 9.33 5.78 5.18 4.70 2.39 1.76
Exp Selection 3.57 6.47 5.15 1.34 5.37 5.24 1.30 1.73 1.95
Jos 6.78 7.13 5.36 1 0 .6 6 7.05 4.76 1.71 1.94 1.26
Jos F4 -0.92 2.16 5.15 4.95 1.95 1.59 0.55 0.36 0 .8 8
Jos Selection 5.06 6.52 7.79 16.37 12.93 9.04 3.21 2.97 2.33
Just selection -1.38 1.40 2.42 6.49 6.37 4.81 -1.14 -0 . 1 2 0 .6 8
Relevancy -15.14 -8.03 -4.43 -41.01 -33.32 -21.26 -19.19 -11.92 0.19
Relevancy F4 26.56 27.80 21.37 -0.09 8.52 1 1 .6 6 -12.98 -3.61 -6.73
Var 0.04 0.08 -0.14 3.58 5.82 2.35 -2.36 -2.07 -5.72
Var F4 -3.10 -0 . 8 6 1 .0 0 3.28 7.25 5.18 -2.72 -0.82 1.13
Var Selection 1.65 3.02 2.93 11.27 10.41 8 .2 1 1.50 1.25 1.45
Table F.2: Percentage increase over no feedback for query reformulation techniques using F4 
weighting scheme and 25, 50 or 100 documents per feedback iteration
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wpq AP SJM WSJ
25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0
Cov 5.15 4.11 3.18 7.24 3.74 3.28 2.67 1.65 1.60
Cov wpq -4.73 -1.83 0.24 -2.27 -7.37 -3.08 -1.07 -2.42 -0.28
Cov Selection 2.96 5.39 5.26 12.38 9.31 7.78 3.98 2.32 2 .2 0
Exp 38.51 35.52 24.47 2.84 1.23 24.58 0.80 -0 .8 6 0.41
Exp wpq 35.10 28.96 2 0 .8 6 42.41 32.51 25.15 12.98 7.81 5.39
Exp Selection 15.37 2 0 .2 0 15.07 23.37 20.79 21.43 1.30 1.73 1.95
Jos 17.09 15.65 12.39 12.33 14.39 11.41 2.15 1.89 0.25
Jos wpq 4.51 6.23 8.46 -0.26 0.95 1.73 -3.48 -2.44 1.73
Jos Selection 12.36 15.18 15.56 16.07 16.95 14.23 6.27 4.82 3.68
Just selection -1.38 1.40 2.42 6.49 6.37 4.81 -1.14 -0 . 1 2 0 .6 8
Relevancy -16.63 -9.77 -5.91 -41.24 -33.94 -22.05 -19.19 -11.92 -6.76
Relevancy wpq 35.00 29.55 21.16 46.16 33.17 25.30 -12.95 -3.61 0.16
Var -0.67 -0.67 -0.67 38.97 28.25 20.34 -2.36 -2.07 -0.79
Var wpq 32.79 22.78 18.25 36.36 28.96 28.96 -2.72 -0.82 0.55
Var Selection 14.83 16.02 13.76 26.44 22.61 19.12 1.50 1.25 1 .1 1
Tabic F.3: Percentage increase over no feedback for query reformulation techniques using 
wpq weighting scheme and 25, 50 or 100 documents per feedback iteration
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AP SJM WSJ
25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0
B1 52% 50% 61% 42% 40% 46% 42% 51% 2 2 %
B2 33% 40% 61% 27% 29% 33% 31% 40% 44%
B3 46% 52% 67% 60% 67% 70% 42% 53% 53%
Cov 67% 58% 83% 67% 71% 76% 53% 64% 67%
Jos 50% 58% 67% 65% 71% 78% 56% 56% 60%
B1 33% 29% 30% 23% 13% 1 1 % 29% 31% 2 2 %
B2 15% 15% 17% 6 % 4% 4% 2 0 % 24% 31%
B3 15% 27% 28% 33% 35% 30% 2 0 % 24% 31%
Cov 44% 40% 57% 42% 44% 43% 31% 42% 44%
Jos 29% 31% 35% 38% 19% 37% 29% 25% 35%
Table F.4: Affect of varying n when using Porter term weighting scheme
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AP SJM WSJ
25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0 25 50 1 0 0
B1 73% 69% 80% 79% 81% 85% 62% 69% 78%
B2 67% 63% 76% 73% 77% 80% 36% 47% 56%
B3 46% 52% 67% 60% 67% 70% 44% 53% 56%
Cov 67% 58% 80% 67% 71% 76% 56% 64% 67%
Jos 65% 67% 83% 65% 67% 76% 64% 73% 73%
B1 44% 56% 61% 54% 54% 59% 51% 62% 64%
B2 40% 31% 33% 31% 40% 46% 2 0 % 2 2 % 29%
B3 23% 2 1 % 24% 15% 15% 1 1 % 2 0 % 2 2 % 29%
Cov 27% 23% 33% 13% 19% 15% 24% 24% 33%
Jos 31% 27% 33% 15% 25% 2 2 % 2 1 % 2 1 % 30%
Table F.5: Affect of varying n when using wpq term weighting scheme
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AP
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 64% 56% 72% 6 8 %
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 69% 69% 75%
B3 64% 50% 1 0 0 % 95% 91%
Cov 56% 34% 6 6 % 1 0 0 % 6 6 %
Jos 71% 50% 83% 8 8 % 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 79% 71% 83% 79%
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 84% 84% 89%
B3 6 8 % 64% 1 0 0 % 92% 92%
Cov 71% 57% 82% 1 0 0 % 82%
Jos 6 8 % 61% 82% 82% 1 0 0 %
n = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 8 6 % 75% 82% 82%
B2 8 6 % 1 0 0 % 71% 79% 75%
B3 6 8 % 65% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 90%
Cov 61% 58% 82% 1 0 0 % 76%
Jos 74% 6 8 % 90% 94% 1 0 0 %
Table F .6 : Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the Porter weighting scheme on the AP collection
467
SJM
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 50% 65% 75% 75%
B2 77% 1 0 0 % 77% 69% 85%
B3 45% 34% 1 0 0 % 90% 90%
Cov 47% 28% 81% 1 0 0 % 8 8 %
Jos 48% 35% 84% 90% 1 0 0 %
omIIs:
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 63% 79% 84% 84%
B2 8 6 % 1 0 0 % 93% 93% 93%
B3 47% 41% 1 0 0 % 94% 91%
Cov 47% 38% 8 8 % 1 0 0 % 8 8 %
Jos 47% 38% 85% 8 8 % 1 0 0 %
n  = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 67% 81% 8 6 % 8 6 %
B2 93% 1 0 0 % 87% 87% 93%
B3 53% 41% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 94%
Cov 51% 37% 91% 1 0 0 % 91%
Jos 50% 39% 83% 89% 1 0 0 %
Table F.7: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the Porter weighting scheme on the SJM collection
468
WSJ
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 58% 58% 74% 74%
B2 79% 1 0 0 % 64% 79% 8 6 %
B3 58% 47% 1 0 0 % 89% 1 0 0 %
Cov 58% 46% 71% 1 0 0 % 92%
Jos 54% 46% 73% 85% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 70% 65% 83% 70%
B2 89% 1 0 0 % 78% 89% 83%
B3 63% 58% 1 0 0 % 92% 96%
Cov 6 6 % 55% 76% 1 0 0 % 79%
Jos 64% 60% 92% 92% 1 0 0 %
ooIIs
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 80% 80% 80%
B2 50% 1 0 0 % 75% 80% 80%
B3 33% 63% 1 0 0 % 96% 92%
Cov 27% 53% 77% 1 0 0 % 83%
Jos 30% 59% 81% 93% 1 0 0 %
Table F.8 : Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the Porter weighting scheme on the WSJ collection
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AP
Af = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 6 6 % 55% 79% 6 6 %
B2 90% 1 0 0 % 57% 71% 67%
B3 73% 55% 1 0 0 % 95% 91%
Cov 72% 47% 6 6 % 1 0 0 % 72%
Jos 76% 56% 80% 92% 1 0 0 %
0V)II
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 85% 70% 85% 81%
B2 96% 1 0 0 % 75% 83% 8 8 %
B3 76% 72% 1 0 0 % 92% 96%
Cov 82% 71% 82% 1 0 0 % 93%
Jos 69% 6 6 % 75% 81% 1 0 0 %
n  = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 84% 72% 81% 84%
B2 96% 1 0 0 % 71% 79% 8 6 %
B3 74% 65% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 97%
Cov 6 8 % 58% 82% 1 0 0 % 87%
Jos 73% 65% 81% 89% 1 0 0 %
Table F.9: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the F4  weighting scheme on the AP collection
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SJM
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 56% 70% 78% 81%
B2 83% 1 0 0 % 67% 72% 78%
B3 6 6 % 41% 1 0 0 % 90% 90%
Cov 6 6 % 41% 81% 1 0 0 % 91%
Jos 65% 41% 76% 85% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 69% 72% 76% 79%
B2 91% 1 0 0 % 73% 77% 82%
B3 6 6 % 50% 1 0 0 % 94% 94%
Cov 65% 50% 8 8 % 1 0 0 % 8 8 %
Jos 6 6 % 51% 8 6 % 8 6 % 1 0 0 %
w = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 71% 71% 81% 84%
B2 8 8 % 1 0 0 % 80% 84% 8 8 %
B3 69% 63% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 %
Cov 71% 60% 91% 1 0 0 % 97%
Jos 70% 59% 8 6 % 92% 1 0 0 %
Tabic F.10: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the F4  weighting scheme on the SJM collection
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W SJ
n — 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 63% 54% 75% 75%
B2 94% 1 0 0 % 63% 75% 75%
B3 6 8 % 53% 1 0 0 % 89% 1 0 0 %
Cov 75% 50% 71% 1 0 0 % 92%
Jos 72% 48% 76% 8 8 % 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 77% 65% 85% 77%
B2 95% 1 0 0 % 71% 81% 81%
B3 71% 63% 1 0 0 % 92% 96%
Cov 76% 59% 76% 1 0 0 % 8 6 %
Jos 71% 61% 82% 89% 1 0 0 %
n  = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 8 6 % 57% 6 8 % 6 8 %
B2 96% 1 0 0 % 60% 6 8 % 72%
B3 64% 60% 1 0 0 % 96% 96%
Cov 63% 57% 80% 1 0 0 % 90%
Jos 6 8 % 64% 8 6 % 96% 1 0 0 %
Table F . l l :  Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the F4  weighting scheme on the WSJ collection
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AP
n — 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 89% 49% 74% 71%
B2 97% 1 0 0 % 50% 78% 75%
B3 77% 73% 1 0 0 % 95% 95%
Cov 81% 78% 6 6 % 1 0 0 % 94%
Jos 81% 77% 6 8 % 97% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 91% 61% 73% 76%
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 67% 73% 77%
B3 80% 80% 1 0 0 % 92% 92%
Cov 8 6 % 79% 82% 1 0 0 % 93%
Jos 83% 77% 77% 87% 1 0 0 %
n — 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 95% 70% 84% 89%
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 71% 83% 89%
B3 84% 81% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 94%
Cov 84% 78% 84% 1 0 0 % 92%
Jos 87% 82% 76% 89% 1 0 0 %
Table F.12: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the wpq weighting scheme on the AP collection
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SJM
« = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 84% 61% 76% 71%
B2 91% 1 0 0 % 60% 69% 71%
B3 79% 72% 1 0 0 % 90% 90%
Cov 91% 75% 81% 1 0 0 % 8 8 %
Jos 87% 81% 84% 90% 1 0 0 %
w = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 87% 67% 72% 69%
B2 92% 1 0 0 % 6 8 % 70% 70%
B3 81% 78% 1 0 0 % 94% 91%
Cov 82% 76% 8 8 % 1 0 0 % 91%
Jos 84% 81% 91% 97% 1 0 0 %
ooIIs
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 87% 69% 77% 77%
B2 92% 1 0 0 % 6 8 % 73% 73%
B3 84% 78% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 97%
Cov 8 6 % 77% 91% 1 0 0 % 97%
Jos 8 6 % 77% 89% 97% 1 0 0 %
Table F.13: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the wpq weighting scheme on the SJM collection
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WSJ
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 57% 57% 75% 82%
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 69% 81% 81%
B3 80% 55% 1 0 0 % 90% 1 0 0 %
Cov 84% 52% 72% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 %
Jos 79% 45% 69% 8 6 % 1 0 0 %
« = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 61% 58% 77% 84%
B2 90% 1 0 0 % 71% 81% 8 6 %
B3 75% 63% 1 0 0 % 92% 1 0 0 %
Cov 83% 59% 76% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 %
Jos 79% 55% 73% 8 8 % 1 0 0 %
n = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 69% 57% 71% 71%
B2 96% 1 0 0 % 60% 6 8 % 76%
B3 80% 60% 1 0 0 % 96% 1 0 0 %
Cov 83% 57% 80% 1 0 0 % 97%
Jos 82% 58% 76% 8 8 % 1 0 0 %
Table F.14: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave an increase in retrieval 
effectiveness using the wpq weighting scheme on the WSJ collection
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AP
» = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 38% 25% 25% 25%
B2 8 6 % 1 0 0 % 57% 57% 57%
B3 29% 29% 1 0 0 % 8 6 % 64%
Cov 19% 19% 57% 1 0 0 % 43%
Jos 29% 29% 64% 64% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 43% 36% 36% 36%
B2 8 6 % 1 0 0 % 71% 71% 71%
B3 38% 38% 1 0 0 % 85% 69%
Cov 26% 26% 58% 1 0 0 % 47%
Jos 33% 33% 60% 60% 1 0 0 %
n = 1 0 0
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 43% 36% 36% 36%
B2 75% 1 0 0 % 63% 63% 63%
B3 38% 38% 1 0 0 % 92% 69%
Cov 19% 19% 46% 1 0 0 % 35%
Jos 31% 31% 56% 56% 1 0 0 %
Table F.15: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the Porter weighting scheme on the AP collection
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SJM
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 18% 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 67% 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0 % 0 % 1 0 0 % 69% 50%
Cov 0 % 0 % 55% 1 0 0 % 65%
Jos 0 % 0 % 44% 72% 1 0 0 %
n  = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 33% 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0 % 0 % 1 0 0 % 71% 6 %
Cov 0 % 0 % 57% 1 0 0 % 5%
Jos 0 % 0 % 1 1 % 1 1 % 1 0 0 %
ooIIs
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 40% 2 0 % 2 0 % 2 0 %
B2 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 50% 50% 50%
B3 7% 7% 1 0 0 % 8 6 % 14%
Cov 5% 5% 60% 1 0 0 % 1 0 %
Jos 6 % 6 % 1 2 % 1 2 % 1 0 0 %
Table F.16: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the Porter weighting scheme on the SJM collection
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WSJ
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 54% 38% 38% 38%
B2 78% 1 0 0 % 56% 56% 56%
B3 56% 56% 1 0 0 % 78% 78%
Cov 36% 36% 50% 1 0 0 % 50%
Jos 38% 38% 54% 54% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 64% 43% 43% 43%
B2 82% 1 0 0 % 55% 55% 55%
B3 67% 67% 1 0 0 % 78% 78%
Cov 32% 32% 37% 1 0 0 % 42%
Jos 50% 50% 58% 67% 1 0 0 %
n = 100
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 80% 80% 80%
B2 71% 1 0 0 % 57% 57% 57%
B3 57% 57% 1 0 0 % 64% 64%
Cov 40% 40% 45% 1 0 0 % 50%
Jos 50% 50% 56% 63% 1 0 0 %
Table F.17: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the Porter weighting scheme on the WSJ collection
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AP
3 II N) <7l
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 30% 2 0 % 2 0 % 2 0 %
B2 67% 1 0 0 % 44% 44% 44%
B3 31% 31% 1 0 0 % 92% 69%
Cov 24% 24% 71% 1 0 0 % 53%
Jos 29% 29% 64% 64% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 40% 33% 33% 33%
B2 75% 1 0 0 % 63% 63% 63%
B3 38% 38% 1 0 0 % 85% 69%
Cov 29% 29% 65% 1 0 0 % 53%
Jos 29% 29% 53% 53% 1 0 0 %
0011s
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 35% 29% 29% 29%
B2 8 6 % 1 0 0 % 71% 71% 71%
B3 38% 38% 1 0 0 % 92% 69%
Cov 2 1 % 2 1 % 50% 1 0 0 % 38%
Jos 29% 29% 53% 53% 1 0 0 %
Table F.18: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the F4  weighting scheme on the AP collection
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SJM
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 2 2 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 33% 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0 % 0 % 1 0 0 % 75% 25%
Cov 0 % 0 % 56% 1 0 0 % 13%
Jos 0 % 0 % 2 0 % 13% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 2 2 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 33% 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0 % 0 % 1 0 0 % 75% 25%
Cov 0 % 0 % 56% 1 0 0 % 13%
Jos 0 % 0 % 2 0 % 13% 1 0 0 %
n = 100
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 2 2 % 1 1% 1 1 % 1 1%
B2 33% 1 0 0 % 17% 17% 17%
B3 7% 7% 1 0 0 % 93% 33%
Cov 5% 5% 74% 1 0 0 % 26%
Jos 6 % 6 % 31% 31% 1 0 0 %
Table F.19: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the F4 weighting scheme on the SJM collection
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WSJ
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 41% 29% 29% 29%
B2 70% 1 0 0 % 50% 50% 50%
B3 56% 56% 1 0 0 % 78% 78%
Cov 38% 38% 54% 1 0 0 % 62%
Jos 45% 45% 64% 73% 1 0 0 %
w = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 53% 35% 35% 35%
B2 75% 1 0 0 % 50% 50% 50%
B3 67% 67% 1 0 0 % 78% 78%
Cov 40% 40% 47% 1 0 0 % 53%
Jos 43% 43% 50% 57% 1 0 0 %
00II&
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 57% 38% 38% 38%
B2 8 6 % 1 0 0 % 57% 57% 57%
B3 57% 57% 1 0 0 % 93% 71%
Cov 38% 38% 62% 1 0 0 % 52%
Jos 53% 53% 67% 73% 1 0 0 %
Table F.20: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the F4  weighting scheme on the WSJ collection
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AP
w = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 48% 19% 19% 19%
B2 53% 1 0 0 % 2 1 % 2 1 % 2 1 %
B3 36% 36% 1 0 0 % 91% 91%
Cov 31% 31% 77% 1 0 0 % 92%
Jos 27% 27% 67% 80% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 44% 19% 19% 19%
B2 80% 1 0 0 % 33% 33% 33%
B3 50% 50% 1 0 0 % 90% 90%
Cov 45% 45% 82% 1 0 0 % 91%
Jos 38% 38% 69% 77% 1 0 0 %
n = 100
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 43% 18% 18% 18%
B2 80% 1 0 0 % 33% 33% 33%
B3 45% 45% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 %
Cov 33% 33% 73% 1 0 0 % 80%
Jos 33% 33% 73% 80% 1 0 0 %
Table F.21: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the wpq weighting scheme on the AP collection
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SJM
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 35% 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 60% 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0 % 0 % 1 0 0 % 43% 29%
Cov 0 % 0 % 50% 1 0 0 % 67%
Jos 0 % 0 % 29% 57% 1 0 0 %
n — 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 54% 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 74% 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0% 0 % 1 0 0 % 71% 71%
Cov 0 % 0 % 56% 1 0 0 % 89%
Jos 0 % 0 % 42% 67% 1 0 0 %
n = 100
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 52% 0 % 0 % 0 %
B2 67% 1 0 0 % 0 % 0 % 0 %
B3 0 % 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 %
Cov 0 % 0 % 71% 1 0 0 % 8 6 %
Jos 0 % 0 % 50% 60% 1 0 0 %
Table F.22: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the wpq weighting scheme on the SJM collection
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WSJ
n = 25
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 30% 2 2 % 2 2 % 2 2 %
B2 78% 1 0 0 % 56% 56% 56%
B3 56% 56% 1 0 0 % 78% 78%
Cov 45% 45% 64% 1 0 0 % 82%
Jos 50% 50% 70% 90% 1 0 0 %
n = 50
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 29% 2 1 % 2 1 % 2 1 %
B2 80% 1 0 0 % 60% 60% 60%
B3 60% 60% 1 0 0 % 70% 70%
Cov 55% 55% 64% 1 0 0 % 91%
Jos 60% 60% 70% 1 0 0 % 1 0 0 %
ooIIs
B1 B2 B3 Cov Jos
B1 1 0 0 % 34% 28% 28% 28%
B2 77% 1 0 0 % 62% 62% 62%
B3 62% 62% 1 0 0 % 92% 85%
Cov 53% 53% 80% 1 0 0 % 80%
Jos 57% 57% 79% 8 6 % 1 0 0 %
Table F.23: Overlap between query modification techniques that gave the highest increase in 
retrieval effectiveness using the wpq weighting scheme on the WSJ collection
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Porter 25 AP 
all R
AP 
new R
SJM 
all R
SJM 
new R
WSJ 
all R
WSJ 
new R
Coverage Expansion 5.15% 24.87% 7.25% 16.56% 2.70% 2.77%
Coverage Expansion wpq -4.57% 4.22% -1.04% -0.83% -1.07% -1.70%
Coverage Expansion 
Selection
2.93% 16.58% 12.35% 18.15% 3.96% -13.14%
Expansion 6.08% 16.44% 2.83% 23.53% 0.82% 2.39%
Expansion wpq -1.36% 6.43% -1.79% 1.79% -1.89% -6.35%
Expansion Selection 0.21% 2.36% 23.33% 19.25% -0.38% -4.09%
Joscphson Expansion 6.22% 20.94% 11.87% 28.57% -6.47% 2.70%
Josephson Expansion wpq -1.14% 11.51% 3.52% 15.94% -3.46% -0.63%
Joscphson Expansion 
Selection
3.07% 9.44% 16.08% 11.53% 0.75% -0.57%
Variable Expansion -1.64% 0.71% -0.97% -0.90% -3.65% -3.90%
Variable Expansion wpq -8.79% -4.72% -8.28% -13.18% -6.47% -6 .6 6 %
Variable Expansion Selection 0.93% 1.43% 5.59% 19.25% -0.19% - 1 .0 1 %
Table F.24: Change in retrieval effectiveness when using only the current set of relevant 
documents (new R ) against all relevant documents (all R) using the Porter weighting scheme 
bold entries represent increase in retrieval effectiveness over no feedback, underlined entries
represent increase of new R over all R
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F4 25 AP 
all R
AP 
new R
SJM
all/?
SJM 
new R
WSJ 
all R
WSJ 
new R
Coverage Expansion 7.65% 24.87% 7.25% 16.56% 2.70% 2.77%
Coverage Expansion wpq -1.07% 4.22% 2.42% -0.83% 0.57% -1.70%
Coverage Expansion 
Selection
2.93% 16.58% 12.35% 18.15% 3.96% -13.14%
Expansion 11.94% 16.44% 9.59% 23.53% 2.89% 2.39%
Expansion wpq 9.94% 6.43% 9.32% 1.79% 4.71% -6.35%
Expansion Selection 3.57% 2.36% 1.31% 19.25% 1.32% -4.09%
Josephson Expansion 6.79% 20.94% 10.63% 28.57% 2.70% 2.70%
Josephson Expansion wpq -0.93% 11.51% 4.97% 15.94% 0.94% -0.63%
Josephson Expansion 
Selection
5.08% 9.44% 16.36% 11.53% 3.21% -0.57%
Variable Expansion 0.00% 0.71% 3.59% -0.90% -2.39% -3.90%
Variable Expansion wpq -3.07% -4.72% 3.24% -13.18% -2.70% -6 .6 6 %
Variable Expansion Selection 1.64% 1.43% 11.25% 19.25% 1.51% - 1 .0 1 %
Table F.25: Change in retrieval effectiveness when using only the current set of relevant 
documents (new R ) against all relevant documents (all R ) using the F4  weighting scheme 
bold entries represent increase in retrieval effectiveness over no feedback, underlined entries
represent increase of new R over all R
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wpq 25 AP 
all R
AP 
new R
SJM 
all R
SJM 
new R
WSJ 
all R
WSJ 
new R
Coverage Expansion 14.22% 14.22% 7.25% 10.35% 2.70% 2.07%
Coverage Expansion wpq -16.44% -16.44% -2.28% -29.95% -1.07% -99.56%
Coverage Expansion 
Selection
16.15% 13.01% 12.35% 12.63% 3.96% -14.52%
Expansion 36.53% 36.53% 2.83% 37.47% 0.82% 5.66%
Expansion wpq 2.43% 2.43% 42.37% -5.04% 12.70% -1.95%
Expansion Selection 8.58% 8.58% 23.33% 9.11% 1.32% -3.46%
Josephson Expansion 16.38% 18.73% 12.28% 14.22% 2.14% 1.26%
Josephson Expansion wpq 14.62% -15.51% -0.28% -28.50% -3.46% -99.56%
Josephson Expansion 
Selection
18.58% 18.58% 16.08% 20.98% 6.29% 2.51%
Variable Expansion 37.17% 26.30% 38.92% 37.06% -2.39% 3.52%
Variable Expansion wpq 16.87% 2.43% 36.37% 21.67% -2.70% -1.95%
Variable Expansion Selection 17.66% 17.66% 22.57% 28.57% 1.51% 2.58%
Table F.26: Change in retrieval effectiveness when using only the current set of relevant 
documents (new R) against all relevant documents (all R) using the wpq weighting scheme 
bold entries represent increase in retrieval effectiveness over no feedback, underlined entries
represent increase of new R over all R
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AP Porter_25 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM
Porter_25
Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 249 16 15.56 Baselinel 491 11 44.64
Baseline2 34 7 4.86 Baseline2 113 3 37.67
Baseline3 451 14 32.21 Baseline3 838 16 52.38
Coverage 491 21 23.38 Coverage 1102 20 55.10
Josephson 408 14 29.14 Josephson 1048 18 58.22
AP Porter_50 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM Porter_50 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 275 14 19.64 Baselinel 220 6 36.67
Baseline2 25 7 3.57 Baseline2 102 2 51.00
Baseline3 135 13 10.38 Baseline3 781 17 45.94
Coverage 608 19 32.00 Coverage 920 21 43.81
Josephson 430 15 28.67 Josephson 808 9 89.78
AP
PorterlOO
Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM
PorterlOO
Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 132 14 9.43 Baselinel 122 5 24.40
Baseline2 82 8 10.25 Baseline2 102 2 51.00
Baselinc3 172 13 13.23 Baseline3 489 14 34.93
Coverage 888 26 34.15 Coverage 833 20 41.65
Josephson 420 16 26.25 Josephson 1038 17 61.06
488
WSJ Porter_25 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 120 13 9.23
Baseline2 46 9 5.11
Baseline3 24 9 2.67
Coverage 235 14 16.79
Josephson 161 13 12.38
WSJ Porter_50 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 128 14 9.14
Baseline2 71 11 6.45
Baseline3 30 9 3.33
Coverage 399 19 21.00
Josephson 185 12 15.42
WSJ
PorterlOO
Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 28 10 2.80
Baseline2 89 14 6.36
Baseline3 76 14 5.43
Coverage 374 20 18.70
Josephson 317 16 19.81
Table F.27: Average number o f relevant documents for queries whose average precision was 
improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the Porter
weighting scheme
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AP F4_25 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_25 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 362 20 18.10 Baselinel 605 13 46.54
Baseline2 46 9 5.11 Baseline2 433 5 86.60
Baseline3 172 13 13.23 Baseline! 430 10 43.00
Coverage 390 17 22.94 Coverage 625 13 48.08
Josephson 670 14 47.86 Josephson 924 15 61.60
AP F4_50 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_50 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 199 15 13.27 Baselinel 366 9 40.67
Baseline2 31 8 3.88 Baseline2 561 6 93.50
Baseline3 135 13 10.38 Baseline3 516 12 43.00
Coverage 535 17 31.47 Coverage 702 16 43.88
Josephson 596 17 35.06 Josephson 736 15 49.07
AP F4_100 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_100 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 247 17 14.53 Baselinel 289 9 32.11
Baseline2 25 7 3.57 Baseline2 584 6 97.33
Baseline3 172 13 13.23 Baseline3 508 14 36.29
Coverage 722 24 30.08 Coverage 951 18 52.83
Josephson 617 17 36.29 Josephson 791 16 49.44
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WSJ F4_25 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 215 17 12.65
Baseline2 54 1 0 5.40
Baseline3 24 9 2.67
Coverage 215 13 16.54
Josephson 1 1 2 1 1 10.18
WSJ F4_50 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 250 17 14.71
Baseline2 79 1 2 6.58
Baseline3 30 9 3.33
Coverage 185 15 12.33
Josephson 303 14 21.64
WSJ F4_100 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 235 2 1 11.19
Baseline2 99 14 7.07
Baseline3 147 14 10.50
Coverage 374 2 1 17.81
Josephson 193 15 12.87
Table F.28: Average number o f relevant documents for queries whose average precision was 
improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the F4
weighting scheme
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AP wpq_25 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq_25 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 466 21 22.19 Baselinel 110 2 55.00
Baseline2 839 19 44.16 Baseline2 1622 26 62.38
Baseline3 73 11 6.64 Baseline3 1338 15 89.20
Coverage 153 13 11.77 Coverage 147 7 21.00
Joscphson 399 15 26.60 Josephson 194 6 32.33
AP wpq_50 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq 50 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 941 27 34.85 Baselinel 1853 26 71.27
Bascline2 574 15 38.27 Baseline2 1544 19 81.26
Baselinc3 56 10 5.60 Baseline3 114 7 16.29
Coverage 129 11 11.73 Coverage 151 9 16.78
Joscphson 375 13 28.85 Josephson 346 12 28.83
AP wpq_ 1 0 0 Total rels no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq_ 100 Total
rels
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 703 28 25.11 Baselinel 1692 27 62.67
Baselinc2 380 15 25.33 Baseline2 1492 21 71.05
Basclinc3 76 11 6.91 Baseline3 72 5 14.40
Coverage 210 15 14.00 Coverage 141 7 20.14
Josephson 686 15 45.73 Josephson 519 10 51.90
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WSJ wpq_25 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 398 23 17.30
Baseline2 40 9 4.44
Baseline3 24 9 2.67
Coverage 130 11 11.82
Josephson 109 10 10.90
WSJ wpq_50 Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 554 28 19.79
Baseline2 48 10 4.80
Baseline3 112 10 11.20
Coverage 114 11 10.36
Josephson 80 10 8.00
WSJ w p q j m Total rels no of queries Average
Baselinel 533 29 18.38
Baseline2 94 13 7.23
Baseline3 130 13 10.00
Coverage 167 15 11.13
Josephson 89 14 6.36
Table F.29: Average number o f relevant documents for queries whose average precision was 
improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the wpq
weighting scheme
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AP Porter_25 Rels
found
Initial
precision
SJM
Porter_25
Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 1.63 10.47% Baselinel 4.55 10.19%
Baseline2 2 41.18% Baseline2 1.67 4.43%
Baseline3 7.14 22.16% Baseline3 4.63 8.84%
Coverage 4.19 17.92% Coverage 6.4 11.62%
Josephson 2.79 9.57% Josephson 6.78 11.65%
AP Porter_50 Rels
found
Initial
precision
SJM Porter_50 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 2.86 14.56% Baselinel 2.83 7.72%
Baseline2 3.29 92.12% Baseline2 0 0.00%
Baseline3 3.69 35.53% Baseline3 6.82 14.85%
Coverage 5.74 17.94% Coverage 7.1 16.21%
Josephson 3.93 13.71% Josephson 11.89 13.24%
AP
Porter_100
Rels
found
Initial
precision
SJM
PorterlOO
Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 2.5 26.52% Baselinel 3.2 13.11%
Baseline2 5.13 50.05% Baseline2 0.5 0.98%
Baseline3 5.08 38.40% Baseline3 7.86 22.50%
Coverage 7.08 20.73% Coverage 8.25 19.81%
Josephson 6.56 24.99% Josephson 18 29.48%
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WSJ Porter_25 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 1.08 11.70%
Baseline2 1.44 28.17%
Baseline3 0.56 21.00%
Coverage 2 11.91%
Josephson 2.85 23.01%
WSJ Porter_50 Total rels no of queries
Baselinel 2.14 23.41%
Baseline2 2.73 42.30%
Baseline3 2.73 81.90%
Coverage 4.11 19.57%
Josephson 3.08 19.98%
WSJ
PorterlOO
Total rels no of queries
Baselinel 1.5 53.57%
Baseline2 4.14 65.12%
Baseline3 2.64 48.63%
Coverage 3.35 17.91%
Josephson 6.13 30.94%
Table F.30: Average initial precision for queries whose average precision was improved by 
the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the Porter weighting
scheme
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AP F4 25 Rels
found
Initial
precision
SJM F4_25 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 2.65 14.64% Baselinel 3.85 8.27%
Baseline2 2.44 47.74% Baseline2 4.4 5.08%
Baseline3 2.85 21.54% Baseline3 4.5 10.47%
Coverage 3.82 16.65% Coverage 5.62 11.69%
Josephson 3.14 6.56% Josephson 7.27 11.80%
AP F4_50 Rels
found
Initial
precision
SJM F4_50 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 3 22.61% Baselinel 5.33 13.11%
Baseline2 3.38 87.23% Baseline2 12 12.83%
Baseline3 3.69 35.53% Baseline3 6.5 15.12%
Coverage 4.76 15.13% Coverage 8.67 19.76%
Josephson 5.65 16.12% Josephson 6 12.23%
AP F4_100 Rels
found
Initial
precision
SJM F4_100 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 7.25 49.90% Baselinel 6.22 19.37%
Baseline2 3.29 92.12% Baseline2 22.33 22.94%
Baseline3 5.08 38.40% Baseline3 8.29 22.85%
Coverage 5.96 19.81% Coverage 10.28 19.46%
Josephson 7 19.29% Josephson 13.5 27.31%
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WSJ F4_25 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 1.76 13.92%
Baseline2 1.8 33.33%
Baseline3 0.56 21.00%
Coverage 2.08 12.58%
Josephson 2.09 20.53%
WSJ F4_50 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 2.29 15.57%
Baseline2 2.92 44.35%
Baseline3 1.56 46.80%
Coverage 3.33 27.00%
Josephson 4.64 21.44%
WSJ F4_100 Rels
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 5 44.68%
Baseline2 5.07 71.70%
Baseline3 2.71 25.81%
Coverage 3.95 22.18%
Josephson 3.2 24.87%
Table F.31: Average initial precision for queries whose average precision was improved by 
the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the F4  weighting scheme
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AP wpq_25 Reis
found
Initial
precision
SJM wpq_25 Reis
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 4.05 18.25% Baselinel 5.92 10.76%
Baseline2 5.37 12.16% Baseline2 8.6 13.79%
Baseline3 1.64 24.71% Baseline3 1.71 1.92%
Coverage 3.08 26.17% Coverage 5.17 24.62%
Josephson 3.4 12.78% Josephson 4.43 13.70%
AP wpq_50 Reis
found
Initial
precision
SJM wpq_50 Reis
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 5.85 16.79% Baselinel 9.65 13.54%
Baseline2 7.53 19.68% Baseline2 12.68 15.60%
Baselinc3 2.5 44.64% Baseline3 5.14 31.56%
Coverage 4.18 35.64% Coverage 6 35.76%
Josephson 4.77 16.54% Josephson 5.67 19.66%
AP *vpq_ 100 Reis
found
Initial
precision
SJM wpq_ 100 Reis
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 6.14 24.46% Baselinel 14.48 23.11%
Baseline2 9.13 36.04% Baseline2 18.95 26.67%
Baseline3 3 43.42% Baseline3 6 41.67%
Coverage 5.6 40.00% Coverage 7.71 38.28%
Josephson 8.07 17.65% Josephson 9.5 18.30%
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WSJ wpq_25 Reis
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 2.48 14.33%
Baseline2 1.44 32.40%
Baseline3 0.56 21.00%
Coverage 2.55 21.58%
Josephson 3.7 33.94%
WSJ wpq_50 Reis
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 4.04 20.42%
Baseline2 2.1 43.75%
Baseline3 1.5 13.39%
Coverage 4 38.60%
Josephson 2.4 30.00%
WSJ w p q J  00 Reis
found
Initial
precision
Baselinel 4.55 24.76%
Baseline2 4.62 63.89%
Baseline3 2.15 21.50%
Coverage 3.4 30.54%
Josephson 2.57 40.43%
Table F.32: Average initial precision for queries whose average precision was improved by 
the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the wpq weighting scheme
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AP Porter_25 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM
Porter_25
Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 112 16 7.00 Baselinel 71 11 6.45
Baseline2 32 7 4.57 Baseline2 9 3 3.00
Baseline3 79 7 11.29 Baseline3 147 16 9.19
Coverage 145 21 6.90 Coverage 190 20 9.50
Josephson 69 14 4.93 Josephson 162 18 9.00
AP Porter_50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM Porter_50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 219 14 15.64 Baselinel 42 6 7.00
Baseline2 68 7 9.71 Baseline2 0 2 0.00
Baseline3 146 13 11.23 Baseline3 280 17 16.47
Coverage 254 19 13.37 Coverage 344 21 16.38
Josephson 156 15 10.40 Josephson 180 9 20.00
AP
Porter_100
Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM
Porter 100
Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 198 14 14.14 Baselinel 173 5 34.60
Baseline2 103 8 12.88 Baseline2 80 2 40.00
Baseline3 167 13 12.85 Baseline3 482 14 34.43
Coverage 547 26 21.04 Coverage 682 20 34.10
Josephson 287 16 17.94 Josephson 662 17 38.94
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WSJ Porter_25 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 50 13 3.85
Baseline2 25 9 2.78
Baseline3 23 9 2.56
Coverage 71 14 5.07
Josephson 42 13 3.23
WSJ
Porter_50
Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 97 14 6.93
Baseline2 69 11 6.27
Baseline3 74 11 6.73
Coverage 169 19 8.89
Josephson 140 12 11.67
WSJ
PorterlOO
Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 180 10 18.00
Baseline2 258 14 18.43
Baseline3 295 14 21.07
Coverage 487 20 24.35
Josephson 284 16 17.75
Table F.33: Average retrieval score (order) for queries whose average precision was 
improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the Porter
weighting scheme
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AP F4_25 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_25 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 138 20 6.90 Baselinel 91 13 7.00
Baseline2 66 9 7.33 Baseline2 22 5 4.40
Baselinc3 70 13 5.38 Baseline3 103 10 10.30
Coverage 111 17 6.53 Coverage 115 13 8.85
Josephson 71 14 5.07 Josephson 121 15 8.07
AP F4_50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 210 15 14.00 Baselinel 109 9 12.11
Baseline2 72 8 9.00 Baseline2 93 6 15.50
Baseline3 146 13 11.23 Baseline3 187 12 15.58
Coverage 219 17 12.88 Coverage 263 16 16.44
Josephson 216 17 12.71 Josephson 234 15 15.60
AP F4_100 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_100 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 268 17 15.76 Baselinel 320 9 35.56
Baseline2 68 7 9.71 Baseline2 214 6 35.67
Baseline3 167 13 12.85 Baseline3 480 14 34.29
Coverage 472 24 19.67 Coverage 661 18 36.72
Josephson 373 17 21.94 Josephson 576 16 36.00
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WSJ F4 2 5 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 89 17 5.24
Baselinc2 34 10 3.40
Baseline3 23 9 2.56
Coverage 48 13 3.69
Josephson 33 11 3.00
WSJ F4_50 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 120 17 7.06
Baseline2 78 12 6.50
Baseline3 74 9 8.22
Coverage 129 15 8.60
Josephson 169 14 12.07
WSJ F4_100 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 397 21 18.90
Baseline2 285 14 20.36
Baseline3 379 14 27.07
Coverage 490 21 23.33
Josephson 329 15 21.93
Table F.34: Average retrieval score (order) for queries whose average precision was 
improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the F4
weighting scheme
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AP wpq_25 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq_2S Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 152 21 7.24 Baselinel 213 26 8.19
Bascline2 156 19 8.21 Baseline2 149 15 9.93
Baseline3 49 11 4.45 Baseline3 70 7 10.00
Coverage 68 13 5.23 Coverage 59 6 9.83
Josephson 86 15 5.73 Josephson 55 7 7.86
AP wpq_50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq 50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 452 27 16.74 Baselinel 442 26 17.00
Baseline2 209 15 13.93 Baseline2 355 19 18.68
Baseline3 63 10 6.30 Baseline3 129 7 18.43
Coverage 88 11 8.00 Coverage 117 9 13.00
Josephson 153 13 11.77 Josephson 185 12 15.42
AP wpq_ 100 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq_100 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 628 28 22.43 Baselinel 1008 27 37.33
Baseline2 326 15 21.73 Baseline2 791 21 37.67
Baseline3 127 11 11.55 Baseline3 118 5 23.60
Coverage 231 15 15.40 Coverage 162 7 23.14
Josephson 261 15 17.40 Josephson 283 10 28.30
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WSJ w p q lS Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 136 23 5.91
Baseline2 24 9 2.67
Baseline3 23 9 2.56
Coverage 40 11 3.64
Josephson 11 10 1.10
WSJ wpq_50 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 308 28 11.00
Baseline2 38 10 3.80
Baseline3 119 10 11.90
Coverage 75 11 6.82
Josephson 54 10 5.40
WSJ w p q j m Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 581 29 20.03
Baseline2 274 13 21.08
Baseline3 346 13 26.62
Coverage 370 15 24.67
Josephson 286 14 20.43
Table F.35: Average retrieval score (order) for queries whose average precision was 
improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the wpq
weighting scheme
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AP Porter_25 Total
term s
no of 
queries
Average SJM
Porter_25
Total
term s
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 2087.5 16 130.47 Baselinel 1328.02 11 120.73
Baseline2 810.5 7 115.79 Baseline2 120.6 3 40.20
Baselinc3 1305.13 7 186.45 Baseline3 2533.09 16 158.32
Coverage 2646.57 21 126.03 Coverage 2723.47 20 136.17
Josephson 1195.3 14 85.38 Josephson 2320.03 18 128.89
AP Porter_50 Total
term s
no of 
queries
Average SJM Porter_50 Total
term s
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 1862.24 14 133.02 Baselinel 399.622 6 66.60
Baseline2 961.975 7 137.43 Baseline2 0 2 0.00
Bascline3 1492.17 13 114.78 Baseline3 2556.98 17 150.41
Coverage 2188.97 19 115.21 Coverage 3029.28 21 144.25
Josephson 1714.01 15 114.27 Josephson 1114.58 9 123.84
AP
PorterlO O
Total
term s
no of 
queries
Average SJM
P orte rlO O
Total
term s
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 1153.93 14 82.42 Baselinel 611.956 5 122.39
Basclinc2 1748.92 8 218.62 Baseline2 126 2 63.00
Basclinc3 1057.36 13 81.34 Baseline3 1967.05 14 140.50
Coverage 1263.18 26 48.58 Coverage 2674.45 20 133.72
Josephson 2878.19 16 179.89 Josephson 1745.07 17 102.65
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WSJ Porter_25 Total terms no of queries Average
Baselinel 2643.5 13 203.35
Baseline2 1880.75 9 208.97
Baseline3 1527.5 9 169.72
Coverage 3432.37 14 245.17
Josephson 2283.84 13 175.68
W SJ
Porter_50
Total term s no of queries Average
Baselinel 2672.4 14 190.89
Baseline2 2279.32 11 207.21
Baseline3 2076.62 11 188.78
Coverage 3870.15 19 203.69
Josephson 2594.76 12 216.23
W SJ
P orte rlO O
Total term s no of queries Average
Baselinel 1802.12 10 180.21
Baseline2 2799.96 14 200.00
Baseline3 3052.9 14 218.06
Coverage 4398.16 20 219.91
Josephson 2815.4 16 175.96
Table F.36: Average similarity of relevant documents for queries whose average precision 
was improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the Porter
weighting scheme
where Total terms = number o f discriminatory terms in relevant documents
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AP F4_25 Total
terms
no of 
queries
Average SJM F4 25 Total
terms
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 2741.62 20 137.08 Baselinel 1772.85 13 136.37
Baseline2 1066.75 9 118.53 Baseline2 454.7 5 90.94
Baseline3 1189.67 13 91.51 Baseline3 1574.83 10 157.48
Coverage 1944.07 17 114.36 Coverage 1592.5 13 122.50
Josephson 1187.89 14 84.85 Josephson 1747 15 116.47
AP F4_50 Total
terms
no of 
queries
Average SJM F4_50 Total
terms
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 2001.89 15 133.46 Baselinel 702.839 9 78.09
Baseline2 1125.72 8 140.72 Baseline2 394.667 6 65.78
Baseline3 1492.17 13 114.78 Baseline3 1581.51 12 131.79
Coverage 1992.12 17 117.18 Coverage 2323.25 16 145.20
Josephson 1894.28 17 111.43 Josephson 2469.64 15 164.64
AP F4_100 Total
terms
no of 
queries
Average SJM F4 JOO Total
terms
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 2060.6 17 121.21 Baselinel 1107.8 9 123.09
Baseline2 961.975 7 137.43 Baseline2 475.363 6 79.23
Baseline3 1263.18 13 97.17 Baseline3 2048.42 14 146.32
Coverage 2721.38 24 113.39 Coverage 2419 18 134.39
Josephson 1766.79 17 103.93 Josephson 1797.52 16 112.35
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WSJ F4 2 5 Total terms no of queries Average
Baselinel 3571.64 17 210.10
Baseline2 2147.15 10 214.72
Baseline3 1527.5 9 169.72
Coverage 3164.37 13 243.41
Josephson 2215.7 11 201.43
WSJ F4_50 Total terms no of queries Average
Baselinel 3171.47 17 186.56
Baseline2 2545.72 12 212.14
Baseline3 2076.62 9 230.74
Coverage 3224.73 15 214.98
Josephson 2970.67 14 212.19
WSJ F4_100 Total terms no of queries Average
Baselinel 4112.71 21 195.84
Baseline2 2480.22 14 177.16
Baseline3 3287.07 14 234.79
Coverage 4710.32 21 224.30
Josephson 3035.85 15 202.39
Table F.37: Average similarity of relevant documents for queries whose average precision 
was improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the F4
weighting scheme
where Total terms = number of discriminatory terms in relevant documents
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AP wpq_25 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq_25 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 2731 21 130.05 Baselinel 3437 26 132.19
Baseline2 2588 19 136.21 Baseline2 2040 15 136.00
Baseline3 978 11 88.91 Baseline3 1049 7 149.86
Coverage 1265 13 97.31 Coverage 605 6 100.83
Josephson 1358 15 90.53 Josephson 638 7 91.14
AP wpq_50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq 50 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 3837 27 142.11 Baselinel 3146 26 121.00
Baseline2 1858 15 123.87 Baseline2 2151 19 113.21
Baseline3 928 10 92.80 Baseline3 1183 7 169.00
Coverage 1020 11 92.73 Coverage 1169 9 129.89
Josephson 1486 13 114.31 Josephson 1740 12 145.00
AP wpq_\W) Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average SJM wpq_ 100 Total
order
score
no of 
queries
Average
Baselinel 3410 28 121.79 Baselinel 3184 27 117.93
Baseline2 1899 15 126.60 Baseline2 2135 21 101.67
Baseline3 1058 11 96.18 Baseline3 577 5 115.40
Coverage 1538 15 102.53 Coverage 813 7 116.14
Josephson 1410 15 94.00 Josephson 1352 10 135.20
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WSJ wpq 25 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 5527 23 240.30
Baseline2 1669 9 185.44
Baseline3 1527 9 169.67
Coverage 2071 1 1 188.27
Josephson 1680 1 0 168.00
WSJ wpq_50 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 6276 28 224.14
Baseline2 1896 1 0 189.60
Baseline3 2473 1 0 247.30
Coverage 1957 1 1 177.91
Josephson 1868 1 0 186.80
WSJ M>/?4r_100 Total order score no of queries Average
Baselinel 6403 29 220.79
Baseline2 2325 13 178.85
Baseline3 3111 13 239.31
Coverage 3178 15 211.87
Josephson 2881 14 205.79
Table F.38: Average similarity of relevant documents for queries whose average precision 
was improved by the greatest amount by query modification techniques when using the wpq
weighting scheme
where Total terms = number of discriminatory tenns in relevant documents
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Appendix G
Experimental system
G.1 Introduction
This Appendix describes the architecture of the system used in the user experiments. The 
system is composed o f a three-layer architecture, shown in Figure G .l. Several versions of the 
interface and retrieval system components were devised for the interactive experiments 
described in Chapter Twelve. The data files were constant for all experiments.
Details of the experiments themselves, such as the data collection and search topics, are not 
described here but are presented in Chapter Twelve. In this Appendix I also do not discuss the 
indexing components of the overall system; algorithms to calculate the term and document 
characteristic values were implemented according to the equations described in Chapter 
Three.
Interface
Retrieval system
Data
I   .......................  i
F igure G .l: System architecture
In section G.2, I shall give a brief description of the data files used, in section G.3 I shall 
describe implementation of the retrieval system, and in section G.4 I shall describe the 
interfaces used in the experiments. Finally, in section G.5, I shall describe the logging 
components of the system. The logging features store information on the interactive aspects 
of the search such as how many queries a user has submitted and which documents a searcher 
has assessed as relevant.
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G.2 Data files
The data files correspond to the lowest level of the system. There are two types o f data files: 
static files and dynamic files. The static files are created at indexing time and are constant for 
all queries. The dynamic files are continuously modified throughout searching.
G.2.1 Static data files
The static files are grouped into 3 types: access files, index files and feedback  files.
G.2.1.1 Access files
The access files are used to manipulate data that is shown to the user, such as titles and the 
full-texts o f retrieved documents. There are four access files; the first two files are used to 
extract the full document text o f the retrieved documents:
• data. This file contains the original document collection in SGML format.
• offset_docs. This file is a list o f how many bytes should be read from the start of the 
data file to reach the start of each document, e.g.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  bytes should be read to reach the start o f document 1 
0000001389 bytes should be read to reach the start of document 2 
0000003072 bytes should be read to reach the start of document 3 
0000004185 bytes should be read to reach the start of document 4
The offset_docs file allows fast access to the full-text of each document.
The second set of files allows fast extraction o f the titles of the retrieved documents.
• titles. This is a list o f the titles of each document in the collection. If a document 
does not have a title, then the text ‘THIS DOCUMENT HAS NO TITLE’ is entered 
in place of the title.
• offset_titles. This file is analogous to the offset_docs file and operates on the titles 
data file. This file is used to extract the titles o f the retrieved documents.
G.2.1.2 Index files
These files contain the weights o f the term and document characteristics.
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• info_noise and specificity. These files contain the specificity and informationjioise 
values for each document.
• dictionary. This file contains information on each term in the collection. The format 
of the file is shown in Table G .l.
term name id f noise occurrences offset
book 33 1 0 13853 128304358
zebra 50 09 80 783511742
Table G .l: Format of dictionary file
where term name is the term as indexed, id f and noise are the values of the id f and 
noise characteristics o f each term, occurrences is the number o f documents in which 
the term appears and offset is the offset into the postings file which stores the t f  and 
theme values of each term (see below).
The dictionary file is used by the retrieval and RF algorithms to obtain the id f and noise 
values for query terms. The dictionary file is also used to access the postings file.
• postings. This file is lists the documents in which a term appears and the t f  and 
theme value of the term in each document. The format o f the file is a stream o f triples 
of the form shown in Figure G.2
docID t f  theme
Figure G.2: Format of postings file triples
where docID is a unique numerical identifier for each document, and t f  and theme are 
the t f  and theme characteristics o f a term in the document docID.
The occurrences entry from the dictionary file tells the system how many triples to read (how 
many documents contain each query term) and the offset value tells the system at what 
position (in bytes) the triples should be read from. For example, from Table G .l, if  the query 
contains the term book, the retrieval system should start reading triples at 128304358 bytes 
from the start of the postings file, and should read 13853 triples. Thus only documents 
containing the term book receive a retrieval score.
G.2.1.3 Relevance feedback files
These files are used to generate the list o f expansion terms in relevance feedback.
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• documents _vectors. This file contains information on which terms are contained 
within each document. This is necessary for the RF algorithms to quickly construct a 
list of possible expansion terms based on a list of relevant documents. The format of 
the document_vectors file is shown in Figure G.3,
docID termID termID termID 
docID termID termID termID 
Figure G.3: Format o f docum entvectors file 
where docID  and termID are unique numerical identifiers for documents and terms.
• vectors_offset. This file contains information that allows quick access to the 
document_vectors file. Each line consists o f a triple o f the form shown in Table G.2.
docID num ber o f  terms offset
12321 2 2 4636
54543 1 0 1 643463
Table G.2: Format of vectors joffse t file triples
where docID  is a continuous set of numerical identifiers, number o f  terms is the 
number of terms in document docID , and offset is the number o f bytes to be read 
from the start of the document_vectors file to reach the correct line for document 
numbered docID.
The access, index and feedback files are constant for all retrieval systems, queries and 
feedback iterations. The dynamic data files, outlined in the next section, are modified 
throughout an information-seeking session.
G.2.2 Dynamic data files
There are three groups o f files in the dynamic group. These are sub-divided into those files 
that are controlled by the interface, section G.2.2.1, those controlled by the retrieval system, 
section G.2.2.2, and those that are jointly controlled, section G.2.2.3. By control, I mean 
which component of the system has the permission to change the contents of the file.
G.2.2.1 Files controlled by the interface
The only file over which the interface has complete control is the rels file.
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• rels. This file contains a list of the documents that the user has marked as useful1 3 0  in the 
current search. It is empty at the start of a new search, and is cleared if the user requests a new 
search rather than an RF iteration (section G.4). Table G.3 shows the format of the rels file.
docID relevance score iteration
282848 1 0 1
34328 7 2
4328739 9 2
Table G.3: rels file format
docID  is the numerical identifier of a relevant document, relevance score is the score the user 
has given the document (section G.4) and iteration indicates in which search iteration ( l sl, 2nd, 
3rd, etc), the document was marked relevant. Only the retrieval systems (see Chapter Twelve) 
that use ostensive weighting store the iteration information. A new search always has an 
iteration value of 1, corresponding to the first search iteration. An iteration of RF will 
increase the value o f the iteration variable by 1 .
G.2.2.2 Files controlled by the retrieval system
All files in this section are generated and written to by the retrieval component alone. All files 
are read  by the interface to present the results of a retrieval to the user.
• results. This file contains a list of the top thirty documents retrieved for each query, each 
document is represented by its numerical identifier.
• retrieved docs. This file contains the text o f the retrieved documents. These documents are 
formatted by the retrieval system to remove SGML tags for presentation to the user. 
Subsequent formatting, for example the highlighting o f query terms, is handled by the 
interface.
• retrieved Jitles. This file contains the titles of the retrieved documents.
• retrieved_offsets. This file contains the offsets (in bytes) of the start of each o f the retrieved 
documents in the retrieved_docs file. This allows the interface to split the documents 
contained in retrieved_docs into individual documents. An example is shown in Figure G.4. 
To access the content o f the first retrieved document, the system starts reading at 1 byte from
130  The interfaces ask users to a ssess docum ents as useful rather than relevant to their search, section G.4.
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the start of the retrieved_docs file and reads until position 4154; to access the content of the 
second document the system starts reading at byte position 4155 and reads until byte position 
7276, and so on.
1 4155 7277 10849 13069 13581 16764 20911 25048 29693 34050 39651 
41317 43817 46077 48985 50287 53293 56309 56793 57872 60800 63394 
65969 69587 72967 78448 104471 108831 113437 116633
Figure G.4; Example of document_offsets file
• retrieved. This file contains a list of the documents that have been previously retrieved in 
the search, i.e. from the point where the user last initiated a new search. In some of the 
experimental retrieval systems this file is used to eliminate documents from the list presented 
to the user -  only the top thirty previously unretrieved documents are displayed to the user 
after RF. If the user requests a new search then this file is emptied.
• explanation. This file contains an explanation o f the current search, section G.4. It is empty 
after a new search and only contains data after RF.
G.2.2.3 Files that are controlled jointly by the retrieval system and 
interface
The files in this section can be written to either by the retrieval system or the interface.
• query. This file contains the current query. It is created or modified in one of two ways:
i. by the interface. The query terms the user enters at the interface (section G.4) are 
written to this file to perform a new retrieval.
ii. by the retrieval system. If the user requests RF, the retrieval system will perform an 
iteration of RF and create a new query that will be written to the query> file.
• log. This file contains a log of the user’s current search. The log file is created when the 
interface is started and is continuously written to by the interface and retrieval system. 
Section G.5 explains the format o f the log file.
G.3 Retrieval system
The retrieval system is written in AINSI C. I shall not give a detailed account of the 
algorithms for retrieval and feedback contained in the retrieval system as they correspond to 
the theoretical work described in Chapters Ten and Twelve.
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G.4 Interfaces
The system interfaces were built using the Smalltalk VisualWorks environment131, running 
on Unix. The interfaces control the interaction with the user. All interfaces described in this 
chapter have four main functions:
i. connection to retrieval system. The interface connects to the underlying retrieval system
and starts the retrieval programs. It also reads in the results of the completed search.
ii. logging. The interface logs those documents a user has assessed as relevant. It also logs
certain aspects of the user interaction such as which documents a user has viewed.
iii.provides a interactive search environment. The main function of the interface is to 
facilitate interactive searching.
Four interfaces were developed for the experiments discussed in this thesis. In sections G.4.1 
-  G.4.4 I describe each o f the interfaces. The interfaces are labelled Interface One, Interface 
Two, Interface Three and Interface Four. In Chapter Twelve I discuss the specific variations 
of the retrieval and relevance feedback algorithms that underlie each interface and the 
experiments carried out on each interface. In this chapter I simply describe the basic interface 
and the variations in look and feel between the interfaces.
G.4.1 Interface One
Interface One is the most basic interface, the remaining three interfaces are extensions of this 
interface. Figure G.5 shows a schematic sketch o f Interface One, Figure G . 6  shows a screen 
dump of the interface.
131 Sm alltalk is an object-oriented program m ing language, V isualW orks is an application that facilitates the 
construction o f  Sm alltalk interfaces. The interface is written in Sm alltalk, and issu es retrieval com m ands to the 
underlying retrieval system , written in C.
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Query area Display End search
Retrieved Document
title area display area
Figure G.5: Interface One -  schematic sketch 
Interface One has five main areas:
i. query area. This area contains a large box into which users can enter query terms. One
button is present, the New search button, which the user clicks to initiate a search. In 
Figure G.6 , the user has entered the search terms ‘la d y ’, ‘m acbeth’, ‘m urder’, 
‘duncan ”, ‘glasms ’ and ‘shakespeare ’.
ii. display area. This area displays messages to the user. These messages are of two types:
status messages and an error message. The error message tells the user that s/he has 
entered a query term that is not found in the document collection. In Figure G.6 , the 
term ‘glasm s’ has not been found. Status messages, e.g. storing new query, retrieving 
new documents, are displayed when the user initiates a new query. These are intended 
to reassure the user that the system is functioning.
iii. end search button. After clicking the End search button the interface initiates a C
program on the underlying Unix system. This program appends the user’s final 
relevance assessments to the user log.
iv. retrieved title area. This area displays the titles of the retrieved documents. Each search
retrieves 30 documents, these are displayed 10 titles at a time. If less than 30 
documents contain a query term, then randomly selected documents are chosen to 
increase the retrieved set to 30. The user can move within the retrieved set by 
selecting the Prev 10 or Next 10 buttons. Check boxes next to the document titles 
signify that the document has been assessed as useful to the users search. In Figure
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G.5, the 1st, 3Kl, 5lh and 7lh listed documents have been assessed useful132. The user 
cannot click the checkboxes directly, they are controlled by the assessment slider (sec 
v.)
S earch  In te rfa c e
:n te r  y o u r q u ery  here The following words are not found in the collection
lady macbeth duncan murder Shakespeare glasm s
Fnd sea rch
” XA '  )
New sea rch
R etrieved  d o cu m e n ts  (b e s t m atch first)
03 APR / Arts: Macbeth with no scruples
0 1 FEB t Arts: A Erecmian Macbeth -  The Schiller Theatre s visit 
___________________________________
3 I SEP /  Arts Timothy W est's M acbeth ' -  Theatre
35 JUL/Arts: Macbeth, the king of heany metal -  Musicals
18 DEC / Arts: Simply mad Macbeth -  Malcoim Rutherford reviews the ne.v RSC
D 1 0 C il.IC t.i0 n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  : ■■■:.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   : . . . l__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
06 AUG / Arts: Macbeth Into EastEnders
31 APR I Arts: The Alchemist/Macbeth -  Theatre
. i DEC Arts- Bibalo's M acbeth' -  Opera in Bern
10 APR Letter: Defer to the text for proof of Duncan's saintliness
00 MAR / Arts' Macbeth -  Theatre
Next 10
Not
useful
P artially
useful
Figure G.6: Interface One
Very
useful
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FT 03 APR 93 /  Arts M a cb e th  with no sc rup les 
By MALCOLM RUTHERFORD 
MACBETH h a s often b e en  sa id  to  be th e  most bourgeois of S h a k e sp e a re  
trag e d ie s  Unlike H am let, th e  cen tra l figure w as  not born to  be king The 
S c o ttish  court is not a  p a tch  on  tha t of Denmark the re  a re  no strolling 
p layers , no in te llec tuals , passin g  th rough  Unlike O thello , the re  is not 
e v e n  a  to u c h  of exoticism , u n less  you coun t th e  w itches The ba rd 's  view  of 
life in S c o tland  is decided ly  grim, like th a t of many peop le  who h a v e  never 
b e e n  north  of S tra tford, and  in th e  end it is England  tha t h a s to  com e to  
th e  re sc u e  by supplying 10 .000  troops O n th e  o ther hand . M acbe th  is a 
gripping ta le  with som e w onderful poetry  throw n in 
T he new  production  at th e  Roval N ational T heatre  is an  odd mix R ichard 
E yre, th e  d irector, a c c e p ts  th e  bourgeo is n a tu re  of the  p lay by reducm q th e  
fam ous b a n q u e t, a tte n d e d  by Banquet's g h o st, to a dinner party  for eigh t It 
looks more like a  s c e n e  from H arley G ranville-B arker than  S h a k e s p e a re  He 
a lso  m akes L ady M a cb e th  lA n a sta s ia  Hide) unusually  young , but o therw ise  a 
w om an w ithout much distinction  It is no  d is re sp ec t to  Ms H ide’s play ing  to  
sa y  tha t th is L ady M a cb e th  is out of her d e p th  very early  on S he  plays the  
sle ep -w alk in g  s c e n e  w ed eno u g h  but th e  prime mover in E yre ’s production  is 
c lea rly  m eani to  be  th e  h u sb a n d , not th e  wife egging him on 
T he husb a n d  is Alan H ow ard The trouble  w ith at least th e  first half of his 
perform ance is tha t he  seem s to  be  p laying C laudius, not M acbe th  He n ever 
rea lly  h a s  sc rup les W hen he  s a y s  'W ake D uncan  with th e y  knocking) I would 
th o u  c o u ld s tj 'th e  line com es a c ro ss  more a s  a  |0ke tha t a  s ta b  of rem orse 
W hen he g ives o rders  to th e  m urderers o n e  is rem inded m e sca p ea b iy  of 
C laudius instructing  R o se n c ra n tr  and  G u ildenstern  to  take  Hamlet to  E ngland 
In a  more sop h istica te d  court, he  would h a v e  a Polom us to  a ssis t him 
H ow ard develops a s  he  g o e s on He sp e ak s  th e  lom orrow  and tomorrow  and  
tom orrow ’ lines a s movingly a s  I h ave  e v e r  h e ard  them It is th e  ye s te rd a y s  
nrnhlern
The colours o f  the titles are used to indicate the status o f  the corresponding documents. The 
default background colour o f  the document titles is light grey. The background colour o f  the 
currently selected document is white and the background colour o f viewed documents 
becomes dark grey. For example in Figure G.6, the user has viewed the 3ul to the 7lh displayed 
documents, is currently viewing the P' displayed document and has not viewed the remaining 
documents133. The system will remember the viewed documents within searches, i.e. if the 
user issues a new query, the system will remember viewed documents that were retrieved by 
the previous query.
1 -1-  The ch eck b oxes on ly  sig n ify  that the docum ent has been assessed  as usefu l, and do not sign ify  the degree o f  
usefu lness that the user has assigned.
I3-1 This use o f  colour was introduced after pilot testing o f  the interfaces. The experim ental subjects in the pilot 
test reported confusion  as to w hich docum ents they w ere v iew in g  and w hich they had already view ed .
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v. document display area. This area shows the full text of the currently selected 
document and allows the user to assess the usefulness of the displayed document. 
Each time the user clicks a document title, the full-text of the corresponding 
document is displayed in the full-text area. The query terms are highlighted in the 
full-text area to make it easier for the user to locate relevant material within the 
document. The background of the selected document title is changed to white (rather 
than the default light gray) to make it obvious which document is being viewed. 
Figure G . 6  shows the interface after the user has clicked on the first document title.
After a new search, or when the user clicks on the prev 10 or next 10 buttons, the first 
document in the list of 1 0  is highlighted and its full text is displayed.
The assessment slider, Figure G.7, allows the user to give a value to the usefulness of the 
displayed document. The slider is labelled from ‘Not useful ’ to ‘ Very useful The middle o f 
the slider is labelled ''Partially useful’ to indicate that the document contains some useful 
information. The slider corresponds to an 11-point scale, ranging from 0 (the default value 
signifying not useful/relevant) to 10 (signifying very useful/relevant). In Figure G . 6  the user 
has assessed the first document as being very useful to his search. In the experiments no 
specific indication was given to the user of how to interpret useful,; the searchers were 
encouraged to decide for themselves what constituted useful information.
Not Partially
useful useful
Figure G.7: Assessment slider
When a user moves the relevance slider the value is stored and a tick appears next to the 
displayed document’s title. If the user moves the slider back to 0 (‘not useful’) the tick 
disappears.
G.4.2 Interface Two
Interface Two has the same components as Interface One with the addition of a RF button, 
Figure G.8 . This button, Improve search, is inactive (switched off) until the user assesses at 
least one document as containing useful information, Figure G.9. This is so that the user 
cannot request RF without having supplied any relevance information. Clicking on the button 
before making relevance assessments will have no affect.
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Very
useful
S e iic h  In te r fa c e
E nter y o u r q uery  here
lady macbetn duncan shat espeare glasms
Im prove se a rc h
R etrieved  d o cu m e n ts  (b e st m atch  first)
i 03 APR /  Arts. M acte th  with rto scruples
18 DEC t  Arts: Simply rnatl Macbeth - Malcolm Ruthertotd reviews the nev> RSC 
production__________________________________________________ _
Q1 FEB /  Arts: A Brechtian Macbeth -  The Schiller Theatre's visit
06 AUG / Arts: Macbeth into EastEnders
21 APR /  Arts: The Alchemist/Macbeth -  Theatre
21 SEP / Arts: Timothy W est's M acbeth’ -  Theatre
23 DEC / Arts: Bibalo's M acbeth' -  O pera in Bern
10 APR / Letter: Deter to the text for proof of Duncan s saintliness
09 MAR / Arts: Macbeth -  Theatre
25 JU LI Arts: Macbeth, the king of heavy metal -  Musicals
Next 10
The following words are not found in the 
collection g lasm s
Partially
useful
Very
useful
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FT 06 AUG 94 /  Arts M a cb e th  into E as tE nders  
By MARTIN HOVLE 
O f c o u rse  it h a s  b e en  do n e  before, but n e v e r  so inep tly  T ransposing  
S h a k e s p e a re  S co ttish  p lay  into a b lood a n d  thu n d e r se t in m odern gan g lan d  
g o e s  b a c k  a t le a s t to  1955  and  th e  c inem atic  Jo e  M a cb e th  A London g a n g s te r  
ve rsion  of M a ch e tli now  sw elters  in th e  Lyric S tudio, Ham mersmith, th a n k s  to  
i com pany  c a lle d  L ondon via S toke , w h o se  jou rney  may not h a v e  b e e n  entirely  
n e c e s sa ry
The se ttin g  of T ony  L onghu rst's a d a p ta tio n  is th e  1950s E ast End w hen  
p ro fessional crim e w a s  carv ing  out its te rritory tho u g h  th e  K rays cou ld  
n e v er  h a v e  b e e n  a s  dull a s  th is  The ra tionale  beh ind  th e  c o n c e p t, I 
s u sp e c t ,  is to  g ive  a c h a n c e  of p lay ing  S h a k e s p e a re  to  a c to rs  w ho might in 
norm al th e a tr ic a l c irc u m sta n ce s  not ge t the ir to n g u e s  a round  th e  Bard Thus 
th e  c o ck n e y  M a c b e th  la p ses  into ex citab le  g a b b le , w hich is som etim es 
unintelligible B a n q u o 's  e m erg en c e  a s  a phan tom  iri th e  w itc h e s 'p ro p h e c y  
sc e n e  is m arked by th e  most unvary ing  m ono tone  s in c e  th e  D aleks A nd the  
le s se r  c h a ra c te r s  u tter their lines with determ inedly  c h a tty  c a su a ln e s s  a s 
if de term ined  to  transform  h igh lan ders  into E as tE n d ers  
The p loddingly s low  production , with its g a p s , p a u s e s  and  lack  of rhythm , is 
by L onghurst a n d  Elle Lewis This may explain th e  inc lusion  of the  u sually  
om itted H e c a te  whom  M iss Lewis p lays a s  a  b e d ize n ed  w h ooper in b lack  
d rap e rie s  w earing  a  to rch  in her c le a v a g e , w ho  b o u n d s  on s ta g e  snarling , 
spitting  an d  yow ling, like Mrne A rcati audition ing  for C ats 
We lo se  th e  porter (which th is com pany might h a v e  do n e  well) and  L ady 
M acduff -  th e  la tte r  a  sham e sin c e  th e  w om en a re  b e tter  th a n  the  men 
Ja c q u e lin e  M cC arrick’s  L ady M a cb e th  in a  s u c c e s s io n  of little black 
num bers , p lays like a  young  Jo a n  Collins but g e ts  all her w ords out c learly , 
a n d  L ucy  Christofi's First W itch is thoroughly  professional T he updating  
c o n s is ts  of de p ic tin g  th e  w itc h es  a s  th re e  old tram ps, ba g iad ie s  w ithout 
b,? q s . w ho m ap ; up then  magic; m e n u , -as th e y  go a lo n g , contribu ting  tq  the______
Figure G.8: Interface Two
improve 
__   ______      .
a.
Improve search
b.
Figure G.9: a. Switched-off button b. Switched-on button
G.4.3 Interface Three
Interface Three is designed specifically for interactive query expansion. Figure G.IO. The 
display area has been shortened to allow the presentation o f suggested expansion terms and 
the End search button has changed shaped. The Improve search button is replaced by a 
‘Suggest terms button. As with the Improve search button, the Suggest terms button is 
inactive until at least one relevance assessment has been made.
After clicking the Suggest terms button tie system will display the top twenty expansion 
terms on the top right-hand corner o f  the interface. Each expansion term is associated with a 
button: clicking on the term will add the term to the user’s query. The updated query is
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displayed in the query area (top-left comer). This interface only supports query expansion: if 
users wish to remove a term, they must do this manually. The expansion terms are sorted 
alphabetically (from top left to bottom right).
S ea rch  In ter fa c e
E nter y o u r query  here
macbeth murder duncan
New sea rch S u g g e s t t
R etrieved  d o cu m e n ts  (b e s t  m atch first)
01 FEB! M s :  A Brechban Macbeth -  The Schffler Theatre’s visit
03 APR i Arts- Macbeth with no scruples
«P» STAGEWEEK. LA JOLLAf> MACBE THS: ’A GREAT TEAM’ </P>
25 JUL< Arts: Macbeth, the t ing of heavy metal -  Musicals
21 S E P /A rts  Timothy W ests M ac b e th '-  Theatre
25 AUG / Arts The Cenci -  Theatre
<P> STAGE WATCH : LA JOLIA PLAYHOUSE EXPANDS SEASON TO 6 PLAYS; 
ACTRESS AtMOS T HAD TO FLY ROAD TO MECCA' UP>____________________
<P> TWENTY YEARS OF LA THEATER; OP> - P - A  REPORT CARD </P>
13 APR /’ Arts: ’Rope’ regains its reputation -  Theatre
10 APR / Letter: Detei to the text lor proof o( Duncan’s saintliness
ac to rs banquo curious duncan eyre
lady m acbeth m acbeths macduff malcolm
m urder p roductio ru therford sa in thood sce n e
schiller sc ru p le s sh ak e sp e thea tre w itches
End sea rch
Not
useful
Partially
useful
Very
useful
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FT 10 APR 93 /  Letter Defer to  th e  te.Nt for proof o f Duncan sa in tliness 
From Lord MCCARTHY 
Sir, Malcolm Rutherford asks (Arts M acbeth with no  sc ru p les ' April 3) why 
English p roducers  a cc ep t Duncan as 'som eone c lo se  to  sa in th o o d ’ He su g g e s ts  
th a t it cou ld  be  due  to a  'curious a c t of na tional d e fe re n ce '
W hat about a  re sp e c t for S h a k e sp e a re ';  te x t"  Alter an M acbeth te lls us 
this Duncan 
H ath bo rne  his facu lties so m eek, hath  be en  
So c lea r In his g rea t office. tha t h is virtues 
Will p lead  like a n g e ls , tru m pe t-to rigued . again st 
The d e ep  dam nation  of his ta k in g -o ff '
O ne c an  only pity  any ac to r w ho had  to  deliver th e se  lines after a  s c e n e  in 
w hich th e  old King mimed 'a  p a s s  at L ad" M acbeth - a s  su g g e s te d  by  your 
critic
M cC arthy ,
H ouse  of Lords.
London SW1A 
Countries -
BZ United K ingdom. EC 
Industries -
79Z Z  T heatrica l P roducers  and  Se rv ices  
T ypes -
EWS G enera l New s 
he  F inancial Times 
L ondon P a g e  9
Figure G.10: Interface Three
G.4.4 Interface Four
Interface Four is based on Interface Two with the addition o f a summarised explanation o f  the 
process of RF. This replaces the display area o f Interface One. After the user clicks on the 
Improve search button, the system performs an iteration o f  RF, and displays a short summary, 
in the explanation box, o f the effect o f  RF on the user’s search.
In Figure G.l 1 I show the results o f  an improved search. The explanation presented at the 
interface corresponds to the type o f explanation selected for RF. There are five possible 
explanations that can be presented to the user, these correspond to the explanation types 
presented in Chapter Ten. The explanation also contains a direction as to how the 
modification should be treated, i.e. the system will suggest that the user can add terms that arc 
similar to useful ones added by the system or remove terms that do not appear useful to the 
search. This is an attempt to persuade the user to interact with the results o f  RF.
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E nter y o u r query  here
S earch  In te r fa c e
System  re sp o n se
lad-/ macbeth duncan murder shal espeare couldst inescapeaWy hille 
banquo macduff laurenson
As you have not tound many useful documents, I have added the following words to 
your query to try to broaden your search co u ld st in esca p ea b ly  hille b anquo  
m acduff lau re n so n
New sea rch Im prove se a rc h
If these words do not seem relevant to your search, you can remove them from your 
query. The Explain more option may help you decide Which words are useful
Explain i E nd se a rc h
R etrieved  do cu m e n ts  (b e s t m atch first)
03 APR /  Arts: Macbeth with no scruples
23 SEP /  Arts Perverse T h erese  Raqtin ' -  Theatre
14JU L /A rts The Country Wife -  Theatre
Id  N OV /A rts iOpeningsi: London
17 NOV / Arts: Albee's T hree Tall W omen' -  Theatre
16 NOV /  Aits: Three TaB Women - Theatre
02 MAY /  Arts Josef 3uk -  Wigmore Hail
...........................
2 2 MAY/ Arty Richard 111
25 SEP /  Arts Impressionists by the yard -  William Packer exam ines the choice of a 
secretive collector____________________________________________________________
21 JUN /  Arts: M easure for M easure -  Theatre
Next to
Not
useful
Partially
usefulu
Very
useful
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FT 03 APR 93 /  A rts M acbeth with no sc rup les  
By MALCOLM RUTHERFORD 
MACBETH h a s  often  be en  sa id  to  be  th e  most bou rgeo is  of S h ak esp eare  
trag e d ie s  U nlile H am let, th e  cen tra l figure w as  not born to  b e  King The 
S c o ttish  cou rt is not a p a tc h  on tha t of DenmarK th e re  a re  no  strolling 
p la y e rs , no  in te lle c tu als , p a ss in g  th rough  Unlike O thello , th e re  is not 
e v e n  a to u c h  of exoticism , u n less  you coun t th e  w itc h es  The ba rd 's  view  of 
life in S c o tla n d  is decid ed ly  grim, like th a t of m any peop le  w ho h ave  never 
b e en  north of Stra tfo rd , and  in th e  end  it is England  th a t h a s  to  com e to 
th e  r e sc u e  by  supplying 10 .000  troops O n th e  o the r hand . M acbeth is a 
gripping ta le  with som e w onderful poetry  throw n in 
The n ew  production  a t th e  Royal N ational T h ea tre  is a n  odd mix R ichard 
E y re , th e  d irec to r, a c c e p ts  th e  bou rgeo is  n a tu re  of th e  plav by reducing  the  
fam ous b a n q u e t a tte n d e d  by  B anquo  s g h o s t, to  a  dinner pa rty  for eight it 
looks more like a  s c e n e  from H arley G ranville- Barker th a n  S h ak esp eare  He 
also  m akes Lady M acbeth (A nasta sia  Hille. unusually  young , but otherw ise  a 
w om an w ithout m uch distinction  It is no d is re sp ec t to  M s Hille'; playing to 
sa y  th a t th is Lady M acbeth is ou t of her dep th  very  early  on S he p lays the  
s le ep -w a lk in g  s c e n e  well e n o u g h , but th e  pnm e m over in E v re 's  production  is 
clearly  m eant to  be  the  h u sb a n d , not th e  wife egg ing  him on 
The h u sb a n d  is Alan How ard T he trouble with at least th e  first half of his 
perform ance is tha t he seem s to  be  p laying C laudius, not M acbeth H e never 
really  h a s  sc ru p les  W hen he  s a y s  'W ake Duncan with th e y  knocking] I would 
thou  c o u ld s t]  th e  line com es a c ro ss  more a s  a  joke th a t a s ta b  of rem orse 
W hen he  g ives o rders  to  th e  m urderers, one  is rem inded in esca p ea b ly  of 
C laud iu s in struc ting  R osenc ran tz  and  G uildensterri to  ta k e  Ham let to  E ngland 
In a  more so p h is t ica te d  c o u rt, he  would h a v e  a Poiom us to  a ss is t him 
H ow ard de v elo p s a s  h e  g o e s  on  He sp e ak s  th e  tom orrow  a n d  tomorrow  and
Figu re G .l 1: Interface Four 
The five types o f possible explanation arc:
i. expansion explanation. In this case the user has marked few documents relevant and 
the system attempts to broaden the user’s search by adding more search terms. The 
system lists the terms that it has added and displays the message ‘As you not found  
many useful documents, /  have added the following words to tty to broaden your 
search couldst inescapeably liillle banquo m acdu ff laurenson '. In this example, 
couldst inescapeably hillle banquo m acduff laurenson  arc the top six expansion 
terms.
ii. coverage explanation. In this case the system will present the user with an 
explanation like this 7 have added the word m acduff banquo to your query as they 
appear in most o f  the documents you have marked useful. This type o f explanation 
emphasises the search terms that make the user’s documents similar to each other.
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iii. josephson explanation. In this case the system will present the user with an 
explanation like this 7  have added the word macduff banquo to your query as they 
appear to be important to your search’. This type o f explanation emphasises search 
terms that are good discriminators o f relevance.
iv. no expansion explanation. In this case the system will not add any search terms to the 
user’s query but instead will concentrate on improving the weighting of the search 
terms -  selecting good term and document characteristics. The explanation presented 
at the interface is ‘Based on the documents you have marked useful, I  will treat 
macbeth as the most important word in your search and try to retrieve more 
documents containing this w ord’. In this example macbeth is the term for which there 
are most characteristics selected.
v. d o n ’t know explanation. If the system cannot choose one good explanation -  all votes 
are split between different explanation types for example -  then the system will tell 
the user it cannot decide what kind o f documents the user requires. It will show the 
user a message suggesting the user provides more evidence. For example, ‘7  am not 
sure what kind o f  documents you want -  perhaps you could mark some more 
documents as useful or add some more words to your query. Here are some examples 
that may be useful banquo theatre m acduff king scene arts ’. As in the expansion 
explanation, i., the terms banquo theatre macduff king scene arts are the top-ranked 
expansion terms.
The user can request more information on the RF process by clicking the Explain more 
button. This option will expand the information contained within the explanation box with 
information on how terms are used to select the new set o f retrieved documents. In Figure 
G.12, the user has selected this option and the system gives more information on the role of 
the query terms in the new search.
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E nter y o u r q u ery  here
S earch  In te rfa c e
S y stem re sp o n se
lady macbeth murder duncan Shakespeare banquo theatre macduff king 
scene aits
Improve se a rc h
I am looking for any documents '..'here m acduff seems important to the main topic of 
the document
I am loot ing for documents that contain lots about this word th ea tre  
I am looking for any documents that contain the word king
I am looking for any documents where m u rd er seem s important to the main topic ot 
the document.
I am looking for any documents that contain the word arts  
I am loot ing iqi documents that contain lo's about this sord m acbeth
E nd se a rc h
R etrieved  do cu m en ts  (b e s t m atch first)
01 FEB / Arts: A Brechtian Macbeth -  The Schiller Theatre's visit
03 APR / Arts: Macbeth with no scruples
22 MAY / Arts: Macbeth In a  m ess -  A revival of the ENO production of Verdi s
n n ora --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'» >  POLICE TO LIGHT UP REVELERS EXPLODING FIREWORKS ILLEGALLY wp> : .. : .; .      _    ____
18 DEC /  Arts: Simply mad Macbeth -  Malcolm Rutherford reviews the new RSC 
production________________________________________________________________
25 JU L I Arts' Macbeth, the king of heavy metal -  Musicals
2 1 APR f Arts: The A)chemlsi/Macbeth -  Theatre
OB AUG / Arts Macbeth into EastEnders
21 SEP / .Aits: Timothy W est's M acbeth -  Theatre
i; </p>
GFAt!HEtlL:..'aP >  *P> ADVENT! IBFS IN THE
Not
useful
Partially
useful
14359
T 921-11211  A N - CBBAAADTFT20201
FT 01 FEB 92 /  Arts A B rech tian  M acbeth -  The Sch iller Theatre'- visit 
By MALCOLM RUTHERFORD 
THE SCHILLER T h e a te r’s ve rsion  of M acbeth ope n ed  to  a p a ck e d  h o u se  at the  
Merm aid on T hu rsday  and  d e p a r ts  after to d a y  -  a  lam entab ly  short s ta y  for 
su c h  a py ro techn ic  perform ance If you c a n !  ge t in th is  e v en in g , try to  
c a tc h  up w ith it in Berlin or w h erev e r , for Die T raqodie d e s  M acbeth a s  it 
is ca lled  in full, really ought to  h a v e  b e e n  given  a run of se v e ra l w ee k s  at 
th e  N ational or the  B arb ican
Still, th e  M erm aid is not a  b a d  p la ce  for it a  d ilap ida ted , open  s ta g e  tha t 
rem inds one  of th e  old Brech t show s in E as t Berlin Fo rge t abou t Schiller 
th is  p roduction  has B recht a n d  th e  Berliner E nsem ble v/ritten  all ove r it 
T he d irec tor. K athanna  T h alb ac h . grew  up  and  trained  under th e  Brecht 
influence S h e  m oved to  th e  Schiller T h ea te r in W est Berlin in 1976 to  keep  
th e  flag flying, an d  how  right sh e  w as  P e rh ap s  only th e  W est G erm ans h ave  
th e  re so u rc e s  to  do  Brecht in full s ty le
T he B rech tian  a p p ro a ch  relies heav ily  on  stunning  s ta g e  effec ts In M acbeth  
w e s e e  th is most sharply with th e  w itc h es T hey are  not only ta rts  an d  punks 
-y o u  w ould e x p ec t th a t from th e  G erm an c ab a re t of th e  1930s T hey a lso 
su sp e n d  th e m se lv es  acro b atica lly  from a hu g e  sp ide r’s w eb  (m ade out of rope) 
strung  on th e  roof W hen th e y  p rep a re  th e m se lv es for th e  equ ivalen t of the  
cau ldron  s c e n e , all th ree  of them  sim u ltaneously  use  a  cham ber pot a n d  th row  
th e  c o n te n ts  ag a in s t a  wall w hich  is a lre ad y  d a u b ed  w ith  sym bols of German 
anarch ism  a n d  th e  graffito ’Fair is Foul an d  Foul is F a ir '
W hen the  b lood flows in th is M acbeth it does not look like tom ato  sa u ce  
but more like a su b s ta n c e  from one  of th e  G erm an chem ical com pan ies  Som e of 
th e  a c to rs  seem  to  be dripping living b lood  an d  sw eat th roughou t W hen 
M acbeth is finally, viciously  s ta b b e d , th e  spurt of b lood form h is mouth 
brings a  horrified g a sp  from th e  a u d ien c e
F ig u re  G.12: Interface Four after selection o f Explain more option
The Explain more option can give three types of information.
i. It can tell the user which terms arc being treated as important to the main topic o f the 
document. This corresponds to terms for which the theme characteristic has been 
selected as important. The system presents a message like 7  am looking fo r  
documents w here m acduff seems important to the main topic o f  the document ’, 
Figure G. 12.
ii. It can tell the user which terms should appear often in retrieved documents. This 
corresponds to selection of the // characteristic. In this case the system will present a 
message like 7  am looking fo r  documents that contain lots about macduff''.
iii. If the noise or id f  of the term is important, i.e. either o f  these characteristics have 
been selected for a term, the system will simply tell the user that these terms are 
important, e.g. 7  am looking fo r  any documents that contain the word m acduff'.
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G.5 Logging
The system maintains a continuous log of the user interaction. A sample log is given in 
section G.6, Figure G.13.
The log file stores 11 types of information, for example the query terms entered by the user, 
those documents viewed by the user and the documents retrieved in response to the user’s 
query. Each line of the log file starts with a tag that denotes the type of the log entry; the 
remainder o f the line contains the data associated with the tag. Tale G.4 gives a listing of the 
tags, sample data, and an explanation of each tag.
All interfaces use the same set of tags, however the individual interfaces may not use the 
complete set of tags. The tags used in the logs for each interface varied according to the 
functionality offered by the interface. For example, Interface One only allows users to issue 
new queries. The logs generated by this interface, then, will not contain any tags relating to 
relevance feedback actions. The standard format o f the log files permitted automatic analysis 
o f the logs to obtain search statistics for each user search.
tap sam ple description
FE E D B A C K This tag is not associated with any  
additional data. It is used to s ign ify  
that the user has issued an RF 
request by  click ing the im prove  
search button.
INFO N O ISE  U S E D  V A L U E IN F O N O IS E  U S E D  0 V A L U E  
0 .0 0 0 0 0 0
This set o f  tags stores w hether the  
in fo n o is e  characteristic w as used  
in RF and the RF value o f  the  
characteristic. 1 indicates that the  
characteristic w as used, 0  indicates 
that the characteristic w as not used.
LO G G ED Q U E R Y  TERM L O G G ED  Q U E R Y  TERM  macbeth T his tag is associated with the query  
that is actually  run by the retrieval 
system , and is output to the query  
file  after RF. The d ifference  
betw een entries o f  this tag and the  
Q U E R Y  TERM  tag are u sed  to  
indicate those terms that the user or 
system  has added or rem oved from  
the query.
N E W  Q U E R Y This tag is not associated with any  
additional data. It is used to s ign ify  
that the user has issued a new  query
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by c lick in g  the new  search button.
Q U E R Y  TERM Q U E R Y  TERM  lady T his tag is associated  with the query 
terms stored in the query term filG . 
Each tag is associated  with one  
query term. This is the query as it is 
g iv e  to the retrieval system .
R ET R IE V ED R E T R IE V E D  300038 T his tag is associated with a 
retrieved docum ent. In the exam ple, 
docum ent number 3000 3 8  has been  
retrieved in response to the user’s 
query.
R E L E V A N T  D O C  D EG R E E  
ITERATIO N
R E L E V A N T  D O C  101690  
D EG R E E 9 IT ER A T IO N  4
This set o f  tags is used to store the 
relevance assessm ents g iven  by the 
user. Entries are read as fo llow s: 
docum ent 101690  w as g iven  the 
relevance score 9 by the user during 
iteration 4. An initial search is 
iteration 1 .
RF RF m acbeth 1 2 .2 5 0 0 0 0  1 2 .1 5 3 3 7 4  
1 3 .282353  1 2 .2 5 0 0 0 0  8 .6 6 6 6 6 7  
0 .1 1 5 3 8 5
This tag is associated with the 
perform ance o f  the RF algorithm s. 
The line stores a set o f  numbers for 
each term used in RF. The data 
stored includes w hich  
characteristics w ere selected  for the  
tenn, the RF values for each term, 
and the o sten sive  and partial 
ev id en ce w eigh ts for each term  
(Chapter 8 ).
SPECIFICITY U S E D  V A L U E SPECIFICITY U S E D  0 V A L U E  
0.000000
T his set o f  tags stores w hether the 
sp ec ific ity  characteristic w as used  
in RF and the RF value o f  the  
characteristic. 1 indicates that the  
characteristic w as used , 0  indicates  
that the characteristic w as not used.
SU G G E ST E D  TERM SU G G E ST E D  TERM  banquo T his set o f  tags denote the p ossib le  
expansion  terms suggested  by the  
retrieval system . This set o f  tags is 
o n ly  used  by Interface two.
TERM  EX PL A IN S TER M  m acbeth E X P L A IN S  
247915
T his set o f  tags denotes w hich  
query terms have been used to 
explain w hich relevant docum ents. 
In this exam ple query term m acbeth  
has been used to explain  the 
(relevant) docum ent 247915 .
V IE W E D V IE W E D  132902 The docum ent num ber o f  each
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document that the user selects to 
read (by clicking on the document 
title) is stored.
Table G.4: Tags used in log files
G.6 Sample log
FEEDBACK
QUERY TERM art
QUERY TERM crime
GENERIC USED 1 VALUE 1.000 000
INFO_NOISE USED 1 VALUE 1.000000
RETRIEVED 25 7875
RETRIEVED 238130
RETRIEVED 268997
RETRIEVED 278199
RETRIEVED 273470
RETRIEVED 311190
RETRIEVED 224 975
RETRIEVED 237470
RETRIEVED 197106
RETRIEVED 304932
RETRIEVED 12 9180
RETRIEVED 2 65599
RETRIEVED 252541
RETRIEVED 257858
RETRIEVED 2113 34
RETRIEVED 42 887
RETRIEVED 282265
RETRIEVED 22 7656
RETRIEVED 250558
RETRIEVED 52 056
RETRIEVED 8163 0
RETRIEVED 2 818 06
RETRIEVED 24 9934
RETRIEVED 24 9687
RETRIEVED 2 87794
RETRIEVED 221132
RETRIEVED 2 09046
RETRIEVED 209253
RETRIEVED 277930
RETRIEVED 2 96708
VIEWED 257875
VIEWED 238130
VIEWED 268997
VIEWED 278199
VIEWED 273470
VIEWED 311190
VIEWED 224975
VIEWED 129180
VIEWED 81630
VIEWED 249934
VIEWED 296708
FEEDBACK
RELEVANT DOC 23813 0 DEGREE 10 ITERATION 2 
RELEVANT DOC 278199 DEGREE 7 ITERATION 2 
QUERY TERM art
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QUERY TERM fraud
TERM antiquities EXPLAINS 238130 
TERM antiquities EXPLAINS 278199
RF antiquities 1 1399.999878 1 209.999985 1 560.000000 1 111.999992
8.500000 0.117647
RF art 1 895.999939 1 658.000000 1 923.999939 0 1.000000 8.500000 
0 .117647
RF antiquities 1 1399.999878 1 209.999985 1 560.000000 1 111.999992
8.500000 0.117647
GENERIC USED 0 VALUE 0.000000 
INFO_NOISE USED 0 VALUE 0.000000 
RETRIEVED 23 813 0 
RETRIEVED 3 3 0986 
RETRIEVED 141231 
RETRIEVED 324816 
RETRIEVED 3 0010 9 
RETRIEVED 150645 
RETRIEVED 85693 
RETRIEVED 3 9208 
RETRIEVED 256 03 0 
RETRIEVED 277521 
RETRIEVED 175566 
RETRIEVED 78 056 
RETRIEVED 1817 92 
RETRIEVED 2 85962 
RETRIEVED 962 9 
RETRIEVED 2 3 5755 
RETRIEVED 18 8 998 
RETRIEVED 23 5604 
RETRIEVED 58762 
RETRIEVED 3 3 9381 
RETRIEVED 15 034 0 
RETRIEVED 71933 
RETRIEVED 3 04 984 
RETRIEVED 3 3 9889 
RETRIEVED 17014 
RETRIEVED 27868 0 
RETRIEVED 1016 94 
RETRIEVED 3 3 0699 
RETRIEVED 24 0983 
RETRIEVED 83 921 
VIEWED 238130 
VIEWED 324816 
VIEWED 256030 
VIEWED 277521 
VIEWED 175566 
VIEWED 3 3 9381 
VIEWED 150340 
FEEDBACK
RELEVANT DOC 23 813 0 DEGREE 10 ITERATION 2
RELEVANT DOC 278199 DEGREE 7 ITERATION 2
RELEVANT DOC 25603 0 DEGREE 5 ITERATION 3
QUERY TERM glasgow
QUERY TERM museum
QUERY TERM art
QUERY TERM crime
TERM antiquities EXPLAINS 238130 
TERM antiquities EXPLAINS 278199 
TERM antiquities EXPLAINS 25603 0
RF antiquities 1 2850.000000 1 474.999969 1 1520.000000 1 228.000000
7.333333 0.106061 
RF museum 1 1596.000000 1 949.999939 1 1178.000000 0 1.000000 
5.666667 0.078431
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RF art 1 1824.000000 1 1178.000000 1 1995.000000 0 1.000000 7, 
0.106061
RF crime 1 2223.000000 1 418.000000 1 1539.000000 0 1.000000
7.333333 0.106061
RF antiquities 1 2850.000000 1 474.999969 1 1520.000000 1 228.
7.333333 0.106061
GENERIC USED 0 VALUE 0.000000 
INFO_NOISE USED 0 VALUE 0.000000 
RETRIEVED 23 813 0 
RETRIEVED 2 78199 
RETRIEVED 25603 0 
RETRIEVED 147016 
RETRIEVED 277521 
RETRIEVED 3 0 0109 
RETRIEVED 324816 
RETRIEVED 78 056 
RETRIEVED 150645 
RETRIEVED 3 9208 
RETRIEVED 175566 
RETRIEVED 235604 
RETRIEVED 2 3 5755 
RETRIEVED 2 85962 
RETRIEVED 188 998 
RETRIEVED 181792 
RETRIEVED 85693 
RETRIEVED 962 9 
RETRIEVED 58762 
RETRIEVED 3 3 9381 
RETRIEVED 3 3 9889 
RETRIEVED 3 04 984 
RETRIEVED 15034 0 
RETRIEVED 245150 
RETRIEVED 3 26656 
RETRIEVED 240983 
RETRIEVED 27868 0 
RETRIEVED 259914 
RETRIEVED 245299 
RETRIEVED 83 921 
VIEWED 238130 
VIEWED 175566 
VIEWED 339889 
VIEWED 245299 
VIEWED 175566 
VIEWED 238130 
VIEWED 256030 
VIEWED 277521 
VIEWED 300109 
VIEWED 175566 
VIEWED 235604
Figure G.13: Sample log file
333333
0 0 0 0 0 0
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Appendix H
Details on user evaluation
H.1 Topics used in experiments
In this section I shall describe the topics that were used in the user evaluation, Chapter 
Twelve. For each topic I shall present the original INTTREC topic, the simulated situation 
derived from the topic, the relationship between my topic and the INTTREC topic and the 
relation to Borlund’s simulated situations.
H.1.1 Topic 303i
H.1.1.1 Original TREC Topic
Number: 303i
Title: Hubble Telescope Achievements 
Description:
Identify positive accomplishments o f the Hubble telescope since it was launched in 
1991.
Narrative:
Documents are relevant that show the Hubble telescope has produced new data, better 
quality data than previously available, data that has increased human knowledge o f 
the universe, or data that has led to disproving previously existing theories or 
hypotheses. Documents limited to the shortcomings o f the telescope would be 
irrelevant. Details of repairs or modifications to the telescope without reference to 
positive achievements would not be relevant.
H.1.1.2 Simulated situation
At a recent party you overhear a discussion about whether science funding gives value for 
money. One person claimed that many expensive projects, such as the Hubble Telescope, do 
not produce significant positive advances. You are not sure how tme this statement is, and
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would like to find more information on the positive achievements of the Hubble Telescope 
since it was launched in 1991.
Tailoring
No specific tailoring to the likely subject population was included in this simulated 
situation.
Topical relevance
At the time of searching, the Hubble Telescope is not a current news event, and the 
specific area of searching -  positive achievements o f the telescope is considered to be 
of special interest to the subject population.
Semantic openness
The semantic openness of this reduced by the topical restriction to search for positive 
achievements on the Hubble Telescope rather than astronomy, or science, in general. 
The subjects, however, do have freedom to define what constitutes an achievement 
and, in particular, what constitutes a positive achievement. This simulated situation 
has a relatively narrow semantic openness, as the topic is restricted and neither the 
topic, nor the tailoring, is specific to the subjects.
H.1.1.3 Relation to TREC search
The topic does not include the specific indications for relevance outlined in the TREC 
narrative such as better quality or new datH. The topic instead relates the overall gist 
o f the TREC topic -  positive achievements o f the telescope.
H.1.1.4 Relation to Borlund
Simulated work task situation
The other night you were at a party where the Hubble Telescope was discussed as one 
o f the other guests knew quite a lot about this subject. Now you want to improve your 
own knowledge of this topic and more specifically you want to know about the 
Telescope’s technical drawbacks and scientific achievements.
Borlund used this task as a training example. She classified her simulated work task situation 
as having low semantic openness due to similar factors as we have identified (low tailoring, 
limited topicality) and also due to the particular context -  being present at a party at which 
this topic was discussed. However, this was one o f the topics that her subjects found to be the 
most stimulating, mostly due to their unexpected interest in the topic.
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We have retained the basic components of Borlund’s work task situation but made two 
alterations. First, we have reduced Borlund’s relatively strict search indication ‘technical 
drawbacks and scientific achievements', replacing it with the less indicative ‘positive 
achievements'. Second, Borlund created a relatively neutral basis for the origin of the search -  
the subject wanted general background information. By framing the need for information 
within a general discussion about science funding we have tried to create a situation that has a 
stronger connection to the topic of the search. The intention here is to provide a motivation 
for the search that is more realistic but which does not form part o f the specific search topic.
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H.1.2 Topic 307i
H.1.2.1 Original TREC Topic
Number: 307i
Title: New Hydroelectric Projects 
Description
Identify hydroelectric projects proposed or under construction by country and 
location. Detailed description o f nature, extent, purpose, problems, and consequences 
is desirable.
Narrative
Relevant documents would contain as a minimum a clear statement that a 
hydroelectric project is planned or construction is under way and the location of the 
project. Renovation of existing facilities would be judged not relevant unless plans 
call for a significant increase in acre-feet or reservoir or a marked change in the 
environmental impact o f the project. Arguments for and against proposed projects 
are relevant as long as they are supported by specifics, including as a minimum the 
name or location of the project. A statement that an individual or organization is for 
or against such projects in general would not be relevant. Proposals or projects 
underway to dismantle existing facilities or drain existing reservoirs are not relevant, 
nor are articles reporting a decision to drop a proposed plan.
H.1.2.2 Simulated situation
The new Scottish Parliament is considering planning permission for a series o f large 
hydroelectric projects. These projects will use water power to produce electricity for a large 
area of Scotland. Supporters o f the projects claim that they will give cheaper electricity and 
reduce global-warming, opponents argue that the projects may cause environmental damage 
and harm tourism. The Parliament has decided to hold a vote for all Scottish residents to 
decide if these projects should go ahead. You have little independent information upon which 
to base your decision, and would like information on similar projects.
Tailoring
Some tailoring on this topic relates to the siting of the hydroelectric projects in 
Scotland -  where all subjects live. Further, the situation refers to a vote for residents 
rather than Scottish citizens as several of the subjects may be non-UK citizens.
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Topical relevance
The references to global wanning and the Scottish Parliament -  both of which are 
current news items in the Scottish media -  are attempts to make this topic more 
relevant to the subject group. The specific topic -  hydroelectric projects -  is not a 
current news item as the simulated situation is fictious. Even though the situation is 
not genuine we feel that it is realistic.
Semantic openness
As with topic 303 the subject of the topic -  hydroelectric projects -  is narrow in that 
there is little room for subjective interpretation regarding the definition of a 
hydroelectric project. However the semantic opennesss regarding what information 
has been left open to interpretation. Clues to possible aspects such as environmental 
change are intended to broaden semantic openness.
H.1.2.3 Relation to TREC search
We have retained the core topic -  hydroelectric projects -  but have not stressed the TREC 
distinction between new projects and existing projects. Neither have we asked the subjects to 
ignore the closure of hydrolectric projects. The TREC target of identifying locations of 
similar projects has not been included directly -  we have not asked subjects to find locations 
specifically.
H.1.2.4 Relation to Borlund
This topic was not used in Borlund’s experiment.
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H.1.3 Topic 321
H.1.3.1 Original TREC Topic
Number: 321
Title: Women in Parliaments 
Description
Pertinent documents will reflect the fact that women continue to be poorly 
represented in parliaments across the world, and the gap in political power between 
the sexes is very wide, particularly in the Third World.
Narrative
Pertinent documents relating to this issue will discuss the lack of representation by 
women, the countries that mandate the inclusion o f a certain percentage of women in 
their legislatures, decreases if any in female representation in legislatures, and those 
countries in which there is no representation of women.
H.1.3.2 Simulated situation
It is likely that a British General Election will be held in May this year. In the last General 
Election, one of the main issues was the relatively low number o f female members of 
parliament. This prompted one party to introduce special measures to increase the number of 
female candidates in the election. Other politicians argue that poor representation o f women 
in parliament is not a specific feature of British politics. As the poor representation is likely to 
be a major issue in the forthcoming election, you would like to be more informed about the 
representation o f women in politics.
Tailoring
No specific tailoring to university students has been used in this simulated situation 
towards university students. However, all subjects will be resident in the UK at the 
time of the election, which does create a topical news interest for searching.
Topical relevance
The topic is unlikely to be of particular interest to university students as an individual 
group. However, as with the tailoring aspect, there is likely to be a current news 
interest in this topic.
Semantic openness
The topical relevance does broaden the semantic openness somewhat as the issue is 
o f current national interest at the time of searching. We avoided restricting the topic
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specifically to the poor representation of women as this would have narrowed the 
semantic openness of the sitution, however we have hinted at this in the situation. We 
believe that this is one of the situations with a broader semantic openness.
H.1.3.3 Relation to TREC search
The main difference between our situation and the TREC topic description was that they did 
not stress that the subjects should search for documents on the poor representation o f women. 
However, by stressing the cause of the situation -  the poor representation of women in British 
parliament -  and the fact the poor female representation is the case in most countries, we 
believe that most documents will be on this topic.
H. 1.3.4 Relation to Borlund
This topic was not used in Borlund’s experiment.
H.1.3.5 Update to topic
Some of the user experiments were carried out after the British General Election (experiments 
Three, Four and Five). Consequently the simulated situation was changed to the one below
During the previous General Election, in 1997, one o f the main issues was the relatively low 
number o f female members o f parliament. This prompted one party to introduce special 
measures to increase the number of female candidates in the election. Other politicians argued 
that poor representation of women in parliament was not a specific feature o f British politics.
In General Election that took place did in June this year, the poor representation o f women 
was not a major issue but the Labour Party was criticised for its male-dominated election 
campaign. You wonder whether the poor representation of women is an international feature 
of politics.
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H.1.4 Topic 322i
H.1.4.1 Original TREC Topic
Number: 322i
Title: International Art Crime 
Description
Isolate instances o f fraud or embezzlement in the international art trade.
Narrative
A relevant document is any report that identifies an instance of fraud or 
embezzlement in the international buying or selling o f art objects. Objects include 
paintings, jewellery, sculptures and any other valuable works o f art. Specific 
instances must be identified for a document to be relevant; generalities are not 
relevant.
H.1.4.2 Simulated situation
Several valuable paintings and other works of art in a local Glasgow museum have been 
discovered to be fakes. The museum’s spokesman claims that art crime -  in particular fraud — 
is becoming more common. He also claims that is difficult to distinguish deliberate crime 
from genuine mistakes made by people selling works of art. You wonder if  he is correct or 
whether these are excuses. You think more information on art crime, and on genuine cases o f 
art fraud, can help you decide if the spokesman is correct.
Tailoring
No specific tailoring to the intended population is made. The reference to Glasgow 
museums is not considered as tailoring as the search is unlikely to be centred around 
this particular instance of fraud.
Topical relevance
There is unlikely to be a particular topical interest in this topic.
Semantic openness
The semantic openness in this situation centres around the subject’s definition of art 
crime and what constitutes genuine fraud. As these are left relatively open, this topic 
shows a relatively broad semantic openness.
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H.1.4.3 Relation to TREC search
The original TREC topic specifically mentions embezzlement which we found too difficult to 
incorporate within the situation. It also specifically asks for particular instances of art crime. 
We have retained the request for instances of art fraud but have generalised the topic to 
include the area of art crime in general.
H. 1.4.4 Relation to Borlund
Simulated work task situation
There has been a burglary in your flat. Among the things stolen was an old and 
unique piece of jewellery with a high value o f affect. You called the police, who were 
not very hopeful of getting the jewellery back. They said that there had been several 
such burglaries in the areas within the previous few months. You’re interested in 
finding out about similar cases and more specifically the details and the consequences 
o f the crimes.
Borlund heavily tailored this search to allow for a more realistic and personal situation -  that 
of a theft in the subject’s flat. The area o f fraud in art was translated into the general area of 
burglaries. There was no specific tailoring to the subject population, nor was the topic felt to 
be o f specific interest to the subjects. This topic was generally less popular with the searchers 
used by Borlund, even though the topic showed broad semantic openness with reference to 
the vagueness of the concepts crime, details and consqeuences of crime.
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H.1.5 Topic
H.1.5.1 Original TREC Topic
Number: 326i 
Title: Ferry Sinkings 
Description
Any report of a ferry sinking where 100 or more people lost their lives.
Narrative
To be relevant, a document must identify a ferry that has sunk causing the death of 
100 or more humans. It must identify the ferry by name or place where the sinking 
occurred. Details o f the cause of the sinking would be helpful but are not necessary 
to be relevant. A reference to a ferry sinking without the number of deaths would not 
be relevant.
H.1.5.2 Simulated situation
You and a friend are trying to choose a holiday for later this summer. One possible holiday 
destination will mean taking several ferry trips but you have heard rumours that ferries in this 
area have a poor safety record. You need to book your holiday soon but need more 
information on the dangers o f ferry travel.
T ailoring
There is no tailoring to this particular subject population.
Topical relevance
There is not particular topical relevance to this group.
Semantic openness
We have tried not to make any information on the areas where ferries operate, where 
ferry travel may be dangerous or the location o f the persons intended travel. We have 
deliberately left open the question of what is meant by dangers posed by ferry travel.
H.1.5.3 Relation to TREC
The main requirement that relevant documents must be about 100 deaths or more has not 
been incorporated into this search. This was one of the most difficult TREC topics to 
incorporate into a simulated search.
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H.1.5.4 Relation to Borlund
Simulated work task situation: Some friends of yours are about to visit you and as a 
surprise you are planning a trip for all of you to the Isle of Arran. You have heard rumours 
that some of the ferries to Arran are less safe than others. In addition to this you have recently 
seen the movie Titanic. You would therefore like to retrieve information about the causes of 
safety problems on ferries as well as some information about how to prevent accidents.
As Borlund’s experiments took place in Scotland, the Isle of Arran was mentioned to include 
some topical relevance, although she does not consider this to have narrowed or broadened 
the semantic openness of the search. This was one to the less popular situations according to 
her subjects.
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H.1.6 Topic 347i
H. 1.6.1 Original TREC Topic
Number: 347i
Title: Wildlife Extinction
Description
The spotted owl episode in America highlighted U.S. efforts to prevent the extinction 
of wildlife species. What is not well known is the effort of other countries to prevent 
the demise of species native to their countries. What other countries have begun 
efforts to prevent such declines?
Narrative
A relevant item will specify the country, the involved species, and steps taken to save 
the species.
H.1.6.2 Simulated situation
Your best friend is an active member of a major wildlife preservation group. She is working 
on a project to build an electronic database of wildlife species that are in danger of extinction 
and the steps that different countries have taken to protect these species. She has asked you 
for help in providing information on international attempts to save native species, and the 
causes of wildlife extinction.
Tailoring
No tailoring to the subject group was possible.
Topical relevance
This topic is not especially relevant to the subject group.
Semantic openness
This situation is similar to one used by Borlund [BoOl], who reports a narrow 
semantic openness for this situation. The original situation asked the subject to 
imagine that s/he was responsible for creating the database. We have tried to increase 
the semantic openness by reducing the subject’s responsibility to simply finding 
information.
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H.1.6.3 Relation to TREC
We have tried to maintain the core aim of the topic, the only aspect which have not 
specifically highlighted was naming countries that have adopted special measures to prevent 
wildlife extinction.
H.1.6.4 Relation to Borlund
Simulated work task situation
You have got a new student job with a local branch o f one of the wildlife protection 
organisations. Your responsibility is to maintain and update the web pages of the 
organisation. You have been informed that the organisation’s next big campaign will 
be on how to prevent the decline of wildlife species, focusing on the situation in 
Europe. As a new member of staff you feel you need some basic background 
information so you have decided to investigate the European situation with particular 
reference to problems caused by environmental and climate changes.
As discussed above we have retained the core elements of Borlund’s situation but have 
shifted the emphasis o f the searcher to finding information rather than creating the web site. 
We have also reduce the detail of the background need -  ‘particular reference to problems 
caused by environmental and climate changes'.
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H.2 Student topics
In this section I describe the simulated situations that were used in the pilot test. These were 
designed specifically for the student subjects.
H.2.1 Simulated situation 1
After graduation you will be looking for a job in industry. You want information to help you 
focus your future job seeking. You know it pays to know the market. You would like to find 
some information about employment patterns in industry and what kind of qualifications 
employers will be looking for from future employees.
H.2.2 Simulated situation 2
You have just moved into a shared flat with three friends. Your landlord is the father of one 
of your potential flatmates, who has bought the flat for his daughter whilst she is at university. 
You haven’t been given a rent book or signed a lease as your landlord doesn’t see himself as a 
professional landlord. You are concerned about what rights you have as a tenant in this 
situation but don’t want to fall out with your flatmate. Perhaps you could find more 
information on the rights of tenants and the responsibilities of landlords before you raise the 
issue with your new landlord.
H.2.3 Simulated situation 3
Your credit card balance is becoming larger and credit card supplier is becoming less and less 
sympathetic. You are considering changing your credit card but you realise that, although it 
is easy to obtain a new card, there are often hidden charges involved if you go into debt. The 
credit card suppliers you have examined do not make these charges clear and you would like 
more information on how to choose a credit card.
H.2.4 Simulated situation 4
Last night you were out for a meal with some friends. One of the main topics of conversation 
was the potential legalisation o f cannabis. Many people were favour o f soft drugs, such as 
cannabis, being legalised but other friends were strongly against this. You are not sure where 
you stand on this issue. From the conversation, you are aware o f some of the arguments but 
would like more facts about the possible implications of the legalisation o f cannabis.
H.2.5 Simulated situation 5
You have been buying a lot o f books recently. The price of these books has varied a great 
deal: some books were sold at a big discount, but other books, especially ones aimed at
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students, were very expensive. You are beginning to wonder how publishers and booksellers 
decide how much to charge for a book (and if you are being ripped off).
H.2.6 Simulated situation 6
Last year there was a major crisis in the marking o f Scottish school exams. This resulted in 
many pupils receiving wrong grades or not receiving any results for exams that they had 
taken. In England the increase in A level passes raised the question o f the quality of marking 
standards. As you have several friends who are students, the debate about the fairness of 
exam marking and the consistency o f individual markers makes you wonder whether exams 
are a fair method of assessing a student’s performance.
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H.3 Welcome questionnaire
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY 
EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for agreeing to participate in this experiment.
The goal o f this experiment is to determine how well an information retrieval system can help 
you to find information on a given topic. Only the system is being tested, you are not being 
tested on how well you search.
You will be given a short description of a situation in which you might want to search for 
information. This is an example of such a situation.
You have thinking about buying a fla t and are aware that there 
are several types o f  mortgage available. You are not sure about 
what kind o f  mortgage is best fo r  you. You would like more 
information on the advantages and disadvantages o f  the different 
mortgages available before you make your choice.
You are asked to imagine that you are the person described in the situation and to search for 
information.
You will be asked to search on six topics. You will be given fifteen minutes to search on each 
topic.
You will also be asked to complete several questionnaires:
- Before the experiment
- After each search
- After the experiment
At any point in the experiment you may ask for clarification on the search topic, experimental 
instructions or on how the system works.
You will be paid £20 for your participation in this experiment. This will be paid at the end of 
the experiment.
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H.4 Background questionnaire
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY 
ENTRY QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What college/university degrees/diplomas do you have (or expect to have)?
degree subject date
degree subject date
degree subject date
2. What is your gender? o Female o Male
3. What is your age?_________ years
4. Have you participated in previous online searching studies? o Yes No
5. Overall, for how many years have you been doing online searching?__________ years
6. Please circle the number closest to your experience.......
How much experience have 
you had...
No
experience
Some
experience
A great 
deal of 
experience
1. using a point-and-click interface, e.g. 
Macintosh, Windows
1 2 3 4 5
2. searching on computerised library 
catalogs either locally (e.g. in your library, 
or remotely (e.g., Library o f  Congress)
1 2 3 4 5
3. searching on world wide web search 
services (e.g. Alta Vista, Excite, Yahoo, 
HotBot, WebCrawler)
1 2 3 4 5
4. searching on other retrieval systems, 
please specify the system:
1 2 3 4 5
7. Please circle the number that is closest to your searching behaviour....
Never Once or 
twice a 
year
Once or 
twice a 
month
Once or 
twice a 
week
Once or 
twice a 
day
How often do you conduct a search on any 
kind o f  system?
1 2 3 4 5
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H.5 Pre-search worksheet
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY 
PRE-SEARCH WORKSHEET
Searcher #__________
Condition__________
Topic #_______6_____
Y our search situation is:
Y our best friend is an active m em ber o f  a m ajor w ildlife preservation 
group. She is w orking on a project to build an electronic database o f  
w ildlife species that are in danger o f  extinction and the steps that 
different countries have taken to protect these species. She has asked 
you for help in providing inform ation on international attem pts to save 
native species, and the causes o f  w ildlife extinction.
Before you start your search, please indicate how much you think you know about this topic
I know almost 
nothing about 
this topic
1 have some 
knowledge but 
not much
I have general 
background 
knowledge
I know more than 
most people
1 am very well- 
informed about 
this topic
1 2 3 4 5
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H.6 Post-search worksheet experiment one
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY
POST-SEARCH WORKSHEET
Searcher #____________
Condition____________
Topic # ______________
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to the search you have just completed.
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1. Was it easy to get started on this 
search?
1 2 3 4 5
2. Was it easy to do the search on this 
topic?
1 2 3 4 5
3. Are you satisfied with your search 
results?
1 2 3 4 5
4. Did you have enough time to do an 
effective search?
1 2 3 4 5
5. Was the search task realistic? 1 2 3 4 5
6. How interested were you in the topic 
o f the search task?
7. How enjoyable was this search? 1 2 3 4 5
If you used the improve search  option, 
how useful do you think the option was to your search?
Don’t know/ 
didn’t use improve search
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
0 1 2 3 4 5
How easy was it to judge how useful a document was to the search
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1 2 3 4 5
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H.7 Post-search worksheet experiment two
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY
POST-SEARCH WORKSHEET
Searcher #____________
Condition____________
Topic # ______________
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to the search you have just completed.
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1. Was it easy to get started on this 
search?
1 2 3 4 5
2. Was it easy to do the search on this 
topic?
1 2 3 4 5
3. Are you satisfied with your search 
results?
1 2 3 4 5
4. Did you have enough time to do an 
effective search?
1 2 3 4 5
5. Was the search task realistic? 1 2 3 4 5
6. How interested were you in the topic 
o f the search task?
7. How enjoyable was this search? 1 2 3 4 5
How easy was it to judge how useful a document was to the search
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1 2 3 4 5
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H.8 Post-search worksheet experiment three
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY
POST-SEARCH WORKSHEET
Searcher #____________
Condition____________
Topic # ______________
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to the search you have just completed.
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1. Was it easy to get started on this 
search?
1 2 3 4 5
2. Was it easy to do the search on this 
topic?
1 2 3 4 5
3. Are you satisfied with your search 
results?
1 2 3 4 5
4. Did you have enough time to do an 
effective search?
1 2 3 4 5
5. Was the search task realistic? 1 2 3 4 5
6. How interested were you in the topic 
o f  the search task?
7. How enjoyable was this search? 1 2 3 4 5
If you used the suggest terms option, 
how useful do you think the query words, suggested by the system, were to your search?
Don’t know/ 
didn’t use suggest terms
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
0 1 2 3 4 5
How easy was it to judge how useful a document was to the search
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1 2 3 4 5
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H.9 Post-search worksheet experiment five
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY
POST-SEARCH WORKSHEET
Searcher #_______
Condition_____
Topic # __________
Please answer the following questions, as they relate to the search you have just completed.
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1. Was it easy to get started on this 
search?
1 2 3 4 5
2. Was it easy to do the search on this 
topic?
1 2 3 4 5
3. Are you satisfied with your search 
results?
1 2 3 4 5
4. Did you have enough time to do an 
effective search?
1 2 3 4 5
5. Was the search task realistic? 1 2 3 4 5
6. How interested were you in the topic 
o f  the search task?
1 2 3 4 5
7. How enjoyable was this search? 1 2 3 4 5
If you used any o f  the following options, 
how useful do you think the option was to your search?
Improve search
Don’t know/ 
didn’t use improve search
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
0 1 2 3 4 5
Explain
Don’t know/ 
didn’t use explanation
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
0 1 2 3 4 5
Explain more
Don’t know/ 
didn’t use explain more
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
0 1 2 3 4 5
How easy was it to judge how useful a document was to the search
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1 2 3 4 5
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H.9 Exit questionnaire experiment two
Searcher #____________
Condition____________
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY 
EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE
Now, please consider the searching experience that you just had.
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1. How easy was it to learn to m e  this 
information system?
1 2 3 4 5
2. How easy was it to use this 
information system?
1 2 3 4 5
3. How well did you understand how to 
use this information system?
1 2 3 4 5
4. How well did you understand the 
improve search  option?
1 2 3 4 5
5. How easy was it to assess how useful a 
document was?
1 2 3 4 5
Of the six searching tasks you were given (please circle one)
1. Which tasks did you find most interesting? 1 2 3 4 5 6 D on’t
know
2. For which tasks did you find it the most difficult to start a 
search?
1 2 3 4 5 6 D on’t
know
3. For which tasks did you find the most difficulty in finding 
useful documents?
1 2 3 4 5 6 D on’t
know
Please write down any other comments that you have about your searching experience with this 
information retrieval system. Thank you!
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H.10 Exit questionnaire experiment five
Searcher #
INTERACTIVE SEARCHING STUDY 
EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE
Now, please consider the searching experience that you just had.
Not at all Somewhat Extremely
1. How easy was it to learn to use this 
information system?
1 2 3 4 5
2. How easy was it to use this 
information system?
1 2 3 4 5
3. How well did you understand how to 
use this information system?
1 2 3 4 5
O f the six searching tasks you were given (please circle as many as you feel appropriate)
1. Which tasks did you find most interesting? 1 2 3 4 5 6 Don’t
know
2. For which tasks did you find it the most difficult to start a 
search?
1 2 3 4 5 6 Don’t
know
3. For which tasks did you find the most difficulty in finding 
useful documents?
1 2 3 4 5 6 Don’t
know
Of the two systems you used (System A provided explanations on the improve search 
option)
System A System Both the 
same
Which system did you prefer?
Please write down any other comments that you have about your searching experience with this 
information retrieval system. Thank you!
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